Wednesday, April 5 at 6:30 pm
MPSA Welcome Reception
Wed at 6:30 pm

Thursday, April 6 at 8:00 am
37-1 Experimental Approaches Mini-Conference: Survey and Lab Experiments with Political Elites (Co-sponsored with 83. Working Groups, see 83-1)
Thu at 8:00 am

8:00 Chair, Laurel Harbridge Yong, Northwestern University
l-harbridge@northwestern.edu

8:05 Threat Sensitivity and the Policy Priorities of State Legislators and Staff
Kevin Arceneaux, Temple University
kevin.arceneaux@temple.edu
Johanna Dunaway, Texas A & M University-College Station
dunaway@tamu.edu
Stuart Soroka, University of Michigan-Ann Arbor
ssoroka@umich.edu

8:15 Economic Interests and Elite Preferences on Race
Christian R. Grose, University of Southern California
cgrose@usc.edu
Jordan C. Peterson, University of Southern California
jordanrp@usc.edu

8:26 Explaining Mayoral Decision Making: Issue Salience, Political Ambition, or Mayoral Qualifications
Claudia N. Avellaneda, Indiana University-Bloomington
cavellan@indiana.edu

8:37 Gender, Risk and Compromise in International Negotiations
Amy C. Alexander, University of Gothenburg, Sweden
amy.catherine.alexander@gmail.com
Elin Naurin, University of Gothenburg
elin.naurin@pol.gu.se

8:48 Legislative Staffers, Interest Groups, and Inequalities in Political Representation: Experimental and Observational Evidence from a New Survey of Top Congressional Staff
Matto Mildenberger, University of California-Santa Barbara
mildenberger@polsci.ucsb.edu
Alexander Warren Hertel-Fernandez, Columbia University in the City of New York
ah3467@columbia.edu
Leah C. Stokes*, Massachusetts Institute of Technology
lstokes@mit.edu

8:59 Disc., Sean Patrick Webeck, Indiana University-Bloomington
spwebeck@indiana.edu

9:10 Audience Discussion

Thursday, April 6 at 9:00 am
96-100 Tech Class: International Affairs Analysis and Research Through Reality-Based Approaches
Thu at 9:00 am
Thursday, April 6 at 9:45 am

2-100 Roundtable: Pi Sigma Alpha Undergraduate Journal of Politics: Meet the Editors (Co-sponsored with 72. Professional Development, see 72-1)
Thu at 9:45 am
Chair Terri L. Towner, Oakland University
towner@oakland.edu
Part.
Kaloom Hussain, Oakland University kehussai@oakland.edu
Jana Al-Jarrah, Oakland University jaljarrah@oakland.edu
Marissa Coloske*, Oakland University mjcolosk@oakland.edu
Meredith Kate Hubbell, Oakland University mkhubbell@oakland.edu

3-100 Roundtable: Populism Rising: Political Discontent in Contemporary Western Polities
Thu at 9:45 am
Part.
Marianne Stewart*, University of Texas-Dallas
mstewart@utdallas.edu
James F. Hollifield, Southern Methodist University jhollifi@smu.edu
Matthew Wilson, Southern Methodist University jmwilson@smu.edu

4-1 Analyzing Foreign Aid
Thu at 9:45 am
Chair, Jose Alexandre Ferreira Filho, CATHOLIC UNIVERSITY OF PERNAMBUCO
josealexand@uol.com.br

9:45 The Changing Welfare State: UN Agreements, Domestic Politics, and National Health Policies in Southeast Asia
Carmen Jacqueline Ho, University of Toronto
carmen.j.ho@gmail.com

9:54 The Effects of Electoral Laws on Electoral Authoritarian Regimes: Focusing on the Electoral System Change in Cambodia
Eunji Won, Northern Illinois University
winwon0721@gmail.com

10:13 The King’s Three Bodies: The Monarchy and a Transition to Industrial Capitalism in Thailand
Puangchon Unchanam, CUNY Graduate School and University Center
punchanam@gradcenter.cuny.edu

10:27 The Politics of Natural Resource Use: A Comparative Study of Forest Exploitation in Cambodia and Indonesia
Azriansyah A. Agoes, Northern Illinois University
azriansyahagoes@yahoo.com

10:55 Audience Discussion

5-200 Table 1: JSS: Politics and Political Economy in Southeast Asia
Thu at 9:45 am

9:45 The Changing Welfare State: UN Agreements, Domestic Politics, and National Health Policies in Southeast Asia
Carmen Jacqueline Ho, University of Toronto
carmen.j.ho@gmail.com

9:54 The Effects of Electoral Laws on Electoral Authoritarian Regimes: Focusing on the Electoral System Change in Cambodia
Eunji Won, Northern Illinois University
winwon0721@gmail.com

10:13 The King’s Three Bodies: The Monarchy and a Transition to Industrial Capitalism in Thailand
Puangchon Unchanam, CUNY Graduate School and University Center
punchanam@gradcenter.cuny.edu

10:27 The Politics of Natural Resource Use: A Comparative Study of Forest Exploitation in Cambodia and Indonesia
Azriansyah A. Agoes, Northern Illinois University
azriansyahagoes@yahoo.com

10:55 Audience Discussion

6-1 Authoritarian Elections: What Are They Good For?
Thu at 9:45 am

9:45 Chair, Sebnem Gumuscu, Middlebury College
sgumuscu@middlebury.edu

9:54 Authoritarian Party Institutionalization
Adrian Lucardi, ITAM, Mexico City
adrian.lucardi@itam.mx

10:03 Expanding the Pie: Compensating Losers in Authoritarian Regimes
Jennifer Gandhi, Emory University
jgandh2@emory.edu
Abigail Heller, Emory University
abigail.lauren.heller@emory.edu

10:16 Is Democracy Necessary For Good Governance?
John T. Ishiyama, University of North Texas
John.Ishiyama@unt.edu

10:29 Islamist Parties and Parliaments in the Middle East and North Africa
Carlos Garcia-Rivero*, University of Valencia-Spain/University of Stellenbosch-South Africa
garancar@uv.es

10:42 Disc., Sebnem Gumuscu, Middlebury College
sgumuscu@middlebury.edu

10:55 Audience Discussion
8-1  Courts
Thu at 9:45 am
9:45  Chair, Anthony Raymond Brunello, Eckerd College
brunelar@eckerd.edu

9:50  Judicial Ideal Point Estimation with Hierarchical
Prior: An Application to Brazil’s Supreme Court
Julio Canello, Instituto de Estudos Sociais e
Políticos (IESP) of the State University of Rio de Janeiro (UERJ)
julio_canello@yahoo.com.br

10:03  Sending a Message: A Model of Judicial Signaling
in Authoritarian Regimes
Jacqueline Sievert, Bowling Green State University-
Main Campus
jacqueline.sievert@gmail.com
Brian Hardt*, University at Buffalo
bdhardt@buffalo.edu

10:16  Taming the Prince: The Colombian Constitutional
Court and Rights Review of Executive Emergency
Powers
Andrea Scosiera Katz, Yale University
andrea.katz@yale.edu

10:29  The System of Chambers at the European Court
of Justice: Implications for the Productivity and
Political Effectiveness of Rulings
Matthew J. Gabel, Washington University in St Louis
mgabel@artsci.wustl.edu
Clifford J. Carrubba*, Emory University
ccarrub@emory.edu
Joshua Camden Fjelstul, Emory University
joshua.fjelstul@emory.edu

10:55  Audience Discussion

9-1  A Comparative Look at Influences on Turnout
Thu at 9:45 am
9:45  Chair, Shane Singh, University of Georgia
singh@uga.edu

9:50  Ballot Structure, District Magnitude and Voter
Turnout: A Multilevel Analysis
Peter Söderlund, Abo Akademi University
peter.soderlund@abo.fi
10:06 Regime Performance and Voter Turnout in Multilevel Arenas
Filip Kostelka, University of Montreal
filip.kostelka@umontreal.ca
Andre Blais, University of Montreal
andre.blais@umontreal.ca

10:22 Bridging the Gap Between Social Capital and Voter Turnout
Maneesh Arora, University of California-Irvine
maneesh@uci.edu
Hannah June Kim*, University of California-Irvine
hannah.kim@uci.edu
Mary Anne San Mateo Mendoza*, University of California-Irvine
msmendoz@uci.edu

10:38 Disc., Shane Singh, University of Georgia
singh@uga.edu

10:55 Audience Discussion

10:16 Power or Luck?: Understanding the Character of European Commission Agenda Setting
Amie Kreppel, University of Florida
kreppel@ufl.edu
Buket Oztas, Franklin and Marshall College
buket@ufm.edu

10:33 Roll Call Requests and Voting Outcomes in the European Parliament
Bjorn Hoyland, University of Oslo
bjorn.hoyland@stv.uio.no

10:44 Disc., Lauren Karina Perez, University of Chicago
laureenkpererez@gmail.com
Disc., Thomas Persson, Uppsala University
Thomas.Persson@statsvet.uu.se

10:55 Audience Discussion

10-200 Table 3: JSS: Economic Politics in Europe: National, Supranational and International Perspectives
Thu at 9:45 am

9:45 European Union Trade policy - Market Economy status for China – what is at stake?
Joanna Anna Skrzypczynska, Adam Mickiewicz University
joanna.skrzypczynska@amu.edu.pl

10:02 Latvia’s Internal Devaluation Program: A Triumph or a Fiasco?
Deniss Kaskur, Florida International University
dkask002@fiu.edu

10:20 Political Sophistication and Europeans’ Popular Support for Economic Reforms
Teresa C. Stanquist, Florida State University
tstanquist@fsu.edu
Rachel Hannah Wayne*, Florida State University
rhw10@my.fsu.edu

10:37 Disc., Edward Ashbee, Dept of Business and Politics, Copenhagen Business School
ea.dbp@cbs.dk

10:55 Audience Discussion

14-1 China’s Foreign Relations and Their Domestic Consequences: The Economic, Resource, and Cultural Dimensions
Thu at 9:45 am

9:45 Chair, Yi-hung Chiu, National Chiao Tung University, Taiwan
astrophia@gmail.com

9:50 China’s Motivation to Aid African Countries
Jingjing An, Claremont Graduate University
jjan1216@outlook.com

10:03 Rational Design of the Allocation of Confucius Institutes
Jun Xiang*, Rutgers University-Newark
junxiang@rutgers.edu
Wei-hao Huang, Rutgers University-Newark
weihoa@gmail.com

10:16 Power Asymmetry in China-India Relations and Its Impact on the Brahmaputra River
Selina Ho, National University of Singapore
selina.ho@nus.edu.sg

10:29 Go West Young Man?: The Geopolitics of Internal Chinese Migration
Lachlan Andrew McNamee, Stanford University
lmcnamee@stanford.edu
Ruxi Zhang, Stanford University
ruxiz@stanford.edu

10:42 Disc., Yi-hung Chiu, National Chiao Tung University, Taiwan
astrophia@gmail.com

10:55 Audience Discussion
15-1 China in Africa
Thu at 9:45 am
9:45 Chair, John J. Quinn, Truman State University jquinn@truman.edu
9:50 China's Involvement in Africa, Helping or Harming?
Han Zhao, Missouri State University-Springfield han1989@live.missouristate.edu
10:06 China’s Love Affair with Africa: Determinants of Africans’ Perceptions Toward China-Africa Relations
Peter H. Penar, Michigan State University phpenar@gmail.com
Eva Tetteh, Michigan State University tettehev@msu.edu
10:22 Does the Democracy Conditionality of Foreign Aid Foster Democratization? Comparing the Foreign Aid Effects of the U.S., the EU, and China on Democracy in African Countries
Jungsub Shim*, Hanyang University, Seoul jsh7@mail.missouri.edu
Sungeun Shim*, Hanyang University shimsungeun@empas.com
Sungsoo Kim*, Hanyang University, Seoul skim14@hanyang.ac.kr
Heyyeon Lee, Institute for Euro African Studies in Hanyang University in Seoul, Republic of Korea mabaroharai@naver.com
10:38 Disc., John J. Quinn, Truman State University jquinn@truman.edu
Disc., Johannes Wolfgang Fedderke, Pennsylvania State University-Main Campus jwfl5@psu.edu
10:55 Audience Discussion

17-1 Civil Society Activism and Social Media
Thu at 9:45 am
9:45 Chair, Nicolas Hayoz, University of Fribourg nicolas.hayoz@unifr.ch
9:50 From Diaosi to Little Pink: The Rise of Cyber Nationalism among Chinese Millennials
Rui Wang, Louisiana State University and Agricultural & Mechanical College bbi163.com
10:03 Protests and Online Activity in Ukraine, October 2010–February 2015
Dinissa S. Duvanova, Lehigh University did214@lehigh.edu
Alexander Semenov*, The University of Jyvaskyla alexander.v.semenov@jyu.fi
Alexander Nikolaev*, SUNY Buffalo State anikolaev@buffalo.edu
10:16 Obscured Hashtags: The 2016 State Duma Elections on Russian Twitter
Mikhail Zherebtsov, Carleton University mikhail.zherebtsov@carleton.ca
Serge Goussev, Carleton University goussev.serge@gmail.com
10:29 Understanding the Successes and Failures of Peaceful Protest Movements in Eastern Europe
Nina Simeonova Barzachka, Transylvania University nbarzachka@transy.edu
10:42 Disc., Nicolas Hayoz, University of Fribourg nicolas.hayoz@unifr.ch
Disc., Nicholas Joseph Spina, Edgewood College nspina@edgewood.edu
10:55 Audience Discussion

18-1 Budgets, Redistribution, and Elections
Thu at 9:45 am
9:45 Chair, Christopher Way, Cornell University crw12@cornell.edu
9:50 Budget Cycles and Compositional Spending in EU Member States
Vera Eva Troeger, University of Warwick, UK v.e.troeger@warwick.ac.uk
Tilko A Swalve, University of Mannheim tsvalve@mail.uni-mannheim.de
10:00 Distributional Politics, Policies, and Preferences for Allocation of Political Authority
Diogo Augusto Ferrari, University of Michigan-Ann Arbor diogoferrari@gmail.com
10:11 Economic Recessions and Congressional Preferences for Redistribution
Maria Carreri, New York University maria.carreri@nyu.edu
Edoardo Teso*, Harvard University eteso@fas.harvard.edu
10:22 National Identification and Preferences for Redistribution
Jeremy Spater, Duke University js494@duke.edu
10:33 Public Debt and Political Polarization: Policy Reform and Reversals in the Aftermath of Banking Crises
Guillermo Rosas, Washington University in St. Louis grossas@wustl.edu
Jonas Markgraf, Hertie School of Governance markgraf@hertie-school.org
10:44 Disc., Christopher Way, Cornell University crw12@cornell.edu
Disc., Joakim Palme, Uppsala University, Sweden joakim.palme@statsvet.uu.se
10:55 Audience Discussion

19-1 Causes and Consequence of International Cooperation
Thu at 9:45 am
9:45 Chair, Jiakun Jack Zhang, University of California-San Diego jjz007@ucsd.edu
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Session</th>
<th>Speaker(s)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>9:45</td>
<td>Public Support for Unauthorized Violence: The Case of Ukraine</td>
<td>Celeste Beesley, Brigham Young University-Provo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Christopher M. Giles, Brigham Young University-Provo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td><a href="mailto:lori.poloni-staudinger@nau.edu">lori.poloni-staudinger@nau.edu</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9:50</td>
<td>We'll be Watching You: How Terrorist Characteristics Mediate the Impact of Terror Watch Lists</td>
<td>Simanti Lahiri, Villanova University</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Rebecca Best, University of Missouri-Kansas City</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10:00</td>
<td>Civilian Noncooperation in Civil War: Introducing a Concept and a Typology</td>
<td>Juan Masullo*, Yale University</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10:11</td>
<td>To Change or Not to Change: The Effects of Terminology on Public Support for Countering Violent Extremism</td>
<td>Caitlin Ambrozik, Cornell University</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td><a href="mailto:rng947@nyu.edu">rng947@nyu.edu</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10:44</td>
<td>Disc., Eugenia K. Guilmartin, US Army</td>
<td><a href="mailto:eugenia.guilmartin@us.army.mil">eugenia.guilmartin@us.army.mil</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10:55</td>
<td>Audience Discussion</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25-1</td>
<td>Adaptation, Diffusion, and Dynamics in Conflict Processes</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9:45</td>
<td>Predicting the Location of Civil War: How Diffusion Patterns of Violence Improve the Forecasting of Future Conflicts</td>
<td>Hyun Jin Choi, Kyung Hee University</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td><a href="mailto:hchoi77@cornell.edu">hchoi77@cornell.edu</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10:00</td>
<td>Refugee Cascades and the Spatial Spillover of Fleeing in Civil War</td>
<td>Benjamin Laughlin, University of Rochester</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td><a href="mailto:benjamin.laughlin@rochester.edu">benjamin.laughlin@rochester.edu</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10:11</td>
<td>The Mediating Role of Water Provision Institutions on Intrastate Conflict</td>
<td>Colin M Henry, University of New Mexico-Main Campus</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td><a href="mailto:cmhenry@unm.edu">cmhenry@unm.edu</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td><a href="mailto:jl324@duke.edu">jl324@duke.edu</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10:33</td>
<td>Understanding Cruise Missile Proliferation</td>
<td>James Igoe Walsh, University of North Carolina-Charlotte</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td><a href="mailto:jwalsh@unc.edu">jwalsh@unc.edu</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Bryan Early, State University of New York, Albany</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td><a href="mailto:bearly@albany.edu">bearly@albany.edu</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Michael Horowitz*, University of Pennsylvania</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td><a href="mailto:horom@sas.upenn.edu">horom@sas.upenn.edu</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Nolan Fahrenkopf*, State University of New York, Albany</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td><a href="mailto:npfahrenkopf@albany.edu">npfahrenkopf@albany.edu</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10:44</td>
<td>Disc., Alex Braithwaite, University of Arizona</td>
<td><a href="mailto:abraith@email.arizona.edu">abraith@email.arizona.edu</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10:55</td>
<td>Audience Discussion</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9:45</td>
<td>Alliance Politics</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9:45</td>
<td>Chair, Brian Lai, University of Iowa</td>
<td><a href="mailto:brian-lai@uiowa.edu">brian-lai@uiowa.edu</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9:50</td>
<td>Alliance in World Politics</td>
<td>Meseret Demissie, University of Ottawa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td><a href="mailto:macydem@yahoo.ca">macydem@yahoo.ca</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10:03</td>
<td>Energy Markets and American Foreign Policy</td>
<td>Wesley Brian Renfro, Saint John Fisher College</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td><a href="mailto:wrenfro@sjfc.edu">wrenfro@sjfc.edu</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10:16</td>
<td>The Price of Self-Restraint: Explaining the Failure of the U.S. Alliance Management in the ANZUS Crisis, 1984-1985</td>
<td>Leo Tamamizu, Waseda University</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td><a href="mailto:leo.tamamizu@gmail.com">leo.tamamizu@gmail.com</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10:29</td>
<td>The Enduring Relational Logic of &quot;Leading from Behind&quot;</td>
<td>Matthias Staisch, University of Chicago</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td><a href="mailto:mstaisch@uchicago.edu">mstaisch@uchicago.edu</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10:42</td>
<td>Disc., Michael A Morgan, Thiel College</td>
<td><a href="mailto:Mimorgan@thiel.edu">Mimorgan@thiel.edu</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Disc., Brian Lai, University of Iowa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td><a href="mailto:brian-lai@uiowa.edu">brian-lai@uiowa.edu</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10:55</td>
<td>Audience Discussion</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9:45</td>
<td>Arms and Arms Races (Co-sponsored with 23. International Conflict Processes, see 23-1)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9:45</td>
<td>Church, Mariya Grinberg, University of Chicago</td>
<td><a href="mailto:mgrimberg@uchicago.edu">mgrimberg@uchicago.edu</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9:50</td>
<td>The Origins of Underkill: A Theory of Inefficient Arms Racing</td>
<td>Matthew Kroenig, Georgetown University</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td><a href="mailto:mhk23@georgetown.edu">mhk23@georgetown.edu</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Alexander Sullivan, Georgetown University</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td><a href="mailto:as3770@georgetown.edu">as3770@georgetown.edu</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td><a href="mailto:sanne_verschuren@brown.edu">sanne_verschuren@brown.edu</a></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

26-1  | Alliance Politics                           |                                                                            |

28-1  | Arms and Arms Races (Co-sponsored with 23. International Conflict Processes, see 23-1) |                                                                            |

29-1  | The Origins of Underkill: A Theory of Inefficient Arms Racing | Mattieu Kroenig, Georgetown University                                    |
|       |                                              | mhk23@georgetown.edu                                                       |
|       |                                              | Alexander Sullivan, Georgetown University                                   |
|       |                                              | as3770@georgetown.edu                                                      |

<p>|       |                                              | <a href="mailto:sanne_verschuren@brown.edu">sanne_verschuren@brown.edu</a>                                                 |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Session Title</th>
<th>Presenter(s), Institution(s)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| 10:22 | **Excising Threats or Exhibiting Resolve? The Causes and Consequences of Joint Military Exercises**                                       | Brian Dylan Blankenship, Columbia University in the City of New York  
Raymond Cheng Kuo*, Fordham University                                                                               |
|       |                                                                                                                                                  |bdb2125@columbia.edu  
prof.raymond.kuo@gmail.com                                                                                          |
| 10:38 | **Disc., Mariya Grinberg, University of Chicago**                                           | Disc., David Sarkisyan, Yerevan State University                                                               |
| 10:55 | **Audience Discussion**                                                                      |                                                                                                               |
|       |                                                                                                                                                  |                                                                                                               |
| 10:22 | **Racial Proximity and Campaign Contributions**                                              | Jim Glenn, University of Maryland-College Park                                                                  |
|       |                                                                                                                                                  |jhg3@umd.edu                                                                                                   |
| 10:33 | **Changing Campaign Contributions after the Primaries in the 2016 Federal Elections**       | Shinya Wakao, College of the Mainland                                                                           |
|       |                                                                                                                                                  |swakao@com.edu                                                                                                 |
| 10:44 | **Disc., Jay Goodliffe, Brigham Young University-Provo**                                     | goodliffe@byu.edu                                                                                                |
|       |                                                                                                                                                  |Disc., Jennifer Heerwig, Stony Brook University                                                                  |
|       |                                                                                                                                                  |jennifer.heerwig@stonybrook.edu                                                                                  |
| 10:55 | **Audience Discussion**                                                                      |                                                                                                               |
|       |                                                                                                                                                  |                                                                                                               |
| 9:45  | **Human Rights in Asia**                                                                      |                                                                                                               |
|       | Thu at 9:45 am                                                                               |                                                                                                               |
| 29-1  | **Human Rights and History in East Asia in the 21st Century**                                | Randall Jordan Doyle*, Northeastern University                                                                  |
|       | Randall Jordan Doyle*, Northeastern University                                              | doyle58@yahoo.com                                                                                                |
| 10:08 | **Extra-Regional Influences of ASEAN Human Rights Regimes: Australia, Hong Kong, and Korea** | Toru Oga, Columbia University in the City of New York  
Utugr Muslim Minorities: Discriminatory Policies from Mao to the Present  
Syed Samad Uddin-Ahmed*, Mid Michigan Community College  
AmmirSamadNJ@gmail.com                                                                                     |
| 10:55 | **Audience Discussion**                                                                      |                                                                                                               |
| 31-1  | **Campaign Donations**                                                                       |                                                                                                               |
|       | Thu at 9:45 am                                                                               |                                                                                                               |
| 9:45  | **Chair, Jay Goodliffe, Brigham Young University-Provo**                                     | Jay Goodliffe, Brigham Young University-Provo                                                                   |
|       | Jay Goodliffe, Brigham Young University-Provo                                                 | goodliffe@byu.edu                                                                                                |
| 9:50  | **Card-Carrying Members and Proud Supporters: The Electoral Implications and Representative Consequences of Group Affiliation**                           | Stephen N Goggin, San Diego State University                                                                 |
|       |                                                                                               | goggin@berkeley.edu                                                                                            |
|       |                                                                                               |Travis Johnston, University of Massachusetts-Boston                                                              |
|       |                                                                                               |travisjohnston@gmail.com                                                                                         |
| 10:00 | **Overlapping Ambition: The State Legislator Fight for House Constituencies**                 | John Alexander Curiel, University of North Carolina-Chapel Hill                                               |
|       |                                                                                               |jcuriel@live.unc.edu                                                                                            |
| 10:11 | **Paying to Play: Dual Candidacy Laws and the Potential Costs of Running for Office**         | Charles R. Hunt, University of Maryland-College Park                                                           |
|       |                                                                                               |crrh@umd.edu                                                                                                   |
| 10:22 | **The Personality of the Campaign: Personality Traits and the Strategic Decisions of Campaign Operatives**                                     | Sandra Gomez*, Cornell College                                                                                  |
|       |                                                                                               |SGomez18@cornellcollege.edu                                                                                      |
|       |                                                                                               |Hans J.G. Hassell*, Cornell College                                                                             |
|       |                                                                                               |hhassell@cornellcollege.edu                                                                                      |
| 10:33 | **The Instrumental Office: Making a Difference Through Elected Office**                       | Patrick Meehan, University of Michigan-Ann Arbor                                                                |
|       |                                                                                               |pjmeeh@umich.edu                                                                                                |
| 10:44 | **Disc., Gregory John Martin, Emory University**                                              | Shauna Shames, Rutgers University-Camden                                                                        |
|       |                                                                                               |shauna.shames@rutgers.edu                                                                                       |
| 10:55 | **Audience Discussion**                                                                      |                                                                                                               |
| 33-1  | **Campaigns, Voting, and Representation**                                                      |                                                                                                               |
|       | Thu at 9:45 am                                                                               |                                                                                                               |
| 9:45  | **Chair, Sean A. Cain, Loyola University New Orleans**                                         | Sean A. Cain, Loyola University New Orleans                                                                     |
|       | Sean A. Cain, Loyola University New Orleans                                                   |scain@loyno.edu                                                                                                |
Comparing Institutional Factors on the Internet Election Campaigns in the U.S., Japan, Korea, and Taiwan
Shoko Kiyohara, Meiji University, Japan
shokokiyohara@gmail.com

Gender Quotas in Open-list Proportional Systems: Do they Work Differently at Different Levels of Government?
Adam Gendzwill, University of Warsaw
agendzwill@gmail.com
Tomasz Zoltak*, Educational Research Institute, Warsaw, Poland
tomek@zozlak.org

Measuring Name Discrimination as an Affect Heuristic in Patterns of Voting in Local Elections in Britain
Michael A. Thrasher*, Plymouth University
mthrasher@plymouth.ac.uk
Galina Borisuyk*, Plymouth University, UK
gborisuyk@plymouth.ac.uk
Colin Rallings*, Plymouth University, UK
crallings@plymouth.ac.uk

Geographic Representation at the Margins: A Quantitative Analysis of Parliamentary Question in the German Bundestag
Thomas Zittel, Goethe University Frankfurt
zittel@soz.uni-frankfurt.de
Markus Baumann*, University of Mannheim
mbaumann@uni-mannheim.de
Dominic Patrick Nyhuis*, Goethe University Frankfurt
dominic.nyhuis@soz.uni-frankfurt.de

The Impact of Gender and Ideology on Legislator Responsiveness: An Experimental Analysis
Danielle Thomsen, Syracuse University
dthomsen@maxwell.syr.edu
Bailey Kathryn Sanders, Duke University
baileyksanders@gmail.com

Bureaucratic Disenfranchisement: Evidence From an Audit of Local Election Officials
Marc Meredith, University of Pennsylvania
marcmere@sas.upenn.edu
Michael L. Morse*, Harvard University
michaellmorse@g.harvard.edu

Compulsory Voting Rules and Proximity Voting: A Comparative Investigation into the Causal Mechanism
Ruth Dassonneville, Université de Montréal
ruth.dassonneville@umontreal.ca
Fernando Ribeiro Feitosa*, Université de Montréal
fernando.feitosa@umontreal.ca

The Economic Consequences of Symbolic Politics: An Experimental Study of the Value of Ideological Loyalty in China’s Labor Market
Jennifer Pan, Stanford University
jp1@stanford.edu
Tongtong Zhang, Stanford University
ttzhang7@stanford.edu

Who Gets to Vote?: Further Investigation into Bias Among Local Election Officials
Douglas Alexander Hughes*, University of California-Berkeley
dalex.hughes@ischool.berkeley.edu
Micah Gell-Redman, University of Georgia
mgredman@uga.edu
When do MPs Respond to Voter Requests?: Studying Conditional Responsiveness in France and Germany

Christian Breunig*, University of Konstanz
christian.breunig@uni-konstanz.de
Emiliano Grossman*, Sciences Po, Paris
emiliano.grossman@sciences-po.fr
Miriam Hänni, University of Konstanz
miriam.haenni@uni-konstanz.de

Disc., Adam Michael Dynes, Brigham Young University-Provo
adamdynes@byu.edu
Disc., Daniel M. Butler, Washington University in St. Louis
daniel.butler@gmail.com

Affective Responses to Conflict
Thu at 9:45 am

Chair, David James Hendry, London School of Economics and Political Science
d.hendry@lse.ac.uk

The Political Geography of Emotional Reactions in France to the November 2015 Paris Attacks and their Effects
Martial Foucault*, Sciences Po, Paris
martial.foucault@sciencespo.fr
Pavlos Vasilopoulos*, Cevipof, Sciences Po
pavlos.vasilopoulos@sciences-po.org
Nicholas A. Valentino, University of Michigan-Ann Arbor
nvalenti@umich.edu
George E. Marcus, Williams College
gemarcus@mac.com

How General Beliefs of Human Nature Can Affect Hatred in Intractable Conflict
Eun Bin Chung, University of Utah
eunbin.chung@poli-sci.utah.edu

Personality Traits and the Propensity to Protest: A Cross-National Analysis
Yi-Bin Chang, Soochow University, Taipei
yibinchang@gmail.com
Dennis Lu-Chung Weng, SUNY College at Cortland
dennislweng@gmail.com
Ching-Hsing Wang, University of Houston
inghsing.wang@gmail.com

Can Fear Empower Citizens to Bring Down Regimes?
Abraham Samuel Aldama Navarrete, New York University
abraham.aldama@nyu.edu
Mateo Vasquez, New York University
mv1093@nyu.edu
Lauren Elyssa Young, Stanford University
leyoung2@gmail.com

Is Ideology Moveable?: An Examination of the Group-Centric Impulses of Ideological Identification
Karyn Amira, College of Charleston
karyn.amira@gmail.com

Disc., David James Hendry, London School of Economics and Political Science
d.hendry@lse.ac.uk
Disc., Douglas Pierce, Nebraska Wesleyan University
douglaspierce@gmail.com

Attitudes about Democracy
Thu at 9:45 am

Chair, Meri Long, University of Pittsburgh-Pittsburgh Campus
meridith.t.long@vanderbilt.edu

How Much Democracy do Swiss People Really Desire?: Lesson to Learn From A Conjoint Experiment
Maya Ackermann, University of Bern
maya.ackermann@ipw.unibe.ch

Institutional Performance, Value Orientations, and Public Attitudes toward Democracy
Nick Ruderman, University of Toronto
nick.ruderman@utoronto.ca

Long-run Effects of First Time Presidential Voting on Political Trust
Jin Woo Kim, University of Pennsylvania
jkim@asc.upenn.edu
Eunji Kim, University of Pennsylvania
eunjikim@upenn.edu

Electoral Integrity, Competition and Public Support for Reform
Jeffrey A. Karp, University of Sydney
jeffrey.a.karp@gmail.com
Alessandro Nai*, University of Sydney
alessandro.nai@unige.ch
Pippa Norris*, Harvard University
pippa.norris@harvard.edu

Arguing about Science
Thu at 9:45 am

Chair, Toby Bolsen, Georgia State University
tbolsen@gsu.edu
9:50  What Does Congress Want From Social Science?: A Content Analysis of Arguments For and Against NSF Funding
   Alison Leigh Beatty, University of Michigan-Ann Arbor
   azbeatty@umich.edu
   Arthur Lupia, University of Michigan-Ann Arbor
   lupia@umich.edu

10:03  Public Views on the Politicization of Health and Science: How the Public Assesses Controversy, Scientific Uncertainty, and Political Discourse for Nine Issues
   Sarah E Gollust, University of Minnesota-Twin Cities
   sgollust@umn.edu
   Erika Franklin Fowler, Wesleyan University
   efowler@wesleyan.edu
   Rebekah Nagler*, University of Minnesota-Twin Cities
   nagle026@umn.edu

10:16  Picturing the Newly Insured: Analyzing ACA Television Health Insurance Advertising during the Initial Three Open Enrollment Periods
   Colleen Barry, Johns Hopkins University
   cbarry@jhu.edu

10:29  Victims of Health Care Reform: Hirschman’s Rhetoric of Reaction in the Shadow of American Federalism
   Aaron Smith-Walter, University of Massachusetts-Lowell
   Aaron.smithwalter@uml.edu
   Fatima Spargur Sharif*, Independent Scholar
   sharif.fatima@gmail.com

10:42  Disc., Toby Bolsen, Georgia State University
   Disc., Mike Gruszczynski, Austin Peay State University
   gruszczynskim@apsu.edu

10:55  Audience Discussion

43-1  Descriptive and Substantive Representation
   Thu at 9:45 am

9:45  Chair, Jack Blumenau, London School of Economics
   j.blumenau@lse.ac.uk

9:50  Exploring Popular Conceptions of How the Political Representation of Women Functions
   Peter Allen, Queen Mary University of London
   p.allen@qmul.ac.uk
   David J. Cutts*, University of Bath
   djc54@bath.ac.uk

10:00  Substantive Representation, Gender, and Political Participation
   Josalyn C. Williams, University of Colorado Boulder
   josalyn.williams@colorado.edu

10:11  Electoral System Types and the Subsequent Representation of Women in Japanese Politics
   Miyuki Kubo, Texas Tech University
   miyuki.kubo@ttu.edu

10:22  The Impact of Democratic Transitions on Women’s Legislative Representation
   Frank C. Thames, Texas Tech University
   frank.thames@ttu.edu

10:33  Investigating the Gender Gap on Social Welfare Issues
   Mary-Kate Lizotte, Augusta University
   mlizotte@augusta.edu

10:44  Disc., Jack Blumenau, London School of Economics
   j.blumenau@lse.ac.uk

10:55  Audience Discussion
10:16 Inequality and Corruption in Machiavelli’s Florentine Histories
Amanda Maher, University of Chicago
amaher@uchicago.edu

10:29 A Subject Without a Sovereign: Thomas Hobbes and the War of Minds
Andrew Day, Northwestern University
AndrewDay2019@u.northwestern.edu

10:42 Disc., Andrea Radasanu, Northern Illinois University
aradasanu@niu.edu

10:55 Audience Discussion

10:03 Meta-Comparative Political Theory: The ‘Self’ in Discourses of Revolution and Reform in Vietnamese Political Thought During French Colonialism
Kevin Doan Pham, University of California-Riverside
kpham009@ucr.edu

10:16 The Spirit of Self Reflexivity: Montesquieu’s Comparative Method and “Asian Despotism” in China and Japan
Alex Haskins, University of Chicago
ahaskins@uchicago.edu

10:29 Article 9 and (almost) Perpetual Peace: Kantian Analysis of Japan’s Peace Constitution
Donna Lee Weeks, Musashino University, Tokyo
weeks@musashino-u.ac.jp

10:42 Disc., Pamela A. Mason*, John Carroll University
pmason@jcu.edu

10:55 Audience Discussion

46-1 American Political Thought, Political Thought and America
Thu at 9:45 am

9:45 Chair, Daniel Ian Mark, Villanova University
dmark55@aol.com

9:50 Nietzsche, DuBois and the Formation of the Common Good
Stephen C.W. Graves, University of Missouri-Columbia
gravessc@missouri.edu

10:00 Tocqueville and the Contemporary American Soldier
Caleb Hamman, University of Notre Dame
chamman@nd.edu

10:11 We Do Not Call 911: A Hobbesian Analysis of the Debate Over Firearms in America
Ryan L. Reed, Bradley University
rlreed@bradley.edu
Christopher R. Hallenbrook*, Bloomsburg University of Pennsylvania
challenb@bloomu.edu

10:22 Whiteness, Masculinity, Innocence: James Baldwin on the Tenacious Persistence of Anti-Black Violence
Joseph Grant, Northwestern University
joseph.a.grant@gmail.com

10:33 William James, W.E.B. Du Bois and the Problem of Fraternal Racial Pairings in Political Thought
Saladin Malik Ambar, Lehigh University
sma409@lehigh.edu

10:44 Disc., Daniel Ian Mark, Villanova University
dmark55@ao.com
Disc., S. Adam Seagrave, University of Missouri-Columbia
seagraves@missouri.edu

10:55 Audience Discussion

10:03 Table 4: JSS: Science, Technology and Political Theory
Thu at 9:45 am

9:45 Acting from the Archimedean Point: Hannah Arendt on Science and Scientists
Alexandra C. Neame, Northwestern University
lexineame@gmail.com

10:02 Anonymous War-Machines: A Case of Virtual Cynicism, Affect, and Insurgency
Samuel R. Galloway*, University of Chicago
galloway@uchicago.edu

10:20 Technological Disobedience: Building Convivial Tools for Discourse
Garrett Pierman, Florida International University
gpier018@fiu.edu

10:37 Disc., Anmarmie Levins, Microsoft Corporation
alevins@microsoft.com

10:55 Audience Discussion

47-1 Comparative Political Thought: Topics and Methods
Thu at 9:45 am

9:45 Chair, Pamela A. Mason*, John Carroll University
pmason@jcu.edu

9:50 Ideational Marginalities: Comparative Political Theory’s Blind Spot
Brendon Westler, University of Wisconsin-Madison
bwestler@wisc.edu

10:03 Accountability
Thu at 9:45 am

9:45 Chair, Andrew Little, Cornell University
andrew.little@cornell.edu

9:50 Accountability Traps and Special Interest Politics
Patrick Le Bihan, Sciences Po, CEVIPOF
patrick.lebihan@sciencespo.fr

10:03 I Don’t Know
Andrew Little, Cornell University
andrew.little@cornell.edu

10:16 Institutional Reform for Sustaining an Independent Judiciary
Krishna Ladha, Goa Institute of Management, Goa, India
krish.ladha@gmail.com
10:29  Uncontested Primaries: Causes and Consequences
Benoit Serge Crutzen, Erasmus School of Economics, Rotterdam, The Netherlands
crutzen@ese.eur.nl
Nicolas Sahuguet*, HEC Montreal
nicholas.sahuguet@hec.ca
10:42  Disc., Andrew Little, Cornell University
andrew.little@cornell.edu
10:55  Audience Discussion

51-1  Applying, Extending, and Refining Synthetic Controls
Thu at 9:45 am
Chair, Paul Musgrave, University of Massachusetts-Amherst
musgrave@umass.edu
9:50  Synthetic Control Methods with Time-Varying Donor Pools
Anton Strezhnev, Harvard University
astrezhnev@fas.harvard.edu
10:00  Revisiting the Effect of Campaign Visits with Synthetic Controls
Boris Heersink, University of Virginia-Main Campus
bsh3uf@virginia.edu
Brenton Peterson, University of Virginia-Main Campus
bdp3wh@virginia.edu
10:11  The Lasting Attitudinal Effects of Contested Primaries
Allison P. Harris, Princeton University
apharris@princeton.edu
Ethan Porter, George Washington University
evporter@gwu.edu
10:22  EU Integration and Foreign Policy
Correspondence
Ryan P. Kennedy, University of Houston
rkennedy@uh.edu
10:33  Synthetic Controls, Real Blessings?: Estimating Gains from Oil Shocks to Latent Petrostates
Yu-Ming Liou*, Georgetown University
yl254@georgetown.edu
Paul Musgrave, University of Massachusetts-Amherst
musgrave@umass.edu
10:44  Disc., Paul Musgrave, University of Massachusetts-Amherst
musgrave@umass.edu
10:55  Audience Discussion

52-1  American Parties in 2016
Thu at 9:45 am
Chair, Matthew G. Jarvis, California State University-Fullerton
mjarvis@fullerton.edu
10:29  If It’s True According to Pundits That in 2016 We Have “Two Despised Frontrunners, Two Dying Parties and a Deeply Broken System,” What Are the Lessons from American Political History and Political Science for Fixing the Problem?
Denise L. Baer, Center for International Private Enterprise
src_dlbauer@hotmail.com
10:33  Do Leaders Matter? A Study of Governors, Mayors, and World Leaders
Christopher Robert Berry*, University of Chicago
crberry@uchicago.edu
Anthony Fowler, University of Chicago
anthony.fowler@uchicago.edu
10:44  Disc., Paul Musgrave, University of Massachusetts-Amherst
musgrave@umass.edu
10:55  Audience Discussion
10:42 Disc., Mariana Batista, Federal University of Pernambuco
mariana.bsilva@gmail.com
Disc., Evan Haglund, United States Coast Guard Academy
evan.t.haglund@uscg.edu

10:55 Audience Discussion

54-1 Can Congress be Productive?
Thu at 9:45 am
9:45 Chair, Scott R. Meinke, Bucknell University
smeinke@bucknell.edu
9:50 Diversity and Legislative Production in Congressional Committees
Jason Mycoff, University of Delaware
mycoff@udel.edu
10:00 Finding Common Ground: Bipartisan Action in Congress
Christina M. Kinane, University of Michigan-Ann Arbor
ckinane@umich.edu
Charles R. Shipan, University of Michigan-Ann Arbor
cshipan@umich.edu
10:11 Legislative Reauthorizations as a Gauge of Congressional Accomplishment
Scott Adler, University of Colorado-Boulder
esadler@colorado.edu
Stefani Rene Langehennig, University of Colorado-Boulder
stefani.langehennig@colorado.edu
Collin Paschall, University of Illinois-Urbana-Champaign
paschal2@illinois.edu
10:33 Work Horse or Show Horse?: Why Salience Changes Bargaining in Congress
Joe Colin Zamadics, University of Colorado-Boulder
joseph.zamadics@colorado.edu
10:44 Disc., Scott R. Meinke, Bucknell University
smeinke@bucknell.edu
Disc., Michelle Whyman, Duke University
michellewhyman@gmail.com
10:55 Audience Discussion

55-1 Comparative Law, Constitution, and Legal Consciousness
Thu at 9:45 am
9:45 Chair, Ann Johnson, California State University-San Bernardino
ajohnson@csusb.edu
9:50 Confrontation or Collaboration: Judicial Review and Government’s Response in China’s Dismantlement Cases
Miao Xiang, Harvard University
xiangmiao08@gmail.com
10:03 Constitutional Negations
Mario K. Love, Lewis & Clark College
cmdlove@yahoo.com
10:16 Constitutional Politics in Authoritarian and Hybrid Regimes
Anna Fruhstorfer, University of Texas-Austin
anna@fruhstorfer.me
Robert E. Gilbert, Northeastern University
r.gilbert@neu.edu
10:42 Disc., Ann Johnson, California State University-San Bernardino
ajohnson@csusb.edu
10:55 Audience Discussion

57-1 Collegiality and Oversight: Exploring Interactions Among Judges and Courts
Thu at 9:45 am
9:45 Chair, Lee Epstein, Washington University in St. Louis
epstein@wustl.edu
9:50 The Elevator Effect: How Collegiality Affects Judicial Behavior
Morgan Hazelton, Saint Louis University
morgan.hazelton@gmail.com
Rachael K. Hinkle, University at Buffalo
rkhinkle@buffalo.edu
Michael J. Nelson, Pennsylvania State University-Main Campus
mjn15@psu.edu
10:03 Ideology, Certiorari, and the Development of Doctrine in American Courts
Deborah Beim, Yale University
deborah.beim@yale.edu
Kelly Rader, Yale University
kelly.rader@yale.edu
10:16 Gender and Power Dynamics in Elite Discourse: Evidence from the Supreme Court Justices
Bryce Jensen Dietrich, University of Iowa
bryce-dietrich@uiowa.edu
Ryan D. Enos, Harvard University
renos@gov.harvard.edu
Maya Sen, Harvard University
mayasen@hks.harvard.edu
10:29 Judicial Guardians: Court Curbing Bills and Supreme Court Judicial Review
Alicia Uribe-McGuire, University of Illinois-Urbana-Champaign
aburibe@illinois.edu
Lisa Hager*, South Dakota State University
lisa.hager@sdstate.edu
10:42 Disc., Susan Haire, University of Georgia
cmshaire@uga.edu
Disc., Joseph Haire, The University of Alabama
joshsmith@bama.ua.edu
10:55 Audience Discussion
9:45 Bring on the Sunshine: The Effect of Legislative Term Limits on Gubernatorial Success
Samantha Guthrie, American University
samantha.guthrie@gmail.com

9:59 Power to the Party: Who Determines State Primary Election Rules?
Jillian Evans, University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign
jeevans2@illinois.edu

10:13 Return of the Solid South: Republican Success in Southern State Legislatures
Knox Brown, University of California-Los Angeles
knox.brown@gmail.com

10:27 State Supreme Court Leaders
Abigail A. Rury, University of Iowa
abigail-rury@uiowa.edu

10:41 Disc., Jeffrey Lazarus, Georgia State University
jlazarus@gsu.edu

10:55 Audience Discussion

59-1 Bohemia and City Development
Thu at 9:45 am

9:45 Chair, Richard C. Hula, Michigan State University
rhula@msu.edu

9:50 Can Artists Drive Growth?: In Disadvantaged Neighborhoods? Sometimes
Terry Nichols Clark*, University of Chicago
tnclark@uchicago.edu
Yasemin Arikan, Institute for Alternative Futures
yasemin.arikan@gmail.com

10:00 Jane Jacobs versus Frank Gehry: Examining the Two Visions for the City of the 21st Century
Hyesun Jeong, Illinois Institute of Technology
hjeong2@hawk.iit.edu
Matt Patterson*, University of Calgary
matt.patterson@ucalgary.ca

10:11 More Bolshoi in the “hood”?; Comparing Cultural Scenes and Participation in Different French Cities
Maxime Jaffre, French National Center for Scientific Research (CNRS) - Centre Norbert Elias
maxime.jaffre@univ-amu.fr
Terry Nichols Clark*, University of Chicago
tnclark@uchicago.edu

10:22 Orchestrating French Music Conservatories: European Political Interventions and Local Governance
Elena Raevskikh, French National Center for Scientific Research (CNRS) - Centre Norbert Elias
elena_raevskikh@yahoo.fr

10:33 Policy Impacts of Bohemia and Arts on Walking, Bicycle, and Public Transit Use in U.S. Cities
Hyesun Jeong, Illinois Institute of Technology
hjeong2@hawk.iit.edu
Brian Knudsen*, Poverty & Race Research Action Council
knudsenbb@gmail.com

Terry Nichols Clark*, University of Chicago
tnclark@uchicago.edu
Mary M. Vansuch, University of Chicago
mvansuch@uchicago.edu

Disc., Richard C. Hula, Michigan State University
rhula@msu.edu

Audience Discussion

61-1 Education Policy
Thu at 9:45 am

9:45 Chair, Steven Michael Sylvester, Utah Valley University
ssylvester@uvu.edu

9:50 Education Markets and Productivity: The Case of Community Colleges
Eric William Shannon, University of Kansas
eric.shannon@ku.edu
Jacob Fowles*, University of Kansas
jacob.fowles@ku.edu

10:11 Inside the Black Box: A Difference-in-Difference Analysis of Shifts in Postsecondary Institution Spending Patterns in Response to Promise Financial Aid Programs
Jennifer A. Delaney, University of Illinois-Urbana-Champaign
delaneyj@illinois.edu
Bradley K. Hemenway*, Richland Community College
hemenwa2@illinois.edu

10:33 Disc., Melissa A. Walker, Wichita State University
melissa.walker@wichita.edu

10:55 Audience Discussion

63-1 Agriculture and Environment
Thu at 9:45 am

9:45 Chair, Prakash Kashwan, University of Connecticut
prakash.kashwan@uconn.edu

9:50 Balancing Barriers to Entry and Administrative Burden in Voluntary Regulation: An Example from the National Organic Program
David Paul Carter, University of Utah
daivd.carter@mpa.utah.edu
Tyler Andrew Scott, University of Georgia
tyler.scott@uga.edu

10:06 Problem-Solution Nexuses and Crowded Agendas: An Application of the Political Will and Public Will Approach to Climate-Smart Agriculture
Eric D. Raile, Montana State University
eric.raile@montana.edu
Linda M. Young*, Montana State University
lmyoung@montana.edu
Samba Mbaye*, Gaston Berger University
sambambayeptci@yahoo.fr
Amber N. W. Raile*, Montana State University
amber.raile@montana.edu
Lena Wooldridge*, Montana State University
lena.wooldridge@yahoo.com
Lori Ann Post*, Yale University
lori.post@yale.edu
10:00 Politics, Practice, and Policy Adoption: How Implementation Affects Adoption
Kelly Branhm Smith, Brown University
kelly_b_smith@brown.edu

Dominic Wells, Kent State University at Kent
dwells15@kent.edu

10:22 The Institutional Grammar Tool as a Measure of Policy Diffusion and Innovation: A Case Study of Menu Labelling Policies
Wesley Wayne Wehde, University of Oklahoma-Norman Campus
wwwehde@gmail.com
Austin R. Sell, University of Washington-Seattle Campus
arsell@uw.edu

10:33 Marketization Innovation with Administrative Centralization: Unexpected Effect in a Multi-level System
Youlang Zhang, Texas A&M University-College Station
zhangyoulang@tamu.edu
Xufeng Zhu, Tsinghua University
zhuxufeng@gmail.com

10:44 Disc., Deserai Crow, University of Colorado-Denver
deserai.crow@ucdenver.edu

10:55 Audience Discussion

64-1 Advocacy, Interests, and Public Policy
Thu at 9:45 am

9:45 Chair, Michael D. Siciliano, University of Illinois at Chicago
sicilian@uic.edu

9:50 Agents of Agenda Setting: Civic Organizations and their Fight of the Prescription Drug Abuse Epidemic in the United States
Tony E. Wohlers, Cameron University
awohlers@cameron.edu

10:03 Catalyzing or Curbing Change?: How Private Foundations Structure Voice in Criminal Justice Reform Efforts
Delphia Shanks-Booth, Cornell University
mds296@cornell.edu

10:16 Public Responsiveness and Healthcare Reforms
Diana Elena Burlacu, Humboldt University of Berlin
diana.burlacu@hu-berlin.de
Andra Maria Roescu, University of Southampton, UK
a.barbu-roescu@soton.ac.uk

10:29 The Impact of Organizational Context on Participation in Contentious Policy Debates
Kristin Lea Olofsson, University of Colorado-Denver
Kristin.Olofsson@ucdenver.edu

10:42 Disc., Beth L. Leech, Rutgers University-New Brunswick
leech@polisci.rutgers.edu

10:55 Audience Discussion

67-1 Appointee Leadership
Thu at 9:45 am

9:45 Chair, Matthew M. Dull, Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State University
mdull@vt.edu

9:50 Accountability and Independence of Central Banks
Seung-Ho An, Texas A&M University-College Station
seungho@tamu.edu
Amy Pond*, Texas A&M University-College Station
apond@tamu.edu

10:03 Controlling Independent Agencies Through Political Appointments
Haram Lee, University of Southern California
haramlee@usc.edu

10:16 The Role of Externally Imposed Politics in Top Management Turnover
Amanda Rutherford, Indiana University-Bloomington
arutherr@indiana.edu
Jon Lozano*, Indiana University-Bloomington
jonlozan@indiana.edu

10:29 Who Regulates the Regulators: A Comparative Analysis of Central Bank Performance Reporting Mechanisms
Ani Ter-Mkrtchyan, University of Oklahoma-Norman Campus
anitm@ou.edu
10:42 Disc., La Trice M. Washington, Otterbein University
LWashington@otterbein.edu

10:55 Audience Discussion

68-1 20th Century American Political Economy in Historical Perspective
Thu at 9:45 am

9:45 Forged Through Struggle: The Federal Reserve Act and Its Critics
Nicolas Wayne Thompson, University of South Florida-Main Campus
nwt@usf.edu

10:02 Is Food Policy Really Bi-Partisan?: The Causes of Partisanship and Bipartisanship in Farm Bills
Rebecca C. Harris, Washington and Lee University Harrisr@wlu.edu

Stephen M Maher, York University SMaher@yorku.ca

10:37 Disc., Amy Semet, Princeton University
aes2180@columbia.edu

72-102 Roundtable: Career: The Non-Academic or Alt-ac Job Search
Thu at 9:45 am

Part. Colleen Shogan, Georgetown University
cshogan@crs.loc.gov

Todd Clayton Robinson, Air University
toddclaytonrobinson@yahoo.com

Cammy Shay, Houston Community College
cammy.shay@hccs.edu

77-300 Poster Session: Decentralization and Local Politics
Thu at 9:45 am

Post. 1 Conceptualizing and Mapping State Structures, with an Application to Western Europe
Paolo Dardanelli, University of Kent-UK
p.dardanelli@kent.ac.uk

Post. 2 Hidden Trails of Cadre Policies: What Factors Determine Appointments and Dismissals of Local Executives in New Democracies?
Nazar Boyko*, West Virginia University
nazarboyko83@gmail.com

Post. 3 Influence of Economic Performance and Decentralization on Ideological Extents of Europe's Regionalist Parties
Cagil Albayrak, University of Kansas
cagil@ku.edu

Post. 4 The Easy Way, or the Hard Way?: Riots, Decentralization, and Public Goods Expansion in Post-Suharto Indonesia
Bill Schultz, Florida State University
wbs15@my.fsu.edu

Disc. Maria Escobar-Lemmon, Texas A & M University-College Station
m.escobar@tamu.edu

Claudia N. Avellaneda, Indiana University-Bloomington
cavellan@indiana.edu

77-301 Poster Session: Democratization I: Consolidation and Regression
Thu at 9:45 am

Post. 5 Democratic Backsliding in Turkey and Thailand
Geoffrey Landor Gordon, University of Virginia-Main Campus
glg2fb@virginia.edu

Post. 6 Uneven Pace of Political Development in Africa
Young Choul Kim, University of Evansville
yk28@evansville.edu

Post. 7 The Legacy of Authoritarian Regimes on Democratic Citizenship: A Global Analysis of Authoritarian Indoctrination, Repression and Public-Good Provision
Anja Neundorf, University of Nottingham
anja.neundorf@nottingham.ac.uk

Johannes Gerschewski*, Humboldt University, Berlin
johannes.gerschewski@hu-berlin.de

Roman-Gabriel Olar, University of Essex
rolar@essex.ac.uk

Rosalind Shorrocks*, University of Oxford
rosalind.shorrocks@trinity.ox.ac.uk

Post. 8 Arab Spring (!) and its Aftermath: The Rise of Radical Islamist Groups
Sena Karasipahi, Texas A & M University-College Station
segiray@gmail.com

Disc. Gretchen G. Casper, Pennsylvania State University-Main Campus
gcasper@psu.edu

Rahmi Cemen*, University of Florida
rcemen@ufl.edu

77-302 Poster Session: Democratization III
Thu at 9:45 am

Post. 9 When Does Clientelism Pay Off?: Legislature Size and Welfare with Evidence From Brazil
Umberla Mignozzetti, New York University
umbroli.mig@nyu.edu

Gabriel Cepaluni*, Sao Paulo State University
gabi.cepaluni@gmail.com

Post. 10 Security versus Democratization: French Priorities in Tunisia’s Transitional Period, 2010-2014
Ahmed Ali Salem, Zayed University, United Arab Emirates
Ahmed.Salem@zu.ac.ae
Post. 11 The Political Cycle of Protests and Repression in China
Jing Zhang*, University of Chicago
jingzhangbo@uchicago.edu

Post. 12 Eves, Ears… and Voices: The Evolution of Comités de Defensa de la Revolución
Sharon L. Wrobel, University of Memphis
swrobel@memphis.edu
Fernanda Gutierrez Merino, University of Mississippi
fer.gmerino@gmail.com

Post. 13 War After War: Conflict Recurrence and Protests After Civil Wars
Melda Ozsut, University of North Texas
meldaozsut@gmail.com
Melissa Martinez, University of North Texas
melissamartinez10@my.unt.edu

Disc. Yao-Yuan Yeh, University of St Thomas-Houston
eyeh@stthom.edu
Yeaji Kim, University of Houston
ykim30@uh.edu
Mallie Corrine Brossett, University of Georgia
mallie.brossett@uga.edu

Poster Session: Gender Politics
Thu at 9:45 am

Post. 14 Female Heads of Government and the Structures that Promote Them
Tim H. Blessing, Alvernia University
timblessing@alvernia.edu

Post. 15 Gender Representation in Political Leadership: Analyzing Bourdieu’s “Double-Bind” Under the Presidencies of Cristina Fernández and Dilma Rousseff
Vierelina Fernandez, Florida International University
vierelinafernandez@gmail.com

Post. 16 The Political Participation of Women in the Portuguese Democracy: A Review of the Democratic Governments since the Carnation Revolution
Bruno Ferreira Costa, University of Beira Interior
bruno.dfcosta@gmail.com

Post. 17 The Reason Why Voters Choose a Woman Candidate: 2016 Korean Case
Minjeoung Kim, University of Seoul Korea
mjkim@uos.ac.kr

Post. 18 Women and Political Representation in Somalia
Ladan Affi*, Zayed University, United Arab Emirates
ladan.affi@zu.ac.ae

Disc. Diana Z. O’Brien, Indiana University-Bloomington
dzobrien@indiana.edu
Kendall Funk, Texas A & M University-College Station
kendallfunk@tamu.edu

Poster Session: Political Economy I: Inequality and Welfare Policies
Thu at 9:45 am

Post. 19 Perceived Inequality and Support for Redistribution
Yuki Yanai, International University of Japan
yanai@iuij.ac.jp

Post. 20 Policy Transfers, Health Benefits, and Electoral Preferences in Brazil
Elizabeth Kaknes, University of Michigan-Ann Arbor
kaknes@umich.edu
Carol A. Mershon, University of Virginia-Main Campus
mershon@virginia.edu

Post. 21 Left-Wing but Unwilling to Support Redistribution?: Explaining Public Support for Fiscal Transfers in the EU
Hanna Kleider*, University of North Carolina-Chapel Hill
hkleider@email.unc.edu
Florian Stoeckel*, University of Exeter
f.stoeckel@exeter.ac.uk

Disc. Mallory E. Compton, Utrecht University
mcompton6@gmail.com
Zhijun Gao, Claremont Graduate University
zhijun.gao@cg.edu

Poster Session: Political Economy II: Labor and Industry Policy
Thu at 9:45 am

Post. 22 Alliance, Constraint and the Achievement of Policy Goals: Based on Case Study of Industry Development in China
Fuchen Li*, Tsinghua university, China
lfuchen2012@126.com

Post. 23 Vanishing Low-Skill Manufacturing and the New Political Economy: Implications for Policymakers
Nicholas Jermaine Bolden, Columbus State University
bolden_nicholas@columbusstate.edu

Post. 24 Business and Eva Renon, University College London (UK)
eva.renon.16@ucl.ac.uk

Post. 25 The Politics of Germany’s Position toward European Banking Union
Mark K. Cassell, Kent State University at Kent
mcassell@kent.edu
Anna Telise Hutcherson, Kent State University at Kent
ahutch2@kent.edu

Disc. Erica Owen, Texas A & M University-College Station
ericaowen@tamu.edu
Emily A. Sellars, Texas A & M University-College Station
sellars@tamu.edu
Thursday, April 6 at 10:00 am
96-101 Tech Class: Applying Automated Content Analysis in Political Science
Thu at 10:00 am

Thursday, April 6 at 11:00 am
96-102 Tech Class: Election Line Management at Polling Places: Using Online Tools
Thu at 11:00 am

Thursday, April 6 at 11:30 am
3-1 What Voters Believe and Why?
Thu at 11:30 am
11:30 Chair, Daniel Bischof, University of Zurich
db@danbischof.com
11:35 Anti-Intellectualism in Advanced Industrialized Societies
Luke Burgess Wood, Indiana University-Bloomington
lukwood@indiana.edu
11:48 Do Voters Care about Scandals? An Interrupted Time-Series Analysis on Three Cases: Finland, Germany, and the U.K.
Tzu-Ping Liu, University of California-Davis
tpliu@ucdavis.edu
12:01 Internal and External Efficacy as Predictors of Political Trust: Evidence from 29 European Countries
Elina Kestilä-Kekkonen, University of Tampere, Finland
elina.kestila-kekkonen@uta.fi
Peter Söderlund, Åbo Akademi University
peter.soderlund@abo.fi
12:14 Welfare Chauvinism and Neoliberal Realignment: Rethinking the Radical Right
Michael Luke, Boston University
mluke@bu.edu
12:27 Disc., Daniel Bischof, University of Zurich
db@danbischof.com
12:40 Audience Discussion

5-1 Politics and Political Economy in Africa
Thu at 11:30 am
11:30 Chair, Gina M. Somodevilla Lambright, American University
gina.lambright@gmail.com
11:35 Policy Lessons: Land Reform and AIDS Policy Implementation in Contemporary Uganda
Ryan Gibb, Baker University
gibb.ryan@gmail.com
Tony Obayi Onyishi*, UNIVERSITY OF NIGERIA, NSUKKA.
obayionyishi@gmail.com
12:01 Regional Integration and Development in Africa: Constraints and Prospects in the CEMAC Region
Godlove Aka Binda*, Savannah State University
bindabros@gmail.com
12:14 Trust in Public Institutions in Africa
Stephen Knack, World Bank
sk knack@worldbank.org
Woubet Kassa*, The World Bank
wkassa1@worldbank.org
12:27 Disc., Gina M. Somodevilla Lambright, American University
gina.lambright@gmail.com
12:40 Audience Discussion

6-2 Authoritarian Stability and Survival
Thu at 11:30 am
11:30 Chair, Erica Frantz, Michigan State University
ericamylvfrantz@yahoo.com
11:35 Waiting for Autocratis to Die?: The Relationship between Coups, Leader Death and Regime Change
Sarah Hummel, University of Illinois-Urbana-Champaign
shummel@illinois.edu
Philip Hultquist, Roosevelt University
phultquist@roosevelt.edu
11:56 Abandoning the Prince: Loyalty and Accountability in Non-Democracies
Hisham Soliman*, Georgia State University
hsoliman2@gsu.edu
12:07 Military Structure and Revolutions in the Middle East and Latin America
Sean Burns*, Northwestern University
seanburns@gmail.com
12:18 Revolution, Democratization, and the Paradox of Authoritarian Control
Tusi Wen, Duke University
tw134@duke.edu
12:29 Disc., Erica Frantz, Michigan State University
ericamylvfrantz@yahoo.com
12:40 Audience Discussion

6-200 Table 1: JSS: Executive Accountability
Thu at 11:30 am
11:30 Direct or Indirect Democracy?: Explaining the Use of the Recall in Peru and Latin America
Mariana T Alvarado, New York University
mac1126@nyu.edu
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Session</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Speaker(s)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>10-2</td>
<td>11:30</td>
<td><strong>Euroskepticism, Nationalism and the EU</strong></td>
<td>Chair, Cyril Jayet, <em>Universite Paris - Sorbonne</em> <a href="mailto:cyril.jayet@paris-sorbonne.fr">cyril.jayet@paris-sorbonne.fr</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11:35</td>
<td>11:45</td>
<td><strong>Assessing the Impact of Eurosceptic Parties on National Parliamentary Opposition in EU Affairs</strong></td>
<td>Thomas Persson, <em>Uppsala University</em> <a href="mailto:Thomas.Persson@statsvet.uu.se">Thomas.Persson@statsvet.uu.se</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11:45</td>
<td>11:56</td>
<td><strong>How do the Refugee Policies of the EU Play a Role in the Rise of Xenophobia?: A Comparative Analysis of French, German and Hungarian Cases</strong></td>
<td>Gülçin Balamir Coşkun*, <em>Istanbul Kemerburgaz University</em> <a href="mailto:gulcin.coskun@kemerburgaz.edu.tr">gulcin.coskun@kemerburgaz.edu.tr</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11:56</td>
<td>12:07</td>
<td><strong>Nationalist Party Responses to European Integration: An Analysis of 26 EU Member States Over Time</strong></td>
<td>SUMI WOO, <em>The University of Alabama</em> <a href="mailto:swoo@crimson.ua.edu">swoo@crimson.ua.edu</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td><strong>Unpacking the Social (GAL/TAN) Dimension of Party Politics: Euroscepticism and Party Positioning on Europe's &quot;Other&quot;</strong></td>
<td>Anna Brigevich*, <em>North Carolina Central University</em> <a href="mailto:abrigevich@nccu.edu">abrigevich@nccu.edu</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td><strong>The Polish Puzzle: European Union Funding and Sub-National Euroskepticism</strong></td>
<td>Allison Spencer Hartnett, <em>University of Oxford</em> <a href="mailto:allison.hartnett@politics.ox.ac.uk">allison.hartnett@politics.ox.ac.uk</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td><strong>Are Public Perceptions of Corruption More Harmful To Female Incumbents?: Evidence from Latin America and the Caribbean</strong></td>
<td>Frederico Batista Pereira, <em>University of North Carolina at Charlotte</em> <a href="mailto:fbatist1@uncc.edu">fbatist1@uncc.edu</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td><strong>Charisma Survives: Voter Attachments to Charismatic Legacies in Argentina and Venezuela</strong></td>
<td>Caitlin E. Andrews, <em>University of Texas-Austin</em> <a href="mailto:caitlinandrews125@gmail.com">caitlinandrews125@gmail.com</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11:30</td>
<td>12:07</td>
<td><strong>The Determinants of Vote Intention and Presidential Approval in Chile, 1989-2013</strong></td>
<td>Patricio D. Navia, <em>New York University</em> <a href="mailto:pdn200@nyu.edu">pdn200@nyu.edu</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td><strong>Violence and Retrospective Voting in Brazilian Gubernatorial Elections</strong></td>
<td>Douglas Aaron Block, <em>University of Pittsburgh-Pittsburgh Campus</em> <a href="mailto:dab181@pitt.edu">dab181@pitt.edu</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11:35</td>
<td>12:18</td>
<td><strong>Mineral Wealth, Political Fragmentation and Subnational Protest</strong></td>
<td>Moises Arce, <em>University of Missouri-Columbia</em> <a href="mailto:arcem@missouri.edu">arcem@missouri.edu</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td><strong>China's Foreign Relations: The Political and Security Dimension</strong></td>
<td>Erin Baggott Carter, <em>University of Southern California</em> <a href="mailto:baggott@usc.edu">baggott@usc.edu</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td><strong>Explaining the Causes of Tense China-North Korea Relationship</strong></td>
<td>Min-hyung Kim, <em>Kyung Hee University, South Korea</em> <a href="mailto:min-hyung@ku.ac.kr">min-hyung@ku.ac.kr</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td><strong>Asia's Contested Waters: The East and South China Seas</strong></td>
<td>Hiroki Takeuchi, <em>Southern Methodist University</em> <a href="mailto:htakeuch@smu.edu">htakeuch@smu.edu</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td><strong>Seen and Unseen: Defining and Measuring (Chinese) Assertiveness</strong></td>
<td>Yu-Ting Lin, <em>University of Southern California</em> <a href="mailto:linyutin@usc.edu">linyutin@usc.edu</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td><strong>Asia’s Contested Waters: The East and South China Seas</strong></td>
<td>Claire Huitt, <em>Southern Methodist University</em> <a href="mailto:chuitt@smu.edu">chuitt@smu.edu</a></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Notes:**
- Sessions are listed in chronological order.
- Sessions include titles, speakers, and affiliations.

**Format forSpeakers:**
- For each session, the format is: **Speaker(s)**.
- For each speaker, the format is: **Name, Affiliation**.
- Affiliations are enclosed in parentheses.

**Contact Information:**
- Email addresses are included for each speaker.

**Location:**
- Sessions are located in various venues across different universities.

**Assessment:**
- Each session is assessed with a brief summary of the topic and the speaker's role.

**Discussion:**
- Sessions include a discussion session at the end, indicated by the text: **Disc., Speaker Name**.

**Contact:**
- For further information, email addresses are provided at the end of each section.

**University Affiliations:**
- The addresses of the universities are provided for each speaker, indicating their academic background.

**Special Notes:**
- Sessions are marked with specific time slots and are categorized based on their content and relevance.
- The format is designed to provide a clear and structured overview of the sessions and their respective speakers.

**Sponsors:**
- The sessions are sponsored by various organizations, focusing on political, economic, and social aspects.

**Conclusion:**
- The sessions are concluded with a final assessment and contact information for further inquiries.

**Additional Resources:**
- For those interested in more detailed information, the email addresses provided can be contacted directly.
12:40 Audience Discussion

15-2 Authoritarian Institutions in Africa
Thu at 11:30 am
Chair, Jennifer Gandhi, Emory University
jgandh2@emory.edu

11:35 The Coercive State in Africa
Mai Hassan, University of Michigan-Ann Arbor
mhasi@umich.edu

11:45 A Signaling Theory of Distributive Policy Choice: Evidence From Senegal
Guy Grossman*, University of Pennsylvania
ggros@sas.upenn.edu
Horacio Larreguy*, Harvard University
hlarreguy@fas.harvard.edu

11:56 Opposition Cooptation and Fragmentation in Electoral Authoritarian Regimes
Leonardo R. Arriola*, University of California-Berkeley
lariola@berkeley.edu
Anne Meng, University of Virginia-Main Campus
ameng@virginia.edu

12:07 Authoritarian Successor Parties in Sub-Saharan Africa: Into the Wilderness and Back Again?
Rachel Beatty Riedl, Northwestern University
r-riedl@northwestern.edu

12:18 Signaling the Cost of Dissent: Survey Experimental Evidence from Zimbabwe
Lauren Elyssa Young, Stanford University
leyoung2@gmail.com

12:29 Disc., Jennifer Gandhi, Emory University
jgandh2@emory.edu
Disc., Michael Albertus, University of Chicago
albertus@uchicago.edu

12:40 Audience Discussion

16-1 Contesting Autocracy in the Middle East
Thu at 11:30 am
Chair, Sahar Aziz, Texas A & M University-College Station
saziz@law.tamu.edu

11:35 Civilian Coups: Syria, 1945-1970
Drew Holland Kinney, Syracuse University
dkinney@syr.edu

11:48 Not On Our Watch! Civilian Resistance of July 15 Coup Attempt in Turkey: A Partisan or Democratic Value Driven Resistance?
Nevfel Boz*, Social Science University of Ankara
nevfeboz@gmail.com
Osman Celik, University of California-Los Angeles
oscelik@gmail.com

12:01 Outsourcing Survival: How Foreign Aid Helps Regimes Stay in Power
Ahmed Khattab, Georgetown University
amk306@georgetown.edu

12:14 The Rise of an Islamic Leviathan: Authoritarianism in Turkey
Sebnem Gumuscu, Middlebury College
sgumusc@middlebury.edu

12:27 Disc., Sahar Aziz, Texas A & M University-College Station
saziz@law.tamu.edu

12:40 Audience Discussion

17-2 Nation and State Building: Then and Now
Thu at 11:30 am
Chair, Natalia Forrat, Northwestern University
forrat@u.northwestern.edu

11:35 Explaining Xenophobia: Evidence from Russia
Hannah Chapman*, University of Wisconsin-Madison
hschapman@wisc.edu
Yoshiko M. Herrera*, University of Wisconsin-Madison
yherrera@wisc.edu

Susanne Alice Wengle, University of Notre Dame
swengle@nd.edu
Christine Evans*, University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee
evansce@uwn.edu

12:01 Competitive or Complimentary Nation Building?: A Regional Analysis of Nation Building Effectiveness in the Russian Federation
Katie Lynn Stewart, Indiana University-Bloomington
kattswe@indiana.edu

12:14 Soviet Identity, Social Identity, Social Distance, and Attitudes Towards the Union Treaty and the Breakup of the Soviet Union
Henry E. Brady, University of California-Berkeley
hbrady@berkeley.edu
Cynthia S. Kaplan, University of California-Santa Barbara
kaplan@polsci.ucsb.edu

12:27 Disc., Natalia Forrat, Northwestern University
forrat@u.northwestern.edu

12:40 Audience Discussion

19-2 Causes and Consequences of International Finance
Thu at 11:30 am
Chair, Michaël Aklin, University of Pittsburgh-Pittsburgh Campus
michael.aklin@gmail.com

11:35 Default Positions: What Shapes Public Attitudes about International Sovereign Debt Disputes?
Stephen Nelson, Northwestern University
stephen-nelson@northwestern.edu
David A. Steinberg*, Johns Hopkins University
dave.a.steinberg@gmail.com
11:51 Financing Private Goods: Evidence of Capture with Trade and Debt Data
Eric Arias, New York University
eric.arias@nyu.edu
Matthew DiGiuseppe*, University of Mississippi
mrdigius@olemiss.edu
12:07 The Political Determinants of Sovereign Wealth Funds
Cody D Eldredge, Bates College
celdredg@bates.edu
12:23 Disc., Michaël Aklin, University of Pittsburgh-Pittsburgh Campus
michael.aklin@gmail.com
12:40 Audience Discussion

11:30 Drafting Foreign Policy: Conscription and Dispute Initiation
Ryan Garcia*, Naval Postgraduate School
ryanbgarcia@gmail.com
11:47 Media Coverage of Foreign Policy during the Short Campaign
Michael Courtney, Dublin City University
michael.courtney@dcu.ie
Eileen Connolly*, Dublin City University
eileen.connolly@dcu.ie
John Doyle*, Dublin City University
john.doyle@dcu.ie
12:05 Who Controls Foreign Policy Agendas?: The Document-Based Approach to Japanese Parliamentary Discussions
Azusa Katagiri, Harvard University
akatagiri@wcfia.harvard.edu
12:22 From Consensus to Conflict: U.S.-Soviet Summits, Partisanship, and Public Opinion
Matthew Fehrs, St Mary's College of Maryland
mbfehrs@smcm.edu
12:40 Audience Discussion

20-2 Historical and Longitudinal Perspectives on American Immigration Policy
Thu at 11:30 am
11:30 Chair, Jacqueline Chattopadhyay, University of North Carolina-Charlotte
jchattop@uncc.edu
11:35 A Wall of Words: How Legislation Shaped the “Immigration Problem”
Wendy Watson*, University of North Texas
Wendy.Watson@unt.edu
Andrea Silva, University of North Texas
andrea.silva@unt.edu
11:48 Is This Time Really Different?: Using Contemporary Explanations of Nativist Policies in the U.S. States to Explain Nativists Polices, 1820-1860
Belinda Creel Davis*, Louisiana State University and Agricultural & Mechanical College
davisbe@lsu.edu
12:01 National Identity and Attitudes Towards Immigrants in an Emerging Gateway Region
Jennifer Eileen Byrne, James Madison University
byrneje@jmu.edu
12:14 Immigrant Detention and Deportation: A Threat to Democracy?
Melina Juárez*, University of New Mexico-Main Campus
mdjuarez@unnm.edu
Barbara Gomez Aguinaga, University of New Mexico-Main Campus
barbarag@umn.edu
Sonia Bettez*, University of New Mexico-Albuquerque Campus
sonia.p.bettez@gmail.com
12:27 Disc., Jacqueline Chattopadhyay, University of North Carolina-Charlotte
jchattop@uncc.edu
12:40 Audience Discussion

23-3 Conflict Termination and Post-Conflict Dynamics
Thu at 11:30 am
11:30 Chair, Robert Frederic Trager, University of California-Los Angeles
rtrager@ucla.edu
11:35 Concessions for Concession’s Sake: Injustice, Indignation and the Construction of Intractable Conflict in Israel-Palestine
Robert Frederic Trager, University of California-Los Angeles
rtrager@ucla.edu
Philippe Assouline*, University of California-Los Angeles
phil.assouline@gmail.com
11:48 How Does Fighting Convince?: An Empirical Analysis of Factors That Make Wars More Decisive
Christopher Chiego, University of Pennsylvania
chchiego@gmail.com
12:01 Post-Conflict Territorial Change and Democratic Winners
Ajin Choi, Yonsei University
choiajin@yonsei.ac.kr
12:14 Restorative Justice among Witchcraft Communities
Teresa A Booker, CUNY John Jay College of Criminal Justice
tbooker@jjay.cuny.edu
12:27 Disc., Carmela Lutmar, University of Haifa
clutmar@poli.haifa.ac.il
12:40 Audience Discussion

24-100 Roundtable: Gender, Discourse, and Radicalization: The Case of ISIS Jihadi Brides
Thu at 11:30 am
25-2 Civilian Victimization and Mass Atrocities
Thu at 11:30 am
11:30 Chair, Anna O. Pechenkina, Utah State University apechenkina@gmail.com
11:35 Curbing Mass Atrocities: Does Type of Violence Matter?
Michael Patrick Broache, The University of Tampa mbroache@ut.edu
Kate Cronin-Furman*, Harvard University kate.furman@gmail.com
11:48 Empire Formation, Local Elites, and Genocide: The Holocaust in Lithuania
Benjamin Mishkin, Georgetown University bam66@georgetown.edu
12:01 Mandating (In)Security?: How UN Missions Endanger the Civilians They Intend to Protect
Gabriella E. Lloyd, Ohio State University-Main Campus Lloyd.253@buckeyemail.osu.edu
Jacqueline Sievert, Bowling Green State University-Main Campus jacqueline.sievert@gmail.com
12:27 Disc., Anna O. Pechenkina, Utah State University apechenkina@gmail.com
12:40 Audience Discussion

26-2 Asia and Foreign Policy
Thu at 11:30 am
11:30 Chair, Todd Clayton Robinson, Air University toddclaytonrobinson@yahoo.com
11:35 From Human Security to the Responsibility to Protect: What Role Can Japan Play in an Altering Foreign Policy?
yu-tai Tsai*, National Chung Cheng University, Taiwan isiatsai@gmail.com
Szu-hsien Lee*, Tsinghua University bonbonslee@gmail.com
11:56 The Effect of Anti-China Rhetoric in the 2016 Presidential Campaigns on U.S. Foreign Policy towards China
Xiaodong Fang, Iowa State University xf22@georgetown.edu
12:18 Disc., Todd Clayton Robinson, Air University toddclaytonrobinson@yahoo.com
12:40 Audience Discussion

27-1 Business and the Business of International Organizations
Thu at 11:30 am
11:30 Chair, Felicity Anne Vabulas, University of Chicago fvabulas@uchicago.edu
11:35 A Multilateral Arrangement for Competition Policy: What Lessons for Global Economic Governance?
Raju Parakkal, Philadelphia University parakkalr@philau.edu
11:48 Does Partnering with the World Bank Shield Investors from Political Risk in Less Developed Countries?
Jonas Gamso, Thunderbird School of Global Management jonas.gamso@asu.edu
Roy C Nelson*, Thunderbird School of Global Management roy.nelson@asu.edu
12:01 Expanding and Conjugating Global Corporate Social Responsibility (CSR) Norms Through the UN Global Compact (UNGC): Genesis, evolution, and Diffusion
Toru Oga, Columbia University in the City of New York toruoga0916@gmail.com
12:14 Law as a Catalyst for Institutional Change: A New Approach to Regulation by International Industry Associations
Kish Parella, Washington and Lee University parellak@wlu.edu
12:27 Disc., Felicity Anne Vabulas, University of Chicago fvabulas@uchicago.edu
Disc., Kish Parella, Washington and Lee University parellak@wlu.edu
12:40 Audience Discussion

28-2 Cyber Security and Counter-terrorism (Co-sponsored with 40. Information Technology and Politics, see 40-1)
Thu at 11:30 am
11:30 Chair, Spencer D. Bakich, Virginia Military Institute bakichsd@vmi.edu
11:35 Cyber Sovereignty: Misunderstandings and New Conflicts
Donghui Park, University of Washington-Seattle Campus dhpark64@uw.edu
11:51 Cyber Terror and War in Military Ventures
Sunny Lee*, Harvard University sunnyleeikudp@yahoo.com
Europe’s approach to counter-terrorism: a principal-agent analysis
Joel R. Hillison, Gettysburg College
hillisonsj@hotmail.com

Disc., Spencer D. Bakich, Virginia Military Institute
bakichsd@vmi.edu
Disc., James Douglas Fielder, United States Air Force Academy
james.fielder@usafa.edu

Audience Discussion

Measuring and Evaluating Human Rights
Thu at 11:30 am
Chair, Youngsoo Yu, Korea University
yyu3@binghamton.edu
Human Rights are Not Improving in Most Countries
David L. Cingranelli, SUNY at Binghamton
davidc@binghamton.edu
Mikhail Filippov*, SUNY at Binghamton
filippov@binghamton.edu

Measuring Information Effects and Standards of Accountability in Human Rights Reports
Carly Potz-Nielsen, University of Minnesota-Twin Cities
potzn001@umn.edu
Robert Ralston, University of Minnesota-Twin Cities
ralst047@umn.edu
Thomas Ricardo Vargas, University of Minnesota-Twin Cities
trv@georgetown.edu

Respect for Human Rights?: Two Stages of U.S. Foreign Aid Policy Process
Young-Bin Son, University of Nevada-Reno
yson@nevada.unr.edu

AuditIon Discussion

Context Matters
Thu at 11:30 am
Chair, Richard Jankowski, SUNY at Fredonia
richard.jankowski@fredonia.edu

District Partisanship and Turnout: Evidence from the 2012 Redistricting Process
Bernard L. Fraga, Indiana University-Bloomington
bfarga@indiana.edu
Daniel J. Moskowitz, Harvard University
danielmoskowitz@fas.harvard.edu

Benjamin Schneer*, Florida State University
bschneer@fsu.edu

Location Matters: The Effect of Polling Place Type on Voter Turnout
Lindsay Nielson, Bucknell University
ln009@bucknell.edu

Time Zones, Tiredness, and Turnout: A Natural Experiment on the Effect of Sleep Deprivation on Political Participation
Jerome Pablo Schafer, Yale University
jerome.schaefer@yale.edu
John Boschen Holbein, Duke University
john.holbein@duke.edu

The Waiting is the Hardest Part: Polling Place Wait Times and Voter Behavior
Stacy Gwenn Ulbig, Sam Houston State University
ulbig@shsu.edu
Shauna Reilly*, Northern Kentucky University
reillys3@nk.edu
Richard N. Engstrom*, University of Maryland-College Park
rengstro@umd.edu

The Last Grain on the Sand Pile: A Complexity Approach to Regime Contention
Basak Taraktas*, Northwestern University
basaktaraktas@northwestern.edu
Yang Yang*, Northwestern University
yang.angela06@gmail.com

Factional Conflict and Party Splitting in South Korea’s Party System
Jacob Austin Reidhead, Stanford University
reidhead@stanford.edu
12:18 Parliamentary Discussion Networks and Regime Types in Africa: Comparing Ghana, Togo and Zambia
Anja Osei*, University of Konstanz
anja.osei@uni-konstanz.de
Axel Bayer, University of Konstanz
Axel.Bayer@uni-konstanz.de

12:29 Disc., Timothy S. Rich, Western Kentucky University
timothy.rich@wku.edu
Disc., Ji Yeon Jean Hong, Hong Kong University of Science and Technology
jeannoi@gmail.com

12:40 Audience Discussion

36-1 Civic Engagement, Volunteerism and Trust
Thu at 11:30 am
11:30 Chair, Brian Newman, Pepperdine University
Brian.Newman@pepperdine.edu

11:35 Passing the Buck: Citizen (Dis)Engagement and Government Intervention
Vanessa Bouche, Texas Christian University
vanessa.bouche@tcu.edu
Dana E Wittmer*, Colorado College
dana.wittmer@coloradocollege.edu
Amy Farrell*, Northeastern University
am.farrell@northeastern.edu

11:48 Priming and Political Trust: A Test at the Individual Level
Christiana Botticello, Brandeis University
cbott@brandeis.edu

12:01 The Value Foundations of Polarized Trust in Government
Jessica A. Defenderfer, Bloomsburg University of Pennsylvania
jdefende@bloomu.edu

12:14 Visits by Presidential Candidates and Civic Engagement among College Students
Ken Moffett, Southern Illinois University-Edwardsville
Kmoffett@siue.edu
Laurie L. Rice, Southern Illinois University-Edwardsville
larice@siue.edu

12:27 Disc., Eric M. Uslaner, University of Maryland-College Park
euslaner@umd.edu

12:40 Audience Discussion

37-3 Experimental Approaches Mini-Conference: Elites and Elections: Experimental Evidence (Co-sponsored with 83. Working Groups, see 83-5)
Thu at 11:30 am

11:30 Chair, Claudia N. Avellaneda, Indiana University-Bloomington
cavellan@indiana.edu

11:35 Brokers, Social Networks, Reciprocity and Strategies of Clientelism
Nico Ravanilla, University of California-San Diego
nravanilla@ucsd.edu
Allen Hicken, University of Michigan-Ann Arbor
ahicken@umich.edu
Michael William Davidson*, University of California-San Diego
mw davidson@ucsd.edu

11:45 Do Campaign Analytics Change Candidate Behavior? A Field Experiment in Local Michigan Races
Corwin D. Smidt, Michigan State University
smidtc@msu.edu

11:56 Does Polarization Have Local Roots? Evidence from a Conjoint Experiment on Party Chairs
David Doherty, Loyola University Chicago
ddoherty@luc.edu
Conor M. Dowling*, University of Mississippi
cdowling@olemiss.edu
Michael G. Miller, Barnard College
michael.miller@barnard.edu

12:07 Why Do Citizens Become Politicians?: Experimental Evidence on the Social Dimensions of Candidacy
Saad Ahmad Gulzar, New York University
saad.gulzar@nyu.edu

12:18 Official's Home Style: A Field Experiment on Local Officials' Responsiveness to Constituents
Adam Michael Dynes, Brigham Young University-Provo
adam.dynes@byu.edu
Hans J.G. Hassell*, Cornell College
hhassell@cornellcollege.edu
Matthew Miles, Brigham Young University-Idaho
milesma@byui.edu

12:29 Disc., Jessica Robinson Preece, Brigham Young University-Provo
jessica.preece@byu.edu
Disc., Kristin Grace Michellitch, Vanderbilt University
kristin.michellitch@vanderbilt.edu

12:40 Audience Discussion

38-2 Candidate Evaluations
Thu at 11:30 am
11:30 Chair, Dona-Gene Barton, University of Nebraska-Lincoln
dbarton4@unl.edu

11:35 How Candidate Occupations Signal Different Qualifications by Gender
Tabitha Bonilla, Northwestern University
tabitha.bonilla@gmail.com

11:48 An Experimental Examination of Gender Based Heuristics Utilizing Evolutionary Theory
Bruce A Carroll*, Georgia Gwinnett College
bcarroll2@ggc.edu
Gregg R. Murray, Augusta University
gmurray@augusta.edu
12:01 Culture and the Predictability of Election Outcomes from Candidate Trait Inferences
Chujun Lin, California Institute of Technology
clin7@caltech.edu
Ralph Adolphs*, California Institute of Technology
radolphs@hss.caltech.edu
Michael Alvarez, California Institute of Technology
alvarez.research@gmail.com

12:14 Trustworthiness in In-Group and Out-group Candidate Evaluations: Evidence from Seven Democracies
Alexander Bor, Aarhus University
alexander.bor@ps.au.dk
Lasse Laustsen*, Aarhus University, Denmark
ll@ps.au.dk

12:27 Disc., Dona-Gene Barton, University of Nebraska-Lincoln
dbarton4@unl.edu
Disc., Karyn Amira, College of Charleston
karyn.amira@gmail.com

12:40 Audience Discussion

38-3 Sources of Ideology and Attitude Constraint
Thu at 11:30 am
11:30 Chair, John Brehm, University of Chicago
jjbrehm@uchicago.edu
11:35 Do Belief Systems Exhibit Dynamic Constraint?
Alexander Coppock, Yale University
alex.coppock@yale.edu
Donald P. Green, Columbia University in the City of New York
donald.p.green@gmail.com

11:48 The Color of the Party: The Racial Antecedents of Political and Ideological Self-Identification
Alexandra Filindra, University of Illinois-Chicago
aleka@uic.edu

12:01 Memory, Commitment, and Anticipated Attitude Change
Soenke K. Ehret, New York University
se695@nyu.edu

12:14 Poll Information, Social Identity, and Social Anxiety
Randy Besco*, University of Toronto
randy.besco@utoronto.ca

12:27 Disc., John Brehm, University of Chicago
jjbrehm@uchicago.edu

12:40 Audience Discussion

40-3 Advancing the Study of Politics via Digital Media
Thu at 11:30 am
11:30 Chair, Sharon M. Meraz, University of Illinois at Chicago
meraz.sharon@gmail.com
Radoslaw Zubek*, University of Oxford
radoslaw.zubek@politics.ox.ac.uk

12:07 The Determinants of Media Coverage of the Economy by Multiple Mainstream Press Outlets, and The Influence of Coverage on Economic Perceptions
Jonathan Nagler, New York University
jonathan.nagler@nyu.edu
Framing Heroin Addiction: The Media and the Public Agenda
Taleed El-Sabawi, Ohio State University-Main Campus
taleedsabawi@gmail.com
12:18
Disc., Clifford Waters Brown, Union College-Schenectady
brownc@union.edu
12:29
Audience Discussion
42-2
Changing Minds: Strategy and Process
Thu at 11:30 am
11:30 Chair, Martin Johnson*, Louisiana State University and Agricultural & Mechanical College
martinj@lsu.edu
11:35 Elephant in the Room: Opening Minds to Change on Transgender Rights
Brian F. Harrison, Northwestern University
brfharrison@gmail.com
Melissa R. Michelson, Menlo College
melissa.michelson@menlo.edu
11:48 Does Personal Relevance Motivate Issue Activism? The Case of Public Transportation
Adam Seth Levine, Cornell University
asl22@cornell.edu
12:01 The Helpfulness of Humor: An Analysis of the Effects of Self-Deprecating Jokes in Candidate Speech
Erin Susan Cikanek, University of Michigan-Ann Arbor
eckikanek@umich.edu
12:14 Sequential Updating: A Behavioral Model of Polarization
Korhan Kocak, Princeton University
Kkocak@princeton.edu
12:27 Disc., Daniel Bergan, Michigan State University
bergan@msu.edu
12:40 Audience Discussion
43-2
Families, Politics, and Policymaking
Thu at 11:30 am
11:30 Gender, Family, and Party in 2016 Senate Races
Meg Savel, University of Chicago
megsavel@uchicago.edu
11:41 Mother and Father Know Best: Parenthood and Policymaking
Julia M. Hellwege, University of South Dakota
julia.hellwege@usd.edu
12:01 Beyond the Divide: Asian Americans and the Potential for Cross Racial Coalitions
Sudip Bhattacharya, Rutgers University-New Brunswick
sudipb@rutgers.edu
12:16 Asian Americans’ Responses to Salient Partisan Cues in the News Media’s Coverage of Restrictive Immigration Legislation in the U.S.
Richard Cho, Utah Valley University
richard.cho@uvu.edu
12:48 Asian and Latino Identity Choice and Its Implications for Political Behavior
Chinbo Chong*, University of Michigan-Ann Arbor
chinbo@umich.edu
11:45 Asian American Politics
Thu at 11:30 am
11:30 Chair, Saladin Malik Ambar, Lehigh University
sma409@lehigh.edu
11:35 Asian Americans’ Responses to Salient Partisan Cues in the News Media’s Coverage of Restrictive Immigration Legislation in the U.S.
Richard Cho, Utah Valley University
richard.cho@uvu.edu
11:48 Asian and Latino Identity Choice and Its Implications for Political Behavior
Chinbo Chong*, University of Michigan-Ann Arbor
chinbo@umich.edu
12:01 Beyond the Divide: Asian Americans and the Potential for Cross Racial Coalitions
Sudip Bhattacharya, Rutgers University-New Brunswick
sudipb@rutgers.edu
12:16 Asian Americans’ Responses to Salient Partisan Cues in the News Media’s Coverage of Restrictive Immigration Legislation in the U.S.
Richard Cho, Utah Valley University
richard.cho@uvu.edu
12:48 Asian and Latino Identity Choice and Its Implications for Political Behavior
Chinbo Chong*, University of Michigan-Ann Arbor
chinbo@umich.edu
12:01 Beyond the Divide: Asian Americans and the Potential for Cross Racial Coalitions
Sudip Bhattacharya, Rutgers University-New Brunswick
sudipb@rutgers.edu
12:16 Asian Americans’ Responses to Salient Partisan Cues in the News Media’s Coverage of Restrictive Immigration Legislation in the U.S.
Richard Cho, Utah Valley University
richard.cho@uvu.edu
12:48 Asian and Latino Identity Choice and Its Implications for Political Behavior
Chinbo Chong*, University of Michigan-Ann Arbor
chinbo@umich.edu
12:01 Beyond the Divide: Asian Americans and the Potential for Cross Racial Coalitions
Sudip Bhattacharya, Rutgers University-New Brunswick
sudipb@rutgers.edu
11:30 Chair, Russell L. Hanson, Indiana University-Bloomington
hansonr@indiana.edu

11:35 Liberal Neutrality or Perfectionist Liberalism?: Not Allowing Prospective Parents to Use Embryo Selection Technologies to Deliberately Procreate Children with Disabilities
Cristian Puga Gonzalez, Arizona State University, Tempe
cristian.puga@asu.edu

11:51 Moral Algorithms: Artificial Intelligence and Democratic Decision-Making
Naomi Scheinerman, Yale University
naomi.scheinerman@yale.edu

12:07 Citizen “Anon”: Anonymity and Democracy in America
Jennifer Forestal, Stockton University
jennifer.forrestal@stockton.edu
Menaka M. Philips, Tulane University of Louisiana
mphilip1@tulane.edu

12:23 Disc., Russell L. Hanson, Indiana University-Bloomington
hansonr@indiana.edu

12:40 Audience Discussion
Chair  Kathryn Pearson,  University of Minnesota-Twin Cities  
kpearson@umn.edu  
Part.  David W. Rohde,  Duke University  
rohde@duke.edu  
Bruce I. Oppenheimer,  Vanderbilt University  
bruce.oppenheimer@vanderbilt.edu  
Cherie Maestas,  University of North Carolina at Charlotte  
cmaestas@unc.edu  
Timothy P. Nokken,  Texas Tech University  
timothy.nokken@ttu.edu  
Antoine Yoshinaka,  University at Buffalo  
antoiney@buffalo.edu  

53-2  Constraints on Unilateral Action  
Thu at 11:30 am  
11:30  Chair, Ashley Megan Moraguez,  University of North Carolina-Asheville  
ashley.moraguez@gmail.com  
11:35  The Surprising Scarcity of Executive Actions:  
Public Constraint on Presidential Unilateralism  
Dino Christenson*,  Boston University  
dinopc@bu.edu  
Douglas Lee Kriner,  Boston University  
dkriner@bu.edu  
11:45  The Unilateral Presidency and the Public:  
Another Look  
Robert A. Cooper,  University of South Florida-Main Campus  
robertcooper@usf.edu  
11:56  The Messenger Matters: The Effect of  
“Presidentializing” Administrative Policymaking on Public Support  
Jesse Gubb,  Harvard University  
jessegubb@fas.harvard.edu  
12:07  Judicial Preferences and Executive Self- 
Constraints: A Dynamic Model of Unilateral Executive Behavior  
Yu Ouyang,  The University of Tampa  
youyang88@gmail.com  
12:18  Presidents’ Calculus in The Political Landscape:  
Unilateral Actions As a Tool of Voter Mobilization  
Myunghoon Kang,  Washington University in St Louis  
myunghoon@wustl.edu  
12:29  Disc., Ashley Megan Moraguez,  University of North Carolina-Asheville  
ashley.moraguez@gmail.com  
Disc., Kenneth Scott Lowande,  Washington University in St Louis  
lowande@wustl.edu  
12:40  Audience Discussion  

54-3  The Constituents’ Effect  
Thu at 11:30 am  
11:30  Chair, Janna Rezaee,  University of Southern California  
jrezaee@usc.edu  
11:35  Congressional Receptiveness to Constituent Contacts through Social Media  
Claire E Abernathy,  Stockton University  
claire.abernathy@stockton.edu  
11:48  How Does District Complexity Affect Policy Representation?  
Adam Cayton,  The University of West Florida  
acayton@uwf.edu  
12:01  Legislating under Federalism: The Effects of Geographic Overlap on State and Congressional Responsiveness to Domestic Violence  
Wendy J. Schiller,  Brown University  
wendy_schiller@brown.edu  
Kaitlin Sidorsky*,  Coastal Carolina University  
ksidorsky@coastal.edu  
12:14  Selection and Incentives in the Electoral Security-Constituency Communication Relationship  
Zachary Peskowitz,  Emory University  
zachary.peskowitz@gmail.com  
12:27  Disc., Michael S. Lynch,  University of Georgia  
mlynch@uga.edu
Disc., Janna Rezaee, University of Southern California
jrezaee@usc.edu
12:40 Audience Discussion

56-1 Comparative and International Perspectives of Law and Jurisprudence
Thu at 11:30 am
11:30 Chair, David Marrani, Institute of Law, Jersey
david.marrani@lawinstitute.ac.je
11:35 Is Universal Jurisdiction Imperialist?: Assessing Allegations that International Criminal Law has been Subverted to Imperialist Ends
Mackenzie H. Eason, University of California-Los Angeles
mack.eason@ucla.edu
12:01 Law Without Compliance: the Conundrum of the Nigerian Case
Eniola Anuoluwapo Soyemi, Boston University
soyemi@bu.edu
12:07 SAWING OFF THE BRANCHES?: THE INTERNATIONAL CRIMINAL COURT AND IMPARTIALITY IN CÔTE D’IVOIRE
Sophie Rosenberg, University of Cambridge
str30@cam.ac.uk
12:14 Setting the Pace for Brussels and Strasbourg: Approaches to Gender-Based Asylum Appeals in the European Union
Patricia Charlotte Rodda, University of California-Irvine
pcredna@gmail.com
12:27 Disc., David Marrani, Institute of Law, Jersey
david.marrani@lawinstitute.ac.je
12:40 Audience Discussion

57-2 Courts and the Media
Thu at 11:30 am
11:30 Chair, Jonathan R. Nash, Emory University
jonathan.nash@emory.edu
11:35 Is News Coverage of the Supreme Court Ideological?
Alex Denison*, University of Kentucky
alex.denison@uky.edu
11:45 News Coverage of Supreme Court Decisions
Adam Schiffer, Texas Christian University
a.schiffer@tcu.edu
11:56 Positive Symbolism in News Coverage of the U.S. Supreme Court
Michael Zilis, University of Kentucky
michael.zilis@uky.edu
12:07 Ready for Their Close-up: Judicial Motivations to Televise and Evidence from the Ninth Circuit Courts of Appeals
Christopher David Kromphardt, Washington State University
chris.david.kromp@gmail.com
12:07 Forced Federalism and Disclaiming Sovereigns: American Indian Policy and State Constitutional Constraints
Richard C. Witmer, Creighton University
witmer@creighton.edu
Joshua Matthew Johnson*, Kennesaw State University
jmj76858@gmail.com
12:23 Disc., Richard F. Winters, Dartmouth College
rfw@dartmouth.edu
12:40 Audience Discussion

58-1 Constitutional Politics in the States
Thu at 11:30 am
11:30 Chair, Richard F. Winters, Dartmouth College
rfw@dartmouth.edu
11:35 Constitutions and Policy: How State Constitutions Affect State Policy Outcomes
Adam R. Brown, Brigham Young University-Provo
brown@byu.edu
11:51 Contesting Constitutionality: The Enactment of Nullification Legislation in the American States
Timothy Herbert Callaghan, Texas A & M University-College Station
callaghan@sph.tamhsc.edu
Adam Olson*, University of Minnesota-Twin Cities
olson4075@umn.edu
Andrew Karch*, University of Minnesota-Twin Cities
ajkarch@umn.edu
12:07 Forced Federalism and Disclaiming Sovereigns: American Indian Policy and State Constitutional Constraints
Richard C. Witmer, Creighton University
witmer@creighton.edu
Joshua Matthew Johnson*, Kennesaw State University
jmj76858@gmail.com
12:23 Disc., Richard F. Winters, Dartmouth College
rfw@dartmouth.edu
12:40 Audience Discussion

60-1 Agenda Setting the Public Policy
Thu at 11:30 am
11:30 Chair, Season Hoard, Washington State University
hoardsa@wsu.edu
11:35 Agenda Setting for Maternal Health: International Norms, Social Taboos, Domestic Leadership and Donor Influences in Ghana and Tanzania
Stephanie L. Smith, University of New Mexico-Main Campus
slsmith@unm.edu
Moritz Hunsmann*, French National Center for Scientific Research
moritz.hunsmann@cnrs.fr
11:51 Korean Public Policy Following the Sewol Ferry Disaster: Examining Agenda Setting Through Three Competing Theoretical Lenses
Ki Woong Cho*, Florida State University
kiwoongc@gmail.com
Ralph Brower*, Florida State University
rbrower@fsu.edu
12:07 Of Festivals and Capabilities: An Argument for Cultural Policy in Pakistan
Sanniah Jabeen, Lahore University of Management Sciences
sjabeen.92@gmail.com
12:23 Disc., Sawa Omori, International Christian University
sawaomori@gmail.com
Disc., Marta Cebollada Gay, ITAM, Mexico City
marta.cebollada@itam.mx
12:40 Audience Discussion

63-2 Air Pollution Politics
Thu at 11:30 am
11:30 Chair, Derek John Glasgow, Mercer University
glasgow_dj@mercer.edu
11:35 Does Longer Tenure of Local Leader Benefit Environment? PSM using China City Data
Chun Song, Purdue University-Main Campus
song404@purdue.edu
11:56 Clean Competition: How Competitive Elections Clean-up the Air in Mexican Municipalities
Anthony Pezzola, Reed College
apezzola@uc.cl
Amanda Isabel Fidalgo, Pennsylvania State University-Main Campus
aif107@psu.edu
Xun Cao, Pennsylvania State University-Main Campus
xuc11@psu.edu
12:18 Disc., Derek John Glasgow, Mercer University
glasgow_dj@mercer.edu
12:40 Audience Discussion

65-1 Control, Regulation, and Agency Types
Thu at 11:30 am
11:30 Chair, Sean C. Nicholson-Crotty, Indiana University-Bloomington
seanicho@indiana.edu
11:35 Discretion, Regulation, and the Production of Revolving Door Lobbyists in Federal Agencies
Michael Edward Shepherd, Vanderbilt University
m shepherd1901@gmail.com
Hye Young You, Vanderbilt University
hyeyoung.you@vanderbilt.edu
11:45 Who Has the Power?: Measuring the Diversity of Delegated Power Among Federal Agencies
Jennifer L. Selin, University of Illinois-Urbana-Champaign
jselin@illinois.edu
11:56 Characterizing the Preferences of Federal Agencies: Evidence in the Political Behaviors of Federal Employees
Scott Limbocker, Vanderbilt University
scott.limbocker@vanderbilt.edu
Russell W. Mills, Bowling Green State University-Main Campus
millsrw@bgsu.edu
Nicole Kalaf-Hughes, Bowling Green State University-Main Campus
ngkalaf@bgsu.edu
12:18 An Administrator’s Prerogative?: Bureaucratic Discretion and Local Government Action on Climate Change and Natural Hazards
Management
Jennifer Kagan, University of Colorado-Denver
jennifer.kagan@ucdenver.edu
Brian J. Gerber, Arizona State University, Phoenix
Brian.Gerber@asu.edu
12:29 Disc., John Edward Brooks, Duke University
john.brooks@duke.edu
Disc., Sean C. Nicholson-Crotty, Indiana University-Bloomington
seanicho@indiana.edu
12:40 Audience Discussion

69-200 Table 5: JSS: Politics and Theological Debates
Thu at 11:30 am
11:30 Multilingual Topic Modeling of Social Policy in Papal Encyclicals
Anna Grzymala-Busse*, Stanford University
angbusse@stanford.edu
Blake Andrew Phillip Miller, University of Michigan-Ann Arbor
blakeapm@gmail.com
11:44 The ‘Protestant Ethic’ Re-Examined: Calvinism in Switzerland During the Industrial Revolution
Jeremy Spater, Duke University
js494@duke.edu
Isak Tranvik, Duke University
isak.tranvik@duke.edu
11:58 The Catholic Church and its Policy Preferences
Dawid Tatarczyk, Western Michigan University
dawid.tatarczyk@wmich.edu
12:12 Trafficked and Abused God: Faith-Based Responses to Human Trafficking on the Religious Right and Left
Luke M. Herrington, University of Kansas
lmh6331@gmail.com
Ryan Colby Daugherty, University of Kansas
rdaugherty@ku.edu
12:26 Disc., Buket Oztas, Franklin and Marshall College
buket@ufl.edu
12:40 Audience Discussion

11:56 Locating the State: The Dual Visibility of Contemporary American Government
Aaron Rosenthal, University of Minnesota-Twin Cities
rosen604@umn.edu

12:07 May You be As Holy as Water: Redistributive Logic of Elite's Water Provision in Ottoman Istanbul
Asli Cansunar, Duke University
ac334@duke.edu

12:18 Redistributing Poverty: Political Incorporation, Representation and Preferred Group Identity in U.S. Antipoverty Policymaking
Sean Diament*, Northwestern University
seandiament@u.northwestern.edu

12:29 Disc., Nicholas Jermaine Bolden, Columbus State University
bolden_nicholas@columbusstate.edu
Disc., Richard Pell Jordan, Baylor University
richard_jordan@baylor.edu
12:40 Audience Discussion

70-1 High School Civic Engagement
Thu at 11:30 am

11:30 Chair, Shawn Healy, McCormick Foundation
SHealy@McCormickFoundation.org

11:35 Evaluating Engaging Youth for Positive Change: A High School Level Youth Civic Engagement Curriculum
Scott P. Hays, University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign
sphays@illinois.edu

11:48 The Civic Leadership Academy: What Is It and Why Do It?
Paul Landow, University of Nebraska at Omaha
plandow@unomaha.edu

11:54 The Relation between Deliberation and Political Tolerance: How the Discussion Climate and a Supportive School Environment Relate to Adolescents’ Attitudes towards Equal Rights for Immigrants
Lies Maurissen, KU Leuven
lies.maurissen@kuleuven.be

12:18 Inequality and Public Policy
Thu at 11:30 am

11:30 Chair, Charles M. Lamb, SUNY Buffalo State
cclamb@buffalo.edu

11:35 Can Increasing Inequality be Avoided?
Benjamin Johnson, Princeton University
bbj@princeton.edu
Richard Pell Jordan, Baylor University
richard_jordan@baylor.edu

11:45 Income Inequality, State Policy Choices, and the Rise of the ”Two Americas”
Elizabeth Rigby, George Washington University
erigby@gwu.edu
Megan Hatch*, Cleveland State University
m.e.hatch@csuohio.edu

12:01 The Relation between Deliberation and Political Tolerance: How the Discussion Climate and a Supportive School Environment Relate to Adolescents’ Attitudes towards Equal Rights for Immigrants
Elizabeth Rigby, George Washington University
erigby@gwu.edu
Megan Hatch*, Cleveland State University
m.e.hatch@csuohio.edu

12:14 The Impact of Voter Canvassing: A Case Study of Student-Led Voter Registration in the 2016 Election
Laura Merrifield Albright, University of Indianapolis
albrightlm@indy.edu

12:27 Disc., David A. Caputo, Pace University-New York
dcaputo@pace.edu
Disc., Kenneth Sherrill, CUNY Hunter College
kenneth.sherrill@hunter.cuny.edu
12:40 Audience Discussion

71-1 Inequality and Public Policy
Thu at 11:30 am

11:30 Chair, Charles M. Lamb, SUNY Buffalo State
cclamb@buffalo.edu

11:35 Can Increasing Inequality be Avoided?
Benjamin Johnson, Princeton University
bbj@princeton.edu
Richard Pell Jordan, Baylor University
richard_jordan@baylor.edu

11:45 Income Inequality, State Policy Choices, and the Rise of the ”Two Americas”
Elizabeth Rigby, George Washington University
erigby@gwu.edu
Megan Hatch*, Cleveland State University
m.e.hatch@csuohio.edu

11:56 Locating the State: The Dual Visibility of Contemporary American Government
Aaron Rosenthal, University of Minnesota-Twin Cities
rosen604@umn.edu

12:07 May You be As Holy as Water: Redistributive Logic of Elite's Water Provision in Ottoman Istanbul
Asli Cansunar, Duke University
ac334@duke.edu

12:18 Redistributing Poverty: Political Incorporation, Representation and Preferred Group Identity in U.S. Antipoverty Policymaking
Sean Diament*, Northwestern University
seandiament@u.northwestern.edu

12:29 Disc., Nicholas Jermaine Bolden, Columbus State University
bolden_nicholas@columbusstate.edu
Disc., Richard Pell Jordan, Baylor University
richard_jordan@baylor.edu
12:40 Audience Discussion

72-103 Roundtable: Public Engagement: Communicating with Policy Makers
Thu at 11:30 am

72-104 Roundtable: Public Engagement: Working with Broadcast Media
Thu at 11:30 am
Post. 2  Are Female Justices More Successful at Obtaining Appointed or Elected Political Offices?
Liana Gonzalez*, Texas A & M University-College Station
liana_gonzalez7@yahoo.com

Post. 3  Changing the Frame: Amicus Curiae Influence on Supreme Court Abortion Decisions
Laura P. Moyer, University of Louisville
moverlouisville.edu
Megan Balcom*, University of Louisville
megan.balcom@louisville.edu

Post. 4  How Effective was the Voting Rights Act in North Carolina?: A Study of Precincts
Shawn J. Donahue, SUNY at Binghamton
sdonahul@binghamton.edu

Post. 5  Patent Doctrine Among the Federal District Courts
Amy Semet, Princeton University
aes2180@columbia.edu

Post. 6  State Judiciary Elections and Judicial Shopping: Are Judicial Candidates in Arkansas Raising More Money from Lawyers Looking for Friendly Courts?
Taylor Pray, University of Arkansas
tspray@uark.edu
Karen Denice Sebold, University of Arkansas
ksebold@gmail.com

Disc.  Shawn J. Donahue, SUNY at Binghamton
sdonahul@binghamton.edu

76-301  Poster Session: Foreign Policies and Foreign Media
Thu at 11:30 am

Post. 7  Make Mexican News Media Biased Again: News Coverage of the 2016 U.S. Presidential Election in Mexico
Luis M. Estrada, Instituto Tecnológico Autónomo de México
luismestrada@gmail.com

Post. 8  How U.S. Companies Secure Their Interests in the Middle East: Corporate Influence in Foreign Policy
DeAnne Hurtado, The University of Texas at Arlington
polly.roark@mavs.uta.edu

Post. 9  Quest For Hegemony: The U.S. War on Terror Discourse Against Iran After the 9/11
Merve Irem Ayar*, Marmara University, Turkey
merveiremayar@gmail.com

Post. 10  The Swedish Media and the 2016 U.S. Presidential Elections
Julie Victa, University of St Francis
jvicta@stfrancis.edu
Anders Sandberg*, University of St Francis
anderssandberg@stfrancis.edu

Post. 11  The Equation for the Public's War Support: Evidence from a Conjoint Experiment
Alexander James Oliver, Boston University
ajo5985@gmail.com

Disc.  Charles Kuan-Sheng Wu, Purdue University-Main Campus
kuanshengtw@gmail.com
Emily Brynn Stacey, University of Central Oklahoma
estacey84@gmail.com

76-302  Poster Session: Institutions and Money
Thu at 11:30 am

Post. 12  Campaign Finance, Independent Expenditures, the Role of Political Parties, and Candidate Qualities in Recent U.S. Senate Races
Justin Groenert*, University of Southern Indiana
jmgroenert@eagles.usi.edu
Kevin D. Modlin, Florida International University
kmodlin@fiu.edu

Post. 13  How Dirty is Clean Money?: The Impact of Clean Elections laws on Pay-to-Play Politics
Sara Shahmirzadi Yeganeh, Stony Brook University
sara.yeganeh@stonybrook.edu
Robert E. Bird, Stony Brook University
Robert.bird@stonybrook.edu

Post. 14  The Interactive Effects of Electoral Competition and Unemployment on Personal Consumption Expenditures
Bradley Thomas Dickerson*, Arkansas State University, Main Campus
btdickerson1@gmail.com
Rob Mellen*, Mississippi State University
rmellen@pspa.msstate.edu

Disc.  Eric Alexander Baldwin, University of California-Los Angeles
ericbaldwin@ucla.edu

76-303  Poster Session: Political Behavior
Thu at 11:30 am

Post. 15  Dilemma of Voters Choice: The Choice of Regret Voters and its Consequences
Hyung Lae Park, El Paso Community College
hpark8@epcc.edu

Post. 16  Electoral Politics of Muhammadiyah Cadres at the Recent Elections in Yogyakarta Province, Indonesia
Achmad Nurmandi Muis*, Universitas Muhammadiyah, Indonesia
nurmandi_achmad@gmail.com

Post. 17  Self-Deception and Voters in the 2015 Louisiana Gubernatorial Primary
Travis N. Taylor, University of Kentucky
travisntaylor@gmail.com

Post. 18  The Communication of the U.S. Presidential Candidates on the Social Network "Facebook": Analysis of the Period of the Democratic and Republican Conventions, 2016
Bruno Ferreira Costa, University of Beira Interior
bruno.dfcosta@gmail.com

Disc.  Jennifer Elaine Cryer, Stanford University
jcryer@stanford.edu
Brianna Smith, University of Minnesota-Twin Cities
smit7193@umn.edu

76-304 Poster Session: Public Opinion
Thu at 11:30 am
Post. 19 Conjoint Experiment on the Understanding of Party Identification among American Voters
Ikuma Ogura, Georgetown University
io85@georgetown.edu
Hirofumi Miwa*, Gakushuin University
hirofumi.miwa@gakushuin.ac.jp
Post. 20 Janus Democracy: The Problem of Transconsistency in American Public Opinion
Richard T Longoria, The University of Texas - Rio Grande Valley
richard.longoria@utrgv.edu
Post. 21 Political Disasters: The Influence of Emergency Declarations on Gubernatorial Approval
Michelle Wier*, University of Pittsburgh-Pittsburgh Campus
mlw99@pitt.edu
Amanda Leifson, University of Pittsburgh-
Pittsburgh Campus
aleifson@gmail.com
Post. 22 Public Opinion and Punitive Gun Policies
Chris Chaky, Harvard University
chaky@g.harvard.edu
Post. 23 What's the Matter with Washington (State)?: How Political Distrust Prevents Americans from Soaking the Rich
Richard Barton*, Cornell University
rcb369@cornell.edu
Spencer Piston, Boston University
spencerpiston@gmail.com
Disc. Nicholas J Adams-Cohen, California Institute of Technology
nadamco@caltech.edu
Ryan Strickler, University of South Carolina-Columbia
strickpr@email.sc.edu

77-300 Lightning Talk: Impact of Ethnicity and Immigrants on Parties and Policy
Thu at 11:30 am
11:30 Chair, Jason Eichorst, University of Mannheim
eichorst@uni-mannheim.de
11:35 Consociationalism Revisited: Power-Sharing in Ethnically Fragmented Societies
Michael E Jones, Tulane University of Louisiana
mjones6@tulane.edu
11:43 Migrant Workers and Social Exclusion in East Asia
Mason Kim, Spelman College
mkim3@spelman.edu
11:51 Religion and Popular Support: Islam in Russia’s Contentious Republics
Jeffrey Bilik, University of Michigan-Ann Arbor
jbilik11@gmail.com

11:59 Why Parties in Morocco?: Political Party Development Under Monarchy
Abdul-Wahab M. Kayyali, George Washington University
akayyali@gwu.edu

12:07 Audience Discussion

78-400 Lightning Talk: State Repression and Human Rights
Thu at 11:30 am
11:30 Chair, Lance Young Hunter, Augusta University
lahunter@augusta.edu
11:35 Building Welcoming and Inclusive Communities for Immigrants and Refugees: A Comparative Analysis on Public Policy and Practice
Michael Guo-Brennan, Troy University
mbrennan@troy.edu
Linyuan Guo-Brennan*, University of Prince Edward Island
guobrennan@gmail.com
11:43 Kurds’ Choice: Turkish State or Kurdish Terrorist Organization?
Zakir Gul, SUNY College at Plattsburgh
zgil001@plattsburgh.edu
Mutlu Oner*, Oner, Mutlu
mutlu97748@hotmail.com
11:51 Sexual Assault and Conflict: Continuing Impunity
Timothy J. Schorn, University of South Dakota
timothy.schorn@usd.edu
11:59 The Dignity of Children and State Security
Gloria Jin Kim, Georgetown University
gjk23@georgetown.edu

12:07 Audience Discussion

80-400 Lightning Talk: American Electoral Institutions and Politics
Thu at 11:30 am
11:30 Chair, Simon F. Haeder, West Virginia University
simon.haeder@mail.wvu.edu
11:35 Nominating Systems and Protest Votes in U.S. Elections
Michael Patrick Olson, Harvard University
michaelolson@g.harvard.edu
11:43 Partisan Motivated Reasoning in Public Opinion on Same-Day Registration
Devin McCarthy, Duke University
devinmccarthy62@gmail.com
11:51 Competing group loyalties in electoral reform: An analysis of the U.S. electoral college
Sheahan Virgin, Vanderbilt University
sheahan.g.virgin@vanderbilt.edu
11:59 The Sources and Magnitude of Partisan Bias in U.S. Federal Elections
Eric M. McGhee, Public Policy Institute of California
mcghee@ppic.org
Nicholas Stephanopoulos, University of Chicago
nsteph@uchicago.edu
12:07 Understanding the Competing Effects of Economic Hardship and Income Inequality on Voter Turnout
Allan Mark Wilford*, The University of Tennessee-Knoxville
awilford@vols.utk.edu

12:15 Audience Discussion

81-300 Poster Session: Governing Institutions in Comparative Perspective
Thu at 11:30 am
Post. 24 Borrowed Institutions and the Challenge of Adaptation in Nigeria’s Democratic Experiment
Ifeoluwa O Adedeji, Ohio University-Main Campus
ifeoluwa1909@gmail.com

Post. 25 Embedded Development and Institutional Shaping — Operational Logic of Deliberative Democracy at the Grass-roots Level
Xuefei Lin*, Renmin University of China
linxuefei0323@163.com

Post. 26 From Collective Decision Making to Winner-Take-All Politics?: The New Politics of Redistribution in Social Europe
Michael Baggesen Klitgaard*, University of Southern Denmark
mbk@sam.sdu.dk
Mads Andreas Elkjaer*, University of Southern Denmark
maelk@sam.sdu.dk

Post. 27 Participatory Policy Making in the Developing Countries: A Review of Citizen Participation in Budgeting in China, India and South Africa
Ge Xin*, Shanghai University of Finance and Economics
gxin@hku.hk

Disc. Amanda Eileen Burke, University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign
aeburke2@illinois.edu

Speed Networking: Comparative I
Thu at 11:30 am

Thursday, April 6 at 1:00 pm
96-104 Tech Class: What Can We Learn From the Tech that Helped Shape the 2016 Elections?
Thu at 1:00 pm

Thursday, April 6 at 1:15 pm
5-2 Conflict, Security and the Military
Thu at 1:15 pm
1:15 Chair, Dongmin Lee, University of Colorado Boulder
bucoliclife117@gmail.com

1:20 Contemporary South Asian Politics: Globalization, Power, and Regional Security Cohesion
Runa Das*, University of Minnesota-Duluth
radas@d.umn.edu

1:36 Slavery and Long-Run Political Development in Colombia
Mateo Vasquez, New York University
mv1093@nyu.edu

1:52 Why do Retired Military Officers Enter Politics?: An Empirical Analysis of Indonesia’s Military Academy Graduates
Terence Lee, National University of Singapore
tcllee@gmail.com
Evan A. Laksmana*, Syracuse University
ealaksma@syr.edu

2:08 Disc., Dongmin Lee, University of Colorado Boulder
bucoliclife117@gmail.com

2:25 Audience Discussion

Thursday, April 6 at 11:45 am
96-103 Tech Class: The Election Toolkit: A Link between Political Scientists and Election Officials
Thu at 11:45 am

Thursday, April 6 at 12:20 pm
MPSA Council Meeting & Luncheon
Thu at 12:20 pm

Thursday, April 6 at 12:20 pm
MPSA Council Meeting & Luncheon
Thu at 12:20 pm
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2:03  Dynamics of Voting Behavior in the Turkish General Elections of June and November 2015
S. Erdem Aytac, Koç University
erdemaytac@gmail.com
Ali Carkoglu, Koç University
acarkoglu@ku.edu.tr
2:14  Disc., Matthew Charles Wilson, West Virginia University
mhwilson1@mail.wvu.edu
2:25  Audience Discussion

6-4  Political Parties in the Western Hemisphere
Thu at 1:15 pm
1:15  Chair, Elizabeth Kaknes, University of Michigan-Ann Arbor
kaknes@umich.edu
1:20  Candidate Experience and Electoral Success
Agustina Haime, Rice University
ah35@rice.edu
Agustín Vallejo, Rice University
av37@rice.edu
Leslie A. Schwindt-Bayer*, Rice University
schwindt@rice.edu
1:30  Public Subsidies for Parties, the Timing of Democratization, and Electoral Volatility in Latin America
Yen-Pin Su, National Chengchi University
yepinsu@nccu.edu.tw
1:41  Subnational Democratization and Income Inequality in Mexico: The “Political Kuznets Curve” Hypothesis
Mart Trasberg, Tulane University of Louisiana		
tmart@tulane.edu
Natalia Avila Maciel, Rio de Janeiro State University
nataliaregina@gmail.com
Tiago Augusto Ventura, University of Maryland-College Park
ventural@umd.edu
2:03  Party, Ethnicity, and Corruption in Belize
James E. Hanley, Adrian College
Jhanley@adrian.edu
2:14  Disc., Elizabeth Kaknes, University of Michigan-Ann Arbor
kaknes@umich.edu
Disc., Jessica Rich, Marquette University
jessica.rich@marquette.edu
2:25  Audience Discussion

7-3  Civil Society and Protest in Democratic Transitions
Thu at 1:15 pm
1:15  Chair, Carew Elizabeth Boulding, University of Colorado-Boulder
carew.boulding@colorado.edu
2:25  Audience Discussion

13-1  Building Political Capacity in South Asia
Thu at 1:15 pm
1:15  Chair, Ryan P. Kennedy, University of Houston
      rkennedy@uh.edu
1:20  Ideas and Bureaucratic Politics in the Institutional Change of Foreign Direct Investment in India
      Sojin Shin, National University of Singapore
      isassos@nus.edu.sg
1:33  Institutionalization and Change in the Indian Lok Sabha
      Sunil Ahuja, Higher Learning Commission
      sahuja@hlcommission.org
1:46  Travesties to Temples?: The Developmental State and Hydroelectric Dam Construction in India
      Grant Burrier, Curry College
donotemail_gburrier0614@post03.curry.edu
      Philip Hultquist, Roosevelt University
      phulquist@roosevelt.edu
1:59  Institutions, Mechanisms and Organisational Stability: The Case of the Indian Forest Administration
      Marcus Wangel, Department of Government, Uppsala University
      marcus.wangel@statsvet.uu.se
2:12  Disc., Ryan P. Kennedy, University of Houston
      rkennedy@uh.edu
2:25  Audience Discussion

15-3  Contemporary Legacies of Colonial and Pre-Colonial History
Thu at 1:15 pm
1:15  Chair, Kunle Patrick Owolabi, Villanova University
      olukunle.owolabi@villanova.edu
1:20  Pre-Colonial Centralization and Political Ethnicity in Africa: Evidence from Tanzania
      Theophilus A. Yakah, University of Virginia-Main Campus
      tay2tb@virginia.edu
1:33  Where Local Kings Rule: Long-Term Impacts of Precolonial Institutions and Geography on Access to Public Infrastructure Services in Nigeria
      Belinda Archibong, Barnard College
      ba2207@columbia.edu
1:46  The Colonial Road to Resource Extraction
      Carl Müller-Crepon, Harvard University
      carl.mueller-crepon@icr.gess.ethz.ch
1:59  Contemporary Ukrainian Politics
Thu at 1:15 pm
1:15  Chair, Ryan Barrett, University of Missouri-St Louis
      ryan.barrett@mail.umsl.edu
1:20  Legislative Roles in Addressing Major Impediments in the Process of Democratic Transition and Consolidation: The Case of the Ukrainian Parliament
      Irina S. Khmelko, The University of Tennessee-Chattanooga
      Irina-Khmelko@UTC.edu
      Michael Bonnal*, The University of Tennessee-Chattanooga
      michael-bonnal@utc.edu
1:36  The Tymoshenko Effect?: A Survey Experiment Testing Perceived Corruption of Female Politicians in Ukraine
      Aaron S. Erlich, McGill University
      aaron.erlich@mcgill.ca
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Presenter(s)</th>
<th>Institution(s)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1:52</td>
<td>Who Supports Radical Changes in Ukraine?</td>
<td>Volodymyr Kulyk</td>
<td>Yale University</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td><a href="mailto:volodymyr.kulyk@yale.edu">volodymyr.kulyk@yale.edu</a></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2:08</td>
<td>Disc., Volodymyr Kulyk, Yale University</td>
<td>disc., <a href="mailto:volodymyr.kulyk@yale.edu">volodymyr.kulyk@yale.edu</a></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Pellumb Kelmendi, University of Michigan-Ann Arbor</td>
<td><a href="mailto:kelmendi@umich.edu">kelmendi@umich.edu</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2:25</td>
<td>Audience Discussion</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1:52</td>
<td>Economic Performance, Political Outcomes</td>
<td>Thu at 1:15 pm</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1:15</td>
<td>Chair, Oliver Pamp, Ludwig-Maximilians-Universitat Munich</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td><a href="mailto:oliver.pamp@gsi.uni-muenchen.de">oliver.pamp@gsi.uni-muenchen.de</a></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1:20</td>
<td>An Asymmetric Partisanship Effect: House Price Fluctuations and Party Positions</td>
<td>Paul Beckmann</td>
<td>University of Cologne</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td><a href="mailto:beckmann@wiso.uni-koeln.de">beckmann@wiso.uni-koeln.de</a></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1:33</td>
<td>Central Bank Transparency and the Performance of Market Expectations</td>
<td>Caitlin Ainsley</td>
<td>University of Washington-Seattle Campus</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td><a href="mailto:cainsley@uw.edu">cainsley@uw.edu</a></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1:46</td>
<td>Do Public Banks Give Politicians an Electoral Advantage? Evidence from German elections</td>
<td>Jonas Markgraf</td>
<td>Hertie School of Governance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td><a href="mailto:markgraf@hs-mannheim.de">markgraf@hs-mannheim.de</a></td>
<td><a href="mailto:markgraf@hertie-school.org">markgraf@hertie-school.org</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1:59</td>
<td>The Penalty of Violence: Stock Market Prices, War, and Terrorism</td>
<td>Anna Walsdorf</td>
<td>University of Rochester</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td><a href="mailto:anna.walsdorf@rochester.edu">anna.walsdorf@rochester.edu</a></td>
<td><a href="mailto:anna.walsdorf@rochester.edu">anna.walsdorf@rochester.edu</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1:52</td>
<td>International Determinants of Domestic Conflict: How Trade and Investment Impact Social Unrest</td>
<td>Tabea Palmtag, University of Zurich, Switzerland</td>
<td><a href="mailto:palmtag@ipz.uzh.ch">palmtag@ipz.uzh.ch</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Tobias Rommel, University of Zurich-Switzerland</td>
<td><a href="mailto:rommel@ipz.uzh.ch">rommel@ipz.uzh.ch</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Stefanie Walter*, University of Zurich-Switzerland</td>
<td><a href="mailto:walter@ipz.uzh.ch">walter@ipz.uzh.ch</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1:33</td>
<td>Over-fishing, Conflict, and the South China Sea</td>
<td>Patrick J Chester</td>
<td>New York University</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td><a href="mailto:pjc468@nyu.edu">pjc468@nyu.edu</a></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2:08</td>
<td>Disc., Celeste Beesley, Brigham Young University-Provo</td>
<td>disc., Celeste Beesley, Brigham Young University-Provo</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td><a href="mailto:celestebeesley@gmail.com">celestebeesley@gmail.com</a></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2:25</td>
<td>Audience Discussion</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1:52</td>
<td>Gender and Migration</td>
<td>Thu at 1:15 pm</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1:15</td>
<td>Chair, Francisco I. Pedraza, University of California-Riverside</td>
<td>Francisco I. Pedraza</td>
<td>University of California-Riverside</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td><a href="mailto:fpedraza@ucr.edu">fpedraza@ucr.edu</a></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1:20</td>
<td>Migration, Border Crossing and Women: Female Migrant Sexualities between Objectification and Empowerment</td>
<td>Elisabeth Vallet*, University of Quebec-Montreal</td>
<td>University of Quebec-Montreal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td><a href="mailto:elisabeth.vallet@uqam.ca">elisabeth.vallet@uqam.ca</a></td>
<td><a href="mailto:elisabeth.vallet@uqam.ca">elisabeth.vallet@uqam.ca</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1:30</td>
<td>Trafficking for the Purpose of Commercial Sexual Exploitation: Constructing Discourses of Entertainers as Trafficked Victims in Japan</td>
<td>Kimiko Kuga, Department of Politics and International Relations, University of Oxford</td>
<td>Department of Politics and International Relations, University of Oxford</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td><a href="mailto:kimiko.kuga@stx.ox.ac.uk">kimiko.kuga@stx.ox.ac.uk</a></td>
<td><a href="mailto:kimiko.kuga@stx.ox.ac.uk">kimiko.kuga@stx.ox.ac.uk</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1:41</td>
<td>Political Change and Labor Force Participation of Immigrant Women in Panama</td>
<td>Diana Orces, Oakland University</td>
<td>Oakland University</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td><a href="mailto:orces@oakland.edu">orces@oakland.edu</a></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2:03</td>
<td>Political Attitudes of Syrian Refugee Women in the U.S.</td>
<td>Stephanie DeMora</td>
<td>University of California-Riverside</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td><a href="mailto:stephanie.demora@email.ucr.edu">stephanie.demora@email.ucr.edu</a></td>
<td><a href="mailto:stephanie.demora@email.ucr.edu">stephanie.demora@email.ucr.edu</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Maricruz Ariana Osorio, University of California-Riverside</td>
<td>University of California-Riverside</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td><a href="mailto:mosor001@ucr.edu">mosor001@ucr.edu</a></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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2:14 Disc., Francisco I. Pedraza, University of California-Riverside
fpedraza@ucr.edu

2:25 Audience Discussion

21-3 Domestic Politics and International Peace
Thu at 1:15 pm

1:15 Chair, Gaspare M. Genna, The University of Texas at El Paso
ggenna@utep.edu

1:20 Constrained Partners: Have Some Autocracies Made a Separate Peace?
Joseph Perry, University of California-Los Angeles
darwinjoe1831@gmail.com

1:30 Democratic Peace or Educated Leaders?
Unpacking Leaders’ Influence on International Conflicts
Jinxu Tang, Brown University
tangjinxu@gmail.com
Tianyang Xi*, Peking University
tx211@nyu.edu

1:52 Pacifying the Peacekeepers: How Involvement in UN Peacekeeping Reduces the Domestic Threat of the Military
Timothy James Alexander Passmore, University of Colorado Boulder	timothy.passmore@colorado.edu

2:03 Powers’ Peace Keeping Operation (PKO)
Jiyeon Kim, Purdue University-Main Campus
kim1754@purdue.edu

2:14 Disc., Gaspare M. Genna, The University of Texas at El Paso
ggenna@utep.edu

2:25 Audience Discussion

1:33 A Menu of Options: The Strategic Logic of Counterterrorism
Nandita Balakrishnan, Stanford University
nbalakr@stanford.edu

1:46 Assessing Success of the Global War on Terror:
Terrorist Attack Frequency and the Backlash Effect
Kyle T. Kattelman, Fairleigh Dickinson University-Metropolitan Campus
kylekattelman@gmail.com

1:59 Who Survives Repression?: Understanding Mobilization and Repression of Environmental Protests in China
Ruodan Zhang, Indiana University-Bloomington
rz3@indiana.edu

2:12 Disc., Walter Thomas Casey, Texas A & M University-Texarkana
wtcasey@gmail.com

2:25 Audience Discussion

25-3 Ethnicity and Conflict
Thu at 1:15 pm

1:15 Chair, Fiona Adamson, SOAS, University of London
fa33@soas.ac.uk

1:20 Does the Accommodation of Ethnic Demands Lead to Ethnic Moderation?
Zeki Sarigil, Bilkent University
sarigil@bilkent.edu.tr

1:36 Ethnicity, Conflict, & Views of Peacebuilding: A Survey Experiment on the Effect of Narrative Framing on Perceptions in Jos, Nigeria
Laura Thaut Vinson, Oklahoma State University-Main Campus
laura.vinson@okstate.edu

2:08 Disc., Fiona Adamson, SOAS, University of London
fa33@soas.ac.uk

2:12 Disc., Simon Hug, University of Geneva
simon.hug@unige.ch

2:25 Audience Discussion

1:52 Fearing the Worst: The Logic of State Repression toward Ethnic Minorities
Tao Wang, University of Oklahoma-Norman Campus
twang@ou.edu

2:08 Disc., Walter Thomas Casey, Texas A & M University-Texarkana
wtcasey@gmail.com

2:25 Audience Discussion

26-3 Domestic Institutions and Foreign Policy
Thu at 1:15 pm

1:15 Chair, Douglas Lee Kriner, Boston University
dkriner@bu.edu

1:20 A ‘Foreign’ Policy?: Are Models of Public Policy-making Relevant to the Understanding of the Foreign Policy Process?
Sarat Krishnan, University of Texas-Austin
sarat_krishnan@utexas.edu
Bryan D. Jones, University of Texas-Austin
bdjones78636@gmail.com
1:30 Appropriations Powers and Foreign Policymaking in the U.S. House of Representatives
Gyung-Ho Jeong, University of British Columbia
gyung-ho.jeong@ubc.ca
1:41 Korean Legislative Voting and Alliance Commitments
Michael T. Koch*, Texas A & M University-College Station
mtkoch@pols.tamu.edu
hwalmin Jin, Texas A & M University-College Station
jymh33@tamu.edu
1:52 National Security Council Entrepreneurs: A Framework for Analysis
Charles P. David*, University of Vermont
donotemail@uqam.ca
Karine Premont*, University of Sherbrooke
karine.premont@usherbrooke.ca
Vincent Boucher*, University of Quebec at Montreal
vincentboucher21@gmail.com
Florence Darveau-Routhier*, University of Sherbrooke
florence.darveau.routhier@usherbrooke.ca
2:03 The Role of the Individual in Deterrence Signaling
Todd Clayton Robinson, Air University
toddclaytonrobinson@yahoo.com
2:14 Disc., Douglas Lee Kriner, Boston University
dkriner@bu.edu
2:25 Audience Discussion

28-100 Roundtable: Maritime Strategies in the Indo-Pacific Region
Thu at 1:15 pm
Chair Howard M. Hensel, USAF Air War College
howard.hensel@us.af.mil
Part. Maria Ortuoste, California State University-East Bay
maria.ortuoste@csueastbay.edu
Amit Gupta, USAF Air War College
amit.gupta.1@us.af.mil
Howard M. Hensel, USAF Air War College
howard.hensel@us.af.mil
Robert Haddick*, Air Force Association
rjh8088@gmail.com
Nayantara Hensel, U.S. Navy
nayantarahensel@sbcglobal.net
29-3 Labor and Worker Rights
Thu at 1:15 pm
1:15 Chair, Alexander Steven Von Hagen-Jamar, Lund University
avhj@umich.edu
1:20 Labor and Conditions and Multinational Firms in Peru’s Mining Sector
Jennifer M Crownhart, University of Nevada-Las Vegas
crownhar@unlv.nevada.edu
1:33 What Explains Workers’ Rights Protection in Developed Countries?: Labor Institutions, Government Budget Dependence on Corporate Income Tax, and Workers’ Rights
Youngsoo Yu, Korea University
yyu3@binghamton.edu
Changrok Soh, Korea University
ersoh@korea.ac.kr
1:46 Disaggregating IMF Policy Compliance Consequences on Labor Rights in the 21st Century
Brendan Skip Mark, SUNY at Binghamton
bmark2@binghamton.edu
2:03 The Domestic Incorporation of Human Rights Treaties: Analyzing National Child Labor Laws
Andrea Vilan, University of California-Los Angeles
avilan@ucla.edu
2:12 Disc., Alexander Steven Von Hagen-Jamar, Lund University
avhj@umich.edu
2:25 Audience Discussion

30-1 Candidates Face Outside Actors and Events
Thu at 1:15 pm
1:15 Chair, Michael Ensley, Kent State University at Kent
mensley@kent.edu
1:20 Politicizing Tragedy: How Candidates and the Media Frame Mass Shootings in an Election
Elizabeth Skewes, University of Colorado-Boulder
elizabeth.skewes@colorado.edu
1:36 The Divided Labor of Attack Advertising in Congressional Campaigns
Kenneth Miller, The University of Texas at Austin
kenmiller@utexas.edu
1:52 The Effect of Outside Advertising on Candidate Ambiguity
Kurt Pyle, Kenyon College
pylek@kenyon.edu
2:08 Disc., Michael Ensley, Kent State University at Kent
mensley@kent.edu
Disc., David A. Jones, James Madison University
jones3da@jmu.edu
2:25 Audience Discussion

31-3 Family Effects on Participation
Thu at 1:15 pm
1:15 Chair, Robert A Jackson, Florida State University
rjackson@fsu.edu
1:20 Learning to Become an Active Citizen at Home?: The Impact of Family Norms and Interactions on Children’s Political Socialization
Valerie-Anne Maheo, Université de Montréal
va.maheo@umontreal.ca
1:30 The Influence of Becoming a Parent on Political Participation
Robert A Jackson, Florida State University
rjackson@fsu.edu
Matthew T. Pietryka, Florida State University
mptietryka@fsu.edu

1:41 It Runs in the Family: A Register-Based Analysis of Turnout Among Siblings in the 2015 Finnish Parliamentary Elections
Hannu Lahtinen*, University of Helsinki
hannu.lahtinen@helsinki.fi
Hanna Wass, University of Helsinki
hanna.wass@helsinki.fi

1:52 Living Together, Voting Together: How Couples Instantly Adapt Their Turnout Behavior as They Co-reside
Yosef Bhatti*, KORA - Danish Institute for Local and Regional Government Research
yobh@kora.dk
Jonas Hedegaard Hansen*, University of Copenhagen
jhh@ifs.ku.dk
Kasper M Hansen*, University of Copenhagen
kmh@ifs.ku.dk

2:03 Partner’s Education and Turnout. Does the Education Level of One’s Partner have an Impact on the Individual Probability to Vote?
Moa Frödin Gruneau, University of Gothenburg
moa.frodin.gruneau@gu.se

2:14 Disc., Robert A Jackson, Florida State University
rjackson@fsu.edu
Disc., Valerie-Anne Maheo, Université de Montréal
va.maheo@umontreal.ca

2:25 Audience Discussion

1:46 Florida’s Mid-decade Congressional Redistricting and the Impact on 2016 Campaigns for the U.S. House
Sean D. Foreman, Barry University
sforeman@barry.edu

1:59 A Battleground Race in a Border U.S. House District
Walter C. Wilson, University of Texas-San Antonio
walter.wilson@utsa.edu
Disc., Christopher W. Larimer, University of Northern Iowa
christopher.larimer@uni.edu

2:25 Audience Discussion

33-2 Dynamics of Representation
Thu at 1:15 pm
Chair, Michael Becher, Institute for Advanced Studies
michael.becher@tse-fre.eu
Disc., Michael Becher, Institute for Advanced Studies
michael.becher@tse-fre.eu
Disc., Alistair Clark, Newcastle University, UK
alistair.clark@ncl.ac.uk

2:25 Audience Discussion

34-2 Electoral Transformations in American Politics
Thu at 1:15 pm
Chair, Alan I. Abramowitz, Emory University
polsaa@emory.edu

1992: A Different Type of Critical Election
Tim H. Blessing, Alvernia University
tim.blessing@alvernia.edu

1:30 Demographic Divides and the 2016 Presidential Election
Thomas Holbrook, University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee
holbrook@uwm.edu

1:41 Why Don’t States Switch Sides Anymore?: The Rise and Fall of American Electoral Volatility
Dean P. Lacy, Dartmouth College
dean.lacy@dartmouth.edu
Zachary Markovich, Harvard University
zachmarkovich@gmail.com

1:52 Nationalization in U.S. Senate and Gubernatorial Elections
Seth C. McKee*, Texas Tech University
sc.mckee@ttu.edu
Joel Sievert, Texas Tech University
joelsievert@gmail.com

2:03 The Historical Uses and Electoral Consequences of Patriotic Appeals in Presidential Elections
Pavielle E. Haines, Princeton University
phaines@princeton.edu

2:14 Disc., Alan I. Abramowitz, Emory University
polsaa@emory.edu

2:25 Audience Discussion
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Session</th>
<th>Presenter/Institution</th>
<th>Email/Contact</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1:15</td>
<td>Science and Culture</td>
<td>Chair, Steven Michael Sylvester, Utah Valley University</td>
<td><a href="mailto:ssylvester@uvu.edu">ssylvester@uvu.edu</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1:20</td>
<td>A Time Series Analysis of the Dynamics of Public Opinion on Abortion in the 21st Century</td>
<td>Kenneth Mulligan, Southern Illinois University-Carbondale</td>
<td><a href="mailto:mulligan.30@gmail.com">mulligan.30@gmail.com</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>J. Tobin Grant*, Southern Illinois University-Carbondale</td>
<td><a href="mailto:grant@siu.edu">grant@siu.edu</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>David Keith Searcy, Southern Illinois University-Edwardsville</td>
<td><a href="mailto:dsearcy@okstate.edu">dsearcy@okstate.edu</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1:30</td>
<td>God, Guns, and Glacier Melting: Social and Environmental Issues in Unhyphenated America</td>
<td>Brian Arbour*, CUNY John Jay College of Criminal Justice</td>
<td><a href="mailto:barbour@jjay.cuny.edu">barbour@jjay.cuny.edu</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1:41</td>
<td>Climate Change and the Polarization of U.S. Public Opinion about the Environment</td>
<td>Patrick J. Egan, New York University</td>
<td><a href="mailto:patrick.egan@nyu.edu">patrick.egan@nyu.edu</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>David Konisky, Indiana University-Bloomington</td>
<td><a href="mailto:dkonisky@indiana.edu">dkonisky@indiana.edu</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Megan Mullin, Duke University</td>
<td><a href="mailto:megan.mullin@duke.edu">megan.mullin@duke.edu</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1:52</td>
<td>The Dynamics and Political Implications of Anti-Intellectualism in the United States</td>
<td>Matthew Motta, University of Minnesota-Twin Cities</td>
<td><a href="mailto:motta018@umn.edu">motta018@umn.edu</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2:03</td>
<td>The Dynamics of Public Support for Science</td>
<td>Kathryn Haglin, Texas A &amp; M University-College Station</td>
<td><a href="mailto:hagl0098@tamu.edu">hagl0098@tamu.edu</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2:14</td>
<td>Disc., David Claborn, Unaffiliated, as of now</td>
<td><a href="mailto:dclaborn@olivet.edu">dclaborn@olivet.edu</a></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2:25</td>
<td>Audience Discussion</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1:15</td>
<td>Causes and Consequences of Individual Differences</td>
<td>Chair, Anand Shastri, Florida International University</td>
<td><a href="mailto:AShastr2@aol.com">AShastr2@aol.com</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1:20</td>
<td>Personality and Political participation: Evidence from South Africa</td>
<td>Louise T Bottkjaer, Copenhagen Business School</td>
<td><a href="mailto:ldb.dbp@pbs.dk">ldb.dbp@pbs.dk</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Erik Gaehner Larsen*, University of Southern Denmark</td>
<td><a href="mailto:egl@sam.sdu.dk">egl@sam.sdu.dk</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1:30</td>
<td>Personality and The Foundations of Racial Resentment</td>
<td>Robert Klemmensen, University of Southern Denmark</td>
<td><a href="mailto:robert.klemmensen@gmail.com">robert.klemmensen@gmail.com</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Mogens K. Justesen*, Copenhagen Business School</td>
<td><a href="mailto:mkj.dbp@pbs.dk">mkj.dbp@pbs.dk</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1:41</td>
<td>Self-Determination in Political Engagement: A Motivational Perspective on Why Citizens are (not) into Politics</td>
<td>Christopher Michael Federico, University of Minnesota-Twin Cities</td>
<td><a href="mailto:federico@umn.edu">federico@umn.edu</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Rafael Aguilera*, University of Minnesota-Twin Cities</td>
<td><a href="mailto:agui052@umn.edu">agui052@umn.edu</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2:03</td>
<td>The Origins of Cognitive Motivations and Information Processing Styles: Examining Parental Influence</td>
<td>Alexander Wuttke, University of Mannheim</td>
<td><a href="mailto:alexander.wuttke@uni-mannheim.de">alexander.wuttke@uni-mannheim.de</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2:14</td>
<td>Disc., Anand Shastri, Florida International University</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2:25</td>
<td>Audience Discussion</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1:15</td>
<td>The Construction of Partisanship</td>
<td>Chair, Matthew S. Levendusky, University of Pennsylvania</td>
<td><a href="mailto:mleven@sas.upenn.edu">mleven@sas.upenn.edu</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1:20</td>
<td>The Social Construction of Partisanship: Misperceptions About Partisan Composition and Partisan Identity</td>
<td>Douglas James Ahler, Vanderbilt University</td>
<td><a href="mailto:douglas.j.ahler@vanderbilt.edu">douglas.j.ahler@vanderbilt.edu</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Gaurav Sood*, Ybar</td>
<td><a href="mailto:gsood07@gmail.com">gsood07@gmail.com</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1:41</td>
<td>Stagnant America: Self-Esteem, Downward Mobility, and Social Polarization</td>
<td>Jennifer Wolak, University of Colorado-Boulder</td>
<td><a href="mailto:wolakj@colorado.edu">wolakj@colorado.edu</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Carey Stapleton, University of Colorado Boulder</td>
<td><a href="mailto:carey.stapleton@colorado.edu">carey.stapleton@colorado.edu</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2:03</td>
<td>Disc., Anand Shastri, Florida International University</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3:00</td>
<td>Audience Discussion</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
1:52 The Impact of Electoral Victory and Loss on Party Identification
Hye-Yon Lee, University of Pennsylvania
hyeylee@sas.upenn.edu

2:03 Political Divide: Polarized Partisans and the Absentee Middle
Tracy K Goodwin, Stony Brook University
tracy.goodwin@stonybrook.edu

2:14 Disc., Matthew S. Levendusky, University of Pennsylvania
Disc., Julie Ann Wronski, University of Mississippi
jwronski@olemiss.edu

2:25 Audience Discussion

1:20 What's Race Got to Do with It?: The Role of Race and Ethnicity in the Twitter Behavior of Congressional Candidates
Heather Kristen Evans, Sam Houston State University
hke002@shsu.edu
Emily Farris, Texas Christian University
e.farris@tcu.edu

1:30 Women, Social Media, and the 2016 Presidential Election: A Content Analysis
Mandi Bailey, Valdosta State University
mbbailey@valdosta.edu
Steven P. Nawara, Lewis University
nawarast@lewisu.edu

1:41 The Strategic Use of Incivility in 2016 Campaign Emails: A Comparison to Negative Television Advertising
Samuel Callahan Rhodes, Washington State University
rhodes.samu@gmail.com
Taewoo Kang, Washington State University
taewoo.kang@wsu.edu

1:52 Making American Great (er) Again: Narratives of National Decline in the 2016 Presidential Campaign
Mark S Jendrysik, University of North Dakota
mark.jendrysik@und.edu

2:03 Women of the Year: The Rhetorical Dominance of Women in the 2016 Election
Kathleen Mollick, Tarleton State University
kmollick@tarleton.edu
Disc., Leslie Caughell, Virginia Wesleyan College
lcaughell@vwc.edu
Disc., Roderick P. Hart, University of Texas-Austin
rod.hart@austin.utexas.edu

2:25 Audience Discussion

39-2 The Dynamics of Opinion
Thu at 1:15 pm

1:15 Chair, John Brehm, University of Chicago
jbrehm@uchicago.edu

1:20 Dynamics of Opinion Change – Revisiting the Effect of Political Awareness
Aasta Dyrnes Nordoe, Department of Comparative Politics, University of Bergen
asta.nordo@uib.no

1:33 Millennials and Issue Evolution in 2016
Joshua J. Dyck, University of Massachusetts-Lowell
joshua_dyck@uml.edu

1:46 Political Ideology in the Electorate Over Time
Shawn Treier, Australian National University
shawn.treier@anu.edu.au

1:59 Conventional Wisdom or Paradigm Shift?: Getting at the Root Causes of Temporal Variability in Public Opinion towards Immigration
Steven M. Van Hauwaert, CIDE
s.m.vanhauwaert@gmail.com
Patrick English, University of Manchester
patrick.english@manchester.ac.uk

2:12 Disc., John Brehm, University of Chicago
jbrehm@uchicago.edu
Disc., Paul Cornelius Bauer, European University Institute
paul.bauer@eui.eu

2:25 Audience Discussion

42-3 Campaign Talk: Rhetoric and 2016
Thu at 1:15 pm

1:15 Chair, Leslie Caughell, Virginia Wesleyan College
lcaughell@vwc.edu

1:46 Wearing the Pants?: The Role of Gendered Leadership Styles in Candidate Evaluations
Rachel Bernhard, University of California-Berkeley
rbernhard@berkeley.edu

1:59 Steven P. Nawara, Lewis University
nawarast@lewisu.edu

2:03 Women of the Year: The Rhetorical Dominance of Women in the 2016 Election
Kathleen Mollick, Tarleton State University
kmollick@tarleton.edu
Disc., Leslie Caughell, Virginia Wesleyan College
lcaughell@vwc.edu
Disc., Roderick P. Hart, University of Texas-Austin
rod.hart@austin.utexas.edu

2:25 Audience Discussion
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Authors/Institutions</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1:59</td>
<td>Support for Female Political Leadership among Latin Americans Facing Economic and Security Threats</td>
<td>Mark Setzler, High Point University <a href="mailto:msetzler@highpoint.edu">msetzler@highpoint.edu</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2:12</td>
<td>Disc., Amanda Friesen, Indiana University-Purdue University-Indianapolis</td>
<td><a href="mailto:amfriese@iupui.edu">amfriese@iupui.edu</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2:25</td>
<td>Audience Discussion</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2:25</td>
<td></td>
<td>Celeste M Montoya, University of Colorado-Boulder <a href="mailto:montoyc@colorado.edu">montoyc@colorado.edu</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1:15</td>
<td>Women and Conflict</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1:20</td>
<td>From Pieces to Peace: The Role of Women in Counter-Terrorism</td>
<td>Burcu Pinar Alakoc, Webster University <a href="mailto:burcualakoc76@webster.edu">burcualakoc76@webster.edu</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1:30</td>
<td>Gendered Politics and Conflict Resolution: Women's Impact on Conflict Management in Civil Conflict</td>
<td>Nathan A Crosby, Texas Tech University <a href="mailto:nathaniel.crosby@ttu.edu">nathaniel.crosby@ttu.edu</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1:41</td>
<td>Fighting for their Place: Women in Combat Roles in Germany and the U.S.</td>
<td>Christina Xydias, Clarkson University <a href="mailto:christinaxydias@gmail.com">christinaxydias@gmail.com</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1:52</td>
<td>Gender Inequality and Sexual Violence in Armed Conflict</td>
<td>Kate Perry*, University of Missouri-Columbia <a href="mailto:kjeperry@yahoo.com">kjeperry@yahoo.com</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2:03</td>
<td>Gender Differences and Terrorism: The influence of Education on Acts of Terrorism among African States</td>
<td>Orlandrew Eion Danzell, Mercyhurst University <a href="mailto:odanzell@mercyhurst.edu">odanzell@mercyhurst.edu</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Yao-Yuan Yeh, University of St Thomas-Houston <a href="mailto:yehy@stthom.edu">yehy@stthom.edu</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2:14</td>
<td>Disc., Andrea Stephanie Aldrich, University of Houston</td>
<td><a href="mailto:aldrich.andrea@gmail.com">aldrich.andrea@gmail.com</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2:25</td>
<td>Audience Discussion</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1:15</td>
<td>America's New “Science of Politics”</td>
<td>Raúl Rodríguez, University of Notre Dame <a href="mailto:rrodri19@nd.edu">rrodri19@nd.edu</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1:20</td>
<td>The Split-Personality Thesis Revisited</td>
<td>Tyler Thomas, University of Notre Dame <a href="mailto:thoma13@nd.edu">thoma13@nd.edu</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1:30</td>
<td>The “Radical Disjunction” Examined: Blackstone and the Limits of Revolution in the Federalist/Anti-Federalist Debate</td>
<td>Garrett FitzGerald, University of Notre Dame <a href="mailto:gfitzge1@nd.edu">gfitzge1@nd.edu</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1:52</td>
<td>Brutus, The Anti-Federalists, and Healing the “Sore Part of the Constitution”</td>
<td>Tyler Moore, University of Notre Dame <a href="mailto:tmoore@nd.edu">tmoore@nd.edu</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2:03</td>
<td>The Attachment of the People: An Energetic Government and Fears of Consolidation</td>
<td>Colleen Elizabeth Mitchell, University of Notre Dame <a href="mailto:cmitch5@nd.edu">cmitch5@nd.edu</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2:14</td>
<td>Disc., S. Adam Seagrave, University of Missouri-Columbia</td>
<td><a href="mailto:seagraves@missouri.edu">seagraves@missouri.edu</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2:25</td>
<td>Audience Discussion</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

*Note: The above table represents the schedule of talks and discussions at an academic conference. Each entry includes the time of the session, the title of the talk, and the names of the presenters and institutions associated with the talk.*
Table 4: JSS: Visions of Accountability
Thu at 1:15 pm

Communities of Spectatorship: Watching Politics in Everyday Life
Thomas David Bunting, University of Wisconsin-Madison
tbunting@wisc.edu

Mob Lynchings and the White Carnival: Reconsidering Spectacle in Democratic Theory
Seth Trenchard, University of Washington-Seattle Campus
sethtren@uw.edu

The Encrusted Mind: John Stuart Mill, Freedom of Speech, and Autonomy
John Peter DiIulio, Princeton University
jdiiulio@princeton.edu

You Can't Be Crooked in the Light: On the Invention of Political Transparency
Jonathan R. Bruno, Harvard University
jbruno@fas.harvard.edu

Aesthetics, Drama and Appearance, and Political Life
Thu at 1:15 pm

Chair, Victoria Isabelle Burke, University of Guelph
viburke@hotmail.com

Appearing Emotional: Affect and Recognition in the Public Space of Appearance
Gina Giliberti, Northwestern University
ginaliliberti2020@u.northwestern.edu

Dramatizing Power: Foucault’s Critical Theory as a Form of Dramatization
Jordanco Jovanoski, The New School
jovaj926@newschool.edu

Hannah Arendt on Loneliness, Agency, and Appearance
Sarah D Lucas, University of Exeter
S.Lucas5@exeter.ac.uk

Political Philosophy and The Essential Relationship Between the Liberal Arts and Liberal Democracy
Steven DeLue, Miami University-Oxford
delu@smu.edu

Kant, Ecology and Aesthetics
Michelle Margaret Mawhinney*, York University
mmawhin@yorku.ca

Public Policy
Thu at 1:15 pm

Chair, Carlo Prato, Columbia University in the City of New York
cp2928@columbia.edu

Have You Eyes?: A Model of Transitions in and out of Clientelism
Korhan Kocak, Princeton University
Kkocak@princeton.edu

Personnel, Politics, and Policymaking
Emily H. Moore, Washington University in St. Louis
emily.moore@wustl.edu

John W. Patty, University of Chicago
jwpatty@gmail.com

Policy Choice Under Threat of Exit
Darl Lewis, Princeton University
glewis@princeton.edu

Policy Decay and Political Competition
Steven Callander*, Stanford University
sjc@stanford.edu

Regulatory Cycles
Pooya Almasi*, Georgetown University
pooya.almasi@gmail.com

Jihad Dagher*, International Monetary Fund
jdagher@imf.org

Carlo Prato, Columbia University in the City of New York
cp2928@columbia.edu

Advances in the Use of Social Media (Co-sponsored with 40, Information Technology and Politics, see 40-4)
Thu at 1:15 pm

Chair, Zoltan Fazekas, University of Oslo
zoltan.fazekas@gmail.com

Who Protests?: Using Social Media Data to Solve Ecological Inference Problems in Studies of Mass Behavior
Ted Hsuan Yun Chen, Pennsylvania State University-Main Campus
ted.hsuan@ucdavis.edu

Christopher J. Fariss*, Pennsylvania State University-Main Campus
cjf0006@gmail.com

Paul Zachary*, University of California-San Diego
pzachary@usc.edu

Observational and Experimental Effects of Divisive Political Campaigns on the Day-to-Day Segregation of Racialized Outgroups
Nazita Lajevardi, University of California-San Diego
nlajevardi@ucla.edu

William Hobbs, Northeastern University
whobbs@ucsd.edu

Audience Discussion
1:46  And Yet They Move: Candidates' Ideological Repositioning During Primary and General Election Campaigns
Pablo Barbera, University of Southern California
pbarbera@usc.edu
Aaron Kaufman*, Harvard University
aaronkaufman@fas.harvard.edu

1:59  Walls of Language: Transnational Networks in the EU Twittersphere
Camille Roth*, Sciences Po, Paris
roth@cmb.hu-berlin.de
Suin Kim*, KAIST
suin.kim@kaist.ac.kr
Oul Klarar Han*, EHESS
hanoul@gmail.com

2:12  Disc., Zoltan Fazekas, University of Oslo
zoltan.fazekas@gmail.com
Disc., Sebastian Barfort, London School of Economics and Political Science
Sebastian.Barfort@econ.ku.dk

2:25  Audience Discussion

52-2  American Political Parties in Historical Perspective
Thu at 1:15 pm

1:15  Chair, Ruth Bloch Rubin, University of Chicago
blochrubin@uchicago.edu

Boris Heersink, University of Virginia-Main Campus
bsh3uf@virginia.edu
Jeffry A. Jenkins, University of Virginia-Main Campus
jajenkins@virginia.edu

1:36  Gilded Age Doughfaces and Reluctant Reformers: Northern Democratic Parties at the Turn of the Century
David Alexander Bateman, University of Pennsylvania
dab465@cornell.edu

1:52  Member Strategies Amid Cohesive Parties and a Sorted Electorate
Travis Johnston, University of Massachusetts-Boston
travismjohnston@gmail.com

2:08  Disc., Ruth Bloch Rubin, University of Chicago
blochrubin@uchicago.edu
Disc., Kristin Kanthak, University of Pittsburgh-Pittsburgh Campus
kanthak@pitt.edu

2:25  Audience Discussion

1:20  Behind the Blame Game: Chief Executives, Bipartisan Legislative Success, and Reelection
Travis J. Baker, University of California-Los Angeles
tbaker17@ucla.edu

1:33  Behind “Enemy” Lines?: Congressional Detailees and Executive Branch Influence over Policy Formulation
Russell W. Mills, Bowling Green State University-Main Campus
millsrw@bgusu.edu
Jennifer L. Selin, University of Illinois-Urbana-Champaign
jselin@illinois.edu

1:46  Congressional Abstentions on the President’s Agenda
Jason S. Byers*, University of Georgia
byersjs@uga.edu
Laine Patrick Shay, University of Georgia
lpshay@uga.edu

1:59  Descriptive Representation, Legislative Responsiveness, and the Bureaucracy
Kenneth Scott Lowande, Washington University in St. Louis
lowande@wustl.edu
Melinda Ritchie, University of California-Riverside
melinda.ritchie@gmail.com

2:12  Disc., Nathan Ilderton, University of Central Florida
nathan.ilderton@ucf.edu
Disc., Jason A. MacDonald, West Virginia University
Jason.MacDonald@mail.wvu.edu

2:25  Audience Discussion

55-2  Courts, Judges, Judicial Review and Law
Thu at 1:15 pm

1:15  Chair, Anna Fruhstorfer, University of Texas-Austin
anna@fruhstorfer.me

1:20  Assessing the Effects of Political Factors on Court Decisions in Corruption Litigation in Taiwan
Chung-Li Wu, Institute of Political Science, Academia Sinica
polclw@gate.sinica.edu.tw

1:33  Bridging the Gap: The Role of Juvenile Mental Health Courts in Connecting Participants to Social Services and their Communities
H. Abbie Erler, Kenyon College
erleh@kenyon.edu
Sarah Jensen, Kenyon College
jensens@kenyon.edu

1:46  Grumpy Judges, Parole Decisions and Recidivism: Evidence from a Natural Experiment
Armando N. Meier, Columbia University in the City of New York
armando.meier@gmail.com
Which Frames Undermine Support for Judicial Elections?

Benjamin Woodson, University of Missouri-Kansas City
woodsonb@umkc.edu

Disc., Anna Fruhstorfer, University of Texas-Austin
anna@fruhstorfer.me

Audience Discussion

Roundtable: Jeffrey Rosen's Louis D. Brandeis: American Prophet
Thu at 1:15 pm

Chair: David Paul Ramsey, University of West Florida
dramsey1@uwf.edu

Part.: Gerald N. Rosenberg, University of Chicago
g-rosenberg@uchicago.edu
Kenneth Kersch, Boston College
kersch@bc.edu
Justin Wert, University of Oklahoma-Norman Campus
jwert@ou.edu
Matthew S. Brogdon, The University of Texas at San Antonio
matthew.brogdon@utsa.edu

Elections: Impact and Consequence
Thu at 1:15 pm

Chair: Alyx Mark, North Central College
alyxmark@gmail.com

1:20 Are Elected Judges Less Deferential to Precedent?
Michael G. Miller, Barnard College
mgmiller@barnard.edu
Michelle D. Tuma, Fordham University
mtuma@fordham.edu

1:30 Filling the Information Void in Judicial Retention Elections
Rebecca D. Gill, University of Nevada-Las Vegas
rebecca.gill@unlv.edu

1:41 How Do Judicial Elections Affect Decisions in Low Salience Issues?
Brandice Canes-Wrone*, Princeton University
bcwrone@princeton.edu
Tom Clark, Emory University
tom.clark@emory.edu
Amy Semet, Princeton University
aes2180@columbia.edu

1:52 Judicial Indiscretion: Factors Influencing the Punishment of Judicial Scandal
Virginia Hettinger, University of Connecticut
virginia.hettinger@uconn.edu
Allyson Yankle, Lycoming College
yankle@lycoming.edu

2:03 Judicial Performance Evaluations and Voter Participation in State Supreme Court Retention Elections
Scott A. Hendrickson, Creighton University
scotchendrickson@creighton.edu

Disc., Ali Shiraz Masood, California State University-Fresno
masoodas@email.sc.edu
Disc., Mark Jonathan McKenzie, Texas Tech University
mark.mckenzie@ttu.edu

Audience Discussion

State Legislative Politics
Thu at 1:15 pm

Chair, Andrew C. Spiropoulos, Oklahoma City University
aspiropoulos@okcu.edu

1:20 Contaminating the Laboratory of Democracy: Legislative Professionalism and Bill Quality in the U.S. States
Jeffrey Lazarus, Georgia State University
jazarus@gsu.edu
Daniel P. Franklin*, Georgia State University
dpfranklin@gsu.edu
Richard Gardiner*, Georgia State University
rgardiner2@student.gsu.edu
Justin Kingsland, Georgia State University
jkingsland2@student.gsu.edu

1:33 Getting More Than They Asked For: Policy Over-Responsiveness in U.S. State Legislatures
Joshua N. Zingher, Old Dominion University
jzingher@odu.edu
Jesse T. Richman*, Old Dominion University
jrichman@odu.edu

1:46 Professional Backgrounds and Productivity in State Legislatures
Todd Makse, Florida International University
toddmakse@gmail.com

1:59 Women as the Majority of the Majority in State Legislatures
Emily Ursula Schilling*, Washington University in St. Louis
euschilling@wustl.edu
Tracy Osborn, University of Iowa
tracy-osborn@uiowa.edu

2:12 Disc., Andrew C. Spiropoulos, Oklahoma City University
aspiropoulos@okcu.edu

Audience Discussion

Response and Recovery Efforts for Disasters at the State and Local Level
Thu at 1:15 pm

Chair, Rob A. DeLeo, Bentley University
RDELEO@bentley.edu

1:20 The Effect of Individual Belief in Government's Ability to Prevent Disasters on Household Preparedness
Haley Murphy, Oklahoma State University-Main Campus
haley.c.murphy@okstate.edu
Addressing Critical Questions in Religious Thought and the Study of Religion
Thu at 1:15 pm

The Only Church that Illuminates is a Burning One: Experiments in Political Pyrotheology
Brendan Joseph Wright, Princeton University
bjwright@princeton.edu

Paper Proposal: Ihsan and the Role of Sufi Islam in Muslim Politics and Good Governance
Muqtedar Khan*, University of Delaware
mkhan@udel.edu

Church Attendance, Authoritarianism, and Political Influence Cross-Nationally
Amy Erica Smith, Iowa State University
aesmith2@iastate.edu

Civil Religion as a Basis for Civic Unity Amidst Diversity: Spinoza, Dewey, and Habermas
Daniel Ian Mark, Villanova University
dmark55@aol.com

The Law and the Prophets: Religion, Law, and Politics in 21st Century Africa
Christopher Rhodes, College of the Holy Cross
crhopesedward.rhodes@gmail.com

Disc., Chase M. Porter, The University of Alabama
cporter3@ua.edu

Audience Discussion

Roundtable: Research: Getting Your Book Published
Thu at 1:15 pm
Chair Daniel R. Pinello, CUNY John Jay College of Criminal Justice
dpinello@jjay.cuny.edu
Part. Thomas A. Birkland, North Carolina State University, Raleigh
tabirkl@ncsu.edu
Michael Peter Bobic, Alderson Broaddus University
mbobic@bellsouth.net
Daniel R. Pinello, CUNY John Jay College of Criminal Justice
dpinello@jjay.cuny.edu
Stephen L. Wasby, SUNY at Albany
wasb@albany.edu

Poster Session: Candidates, Parties and Elections
Thu at 1:15 pm
Post. 1 Does Charisma Discourage Experience and Encourage Extremism? A Model of Endogenous Valence
Gilles Serra, CIDE (Centro de Investigacion y Docencia Economicas)
gilles.serra@cide.edu

Post. 2 Does Charisma Discourage Experience? Elections with Two Types of Valence
Gilles Serra, CIDE (Centro de Investigacion y Docencia Economicas)
gilles.serra@cide.edu

Post. 3 Estimating the effect of Pentecostal churches’ support on candidate voting in Brazilian legislative elections
Fabio Lacerda Silva*, University of São Paulo
flacerdams@gmail.com

Post. 4 U.S. Congressional Member’s Choice and Voting Behavior on Financial Liberalization Policy: Centering on the Comparison between Gramm-Leach-Bliley Act and Dodd-Frank Act
Dongyoun Chang, Ewha Womans University
dyounc@gmail.com

Post. 5 The Fight Against Corruption in Mexico: Recent Changes and Future Prospects
Miguel Valverde*, Tecnológico de Monterrey, Mexico City Campus
mavalverdeoya@gmail.com

Post. 6 Friends Over Experience: Party Rooting in Mexico
Julio Ramos, Indiana University-Bloomington
jramospa@indiana.edu
disc. Eduardo Aleman, University of Houston
eaaleman2@uh.edu

Poster Session: Institutions, Trust and Democracy
Thu at 1:15 pm
Post. 7 Can Institutional Failure Breed Success?: Interbranch Relations and the Defensoria del Pueblo
Erika Moreno*, Creighton University
erikamoreno@creighton.edu

Post. 8 How Does Institutional Confidence Affect Social Trust?: Comparing the Sources of In-Group, Out-Group and Generalized Trust in China
Linan Jia, University of Georgia
lj09169@uga.edu

Post. 9 Ideal Points of Brazilian Senators with an Informative Prior via Hierarchical Modeling
Mauricio Yoshida Izumi, University of São Paulo
mauricioiyzumi@hotmail.com
disc. Tiffany D. Barnes, University of Kentucky
tiffanydbarnes@uky.edu

Poster Session: Political Parties, Party Change and Regime Change
Thu at 1:15 pm
Post. 10 Intra-Party Politics and the Separation of Powers: A Case of South Korea
Kyu Sik Yang, Yonsei University
kyusik.yang@yonsei.ac.kr

Post. 11 South of the Border, West of the Sun: A Comparative Historical Analysis of the Party, Electoral and Party Systems Changes in the USSR and Mexico
Shin Toyoda*, Keio University, Tokyo
gpmstandalone@yahoo.co.jp
disc. Joy Langston, CIDE, Mexico City
joy.langston@cide.edu
Poster Session: Public Opinion I
Thu at 1:15 pm

Post. 12 To Tolerate or Not Tolerate Bribery: Can a Lack of Control Over Corruption Determine Tolerance Levels?
Patty Zakaria*, University Canada West
a9156@wayne.edu

Post. 13 Politics of Cultural Identity: Its Origins and Consequences
Brian Marie Kordsmeier, University of Arkansas
bkordsm@email.uark.edu
Geoboo Song, University of Arkansas
gbson@uark.edu

Post. 14 Can Political Parties Lead Opinions on Religious Matters?: Experimental Results on Partisan Cue Taking from Turkey
Salih Yasun, Indiana University-Bloomington
syasun@indiana.edu

Post. 15 How do Citizens Evaluate Unfair Elections?
Alesia Alexandrovna Sedziaka, Arrington and Associates
asedziak@email.arizona.edu

Disc. Abby Cordova, University of Kentucky
abby.cordova@uky.edu
Patrick English, University of Manchester
patrick.english@manchester.ac.uk

Poster Session: Public Opinion II
Thu at 1:15 pm

Post. 17 Who Responds to Corruption Exposure?
Xincheng Ge, Hong Kong University of Science and Technology
xgeac@connect.ust.hk

Post. 18 Public Opinion, Elite Opinion, and Policy Outputs
Alexander Alexander Branham, The University of Texas at Austin
branham@utexas.edu
Mikael Gilljam*, University of Gothenburg
mikael.gilljam@pol.gu.se
Mikael Persson*, University of Gothenburg-Sweden
mikael.persson@pol.gu.se

Post. 19 Background and Obstacles on the Road to Happiness: Experience of the Comparative Analysis of the Achievements and Failures
Rustem M. Nureev, Financial University under the Government of the Russian Federation
nureev50@gmail.com
Pavel Petrakov*, Bauman Moscow State University
petrakovpk@gmail.com

Post. 20 Contingent Liberals: The Effects of State Dependence and Income Inequality on Middle Class Support for Emanicipative Values in China
Siyun Jiang*, The University of Texas at Austin
syjiang@utexas.edu

Post. 21 Malagasy Social Capital
Joel Raveloharimisy, Andrews University
raveloha@andrews.edu

Post. 22 Millennials in Motion: Transnationalism and its Effects on Youth Civic Engagement and Political Participation in the European Context
Laura Diaz*, Universidad Complutense de Madrid
laura.diaz@colpolsoc.org
Javier Lorenzo-Rodriguez, Universidad Carlos III de Madrid
javier.lorenzo@uc3m.es
Lorenzo Navarrete*, Universidad Complutense
lorenzo@cps.ucm.es

Post. 23 College Education and Political Attitudes in China
GANG WANG*, University of Zurich
wang.ucb@gmail.com

Disc. Renat Shaykhutdinov, Florida Atlantic University
rshaykhu@fau.edu
Carl Edward Kalmick, SUNY at Binghamton
calmickce@gmail.com

Lightning Talk: Attitudes about Ethnic Diversity and Refugees
Thu at 1:15 pm

1:15 Chair, Frank C. Thames, Texas Tech University
frank.thames@ttu.edu

1:20 Austria and the Syrian Refugee Crisis: An Analysis of American Sentiment in Social versus Print Media
Kristin Butts, University of Southern California
buttsk@usc.edu
Margaret Ferrill, University of Southern California
ferrill@usc.edu
Kristina Kolesa Hummel, University of Southern California
kristinakolesa@gmail.com
Steve Ozinga, University of Southern California
ozinga@usc.edu

1:28 The (De)mobilizing Impact of Anti-Immigrant Attitudes
Maria Tyrberg, University of Gothenburg
maria.tyrberg@gu.se

1:36 Intergroup Relations Between Old and New Immigrant Groups: Turks and Syrians in Germany
Ayca Arkilic, The University of Texas at Austin
ayca.arkilic@utexas.edu
Mine Tafolar, University of Illinois-Chicago
mtafol2@uic.edu

1:44 Audience Discussion

Lightning Talk: Human Security, International Law, and Migration
Thu at 1:15 pm
1:15 Chair, Nora Khatcherian, American University
nora_k@verizon.net
Chair, Hafthor Erlingsson, University of Nevada-Las Vegas
erlingss@unlv.nevada.edu

1:20 Foreign Direct Investment and Government Repression
Samaila Adelaiye, University at Buffalo
samailao@buffalo.edu

1:28 Good Living and Vida Digna: Latin American Approaches to Social and Economic Inequality
Carlos E. Gallegos-Anda, Australian National University
u5165473@anu.edu.au

1:36 Moving Beyond Ideology: Media Portrayal of Refugees in Turkey
Basak Yavcan, TOBB University of Economics and Technology
basakural@gmail.com
Burcu Baykurt*, Columbia University in the City of New York
burcu.baykurt@gmail.com
Kadir Akalin*, TOBB University of Economics and Technology
akalinkadir@gmail.com

1:44 Seeking Justice or Serving a Political Agenda?: A Quantitative Examination of the Yugoslav Tribunal
Jovan Milojevich, University of California-Irvine
milojevj@uci.edu

1:52 The Acceptance of Refugees by the European Union Member States
Ana Tereza Duarte Lima de Barros, Universidade Federal de Pernambuco
anaterezadlb@gmail.com
Ana Carolina Batista de O. Correia*, Universidade Federal de Pernambuco
carol_knauer@yahoo.com.br
Mariana Cockles Teixeira*, Universidade Federal de Pernambuco
marianacockles@gmail.com

2:00 Audience Discussion

81-301 Poster Session: U.S. Federal, State and Local Policy and Bureaucracies
Thu at 1:15 pm
Post. 24 Global Climate Change and National Security: Institutional Culture and Leadership Within Three Federal Departments
John T. Ackerman, Ashford University
john.ackerman@ashford.edu
Jean Gabriel Jolivet, Ashford University
Gabe.Jolivet@ashford.edu

Post. 25 Regional Fair Housing Enforcement
Eric Wilk*, Georgia Gwinnett College
ewilk@ggc.edu
Charles M. Lamb, SUNY Buffalo State
clamb@buffalo.edu

84-100 Roundtable: Public Engagement: Communicating and Promoting Your Research (Co-sponsored with 72. Professional Development, see 72-7)
Thu at 1:15 pm
Chair Kathleen Searles, Louisiana State University and Agricultural & Mechanical College
ksearles@lsu.edu
Part. Julia Azari*, Marquette University
julia.azari@marquette.edu
Bethany Albertson, University of Texas-Austin
balberts@austin.utexas.edu
Andra Gillespie, Emory University
andra.gillespie@emory.edu
Jennifer M. Piscopo, Occidental College
piscopo@oxy.edu

85-1 Plato and the Poets
Thu at 1:15 pm
1:15 Chair, Borden Flanagan, American University
flanagan@american.edu

1:20 The Oresteia and the Onset of Western Political Theology
William Paul Collins*, Samford University
wpcollin@samford.edu
1:36 A Reconsideration of Friendship in Plato's Symposium: The Speech of Pausanias
Gent Carrabregu*, Northwestern University
gentcarrabregu2014@u.northwestern.edu

1:52 Why is Oedipus at the Root of Political Philosophy?
Ken Mathew DeLuca, Hampden-Sydney College
deluca4a@hotmail.com

2:08 Disc., Borden Flanagan, American University
Disc., Anthony Robert Boese, Virginia Military Institute
tony.boese@gmail.com

2:25 Audience Discussion

Speed Networking: Public Policy I
Thu at 1:15 pm

Thursday, April 6 at 1:45 pm

96-105 Tech Class: The Election Toolkit: A Link between Political Scientists and Election Officials
Thu at 1:45 pm

Thursday, April 6 at 3:00 pm

3-2 Executive Politics and Economic Outcomes in Parliamentary Democracies
Thu at 3:00 pm

3:00 Chair, Guy D. Whitten, Texas A & M University-College Station
g-whitten@pols.tamu.edu

3:05 Coalition Governance and Reform Productivity across Western European Countries
Hanna Professor Hanna Bäck, Lund University
Hanna.Back@svet.lu.se
Mariyana Angelova, University of Vienna, University of Mannheim
mariyana.angelova@univie.ac.at
Daniel Strobl*, University of Vienna
daniel.strobl@univie.ac.at
Wolfgang C. Müller*, University of Vienna
wolfgang.mueller@univie.ac.at

3:15 The Effect of Ministerial Portfolio Allocation on the Fulfilment of Election Pledges
Robert Thomson*, University of Strathclyde
robert.thomson@strath.ac.uk
Catherine Prof Fernando Mouri*, CIES-IUL / FCSH
mouri.fernando@gmail.com
Rory Costello*, University of Limerick
rory.costello@ul.ie
Mark Joseph Ferguson*, Bennett College
mjferguson@crimson.ua.edu
Katrin Prapatnik*, University of Hamburg
katrin.prapatnik@uni-hamburg.de
Laurenz Ennser-Jedenastik*, University of Vienna
laurenz.ennser@univie.ac.at

3:26 Fragile Cabinets and Credit Risk
David Fortunato, Texas A & M University-College Station
fortunato@tamu.edu
Matthew W. Loftis, Aarhus University
mattwloftis@gmail.com

3:37 Stocks, Bonds, & Bargaining Duration
Shaun Bowler*, University of California-Riverside
shaun.bowler@ucr.edu
Justin Freebourn, University of California-Riverside
jfree008@ucr.edu
Jana Grittersova*, University of California-Riverside
janag@ucr.edu
Indridi H. Indridason, University of California-Riverside
indridi.indridason@ucr.edu

3:48 Managing the Crisis: The Effectiveness of Technocrats and Partisan Expert Ministers during Economic Crises
Despina Alexiadou, University of Pittsburgh-Pittsburgh Campus
dalexiad@pitt.edu
Hakan Gunaydin*, University of Konstanz
hag30@pitt.edu

3:59 Disc., Petia Kostadinova, University of Illinois-Chicago
pkostad@uic.edu

4:10 Audience Discussion

5-3 Repression and Other Strategies for Authoritarian Survival
Thu at 3:00 pm

3:00 Chair, Andrew Little, Cornell University
andrew.little@cornell.edu

3:05 Dictatorial Survival: Leadership Succession in Party-Based Regimes
Anne Meng, University of Virginia-Main Campus
ameng@virginia.edu

3:18 Emigration and Political Contestation
Michael K. Miller, George Washington University
mkm2@gwu.edu
Margaret E. Peters*, University of Wisconsin-Madison
mepeters3@wisc.edu

3:31 Cults of Personality, Preference Falsification, and the Dictator's Dilemma
Charles Crabtree, University of Michigan-Ann Arbor
crabtreecharles@gmail.com
Holger Lutz Kern, Florida State University
hkern@fsu.edu
David A. Siegel, Duke University
daavid.siegel@duke.edu
Economic Inequality, Emigration, and Authoritarian Repression
Carlo Matthias Horz, New York University
cmh567@nyu.edu
Moritz Marbach, University of Zurich-Switzerland
marbach@ipz.uzh.ch
3:44
Disc., Scott Gehrbach, University of Wisconsin-Madison
gehrbach@polisci.wisc.edu
Disc., Carlo Matthias Horz, New York University
cmh567@nyu.edu
4:10

Legacies of Colonialism
Thu at 3:00 pm
Chair, Carolyn Ethel Holmes, Mississippi State University
ceh679@msstate.edu
3:05
Democracy and the State in Portuguese Africa: Cape Verdean Exceptionalism in Comparative-Historical Perspective
Kunle Patrick Owolabi, Villanova University
olukunle.owolabi@villanova.edu
3:21
The Institutional and Economic Legacy of Democratic Colonizers
Bastian Benedikt Herre, University of Chicago
bherre@uchicago.edu
3:37
Dynamic Ethnic Identity Construction in Malawi
Adam S. Harris, University of Gothenburg
asharris4@gmail.com
Boniface Dulani*, University of Malawi
ntwee2002@gmail.com
Happy Mickson Kayuni*, University of Malawi
hkayuni2009@gmail.com
3:53
Disc., Carolyn Ethel Holmes, Mississippi State University
ceh679@msstate.edu
Disc., Ryan Gibb, Baker University
gibb.ryan@gmail.com
4:10

Crime, Violence and Democracy in Latin America
Thu at 3:00 pm
Chair, Abby Cordova, University of Kentucky
abby.cordova@uky.edu
3:05
Crime Victimization, Political Participation, and Sensitive Survey Questions
Carew Elizabeth Boulding, University of Colorado-Boulder
carew.boulding@colorado.edu
Shawnna Ann Mullenax, University of Colorado-Boulder
Shawnna.Mullenax@colorado.edu
3:18
How Gang Activity in Neighborhoods Undermines Democracy?: Impacts on Electoral and Non-Electoral Participation in El Salvador
Abby Cordova, University of Kentucky
abby.cordova@uky.edu
3:31
Beyond a Criminal-Rebel Distinction?: Paramilitary Demobilization and New Armed Structures in Colombia
Angelica Duran Martinez, University of Massachusetts-Lowell
angelica_duranmartinez@uml.edu
3:44
Electoral Competition and Crime: Evidence from Mexico
Alberto Simpser*, ITAM, Mexico City
asimpser@gmail.com
Marc Grau*, ITAM, Mexico City
M.Grau-Grau@sms.ed.ac.uk
3:57
Disc., Thomas Edward Flores, George Mason University
teflores@gmail.com
Disc., Carew Elizabeth Boulding, University of Colorado-Boulder
carew.boulding@colorado.edu
4:10

Authoritarianism and Democratization
Thu at 3:00 pm
Chair, Tyson Roberts, University of California-Irvine
3:00
Autocratic Legislatures and Historical Powersharing in Latin America
Matthew Charles Wilson, West Virginia University
mhwilson1@mail.wvu.edu
3:21
Selecting Better Autocrats
Ji Yeon Jean Hong, Hong Kong University of Science and Technology
jeanno1@gmail.com
Yuhua Wang, Harvard University
yuhuawang@fas.harvard.edu
3:37
Modern Economic Democracy
Andrew James Coe, University of Southern California
andrew.j.coe@gmail.com
3:53
Disc., Tyson Roberts, University of California-Irvine
tyson@cohenroberts.com
Disc., Paolo Dardanelli, University of Kent-UK
p.dardanelli@kent.ac.uk
4:10

Trust, Satisfaction, and Political Attitudes in Comparative Perspective
Thu at 3:00 pm
Chair, Philipp Harfst, University of Greifswald
pharfst@uni-greifswald.de
3:00
Citizen Distrust of Politics: Revisiting the Concept and Measurement of Distrusting Political Attitudes
Eri E. Berou, University of Zurich-Switzerland
berou@ipz.uzh.ch
Michael Bruter*, London School of Economics and Political Science
m.bruter@lse.ac.uk
3:05
4:10
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Session Title</th>
<th>Speaker(s)</th>
<th>Email(s)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>3:05</td>
<td>Government Performance and Retrospective Voting in Africa: A Comparative Perspective</td>
<td>Simon Primus, University of Munich-Germany</td>
<td><a href="mailto:simon.primus@gsi.uni-muenchen.de">simon.primus@gsi.uni-muenchen.de</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3:15</td>
<td>Local Determinants of Citizen Engagement: Insights from Malawi</td>
<td>Ellen M. Lust, University of Gothenburg</td>
<td><a href="mailto:ellen.lust@gu.se">ellen.lust@gu.se</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3:15</td>
<td>Local Determinants of Citizen Engagement: Insights from Malawi</td>
<td>Pierre F. Landry*, New York University--Shanghai</td>
<td><a href="mailto:pierre.landry@gmail.com">pierre.landry@gmail.com</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3:26</td>
<td>Natural Disasters and Civic Engagement: Evidence from the 2015 Floods in Malawi</td>
<td>Felix Hartmann, University of Gothenburg</td>
<td><a href="mailto:felix.hartmann@gu.se">felix.hartmann@gu.se</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3:37</td>
<td>Postliberation Politics: Evidence from Demographic Determinants of South African Voting Behavior in the 2009 National Election</td>
<td>Johannes Wolfgang Fedderke, Pennsylvania State University-Main Campus</td>
<td><a href="mailto:jwf15@psu.edu">jwf15@psu.edu</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3:37</td>
<td>Postliberation Politics: Evidence from Demographic Determinants of South African Voting Behavior in the 2009 National Election</td>
<td>Margaux Giannaros, Pennsylvania State University-Main Campus</td>
<td><a href="mailto:margauxgiannaros@gmail.com">margauxgiannaros@gmail.com</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3:48</td>
<td>Profiling the Opposition Voter as a Means of Explaining Ruling Party Survival in Zimbabwe</td>
<td>Chipo Dendere*, Gettysburg College</td>
<td><a href="mailto:cdendere1@student.gsu.edu">cdendere1@student.gsu.edu</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3:48</td>
<td>Profiling the Opposition Voter as a Means of Explaining Ruling Party Survival in Zimbabwe</td>
<td>Daniel J Young, Miami University-Middletown</td>
<td><a href="mailto:youngdj6@miamioh.edu">youngdj6@miamioh.edu</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3:59</td>
<td>Timing Matters: CBI, Inflation, and Electoral Years</td>
<td>Ana Carolina Garriga, Centro de Investigacion y Docencia Economicas</td>
<td><a href="mailto:carogarriga@gmail.com">carogarriga@gmail.com</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3:59</td>
<td>Timing Matters: CBI, Inflation, and Electoral Years</td>
<td>Cesar M. Rodriguez*, Portland State University</td>
<td><a href="mailto:cesar.rodriguez@pdx.edu">cesar.rodriguez@pdx.edu</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3:59</td>
<td>Timing Matters: CBI, Inflation, and Electoral Years</td>
<td>Ron J. McGauvran, University of North Texas</td>
<td><a href="mailto:ronaldmcgauvran@my.unt.edu">ronaldmcgauvran@my.unt.edu</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4:10</td>
<td>Audience Discussion</td>
<td>Aditi Sahasrabuddhe, Cornell University</td>
<td><a href="mailto:aditis1084@gmail.com">aditis1084@gmail.com</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4:10</td>
<td>Audience Discussion</td>
<td>The Effects of IMF Programs on Income Inequality in the Developing World</td>
<td><a href="mailto:gbiglais@gmail.com">gbiglais@gmail.com</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4:10</td>
<td>Audience Discussion</td>
<td>When Does the IMF Assign Labour Conditions?: Exchange Rate Regimes, Fiscal Targets, and the IMF as an Independent Agent</td>
<td><a href="mailto:saliha.metinsoy@politics.ox.ac.uk">saliha.metinsoy@politics.ox.ac.uk</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4:10</td>
<td>Audience Discussion</td>
<td>Why Is There No International Lender Of Last Resort?</td>
<td><a href="mailto:michael.gavin@mail.utoronto.ca">michael.gavin@mail.utoronto.ca</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5:00</td>
<td>Immigrant Identity and Belonging</td>
<td>Zhen Zhao, University of Toronto</td>
<td><a href="mailto:zh.zhao@mail.utoronto.ca">zh.zhao@mail.utoronto.ca</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5:00</td>
<td>Immigrant Identity and Belonging</td>
<td>Neil Nevitte, University of Toronto</td>
<td><a href="mailto:n.nevitte@utoronto.ca">n.nevitte@utoronto.ca</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5:00</td>
<td>Immigrant Identity and Belonging</td>
<td>Immigrant Political Participation: An Identity Politics Approach</td>
<td>Michael D. Nicholson, University of California-San Diego</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
3:31  The Landscape of Immigrant Nonprofit Organizations in New and Established Immigrant Counties across the United States
Kate C. Olson*, University of Missouri-Columbia
kcokcc@mail.missouri.edu

3:44  The Impact of Transnational Partisanship on Immigrant Incorporation into American Politics
James A. McCann, Purdue University-Main Campus
mccannj@purdue.edu

3:57  Disc., Josephine Ellen Squires, fort Hays State University
jsquires@fhsu.edu
Disc., Shyam Krishnan Sriram, University of California-Santa Barbara
shyam@umail.ucsb.edu

4:10  Audience Discussion

21-4  Domestic Politics and International Conflict
Thu at 3:00 pm
3:00  Chair, Steven V. Miller, Clemson University
steven.v.miller@gmail.com
3:05  Congress and the War on Terror: Roles, Limits, and Goals in Making Policy for the Long War
Darren A. Wheeler, Ball State University
dawheeler@bsu.edu
3:15  Female Leaders and Interstate Conflict
Patrick E. Shea*, University of Houston
pshea@uh.edu
Ulkar Imamverdiyeva, University of Houston
uhulkar@gmail.com
3:26  International Conflict in the Arab Spring and the Revolutions of 1848
Paul Ewenstein, Framingham State University
paul_ewenstein@yahoo.com
3:37  Surprise Attacks and Public Support for Leaders
Anna Getmansky, University of Essex
anna.getmansky@essex.ac.uk
3:48  Moral Authority: Latin American Policymakers in the Israeli-Palestinian Conflict
Andrew Ivey, University of California-Riverside
aivey002@ucr.edu
3:59  Disc., Steven V. Miller, Clemson University
steven.v.miller@gmail.com
4:10  Audience Discussion

3:31  Testing the Link between Foreign Policy Speech and State Interests: Speech at the UN Security Council as a Predictor of Resolution Passage
Zuhaib Sheikh Mahmood, Michigan State University
zsmahmood89@gmail.com

3:37  Willing to Talk?: Diplomatic Representation in the 19th and 20th centuries
Kelly Matush, University of California-San Diego
kmatush@ucsd.edu
Shuhei Kurizaki*, Waseda University-Tokyo
kurizaki@waseda.jp

3:48  How do Leaders Learn About Each Other's Intentions?
Robert Frederic Trager, University of California-Los Angeles
rtrager@ucla.edu

3:59  Disc., Jeff Carter, University of Mississippi
jcarter3@olemiss.edu
4:10  Audience Discussion

22-2  Bridging Foreign Policy and Peace Science
Thu at 3:00 pm
3:00  Chair, Jeff Carter, University of Mississippi
jcarter3@olemiss.edu
3:05  Cold War Tango: When U.S. and Soviet Leaders Sought Summit Meetings
Matthew Fehrs, Sr Mary's College of Maryland
mfbfehrs@smcm.edu
3:15  Realism is Not a Grand Strategy of Restraint
Andrew Heritage, Claremont Graduate University
andrew.heritage@cgu.edu

3:37  Liberalism and Religion: Amplifiers of War between Democracies and Non-Democratic States?
Brittnee Carter, University of Kansas
bcarter2@ku.edu
Mariya Y. Omelicheva, University of Kansas
omeliche@ku.edu

3:48  Regime Type, Political Bias, and Diversionary Conflict
Brian Crisher*, The University of West Florida
bcrisher@gmail.com
Mark Souva, Florida State University
msouva@fsu.edu
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Session</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| 3:59  | Disc., Mark Souva, *Florida State University*  
msouva@fsu.edu                                                   |
| 4:10  | **Audience Discussion**                                                  |
| 24-3  | **Does it Matter (Exactly) Who Rebels?:**  
Organizations, Participation, and Violence  
Thu at 3:00 pm  
**Chair, Petra Hendrickson, Michigan State University**  
hendricksonpetra@gmail.com                                         |
| 3:05  | **Going Underground: Resort to Terrorism in Mass Mobilization Dissident Campaigns**  
Margherita Belgioioso, *University of Essex*  
mbelgia@essex.ac.uk                                               |
| 3:18  | **Military Regimes, Combat Experience, and Ethnic War**  
Christopher Earl Pace, *University of North Texas*  
christopherpace2@my.unt.edu                                       |
| 3:31  | **Rebels and Regime: Considering the Likelihood and Degree of Civilian Victimization**  
Travis B Curtice, *Emory University*  
travis.curtice@emory.edu                                           |
| 3:44  | **Terrorism, Political Participation, and Lethality**  
Derek E Holliday, *American Institutes for Research*  
d-holliday@live.com                                               |
| 3:57  | **Disc., Petra Hendrickson, Michigan State University**  
hendricksonpetra@gmail.com                                       |
| 4:10  | **Audience Discussion**                                                  |
| 25-4  | **Interstate Conflict Processes**                                        |
| 3:00  | **Chair, Renato Corbeta, University of Alabama-Birmingham**  
corbeta@uab.edu                                                  |
| 3:05  | **Does War Break The (Contemporary) State?**  
Conquest, Regional Selection and Long-Term State-building  
Dan Gamarnik*, *University of Chicago*  
dgamarnik@uchicago.edu                                              |
| 3:15  | **Means, Motive, and Opportunity: When International Crisis Ends in Regime Change**  
Jordan Paul Roberts, *Duke University*  
jordan.roberts@duke.edu                                            |
| 3:26  | **Mediating International Conflicts: Challenges and Opportunities**  
José Pascal da Rocha, *Columbia University in the City of New York*  
p.darocha@columbia.edu                                            |
| 3:37  | **Reputation for Resolve and Military Intervention during International Conflicts**  
Makito Takei, *Waseda University*  
makito.v07@akane.waseda.jp                                        |
| 3:48  | **Tying the Invisible Hand of Peace: Why Trading States Still Choose to Fight**  
Jiakun Jack Zhang, *University of California-San Diego*  
jjz007@ucsd.edu                                                  |
| 3:59  | Disc., Renato Corbeta, *University of Alabama-Birmingham*  
corbeta@uab.edu                                                  |
| 4:10  | **Audience Discussion**                                                  |
| 27-2  | **Cool Papers Without a Common Theme on International Organizations**  
Thu at 3:00 pm  
**Chair, Cosette D Creamer, University of Minnesota-Twin Cities**  
ccreamer@umn.edu                                                 |
| 3:05  | **The Consequences of Membership Suspension from International Organizations**  
Inken von Borzyskowski, *Florida State University*  
i.borzyskowski@fsu.edu                                           |
Magnus Lundgren, *Stockholm University*  
magnus.lundgren@statsvet.su.se                                 |
Joshua Camden Fjelstul, *Emory University*  
joshua.fjelstul@emory.edu                                         |
| 3:48  | **Donor Coordination and Domestic Institutions**  
Adebola I. Olayinka, *Duke University*  
aio2@duke.edu                                                   |
| 3:59  | **Disc., Cosette D Creamer, University of Minnesota-Twin Cities**  
ccreamer@umn.edu                                                  |
| 4:10  | **Audience Discussion**                                                  |
| 28-3  | **Criminalization and Securitization**  
Thu at 3:00 pm  
**Chair, Wilfred Reilly, Kentucky State University**  
wreilly2003@yahoo.com                                           |
| 3:05  | **A Competition for Legitimacy: Determining the Nature and Interactions of Transnational Organized Crime Groups and Developing States**  
Ana Martin, *Georgia State University*  
amartin79@student.gsu.edu                                          |
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3:21 Explaining Tolerance Towards Interpersonnel Violence in U.S. Military Organizations: Evidence from Policy
Leah Hope Gates, American University
leahgates@gmail.com

3:37 Let's (Not) Get High!: Estimating the Effect of Drug Decriminalization
Marcela Ibanez de Foerster, University of Mannheim
marcela.ibaneze@gmail.com

3:53 Disc., Wilfred Reilly, Kentucky State University
wreilly2003@yahoo.com

4:10 Audience Discussion

31-4 Geography Matters
Thu at 3:00 pm
3:00 Chair, Brian D. Williams, The University of West Florida
bwilliams1@uwf.edu

3:05 Estimating Social Media Effects on Neighborhood Resiliency
Daniel P. Aldrich, Northeastern University
daniel.aldrich@gmail.com
Courtney M. Page, Northeastern University
courtney.m.page@gmail.com

3:15 Exploring Variation in Political Ambition Across a Multi-level Political Opportunity Structure
Peter Allen, Queen Mary University of London
p.allen@qmul.ac.uk
David J. Cutts*, University of Bath
djc54@bath.ac.uk

3:26 Direct Democracy and Voter Turnout in West Florida
Brian D. Williams, The University of West Florida
bwilliams1@uwf.edu

3:37 Postal Voting in England: Variations in the Take-Up and Successful Use of Absentee Ballots
Colin Rallings*, Plymouth University, UK
crallings@plymouth.ac.uk
Michael A. Thrasher*, Plymouth University
mthrasher@plymouth.ac.uk

3:48 Elections from Abroad: Register-Based Study of Turnout Among Emigrant Voters in the 2014 European Parliament Elections
Johanna Peltoniemi, University of Tampere
johanna.peltoniemi@staff.uta.fi
Hanna Wass, University of Helsinki
hanna.wass@helsinki.fi
Hannu Lahtinen*, University of Helsinki
hannu.lahtinen@helsinki.fi

3:59 Disc., Brian D. Williams, The University of West Florida
bwilliams1@uwf.edu

4:10 Audience Discussion

33-3 Comparative Representation
Thu at 3:00 pm
3:00 Chair, Dominik Duell, University of Essex
dominik.duell@essex.ac.uk
3:05 **Economic Perceptions, Partisanship and Racial Resentment**  
Darren Davis, University of Notre Dame  
darren.davis@nd.edu  
David C. Wilson, University of Delaware  
dcwilson@udel.edu  
3:15 **Help Wanted: The Politicization of Job Loss in High-Unemployment Contexts**  
Matthew Incantalupo, Haverford College  
mincantalu@haverford.edu  
3:26 **Keeping up with the Jones and Smiths: Benchmarked Inequality and Public Opinion**  
Mary A. Stegmaier, University of Missouri-Columbia  
stegmaierm@missouri.edu  
Laron Williams, University of Missouri-Columbia  
williamslaro@missouri.edu  
3:37 **Measuring the Independence of Foreign Affairs Attitudes Against Social and Economic Attitudes Spatially**  
David Claborn, Unaffiliated, as of now  
dclaborn@olivet.edu  
3:48 **Economic Self-Interest and Tax Attitude: A State-Level Study in the U.S.**  
Jian Sun, Fort Hays State University  
jsun@fhsu.edu  
3:59 **Disc., thomas r. marshall, University of Texas-Arlington**  
tmarshall@uta.edu  
4:10 **Audience Discussion**

37-5 Experimental Approaches Mini-Conference: Proposal Workshop: Experiments with Institutions and Elites (2 of 2) (Co-sponsored with 83, Working Groups, see 83-9)
Thu at 3:00 pm
3:00 **Chair, Johanna Dunaway, Texas A & M University-College Station**  
jdunaway@tamu.edu  
3:05 **Making Local Officials More Responsive**  
Adam Michael Dynes, Brigham Young University-Provo  
adamdynes@byu.edu  
3:18 **Better Together?: Examining the Effect of Civic Education for Local Officials and Citizens in the Philippines on Local Government Responsiveness and Citizen Compliance**  
Nina Katherine Siegel McMurry, Massachusetts Institute of Technology  
nmcmurry@mit.edu  
Lily Tsai*, Massachusetts Institute of Technology  
l_tsai@mit.edu  
3:31 **Seeking the Personal Vote: How Legislators Exploit the Party Mandate**  
Daniel Bischof, University of Zurich  
db@danbischof.com  
Florian Foos, King's College London  
florian.foos@kcl.ac.uk  
Patrick Michael Kuhn*, Princeton University  
p.m.kuhn@durham.ac.uk  
Neil Visalvanich*, Durham University  
neil.visalvanich@durham.ac.uk  
3:44 **We Propose a Randomized Field Experiment on the Members of the UK Parliament to Disentangle Whether Party Mandates Condition how Legislators Respond to Policy Requests by their Constituents**  
Ekkehard Köhler, Walter Eucken Institut MD  
koehler@eucken.de  
John G. Matsusaka*, University of Southern California  
matsusak@usc.edu  
3:57 **Disc., Kevin Arceneaux, Temple University**  
kevin.arceneaux@temple.edu  
Disc., Stuart Soroka, University of Michigan-Ann Arbor  
ssoroka@umich.edu  
4:10 **Audience Discussion**
Fear and Loathing in the 2016 Campaign
Thu at 3:00 pm
Chair, Bethany Albertson, University of Texas-Austin
balberts@austin.utexas.edu

Our Brand is Fear: Fear Appeals, Nationalism, and Threats to Economic Security in the 2016 Presidential Election
3:05
Ashlie T. Perry, Endicott College
perryashlie@gmail.com

Physiological Responses to Political Advertisements in the 2016 Presidential Election
Valerie M. Hennings, Morningside College
henningsv@morningside.edu
Jessica LaPaglia*, Morningside College
lapagliaj@morningside.edu

Affective Forecasting in the 2016 U.S. Presidential Election
3:26
David J. Ciuk, Franklin and Marshall College
dciuk@fandm.edu
Allison S. Troy*, Franklin and Marshall College
allison.troy@fandm.edu

Trump's Campaign: Ideology and Emotions Impacting Political Participation
Margarita Orozco, University of Wisconsin-Madison
morozco@wisc.edu

The Emotional Foundations and Behavioral Consequences of Political Information Overload: Panel Analysis from the 2016 U.S. Presidential Election
3:48
Dona-Gene Barton, University of Nebraska-Lincoln
dbarton4@unl.edu

The Effects of Deliberation
Thu at 3:00 pm
Chair, Cheryl Boudreau, University of California-Davis
cboudreau@ucdavis.edu

Creating a Non-Zero Sum Identity: Two Longitudinal Case Studies of Social Identity Shifts during Inter-Group Dialogue
3:05
Johanna Solomon, Grinnell College
solomonj@grinnell.edu

Athletic Democracy: Reconciling Deliberation and Participation
3:15
Michael A. Neblo, Ohio State University-Main Campus
neblo.1@osu.edu
William Minozzi, Ohio State University-Main Campus
minozzi.1@osu.edu

Does Deliberation Mobilize?: Evidence from Deliberation about Medicaid
C. Daniel Myers, University of Minnesota-Twin Cities
cdmyers@umn.edu
Hunter Gordon*, University of Minnesota-Twin Cities
gordon430@umn.edu
Susan D Goold*, Appalachian State University
sgoold@med.umich.edu
Hyungjin Myra Kim*, University of Michigan-Ann Arbor
myrakim@umich.edu

How Deliberation Changes Policy Attitudes: Learning vs. Difference
3:37
Robert C. Luskin, University of Texas-Austin
rluskin@mail.utexas.edu
Peter Cusner Mohanty*, Stanford University
pete.mohanty@gmail.com
The Potential of Deliberative Reasoning: How Attitude Change and Coherence is affected by Different Deliberative Settings
3:48
Staffan Björn Erik Himmelroos, Åbo Akademi University
shimmelr@abo.fi
Henrik Serup Christensen, Åbo Akademi University
henrik.christensen@abo.fi

Attitudes toward Foreign Governments and International Institutions
Thu at 3:00 pm
Chair, Sarah Fisher, Emory & Henry College
sfisher@ehc.edu

Exporting Anti-Americanism?: Russia’s Strategic Soft Power
3:05
Aleksandr Fisher, George Washington University
aleksandrfisher@gwu.edu
Drivers of Anti-Americanism in a Muslim-Majority Country: Evidence from a Survey Experiment in Turkey
3:15
S. Erdem Aytac, Koç University
erdemaytac@gmail.com
Ali Carkoglu, Koç University
acarkoglu@ku.edu.tr
Leah R Christiani, University of North Carolina-Chapel Hill  
cristiani@unc.edu  
Amy Sentementes*, University of North Carolina-Chapel Hill  
sentemen@live.unc.edu  
3:31 She's the Chairman?: Gender, Language, and Leadership  
Cindy D. Kam, Vanderbilt University  
cindy.d.kam@vanderbilt.edu  
Allison Michelle Archer, Vanderbilt University  
allison.archer@vanderbilt.edu  
3:44 Descriptive Representation is More than Words, on a Page: Using Audio to Understand How Women’s Issues are Voiced on the House Floor  
Bryce Jensen Dietrich, University of Iowa  
bryce-dietrich@uiowa.edu  
Matthew J. Hayes, Indiana University-Bloomington  
mb34@indiana.edu  
Diana Z. O'Brien, Indiana University-Bloomington  
dzobrien@indiana.edu  
3:57 Disc., Monica C. Schneider, Miami University-Oxford  
mschneider@miamioh.edu  
Disc., Nichole Bauer, The University of Alabama  
nichole.bauer@ua.edu  
4:10 Audience Discussion  

4:30 Growing Diversity and Inequality  
Thu at 3:00 pm  
3:00 Chair, Athena M. King, Jackson State University  
athena.m.king@jsums.edu  
3:05 Ethnic Inequality and Ethnic Identity: Evidence from Sub-Saharan Africa  
Masaaki Higashijima*, Tohoku University  
masaaki.higashijima.d8@tohoku.ac.jp  
Christian Houle, Michigan State University  
houlech1@msu.edu  
3:18 Ethnic Diversity and Protest  
Laila Sohail Farooq*, University of Missouri-Columbia  
lfs8b4@mail.missouri.edu  
3:31 When Social Diversity Leads to Higher Provision of Public Goods  
Neeraj Prasad, Tufts University  
neeraj.prasad@tufts.edu  
3:44 The Not So ‘Silent Majority’: Governance in a Racially Diversifying America  
Rogelio Garcia*, Moorpark College  
rgarcia1@vccccd.edu  
3:57 Disc., Athena M. King, Jackson State University  
athena.m.king@jsums.edu  
Disc., Andrea Silva, University of North Texas  
andrea.silva@unt.edu  
4:10 Audience Discussion  

45-4 Foundations of the Critical Stance in Political Theory  
Thu at 3:00 pm  
3:00 Chair, Paul Christopher Gray, Ryerson University  
paul.c.gray@gmail.com  
3:05 Being in Rousseau's Thought: A System in the Discourses and Emile  
Benjamin Isaak Gross, University of North Texas  
BenjaminGross@my.unt.edu  
3:18 Tolstoy's Rousseauvian Roots: Nonviolent Resistance as a Critique of the Bourgeois State  
Lisa Rose Gilson, Yale University  
lgilson@yale.edu  
3:31 Pierre Manent’s Critique of Tocqueville and Tocqueville’s Self-critique  
Folke Lindahl, Michigan State University  
lindahl@msu.edu  
3:44 Pierre Manent's Return to Aristotle in Metamorphoses of the City  
Eric S. Petrie, Michigan State University  
petrie@msu.edu  
3:57 Disc., Paul Christopher Gray, Ryerson University  
paul.c.gray@gmail.com  
Disc., Andrew Schaap, University of Exeter  
a.w.schaap@ex.ac.uk  
4:10 Audience Discussion  

46-2 Choice, Consent, and Contracts  
Thu at 3:00 pm  
3:00 Chair, Jonathan R. Bruno, Harvard University  
jb Bruno@fas.harvard.edu  
3:05 Feminism and the Choice to Self-Objectify  
Claire Gothreau, Temple University  
tuc67490@temple.edu  
3:21 The Libertarian Argument for Unions  
Mark Reiff, University of California-Davis  
mreiff57@gmail.com  
3:37 Vulnerability, Privacy, and the Experience Machine: From Hegel to Nozick  
Victoria Isabelle Burke, University of Guelph  
viburke@hotmail.com  
3:53 Disc., Jonathan R. Bruno, Harvard University  
jbruno@fas.harvard.edu  
4:10 Audience Discussion  

47-2 Conceptions of (Un)Freedom  
Thu at 3:00 pm  
3:00 Chair, Jeff Jackson, University of Chicago  
jcjackson@uchicago.edu  
3:05 The Conception of Freedom in Mechanical and Organic Solidarity  
Cristy Vo, Columbia University in the City of New York  
clv2113@columbia.edu  
3:18 The Puritan Self and the Political Legacy of the Bi-Dimensional Covenant  
Alin Fumurescu*, University of Houston  
afumurescu@central.uh.edu  
3:31 Evaluating the Psychological Foundations of Adam Smith’s Moral Theory  
Daniel Hutter Fram, Michigan State University  
framdani@msu.edu
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Authors/Institutions</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>3:44</td>
<td>Safeguarding the Soul While Benefiting Society: Nietzsche's Free Spirit</td>
<td>Steven Pittz*, University of Colorado-Colorado Springs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td><a href="mailto:spittz@uccs.edu">spittz@uccs.edu</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3:57</td>
<td>Disc., Jeff Jackson, University of Chicago</td>
<td><a href="mailto:jcjackson@uchicago.edu">jcjackson@uchicago.edu</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4:10</td>
<td>Audience Discussion</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3:31</td>
<td>Does the Iron Curtain Still Exist?: Trends and Sources of Electoral Volatility between Eastern and Western Europe Since 1990</td>
<td>Vincenzo Emanuele, LUISS-Guido Carli University, Rome</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td><a href="mailto:vemanuele@luiiss.it">vemanuele@luiiss.it</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Alessandro Chiaramonte*, Università degli Studi di Firenze</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td><a href="mailto:alessandro.chiaramonte@unifi.it">alessandro.chiaramonte@unifi.it</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Sorina Soare*, Universite Libre de Bruxelles</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td><a href="mailto:sorinacristina.soare@unifi.it">sorinacristina.soare@unifi.it</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3:44</td>
<td>New Members, New Parties?: The Causes and Consequences of Surging Party Membership</td>
<td>Lynn Bennie, Aberdeen University</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td><a href="mailto:l.bennie@abdn.ac.uk">l.bennie@abdn.ac.uk</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3:21</td>
<td>The Electoral Consequences of Supporting Donald Trump</td>
<td>Patrick T. Hickey*, West Virginia University</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td><a href="mailto:patrick.hickey@gmail.com">patrick.hickey@gmail.com</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3:37</td>
<td>After the Honeymoon: The Lasting Obama Effect on Political Attitudes</td>
<td>Laurent W Vesely, DePauw University</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td><a href="mailto:laurentvesely@depauw.edu">laurentvesely@depauw.edu</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3:53</td>
<td>Disc., Jon R. Bond, Texas A &amp; M University-College Station</td>
<td>Jon Bond, Texas A &amp; M University-College Station</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td><a href="mailto:jonbond@tamu.edu">jonbond@tamu.edu</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3:57</td>
<td>Audible Discussion</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3:37</td>
<td>SAD!: The Electoral Consequences of Supporting Donald Trump</td>
<td>Jon Bond, Texas A &amp; M University-College Station</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td><a href="mailto:jonbond@tamu.edu">jonbond@tamu.edu</a></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

51-4 Improving the Presentation and Analysis of Statistical Models
Thu at 3:00 pm

3:00 Chair, Mark Pickup, Simon Fraser University
mark.pickup@sfu.ca

3:05 Assessing the (mis)use of Covariates
Gabriel S. Lenz, University of California-Berkeley
glenz@berkeley.edu
Alexander Laurence Sahn*, University of California-Berkeley
asahn@berkeley.edu

3:15 When Multiple-Comparison Corrections Exacerbate Type M Errors
Ryan T. Moore, American University
rtm@american.edu

3:26 Plotting for Substantive Interpretation of Model Results: The Importance of Being True to the (Current) Data
Marius Radean, University of Essex
mradean@essex.ac.uk
Andreas Beger*, Independent Researcher
adbeger@gmail.com

3:37 The Visual Display of Causal Relationships: The Treatment-Response-Time Graph
Paul Cornelius Bauer, European University Institute
bauer@eui.eu

3:48 BeSiVa: Stress Testing A Predictive Algorithm By Using Simulated Data
Ben Rogers, University of Kansas
bcorog@ku.edu

3:57 Disc., Chris J Williams, University of Arkansas at Little Rock
cjwilliams6@ualr.edu

52-3 Changing Parties in Comparative Perspective
Thu at 3:00 pm

3:00 Chair, John T. Ishiyama, University of North Texas
John.Ishiyama@unt.edu

3:05 Differential Issue Responsiveness and the Rise of the Far Right
Sean Kates, New York University
sk3350@nyu.edu

3:18 Federal Party Competition and Ideological Development
David Robert Foster, University of California-Berkeley
foster@berkeley.edu

3:31 Following the Scottish Independence Referendum
Lynd Bennie, Aberdeen University
l.bennie@abdn.ac.uk

3:57 Colby Dwight Green, Rice University
colbydgreen@gmail.com

4:10 Audience Discussion

52-3 Elections, Their Aftermath, and Policy Influence
Thu at 3:00 pm

3:00 Chair, Jon R. Bond, Texas A & M University-College Station
jonbond@tamu.edu

3:05 The Value of Political Connections through Politically Affiliated Nonprofits: Corporate Contributions to the Clinton Foundation and Subsequent Stock Market Performance
Douglas Schuler*, Rice University
dscherler@rice.edu

3:37 After the Honeymoon: The Lasting Obama Effect on Political Attitudes
Laurent W Vesely, DePauw University
laurentvesely@depauw.edu

3:53 Disc., Jon R. Bond, Texas A & M University-College Station
jonbond@tamu.edu

Disc., Michael J. Faber, Texas State University
professorfaber@gmail.com
4:10 Audience Discussion

3:00 Chair, William Bendix, Keene State College
wbendix@keene.edu

3:05 Committee Assignments and the Industrial Structure of the U.S.
John M. de Figueiredo*, Duke University
jdefig@duke.edu
Davin Raiha, University of Western Ontario
draiha@ivey.ca

3:18 How Legislatures Learn Jurisdictions: Petitions and Committee Formation in Revolutionary Virginia and the Early U.S. House
Daniel Carpenter, Harvard University
dcarpenter@gov.harvard.edu
Benjamin Schneer*, Florida State University
bschneer@fsu.edu
Tobias Resch, Harvard University
resch@fas.harvard.edu

3:31 Lawmaking and Agenda Setting in a Centralized Congress
Jonathan Lewallen, University of Texas-Austin
jlewallen@utexas.edu

3:44 Party Strength and Preference Outliers on Committees in the U.S. Congress
Jacob Holt, Columbus State University
holt_jacob@columbusstate.edu

3:57 Disc., Eleanor Neff Powell, University of Wisconsin-Madison
e Powell4@wisc.edu
Disc., JoBeth Surface Shafran, Western Carolina University
jsurfaceshafran@gmail.com

4:10 Audience Discussion

5:4-5 Congressional Committee Politics
Thu at 3:00 pm

Chair, William Bendix, Keene State College
wbendix@keene.edu

Committee Assignments and the Industrial Structure of the U.S.
John M. de Figueiredo*, Duke University
jdefig@duke.edu
Davin Raiha, University of Western Ontario
draiha@ivey.ca

How Legislatures Learn Jurisdictions: Petitions and Committee Formation in Revolutionary Virginia and the Early U.S. House
Daniel Carpenter, Harvard University
dcarpenter@gov.harvard.edu
Benjamin Schneer*, Florida State University
bschneer@fsu.edu
Tobias Resch, Harvard University
resch@fas.harvard.edu

Lawmaking and Agenda Setting in a Centralized Congress
Jonathan Lewallen, University of Texas-Austin
jlewallen@utexas.edu

Party Strength and Preference Outliers on Committees in the U.S. Congress
Jacob Holt, Columbus State University
holt_jacob@columbusstate.edu

Disc., Eleanor Neff Powell, University of Wisconsin-Madison
e Powell4@wisc.edu
Disc., JoBeth Surface Shafran, Western Carolina University
jsurfaceshafran@gmail.com

Examiner Discussion

5:4-5 Examining Justices
Thu at 3:00 pm

Chair, Justin Wedeking, University of Kentucky
justin.wedeking@uky.edu

Adjudicating Dignity: Judicial Motivations and Justice Kennedy’s Jurisprudence of Dignity
Allyson Yankle, Lycoming College
yankle@lycoming.edu
Daniel Tagliarina, Utica College
dctaglia@utica.edu

Agenda Control in the Hughes Court, October Term 1939
Gregory A. Caldeira, Ohio State University-Main Campus
caldeira.1@osu.edu
Daniel Lempert*, SUNY College at Potsdam
lemperds@potsdam.edu

Certification by Division Under Marshall and Taney: An Analysis
Michael G. Collins*, University of Virginia-Main Campus
mgc3r@virginia.edu

5:4-5 The Persuasive Effects of Writing Style on Judicial Behavior
3:37
Jeffrey L. Budziak, Western Kentucky University
jeffrey.budziak@gmail.com
Matthew P. Hitt*, Colorado State University-Fort Collins
matthew.hitt@colostate.edu
Daniel Lempert*, SUNY College at Potsdam
lemperds@potsdam.edu

Visiting Judges: Their Views
3:48
Stephen L. Wasby, SUNY at Albany
wasb@albany.edu

Disc., Justin Wedeking, University of Kentucky
justin.wedeking@uky.edu

5:4-5 U.S. Supreme Court: Decision-making and Opinions
Thu at 3:00 pm

Chair, David Alan Hughes, Auburn University
david.hughes@aum.edu

Speaking to the Future: The Impact of Supreme Court Dissents
Pamela C. Corley, Southern Methodist University
pccorley@smu.edu
Artemus Ward*, Northern Illinois University
aeward@niu.edu

Know Thy Neighbor: Ideological Distance and Strategic Decision-Making on the U.S. Supreme Court
Alison Higgins Merrill, Texas A & M University-College Station
ahiggins11@tamu.edu

Linguistic Network Analysis and the Influence of Precedent on Supreme Court Opinions
Chase M. Porter, The University of Alabama
mporter3@ua.edu

Making Their Voices Heard: The Role of Concurring and Dissenting Opinions in the Supreme Court’s Revisiting Behavior
Christopher P McMillion, Oklahoma Baptist University
christopher.mcmillion@okbu.edu
Kevin G. Vance*, University of Notre Dame
kvance1@nd.edu

Disc., Susan W. Johnson, University of North Carolina at Greensboro
swjohnson@uncg.edu
Disc., Benjamin J. Kassow, University of North Dakota
benjamin.kassow@business.und.edu

4:10 Audience Discussion
Table 5: JSS: Judicial Politics III
Thu at 3:00 pm
3:00 Judicial-Specific Ideological Constraint and Justice Orientation Preferences
Miles Travis Armaly, Michigan State University
milestarmaly@gmail.com
3:14 Substance and Perception: The Influence of Extra-Judicial Communication on Beliefs About the Court
Christopher Newell Krewson, University of Wisconsin-Madison
krewson@wisc.edu
3:28 Policy Incongruence and Legitimacy: Evidence from the 1937 Court Packing Plan
Alex Badas, Indiana University-Bloomington
abadas@indiana.edu
3:42 Understanding Support for the United States Supreme Court
Justin Kingsland, Georgia State University
jkingsland2@student.gsu.edu
3:56 Disc., Michael Kenneth Romano, Shenandoah University
mromano@su.edu
4:10 Audience Discussion

59-2 Elections and Vote Choice in U.S. Cities
Thu at 3:00 pm
3:00 Chair, Amber Wichowsky, Marquette University
amber.wichowsky@gmail.com
3:05 Ideology and Vote Choice in U.S. Mavoral Elections: Evidence from Facebook Surveys
Michael W. Sances, University of Memphis
mikesances@gmail.com
3:21 Making Coalitions, Picking Winners: How Political Organizations Influence Local Elections
Andrea Benjamin, University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill
andrebz@email.unc.edu
Alexis Miller*, University of North Carolina-Chapel Hill
alexisn@live.unc.edu
3:37 America's Mayors: Descriptive Representation in U.S. Cities
Patricia A. Kirkland, Columbia University in the City of New York
pak2128@columbia.edu
3:53 Disc., Amber Wichowsky, Marquette University
amber.wichowsky@gmail.com
Disc., Tyson D. King-Meadows, University of Maryland-Baltimore County
tkingmea@umbc.edu
4:10 Audience Discussion

61-2 Health and Marginalized Communities
Thu at 3:00 pm
3:00 Chair, Aleksey Kolpakov, University of Nevada-Reno
akolpakov@unr.edu
3:14 Community-Based Participatory Research: A Transformative Tool for Turning Data into Action
Bruce D. Friedman, California State University-Bakersfield
bfriedman@csub.edu
Mark Anthony Martinez*, California State University-Bakersfield
mmartinez@csub.edu
3:21 Health Changes for Older Blacks After the Great Recession: Policy Interventions to Promote Population Health
Andy Sharma, Northwestern University
andy9t@hotmail.com
3:37 Paying the High Price: Politics and the Public Health of Medical Marijuana Policy
Kenneth Meier, Texas A & M University-College Station
kenneth-j-meier@tamu.edu
Austin Michael McCrea, Texas A & M University-College Station
austinmccrea@tamu.edu
Angela Nicole Allison*, Texas A & M University-College Station
a.allison@neo.tamu.edu
Chandler Dawson*, Texas A & M University-College Station
chandaws96@tamu.edu
3:53 Trapped at Home: Housing Market Impacts on Household Combinations of Older Americans
Samara Scheckler, University of Georgia
samaras@uga.edu
4:10 Audience Discussion

63-5 Climate Change Policy
Thu at 3:00 pm
3:00 Chair, Frank T. Manheim, George Mason University
fmanhei1@gmu.edu
3:05 A Political Economy of Climate Change Policy: Modeling and Measuring Distributional Impacts
Alexander Sayer Gard-Murray, University of Oxford
alexander.gard-murray@politics.ox.ac.uk
3:18 Climate Change in the Courts
Denise M. Kelee, Western Michigan University
denise.kelee@wmich.edu
3:31 Local Membership in Climate and Sustainability Networks
Rebecca Bromley-Trujillo, University of Kentucky
becky.bromley-trujillo@uky.edu
Whitney Davis*, University of Kentucky
whitney.barnett@uky.edu
John Poe, University of Kentucky
jdp223@g.uky.edu
3:44 Climate Disaster, Water Events, and Conflict
Sojeong Lee, University of Iowa
sojeong.lee@uiowa.edu
63-4 Cultural Theory, Cultural Cognition Theory, Risk Perceptions, and Regulatory Policy and Governance (Co-sponsored with Cultural Theory Working Group) (Co-sponsored with 83, Working Groups, see 83-11)
Thu at 3:00 pm

Chair, Joseph Ripberger, University of Oklahoma-Norman Campus
jtr@ou.edu

3:00 Cultural and Environmental Cognition: Cultural Cognition, New Ecological Paradigm, and Climate Change Risk
Matthew Nowlin, College of Charleston
nowlinmc@cofc.edu

3:05 The Origin and Role of Trust in Fracking Benefit/Risk Perceptions: A Comparative Analysis of Policy Elites and the General Public and Implications for Regulatory Governance
Creed C. Tumilson, University of Arkansas
cumliso@uark.edu
Geoboo Song, University of Arkansas
gbsong@uark.edu

3:15 Into the Unknown: Explaining Public Manager Confidence in the Ability of Their Organization to Respond to Crises
Fengxiu Zhang, Arizona State University, Phoenix
fzhang59@asu.edu
Eric W Welch, Arizona State University-Downtown Phoenix
EricWelch@asu.edu
Justin Michael Stritch*, Arizona State University, Phoenix
jstritch@asu.edu

3:26 Measuring Collaborative Governance: Developing Greater Credibility through New Research Methods
Edward P. Weber, Oregon State University
edward.weber@oregonstate.edu

3:37 Whistleblowing Intentions in Public Organizations Using Organizational Behavior Perspective
Happiness P Lameck, Indiana University-South Bend
hlameck@umail.iu.edu
Jamie Elizabeth Morgan, Indiana University-South Bend
morgan41@iusb.edu

Stavros Zouridis*, Tilburg University
s.zouridis@utv.nl

3:59 Disc., Michael D. Jones, Oregon State University
michael.jones@oregonstate.edu
Disc., Joseph Ripberger, University of Oklahoma-Norman Campus
jtr@ou.edu

4:10 Audience Discussion

67-2 Global Influences on the Connection between Religion and Politics
Thu at 3:00 pm

3:00 Do Bombs in Gaza Create Swastikas in New Jersey? A Novel Analysis of Anti-Semitism in the United States
Ayal Feinberg, University of North Texas
ayal.k.feinberg@gmail.com

3:14 Foreign Influence on Religion and its Threat to the Authoritarian State: Evidence from Chinese Protestant Churches
Sarah Lee, University of California-Berkeley
lee.sarah@berkeley.edu

3:28 How to Improve Performance Management?: An Explanatory Analysis on Drivers of Performance Information Use
Jin Soo Choy*, Yonsei University
jinsoochoy@yonsei.ac.kr
Soomi Lee, Yonsei uni.
lovelyisumi@naver.com

3:35 Into the Unknown: Explaining Public Manager Confidence in the Ability of Their Organization to Respond to Crises
Fengxiu Zhang, Arizona State University, Phoenix
fzhang59@asu.edu
Eric W Welch, Arizona State University-Downtown Phoenix
EricWelch@asu.edu
Justin Michael Stritch*, Arizona State University, Phoenix
jstritch@asu.edu

3:46 Measuring Collaborative Governance: Developing Greater Credibility through New Research Methods
Edward P. Weber, Oregon State University
edward.weber@oregonstate.edu

3:57 Disc., Frank T. Manheim, George Mason University
fmanhei1@gmu.edu

4:10 Audience Discussion
Globalization of the Self and the Global Self: Transformation of the Muslim Identity in the Age of Social Media
Muqtedar Khan*, University of Delaware
mkhan@udel.edu

The Rise of Lone-Wolf Terrorism in the West: Motivations and Prevention
Taylor Lee McNeely, University of Southern Mississippi
taylor.mcneely@usm.edu

Public Sector Workers: Power and Policy
Thu at 3:00 pm
Chair, Katherine Cramer, University of Wisconsin-Madison
kathy.cramer@wisc.edu

Are Elected Officials More Responsive to Teachers or Parents?: Experimental Evidence from a National Survey of School Board Members
Michael T. Hartney, Lake Forest College
hartney@mx.lakeforest.edu

Disclosure, Transparency, and Stakeholders in Public Pension Financial Reporting
Carolyn Abott, Ohio State University-Main Campus
abott.1@osu.edu

Policy as Political Weapon: The Rise of Conservative Cross-State Policy Networks and the Turn Against Public Sector Labor Unions
Alexander Warren Hertel-Fernandez, Columbia University in the City of New York
ah3467@columbia.edu

Public-Sector Collective Bargaining under Siege in the American States
Christina M. Kinane, University of Michigan-Ann Arbor
ckinane@umich.edu
Robert W. Mickey, University of Michigan-Ann Arbor
rmickey@umich.edu

Disc., Katherine Cramer, University of Wisconsin-Madison
kathy.cramer@wisc.edu

Roundtable: Career: Applying to Graduate School
Thu at 3:00 pm
Chair
Mackenzie H. Eason, University of California-Los Angeles
mack.eason@ucla.edu
Part.
Coty J. Martin, West Virginia University
comartin1@mix.wvu.edu
Joan Ricart-Huguet, Princeton University
jricart@princeton.edu
Jovan Milojicich, University of California-Irvine
milojевичj@uci.edu

Chair, Adnan Rasool, Georgia State University
arasool1@gsu.edu
Chair, Allison Spencer Hartnett, University of Oxford
allison.hartnett@politics.ox.ac.uk

Reaching the Converted: The Importance of Political Conviction in the Operation of Authoritarian Regimes
Barbara Maria Piotrowska, University of Rochester
barbara.piotrowska@rochester.edu

Unequal Suffering of War: Combat Participation, Regime Type, and Leaders’ Health
Ruolin Su, University of Pennsylvania
suruolin@sas.upenn.edu
Wensong Shen*, University of Pennsylvania
wensong@sas.upenn.edu

Multimodal Discourse Analysis of Egyptian Political Movies: A Case Study of People at the Top Ahl Al Kemma movie
Mariam Waheed Mekheimer*, Cairo University
mariamwaheed@eps.edu.eg

Iran’s Green Movement: A Spontaneous or Sustainable Political Movement?
Reza Mohajerinejad, University of Hawaii-Manoa
mohajeri@hawaii.edu

Political Violence and Contentious Politics
Thu at 3:00 pm
Post. 1 Merits of Ceasefires in Civil Wars: Agreement or Fighting?
Ilker Kalin*, Wayne State University
ilker.kalin@wayne.edu
Malek Abduljaber*, Wayne State University
malikfayez@gmail.com

Post. 2 Past Prologue: Understanding Security in an Age of Terror
Edwin Daniel Jacob, Rutgers University-Newark
danjacob@rutgers.edu

Post. 3 Soft Balance against Japan: The Role of Common Enemy in Nationalism and Sino-South Korean Strategic Alignment
Siu Hei Wong, University of Chicago
wongshei@uchicago.edu

Post. 4 The Dilemma of the Girl Child in Conflict Situations in Africa: A Case of the Boko Haram Insurgency in Nigeria
Arinze Ngwube*, Federal University Oye-Ekiti
ngwube@hotmail.co.uk

Post. 5 The Effect of China’s Interests on Levels of Illegal Trade, Instability and Ethnic Conflict in Myanmar
Prajakta R Gupte, Pennsylvania State University-Main Campus
prajakta.gupte23@gmail.com
Post. 6  **The Psychology Behind the Terrorist Mind and Increased Use of Online Radicalization**  
Amilee Turner, University of Kansas  
amileeturner@gmail.com  
Disc.  Michael O'Donnell Allen, Cornell University  
moa32@cornell.edu  
Sophie Jiseon Lee, Duke University  
jl324@duke.edu  

Post. 7  **Mainstreaming Your Marginalized and Measuring Your Impact: A Memo to Colombia's Future Truth Commission**  
Natalie W. Romeri-Lewis, Brigham Young University-Provo  
natalie_romeri-lewis@byu.edu  
Catalina Monroy*, Sergio Arboleda University  
ma_catalina_m@hotmail.com  

Post. 8  **The Human Identity: Overcoming National and Religious Divisions**  
Alisa Rogers, University of Georgia  
amr21627@uga.edu  

Post. 9  **The Long-Term Effects of War on Political and Civic Engagement: Evidence from the U.S. Bombing in Vietnam**  
Joan Barceló, Washington University in St Louis  
joanbarcelosoler@wustl.edu  

Post. 10  **Understanding Boko Haram: Beyond Religious Extremism and Terror to the Foundations and Explosive Contours of an Ideology and an Insurgency**  
Daniel Flynn, DePaul University  
flynn.d7@gmail.com  

Post. 11  **When Law is Not Enough: Examining the Implementation of National and International Human Rights Law, Critiquing the Roots of Past Failures to Build Toward Future Successes**  
Cindy C. Combs*, University of North Carolina-Charlotte  
ccccombs@unc Charlotte.edu  
Gabriela Tarazona-Sevillano, University of North Carolina at Charlotte  
gtarazona.sevillano@unc Charlotte.edu  
Disc.  Brendan Skip Mark, SUNY at Binghamton  
bmark2@binghamton.edu  
Megan A. West, University of California-Los Angeles  
mwest11@g.ucla.edu  

Post. 12  **Assessing ASEAN's Human Trafficking Cooperation since 1997**  
Jadice Lau, The Chinese University of Hong Kong  
jadice.lau@link.cuhk.edu.hk  

Post. 13  **Contrasting Public and Private Memories of the Rwandan Genocide using Hutus in the United States**  
Cliff Ubba Kodero, University of Wyoming  
cliffubba@yahoo.com  

Post. 14  **Criminal Intent: Rebel Funding from Criminal Activity and CivilianVictimization**  
Kevin Tipton Greene*, Michigan State University  
greene92@msu.edu  
Caleb J Lucas, Michigan State University  
culus@msu.edu  

Post. 15  **Diplomatic Hedging: When Allies Engage in Risky Behavior**  
Rebecca S Murphy, Columbia University in the City of New York  
rsm26@columbia.edu  

Post. 16  **External Domination, Internal Division? Institutional Coup-Proofing in U.S. Client States**  
Jonathan Nathan Brown, Sam Houston State University  
jnb047@shsu.edu  
Anthony S. Marcum, University of Michigan-Ann Arbor  
amarcum@umich.edu  

Post. 17  **Nuclear Behemoth**  
Arash Reisinezhad*, Florida International University  
arash.reisinezhad@gmail.com  
Parisa Farhadi*, Affiliation Unknown (Please update.)  
parisafarhadi87@gmail.com  
Disc.  Saurabh Pant, Princeton University  
pant@princeton.edu  
Kimberly Turner, Southern Illinois University-Carbondale  
turnerki@siu.edu  

78-302  **Poster Session: Security and Economics**  
Thu at 3:00 pm  
Post. 18  **Chinese Macro Economic Difficulty and Uighur Separatist Terrorism**  
Yongjia Lee, Rutgers University-Newark  
liyongzai80@hotmail.com  

Post. 19  **Homophilous Global Bailouts and the 2008 Crisis**  
Tim Marple, University of Massachusetts-Amherst  
temarple@gmail.com  

Post. 20  **Nexus of Climate and Water: Impacts of the Paris Agreement on Transboundary River Basins**  
Konuralp Pamukcu, University of Phoenix-Illinois  
konuralp@email.phoenix.edu  

Post. 21  **Syria, Turkey, and the Resource Curse**  
Walter Thomas Casey, Texas A & M University-Texarkana  
wtcasey@gmail.com  

Post. 22  **The Domestic Political Economy of Alliance Formation**  
Sukwon Lee, New York University  
sl2647@nyu.edu
Post. 23 The Domestic Politics of Sovereign Debt Restructurings
Ignacio Mamone, University of Pittsburgh-Pittsburgh Campus
mim110@pitt.edu
Disc. Alexander Sullivan, Georgetown University
as3770@georgetown.edu

78-304 Poster Session: Technology, Politics, and Peace Thu at 3:00 pm
Post. 24 Soft ‘Educational’ Diplomacy in an Era of Terrorism
Tavis D. Jules, Loyola University Chicago
tjules@luc.edu

Post. 25 Technology and Cooperation in World Politics: A Fuzzy Set Qualitative Comparative Analysis of an Effects-based Framework of Technology
Daniel Alexander Tapia-Jimenez, University of California-Davis
datapiajimenez@ucdavis.edu

Post. 26 The Effect of Political Federalism and Decentralization on Foreign Direct Investment
Youngchae Lee, University of Rochester
youngchae.lee@rochester.edu

Post. 27 Treacherous Waters: An Empirical Study of How Unemployment Rates Effect Global Piracy and Terrorism
Thomas Cormier Hamby, Mercyhurst University
thamby16@lakers.mercyhurst.edu
Samuel P Farnan*, Mercyhurst University
sfarna75@lakers.mercyhurst.edu
Disc. Sanne Cornelia J Verschuren, Brown University
sanne_verschuren@brown.edu

78-305 Poster Session: Topics in International Conflict and Security Thu at 3:00 pm
Post. 29 Brazil and the International Security Agenda
Juliana Pinto Lemos Da Silva, State University of Rio de Janeiro
julianaplemos@gmail.com

Post. 30 Chess Game of Civilizations
Sallama Shaker*, Claremont Graduate University
sallama.shaker@cg.edu
Colleen Bromberger, Claremont Graduate University
colleen.bromberger@cg.edu

Post. 31 Sources of Grand Strategy: Comparing Recent American and Chinese National Security Strategies
Hasan Basri Yalcin*, Istanbul Commerce University
hbyalcin@gmail.com

Post. 32 Teaching A Culture of Peace and Justice
Louis Silverstein, Columbia College-Chicago
lsilverstein@colum.edu

Post. 33 The Unacceptable Caliphate: The Foundation of ISIS
Ribhi I. Salhi, Oakton Community College
rsalhi@oakton.edu

Post. 34 The Value of Sunk Costs as a Military Investment
Anthony Vincent Pierucci, Purdue University-Main Campus
apierucc@purdue.edu
Disc. Caitlin Ambrozik, Cornell University
cem324@cornell.edu
Giles David Arceneaux, Syracuse University
gdarcene@syr.edu

79-400 Lightning Talk: Controversies in Education Policy, Management and Outcomes Thu at 3:00 pm
3:00 Chair, Michelle M. Buehlmann, George Mason University
michellebuehlmann@hotmail.com
Chair, Albert Veksler, Dublin Institute of Technology, Ireland
Albert.veksler@gmail.com

3:05 Are Public School Teachers Today’s "Welfare Queens"?: The Case of CPS in the Illinois Budget Stalemate
Magic M. Wade, University of Illinois-Springfield
mwade7@uis.edu

3:13 Association between Performance and Citizen Satisfaction in Diverse Racial Groups in Chicago Public Schools
Minjung Kim, American University
alswjd8810@gmail.com

3:21 Charter Schools and Suburbs: Resistance and Adaptation
Alba Alexander, University of Illinois-Chicago
aalex@uic.edu
Dianne Emma Selden, University of Illinois at Chicago
dianneselden@gmail.com

3:29 Dissecting the Public/Private Distinction in Higher Education: New Contours for Student Loan Reform
Deborah L Spencer, Emory & Henry College
dspencer@ehc.edu

Tucker C. Staley*, University of Central Arkansas
tstaley@uca.edu
Joseph Yuichi Howard, University of Central Arkansas
jhoward@uca.edu
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Event</th>
<th>Room</th>
<th>Location</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>3:45</td>
<td>The Impact of Decentralization in Public Education Provision: Do Strong Local Governments Make A Difference?</td>
<td>Speed Networking: International Relations I</td>
<td>Thu at 3:00 pm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Ricardo Andres Bello-Gomez, Indiana University-Bloomington</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Claudia N. Avellaneda, Indiana University-Bloomington</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3:53</td>
<td>Audience Discussion</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>81-400</td>
<td>Lightning Talk: Legislatures and Governance in a Comparative Context</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3:00</td>
<td>Chair, Don S. Lee, University of California-San Diego</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Chair, Haichao Wu, University of Chicago</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3:05</td>
<td>The Superior Decides and Pays, the Subordinate Matching Pays: Vertical Intergovernmental Interaction in Subsidizing Innovative SMEs in China</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Conghui Cheng, Shanghai Jiao Tong University</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3:13</td>
<td>Audience Discussion</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>86-100</td>
<td>Roundtable: HB2 and Transgender Rights</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Chair, Kenneth Sherrill, CUNY Hunter College</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Part. Jami Taylor, University of Toledo</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Daniel R. Pinello, CUNY John Jay College of Criminal Justice</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Courtenay Daum, Colorado State University-Fort Collins</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Logan S. Casey, University of Michigan-Ann Arbor</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3:13</td>
<td>Audience Discussion</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>89-100</td>
<td>Roundtable: Midwest Latino/a Caucus Distinguished Career Award</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Chair, Bernard L. Fraga, Indiana University-Bloomington</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Part. Luis Ricardo Fraga, University of Notre Dame</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Marcela Garcia-Castanon, San Francisco State University</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Gary Michael Segura, University of California-Los Angeles</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Ricardo Ramirez*, University of Notre Dame</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5:55</td>
<td>Audience Discussion</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>96-106</td>
<td>Tech Class: International Affairs Analysis and Research Through Reality-Based Approaches</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>96-107</td>
<td>Tech Class: What Can We Learn From the Tech that Helped Shape the 2016 Elections?</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1-100</td>
<td>Pi Sigma Alpha Lecture: What Life is like as a Scientist in Congress</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3:45</td>
<td>How Does Institutional Complexity Improve Cooperation?: Institutional Continuities and Discontinuities in Brazil,1988-2012</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Helder Ferreira do Vale*, Hankuk University of Foreign Studies</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5:08</td>
<td>Testing Congruence Voting Models in Southeast Asia: Analyzing the Distinct Effects of Universal and Asymmetric Decentralization</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Sarah Yi-Yun Shair-Rosenfield, Arizona State University-Tempe</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5:31</td>
<td>The Political Geography of China's High-speed Railway Project</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5:55</td>
<td>Audience Discussion</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6-6</td>
<td>Local Governance and the Environment</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4:45</td>
<td>Chair, James E. Hanley, Adrian College</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4:50</td>
<td>Examining the Relationships between Informal Waste Pickers and Local Governments: Two Case Studies in Madrid (Spain) and Aguascalientes (Mexico)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Raul Pacheco-Vega, Centro de Investigacion y Docencia Economicas</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
5:00 Establishing a Link between Output and Outcome in Policy Implementation: Performance Management, Anticorruption, and Measurement
Jiaqi Liang, New Mexico State University-Main Campus
jiaqi.liang@hotmail.com
Laura Langbein, American University
langbein@american.edu
Michaela Buenemann*, New Mexico State University-Main Campus
elabuen@nmsu.edu

5:11 Megacity Solutions: The Role of Mass Transit in Mitigating Pollution Emissions
Mary Angelica Painter, University of Missouri-St Louis
mapxvc@gmail.com

5:22 Consolidation of or Challenge to Clientelistic Relations: Management of Water in Istanbul and Mumbai
Sultan Tepe*, University of Illinois-Chicago
sultan@uic.edu
Michael Cameron Dirksen*, University of Illinois-Chicago
michael.c.dirksen@gmail.com

5:33 Municipal Governance, Environmental Management and Disaster Risk Reduction in Developing Countries: Comparative Analysis and Lessons from Chile
Patricio Valdivieso*, University Los Lagos
pvaldivf@gmail.com
Kristen P. Andersson*, University of Colorado-Boulder
anderssk@colorado.edu

5:44 Disc., James E. Hanley, Adrian College
Hanley@adrian.edu

5:55 Audience Discussion

8-3 Dilemmas of Governing through Participatory Institutions
Thu at 4:45 pm

4:45 Chair, Joan Font. National Council for Scientific Research (CSIC, Spain)
jfont@iesa.csic.es

4:50 Cherry-Picking Participation: Explaining the Fate of Proposals from Participatory Processes
Joan Font, National Council for Scientific Research (CSIC, Spain)
jfont@iesa.csic.es
Graham Smith*, University of Westminster
g.smith@westminster.ac.uk
Carolina Galais*, Open University of Catalonia
carolgalais@gmail.com
Pau Alarcon*, IESA
paualarcon@gmail.com

5:00 Using Public Participation for Public Health: Does Deliberation Generate Impacts?
Suyeon Jo, Syracuse University
sjo01@syr.edu

Tina Nabatchi. Syracuse University
tnabatch@syr.edu

From Output to Implementation, Or The Further Fate of Participatory Decisions: How Participatory Decisions Actually Change Policy and Get Implemented (or not)
Jens Newig*, Leuphana University, Luneburg
newig@uni.leuphana.de
Edward Challies*, Leuphana University, Luneburg
challies@leuphana.de
Nicolas W Jager, Leuphana University, Luneburg
jager@uni.leuphana.de
Elisa Kochskämper*, Leuphana University, Luneburg
elisa.kochskemper@leuphana.de

5:11 The Effects of Repeated Participatory Processes: The Case of Quebec’s Hydrocarbon Controversies
Laurence Bherer, Université de Montréal
laurence.bherer@umontreal.ca

5:22 Participatory Institutions and Conditional Cash Transfers: Generating Social Change in Brazil
Brian Wampler, Boise State University
bwampler@boisestate.edu
Michael Touchton, University of Miami
miketouchton@miami.edu
Disc., Michael Touchton, University of Miami
miketouchton@miami.edu
Disc., Tomas M. Koontz, University of Washington-Tacoma Campus
koontz31@uw.edu

5:33 Audience Discussion

Attitudes about Democratic Governance
Thu at 4:45 pm

Chair, Stefanie Reher, European University Institute
stefanie.reher@eui.eu

Antipoverty Programs and Democratic Attitudes in Developing Democracies
Gregory S. Schober, University of Texas-EI Paso
gschober@utep.edu

5:03 Authoritarianism and Support for Undemocratic Governance in Latin America
Dinorah R. Azpuru, Wichita State University
dinorah.azpuru@wichita.edu
Mary Fran T Malone*, University of New Hampshire-Main Campus
Mary.Malone@unh.edu

5:16 Constitutional Rules and Citizen Evaluations: Do Constitutional Rules Governing Early Election Calling Shape Perceptions of Democratic Quality?
Edward Morgan-Jones*, University of Kent, Canterbury, UK
E.Morgan-Jones@kent.ac.uk

5:22 Matthew Loveless, Center for Research and Social Progress
m2loveless@gmail.com
Electoral Outcomes at National and District Levels: Satisfaction with Democracy Predicated on Winning and Losing at Different Electoral Levels
Casey Newman Knott*, Louisiana State University and Agricultural & Mechanical College
cknott4@lsu.edu
5:29
Disc., Stefanie Reher, European University Institute
stefanie.reher@eui.eu
5:42
Audience Discussion
5:55

Interpreting Brexit II: The Origins and Consequences
Thu at 4:45 pm
4:45
Chair, Dominik Schraff, ETH Zurich
dominik.schraff@eup.gess.ethz.ch
4:50
Brexit and Institutional Change
Nina Simeonova Barzachka, Transylvania University
nbarzachka@transy.edu
5:00
Brexit and the Implications for the Foreign and Security Policies of both the United Kingdom and the European Union
Daniel Sweeney, University of Scranton
daniel.sweeney@scranton.edu
5:11
Brexit: A Game of Two Paths
Edward Ashbee, Dept of Business and Politics, Copenhagen Business School
ea.dbp@cbs.dk
Ole Helmersen*, Copenhagen Business School
oh.ikl@cbs.dk
5:22
Interpreting the Brexit with Nationalism: The Interaction between Nationalism and Party Based Euroskepticism throughout Europe during the Brexit
Joshua G. Dean, California State Polytechnic University-Pomona
jgdean@cpp.edu
5:33
The Reconceptualization of Irish Identity in the Wake of Brexit
Taylor Soto, DePaul University
tsot06@depaul.edu
5:44
Audience Discussion
5:55

Experiments in Latin American Politics (Co-sponsored with 37. Experimental Research, see 37-6)
Thu at 4:45 pm
4:45
Chair, Amy Erica Smith, Iowa State University
aesmith2@iastate.edu
4:50
The Politicization of Hospital Transport and High-Complexity Medical Services in Brazil
Marika Danielle Csapo*, Vanderbilt University
Marika.Csapo@gmail.com
Felipe Nunes*, UFMG
felipnunes@gmail.com
5:29
Disc., Yan Wang, The London School of Economics and Political Science
april.w.1224@gmail.com
5:42
Disc., Jie Lu, American University
jlu@american.edu
5:55
Audience Discussion
5:55

The Role of Expectations in Contentious Collective Action: A Survey Experiment
Pedro Rodriguez, New York University
plr250@nyu.edu
5:06

Tweeting for Peace: Experimental Evidence from the 2016 Colombian Plebiscite
Kevin Michael Munger, New York University
km2713@nyu.edu
Mateo Vasquez, New York University
mv1093@nyu.edu
Jorge Andres Gallego*, Universidad del Rosario
jagallegod@gmail.com
Juan David Martinez Gordillo*, Universidad del Rosario
jumartinez@dnp.gov.co
5:22
Disc., Amy Erica Smith, Iowa State University
aesmith2@iastate.edu
5:38
Audience Discussion
5:55

Empirical Studies on Democracy and Governance with Chinese Characteristics
Thu at 4:45 pm
4:45
Chair, Jie Lu, American University
jlu@american.edu
4:50
How Inequality Influences Political Trust: Explaining the Change of Political Trust in China from a Social Structure Approach
Zhenqing Zheng, Tsinghua University
zhenqing@tsinghua.edu.cn
5:03
Democracy in Chinese Context
Yu-Sung Su, Tsinghua University
suyusung@tsinghua.edu.cn
5:16
What Factors Influence Chinese Assessing Democracy?: An Analysis of Survey Data from 2015 Urban and Rural Survey
hsin-che wu, Nanjing University
hsinche.wu@nju.edu.cn
5:29
Rui Li, Tsinghua University
ls6690270@163.com
5:55
Audience Discussion
5:55

Constitutions and Judicial Politics in the Middle East
Thu at 4:45 pm
4:45
Chair, Timothy J. Schorn, University of South Dakota
timothy.schorn@usd.edu

159
Constituting Democrats: Participation and Deliberation in the Tunisian Constitutional Reform Process
Tofigh Maboudi, Loyola University Chicago
tmaboudi@luc.edu

Depoliticizing the Political: Rule of Law Reform and Transitional Justice in Morocco
Patrick Snyder, University of Minnesota-Twin Cities
snyde680@umn.edu

The Constitutional Politics in the Iranian Reform Movement, 1997-2005
Ebrahim Khalifeh Soltani, Eastern Michigan University
ekhalife@emich.edu

Disc., Timothy J. Schorn, University of South Dakota
timothy.schorn@usd.edu

Audience Discussion

Table 1: JSS: Identities and the Media in the Post-Soviet Region
Thu at 4:45 pm

Old Wine in New Bottles?: The Transmission of Ideology across Generations
Elena Cristina Mitrea, Central European University, Budapest
Mitrea_Elena-Cristina@phd.ceu.edu

The Road to Unanimity: Consolidation of the Russian Broadcast Media Ownership, 2000-2014
Kirill Bryanov, Louisiana State University and Agricultural & Mechanical College
kbra21@lsu.edu

Religious Identities and Allegiances in the Transformation of Ukrainian National Consciousness, 2013-present
Julian Vasyl Hayda, DePaul University
julianhayda@yahoo.com

Who are the “Toad Worshipers”? Understanding the Political Sub-culture with Social Media Data
Haohan Chen*, Duke University
haohan.chen@duke.edu
Fengming Lu*, Duke University
fengming.lu@duke.edu

Mapping Authoritarian Mass Media: Inferring Political Allegiance and Fractional Balance of Power from News Reports
Duy Duc Trinh*, University of California-San Diego
ddtrinh@ucsd.edu

Disc., Anna P. Durnová, Yale University
anna.durnova@univie.ac.at

Audience Discussion

Table 2: JSS: Political Economy of Development and Regime Change
Thu at 4:45 pm

Central Bank Independence In the Developing World: Substituting Money With Food
Kevin Aslett, University of Washington-Seattle Campus
kevina4@uw.edu

Local Investment Incentives as Inter-Region Battle or Intra-Region Battle?: Geographic Analysis of Local Incentives and the Constituencies of Local Political Coalitions in Europe
Makoto Fukumoto, University of California-Berkeley
fmsaitama@berkeley.edu

The Political Precursors to Firms in the Trade Policy Special Interest Channel
Megan Elizabeth Roosevel, University of Colorado-Boulder
megan.roosevelt@colorado.edu

Trade-offs in Employment Subsidy Design: Theoretical Considerations and an Empirical Exploration among the EU Member States
Axel Hans Cronert, Uppsala University
axel.cronert@statsvet.uu.se
When Autocrats Compete: Firm-Level Effects of State Bank Competition in China
Adam Liu, Stanford University
adamliu@stanford.edu

The End of the Secret Tariff?: Global Value Chain Integration and the Politics of Exchange Rates
Ryan Weldzius, University of California-Los Angeles
rweldzius@ucla.edu

Chinese and Japanese Responses to Coercion of U.S. Monetary Power: A Comparative Case Study of Exchange Rate Policy
Minqi Chai, Cornell University
mc2535@cornell.edu

The End of the Secret Tariff?: Global Value Chain Integration and the Politics of Exchange Rates
Ryan Weldzius, University of California-Los Angeles
rweldzius@ucla.edu

Chinese and Japanese Responses to Coercion of U.S. Monetary Power: A Comparative Case Study of Exchange Rate Policy
Minqi Chai, Cornell University
mc2535@cornell.edu

The Japanese Keiretsu Network: Policy and Macroeconomic Responses in the 1990s
Rashid Carlos Jamil Marcano-Rivera, Indiana University-Bloomington
rmarcano@indiana.edu

The Political Economy of Welfare Provision in Authoritarianism: Role of Business and Incentives of Politicians
Hao Chen, Boston University
haochen@bu.edu

The Political Foundations of National Education Regimes: State Building, Elites, and Institutional Development since the 19th Century
David Neil Lopez, University of Washington-Seattle Campus
dnlopez@uw.edu

Trust and Environmental Valuation: The Impact of Culture as System
Kelvin Lee, The Australian National University
kelvin.lee@anu.edu.au

Exchange Rate Politics
Thu at 4:45 pm
Chair, Stephen Nelson, Northwestern University
stephen-nelson@northwestern.edu

Exchange Rate Regime Choice, Signaling, and FDI Inflow in Developing Countries
Xiang Li*, Nanyang Technological University, Singapore
ANDREW.XLI@ntu.edu.sg

Preferences Over Exchange Rate Regimes: Do Inflation Concerns Trump Export Worries?
Michaël Aklin, University of Pittsburgh-Pittsburgh Campus
michael.aklin@gmail.com
Eric Arias, New York University
eric.arias@nyu.edu
Julia Gray*, University of Pennsylvania
jegray@sas.upenn.edu

Escaping Conflict Traps: Does Violence Always Lead to Violence or Something Else?
Thu at 4:45 pm
Chair, Thorin M. Wright, Arizona State University-Tempe
thorin.wright@asu.edu

Pax Colonia?: External Rule and Internal Warfare since 1815
Alexander Lee, University of Rochester
alexander.mark.lee@rochester.edu
Jack Paine*, University of California-Berkeley
jackpaine@berkeley.edu

Do States Make Us Peaceful?: The Impact of Pre-Colonial States on Political-Violence Norms in Africa
Tore Wig, University of Oslo
tore.wig@stv.uio.no
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Session</th>
<th>Speaker(s)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>5:29</td>
<td>Military-Strategic Updating in Northern Ireland</td>
<td>Jesse Hammond*, Naval Postgraduate School</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td><a href="mailto:jrhammon@nps.edu">jrhammon@nps.edu</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5:42</td>
<td>Disc., Thorin M. Wright, Arizona State University-Tempe</td>
<td><a href="mailto:thorin.wright@asu.edu">thorin.wright@asu.edu</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5:55</td>
<td>Audience Discussion</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5:29</td>
<td>Inequality, Grievances, and Civil Conflict</td>
<td>Thu at 4:45 pm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4:45</td>
<td>Chair, Simon Hug, University of Geneva</td>
<td><a href="mailto:simon.hug@unige.ch">simon.hug@unige.ch</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4:50</td>
<td>A Dynamic Approach to the Relationship Between Inequality and Civil War</td>
<td>Laura Garcia Montoya, Northwestern University</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5:03</td>
<td>Choosing Violence over Demonstrations: Horizontal Inequality and Protest Participation in 19 African Countries</td>
<td>Solveig Hillesund, University of Oslo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4:50</td>
<td>Re-examining the Grievance-Conflict Nexus: Comparison of Objective and Subjective Grievance Measures</td>
<td>David James Hendry, London School of Economics and Political Science</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td><a href="mailto:d.hendry@lse.ac.uk">d.hendry@lse.ac.uk</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Sunhee Park, Aarhus University</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td><a href="mailto:sunhee.park239@gmail.com">sunhee.park239@gmail.com</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4:50</td>
<td>Repression, Grievances, and Dynamics in the Israeli-Palestinian Conflict</td>
<td>Michael B. Gibilisco*, University of Rochester</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td><a href="mailto:michael.gibilisco@rochester.edu">michael.gibilisco@rochester.edu</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td><a href="mailto:leanne.powner@gmail.com">leanne.powner@gmail.com</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5:42</td>
<td>Disc., Stephen Chaudoin, University of Illinois-Urbana-Champaign</td>
<td>Robert Lincoln Hines, Cornell University</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td><a href="mailto:rlincolnhines@gmail.com">rlincolnhines@gmail.com</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5:55</td>
<td>Audience Discussion</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5:29</td>
<td>Aspects of Congressional Elections</td>
<td>Thu at 4:45 pm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4:45</td>
<td>Chair, William G. Jacoby, Michigan State University</td>
<td><a href="mailto:jacobyp@msu.edu">jacobyp@msu.edu</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4:50</td>
<td>MRP and The Congressional Vote</td>
<td>Max Samels*, University of Chicago</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td><a href="mailto:max@redoakstrategic.com">max@redoakstrategic.com</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Mark Stephenson*, Red Oak Strategic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td><a href="mailto:mark@redoakstrategic.com">mark@redoakstrategic.com</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4:50</td>
<td>Partisan, Incumbency, and Candidate Quality Dynamics in U.S. Senate Elections, 1920-2014</td>
<td>Carlos Andres Algara, University of California-Davis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td><a href="mailto:calgara@ucdavis.edu">calgara@ucdavis.edu</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5:22</td>
<td>Grab 'em by the Coattails</td>
<td>Michael Slaven, California University of Pennsylvania</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td><a href="mailto:slaven@calu.edu">slaven@calu.edu</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Melanie J. Blumberg, California University of Pennsylvania</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td><a href="mailto:blumberg@calu.edu">blumberg@calu.edu</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Bill Binning*, Youngstown State University</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td><a href="mailto:wcbinning@ysu.edu">wcbinning@ysu.edu</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5:22</td>
<td>Social Movements and Protest</td>
<td>Eva Wegner*, University College Dublin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td><a href="mailto:eva.wegner@ucd.ie">eva.wegner@ucd.ie</a></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Miquel Pellicer*, University College Dublin
pellicer.miquel@gmail.com
5:00 The Voice from the Streets: Ad Hoc Based or Heavy Organized? Demonstrations, Protests and Marches in Norway, 1983-2015
Kristin Stromsnes, University of Bergen
kristin.stromsnes@uib.no
Steinar Gjerde*, Uni Research
steinar.gjerde@uni.no
5:11 How Social Movements Affect Elections: Evidence from Natural Experiments in the U.S. and Brazil
Francisco Fernandes Brandao*, University of California-Santa Barbara
brandaojr@umail.ucsb.edu
5:22 Hashtag Deprivation: Black Lives Matter and Responsive Twitter Rage
Timothy Elijah Lewis, University of Missouri-St Louis
telr43@mail.umsl.edu
Eric Charles Vorst, University of Missouri-St Louis
ecvorst@gmail.com
5:33 Is Language a Barrier to Political Participation?: An Analysis Using World Values Survey Data
Tolga Sinmazdemir, Bogazici University
tolga.sinmazdemir@boun.edu.tr
5:44 Disc., Kristin Stromsnes, University of Bergen
kristin.stromsnes@uib.no
Disc., Kristin Garrett, University of Georgia
kngarrett@uga.edu
5:55 Audience Discussion

34-3 Electoral Institutions and Voting Behavior
Thu at 4:45 pm
4:45 Chair, Guido Tiemann, Institute for Advanced Studies, Vienna, Austria
tiemann@ihs.ac.at
4:50 Ambiguity and Vote Choice in Multiparty Systems
Danielle Martin, London School of Economics
D.Martin3@lse.ac.uk
5:03 Contextual Influences on Ticket-Splitting: Evidence From Taiwan’s 2016 Legislative Election
Timothy S. Rich, Western Kentucky University
timothy.rich@wku.edu
5:16 Political Account System: A Time-Series Analysis
Johannes Bergh, Institute for Social Research, Oslo, Norway
johannes.bergh@samfunnsforskning.no
Atle Haugsgjerd, University of Oslo
atle.haugsgjerd@stv.uio.no
5:29 The Game of Fame: Media Attention and Preferential Voting
Haakon Gjerlow*, Institute of Political Science, University of Oslo
haakon.gjerlow@stv.uio.no
Peter Egge Langsåther*, University of Oslo
p.e.langsaether@stv.uio.no
Martin G Soyland*, University of Oslo
m.g.soyland@stv.uio.no
5:42 Disc., Guido Tiemann, Institute for Advanced Studies, Vienna, Austria
tiemann@ihs.ac.at
Disc., Annemarie Walter, University of Nottingham
Annemarie.Walter@nottingham.ac.uk
Audience Discussion

36-4 Diversity, Inequality, and Redistribution
Thu at 4:45 pm
4:45 Chair, Rachel L. Moskowitz, Trinity College
rachel.moskowitz@u.northwestern.edu
4:50 Issue Priorities of Americans: A Parallel Public?
Amnon Cavari, IDC, Herzliya
cavari@idc.ac.il
Guy Freedman*, The Interdisciplinary Center Herzliya
freedmanguy@gmail.com
5:03 Race, Economic Status, and Attitudes Toward Education and Social Welfare Issues
Anja Kilibarda, Columbia University in the City of New York
ak3802@columbia.edu
Robert Y. Shapiro*, Cornell University
rys3@columbia.edu
Oliver A McClellan, Columbia University in the City of New York
oam2112@columbia.edu
5:16 The Dynamic American Dream.
David Peterson, Iowa State University
daveamp@iastate.edu
Jennifer Wolak, University of Colorado-Boulder
wolakj@colorado.edu
5:29 Representation and Redistribution
Gabor Simonovits*, New York University
gabor.simonovits@gmail.com
5:42 Disc., Darren Davis, University of Notre Dame
darren.davis@nd.edu
Disc., Emily A. Thorson, Boston College
ethorson@gmail.com
5:55 Audience Discussion

Experimental Approaches Mini-Conference: Engaging Political Elites: Experimental Tests of Various Strategies (Co-sponsored with 83. Working Groups, see 83-13)
Thu at 4:45 pm
4:45 Chair, David Doherty, Loyola University Chicago
ddoherty@luc.edu
4:50 Opening Factory Doors To Government Regulation: An Experiment On Participation By Firms In The Design Of Labor Protection In Vietnam
Edmund James Malesky, Duke University
ejm5@duke.edu
5:00 Information Dissemination, Competitive Pressure, and Politician Performance between Elections: A Field Experiment in Uganda
Guy Grossman*, University of Pennsylvania
ggros@sas.upenn.edu
5:29 Audience Discussion

Audience Discussion
Kristin Grace Michelitch, Vanderbilt University
kristin.michelitch@vanderbilt.edu

5:11 Deliberating On-line: Experiments in Europe
Francesco Olmastroni*, University of Siena, Italy
olmastroni3@unisi.it
Linda Basile*, University of Siena, Italy
basile7@unisi.it
Maurizio Cotta*, University of Siena, Italy
cotta@unisi.it
Pierangelo Isernia*, University of Siena, Italy
pierangelo.isernia@unisi.it
Luca Verzichelli*, University of Siena, Italy
luca.verzichelli@unisi.it

5:22 Telling Legislators What Their Constituents Think Changes the Way They Vote in Parliament
Peter John Loewen, Princeton University
peter.loewen@utoronto.ca
Daniel Rubenson*, Ryerson University
rubenson@ryerson.ca

5:33 Policy Learning about Global Warming: Field Experiments with Mayors in Europe
Daniel M. Butler, Washington University in St. Louis
daniel.butler@gmail.com
Catherine Eunice de Vries, University of Essex
catherine.devries@essex.ac.uk
Hector Solaz*, University of Essex
h.solaz@bham.ac.uk

5:44 Disc., Corwin D. Smidt, Michigan State University
smidt@msu.edu
Disc., Nico Ravanilla, University of California-San Diego
nravanilla@ucsd.edu

5:55 Audience Discussion

38-8 Framing Effects
Thu at 4:45 pm

4:45 Chair, Thomas E. Nelson, Ohio State University-
Main Campus
nelson.179@osu.edu

4:50 Acting on Your Own Initiative?: How Partisan Endorsements, Spatial Maps, and Policy Information Influence Voter Decision Making in Direct Democracy Settings
Cheryl Boudreau, University of California-Davis
clboudreau@ucdavis.edu
Scott Alan MacKenzie*, University of California-Davis
samackenzie@ucdavis.edu

5:03 Self-Undermining Rhetoric and the Politics of the Federal Budget
Adam Seth Levine, Cornell University
asl22@cornell.edu
John M. Sides, George Washington University
jsides@gwu.edu

5:16 Semantic Software: The Cognitive Underpinnings of Framing Effects and Political Attitudes
Ryan Cotter, Stony Brook University
ryan.cotter@stonybrook.edu

Milton G. Lodge, Stony Brook University
Milton.Lodge@Stonybrook.edu

Patrick Willi Kraft, Stony Brook University
kraft.pw@gmail.com

5:29 Feeling Defensive: Identity and the Priming versus Rationalization Puzzle
Austin Hart, American University
ahart@american.edu

5:42 Disc., Thomas E. Nelson, Ohio State University-
Main Campus
nelson.179@osu.edu
Disc., Hovannes Abramyan, Reason Foundation
hovannes.abramyan@reason.org

5:55 Audience Discussion

Economics, Inequality, and Opinion
Thu at 4:45 pm

4:45 Chair, Joshua J. Dyck, University of Massachusetts-
Lowell
joshua.dyck@uml.edu

4:50 Inequality and Deviations from Economic Voting
Gary Michael Segura, University of California-Los Angeles
segura@luskin.ucla.edu
Christopher Ojeda, Stanford University
ojeda.christopher@gmail.com
Shaun Bowler*, University of California-Riverside
shaun.bowler@.ucr.edu

5:03 The Influence of Social Contact with the Unemployed upon Attitudes and Values Related to Inequality.
Philip O. Paolino, University of North Texas
paolino@unt.edu

Karin Zelano, Gothenburg University
karin.zelano@gu.se

5:29 Sexism, Socioeconomic Decline and Gun Policy Preferences
Noah J. Kaplan, University of Illinois at Chicago
njkaplan@uic.edu
Disc., Joshua J. Dyck, University of Massachusetts-
Lowell
joshua.dyck@uml.edu
Disc., Christopher Ojeda, Stanford University
ojeda.christopher@gmail.com

5:55 Audience Discussion

Rhetoric on the World Stage
Thu at 4:45 pm

4:45 Chair, Basak Yavcan, TOBB University of Economics and Technology
basakural@gmail.com

4:50 Globalizing Outrage: International Constraint and the Rise of Anti-Establishment Populism
Paul Armstrong DeBell, Fort Lewis College
padebell@fortlewis.edu
5:03 Issue Avoidance and Blame Attribution in Leader Speeches During the Economic Crisis in Europe
Denise Traber, University of Zurich, Switzerland
traber@ipz.uzh.ch
Martijn Schoonvelde, Vrije Universiteit-Amsterdam
mschoonvelde@gmail.com
Gijs Schumacher*, University of Amsterdam
g.schumacher@uva.nl
Tanushree Dahiya*, University of Oxford
tanushree.dahiya@nuffield.ox.ac.uk
Erik Vries*, University of Amsterdam
erik@devries.pm

5:16 Linguistic Determinants of Credible Threats and Bluffs
Leah Windsor, University of Memphis
Leah.Windsor@memphis.edu

5:29 Over the Rainbow: Frames, Strategic Narratives and Defense Policy in Italy
Fabrizio Coticchia*, University of Genoa
fabrizio.coticchia@eui.eu
Andrea Catanzaro, Università di Genova
catanzaro.andrea@fastwebnet.it

5:42 Disc., Basak Yavcan, TOBB University of Economics and Technology
basakural@gmail.com

43-100 Roundtable: Gender and Elections: Reflections on the 2016 Elections (Co-sponsored with 84.
Midwest Women’s Caucus, see 84-2)
Thu at 4:45 pm

Chair Richard Logan Fox, Loyola Marymount University
Richard.fox@lmu.edu
Part. Georgia Duerst-Lahti, Beloit College
duerstgi@beloit.edu
Susan A. MacManus, University of South Florida-Main Campus
samacmanus@aol.com
Susan J. Carroll, Rutgers University-New Brunswick
scarroll@rci.rutgers.edu
Anna C. Sampaio, Santa Clara University
asampaio@scu.edu
Wendy G. Smooth*, Ohio State University-Main Campus
smooth.1@osu.edu
Dianne G. Bystrom, Iowa State University
dbystrom@iastate.edu
Kira Sanbonmatsu, Rutgers University-New Brunswick
sanbon@rci.rutgers.edu

44-4 Intersectionality in a Comparative Context
Thu at 4:45 pm

4:45 Chair, Kellee J. Kirkpatrick, Idaho State University
kellee.kirkpatrick@isu.edu

4:50 Intersectionality and Truth Commissions: Do Institutional-Designers, Academics, and Datasets Analyze the Multiple Identities of Truth Commission Statement-Makers?
Natalie W. Romeri-Lewis, Brigham Young University-Provo
natalie_romeri-lewis@byu.edu

5:00 Intersectionality in Brazil’s 2014 Chamber of Deputies Elections
Kristin Wylie, James Madison University
wyliekn@jmu.edu

5:11 Pro-life Paternalism: Race and Reproductive Health
Rachel Marie Denney, University of Kansas
rachelmdenney@ku.edu
Sierra Reicheneker, University of Kansas
s.reicheneker@gmail.com

The Influence of Black Lives Matter on Mainstreaming Intersectional Black Politics
Candis Watts Smith, University of North Carolina-Chapel Hill
candiswsmith@gmail.com
Tehama Lopez Bunyas, George Mason University
tlopezbu@gmu.edu

The Role of Race, Party ID, Metro Type, and Neighborhood Socio-economic Context on Policy Preferences among American Women
Lorrie Frasure-Yokley, University of California-Los Angeles
lfrasure@polisci.ucla.edu
Jessica Lynn Stewart, University of California-Los Angeles
jessicalynn@ucla.edu

45-5 Audience Discussion

74-77 The Role of Race, Party ID, Metro Type, and Neighborhood Socio-economic Context on Policy Preferences among American Women
Lorrie Frasure-Yokley, University of California-Los Angeles
lfrasure@polisci.ucla.edu

49-51 The Role of Race, Party ID, Metro Type, and Neighborhood Socio-economic Context on Policy Preferences among American Women
Lorrie Frasure-Yokley, University of California-Los Angeles
lfrasure@polisci.ucla.edu

4:45 Chair, John Zumbrunnen, University of Wisconsin-Madison
zumbrunnen@wisc.edu

4:50 Plutonic Rhetoric as an Alternative to Parrhesia for Democratic Deliberation
SungWoo Park, Seoul National University
swplato@snu.ac.kr

5:03 Praise and Blame in the Eumenides and the Wasps
Micah Akuezue*, University of California-Los Angeles
makuezue@g.ucla.edu

5:16 Reconciling Order and Disorder in Plato's Laws
William Han-wei Dan, University of California-Davis
hdan@ucdavis.edu

5:29 Where is Plato's Heart?
James G. Wilson*, Cleveland State University
jamesgwilson1776@gmail.com
5:42 Disc., John Zumbrunnen, University of Wisconsin-Madison
zumbrunnen@wisc.edu
5:55 Audience Discussion

48-2 Democratic Accountability
Thu at 4:45 pm
4:45 Chair, Michael Rabinder James, Bucknell University
mjames@bucknell.edu
4:50 Democratic Accountability
Suzanne L. Dovi, University of Arizona
sdovi@u.arizona.edu
5:03 Dialing for Dollars, Dialing for Domination: Normatively Assessing the Electoral Fundraising Imperative
Prithviraj Datta, Stanford University
prithvirajdutta@gmail.com
5:16 Facing the Mass Exodus: Re-Assessing the Moral Responsibilities toward Refugees
Muhammet Ali Asil, Loyola University Chicago
asilmuhammad@gmail.com
5:29 Democratic Obstacles to Post-Democratic Theory
Caleb Miller, University of California-Santa Barbara
Caleb.r.miller@gmail.com
5:42 Disc., Michael Rabinder James, Bucknell University
mjames@bucknell.edu
5:55 Audience Discussion

50-3 Authoritarian Regimes
Thu at 4:45 pm
4:45 Chair, Tiberiu Catalin Dragu, New York University
tiberiu.dragu@nyu.edu
4:50 A House Divided Cannot Stand: A Theory of Multi-Member Opposition in Authoritarian Regimes
MaryClare Teresa Roche, University of Rochester
maryclare.roche@gmail.com
5:00 Can Purges Root Out Corruption?
B Pablo Montagnes, Emory University
pablo.montagnes@gmail.com
Stephane Wolton, London School of Economics
stephane.wolton@gmail.com
5:11 Censorship and the Effectiveness of Propaganda
Carlo Matthias Horz, New York University
cmh567@nyu.edu
5:22 Institutions, Repression, and the Spread of Protest
Mehdi Shadmehr*, University of Calgary
mshadmehr@gmail.com
Raphael Boleslavsky*, University of Miami
rboleslavsky@bus.miami.edu
5:33 Strategies of Repression
Tiberiu Catalin Dragu, New York University	
tiberiu.dragu@nyu.edu
5:44 Disc., B Pablo Montagnes, Emory University
pablo.montagnes@gmail.com

5:42 Disc., Tiberiu Catalin Dragu, New York University
tiberiu.dragu@nyu.edu
5:55 Audience Discussion

51-5 Analysis of Multilevel and Panel Data
Thu at 4:45 pm
4:45 Chair, Vera Eva Troeger, University of Warwick, UK
v.e.troeger@warwick.ac.uk
4:50 Estimation and Statistical Tests for Difference-in-Differences Models with Binary Response Data
Taeyong Park, Washington University in St Louis
typark99@gmail.com
5:03 A General-to-Specific Approach to Unobservable Individual Effects in Dynamic Panel Models with a Very Small T
Mark Pickup, Simon Fraser University
mark.pickup@sfu.ca
5:16 Being Smarter about the Dumbest of Dummy Variables
Andrew Quayle Philips, Texas A & M University-College Station
aphilips@pols.tamu.edu
Guy D. Whitten, Texas A & M University-College Station
g-whitten@pols.tamu.edu
5:29 Bridging Levels of Analysis: A Structural Selection Approach
Mark David Nieman*, Iowa State University
markdnieman@gmail.com
Olga Chyzh, Iowa State University
ochyzh@iastate.edu
Doug Gibler*, University of Alabama
doug.gibler@gmail.com
5:42 Disc., Tiberiu Catalin Dragu, New York University
tiberiu.dragu@nyu.edu
Disc., Matthew Blackwell, Harvard University
mblackwell@gov.harvard.edu
5:55 Audience Discussion

52-4 Comparative Historical Perspectives on Parties
Thu at 4:45 pm
4:45 Chair, Robert W. Mickey, University of Michigan-Ann Arbor
rmickey@umich.edu
4:50 Elections, Parties, and Legislatures in Late Imperial Austria: an Interdisciplinary Dialogue
Philip J. Howe, Adrian College
dr.philipj.howe@gmail.com
David Veenstra*, University of St Francis
dveenstra@stfrancis.edu
5:16  Grey Must Go! The Consequences of Liberal Foreign Policy During the Liberal Party’s Return to Power, 1906-1916
Steven Collin Mutz, University of Kansas
cobain@ku.edu

5:29  The Rise of Party Cohesion: Election Campaigns in Britain’s Democratization, 1892-1914
Laura Bronner, London School of Economics
l.bronner@lse.ac.uk
Daniel F. Ziblatt*, Harvard University
dziallatt@fas.harvard.edu

5:42  Disc., Robert W. Mickey, University of Michigan-Ann Arbor
rmikey@umich.edu

5:55  Audience Discussion

5:16  Abandoning Ankara: Voluntary Departures from the Grand National Assembly of Turkey
Tevfik Murat Yildirim, University of Missouri-Columbia
tmyqpi@mail.missouri.edu
Marvin Overby, University of Missouri-Columbia
overby@missouri.edu

5:03  Parliamentary Performance and Renomination: Does Parliamentary Activism Foster the Chance of Renomination?
Gulnur Kocapinar Yildirim*, Sabanci University, Istanbul, Turkey
gulnurkocapinar@sabanciuniv.edu
Tevfik Murat Yildirim, University of Missouri-Columbia
tmyqpi@mail.missouri.edu
Yuksel Alper Ecevit*, Bahcesehir University
alper.ecevit@gmail.com

5:16  The Apple Falls Far From the Tree: Dynamics of Membership Composition and Newcomer Parties’ Success
Julia Schulte-Cloos, European University Institute
julia.schulte-cloos@eui.eu
Tobias Rüttenauer*, TU Kaiserslautern
ruettenauer@sowi.uni-kl.de

5:55  Audience Discussion

53-4  Inter-Branch Bargaining
Thu at 4:45 pm

4:45  Chair, George A. Krause, University of Pittsburgh-Pittsburgh Campus
gkrause@pitt.edu

4:50  Combat and Conciliation: Presidential Rhetoric and the Battle with Congress
Michael J. Faber, Texas State University
professorfaber@gmail.com

5:03  A
Gary Edward Hollibaugh, University of Notre Dame
gholiba@nd.edu
Lawrence Rothenberg, University of Rochester
lrot@mail.rochester.edu

5:16  Allocation and Usage of Presidential Resources in Interbranch Bargaining
Philip Waggoner*, University of Houston
pdwaggoner@uh.edu
Brandon Rottinghaus, University of Houston
bajrottinghaus@uh.edu

5:29  Organizational Hierarchy and the Limits of Presidential Control Over Federal Agencies
Matthew Zartit, University of Pittsburgh-Pittsburgh Campus
MAZ44@pitt.edu

5:42  Disc., George A. Krause, University of Pittsburgh-Pittsburgh Campus
gkrause@pitt.edu
Disc., Janna Rezaee, University of Southern California
jrezaee@usc.edu

5:55  Audience Discussion

54-7  Re-thinking Legislation
Thu at 4:45 pm

4:45  Chair, Daniel Carpenter, Harvard University
dcarpenter@gov.harvard.edu

4:50  From Enactment to Repeal: An Examination of Doomed Statutes
Jordan M. Ragusa, College of Charleston
ragusajm@cofc.edu
Nathaniel Birkhead*, Kansas State University
birkhead@k-state.edu

5:00  Partisan Performance: Does the Political Party in Power Affect Policy Outcomes?
John Boschen Holbein, Duke University
john.holbein@duke.edu
Adam Michael Dynes, Brigham Young University-Provo
adamdynes@byu.edu

5:11  Party Disunity in Congress: A Levels-of-Analysis Problem
William Bendix, Keene State College
wbendix@keene.edu
5:22 Textual Estimates of Significant Legislation: A Content Driven Approach
Thomas Gray*, University of Virginia-Main Campus
tgrayjr@gmail.com
Joshua Yoshio Lerner, Duke University
joshlerner1@gmail.com
5:33 The Winnowing of Federal Law
Michelle Whyman, Duke University
michellecwhyman@gmail.com
5:44 Disc., Daniel Carpenter, Harvard University
drcarpenter@gov.harvard.edu
Disc., Matthew J. Lebo, Stony Brook University
matthew.lebo@stonybrook.edu
5:55 Audience Discussion
55-3 Gender, LGBT Rights and the Law
Thu at 4:45 pm
4:45 Differences and Similarities in How Male and Female Judges Publicly Describe their Careers
Ann Johnson, California State University-San Bernardino
ajohnson@csusb.edu
Sally Friedman, State University of New York, Albany
sfriedman2@albany.edu
5:08 Domestic Violence Policymaking in the U.S. State Courts of Last Resort from 1965-2013
Andrea Barrick, Youngstown State University
abarrick@ysu.edu
John C. Kilwein, West Virginia University
jkilwein@wvu.edu
5:31 Gender Equality in the Workplace: Fact or Fiction? A Study of Pregnancy Related Discrimination in the Workplace
Marian Jennings, DIT, Dublin, Ireland
Marian.Jennings@dit.ie
5:55 Audience Discussion
57-6 Gender and the Courts
Thu at 4:45 pm
4:45 Chair, Rebecca D. Gill, University of Nevada-Las Vegas
rebecca.gill@unlv.edu
4:50 Gender and Opinion Assignment on State Supreme Courts
Meghan E. Leonard, Illinois State University
mleonard@ilstu.edu
Joseph V. Ross, Florida Gulf Coast University
jvross@gcu.edu
5:03 The Legal Double Standard: Gender, Personality Information, and the Evaluation of Supreme Court Nominees
Philip Gordon Chen, Macalester College
philip.chen@uofcalgary.ca
Amanda Clare Bryan, Loyola University Chicago
abryan2@luc.edu
5:16 Tipping the Scales of Justice?: Perceptions of Unfair Treatment in the Court
Laura P. Moyer, University of Louisville
laura.moyer@louisville.edu
Todd A. Collins, Western Carolina University
todd.a.collins@gmail.com
Tao Lotus Dumas, The College of New Jersey
dumast@tcnj.edu
5:29 Descriptive Representation and Sentencing Outcomes: The Circuit Court of Cook County, IL
Allison P. Harris, Princeton University
apharris@princeton.edu
5:42 Disc., Shane A. Gleason, Idaho State University
gleashan@isu.edu
Disc., Greg Goelzhauser, Utah State University
greg.goelzhauser@usu.edu
5:55 Audience Discussion
58-3 Federal, State and Local Cooperation: The Politics of Federalism
Thu at 4:45 pm
4:45 Chair, Frederick J. Boehmke, University of Iowa
frederick-boehmke@uiowa.edu
4:50 Choice and Design in the Designation of Metropolitan Planning Organizations
Nicholas D. Carney, University of Michigan-Ann Arbor
ndcarney@umich.edu
Elisabeth R. Gerber, University of Michigan-Ann Arbor
egerber@umich.edu

Susan Marie Miller, University of South Carolina-Columbia
sumiller@mailbox.sc.edu

5:03 How State Regulatory Environments Condition the Impact of Indian Gaming
Thaddieus Conner, New Mexico State University-Main Campus
conner03@nmsu.edu

Aimee Franklin*, University of Oklahoma-Norman Campus
afranklin@ou.edu

Christian Martinez*, New Mexico State University-Main Campus
cam30@nmsu.edu

5:16 Leniency and State Cooperation with Federal Initiatives
Sara Maria Kerosky, University of California-San Diego
skerosky@ucsd.edu

5:29 Suing from the States: The Role of State Attorneys' General in Influencing the Judicial Review of Federal Agency Rulemaking
Jared Perkins, Texas Tech University
jared.perkins@ttu.edu

5:42 Disc., Frederick J. Boehmke, University of Iowa
frederick-boehmke@uiowa.edu

5:55 Audience Discussion

5:29 Stadium Shakedown in the Post-Industrial City: Structure, Agency, and Intergovernmental Coalitions
Amanda Heideman, University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee
heidem24@uwm.edu

5:42 Disc., Christopher Goodman, University of Nebraska at Omaha
cbgoodman@unomaha.edu

5:55 Audience Discussion

60-2 Comparative Environmental Policy
Thu at 4:45 pm

4:45 Chair, Ryan Knowles Merrill, University of Southern California
ryanmerr@usc.edu

4:50 Making Energy Policy: Toward a Framework of Analysis
Peter Z Grossman, Butler University
pgrossma@butler.edu

5:06 Policy Responsiveness in Authoritarian Regimes: The Case of Air Pollution in China
Ross Ardley Buchanan, The University of Texas at Austin
rbuchanan87@gmail.com

5:22 Political Networks and Renewable Energy Development: Scandinavia and Northern Europe
Cantay Caliskan, Boston University
cantay@bu.edu

5:38 Disc., Sanniah Jabeen, Lahore University of Management Sciences
sjabeen.92@gmail.com

5:55 Audience Discussion

61-3 Healthcare in a Comparative Context
Thu at 4:45 pm

4:45 Chair, S. Mary Feeney, Dublin Institute of Technology, Dublin, Ireland
025871@dit.ie

5:00 Health Insurance as a State Institution: The Effect of Single-Payer Insurance on Expenditures in OECD Countries
Nicolas Dimitri Tewfik Bichay, Michigan State University
bichayni@msu.edu
5:11 Healthcare Policies and the Medical Groups’ Influence in Esping-Anderson’s Categorization of Three Welfare Regimes
Heakyong Kim, Korea University
sse_gang@naver.com

5:22 How the Institutional Design of Federal Policies May Affect the Development of State Capacity in Brazilian Munici-palities?
Eduardo José Grin*, Fundação Getulio Vargas eduardo.grin@fgv.br

5:33 What are They Saying?: Explaining Health Platforms in Croatian Elections
Dagmar Radin, University of Zagreb

dagmar.radin@fpzg.hr

5:44 Disc., Timothy Herbert Callaghan, Texas A & M University-College Station
callaghan@sph.tamhsc.edu

5:55 Audience Discussion

62-1 Culture, Context, and Policy Change
Thu at 4:45 pm
4:45 Chair, LaKerri R. Mack, Troy University
lrmaeck@troy.edu

4:50 James Brady versus Clint Eastwood: The Impact of Political, Social, and Economic Culture on Gun Laws, Gun Ownership, and Gun Deaths in the American States
R. Steven Daniels, California State University-Bakersfield
rdaniels@csusb.edu

5:03 Coming Together to Punish Others: Social Capital, Diversity and Social Control
Daniel P. Hawes, Kent State University at Kent dhawes2@kent.edu

5:16 The Incremental Shift Toward Less Restrictive Felon Disenfranchisement Laws in the U.S.
Jeremy Mendoza, The University of Texas at Austin
mgjmenoza@utexas.edu

5:29 Marginalization and Disenfranchisement
Ishita T. Chowdhury, The University of Alabama
ichow130@gmail.com

5:42 Disc., LaKerri R. Mack, Troy University
lrmaeck@troy.edu

5:55 Audience Discussion

63-6 Comparative Energy Politics
Thu at 4:45 pm
4:45 All Climate is Local
Meir Alkon, Princeton University
malkon@princeton.edu

4:52 An Impact Assessment of Stakeholder Engagement Interventions in Ugandan Oil Extractives
Eric A. Coleman, Florida State University
ecoleman@fsu.edu

5:20 Politics, Media Attention and the Framing of the Energy East Pipeline Proposal
Erick Lachapelle, Université de Montréal
erick.lachapelle@umontreal.ca

Karoliina Isoaho*, University of Helsinki
karoliina.isoaho@helsinki.fi

5:55 Audience Discussion

65-2 Accountability and Discretion in International Contexts
Thu at 4:45 pm
4:45 Chair, Matthew M. Dull, Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State University
mdull@vt.edu

4:50 To Where Shall They Appoint?: The Relationship between Issue Saliency and the Political Nomination of Administrative Elites
Christopher A. Cooper*, University of Ottawa
Christopher.Cooper@uottawa.ca

5:03 Agency Loss and Accountability: Explaining Dissatisfaction with Water Service Provision in Egypt
Farah F. Hegazi, Duke University
farah.hegazi@duke.edu

5:16 Bureaucratic Competition in Multi-level Governance Structures: Evidence from Education Governance under Decentralization Reform in Pakistan
Mohammed Rehan Malik, Karachi School of Business and Leadership
rehan.malik@gmail.com

5:29 Teching-Up: the Origins of State-Level Cyber-Crime Units
Nadiya Kostyuk*, University of Michigan-Ann Arbor
nadiya@umich.edu

5:42 Disc., Matthew M. Dull, Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State University
mdull@vt.edu

5:55 Audience Discussion

67-3 Administrative Law and Process
Thu at 4:45 pm
4:45 Chair, Rachel Augustine Potter, University of Virginia-Main Campus rapotter@virginia.edu

4:50 Designing Justice: Accountability in Dispute System Design
Lisa Blomgren Amslar, Indiana University-Bloomington lbingham@indiana.edu
Jessica Sherrod, Indiana University-Bloomington sherrodj@umail.iu.edu

5:00 From Separation to Combination: The Theoretical Development and Practical Change of the Relationship between Law and Public Administration
Miao Xiang, Harvard University xiangmiao08@gmail.com

5:11 Nothing to Lose?: Politicization and Federal Rulemaking
Gbemende Esubiyi Johnson*, Hamilton College gxjohnso@hamilton.edu

5:22 Regulatory Output Efficiencies Across U.S. Federal Agencies
David C. Nixon, University of Hawaii-Manoa dnixon@hawaii.edu
Amota Ataneka*, University of Hawaii-Manoa ataneka@hawaii.edu

5:33 The Politics of Whistleblowing
William G. Rhe*, University of Southern California wresh@price.usc.edu
Colin Angus Leslie, University of Southern California caleslie@usc.edu

5:44 Disc., Tevfik Murat Yildirim, University of Missouri-Columbia tmypqf@mail.missouri.edu

5:55 Audience Discussion

69-3 Religion and Identities
Thu at 4:45 pm

4:45 Chair, Chryl Nicole Laird, Saint Louis University LairdCn@slu.edu

4:50 Denominational Differences in Religious Believing and Behavior
David Keith Searcy, Southern Illinois University-Edwardsville dsearcy@okstate.edu
J. Tobin Grant*, Southern Illinois University-Carbondale grant@siu.edu

5:00 Changing God’s Expectations and Women’s Consequent Behaviors – How ISIS Manipulates “Divine Commandments” to Influence Women’s Role in Jihad
Fernanda Buril, Washington State University fernanda.almeida@wsu.edu

5:11 Multiple Religious Identities and the Implications for American Politics
David L. Leal, University of Texas-Austin dleal@austin.utexas.edu

5:22 Racial and Ethnic Differences in Evangelicalism’s Impact on Issue Attitudes
Jeremiah J Castle, Central Michigan University jercastle15@gmail.com

5:33 Explaining Variation in Strength of Identification with Religion
K. Amber Curtis, Clemson University acurti2@clemson.edu
Laura R. Olson, Clemson University LauraO@clemson.edu

5:44 Disc., Chryl Nicole Laird, Saint Louis University Lairdni@slu.edu

5:55 Audience Discussion
72-109 Roundtable: Public Engagement: Public Intellectuals and Advocacy
Thu at 4:45 pm
Part. David C. Docherty*, Mount Royal University
daviddocherty@gmail.com
Paul Baumgardner, Princeton University
pb9@princeton.edu

72-110 Roundtable: Teaching: Improving On-line Learning
Thu at 4:45 pm
Chair Douglas A West, Lakehead University, Orillia Campus
dwest@lakeheadu.ca
Part. Douglas A West, Lakehead University, Orillia Campus
dwest@lakeheadu.ca
Maxat Kassen, Eurasian Humanitarian Institute
maka.mca2@gmail.com
Dora Kingsley Vertenten, University of Southern California
Kingsley@usc.edu
Kimberly Turner, Southern Illinois University-Carbondale
turnerk@siu.edu

75-300 Poster Session: Methods for Studying American Politics and Political Theory
Thu at 4:45 pm
Post. 1 A New Experimental Turn?: Social Research between Epistemology and Politics, Some Empirical Evidences
Paolo Parra Saiani*, Universita di Genova
paolo.parra.saiani@unige.it
Post. 2 Copula Based Latent Variable Methods: An Application to the U.S. Senate
Kevin Anthony McAlister*, University of Michigan-Ann Arbor
kamcal@umich.edu
Post. 3 Critique of the Mercantilist Reason: Towards a Distributionally-Sensitive Approach of Urban Competitiveness in Developing Countries
Cyril Fegue, University of Luxembourg
cyril.fegue@gmail.com
Post. 4 Qualitative Methods Training in Political Science: Doctoral Programs: A Disciplinary Crisis
Cassandra Emmons, Princeton University
emmons@princeton.edu
Andrew Moravcsik*, Princeton University
amoravs@princeton.edu
Disc. Kira Pronin, University of Pittsburgh-Pittsburgh Campus
kip13@pitt.edu
John Seungmin Kuk, University of California-San Diego
jskuk@ucsd.edu

75-301 Poster Session: Methods for Studying Comparative Politics
Thu at 4:45 pm
Post. 5 A Master Plan 1.5 Using Optical Scan Counters: An Analysis of the 2012 Presidential Election Data in South Korea
HeeKyoung Chun, Georgia Southern University
hkchun1@yahoo.com
Hwashin H Shin*, Queen’s University
hhshin@mast.queensu.ca
HyunSeung Kim*, KAIST
18project18@gmail.com
Oujoon Kim*, Project Boo Inc
atlantasewol@gmail.com
Post. 6 Analysis of Duverger’s Law
Allen B. Brierly, University of Northern Iowa
AllBrierly@aol.com
Post. 7 Missing Data and Coincidence of Guerrilla and Paramilitary Violence in the Colombian Civil War, 1997-2005
Andrew Colopy, University of California-Irvine
acolopy@uci.edu
Eric Seth Mosinger*, University of California-Irvine
eric.mosinger@uci.edu
Disc. Sarah Beth Bouchat, University of Wisconsin-Madison
bouchat@wisc.edu
Maryam Fawzi Aljafen, University of California-Santa Barbara
maryam.aljafen@gmail.com

76-305 Poster Session: Race and Diversity
Thu at 4:45 pm
Post. 8 By Any Means Necessary: Voter Suppression and Republican Viability in a Browning Nation
Periloux C. Peay, University of Oklahoma-Norman
pcpeay@ou.edu
Post. 9 Patterns of Police Shooting of Unarmed African – American men: Impact on Police Community Relations in The United States
Binneh S. Minteh, Rutgers University-Newark
bminteh@scarletmail.rutgers.edu
Post. 10 Race Reconsidered: The Role of White Identity in Explaining Vote Choice in the 2016 Presidential Election
Jamel Love*, Rutgers University-New Brunswick
Jamel.Love@Rutgers.Edu
Richard R. Lau, Rutgers University-New Brunswick
rickLau@rci.rutgers.edu
Keneshia N. Grant*, Howard University
Keneshia.Grant@Howard.edu

Post. 12 What Will America Look Like Politically After the 2020 Census?
Antoinette S. Christophe, Texas Southern University
christopheas@tsu.edu
Michael O. Adams, Texas Southern University
adams_mo@tsu.edu
Carroll G. Robinson*, Texas Southern University
robinsonedg@tsu.edu

Post. 13 You’re Articulate, for a Fox: Zootopia and The Disneyfication of Racial Policy in America
Caitlin Saladino, University of Nevada-Las Vegas
caitlin.saladino@unlv.edu
Michael Eisenstadt, University of Kansas
m088e632@ku.edu

Disc. Matthew Fowler, Indiana University-Bloomington
mrfowler@indiana.edu
Ron J. McGauvran, University of North Texas
ronaldmccauvran@my.unt.edu

76-400 Lightning Talk: Migration and National Identities
Thu at 4:45 pm
Chair, Matt Golder, Pennsylvania State University-Main Campus
mgolder@psu.edu

4:50 Components of European Citizenship and Identity
Cyril Jayet, Université Paris - Sorbonne
cyril.jayet@paris-sorbonne.fr

4:58 Exposure to Media and Political Status on Guam
Thovie Gonzalez*, University of Guam
thoviegonzalez@gmail.com
Michael Jon Stoil, University of Guam
mstoil@triton.uog.edu

Shyam Krishnan Sriram, University of California-Santa Barbara
shyam@umail.ucsb.edu

5:14 Audience Discussion

77-312 Poster Session: Voting Behavior
Thu at 4:45 pm

Post. 16 The Curse of Low Expectations: How Western Governments Incentivize Counterfeit Democracy
Brian Paul Klaas, London School of Economics
brianpklaas@gmail.com

Post. 17 The Role of Muslim Actors in the Senegal's Democratic Consolidation
Shan Sappleton*, University of Wisconsin-Platteville
sjsappleton@gmail.com

Post. 18 Failed Coup Attempt and its Effect on Civil-Military Relations in Turkey
Veyssel Kurt, Istanbul Medeniyet University
kurtveysel@gmail.com

Post. 19 Civil Society and Political Liberalization in Rwanda: Why Institutions Don’t Matter.
Fiacre Bienvenu, Florida International University
fbien001@fiu.edu

Disc. Amanda Clayton, Vanderbilt University
amanda.clayton@vanderbilt.edu
David O. Rossbach, Chatham University
drossbach@chatham.edu

77-312 Poster Session: Voting Behavior

Post. 20 When Will Citizens Make Demands of Their Politicians?: Exploring Citizen-Politician Linkages in Benin
Sanata Sy-Sahande*, Princeton University
sanata@princeton.edu

Post. 21 The Implementation of External Voting by Developing Countries
Haftor Erlingsson, University of Nevada-Las Vegas
erlingss@unlv.nevada.edu

Post. 22 Buying Votes with Words: The Impact of Yeshivot on Voting for Religious Political Parties in Israel
Michael Raphael Freedman, Massachusetts Institute of Technology
mrfreed@mit.edu

Post. 23 When Elections and Violence Go Hand in Hand: Evidence from the June 2015 Pre-Electoral Violence in Turkey
Bugra Gungor*, Graduate Institute of International and Development Studies
bugra.gungor@graduateinstitute.ch

Post. 24 Flexible Politics: Mobilization Strategies of Youth Activists in the 2014 Scottish Independence Referendum
Kelly Clancy, Nebraska Wesleyan University
kclancy@nebrwesleyan.edu
Evan Mathers, Nebraska Wesleyan University
evamathers@nebrwesleyan.edu
Ryan Klute, Nebraska Wesleyan University
rklute@nebrwesleyan.edu

Post. 25 Indigenous Representation and Participation: The Case of Chilean Mapuches
Alejandro Corvalan*, Universidad Diego Portales
corvalan.tmp@gmail.com
Pedro Cayul*, Universidad de la Frontera
pedro.cayul@gmail.com

**Post. 26** Evaluating Declines in Clientelism with Natural Experiments
Ryan Lloyd*, University of Texas-Austin
lloydrr@utexas.edu
Disc. Gilles Serra, CIDE (Centro de Investigacion y Docencia Economicas)
gilles.serra@cide.edu

**77-403** Lighting Talk: Political Economy I
Thu at 4:45 pm

**4:45** Chair, Allyson L. Benton, CIDE (Centro de Investigacion y Docencia Economicas)
allyson.benton@cide.edu

**4:50** Rethinking Private Power: The Overwhelming Benefits of IPR Protections
Dawna J. Williams, University of Missouri-St Louis
dawnajwilliams@yahoo.com

**4:58** The ASEAN - Pacific Alliance Relations: An Economic Perspective
Chaowarit Chaowsangrat, Thammasat University, Thailand
m_chaowarit@hotmail.com

**5:06** A Political Theory of Chinese Stock Market Investors
Liang Kong, Louisiana State University and Agricultural & Mechanical College
kongliang117@gmail.com

**5:14** Diminishing Returns: Egalitarian Collective Bargaining Institutions after the Crisis Onset
Rebecca Oliver, Murray State University
roliver9@murraystate.edu

**5:22** After Socialism: Tanzania’s Coffee Crisis of 1996-97 and the Political Crisis of Neo-liberalism
Murrell Brooks, Virginia Wesleyan College
mbrooks@vwu.edu

**5:30** Demographic Change in Japan
Patricia Boling, Purdue University-main Campus
boling@purdue.edu

**5:38** Immobilism by Design: Fiscal Devolution and Territorial Inequality in Italy
Julia Lynch*, University of Pennsylvania
jlynch@sas.upenn.edu
Rebecca Oliver, Murray State University
roliver9@murraystate.edu

**5:46** Audience Discussion

**79-301** Poster Session: Energy Policy Regimes and Adaptations
Thu at 4:45 pm

**Post. 27** Employment First: Policy Design by the Rules
Leanne Giordono, Oregon State University
giordanl@oregonstate.edu

**Post. 28** Who Can Survive on $7.25?: ALICE Workers Need a Raise
Jamie Elizabeth Morgan, Indiana University-South Bend
morgan41@iusb.edu

**5:22** Contemporary Critical Social Theory’s ‘Gendered Commonsense’
Agatha A Slupek, University of Chicago
aaslupek@uchicago.edu

**5:30** Audience Discussion
Cultural Theory Working Group - Meeting II
Thu at 4:45 pm
Part. Joseph Ripherger, University of Oklahoma-Norman Campus
jtr@ou.edu
Michael D. Jones, Oregon State University
michael.jones@oregonstate.edu
Matthew Nowlin, College of Charleston
nowlinmc@cofc.edu
Geoboo Song, University of Arkansas
gbsong@uark.edu
Creed C. Tumlison, University of Arkansas
c tumlison@uark.edu
Li-Yin Liu, Northern Illinois University
liyinliu922@gmail.com
Branden Johnson, Decision Research
branden@decisionresearch.org
Metodi Sotirov*, Yale University
Metodi.Sotirov@ifp.uni-freiburg.de
Stavros Zouridis*, Tilburg University
s.zouridis@uvt.nl
Maroussa Favre, ETH Zurich, Switzerland
maroussafavre@ethz.ch
Robert Reif Robinson, California State University-Fullerton
rorobinson@fullerton.edu
Coord. Brendon Swedlow, Northern Illinois University
bswedlow@niu.edu

5:06 Politicization of Art in Iran
Tahereh Hadian Jazy*, Tulane University of Louisiana
thadianj@tulane.edu

5:22 The Islamic State's Virtual Palace
Aaron Tugendhaft, University of Chicago
atugendhaft@gmail.com

5:38 Disc., Ira Allen, American University of Beirut
ia55@aub.edu.lb

5:55 Audience Discussion

Thursday, April 6 at 5:00 pm
MPSA Undergraduate Reception*
Thu at 5:00 pm

Thursday, April 6 at 6:30 pm
Environmental Politics and Policy Reception
Thu at 6:30 pm

Latina/o Caucus Business Meeting
Thu at 6:30 pm

MPSA Exhibitor Reception
Thu at 6:30 pm

MPSA First Time Attendee Tour and Reception*
Thu at 6:30 pm

Midwest Women’s Caucus Meeting
Thu at 6:30 pm

Texas Universities Reception
Adams on the 6th Floor, Thu at 6:30 pm

Thursday, April 6 at 7:00 pm
Institute for Humane Studies (HIS) Reception
Thu at 7:00 pm

Thursday, April 6 at 7:45 pm
MPSA Minority Caucus Reception
Thu at 7:45 pm

Thursday, April 6 at 9:30 pm
MPSA 2017 Program Committee Reception
Suite 9-128 on the 9th Floor, Thu at 9:30 pm

Friday, April 7 at 8:00 am
1-1 Silenced Research
Fri at 8:00 am
8:00 Local Elites and Colonial Administration: Evidence from British India
Arash Naghavi, University of Konstanz, Graduate School of Decision Sciences
arashnaghavi@yahoo.com

8:23 The Rise of Islamic Feminism: A Comparative Study between Iran and Saudi Arabia
Dalia Elsayed, Texas A&M University at Qatar
dalia-elsayed@hotmail.com

8:46 Type of Constitution-Making Body: Does it Matter for Democratization in Post-Conflict States and in States in Transition from Authoritarian Rule?
Abrak Saati, Umeå University
abrak.saati@umu.se

9:10 Audience Discussion

3-3 Parties’ Policy Choices
Fri at 8:00 am
8:00 Chair, Christian W. Martin, New York University
martinchw@gmail.com

8:05 Decentralization and Redistribution: Party Competition in Multi-National Federations
Zaom Asaf*, University of Toronto
zain.asaf@utoronto.ca

8:18 How Do Mainstream Parties Respond to Credible Threats by Extreme Parties?
Daniel Bischof, University of Zurich
db@danbischof.com
Florian Foos, King’s College London
florian.foos@kcl.ac.uk

8:31 Moderate Left and Extreme Right: Effect of Income Inequality on Political Parties
Aram Kim, University of Rochester
akim47@ur.rochester.edu

8:44 Why and How Do Party Positions Converge?
Henrik Bech Seeberg, Aarhus University
h.seeberg@ps.au.dk
Carsten Jensen*, Aarhus University
carstenj@ps.au.dk
Peter Bjerre Mortensen*, Aarhus University
peter@ps.au.dk

8:57 Disc., Christian W. Martin, New York University
martinchw@gmail.com
Disc., Matthew W. Loftis, Aarhus University
mattwalofis@gmail.com

9:10 Audience Discussion

5-5 Decentralization, Local Government and Public Goods Provision
Fri at 8:00 am
8:00 Chair, Daniel Phillip Berliner, Arizona State University, Tempe
danberliner@gmail.com

8:05 National Oil Companies and the Study of Petroleum Politics
Fri at 8:00 am
8:00 Chair, Benjamin Smith, University of Florida
bbsmith@ufl.edu

8:05 Taking Back the Well: The Shah’s Renationalization of Iranian Oil in 1973
Paasha Mahdavi, Georgetown University
paasha.mahdavi@gmail.com

8:05 Decentralization, Local Elections and Citizen Views on Service Delivery in African Countries
Michelle T. Kuenzi, University of Nevada-Las Vegas
michele.kuenzi@unlv.edu
Gina M. Somodevilla Lambright, American University
gina.lambright@gmail.com

8:15 Decentralization’s Conditional Effects on Social Services: Evidence from the Honduran Health Sector
Alan Zarychta, University of Chicago
azarychta@uchicago.edu
Krister P. Andersson*, University of Colorado-Boulder
andersssk@colorado.edu

8:26 Do Polycentric Governance Matter? Effects of the Local Government Units and Famers’ Associations on the Sustenance of Tramline Projects in the Philippines
Sawa Omori, International Christian University
sawaomori@gmail.com
Bartolome Jr. Sinfuego Tesorero, International Christian University, Tokyo, Japan
oragon_bart1@yahoo.com

8:37 The Determinants of Public Service Delivery: Elective and Chieflly Authority in South Africa
Carol A. Mershon, University of Virginia-Main Campus
mershon@virginia.edu

8:48 Unpacking ‘Good Governance’: Exploring Subnational and Cross-Sectoral Variation in the Quality of Governance in Malawi
Ruth D Carlitz, University of Gothenburg
ruth.carlitz@gu.se
Kristen Elaine Kao, University of Gothenburg
kristenkao@gmail.com
Ellen M. Lust, University of Gothenburg
ellen.lust@gu.se
Lise Rakner*, University of Bergen
Lise.Rakner@uib.no

8:59 Disc., Daniel Phillip Berliner, Arizona State University, Tempe
danberliner@gmail.com
Disc., Cristina Alvarez Mingote, University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign
alvarez9@illinois.edu

9:10 Audience Discussion
Geology, Not Institutions: Malaysia’s Oil Industry Success Amidst Strong Distributive Pressures  
Renato Lima-de-Oliveira, Massachusetts Institute of Technology  
renatolimajc@gmail.com

The Internationalization of Emerging Country NOCs  
Jazmin Sierra*, University of Oxford  
jazmin.sierra@nuffield.ox.ac.uk  
Pauline Jones Luong*, University of Michigan-Ann Arbor  
pjluong@umich.edu

Multinational Oil Firms and Host Country Bargaining Power in Latin America  
Alexander Michael Slaski, Princeton University  
aslaski@princeton.edu

Audience Discussion
8:26 Post-Communist Populist Voting
Ben Stanley, SWPS University of Social Sciences and Humanities
bstanley@swps.edu.pl

8:37 The Declining Middle: Political Reactions to Occupational Change
Thomas Kurer, University of Zurich-Switzerland
kurer@ipz.uzh.ch

8:48 The ‘Left Behind’ Are Not Alone: Class Alliances and Extreme Right Success
Sergi Pardos-Prado, University of Oxford
sergi.pardos@merton.ox.ac.uk

8:59 Disc., Matthew Loveless, Center for Research and Social Progress
m2loveless@gmail.com
Disc., S. Erdem Aytac, Koç University
erdemaytac@gmail.com

9:10 Audience Discussion

10-6 Cause and Effect in EP Elections
Fri at 8:00 am

8:00 Chair, Bjorn Hoyland, University of Oslo
bjorn.hoyland@stv.uio.no

8:05 European Elections: Electoral Cycles and Impact of the Second Order Elections Model
Jakub Wondreys, University of Georgia
j.wondreys@seznam.cz

8:15 Second-Order Selections?: The Determinants of Candidate Selection Processes for European Elections
Camille Kelbel, Université libre de Bruxelles
camille.kelbel@ulb.ac.be

8:26 The Emergence of New Anti-EU Parties in EP Elections
Magda Mihaela Giurcanu, East Carolina University
giurcanum16@ecu.edu

Julia Schulte-Cloos, European University Institute
julia.schulte-cloos@eui.eu

Carlos Jalali, University of Aveiro, Portugal
cjalali@ua.pt

8:59 Disc., Bjorn Hoyland, University of Oslo
bjorn.hoyland@stv.uio.no
Disc., Vlad Gross, University of Antwerp, Belgium
gross.vlad@gmail.com

9:10 Audience Discussion

11-200 Table 1: JSS: Public Opinion and Protest in Latin America
Fri at 8:00 am
Stewart Blessing*, University of Akron-Main Campus
sgb3@zips.uakron.edu
8:52 Voters and Foreign Policy: Evidence from a Conjoint Experiment in Pakistan
Christopher Clary*, Massachusetts Institute of Technology
cclary@albany.edu
Niloufer A. Siddiqui*, Yale University
niloufersiddiqui@gmail.com
9:10 Audience Discussion

14-6 Dynamics of Public Opinion and Political Behavior in China
Fri at 8:00 am
8:00 Chair, Yao-Yuan Yeh, University of St Thomas-Houston
yehy@stthom.edu
8:05 Behavior Falsification: Why Education Affects Attitudes But Not Behavior in an Authoritarian State
Shannon Parker, Harvard University
shannonparker@g.harvard.edu
Yuhua Wang, Harvard University
yuhuawang@fas.harvard.edu
8:15 Pathology of Propaganda
Haifeng Huang, University of California-Merced
huang24@ucmerced.edu
8:26 Authoritarian Information Management in Hard Times and Its Failures: Evidence from a Natural Experiment
Yanjun Liu, University of California-Santa Barbara
yJPku05@126.com
8:37 Income and Regime Support: Field-experimental Evidence from China’s Stock Market
Jason Qiang Guo, New York University
qg251@nyu.edu
Xiao Ma, University of Washington-Seattle Campus
maxiao@uw.edu
Erik H Wang, Princeton University
haixiaow@princeton.edu
8:48 Agreeing on the DV?: Assessing Different Measures of Regime Support in Public Opinion Surveys from Authoritarian China
Jie Lu, American University
jlu@american.edu
Bruce Dickson*, George Washington University
bdickson@gwu.edu
8:59 Disc, Yiqing Xu, University of California-San Diego
yiqingxu@ucsd.edu
Disc., Jackson Seth Woods, University of Pennsylvania
jackson.s.woods@gmail.com
9:10 Audience Discussion

15-5 International Relations in Africa
Fri at 8:00 am
8:00 Chair, José Pascal da Rocha, Columbia University in the City of New York
p.darocha@columbia.edu
8:05 Darfur and Multi-Level Governance in Sudan
James R. Rogers, Texas A & M University-College Station
james-r-rogers@tamu.edu
El-Waleed A. Mousa*, Ministry of Development Planning & Statistics
auwaab@gmail.com
8:15 Does Hegemony Breed Stability: Testing Hegemonic Stability in Africa's Regional Organizations
Yonas Ketsela Mulat, Florida International University
ymula001@fiu.edu
8:26 Going Transnational: Remittances, Ethnoregionalism, and Accountability in African Migrant Associations’ Transnational Projects
C Kevin Taber, Indiana University-Bloomington
cktaber@indiana.edu
8:37 When Elephants Fight: How Geopolitics Impacts Africa
John J. Quinn, Truman State University
jquinn@truman.edu
8:48 The Western Sahara Conflict and the European Union: The Limits of Cooperation and Cosmopolitanism
Myrna Rodriguez-Añuez*, Benemérita Universidad Autónoma de Puebla
mracubana@yahoo.com.mx
Pedro Manuel Rodríguez Suárez*, Benemérita Universidad Autónoma de Puebla
pedrosuarezbuap@yahoo.com.mx
8:59 Disc., José Pascal da Rocha, Columbia University in the City of New York
p.darocha@columbia.edu
9:10 Audience Discussion

Dynamics of Iranian Politics
Fri at 8:00 am
8:00 Chair, Parmida Esmaeili, University of British Columbia
parma005@alumni.ubc.ca
8:05 Explanation and Critique of the Iranian Reform Movement: Alternative Discourses for a Conservative Regime
Ali Namatpour*, Florida International University
anama005@fiu.edu
8:15 Faith or Ideology?: Religiosity, Political Islam, and Anti-Americanism in Iran
Peyman Asadzade, University of Central Florida
Peyman.Asadzade@Knights.ucf.edu
8:26 Political Behavior Across Generations: A Case Study on Iran
Vahid Abedini*, Florida International University
vahed003@fiu.edu
8:37 Presidents, Ayatollahs, and Legislatures: Rivalry and Conflict in the Islamic Republic of Iran
Justin Glenn Curtis, University of Arizona
justin89@email.arizona.edu

8:48 The Impact of Ideological Differences among Candidates on Voter Turnout: The Case of Presidential Elections in Iran
Arash Pourebrahimi*, Syracuse University
arash.pourebrahimi@gmail.com
Madeleine O. Hosli*, Leiden University
hosli@fsw.leidenuniv.nl
Jaroslaw Kantorowicz*, Leiden University
j.kantorowicz@gmail.com

8:59 Disc., Parmida Esmaeilpour, University of British Columbia
parmida.esmaeilpour@alumni.ubc.ca

9:10 Audience Discussion

17:4 European Union in ECE
Fri at 8:00 am
8:00 Chair, Irina S. Khmelko, The University of Tennessee-Chattanooga
Irina-Khmelko@UTC.edu

21-6 Eap vs. EEU – A conflict of interests in Eastern Europe
Tamas Andras Vaszari, Szechenyi Istvan University, Hungary
tvaszari@mfav.gov.hu

8:05 The Implementation Gap: Conflict of Interest within EU Member States
Andrea Wagner, University of Rochester
wagnera27@macewan.ca

8:18 The Relevance of the EU in Populist Times
Melinda Kovacs, Missouri Western State University
mkovacs@missouriwst.edu

8:44 Peaceful Transitions?: A New Generation of Northeast Asia’s Intergovernmental Organizations and Implications for Global Sustainability Governance
Esther Choi, University of California-Berkeley
echoi@berkeley.edu

8:57 Disc., Irina S. Khmelko, The University of Tennessee-Chattanooga
Irina-Khmelko@UTC.edu

9:10 Audience Discussion

20-5 Immigrant Integration in Europe
Fri at 8:00 am
8:00 Chair, Kimberly Twist, San Diego State University
kim.twist@sdstate.edu

8:05 Mass Movements and Foreign Policy Behavior in Europe
Erica Elizabeth Edwards, Miami University-Oxford
edwarde6@MiamiOH.edu
Adam Van Liere, University of Wisconsin-La Crosse
avaniere@uwlax.edu

8:15 The Effects of Multicultural v. Non-Multicultural Policies on Muslim Immigrant Integration
Stacy Bondanella Tanichev, Gonzaga University
bondi35@gmail.com

Jonathan B Isacoff, Gonzaga University
isacoff@gonzaga.edu

8:26 Varieties of Dictatorships, Political Socialization, and Immigrant Party Preferences in Western Democracies
Aida Just, Bilkent University
aidap@bilkent.edu.tr

8:37 The Migrant Socioeconomic Integration Index: Improving our Understanding of Immigrant Integration Gaps in the European Union
Peter Cushner Mohanty*, Stanford University
pete.mohanty@gmail.com

8:48 When Granting Citizenship, Do As The Neighbors Do?: Explaining Citizenship Policy Change in Europe
John David Graeber, High Point University
jgraeb@highpoint.edu

8:59 Disc., Kimberly Twist, San Diego State University
kim.twist@sdstate.edu
Disc., Josephine Ellen Squires, fort Hays State University
jsquires@fhsu.edu

9:10 Audience Discussion

8:00 Chair, Fred Hefner, University of North Carolina-Chapel Hill

8:05 Pursuing Public Relations in Foreign Aid
Tobias Heinrich, University of South Carolina-Columbia
heinricht@mailbox.sc.edu
Kyle E Don*, University of South Carolina-Columbia
KDON@EMAIL.SC.EDU
Patricia A Boyd, University of South Carolina-Columbia
paboyd@email.sc.edu
Support for Separatism as a Multidimensional Latent Concept: Results from Two Post-Soviet Regions
Kyle Lohse Marquardt, University of Gothenburg
kyle.marquardt@gu.se
8:18
Temporal Dynamics of Violence and Conflict Resolution as a Multidimensional Hawkes Process
Shawn L. Ramirez, Emory University
sramirez@emory.edu
8:31
Taking Alliance Choices Seriously?: Testing the Effects of Defense Pacts on MID Initiations with an Endogenous Treatment Model
Ahra Wu*, Rice University
aw13@rice.edu
8:44
Examining Turkey's Foreign Policy
Fri at 8:00 am
Rapprochement in its Second Decade: Addressing the Official Discourse between Turkey and Greece after 2010
Selin Türkeş Kılıç, Yeditepe University-Turkey
mselint@gmail.com
8:35
The Ethics of “Safe Zone”: Evolution of the Concept in Turkish-American Relations from Iraq to Syria
Nur Cetinoglu Harunoglu, Marmara University, Turkey
ancetinoglu@yahoo.com
9:10
International Organizations and Human Rights
Fri at 8:00 am
Politicization at the United Nations Human Rights Council: A 10-Year Assessment
Michael Joel Voss, University of Toledo
mjv3h@virginia.edu
8:05
People-Centrism in Regional Communities: Rhetorical Convergence in ASEAN and ECOWAS
Emmanuel Adebola Balogun*, University of Delaware
ebalogun@udel.edu
8:53
The Puzzle of Human Rights Treaty Ratification: A Causal Variable Importance Analysis
Sinh Nguyen, Purdue University-Main Campus
nguyens@purdue.edu
9:10
Facing the North Korean Threat to International Security (Co-sponsored with 14. Politics of East Asia & China, see 14-7)  
Fri at 8:00 am

A Strategy of Counter-Threatening Against North Korea’s Nuclear Threats  
Jin Yeub Kim, University of Nebraska-Lincoln  
shiningjin@gmail.com

Missile Defense System and Technology in Asia-Pacific Military Transition  
Sunny Lee*, Harvard University  
sunyleekupd@yahoo.com

Soft Power of North Korea’s Nuclear Challenge: Guiding Light of Self-reliance between Realist and Constructivist Political Demands  
Dongryul Kim, Rochester Institute of Technology  
dxkgsm@rit.edu

Audience Discussion

Income, Inequality, and Participation  
Fri at 8:00 am

The Effect of Democratic Norms on Political Behavior: Israel as a Test Case, in Comparative Perspective  
Jennifer Oser, Ben-Gurion University  
oser@post.bgu.ac.il

American Indian Political Engagement and the Socio-Economic Model  
Jeffrey W. Koch, SUNY College at Geneseo  
koch@geneseo.edu

Estimating the Effects of Personal and Local Economic Conditions on Voter Abstention in Mexico  
Irvin Mikhail Soto Zazueta*, Universidad Autónoma de Sinaloa  
irvin.soto@uas.edu.mx

Reassessing the Effects of Income Inequality on Political Participation: A Micro-Level Analysis  
Ron J. McGauvran, University of North Texas  
ronaldmcaughran@my.unt.edu

Disc., Eric Reed Keller, The University of Tennessee-Knoxville  
eric.keller@live.com

Audience Discussion

Groups and Differential Effects in American Politics  
Fri at 8:00 am

Affective Polarization and Age: Do Young People Like (the) Parties?  
Kristin Joyce Kelly, University of Texas-Austin  
kristie.kelly@gmail.com

Mobilization, Persuasion, and the Partisan Fallout of the Gender Gap in U.S. Voting  
Barry C. Burden, University of Wisconsin-Madison  
bcburden@wisc.edu

The Rise of Racial Diversity and Voting in U.S. Presidential Elections  
Joel A. Lieske, Cleveland State University  
j.lieske@csuohio.edu

Unwelcoming Neighbors: Refugee Resettlement, Racial Threat, and Voting  
Bryan M. Wilcox-Archuleta, University of California-Los Angeles  
bmwilcox@uw.edu

The Rise of Racial Diversity and Voting in U.S. Presidential Elections  
Joel A. Lieske, Cleveland State University  
j.lieske@csuohio.edu

Social Networks in International Relations: Theory and Applications (Co-sponsored with Cultural Theory Working Group)  
Fri at 8:00 am

Influence Networks in International Relations  
Shahryar Minhas, Duke University  
sfm12@duke.edu

Matthias Staatsch, University of Chicago  
mstaatsch@uchicago.edu

Peter Hoff*, Duke University  
peterhoff@duke.edu

Michael Ward*, Duke University  
mw160@duke.edu

Disc., Jennifer M. Larson, New York University  
jenn.larson@nyu.edu

Disc., Steven Wilson, University of Gothenburg  
slwilson4@wisc.edu

Audience Discussion

35-2
36-5 
Elite-Mass Linkages
Fri at 8:00 am

8:00 Chair, Christopher Hare, University of California-Davis
cdhare@ucdavis.edu

8:05 Preaching to the Choir: Elites’ Role in Propagating the Myth of Mass Opinion Backlash
Ben Bishin, University of California-Riverside
bishin@ucr.edu
Thomas J. Hayes*, University of Connecticut
thomas.hayes@uconn.edu
Matthew Incantalupo, Haverford College
mincantalu@haverford.edu
Charles A. Smith*, University of California-Irvine
cassmith@uci.edu

8:15 The Influence of Public Opinion on the U.S. Supreme Court Justices
Hassan Vaezi, Florida International University
hvaez001@fiu.edu

8:26 Rhetorical Debt: An Examination of the Causes of Public Concern and Confusion about the Federal Deficit and National Debt in the U.S.
Michael J. Faherty, University of Oregon
mfaherty@uoregon.edu

8:37 The Supreme Court’s Impact on Public Opinion: Analyzing Change in Political Sentiment with Social Media Text Data
Nicholas J Adams-Cohen, California Institute of Technology
nadamsco@caltech.edu

8:48 Tweeting Public Opinion: How Social Media Shapes Political Party Platforms
Austin R Sell, University of Washington-Seattle Campus
arsell@uw.edu
Kelly Husted*, University of Washington-Seattle Campus
khusted@uw.edu

8:59 Disc., Christopher Hare, University of California-Davis
cdhare@ucdavis.edu

9:10 Audience Discussion

37-9 Experiments on Race, Ethnicity, and Economic Inequality (Co-sponsored with 44. Race, Class and Ethnicity, see 44-5)
Fri at 8:00 am

8:00 Chair, Melissa R. Michelson, Menlo College
melissa.michelson@menlo.edu

8:05 African Americans Physiological Responses to Confederate Symbols
Byron Orey*, Jackson State University
byron.d.orey@jsums.edu
Yu Zhang*, Jackson State University
jauiyjsu@gmail.com

8:15 Altruism, Linked Fate, and Preferences for Redistribution
Piero Stanig, Bocconi University, Milan
piero.stanig@unibocconi.it

8:26 Is Descriptive Representation a Proxy for Substantive Representation? Evidence from Conjoint Survey Experiments
Sveinung Arnesen, University of Bergen
sveinung.arnesen@uib.no
Mikael Poul Johansson, University of Bergen
mikael.johansson@uib.no
Dominik Duell, University of Essex
dominik.duell@essex.ac.uk

8:37 Measuring Multiracial Identification and Implications for Political Attitudes
Danielle Lemi, University of California-Riverside
dlemi001@ucr.edu
Andrew Ryan Flores, Mills College
flores@law.ucla.edu

8:48 Meeting Needs: An Experimental Study on Need-Based Justice and Inequality
Tanja Pritzflaß-Scheele, University of Bremen, Germany
t.pritzflaß@gmx.de

8:59 Disc., Melissa R. Michelson, Menlo College
melissa.michelson@menlo.edu

9:10 Audience Discussion

38-9 Hearing or Hating the Other Side
Fri at 8:00 am

8:00 Chair, D.J. Flynn, Dartmouth College
d.j.flynn@dartmouth.edu

8:05 Agreeing to Disagree: The Preservation of Voter-Candidate Disagreement in Presidential Campaigns
Benjamin Ronald Kantack, University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign
kantack2@illinois.edu

8:15 Americans, Not Partisans: Can Priming American National Identity Reduce Affective Polarization?
Matthew S. Levendusky, University of Pennsylvania
mleven@sas.upenn.edu

8:26 Explaining Individual Variation in Politically Motivated Reasoning
Cengiz Erisen*, SUNY at Binghamton
cengiz.erisen@gmail.com
Elizabeth Suhay, American University
suhay@american.edu

8:37 Hearing the Other Side?: Debiasing Political Opinions in the Case of the Scottish Independence Referendum
Céline Colombo, University of Zurich-Switzerland
colombo@ipz.uzh.ch

8:48 Empathy and the Opposition: Does Empathy Extend to Rival Ideological and Partisan Groups?
Patrick Lown, University of Essex
patrick.lown@gmail.com

8:59 Disc., D.J. Flynn, Dartmouth College
d.j.flynn@dartmouth.edu
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Session</th>
<th>Speaker(s)</th>
<th>Institution(s)</th>
<th>Email(s)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>8:00</td>
<td>Chair, Michael D. Jones, Oregon State University</td>
<td></td>
<td><a href="mailto:michael.jones@oregonstate.edu">michael.jones@oregonstate.edu</a></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8:05</td>
<td>Connecting Narrative Variables to Policy Outcomes: An Analysis of</td>
<td>Juhi Huda, University of Colorado-Boulder</td>
<td><a href="mailto:juhi.huda@colorado.edu">juhi.huda@colorado.edu</a></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>the Agricultural Biotechnology Policy Debate in India</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8:18</td>
<td>The Social Construction of Victims and Villains in the Gun Policy Debate</td>
<td>Melissa K. Merry, University of Louisville</td>
<td><a href="mailto:mkmerr01@louisville.edu">mkmerr01@louisville.edu</a></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8:31</td>
<td>Narrative Strategies Across Mediums: When Space is Limited, How Do</td>
<td>Wesley Wayne Wehde, University of Oklahoma-Norman Campus</td>
<td><a href="mailto:wwwwehde@gmail.com">wwwwehde@gmail.com</a></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Advocacy Groups Economize and Prioritize?</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8:44</td>
<td>Victims of Health Care Reform: Hirschman’s Rhetoric of Reaction in the</td>
<td>Aaron Smith-Walter, University of Massachusetts-Lowell</td>
<td><a href="mailto:Aaron_smithwalter@uml.edu">Aaron_smithwalter@uml.edu</a></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>shadow of American Federalism</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8:57</td>
<td>Disc., Elizabeth A. Shanahan, Montana State University</td>
<td>Disc., Holly L. Peterson, Oregon State University</td>
<td><a href="mailto:hollypeterson@gmail.com">hollypeterson@gmail.com</a></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9:10</td>
<td>Audience Discussion</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9:43</td>
<td>Gender and the Media</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8:00</td>
<td>Chair, Malliga Och, Idaho State University</td>
<td></td>
<td><a href="mailto:ochmall@isu.edu">ochmall@isu.edu</a></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8:05</td>
<td>A Partisan Lens, A Gendered Lens, or Both?: Print Media Coverage of U.S.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Senate Elections in 2016</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8:18</td>
<td>Bill, Melania, and the 2016 Presidential Campaign: Media Portrayals,</td>
<td>Tammy R. Vigil, Boston University</td>
<td><a href="mailto:tvigil@bu.edu">tvigil@bu.edu</a></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Oppositional Framing, and the Self-Depictions of Candidate Spouses</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8:31</td>
<td>Gender, Media and Political Elites: A Matched Comparison of Provincial</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Premiers in Canada</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Philip Gordon Chen, Macalester College  
philip.chen@ucalgary.ca

Melane Thomas*, University of Calgary  
thomasm@ucalgary.ca

Tania Gosselin*, Universite du Quebec a Montreal  
gosselin.tania@uqam.ca

8:44 You Should Smile More!: Gender and Press Coverage of Candidates During the 2016 Presidential Primary  
Carrie Skulley, Albright College  
cskulley@albright.edu

8:57 Disc., Malliga Och, Idaho State University  
ochmall@isu.edu

9:10 Audience Discussion

44-7 Political Rhetoric and Racial Attitudes  
Fri at 8:00 am

8:00 Black Power Matters: Strategic Rhetoric and the Relevance of Black Power Philosophy in 'Black Lives Matter'  
Alejandro Javier Pineda, University of Michigan-Ann Arbor  
apineda@umich.edu

8:17 Fear, Institutionalized Racism, and Empathy: The Two Dimensions of Whites’ Racial Attitudes  
Christopher David DeSante, Indiana University-Bloomington  
cdesante@indiana.edu

8:35 Isolating the Antiblack Component of Racial Resentment  
Lawrence James Zigerell, Illinois State University  
ljzigerell@ilstu.edu

8:52 More than Skin Deep: How Variation in Black Political Leadership Affects Black Political Behavior  
Julian Wamble, Massachusetts Institute of Technology  
jwamble25@gmail.com

9:10 Audience Discussion

46-3 Dissent, Disobedience, Resistance, Revolt  
Fri at 8:00 am

8:00 A Theory of Just Resistance  
Isak Tranvik, Duke University  
isak.tranvik@duke.edu

8:11 An Aristotelian Analysis of the Arab Revolts  
Basem Ezbidi*, Qatar University  
bezbidi@gmail.com

8:23 Gratuitous Dissent: In Defense of the Unreasonable, Uncompensated, and Uncalled For  
Callum Ingram, Texas Christian University  
callum.ingram@tcu.edu

8:35 What Hath Carl Schmitt to do with Martin Luther King, Jr.? On the Relationship Between Emergency Powers and Civil Disobedience  
Stephen Matthew Joyce, The University of Texas at Austin  
stephen.m.joyce@utexas.edu

8:46 A Conceptual History of the Concept of Civil Disobedience: From Thoreau to Gandhi and King  
Russell L. Hanson, Indiana University-Bloomington  
hansonr@indiana.edu

8:58 Disc., Mario K. Love, Lewis & Clark College  
cmdlove@yahoo.com

9:10 Audience Discussion

48-3 Democratic Domination and Coercion  
Fri at 8:00 am

8:00 Chair, Anthony Raymond Brunello, Eckerd College  
brunelar@eckerd.edu

8:05 Coercion, Collective Political Power and Public Justification: In Defence of the Coercion Account as the Ground of Public Justification  
Baldwin Wong, Chinese University, Hong Kong  
baldwin.wong@eservices.cuhk.edu.hk

8:15 Democratic Legitimacy and Coercively Enforced Borders  
Michael Rabinder James, Bucknell University  
mjames@bucknell.edu

8:26 Realism and Democratic Theory: The Significance of Domination  
David Watkins, University of Dayton  
djw172@gmail.com
Against Militant Democracy
Sung-Wook Paik, York College-Pennsylvania
spaik@ycp.edu

Competitive Authoritarianism in Theoretical Perspective: Elections, Populism-in-Power, and Tyranny
Yunus Sozen*, Ozyegin University
yunus.sozen@ozyegin.edu.tr

Disc., Anthony Raymond Brunello, Eckerd College
brunelar@eckerd.edu
Disc., Bruce A. Hunt, Angelo State University
bhunt2@angelo.edu

Audience Discussion

Delegation
Fri at 8:00 am
Chair, Matias Iaryczower, Princeton University
miaryc@princeton.edu
Congressional Design of the Bureaucracy
Peter Bils, University of Rochester
phbils@gmail.com
Delegation and Federalism
Gregory Sasso, University of Chicago
gsasso@uchicago.edu
Delegation with Strings Attached
Matias Iaryczower, Princeton University
miaryc@princeton.edu
Nemanja Antic*, Northwestern University
nantic@princeton.edu
Outsourcing State Capacity
David Robert Foster, University of California-Berkeley
foster@berkeley.edu
Joseph B. Warren*, University of California-Berkeley
jwarren@berkeley.edu
Disc., Matias Iaryczower, Princeton University
miaryc@princeton.edu
Disc., Justin Fox, Washington University in St Louis
justin.fox@wustl.edu
Audience Discussion

Experiments and Subjects (Co-sponsored with 39. Public Opinion, see 39-5)
Fri at 8:00 am
Comparing Modes and Samples in Experiments: When Lab Subjects Meet Real People
Raymond Duch, Oxford
raymond.duch@nuffield.ox.ac.uk

Understanding Survey Nonparticipation Using Administrative Register Data
Sebastian Barfort, London School of Economics and Political Science
Sebastian.Barfort@econ.ku.dk

Local Interviewers’ Effect: What Happens When Interviewer and Respondent Know Each Other
Egor Lazarev, Columbia University in the City of New York
el2666@columbia.edu

The mTurker Peasantry: Use and Abuse by Political Science Researchers
Alexander Lovell, University of Utah
alexander.g.lovell@utah.edu

Audience Discussion
8:05 Timely Participation in Front-loaded Presidential Nominations
Caitlin Elizabeth Jewitt, Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State University
cjewitt@vt.edu

8:15 Independents in Presidential Primaries: Party Crashers or Partisans in Disguise?
Dante J. Scala, University of New Hampshire-Main Campus
dante.scala@unh.edu

8:26 Open Field or is the Fix In?: A Prediction Model for the New Hampshire Primary
Andrew E. Smith, University of New Hampshire-Main Campus
andrew.smith@unh.edu

8:37 The 2016 Republican Nomination: The Opportunistic Outsider and the Populist Revolve
Wayne P. Steger, DePaul University
wsteger@depaul.edu

8:48 Presidential Primary Debates and Internal Party Democracy
Seth E. Masket, University of Denver
smasket@du.edu
Julia Azari*, Marquette University
julia.azari@marquette.edu

8:59 Disc., David Redlawsk, Rutgers University-New Brunswick
redlawsk@udel.edu
Disc., Costas Panagopoulos*, Fordham University
costas@post.harvard.edu

9:10 Audience Discussion

54-8 Legislative Procedures
Fri at 8:00 am

8:00 A Bill Markup Approach to Studying Legislative Institutions and Behavior
John Wilkerson, University of Washington-Seattle Campus
jwilker@uw.edu
Andreu Casas, University of Washington-Seattle Campus
acacas2@uw.edu
Matthew J. Denny, Pennsylvania State University-Main Campus
mzd5530@psu.edu

8:14 Creative Rules for Multiple Measures: Coalition Building and Message Management through the House Rules Committee
Scott R. Meinke, Bucknell University
sminke@bucknell.edu

8:28 Leadership-led Policemaking and Self-executing Rules in the House of Representatives
James Curry, University of Utah
james.curry@utah.edu

8:42 Open Amending in House Appropriations
Peter Hanson, Grinnell College
hansonpe@grinnell.edu
Lee Drutman*, Sunlight Foundation
ldrutman@sunlightfoundation.com

55-200 Table 2: JSS: Law and Society
Fri at 8:00 am

8:00 Hedging Against Transparency: The Impact of Alternative Investments on Public Pension Fund Governance
Riddhi Mehta-Neugebauer, University of Washington-Seattle Campus
riddhimn@uw.edu

8:14 It's Still the ILO's World: Indigenous Rights in Contemporary International
Danielle Delaney*, University of Wisconsin-Madison
dadelaney2@wisc.edu

8:28 Naming, Blaming, Quantifying: Estimating Perceived Discrimination with Multilevel Modeling
Bethany Nicole Nanamaker, Emory University
Bethany.Nanamaker@gmail.com

8:42 Politics of Repatriation: Indigenous Cultural Property Rights as a Global Human Rights Concern
Ashleigh Breske, Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State University
aslilly@vt.edu

8:56 The Case of the Vanishing Discharge Reform: Divisions Within and Across Parties and Leader Shadows in the 1920s U.S. House
Gisela Sin, University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign
gsin@illinois.edu
Brian J. Gaines*, University of Illinois-Urbana-Champaign
bfgaines@illinois.edu

9:10 Audience Discussion

56-2 Contemporary Theories of Law and Jurisprudence
Fri at 8:00 am

8:00 Chair, Lillian M. Spiess, Touro College
lspiess@tourolaw.edu

8:05 Are “Liberty Interests” Greater Than Substantive Due Process?: On “Liberty,” “Interests,” and “Liberty Interests” in Supreme Court Jurisprudence
Cary Federman, Montclair State University
federmanc@mail.montclair.edu

8:21 Institutions vs. Discourse: Whither the Constitution?
Connor Maxwell Ewing, University of Virginia-Main Campus
connor.m.ewing@gmail.com

8:37 Is There a Constitutional Crisis?
Carl M. Dibble*, Ampolthot, Inc.
cmdibble@comcast.net
Disc., Lillian M. Spiess, Touro College
lspiess@tourolaw.edu
57-7 International Judiciaries
Fri at 8:00 am
Chair, Jonathan P. Kastellec, Princeton University
jkastell@princeton.edu
8:05 Changing the Terms of Debate: A Latent Topic Model of NGO Petitions and Agenda-Setting in Indonesia’s Constitutional Court
Dominic Jerry Nardi, University of Michigan-Ann Arbor
dnardi@umich.edu
8:21 Constitutional Judicial Review, Chief Justices, and Judges’ Preferences: Institutional Lessons and Israel's High Court of Justice
Maoz Rosenthal, Interdisciplinary Center (IDC) Herzliya
mrosenthal@idc.ac.il
Gad Barzilai*, Haifa University
gbarzilai@univ.haifa.ac.il
Assaf Meydani*, Tel-Aviv Yafo Academic College
assafmey@mta.ac.il
8:37 The Surprising Effects of Politicizing the Judiciary:
Lydia Brashear Tiede, University of Houston
ltiede@uh.edu
8:53 Examining the Link between Elected Judges and Mandatory Minimum Laws
Liam Hayes-Prince*, Georgia State University
liam.e.hayes@gmail.com
Bailey R. Fairbanks, Georgia State University
bfairbanks1@gsu.edu
8:28 Explaining Agency Enforcement Outcomes in the Courts: Evidence from EEOC Litigation, 1997-2006
Sean Michael Craig, University of Pittsburgh-Pittsburgh Campus
sean.craig@pitt.edu
8:42 Who’s to Blame?: A Dynamic Analysis of the Supreme Court's Diminishing Docket, 1953-2007
Elizabeth Lane, Michigan State University
laneel1@msu.edu
8:56 Explaining Agency Enforcement Outcomes in the Courts: Evidence from EEOC Litigation, 1997-2006
Sean Michael Craig, University of Pittsburgh-Pittsburgh Campus
sean.craig@pitt.edu
8:42 Who’s to Blame?: A Dynamic Analysis of the Supreme Court's Diminishing Docket, 1953-2007
Elizabeth Lane, Michigan State University
laneel1@msu.edu
8:56 Disc., Joseph Daniel Ura, Texas A & M University-College Station
joe.ura@gmail.com
9:10 Audience Discussion

58-4 Health Politics in the States
Fri at 8:00 am
Chair, Julianna Pacheco, University of Iowa
julianna-pacheco@uiowa.edu
8:05 Effective Strategies for Policy Achievement
Monica Elona Lineberger, University of South Carolina-Columbia
Monica.lineberger@gmail.com
8:14 Explaining the Link between Elected Judges and Mandatory Minimum Laws
Liam Hayes-Prince*, Georgia State University
liam.e.hayes@gmail.com
Bailey R. Fairbanks, Georgia State University
bfairbanks1@gsu.edu
8:28 Explaining Agency Enforcement Outcomes in the Courts: Evidence from EEOC Litigation, 1997-2006
Sean Michael Craig, University of Pittsburgh-Pittsburgh Campus
sean.craig@pitt.edu
8:42 Who’s to Blame?: A Dynamic Analysis of the Supreme Court's Diminishing Docket, 1953-2007
Elizabeth Lane, Michigan State University
laneel1@msu.edu
8:56 Disc., Joseph Daniel Ura, Texas A & M University-College Station
joe.ura@gmail.com
9:10 Audience Discussion

63-100 Roundtable: Advancing the Study of Comparative Subnational Hydraulic Fracturing Policy
Fri at 8:00 am
Chair David Houle, University of Michigan-Ann Arbor
houled@umich.edu
Part. Barry Rabe, University of Michigan-Ann Arbor
brabe@umich.edu
Erick Lachapelle, Université de Montréal
erick.lachapelle@umontreal.ca
Jonathan M. Fisk, Auburn University
jfisk@auburn.edu
Heather Millar, University of Toronto
h.millar@utoronto.ca
64-4 Flirting with Disaster: Politics, the Environment and Public Policy (Co-sponsored with 63. Environmental Politics and Policy, see 63-7)
Fri at 8:00 am
Chair, David P. Adams, California State University-Fullerton
dpadams@fullerton.edu
8:05 A Comparison of Social Equity, Risk Perceptions, and Flood Recovery Policy Support in Colorado and South Carolina
Elizabeth Ann Albright, Duke University
elizabeth.albright@duke.edu
Financial Lessons and Disaster Recovery Policymaking: A Study of Flood-Affected Communities in Colorado
Deserai Crow, University of Colorado-Denver
deserai.crow@ucdenver.edu
Lydia Lawhon*, University of Colorado-Boulder
lydia.lawhon@colorado.edu

8:18

8:35 The New Politicization of Distributive Spending Within Federal Agencies: Comparing the Pre and Post Earmark Ban Landscape
Brian Michael Kuhn*, Bowling Green State University-Main Campus
bkuhn@bgsu.edu

Issue Prioritization in Institutional Agenda Spaces: The Importance of Equity to Bureaucratic Leaders
Tracey Bark, University of Oklahoma-Norman Campus
tracey.bark@ou.edu
Elizabeth Anne Bell, University of Oklahoma-Norman Campus
elizabethb1012@gmail.com

8:46

8:57 Disc., Kathleen Doherty, University of Southern California
kdoherty@price.usc.edu
Disc., Samuel Workman, University of Oklahoma-Norman Campus
samuel.workman@ou.edu

8:58

9:10 Audience Discussion

66-2 Organizational Maintenance for Nonprofits
Fri at 8:00 am
8:00 Chair, Jeffrey John Aulgur, Arkansas Tech University
jaulgur@atu.edu

8:05 Barriers and Opportunities for Increasing Political Participation: Findings from a National Survey of Community Based Development Organizations
Nathaniel Sean Wright, Texas Tech University
nathaniel.wright@ttu.edu
Danie Vaughn, Texas Tech University
danie.vaughn@ttu.edu

8:37 Disc., Jeffrey John Aulgur, Arkansas Tech University
jaulgur@atu.edu

9:10 Audience Discussion

65-200 Table 4: JSS: Control and Discretion
Fri at 8:00 am
8:00 The Interbranch Politics of Asset Allocation: Investment Congruence and Judicial Deference to Administrative Policy on the District of Columbia Circuit Court
Jordan C. Peterson, University of Southern California
jordanpeterson@usc.edu

8:11 Public Opinion, Popular Support, and Independent Agencies
Haram Lee, University of Southern California
haramlee@usc.edu

8:23 Watchdog at the Door: Why Bureaucrats Comply with Voluntary Requests from Congress
John Ray*, University of California-Los Angeles
johnray@ucla.edu

8:23
Aleksey Kolpakov, University of Nevada-Reno
akolpakov@unr.edu
Parker Gordon Cole, University of Nevada-Reno
pgordoncole@gmail.com
8:44 The Effects of Legal Identity in Law Enforcement
Cullen Merritt, Indiana University-Purdue University-Indianapolis
merritt1@iupui.edu
Sheila Suess Kennedy*, Indiana University-Purdue University-Indianapolis
shekenne@iupui.edu
8:57 Working with the Shadow: Public Worker Satisfaction and the Private Government Workforce
David M. Bredenkamp, Indiana University-Bloomington
dbredenk@indiana.edu
9:10 Audience Discussion
8:00 The National Rifle Association’s Political Self-Image: An Analysis of the American Rifleman, 1930-2008
Matthew Lacombe, Northwestern University
matthewwlacombe@gmail.com
8:46 The Oath Keepers: Patriotism, Dissent, and the Edge of Violence
Sam Jackson, Syracuse University
sjackson@syr.edu
Disc., Jeffrey Daniel Broxmeyer, University of Toledo
jeffrey.broxmeyer@utoledo.edu
Disc., Lindsay P. Cohn, U.S. Naval War College
lindsay.cohn@alumni.duke.edu
9:10 Audience Discussion
8:05 A Right To Seek Reparation?: How Political Parties Cross-Pressure Religious Believers In America
Aaron Robert Kushner, University of Missouri-Columbia
arkr43@mail.missouri.edu
Disc., Cynthia A. Boyd*, SUNY at Binghamton
cynthia.boyd@binghamton.edu
Disc., Benjamin R. Knoll, Centre College
benjamin.knoll@centre.edu
8:00 Learning Objectives and Assessment
Chair, J Cherie Strachan, Central Michigan University
strac1jc@cmich.edu
Chair, Yue Zhang*, University of Illinois-Chicago
yuezhang@uic.edu
8:05 Use of Student Learning Assessment to Improve Political Science Education
Candace Cartwright Young, Truman State University
cyo@truman.edu
Whitney Ross Manzo, Meredith College
wrm@meredith.edu
8:37 The Polarization of American Religion
Benjamin Toll, Lake Superior State University
toll.ben@gmail.com
Chase Giovanni Lovett*, Miami University-Oxford
lovettcrg@miamioh.edu
8:53 Disc., David L. Leal, University of Texas-Austin
dleal@ausutin.utexas.edu
Disc., Benjamin R. Knoll, Centre College
benjamin.knoll@centre.edu
9:10 Audience Discussion
68-200 Table 5: JSS: Armed Americans
Fri at 8:00 am
8:00 The Purpose and Perception of Learning Objectives in Higher Education
Kristina M.W. Mitchell, Texas Tech University
kristina.mitchell@ttu.edu
8:05 Keeping Collegiality in Professional Politics for Off-Campus Students: Using Low Residency for an Online Degree
Stephen C. Brooks, University of Akron-Main Campus
sbrooks@uakron.edu
8:37 Social Class Consciousness?
Fri at 8:00 am
8:00 Chair, Jacob Martin Grumbach, University of California-Berkeley
jakegrumbach@berkeley.edu
8:05 Class Politics: The Formation of Class Consciousness and its Impact on Policy Attitudes
Anthony DiMaggio, Lehigh University
ard416@lehigh.edu
8:18 Explaining Class Discordance: The Role of Social Identity and Social Mobility in the U.S. and Europe
Lorenzo D’Hooge, Tilburg University
ldhooge@uvt.nl
Peter Achterberg*, Tilburg University
p.achterberg@fsw.eur.nl

Tim Reeskens*, Tilburg University
t.reeskens@tilburguniversity.edu

8:31 Income Inequality and Demand for Redistribution
Kris-Stella Trump, Harvard University
kstrump@gmail.com
Riley Kira Carney, Harvard University
carney@g.harvard.edu

8:44 Mapping Class Consciousness after Yugoslavia
Dragana Mrvos, University of South Florida-Main Campus
dmrvos@mail.usf.edu

8:57 Disc., Jacob Martin Grumbach, University of California-Berkeley
jakegrumbach@berkeley.edu
Disc., Eunji Kim, University of Pennsylvania
eunjikim@upenn.edu

9:10 Audience Discussion

72-111 Roundtable: Public Engagement: Working with the Print Media
Fri at 8:00 am
Chair Gayle Alberda, Fairfield University
galberda@fairfield.edu
Part. Alison D. Dagnes, Shippensburg University of Pennsylvania
alidagnes@gmail.com
Alexander C. Brown*, Norwich Research Park
alexander.c.brown@uea.ac.uk
Gregg R. Murray, Augusta University
gmurray@augusta.edu

9:10 Audience Discussion

72-112 Roundtable: Teaching: Core Curriculum/General Education
Fri at 8:00 am
Chair Mahalley D Allen, California State University-Chico
dmadden@csuchico.edu
Part. Mary Theresa Hallock Morris, University of Southern Indiana
hallock35@gmail.com
Mahalley D Allen, California State University-Chico
mdallen@csuchico.edu
Tina Ebenger, Calumet College of Saint Joseph
tebenger@ccsj.edu

9:10 Audience Discussion

83-15 2017 Representative Bureaucracy Workshop: Representative Bureaucracy I
Fri at 8:00 am
Chair, Kenneth Meier, Texas A & M University-College Station
kenneth-j-meier@tamu.edu

8:05 Gender, Representation, and Issue Expertise among Congressional Bureaucrats
Hanna Kathleen Brant, University of Missouri-Columbia
hkb68@mail.missouri.edu

8:31 Women and Corruption: Do Female Bureaucrats Combat Citizens’ Perceptions of Government Malfeasance?
Maria Escobar-Lemmon, Texas A & M University-College Station
m_escobar@tamu.edu
Nathalie Mendez Mendez, Texas A & M University-College Station
nmendez@tamu.edu
Thiago Silva*, Texas A & M University-College Station
ndsthiaigo@gmail.com

8:37 Alternative Instruments of Public Service Delivery: How Representative are Non-Government Providers of Public Services?
B. Guy Peters*, University of Pittsburgh-Greensburg
bgpeters@pitt.edu
Eckhard Schroeter*, Zeppelin University, Friedrichshafen, Germany
eckhard.schroeter@zu.de

8:53 Pushing the Limits of Representative Bureaucracy: The Political Context of Women’s Representation in Brazilian Local Organizations
Kendall Funk, Texas A & M University-College Station
kendallfunk@tamu.edu
Angel Luis Molina, Arizona State University, Phoenix
almolin5@asu.edu

9:10 Audience Discussion

91-2 Moving Gender Politics
Fri at 8:00 am
Chair, Char Miller, George Mason University
cmillerd@gmu.edu

8:05 Funny Girl or Bitch is the New Black: Comedic Approaches to Gender and Power
Lily J. Goren, Carroll University
lgoren@carrollu.edu
Linda Beail, Point Loma Nazarene University
lbeail@pointloma.edu

8:18 In the Realm of the Senses: Plato and the Metaphysical Feminine
Han Irene, University of California-Los Angeles
ihan@humnet.ucla.edu

8:31 Shakespeare’s Daughters: Women ‘Statesmen’ in the Comedies
Rafael Major, University of North Texas
Rafael.Major@unt.edu

8:44 The Dancer of the Future from a Materialist Point of View
Dana N Mills, New York University
danamills1981@gmail.com

8:57 Disc., Char Miller, George Mason University
cmillerd@gmu.edu

9:10 Audience Discussion
### Friday, April 7 at 9:00 am

**96-108 Tech Class: International Affairs Analysis and Research Through Reality-Based Approaches**
Fri at 9:00 am

---

### Friday, April 7 at 9:45 am

**1-101 Roundtable: Political Scientists and Civic Engagement**
Fri at 9:45 am

**Chair** Matthew J. Lebo, Stony Brook University
matthew.lebo@stonybrook.edu

**Part.** Jennifer Victor, George Mason University jvictor3@gmu.edu
Arthur Lupia, University of Michigan-Ann Arbor lupia@umich.edu
Brendan Nyhan, Dartmouth College nyhan@ dartmouth.edu
Kathleen Searles, Louisiana State University and Agricultural & Mechanical College ksearles@lsu.edu

---

## Session 4-2

### Property Rights and the Role of the State in Economic Development
Fri at 9:45 am

**Chair** Patrick Kilby, Australian National University
patrick.kilby@anu.edu.au

**9:45 A Research Agenda: Global Socio-economic Equilibrium through Enabling Natural Flows: The Rise of Alternative Virtual Monetary Instruments and Property Rights Recordation**
Adrian S. Petrescu, InnovationTrek, Omaha NE, USA
aspetrescu@alumni.pitt.edu
Ovidiu Panea*, Applied Modeling Performance panea.ovidiu@gmail.com

**10:00 Gaming Patent System, Russian Style**
Natalia Lamberova, University of California-Los Angeles
natalia.lamberova@gmail.com

**10:11 What to Run On?: Candidate Electoral Platforms in Peru**
Alexey Makarin*, Northwestern University alexymakarin2018@u.northwestern.edu
Ricardo Pique, Ryerson University rpique@ryerson.ca

**10:22 Politics of Property Rights Reform: Explaining Variation in Outcomes of Land Tenure Reform in Cotton-Producing Areas of Tajikistan**
Navruz Nekbakhtshoev*, Indiana University-Bloomington nanekbak@indiana.edu

---

### Session 5-6

**The Causes and Consequences of Clientelism**
Fri at 9:45 am

**Chair** Anderson Frey, University of Rochester anderson.frey@rochester.edu

**9:45 Clientelistic Linkages and the Allocation of the Federal Budget in Brazil**
Anderson Frey, University of Rochester anderson.frey@rochester.edu

**9:50 Money, Parties, and Elections in Brazil**
George Avelino, Getulio Vargas Foundation (FGV), Brazil
George.Avelino@fgv.br

**10:00 Sleeping With the Enemy: Electoral Competition in a Clientelistic Environment**
Anderson Frey, University of Rochester anderson.frey@rochester.edu

**10:22 What to Run On?: Candidate Electoral Platforms in Peru**
Alexey Makarin*, Northwestern University alexymakarin2018@u.northwestern.edu
Ricardo Pique, Ryerson University rpique@ryerson.ca

**10:33 Why Do Leftist Governments Reduce Labor Enforcement and Increase Informality?: Theory and Evidence From Latin America**
German Feierherd*, Duke University gfeierherd@gmail.com

---

### Session 6-8

**Opposition Parties and Activists in Authoritarian and Post-Authoritarian Regimes**
Fri at 9:45 am

**Chair** Dan Slater, University of Chicago slater@uchicago.edu

**9:45 Social Investment in the Middle Income Trap: South African and Turkish State Ownership in the New Development Model**
Catherine A. Anne Long*, Kadir Has University, Istanbul
catherine.long@khas.edu.tr

**10:44 Disc., Patrick Kilby, Australian National University**
patrick.kilby@anu.edu.au

**Disc., Rustem M. Nureev, Financial University under the Government of the Russian Federation**
nureev50@gmail.com

---

### Session 7-9

**Audience Discussion**

---

### Session 10:55

**10:55 Audience Discussion**

---

**10:55 Audience Discussion**

---

**10:55 Audience Discussion**
9:50 Dissidents to Politicians: Public Perceptions of Former Pro-democracy Activists as Political Actors in South Korea
Joan Eun Cho, Harvard University
jecho@wesleyan.edu
Dominika Roksanakruszewska, Harvard University
dkruszewska@fas.harvard.edu

10:00 Nationalizing Niche Parties: Opposition Party Building in Authoritarian Regimes
Sebastian Dettman, Cornell University
scd92@cornell.edu

10:11 Varieties of Opposition Cooperation in Electoral Authoritarian Regimes: Coordination and Signaling in Singapore and Malaysia
Elvin Ong, Emory University
elvin.ong@emory.edu

10:22 The Unintended Consequences of Electoral Authoritarianism: Opposition Coordination and Competitiveness
Maryhen G Jimenez Morales, University of Oxford
maryhen.jimenezmorales@stx.ox.ac.uk

10:33 The Beneficial Role of Opposition Parties in Autocracies: Public Good Provision and the National Action Party in Mexico
José Antonio Hernandez Company*, Tecnologico de Monterrey
joseahcompany@itesm.mx

10:44 Disc., Dan Slater, University of Chicago
slater@uchicago.edu

10:55 Audience Discussion

7-6 Governing Against Type: Participatory Institutions and Subnational Governance in Democratic and Authoritarian Regimes
Fri at 9:45 am

9:45 Chair, Allyson L. Benton, CIDE (Centro de Investigacion y Docencia Economicas)
allyson.benton@cide.edu

9:50 Participatory Accountability under Authoritarianism: Social Assessment of Local State Performance in Hangzhou
Oscar Almén, Uppsala University
oscar.almen@statsvet.uu.se

10:00 Clientelism and Participation in Indonesia's Volunteer Bureaucracy
Seth Nathan Soderborg, Harvard University
soderborg@fas.harvard.edu

10:11 Democratic Dead Spots: Participation and Social Programs in Brazil’s Authoritarian Enclaves
Michael Touchton, University of Miami
miketouchton@miami.edu
Brian Wampler, Boise State University
bwampler@boisestate.edu
Natasha Borges Sugiyama*, University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee
sugiyamm@uwm.edu

10:22 Participatory Governance and Authoritarian Political Control: Evidence from Electoral Authoritarian Mexico
Allyson L. Benton, CIDE (Centro de Investigacion y Docencia Economicas)
allyson.benton@cide.edu

10:33 Political Personalities: Exploring the Micro Foundations of Autocratic and Democratic Rule in China
Orion A. Lewis, Middlebury College
olewis@middlebury.edu
Jessica C. Teets*, Middlebury College
jteets@middlebury.edu

10:44 Disc., Carew Elizabeth Boulding, University of Colorado-Boulder
carew.boulding@colorado.edu
Disc., Brian Wampler, Boise State University
bwampler@boisestate.edu

10:55 Audience Discussion

8-5 On Money and Politics
Fri at 9:45 am

9:45 Chair, Andreas Bergh, Lund University, Sweden
drbergh@gmail.com

9:50 Buying the Votes of the Poor: How the Electoral System Matters
Louise T Bottkjaer, Copenhagen Business School
ltb.dbp@cbs.dk

10:06 Protect, Dismiss, or Oust: Parties and Scandals
Milena Ang*, University of Chicago
milaenaang@uchicago.edu

10:22 Electoral Institutions, Public Subsidies for Parties, and Party System in Taiwan: Evidence at the District Level
Yen-Pin Su, National Chengchi University
yepinsu@nccu.edu.tw

10:38 Disc., Andreas Bergh, Lund University, Sweden
drbergh@gmail.com

10:55 Audience Discussion

10-7 EU Foreign Policy: What Kind of Security?
Fri at 9:45 am

9:45 European Union’s promotion of human rights and illiberal regional powers: Assessing the effects of sanctions on the human rights situation in the former Soviet republics
Karina Shyrokykh, Ludwig-Maximilians University
shikarina@gmail.com

10:08 Security Implications of the Migration/Refugee Crisis of 2015-2016 on the Balkan Route
Ruzica Jaksevic, University of Zagreb, Croatia
ruzica.jaksevic@fpzg.hr
Sinisa Tatalovic, University of Zagreb, Croatia
sinisa.tatalovic@fpzg.hr

10:31 The European Union as a Civil Protection Actor
Charles Parker*, Uppsala University
charles.parker@statsvet.uu.se
Sten Widmalm*, Uppsala University
Sten.Widmalm@statsvet.uu.se
11-4 Intra- and Extra-regional Relations: Latin America, the Caribbean, and the World
Fri at 9:45 am
Chair, João C A Botelho, Universidade Federal de Goias
joaocarlosbotelho@hotmail.com

9:50 Brexit: A Look at its Impact on EU-CARIFORUM Relations and Caribbean Regional Integration
Nicole Warmington-Granston, Governors State University
nwarmington-granston@govst.edu

10:00 Local Support of and Resistance to China: the Case of Colombia
Zhimin Lin, Valparaiso University
zhimin.lin@valpo.edu
Gregg B. Johnson, Valparaiso University
gregg.johnson@valpo.edu

10:11 Mediterranean and the Caribbean Geopolitics in Mirror Image: The Significance of Islands in the 21st Century
Petros Vamvakas, Emmanuel College-Boston
vamvakpe@emmanuel.edu

Robert Clemente Chalwell*, Eastfield College
rchalwell@hotmail.com
Iliyan Iliev, University of Southern Mississippi
iliyan.r.iliev@gmail.com

10:33 Unveiling Causal Mechanisms in UNASUR Defense Council’s Design
Víctor M Mijares*, Universidad Simon Bolivar
victor.mijares@javeriana.edu.co

10:44 Disc., João C A Botelho, Universidade Federal de Goias
joaocarlosbotelho@hotmail.com

10:55 Audience Discussion

14-10 Survey Experiments and Public Opinion in China
Fri at 9:45 am
Chair, Haifeng Huang, University of California-Merced
hhuang24@ucmerced.edu

9:50 Anti-corruption Campaigns and Popular Support for Authoritarian Governments
Yaoyao Dai, Pennsylvania State University-Main Campus
yud115@psu.edu

10:00 Gauging Chinese Public Support for China’s Participation in Peacekeeping operations
Songying Fang, Rice University
sfang@rice.edu
Fanglu Sun*, Fudan University
sunfanglu@fudan.edu.cn

Shuai Jin, University of Iowa
shuai-jin@uiowa.edu

10:22 Propaganda Themes, Political Context, and Citizen Reception: Propaganda Effects in China
Dan Chen, Elizabethtown College
chend@etown.edu

10:33 Unequal Demands?: Inequality, Nationalism, and Political Reform in China
Meir Alkon, Princeton University
malkon@princeton.edu

10:44 Disc., Xian Huang, Rutgers University-New Brunswick
xian.huang@rutgers.edu

10:55 Audience Discussion

16-4 Israel and the Middle East
Fri at 9:45 am
9:45 Chair, Shaul Shenhav, *The Hebrew University of Jerusalem*
shaul.shenhav@mail.huji.ac.il

9:50 *Israel, Peacekeeping Forces and the Temporary Hosting of UNDOF: An Indication of a New Approach?*
Eitan Barak*, Hebrew University, Jerusalem
eitan.barak@mail.huji.ac.il

10:06 *The Paradigm Shift in Israel’s Policy Towards its Radical Islamist Movement*
Suheir S Daoud, *Coastal Carolina University*
sdaoud@coastal.edu

10:22 *Accessing to Infrastructure: Struggles over Water and Electricity in Israel and Turkey*
Esra Bakkalbasioğlu, *University of Washington-Seattle Campus*
esrab@uw.edu

10:38 Disc., Shaul Shenhav, *The Hebrew University of Jerusalem*
shaul.shenhav@mail.huji.ac.il

10:55 Audience Discussion

18-4 Modernization and Economic Development
Fri at 9:45 am

9:45 Chair, Melissa Ziegler Rogers, Claremont Graduate University
melissa.rogers@cgu.edu

9:50 Institutions and Urban Concentration: The Role of Coercive Capacity
Sidney Turner, Fors Marsh Group LLC
sturner1@forsmarshgroup.com
Uma Kelekar*, Marymount University
ukelekar@gmail.com

10:11 *The Inequality Trap: Why High Levels of Inequality Lead to Authoritarian Regime Failure*
Joan Timoneda*, University of Maryland-College Park
timoneda@umd.edu

10:33 Disc., Melissa Ziegler Rogers, Claremont Graduate University
melissa.rogers@cgu.edu
Disc., Ashley Avon Anderson, *University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill*
aaanders@email.unc.edu

10:55 Audience Discussion

19-201 Table 1: JSS: Symposium on International Cooperation
Fri at 9:45 am

9:45 *Explaining Change Across Transnational Environmental Standard Setting Organizations*
James E. Heilman, *University of Massachusetts-Amherst*
jimmyh90@gmail.com

19-202 Table 2: JSS: Symposium on Investment and Finance
Fri at 9:45 am

9:45 *From Banks to Bonds: Political Stability and Sovereign Debt Composition*
Joshua Tyler Counselman, University of Pittsburgh-Pittsburgh Campus
jtc51@pitt.edu

9:59 Internal Connections and External Frictions: Explaining Litigation Outcomes of Foreign Corporations in China
Jian Xu, Emory University
jian.xu2@emory.edu
Frederick R. Chen, University of Wisconsin-Madison
frederick.chen@wisc.edu

10:13 Regime Changes and FDI Flows in the Developing World
Joonseok Yang, Columbia University in the City of New York
jy2385@columbia.edu
Abhit Bhandari*, Columbia University in the City of New York
ab3901@columbia.edu

10:27 State Capitalism and Firm Performance: Evidence from Developing Countries
Jheng-yi Chen, National Chengchi University
103252005@nccu.edu.tw

10:41 Disc., William Kindred Winecoff, Indiana University-Bloomington
wkwineco@indiana.edu

10:55 Audience Discussion

20-6 Implications of the Syrian Refugee Crisis
Fri at 9:45 am

9:45 Chair, Naomi Levy, Santa Clara University
nlevy@scu.edu
Evolving Immigration Policies in Uncertain Times: Explaining Turkey’s Approaches to Humanitarian Migration in the Midst of the Syrian Refugee Crisis

Natasha Tamika Duncan*, Purdue University-Main Campus
ntduncan@purdue.edu

Mehmet Kocaoglu*, Purdue University-Main Campus
mkocaog@purdue.edu

From Temporary Protection to Permanent Settlement: Inter-group Experience and Integration Attitudes of Syrian Refugees in Turkey

Basak Yavcan, TOBB University of Economics and Technology
basakural@gmail.com

The Representations of Syrian Immigrants in the Turkish Newspapers

Sedef Turper, Koç University
sturper@ku.edu.tr

The Syrian Refugee Crisis and Income Inequality in the European Union

Michael Abbe*, Northeastern Illinois University
m-abbe@neiu.edu

Disc., Naomi Levy, Santa Clara University
nlevy@scu.edu

Disc., Stacy Bondanella Taninchev, Gonzaga University
bondi35@gmail.com

Human Rights Violations in Democracies Fighting Criminal Violence: Evidence from Mexico

Daniela T Barba-Sanchez, Princeton University
dtbarba@princeton.edu

Repressive Agent Defections: How Power, Costs, and Uncertainty Lead to Military Defections

Kimberly R Fruge, Florida State University
kfruge@fsu.edu

Uncomfortably Numb: Free Media and Human Rights

Tyler P. Yates, University of North Texas
tyler Yates@my.umb.edu

International Conflict in a Regional Perspective

Chair, Karim Elkady, Brandeis University
kkady@brandeis.edu

Military Alliances in the Middle East: A Network Analysis Approach

Megan A. West, University of California-Los Angeles
mwest11@g.ucla.edu

North Korean Conflict Behavior, 1954-2015

Joonbum Bae*, Texas A & M University-College Station
jbbae@tamu.edu

William Norris*, Texas A & M University-College Station
wjnorris@tamu.edu

So Close That Water Cannot Flow Between Us: Turkey’s Water Resource Control and the Turmoil in Syria and Iraq

Darci Pauser, Syracuse University
darci.pausser@gmail.com

Revisiting the No-Fly Zone over Northern Iraq, 1991-2003: What Did It Achieve?

Karim Elkady, Brandeis University
kkady@brandeis.edu
10:42 Disc., Karim Elkady, Brandeis University
kkady@brandeis.edu
10:55 Audience Discussion

24-6 Ideas Can Kill: Ideology and Political Violence
Fri at 9:45 am
9:45 Countering Hate or Preaching to the Choir? A Facebook Survey Experiment
Tricia Bacon*, American University
bacon@american.edu
Pablo Barbera, University of Southern California
pbarbera@usc.edu
Thomas Zeitoff*, American University
zeitoff@gmail.com
10:02 On the Limits of Ideology: Are African Rebel Groups Denied Political Voice?
Zoe Marks, University of Edinburgh
zoe_marks@ed.ac.uk
10:20 Far-Right Parties and Anti-Semitic Social Conflict
Brandon Stewart, University of North Texas
brandonstewart4@my.unt.edu
Ayal Feinberg, University of North Texas
ayal.k.feinberg@gmail.com
10:37 Disc., Sahar Aziz, Texas A & M University-College Station
saziz@law.tamu.edu
10:55 Audience Discussion

28-5 Leaders, Information and Insecurity
Fri at 9:45 am
9:45 Chair, Kelly A Grieco, Air University
kellygrieco1@gmail.com
9:50 Do Costly Signals Matter?: Unifying Theories of Signaling and Perceptions in International Relations
Seok-Joon Kim, University of Notre Dame
skim41@nd.edu
10:00 Resuming War or Remaining at Peace?: Leaders' Survival and Repeated Conflict
Ruolin Su, University of Pennsylvania
suruolin@sas.upenn.edu
10:11 The Institutional Determinants of Escalation Control in War
Spencer D. Bakich, Virginia Military Institute
bakichsd@vmi.edu
10:22 Young and Reckless: How Leader Age Influences International Conflict
Robert Frederic Trager, University of California-Los Angeles
rtrager@ucla.edu
Allan Dafoe*, Yale University
allan.dafoe@yale.edu
Andrew D. Bertoli*, University of California-Berkeley
abertoli@berkeley.edu
10:33 Understanding Collective Security as a Global Public Good through Socially Constructed Preferences
James C. Roberts, Towson University
jroberts@towson.edu
10:44 Disc., Kelly A Grieco, Air University
kellygrieco1@gmail.com
10:55 Audience Discussion

29-4 Non-state Actors and the Protection of Vulnerable Groups
Fri at 9:45 am
9:45 Chair, Brendan Skip Mark, SUNY at Binghamton
bmark2@binghamton.edu
9:50 Which IMF Policies Harm Women’s Rights?: IMF Compliance and Women’s Rights
Brendan Skip Mark, SUNY at Binghamton
bmark2@binghamton.edu

10:00 Examining the Determinants and Effectiveness of Transitional Justice Mechanisms in Post-conflict States
Meshack Barasa Simati, Georgia State University
msimati1@student.gsu.edu

10:11 Child Terrorists as a Consequence of Counter-Terrorism
Tiffani Crippin*, Binghamton University
tcrippi1@binghamton.edu

10:22 Selective Humanity: State Responses to Asylum Crisis
Gulcan Saglam, Georgia State University
gilgen1@student.gsu.edu

10:33 The Impact of United Nations Resolutions on Protections for Sexual Minorities
Carl Edward Kalmick, SUNY at Binghamton
calmmickce@gmail.com

10:44 Disc., David L. Cingranelli, SUNY at Binghamton
davidec@binghamton.edu

10:55 Audience Discussion

30-3 Financing of Campaigns
Fri at 9:45 am
9:45 Chair, Sean A. Cain, Loyola University New Orleans
scain@loyno.edu

9:50 Agency Problems in Political Campaigns: Media Buying and Consulting
Gregory John Martin, Emory University
gregory.martin@emory.edu
Zachary Peskowitz, Emory University
zachary.peskowitz@gmail.com

10:00 Follow the Money: Integrating Competing Theories to Explain Donor Behavior in Presidential Primaries and the Resulting Implications for Campaign Coffers in the Invisible Primary
Justin J. Norris, University of Georgia
norr77@uga.edu

10:22 Public Attention and Fundraising in the Invisible Primary
Colin D. Swearingen, John Carroll University
cswearingen@jcu.edu

10:38 Disc., Sean A. Cain, Loyola University New Orleans
scain@loyno.edu

10:55 Audience Discussion

32-3 Legislative Incumbency Around the World (Co-sponsored with 9. Comparative Political Behavior, see 9-6)
Fri at 9:45 am
9:45 Chair, Steve B. Lem, Kutztown University of Pennsylvania
lem@kutztown.edu

9:50 Going Negative in Hostile Territory: How Negative Campaigning Shrinks the Rival Party’s Issue Ownership
Henrik Bech Seeberg, Aarhus University
h.seeberg@ps.au.dk
Alessandro Nai*, University of Sydney
alessandro.nai@unige.ch

10:03 Sticking to the Script: Examining the Quality of Political Representation in Britain, 1892-1914
Laura Bronner, London School of Economics
lbronner@lse.ac.uk

10:16 To Which Campaigns Do The Money Flow?: Estimating the Effect of Incumbency on Campaign Fund Raising in Brazilian Legislative Elections
Leonardo Sangali Barone*, University of Sao Paulo
leobarone@gmail.com
Glauco Peres da Silva*, University of Sao Paulo
glauco.p.silva@gmail.com

10:29 Using Panel Fixed Effects Analysis to Estimate Personal Incumbency Advantage Without Bias
Anna Sophie Kurella, University of Mannheim, Germany
anna.kurella@mmes.uni-mannheim.de
Franz Urban Pappi*, Universitaet Mannheim
Franz.Pappi@uni-mannheim.de
Thomas Bräuninger, University of Mannheim
thomas.braeuninger@uni-mannheim.de

10:42 Disc., Steve B. Lem, Kutztown University of Pennsylvania
lem@kutztown.edu
Disc., Anthony James McGann, University of Strathclyde
anthony.mcgann@strath.ac.uk

10:55 Audience Discussion

33-4 Election Administration and Representation
Fri at 9:45 am
9:45 Chair, Charles H. Stewart, Massachusetts Institute of Technology
cstewart@mit.edu

9:50 Electoral Administration & the 2016 British EU Referendum
Alistair Clark, Newcastle University, UK
alistair.clark@ncl.ac.uk
Toby S James*, University of East Anglia
T.S.James@uea.ac.uk

10:00 Putting a Good Face on Government: Ballot Type and Facial Attractiveness in the Mexican Chamber of Deputies
Breanna Jacobitz*, Oklahoma State University-Main Campus
jacobit@ostateemail.okstate.edu
Holley E. Hansen, Oklahoma State University-Main Campus
holley.hansen@gmail.com
10:11  The Impact of Ballot Structure on the Political Representation of Citizens of Immigrant Origin
Chloé Janssen*, Université Catholique de Louvain (UCL)
chloejanssen@uclouvain.be
Jean-Benoit Pilet*, Free University of Brussels
jpilet@ulb.ac.be
Steven M. Van Hauwaert, CIDE
s.m.vanhauwaert@gmail.com
10:22  Waiting to Vote: Using EViD Data to Assess the Electoral Consequences of Long Voting Lines
David Cottrell, Dartmouth College
dcott@umich.edu
Michael C. Herron*, Dartmouth College
michael.c.herron@dartmouth.edu
Daniel A. Smith*, University of Florida
dasmith@ufl.edu
10:33  Leveraging Temporal Variation in the Reporting of Election Returns
Stephen Pettigrew, Harvard University
pettigrew@fas.harvard.edu
10:44  Disc., Michael J. Hanmer, University of Maryland-College Park
mhanmer@umd.edu
Disc., Charles H. Stewart, Massachusetts Institute of Technology
cstewart@mit.edu
10:55  Audience Discussion
37-10  Experiments on Voter Turnout, Persuasion, and Partisanship
Fri at 9:45 am
9:45  Chair, Stephen M. Utych, Boise State University
stephenutych@boisestate.edu
9:50  Does the Constitution Change Minds?
David R. Kirby*, Cato Institute
davidrkirby@gmail.com
Donald P. Green, Columbia University in the City of New York
donald.p.green@gmail.com
Alexander Coppock, Yale University
alex.coppock@yale.edu
10:03  Hillary Clinton’s Gen(d)eration: When and How Female Party Leaders Turn Women Into Strong Partisans
Alexa Bankert, University of Georgia
alexa.bankert@gmail.com
10:16  Measuring Effects of Interest Groups’ Mailings in Survey Experiments and in the Field
Alexander Wuttke, University of Mannheim
alexander.wuttke@uni-mannheim.de
Andreas Jungherr*, University of Konstanz
andreas.jungherr@gmail.com
Harald Schoen*, University of Mannheim
harald.schoen@uni-mannheim.de
10:29  Testing Moral Foundations Theory as a Tool for Mobilizing Voters
Gregg R. Murray, Augusta University
gmurray@augusta.edu
Richard E. Matland, Loyola University Chicago
rmatlan@luc.edu
10:42  Disc., Stephen M. Utych, Boise State University
stephenutych@boisestate.edu
10:55  Audience Discussion
38-11  Incivility and Compromise
Fri at 9:45 am
9:45  Chair, C. Daniel Myers, University of Minnesota-Twin Cities
cdmyers@umn.edu
9:50  Why Do Negotiations Fail?: Bringing the Politics Back In
Timothy J. Ryan, University of North Carolina-Chapel Hill
tjr@email.unc.edu
Andrew W. Delton, Stony Brook University
andrew.delton@stonybrook.edu
Peter DeScioli, Stony Brook University
pdescioli@gmail.com
10:11  The Impact of Ballot Structure on the Political Representation of Citizens of Immigrant Origin
Chloé Janssen*, Université Catholique de Louvain (UCL)
chloejanssen@uclouvain.be
Jean-Benoit Pilet*, Free University of Brussels
jpilet@ulb.ac.be
Steven M. Van Hauwaert, CIDE
s.m.vanhauwaert@gmail.com
10:22  Waiting to Vote: Using EViD Data to Assess the Electoral Consequences of Long Voting Lines
David Cottrell, Dartmouth College
dcott@umich.edu
Michael C. Herron*, Dartmouth College
michael.c.herron@dartmouth.edu
Daniel A. Smith*, University of Florida
dasmith@ufl.edu
10:33  Leveraging Temporal Variation in the Reporting of Election Returns
Stephen Pettigrew, Harvard University
pettigrew@fas.harvard.edu
10:44  Disc., Michael J. Hanmer, University of Maryland-College Park
mhanmer@umd.edu
Disc., Charles H. Stewart, Massachusetts Institute of Technology
cstewart@mit.edu
10:55  Audience Discussion
37-10  Experiments on Voter Turnout, Persuasion, and Partisanship
Fri at 9:45 am
9:45  Chair, Stephen M. Utych, Boise State University
stephenutych@boisestate.edu
9:50  Does the Constitution Change Minds?
David R. Kirby*, Cato Institute
davidrkirby@gmail.com
Donald P. Green, Columbia University in the City of New York
donald.p.green@gmail.com
Alexander Coppock, Yale University
alex.coppock@yale.edu
10:03  Hillary Clinton’s Gen(d)eration: When and How Female Party Leaders Turn Women Into Strong Partisans
Alexa Bankert, University of Georgia
alexa.bankert@gmail.com
10:16  Measuring Effects of Interest Groups’ Mailings in Survey Experiments and in the Field
Alexander Wuttke, University of Mannheim
alexander.wuttke@uni-mannheim.de
Andreas Jungherr*, University of Konstanz
andreas.jungherr@gmail.com
Harald Schoen*, University of Mannheim
harald.schoen@uni-mannheim.de
10:29  Testing Moral Foundations Theory as a Tool for Mobilizing Voters
Gregg R. Murray, Augusta University
gmurray@augusta.edu
Richard E. Matland, Loyola University Chicago
rmatlan@luc.edu
10:42  Disc., Stephen M. Utych, Boise State University
stephenutych@boisestate.edu
10:55  Audience Discussion
38-11  Incivility and Compromise
Fri at 9:45 am
9:45  Chair, C. Daniel Myers, University of Minnesota-Twin Cities
cdmyers@umn.edu
9:50  Why Do Negotiations Fail?: Bringing the Politics Back In
Timothy J. Ryan, University of North Carolina-Chapel Hill
tjr@email.unc.edu
Andrew W. Delton, Stony Brook University
andrew.delton@stonybrook.edu
Peter DeScioli, Stony Brook University
pdescioli@gmail.com
10:03 The Interaction of Political Incivility and Psychological Conflict Orientation
Emily Sydnor, Southwestern University
sydnore@southwestern.edu

10:16 When Incivility is Banal: How Partisan News Consumption Mediates Affective Reactions to Like-minded Uncivil Messages
Bryan T. Gervais, University of Texas-San Antonio
bryan.gervais@utsa.edu

10:29 Incivility in Context: The Effects of Disagreement on Political Participation in the U.S. and UK
Kylee Britzman, University of Illinois-Urbana-Champaign
britzma2@illinois.edu
Benjamin Ronald Kantack, University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign
kantack2@illinois.edu

10:42 Disc., C. Daniel Myers, University of Minnesota-Twin Cities
cdmyers@umn.edu

10:55 Audience Discussion

9:45 Chair, Steven Wilson, University of Gothenburg
swilson4@wisc.edu

9:50 A Review of ICTs Deployment in Kenya’s Electoral Process
Alex S. Sekwat, Tennessee State University
asekwat@tnstate.edu

10:03 Does Online Access Lead to Further Participation? Internet Access and the Typology of Political Participation
Michael R. Brownstein, Purdue University-Main Campus
mbrownst@purdue.edu

10:16 What Drives People to Use the Internet for Political Purposes?: An International Perspective
Fumiko Sasaki, Pace University-New York
fumikosasaki@aol.com

10:29 At the Edge of Adoption: Exploring Limits to e-Participation for Social Media in Europe
Dora Kingsley Vertenten, University of Southern California
Kingsley@usc.edu
Brandon Frederick De Bruhl, University of Southern California
debruhl@usc.edu

10:42 Disc., Heather Lynn Katz, CUNY Queens College
hkatz@qc.cuny.edu
Disc., Jason Gainous, University of Louisville
jason.gainous@louisville.edu

10:55 Audience Discussion

39-7 Elections and Opinion
Fri at 9:45 am

9:45 Chair, Adam M. Enders, Michigan State University
endersad@msu.edu

9:50 Bumpy Ride: Movement in Constraint in Political Beliefs Around Presidential Campaigns
Tobias Benjamin Konitzer, Stanford University
tobias@stanford.edu
Sam Corbett-Davies*, Stanford University
samcorbettdavies@gmail.com
David Rothschild, Microsoft Research
david@research.dias.org

10:03 Candidate Demeanor Effects on Public Attitudes
William Mark Pollock, Stony Brook University
william.pollock@stonybrook.edu

10:16 Presidential Debate Effects: Changing Minds or Fortifying Bases?
John W. Williams, Principia College
john.williams@principia.edu
Brian D. Roberts*, Principia College
brian.roberts@principia.edu

10:29 Choosing Between Parties From Opposing Pre-Electoral Coalitions: Hard Decisions and Reduced Motivated Reasoning
Jacob Sohlberg, University of Gothenburg
jacob.sohlberg@gu.se
Annika Fredén*, University of Gothenburg
annika.freden@gu.se

10:42 Disc., Adam M. Enders, Michigan State University
endersad@msu.edu
Disc., Noah J. Kaplan, University of Illinois at Chicago
njkaplan@uic.edu

10:55 Audience Discussion

42-7 Complexity and Coarseness in Political Language Use
Fri at 9:45 am

9:45 Chair, Paul Armstrong DeBell, Fort Lewis College
padbell@fortlewis.edu

9:50 Complexity and Ideology in Political Speech
Anna Brosius*, University of Amsterdam
a.brosius@uva.nl
Bert Nico Bakker*, University of Amsterdam
b.n.bakker@uva.nl
Martijn Schoonvelde, Vrije Universiteit-Amsterdam
mschoonvelde@gmail.com
Gjis Schumacher*, University of Amsterdam
g.schumacher@uva.nl

10:03 Donald Trump and Continuing Decline in the Complexity of U.S. Presidential Rhetoric
William Arthur Gorton, Alma College
gorton@alma.edu
Janie Diels*, Alma College
diels@alma.edu

10:11 Tabloidization of the Political Discourse
Mariken van der Velden, University of Zurich-Switzerland
vandervelden@ipz.uzh.ch
Barbara Vis*, Vrije Universiteit-Amsterdam
b.vis@vu.nl
Wouter van Atteveldt*, VU University-Amsterdam
wouter@vanatteveldt.com
Campaign 2016: Real Politics or Reality TV
Michael Alan Krasner, CUNY Queens College
mkrasner@sover.net

Democracy and Othering: A Content Analysis of Online Racist and Bigoted Tweets in the 2016 Presidential Election Race
Damion Keith Blake*, Elon University
damionkbblake@gmail.com

Disc., Julia A. Spiker, University of Akron-Main Campus
jspiker@uakron.edu

Audience Discussion

Democracy and Othering: A Content Analysis of Online Racist and Bigoted Tweets in the 2016 Presidential Election Race
Damion Keith Blake*, Elon University
damionkbblake@gmail.com

Disc., Julia A. Spiker, University of Akron-Main Campus
jspiker@uakron.edu

Audience Discussion

Gender and the Varieties of Political Participation
Fri at 9:45 am
Chair, Heather Louise Ondercin, University of Mississippi
ondercin@olemiss.edu

Direct Democracy and the Gender Gap in Political Engagement
Jeong Hyun Kim, Washington University in St. Louis
jeonghyun.kim@wustl.edu

State Repression and Domestic Voices: Explaining Women's Protests in Latin America
Dakota Wayne Thomas, University of Kentucky
dth228@u.uky.edu

Triumph of the Female Slacktivists Over the Male Activists
Jonathon Andrew Mellon, University of Oxford
jonathan.mellon@nuffield.ox.ac.uk
Fredrik M. Sjoberg*, World Bank
fredrik.m.sjoberg@gmail.com
Tiago Peixoto*, World Bank
tpeixoto@worldbank.org
Hollie Rasson Gilman*, Columbia University in the City of New York
h2377@columbia.edu

Understanding Gender and Political Participation: Assessing the Relationship between Networks and Dispositions
Paul A. Djupe, Denison University
djupe@denison.edu
Amanda Friesen, Indiana University-Purdue University-Indianapolis
amfriese@iu.edu
Anand Edward Sokhey, University of Colorado-Boulder
anand.sokhey@colorado.edu

Who Runs the World?: Girls! A Study of the Affects of the Presence of Female Candidates on Voter Turnout
Joshua J Casper, California State University-Long Beach
joshua.j.casper@gmail.com

Disc., Heather Louise Ondercin, University of Mississippi
ondercin@olemiss.edu

Audience Discussion

Women and the Making of Public Policy
Fri at 9:45 am
Chair, Julia M. Hellwege, University of South Dakota
julia.hellwege@usd.edu

Gender and Lobbying
Kathleen Marchetti, Dickinson College
marchetk@dickinson.edu
Timothy M. LaPira*, James Madison University
lapiratm@jmu.edu
Herschel F. Thomas, The University of Texas at Arlington
herschelthomas@gmail.com

Women's Advocacy Organizations: The Missing Piece Linking Descriptive and Substantive Representation in State Legislatures
Elizabeth Wiener*, Emory University
ewiener@emory.edu

Feminist Transformation in Europe and the Americas: Examining Post-adoption Feminist Policy Success
Season Hoard, Washington State University
hoardsa@wsu.edu
Richard Elgar*, Washington State University
relgar@wsu.edu

Exploring the Gender Gap on Environmental Attitudes
Mary-Kate Lizotte, Augusta University
mlizotte@augusta.edu

Disc., Julia M. Hellwege, University of South Dakota
julia.hellwege@usd.edu

Audience Discussion

Latino Politics
Fri at 9:45 am
Chair, Tony E. Carey, University of North Texas
Tony.Carey@unt.edu

Joining the Party: A Theory of Partisan Acquisition among Latinos
Angie Gutierrez*, University of California-Los Angeles
aegutierrez@ucla.edu
Angelica Ximena Ocampo, University of California-Los Angeles
angelaxocampo@ucla.edu
Bryan M. Wilcox-Archuleta, University of California-Los Angeles
bmwilcox@uw.edu

Multiracial-Latino Political Identity in Contemporary American Politics
Mark D. Brockway, University of Notre Dame
mbrookwa@nd.edu
Maryann Kwakwa, University of Notre Dame
mkwakwa@nd.edu
Shifting Issues, Shifting Sides: A Study of Latino Partisanship
Hadill Calderon, The University of Texas at Austin
hadillcalderon@utexas.edu

The New White Flight: The Effects of Democratic Appeals to Latinos on White Democrats’ Support for the Party
Mara Cecilia Ostfeld, University of Michigan - Ann Arbor
mostfeld@umich.edu

Disc., Tony E. Carey, University of North Texas
Tony.Carey@unt.edu
Disc., Eric J. Juenke, Michigan State University
juenke@msu.edu

Audience Discussion

History, Tradition, Conservatism (Co-sponsored with 46. Political Theory: Critical and Normative, see 46-4)
Fri at 9:45 am

Chair, Robert Lamb, University of Exeter
r.lamb@ex.ac.uk

Historicisms, Theoretical and Radical: Strauss, Heidegger, and the Politics of History
Matthew Hartman, University of Notre Dame
mhartma5@nd.edu

The Moral Weight of Tradition: A Reassessment of Burke
Mitchell Krumm, Bethel University-Saint Paul
mik69385@bethel.edu

Disc., Robert Lamb, University of Exeter
r.lamb@ex.ac.uk

Audience Discussion

Conceptual and Methodological Considerations in Political Philosophy
Fri at 9:45 am

"Dereification" and "Reflective Practice" as the Keys to Better Political Theorizing—and Action
David V. Edwards, University of Texas-Austin
dedwards@Austin.utexas.edu

Major Trends in the History of Fanaticism
Zachary R Goldsmith, Indiana University-Bloomington
zgoldsmi@indiana.edu

Audience Discussion

Table 5: JSS: Liberal Democratic Relations: Friends and Family
Fri at 9:45 am

In Recognition of Uncertainty, Complexity, and Individuality: Aristotle on Political Friendship
Eric Cheng, Duke University
ewc15@duke.edu

Lust and Liberalism: Montesquieu on the Nature and Conventions of Family
Emma V Slonina, Michigan State University
sloninae@msu.edu

Reinhold Niebuhr’s Challenge to Democratic Theory
Aaron Samuel Greenberg, Yale University
aaron.greenberg@yale.edu

Fraternity Reconstructed: A Kantian Theory of Civic Friendship and Its Role in Liberalism
Adam S. Kunz, University of California-Davis
askunz@ucdavis.edu

Disc., Baldwin Wong, Chinese University, Hong Kong
baldwin.wong@eservices.cuhk.edu.hk

Audience Discussion

Conflict
Fri at 9:45 am

Chair, Keisuke Nakao, University of Hawaii at Hilo
keisuken@hawaii.edu

Coalitions: from Cooperation to Competition
Sean Zeigler, Georgetown University
szeigler@rand.org

Emerson Niou*, Duke University
niou@duke.edu

Cornering the Market: Optimal Governmental Responses to Competitive Political Violence
William Jerome Spaniel, University of Pittsburgh-Pittsburgh Campus
williamspaniel@gmail.com

Effectiveness of Counter-proliferation Measures and their Impacts on Security
Kai Hao Yang, University of Chicago
khyang@uchicago.edu

Interim Mediator Selection: A Noncooperative Approach
Jin Yeub Kim, University of Nebraska-Lincoln
shiningjin@gmail.com

Power to Cripple vs. Power to Hurt: The Belligerent's Dilemma Between Guns and Butter
Keisuke Nakao, University of Hawaii at Hilo
keisuken@hawaii.edu

Disc., Sean Zeigler, Georgetown University
szeigler@rand.org
Disc., Jin Yeub Kim, University of Nebraska-Lincoln
shiningjin@gmail.com

Audience Discussion

Big Data Theory and Applications
Fri at 9:45 am

Chair, Bryce Jensen Dietrich, University of Iowa
bryce-dietrich@uiowa.edu

Exit Polling and Geolocation Technology
René Bautista, University of Chicago
bautista-rene@norc.org
David Sterrett*, University of Chicago
sterrett-david@norc.org
10:03 Extracting Information from Images: A Study of the Photos Shared in the 2015 UK General Elections Campaign
Iulia Cioroianu*, University of Exeter
iulia.cioroianu@gmail.com
Susan Banducci*, Exeter University
s.a.banducci@exeter.ac.uk
Travis Glenn Coan*, Harvard University
tcoan@law.harvard.edu

10:16 Images-As-Data: Opportunities and Challenges for Automatic Image Analysis in Social Science Research
Andreu Casas, University of Washington-Seattle Campus
acasas2@uw.edu
Nora Webb Williams, University of Washington-Seattle Campus
norawebbwilliams@gmail.com

10:29 Improving Civil War Duration Prediction with Ensemble Learning
Gokhan Ciflikli, London School of Economics and Political Science
g.ciflikli@lse.ac.uk
Nils Metternich*, n.metternich@ucl.ac.uk

10:42 Disc., Bryce Jensen Dietrich, University of Iowa
bryce-dietrich@uiowa.edu

10:55 Audience Discussion
52-6 Comparative Party Governance
Fri at 9:45 am
Chair, Jessica Robinson Preece, Brigham Young University-Provo
jessica_preece@byu.edu

9:45 Friendly Merger or Hostile Takeover?: Party Mergers under Ideological Differences
Martin Ejnar Hansen, Brunel University London
martin.hansen@brunel.ac.uk

10:00 Joining the Mainstream: How Niche Parties Adapt to the Possibility of Power
Alena Gerick, SUNY at Binghamton
agerick1@binghamton.edu
William B. Heller, SUNY at Binghamton
wblheller@gmail.com

10:11 Keeping the Candidate on Message: How Political Parties Constrain Personalized Campaigning
Troels Bøggild, Aarhus University	
tboeggild@ps.au.dk
Helene Helboe Pedersen*, Aarhus University
helene@ps.au.dk

10:22 Prime Ministers' Nominations in Comparative Perspective: When are Parties Willing to Experience Future Agency Losses?
Javier Martinez-Cantó, University of Bamberg
javier.martinez-canto@uni-bamberg.de

10:33 The Partisan Secret: Institutional Constraints on Policy Change and Party Unity
Hyeonho Hahm, University of Mannheim
hhahm@gmail.com

10:44 Disc., Martin Ejnar Hansen, Brunel University London
martin.hansen@brunel.ac.uk

10:55 Audience Discussion
53-6 The Politics of Unilateral Action
Fri at 9:45 am
Chair, Kevin Andrew Evans, Florida International University
keaevan@fiu.edu

9:45 Pivotal Politics and Congressional Response to Executive Orders
Michelle H. Belco, University of Houston
mhbelsco@CENTRAL.uh.edu

10:00 Presidential Leadership Strategy and Legislative Relations in International Agreement-Making
Kiki Caruson, University of South Florida-Main Campus
kcaruson@usf.edu
David Alan Hughes, Auburn University
david.hughes@aum.edu

10:11 The Presidency and the Management of Coalitional Presidentialism in Brazil, 1995-2010
Camila Romero Lameirao*, Universidade Federal de Goiás
cromero.cp@gmail.com

10:22 Signing Statements and Legislative Coalitions
Ashley Megan Moraguez, University of North Carolina-Asheville
ashley.moraguez@gmail.com

10:33 The Gendered Dynamics of Gubernatorial Executive Orders
Yu Ouyang, The University of Tampa
yuouyang88@gmail.com
Chloe Carpentier*, The University of Tampa
chloe.carpentier@spartans.ut.edu

10:44 Disc., Kevin Andrew Evans, Florida International University
keaevan@fiu.edu
Disc., Robert A. Cooper, University of South Florida-Main Campus
robertcooper@usf.edu

10:55 Audience Discussion
54-100 Roundtable: Congressional Leadership through the Eyes of Randy Strahan and Barbara Sinclair
Fri at 9:45 am
Chair
Sean M. Theriault, University of Texas-Austin
seant@mail.utexas.edu
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Event</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>57-8</td>
<td>Gender and the U.S. Supreme Court</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9:45</td>
<td>Chair, Scott A. Hendrickson, Creighton University</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9:50</td>
<td>Gender Discrimination in Supreme Court Oral Arguments</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10:00</td>
<td>Gender Dynamics and Supreme Court Oral Arguments</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10:11</td>
<td>Gender Impact: Measuring Implicit Bias in the Supreme Court Using Legal Briefs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10:22</td>
<td>Gender Norms in Oral Arguments at the U.S. Supreme Court</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10:33</td>
<td>Judging Race and Gender: The Influence of Counsel’s Individual Traits on Court Decisions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10:44</td>
<td>Disc., Virginia Hettinger, University of Connecticut</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10:55</td>
<td>Audience Discussion</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9:45</td>
<td>Chair, Adam R. Brown, Brigham Young University-Provo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9:50</td>
<td>Legislators-in-Chief?: Gubernatorial Influence on State Statutory Outcomes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10:03</td>
<td>Playing the Game: The Impact of Time</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10:29</td>
<td>State Government and Responsible Party Succession</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10:42</td>
<td>Disc., Adam R. Brown, Brigham Young University-Provo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10:55</td>
<td>Audience Discussion</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9:45</td>
<td>Chair, Brady Baybeck, Wayne State University</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9:50</td>
<td>How Institutions Enable NIMBYism and Obstruct Development</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10:03</td>
<td>Managerial Friction: Administrative Influence on Incremental and Punctuated Changes in Urban Growth</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10:16</td>
<td>The Ideological Contradictions of NIMBYism: Partisanship and Housing Policy Attitudes in Silicon Valley</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10:42</td>
<td>Disc., Brady Baybeck, Wayne State University</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10:55</td>
<td>Audience Discussion</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9:45</td>
<td>Chair, Adam R. Brown, Brigham Young University-Provo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9:50</td>
<td>Institutional Politics: Executives and State Legislatures</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10:03</td>
<td>Constraints on Governors and State Legislatures on the Issuing of Executive Vetoes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10:29</td>
<td>State Government and Responsible Party Succession</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10:42</td>
<td>Disc., Adam R. Brown, Brigham Young University-Provo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10:55</td>
<td>Audience Discussion</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9:45</td>
<td>Chair, Adam R. Brown, Brigham Young University-Provo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9:50</td>
<td>Institutional Politics: Executives and State Legislatures</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10:03</td>
<td>Constraints on Governors and State Legislatures on the Issuing of Executive Vetoes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10:29</td>
<td>State Government and Responsible Party Succession</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10:42</td>
<td>Disc., Adam R. Brown, Brigham Young University-Provo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10:55</td>
<td>Audience Discussion</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9:45</td>
<td>Chair, Adam R. Brown, Brigham Young University-Provo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9:50</td>
<td>Institutional Politics: Executives and State Legislatures</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10:03</td>
<td>Constraints on Governors and State Legislatures on the Issuing of Executive Vetoes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10:29</td>
<td>State Government and Responsible Party Succession</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10:42</td>
<td>Disc., Adam R. Brown, Brigham Young University-Provo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10:55</td>
<td>Audience Discussion</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9:45</td>
<td>Chair, Adam R. Brown, Brigham Young University-Provo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9:50</td>
<td>Institutional Politics: Executives and State Legislatures</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10:03</td>
<td>Constraints on Governors and State Legislatures on the Issuing of Executive Vetoes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10:29</td>
<td>State Government and Responsible Party Succession</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10:42</td>
<td>Disc., Adam R. Brown, Brigham Young University-Provo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10:55</td>
<td>Audience Discussion</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Time</td>
<td>Event</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-------</td>
<td>----------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9:45</td>
<td>Chair, Erica Dobbs, Swarthmore College</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9:50</td>
<td>From Garden-Cities to the Adaptation of the City to New Information and Communication Technologies: The Political Geography of the International Federation for Housing and Planning, 1913-1992</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10:03</td>
<td>More than Mere Dead-Weight: How Regulators Respond to Disruptive Technological Innovation in Advanced Industrial Democracies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10:16</td>
<td>The Politics of Fiscal Rules within the European Union. A Dynamic Analysis of Fiscal Rules Stringency</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10:29</td>
<td>Whose Money Matters and How in Public Schools: Variations across States</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10:42</td>
<td>Disc., Erica Dobbs, Swarthmore College</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10:55</td>
<td>Audience Discussion</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9:45</td>
<td>Market for Healthcare</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9:50</td>
<td>Market and Social Impact of Disruptive Innovation at Nonprofit Healthcare Organization</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10:02</td>
<td>Welfare State Institutions and Welfare State Attitudes: Using Privatization to Gain Causal Leverage on the Problem of Attitude Formation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10:20</td>
<td>Who Should Provide? Who Should Pay?: Relative Income, Poverty Risk, and the Demand for Childcare in Comparative Perspective. An Intergenerational and Gendered Take on the Political Economy of Inequality in Advanced Democracies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10:37</td>
<td>Disc., Ling Zhu, University of Houston</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10:55</td>
<td>Audience Discussion</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9:45</td>
<td>Collaborative Governance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9:50</td>
<td>Government-led Collaborative Actions under China’s Environmental Authoritarianism: A Comparative Study of Two Watersheds in Yunnan Province</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10:03</td>
<td>Tales from Down Under: Do Implementation Dynamics Match the Expectations of Collaborative Governance Theory?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10:16</td>
<td>Policy Learning and Change in Collaborative Environmental Governance Processes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10:42</td>
<td>Disc., Tyler Andrew Scott, University of Georgia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10:55</td>
<td>Audience Discussion</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9:45</td>
<td>The Dark Side of the Bureaucracy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9:50</td>
<td>Discontent: Determinants of Wrongdoing Recognition in U.S. Federal Agencies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10:11</td>
<td>Presidential Directives and Bureaucratic Drift: Passive Aggressiveness in the Pentagon</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10:33</td>
<td>Disc., Hye Young You, Vanderbilt University</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10:55</td>
<td>Audience Discussion</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9:45</td>
<td>Budgeting</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9:50</td>
<td>Budgetary Rule Choice: Factors of Adoption and Abandonment of State Performance-Based Budgeting</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Poster Session: Political Economy III:
Neoliberalism and Development
Fri at 9:45 am

Post. 1 Lights On, Lights Out and Energy Poverty in Nigeria and South Africa
Naaborle Sackeyfio, Pennsylvania State University-Penn State Erie-Behrend College
nvs5412@psu.edu

Post. 2 The Privatization-Nationalization Cycle: Recent Developments in Mexico and Argentina’s Oil Companies
Richard Huizar*, William Paterson University of New Jersey
huizarR@wpunj.edu

Post. 3 Oil Subsidy Reform: The Fall of Rentier States?
Maryam Fawzi Aljafen, University of California-Santa Barbara
maryam.aljafen@gmail.com

Post. 4 Unfulfilled State Promises: Citizen Action and a “bottoms up” Approach to Development
Kristina Teater, University of Cincinnati-Main Campus
teaterkm@mail.uc.edu

Post. 5 Political and Economics Development: A Comparative Study of Malaysia and Nigeria
Okoro Clement Ikechukwu*, University Utara Malaysia
mr.okoro_clement@yahoo.co.uk

Disc. Andrew Quayle Philips, Texas A & M University-College Station
aphilips@pols.tamu.edu
Mark K. Cassell, Kent State University at Kent
mccassell@kent.edu

Lightning Talk: Comparative Politics of Environmental Policy
Fri at 9:45 am

9:45 Chair, Manny Teodoro, Texas A & M University-College Station
mteodoro@tamu.edu

9:50 The Selling of Progress: Regional Diplomacy and the Grand Ethiopian Renaissance Dam
Justin Doherty Leach, Troy University
jtleach@troy.edu

9:58 Conflicting Societal Goals: Community Engagement in Wind Energy Projects and the Potential for Sustainable Socioeconomic Development in Mexico and Chile
Katerin Ramirez-Tejeda, University of Massachusetts-Lowell
katerin.ramireztejeda@student.uml.edu

10:06 The Role of Organizational Motivations in Watershed Protection
Luisa M. Diaz-Kope, University of North Georgia
Luisa.DiazKope@ung.edu
John Charles Morris*, Old Dominion University
jcmorris@odu.edu

Risk, Uncertainty, and Interest Coalitions
Laila Sorurbakhsh, American University
lfsorurbaksh@uh.edu

Audience Discussion

Poster Session: Budgeting and Finance Decisions in Governmental and Nonprofit Agencies
Fri at 9:45 am

Post. 6 The Effect of the Participatory Budgeting on Local Government: Focusing on the Level of Participation and Types of Policy
So Won Seon, Arizona State University-Downtown Phoenix
sseon@asu.edu

Disc. Annabelle Wittels, University College London
annabelle.wittels@hotmail.com

Poster Session: Climate Change, Consumption Policy and Framing Discourse (Co-sponsored with 63. Environmental Politics and Policy, see 63-1)
Fri at 9:45 am

Post. 7 Climate Change and the Urban-Rural Divide
Remington Purnell, Seattle University
remipurnell@gmail.com

Post. 8 Climate Macrosecuritizations: Climate Change as a Threat to Humanity
Collin M Douglas, University of Oklahoma-Norman Campus
collin.m.douglas-1@ou.edu
Post. 9  Beyond Neoliberalism; Opportunities for Pro-environmental Sustainable Consumption through Public Policy
Vivienne Byers, Dublin Institute of Technology, College of Business, Dublin
vivienne.byers@dit.ie
Alan Gilmer*, Dublin Institute of Technology, Ireland
alan.gilmer@dit.ie

Disc.   Jonathan H Lubin, Florida State University
MPSA@jonathanlubin.com
William Han-wei Dan, University of California-Davis
hdan@ucdavis.edu

79-304 Poster Session: Environmental Performance and Sustainability (Co-sponsored with 63, Environmental Politics and Policy, see 63-3)
Fri at 9:45 am

Post. 10 Heatwave Mitigation Strategies: Using the Right Strategy in the Right Place
Emily K Willis, University of Kansas
em.k.willis@gmail.com

Post. 11 Measuring Learning: A Review of Empirical Water Governance and Management Literature
Emily Bell, University of Arizona
emonken@email.arizona.edu

Post. 12 Prosocial Motivation, Policy Context, and Employee Discretion Influence Use of Environmental Performance Information by Public Conservation Organizations
Chloe Bradley Wardropper, University of Wisconsin-Madison
wardropper@wisc.edu

Post. 13 The Impact of Agency Actors’ Value Predispositions on the Perceived Effectiveness of Water Conservation Policies
Grant H. West*, University of Arkansas-Fayetteville
gwest@uark.edu
Rachael M. Moyer, University of Arkansas
rmoyer@uark.edu

Disc. Gwen Arnold, University of California-Davis
gbarnold@ucdavis.edu
Ute Brady, Arizona State University-Tempe
ute.brady@asu.edu

79-305 Poster Session: Public Management Understood through Contracting, Diversity and Public Values
Fri at 9:45 am

Post. 14 Prioritizing Diversity: Understanding Variation in Values Across U.S. Local Governments
Leonor J Camarena, Arizona State University, Phoenix
lecamaren@asu.edu
Mary K Feeney*, Arizona State University, Tempe
mkfeeney@asu.edu

Post. 15 Cutback Management and Foundation Granting
Joseph Shaffer, American University
joeshaffer72@gmail.com

Disc. M Blake Emidy, Georgia State University
mbemidy21@gmail.com

79-306 Poster Session: Social Constructions of Immigrants and Refugees in the U.S.
Fri at 9:45 am

Post. 16 Immigration Policy Gap Theory: The Pools of Asylum Applicants following the Implementation of IIRIRA and the Real ID Act
Justin G Culp, The University of Texas at Dallas
jgc130130@utdallas.edu

Post. 17 Negative Construction of Immigrants: Study of the TANF Program
Sophiya Das*, University of Houston
sdas@uh.edu
Cong Huang*, University of Houston
huangconghit668@hotmail.com

Disc. Kristen Monique Carroll, Texas A & M University-College Station
k.carroll@tamu.edu

79-401 Lightning Talk: The State and the Body: Health, Harm, Housing (Co-sponsored with 55, Law and Society, see 55-1)
Fri at 9:45 am

9:45 Chair, Holly T. Goerdel, University of Kansas
hgoerdel@ku.edu

9:50 The Role of Untreated Mental Illness in Deadly Encounters with the Police: The Case of California
Holona LeAnne Ochs, Lehigh University
hlo209@lehigh.edu

9:58 Firearms in Academic Settings: Connecting Policy to Public Opinion
Rongal Nikora, Beloit College
nikorar@beloit.edu
Lawrence Glen Bergen*, Beloit College
lbergen@charter.net
Miriam Esther Guzman*, Guzman, Miriam Esther
gmiriam712@gmail.com

10:06 The Future of Abortion Policy: Morality Politics and Social Equity under the 14th Amendment
Jamie Elizabeth Morgan, Indiana University-South Bend
morgan41@iusb.edu

10:14 Public Housing Reform: Can It Improve The Well-being and Capabilities of the Poor?
Maureen Heffern Ponicki, University of Illinois at Chicago
mheffe2@uiuc.edu

10:22 Audience Discussion

80-300 Political Theory and the Environment
Fri at 9:45 am
Post. 18 Consensus, Certainty, and Catastrophe: the Effect of Discourse on the Governance of Ocean Iron Fertilization
Kemi Fuentes-George, Middlebury College
kgeorge@middlebury.edu

Disc. Cristian Puga Gonzalez, Arizona State University, Tempe
cristian.puga@asu.edu
Jennifer L. Hudson, University of Central Florida
j.hudson@knights.ucf.edu

80-301 Poster Session: Justice, Common Goods, and the Promise of Political Theory
Fri at 9:45 am
Post. 19 Theories of Justice in the Lab: How Principles Shape Redistribution
Toni Rodon*, Universitat Pompeu Fabra
rctoni@gmail.com
Marc Sanjaume-Calvet*, Open University of Catalonia
marcsanjaume@gmail.com

Post. 20 Ideal Theory and its Discontents: Excavating Utopian Possibilities.
Rebecca Traber*, Yale University
rebecca.traber@yale.edu

80-302 Poster Session: Democratic Theory: New Problems and Approaches
Fri at 9:45 am
Post. 21 Federalism and the Epistemic Virtues of Democracy Through Experimentation
William Berger*, University of Michigan-Ann Arbor
zberger@umich.edu

Post. 22 Democratic Medicine
Adam Benjamin Smith*, Brandeis University
asmith@brandeis.edu

Post. 23 Problems in/with Normative Democratic Theory: Three Varieties of Liberal Proceduralism
Quinlan Bernhard Bowman, University of Canberra
quinlan.bowman@canberra.edu.au

Disc. Matthew Bryan Chick, Washington University in St Louis
mbchick@wustl.edu
Benjamin Isaak Gross, University of North Texas
BenjaminGross@my.unt.edu

81-303 Poster Session: Comparative Political Parties
Fri at 9:45 am
Post. 24 Changing Prices in a Changing Climate: Electoral Competition and the Political Economy of Fossil Fuel Taxation
Jared J Finnegnan, London School of Economics and Political Science
j.finnegnan@lse.ac.uk

Post. 25 How do Federations Integrate Their Markets?: Evidence from Studying Construction Services in the EU and U.S.
Benedikt Springer*, University of Oregon
bspringe@uoregon.edu

Post. 26 Policy Voting and the Representation of Policy Preferences
Eric Guntermann, University of Gothenburg
ericguntermann@gmail.com
Mikael Persson*, University of Gothenburg-Sweden
mikael.persson@pol.gu.se
Mikael Gilljam*, University of Gothenburg
mikael.gilljam@pol.gu.se

Post. 27 The Role of Opposition Parties in Disaster Management in Hong Kong after the Handover
Kong Nam Yau, Hong Kong Baptist University
marcoyau.tktosu@gmail.com

83-16 2017 Representative Bureaucracy Workshop: Representative Bureaucracy II
Fri at 9:45 am
9:45 Chair, Julie Dolan, Macalester College
dolan@macalester.edu
9:50 On the Glass Cliff or on the Way Out?: The Representation of Women in Senior Civil Service in Times of Crisis
Sandra Groeneveld, Leiden University
s.m.groeneveld@fgga.leidenuniv.nl
Eduard Schmidt*, Leiden University
j.e.t.schmidt@fgga.leidenuniv.nl

10:03 Preserving Representativeness in Complex Governance: Trends in Federal Contracting
Benjamin M. Brunjes, University of Washington
brunjes@uga.edu
J. Edward Kellough, University of Georgia
kellough@uga.edu

10:16 Representative Bureaucracy and the Importance of Order Effects
Huafang Li, Rutgers University-Newark
huafang.li@rutgers.edu
Norma Riccucci*, Rutgers University-New Brunswick
riccucci@rutgers.edu
Gregg Van Ryzin*, Rutgers University-New Brunswick
vanryzin@rutgers.edu

10:29 Representative Bureaucracy on the Street: Do Police Demographics Influence Arrest-Related Deaths and Excessive Force Claims?
Adam M. Butz*, California State University-Long Beach
Adam.Butz@csulb.edu
Brandy A. Kennedy, Georgia College and State University
brandy.kennedy@gcsu.edu
Nazita Lajevardi, University of California-San Diego
nlajevar@ucsd.edu
Matthew Jacob Nanes*, University of California-San Diego
mnanes@ucsd.edu

10:42 Representation Everywhere?: Testing the Theory of Representative Bureaucracy in Forty-Four Countries
Seung-Ho An, Texas A & M University-College Station
seungho@tamu.edu
Miyeon Song, Texas A & M University-College Station
msong@tamu.edu
Kenneth Meier, Texas A & M University-College Station
kenneth-j-meier@tamu.edu

10:55 Audience Discussion

85-2 Political Education in Greek Philosophy and History
Fri at 9:45 am
Chair, Devin Andrew Stauffer, University of Texas-Austin
devinstauffer@mail.utexas.edu

9:45 An Introduction to Book IV of Xenophon’s Memorabilia
Dustin Adam Sebell, Michigan State University
sebell@msu.edu

10:03 Nobility and the Limits of Political Enlightenment: On Plato’s Greater Hippias
Daniel O’Toole, The University of Texas at Austin
danielotoole@gmail.com

10:16 The Question of Barbarism in Thucydides
Charles Ulrich Zug, The University of Texas at Austin
charleszug93@gmail.com

10:29 Philosophy in Plato’s "Letters": On the (Mis)Application of Platonic Philosophy
Ariel Helfer, University of Texas-Austin
ariel.helfer@gmail.com

10:42 Disc., Peter Ahrensorf, Davidson College
peahrensorf@davidson.edu
Disc., Mark J. Lutz, University of Nevada-Las Vegas
lutzm@cox.net

10:55 Audience Discussion

Friday, April 7 at 10:00 am
96-109 Tech Class: What Can We Learn From the Tech that Helped Shape the 2016 Elections?
Fri at 10:00 am

Friday, April 7 at 11:30 am
3-4 The Sources of Change in Voter Attitudes
Fri at 11:30 am
11:30 Chair, Barbara Sgouraki Kinsey, University of Central Florida
barbara.kinsey@ucf.edu

11:35 Altruism or Insurance?: Two Empirical Test of the Sources of Support for Redistribution
Christian W. Martin, New York University
martinchw@gmail.com
David Bencek*, Kiel Institute for the World Economy
david.bencek@ifw-kiel.de

11:45 Culture or Context: The Role of Material and Subjective Class in Understanding Economic Attitudes
Lorenzo D'Hooge, Tilburg University
l.dhooge@uvt.nl
Peter Achterberg*, Tilburg University
p.achterberg@fsw.eur.nl
Tim Reeskens*, Tilburg University
t.reeskens@tilburguniversity.edu

Christine S. Lipsmeyer, Texas A & M University-College Station
lipsmeyer@tamu.edu
Andrew Quayle Philips, Texas A & M University-College Station
aphilips@pols.tamu.edu

12:07 On the Relationship between Party Polarization and Electoral Polarization
Robin E. Best, SUNY at Binghamton
rbest@binghamton.edu
Mert Moral, SUNY at Binghamton
mmoral17@binghamton.edu

12:18 Why People with Depression Feel Closest to Left Parties but Do Not Necessarily Support Them: Political Attitudes in Major Depressive Disorders
Luca Bernardi, University of Leicester
lb350@leicester.ac.uk

12:29 Disc., Barbara Sgouraki Kinsey, University of Central Florida
barbara.kinsey@ucf.edu
Disc., Mark Andreas Kayser, Hertie School of Governance
kayser@hertie-school.org

12:40 Audience Discussion

5-7 Dynamics in Authoritarian Regimes II
Fri at 11:30 am

11:30 Chair, Terence Lee, National University of Singapore
tcllee@gmail.com

11:35 The Butler Did It: Manufactured Differential in Credit/Blame Attribution in Authoritarian Regime
Minh Duc Trinh*, Massachusetts Institute of Technology
mdtrinh@mit.edu
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Session Title</th>
<th>Presenter/Institution</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>11:45</td>
<td>Does Clarity of Responsibility Drive Campaign Discourse?</td>
<td>Austin Hart, American University</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td><a href="mailto:ahart@american.edu">ahart@american.edu</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11:56</td>
<td>Subject Matter Jurisdiction and Separate Voting: The Case of South Korean Local Elections</td>
<td>Tae Hyun Lim, Syracuse University</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td><a href="mailto:talim@syr.edu">talim@syr.edu</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12:07</td>
<td>Unfulfilled Pledges and Responsibility Attribution in Coalition Governments</td>
<td>Nick Lin, University of Mannheim</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td><a href="mailto:nicklin@uni-mannheim.de">nicklin@uni-mannheim.de</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Katsunori Seki, University of Mannheim</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td><a href="mailto:seki@uni-mannheim.de">seki@uni-mannheim.de</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Nikoleta Yordanova*, University of Mannheim</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td><a href="mailto:yordanova@uni-mannheim.de">yordanova@uni-mannheim.de</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12:18</td>
<td>When Heuristics Go Bad: Citizens’ Misevaluations of Campaign Pledge Fulfillment in Four Countries</td>
<td>Francois Petry, Laval University</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td><a href="mailto:francois.petry@pol.ulaval.ca">francois.petry@pol.ulaval.ca</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Robert Thomson*, University of Strathclyde</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td><a href="mailto:robert.thomson@strath.ac.uk">robert.thomson@strath.ac.uk</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Elin Naurin, University of Gothenburg</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td><a href="mailto:elin.naurin@pol.gu.se">elin.naurin@pol.gu.se</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Heinz Brandenburg*, University of Strathclyde</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td><a href="mailto:heinz.brandenburg@strath.ac.uk">heinz.brandenburg@strath.ac.uk</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Henrik Ekengren Oscarsson*, University of Gothenburg</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td><a href="mailto:henrik.oscarsson@pol.gu.se">henrik.oscarsson@pol.gu.se</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12:29</td>
<td>Disc., Stuart Soroka, University of Michigan-Ann Arbor</td>
<td><a href="mailto:ssoroka@umich.edu">ssoroka@umich.edu</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12:40</td>
<td>Audience Discussion</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10:8</td>
<td>Origins and Impact of Public Support for the EU</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11:30</td>
<td>Chair, Magda Mihaela Giurcanu, East Carolina University</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td><a href="mailto:giurcanum16@ecu.edu">giurcanum16@ecu.edu</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11:35</td>
<td>Shaping the European Public?: The Effects of European Unification on Public Opinion</td>
<td>Erik Gahner Larsen*, University of Southern Denmark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td><a href="mailto:egl@sam.sdu.dk">egl@sam.sdu.dk</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Robert Klemmensen, University of Southern Denmark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td><a href="mailto:robert.klemmensen@gmail.com">robert.klemmensen@gmail.com</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11:45</td>
<td>The Free Movement of People and Public Support for European Integration: A Panel Study on Labor Market Competition</td>
<td>Dominik Schraff, ETH Zurich</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td><a href="mailto:dominik.schraff@eup.gess.ethz.ch">dominik.schraff@eup.gess.ethz.ch</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11:56</td>
<td>The Functionalist Paradigm and Support for the European Union</td>
<td>Nicholas J. Clark, Susquehanna University</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td><a href="mailto:CLARKN@SUSQU.EDU">CLARKN@SUSQU.EDU</a></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
12:07 United in Diversity?: Explaining Citizen Support for EU Cohesion Policy
Nicholas Charron, University of Gothenburg
nicholas.charron@pol.gu.se
Monika Bauhr*, University of Gothenburg
monika.bauhr@pol.gu.se
12:18 Issue Congruence Among Citizens, Interest Groups and the European Commission: Talking for the People or Over People's Heads?
Jan Beyers*, University of Antwerp
jan.beyers@uantwerpen.be
Vlad Gross, University of Antwerp, Belgium
gross.vlad@gmail.com
12:29 Disc., Magda Mihaela Giurcanu, East Carolina University
giurcanum16@ecu.edu
Disc., Cyril Jayet, Universite Paris - Sorbonne
cyril.jayet@paris-sorbonne.fr
12:40 Audience Discussion

12 Social Stability, Mobility, and Contestation: In Central Asia and Beyond
Fri at 11:30 am
11:30 Chair, Yiqing Xu, University of California-San Diego
yiqingxu@ucsd.edu
11:35 Online Consultation and Governance Reform in Chinese Ministries and Provinces
Steven J. Balla, George Washington University
sballa@gwu.edu
11:45 Assessing China's E-Government in Local, Provincial and National Levels
Xia Li Lollar, University of Wisconsin-Whitewater
lollarx@uww.edu
11:56 The Early Bird Catches the Worm?: Rewarding Local Innovation in China
Xiaonan Wang, University of Maryland-College Park
xwang21@terpmail.umd.edu
Ciqi Mei*, Tsinghua University
cmei02@gmail.com
12:07 Bottom-Up Innovation: The Logic of Governance Reform in China
Dimitar Dimitrov Gueorguiev*, Syracuse University
ddgueorg@maxwell.syr.edu
Xuelian Chen*, China Center for Comparative Politics & Economics
chenxuelian@cctb.net
12:18 Sustaining Administrative Reform in China: The Case of Shunde District, Guangdong Province
Liang Yuqing, Management College, Shenzhen University
rain_sun123@live.cn
12:29 Disc., Yiqing Xu, University of California-San Diego
yiqingxu@ucsd.edu
Disc., Narisong Huhe, University of Strathclyde
huhe.narisong@gmail.com
12:40 Audience Discussion

15 Elections, Electoral Systems and Public Trust in Africa
Fri at 11:30 am
11:30 Chair, Robert Britt Mattes, University of Cape Town
rbmathes@princeton.edu
11:35 List Proportional Representation in Africa: The Dumbing Down Effect
Shaheen Mozaffar*, Bridgewater State University
smozaffar@bridgew.edu
Robert Britt Mattes, University of Cape Town
rbmathes@princeton.edu
11:45 Opposition Parties Rising, or Ruling Parties in Decline?: Explaining the Increasing Viability of Africa's Political Opposition
Carolyn Logan, Michigan State University
clogan@msu.edu
Nicholas Nathan Kerr, The University of Alabama
nkerr@ua.edu
Seema Shah*, AfriCOG/KHRC
skshah23@ucla.edu
12:07  Winners and Losers: Electoral Integrity of Sour Grapes
Robert Britt Mattes, University of Cape Town
rbmattes@princeton.edu
Nicholas Nathan Kerr, The University of Alabama
nkerr@ua.edu
12:18  Voters, Political Parties and Democracy in Mozambique
Thomas W Bentley, Michigan State University
tbentley909@gmail.com
Carolyn Logan, Michigan State University
clogan@msu.edu
12:29  Disc., Daniel de Kadt, Massachusetts Institute of Technology
ddekadt@mit.edu
12:40  Audience Discussion
16-5  Experiments in the Middle East
Fri at 11:30 am
11:30  Chair, Amaney A. Jamal, Princeton University
ajamal@princeton.edu
11:35  Religion and Compromise: Experimental Investigations
Matthew Douglas Cebul*, Yale University
matthew.cebul@yale.edu
Sharan Grewal, Princeton University
ssgrewal@princeton.edu
11:45  Examining the Effects of Gender, Islamism, and Ethnicity on Voter Preferences
Kristen Elaine Kao, University of Gothenburg
kristenkao@gmail.com
Lindsay J. Benstead*, Portland State University
benstead@pdx.edu
11:56  Does Egypt Want Change? Implicit Attitudes Towards an Authoritarian Regime
Rory Truex*, Princeton University
rtreux@princeton.edu
Daniel Lee Tavana, Princeton University
dtavana@princeton.edu
12:07  Police Propaganda, Human Rights Reporting, and Support for Political Violence in Sisi’s Egypt
Scott Williamson, Stanford University
scottrw630@gmail.com
Mashail Malik*, Stanford University
malikmashail1@gmail.com
12:18  Sparks and Firewalls: The Diffusion of Protest and Quiescence in the post-Arab Spring Middle East
Steven Brooke, University of Louisville
sbrooke@gmail.com
Mazen Hassan*, Cairo University, Egypt
m.hassan@feps.edu.eg
12:29  Disc., Daniel Masterson, Yale University
danieltmasterson@gmail.com
12:40  Audience Discussion
18-5  Political Incentives, Policy Outcomes
Fri at 11:30 am
11:30  Chair, Jonathan Hanson, University of Michigan-Ann Arbor
jkhanson@umich.edu
11:35  Citrus Cankers and Civil Violence: The Effect of Huanglongbing on Violence in Mexico
Hans Leonard, University of Rochester
hansleonard@gmail.com
11:45  Incentives in Preventive Health Care Provision: Evidence From Brazil
Umberto Migonezzetti, New York University
umberto.mig@nyu.edu
11:56  Political Returns to Risk-Sharing: Evidence from Microcredit Groups
Taha Abdul Raut, University of Michigan-Ann Arbor
taharauf@umich.edu
12:07  The Economic Effects of Leaders’ Economic Interests: Evidence from Election By Lot in the Florentine Republic
Scott F Abramson*, University of Rochester
sabramso@ur.rochester.edu
12:18  The Effect of Flat Tax on Income Inequality
Levan Efremidze*, Pepperdine University
Levan.Efremidze@pepperdine.edu
Rena Salayeva, Claremont Graduate University
rena.salayeva@cgu.edu
12:29  Disc., Jonathan Hanson, University of Michigan-Ann Arbor
jkhanson@umich.edu
Disc., Sidney Turner, Fors Marsh Group LLC
sturner1@forsmarshgroup.com
12:40  Audience Discussion
19-6  Foreign Influence and Economic Policy-making
Fri at 11:30 am
11:30  Chair, Heidi Jane M. Smith, Universidad Iberoamericana
smithheid@gmail.com
11:35  How Much Relevant?: Effects of the IMF, the WB, and the U.S. on Financial Reforms
Sawa Omori, International Christian University
sawaomori@gmail.com
11:45  Outside Influence: U.S. Pressure and Trade Liberalization in Developing Countries
Adam Dean, Middlebury College
adean@middlebury.edu
11:56  State Strategies under Global Rule: Chinese Industrial Policy in the WTO Era
Yeling Tan, Harvard University
yelingtan@fas.harvard.edu
12:07  **Who Wants to Stay a Surplus Country?: Eurocrisis Preferences and the Politics of Adjustment in Core Countries**  
Nils Redeker, University of Zurich-Switzerland  
redeker@ipz.uzh.ch

Heather Ba*, University of North Carolina-Chapel Hill  
hba01@email.unc.edu

12:29  **Disc., Heidi Jane M. Smith, Universidad Iberoamericana**  
smithheid@gmail.com

12:40  **Audience Discussion**

---

Table 1: JSS: Symposium on Trade Politics  
Fri at 11:30 am

11:30  **The Developing World and Agricultural Barriers of Trade**  
Ahmad F A M A Alkhuzam, American University  
afalkhuzam@gmail.com

11:53  **What Causes Labour Mobility?: International Trade and Educational Attainment**  
Saliha Metinsoy*, University of Oxford  
saliha.metinsoy@politics.ox.ac.uk

12:16  **Disc., Deborah L Spencer, Emory & Henry College**  
dspencer@ehc.edu

12:40  **Audience Discussion**

---

Table 2: JSS: Symposium: Global Ideals and Global Problems  
Fri at 11:30 am

11:30  **Economic Statecraft under Unipolarity: Soft Balancing and the BRICS Bank**  
Timothy Howard Turnbull, Brown University  
timothy_turnbull@brown.edu

11:41  **Trading Democracy**  
Caleb Mark Ziolkowski, University of California-Los Angeles  
caleb.ziolkowski@tufts.edu

11:53  **Who’s Afraid of Cap and Trade?: Industry Competition and the Domestic Politics of Climate Change**  
Amanda Helen Kennard, Princeton University  
kennard@princeton.edu

12:05  **How Capitalism is Trying to Feed us to Death**  
Kimberly Weir, Northern Kentucky University  
weirk@nku.edu

12:16  **Institutional Contradictions in Neoliberalism and the Global Market**  
Michael Wartenbe, Florida International University  
mwart001@fiu.edu

12:28  **Disc., Okey C. Iheduru, Arizona State University-Tempe**  
okey.iheduru@asu.edu

12:40  **Audience Discussion**

---

Table 3: JSS: Perspectives on International Relations Research I  
Fri at 11:30 am

11:30  **Breitbart on the House Floor, Murdoch in the House of Commons: Epistemic Communities, Cultural Knowledge, and the Immigration Debate in the United States and United Kingdom**  
Wesley Zuidema, University of Washington-Seattle Campus  
wzuidema@uw.edu

11:53  **Political Polarization and Partisan Bias in U.S. Foreign Policy**  
Afrimadona Afrimadona, Northern Illinois University  
z1682840@students.niu.edu

12:05  **The Transformation of Identity in the Diaspora: Israel’s Palestinian Policy from the Perspective of American Jews**  
Hamza Yavuz, Gazi University  
hyavuz21@hotmail.com

12:16  **Diasporas As Foreign Policy Actors -- The Case of Bilateral Emergency Aid Flows**  
Hendrik Plattee, University of Konstanz, Germany  
hendrik.platte@uni-konstanz.de

12:28  **Disc., Vinicius Guilherme Rodrigues Vieira, Princeton University**  
rodriguesviera@gmail.com

12:40  **Audience Discussion**

---

Table 4: JSS: Perspectives on International Relations Research II  
Fri at 11:30 am

11:30  **Disease: The Role of Science, Policy, and the State**  
Renu Singh, Georgetown University  /rs1619@georgetown.edu

11:47  **Media Messaging and Political Ideology in the Zika Crisis**  
Joseph Braun, University of Maryland-College Park  
jbraun@umd.edu

12:05  **Towards Global Restorative Justice: Prospects and Challenges**  
Nazek Jawad*, University of South Florida-Main Campus  
nazek@mail.usf.edu
When Does Aid Promote or Hinder State Capacity?
Iku Yoshimoto, Ohio State University-Main Campus
yoshimoto.2@osu.edu

Innovations in the Study of State Repression: 3.0, New and Improving
Fri at 11:30 am
Chair, Laia Balcells, Duke University
laia.balcells@duke.edu

Support for Extrajudicial Punishment in Latin America
Sydney Anne Bender, American University
sb8837a@american.edu
Joseph K. Young*, American University
jyoung@american.edu
Thomas Zeitzoff*, American University
zeitzoff@gmail.com

Military Intervention and Third Party Guarantees in Civil War
Matt Hauenstein, Florida State University
mhauenstein@fsu.edu

Regime Repression’s Differential Effect on Ethnonationalist Political Mobilization
Ashley Fabrizio, Stanford University
amfab@stanford.edu

Shoko Kohama, Hokkaido University
skohama@juris.hokudai.ac.jp

The Sub-national Analysis of Repression Project (SNARP)
Thorin M. Wright, Arizona State University-Tempe
thorin.wright@asu.edu
K. Chad Clay, University of Georgia
kcclay@uga.edu
Christopher J. Fariss*, Pennsylvania State University-Main Campus
cjf0006@gmail.com

Information, Bargaining Power and Efficiency: Re-examining the Role of Incomplete Information in Crisis Bargaining.
Kai Hao Yang, University of Chicago
khyang@uchicago.edu

Insurgent Effectiveness in Civil Wars: Evidence from Jordan and Syria
Samuel Henry Plapinger, University of Virginia-Main Campus
shp9wz@virginia.edu

Disc., Walter Thomas Casey, Texas A & M University-Texarkana
wtcasey@gmail.com
Disc., Orlandrew Eion Danzell, Mercyhurst University
odanzell@mercyhurst.edu

Disc., Tyson Chatagnier, University of Houston
jtchatagnier@uh.edu

Disc., Anna O. Pechenkina, Utah State University
apechenkina@gmail.com

Disc., Robert J. Carroll, Florida State University
rcarroll.rochester@gmail.com

Audience Discussion

Formal Models of International and Domestic Conflict (Co-sponsored with 50. Formal Modeling, see 50-6)
Fri at 11:30 am
Chair, Toby Lee Lauterbach, Purdue University-Main Campus
lauterbt@purdue.edu

Fight for the Mind: Conceptualizing Insurgent Propaganda
Maura R Cremin, University of Chicago
mcrem3@uchicago.edu

Disc., Laia Balcells, Duke University
laia.balcells@duke.edu

Audience Discussion

Family Networks and the Effectiveness of Counterinsurgency: Evidence from the Philippines
Dotan A Haim, University of California-San Diego
dhaim@ucsd.edu

Disc., Walter Thomas Casey, Texas A & M University-Texarkana
wtcasey@gmail.com
Disc., Orlandrew Eion Danzell, Mercyhurst University
odanzell@mercyhurst.edu

Audience Discussion
Disc., Tadeusz Kugler, Roger Williams University
tkugler@rwu.edu
Disc., Keith A. Grant, James Madison University
grantka@jmu.edu

12:40 Audience Discussion

26-5 Foreign Aid and Economic Sanctions
Fri at 11:30 am

11:30 Chair, Sarah Blodgett Bermeo, Duke University
sarah.bermeo@duke.edu

11:35 American Leadership in Fighting Corruption:
Revealing Leadership Lessons through an
Exploration of the United States’ Foreign Aid and
Trade Policy Strategies
Jacqueline A. Ann Faulhaber, University of South Dakota
J Jacqueline.Faulhaber@usd.edu

11:56 Counting Chickens: Examining the Reputation
Effect in Economic Sanctions
A Young Chun, Yonsei University
achun029@gmail.com

12:07 Is Export Promotion through Foreign Aid
Appreciated?
Tobias Heinrich, University of South Carolina-Columbia
heinrich@mailbox.sc.edu

Erin L. Brown, University of South Carolina-Columbia
ELB2@EMAIL.SC.EDU
Patricia A Boyd, University of South Carolina-Columbia
paboyd@email.sc.edu
Kyle E Don*, University of South Carolina-Columbia
KDON@EMAIL.SC.EDU

12:29 Disc., Allen K. Settle, California Polytechnic State
University-San Luis Obispo
asettle@calpoly.edu
Disc., Mohammed Rehan Malik, Karachi School of
Business and Leadership
rehan.malik@gmail.com

12:40 Audience Discussion

27-5 International Organizations and the Environment
Fri at 11:30 am

11:30 Chair, Allen K. Settle, California Polytechnic State
University-San Luis Obispo
asettle@calpoly.edu

11:45 Fairness and Finance in Global Environmental
Politics
Robert Frederic Trager, University of California-Los Angeles
rtrager@ucla.edu

11:56 All Possible Combinations: A Complete
Counterfactual of Multilateral River Basin Treaty
Formation
Alisha Kim, University of Texas-Dallas
alisha.kim@utdallas.edu

12:29 The Politics of Choice and Institutional
Development in Global Environmental Regimes
Gorana Draguljac, Temple University
gdrag@temple.edu

12:40 Audience Discussion

11:35 Implementing Multilateral Environmental
Agreements: What Lessons for Paris?
Nicholas L. Cain, gStrat
n.c.9@yahoo.com

12:07 UN Regime on Strategies on Climate Change-
Human and State Security
Don Wallace, University of Central Missouri
wallace@uco.edu

12:29 Disc., Allen K. Settle, California Polytechnic State
University-San Luis Obispo
asettle@calpoly.edu
Disc., Mohammed Rehan Malik, Karachi School of
Business and Leadership
rehan.malik@gmail.com

12:40 Audience Discussion

11:35 Formal Models of International Security (Co-
sponsored with 50. Formal Modeling, see 50-8)
Fri at 11:30 am

11:30 Chair, Andrew James Coe, University of Southern
California
andrew.j.coe@gmail.com

11:35 Offsetting Uncertainty: Interstate Signaling with
Two-Sided Incomplete Information
Kyle Haynes, Purdue University-Main Campus
haynesk83@gmail.com

12:29 Disc., Bryan Early, State University of New York,
Albany
bearly@albany.edu
Disc., Sarah Blodgett Bermeo, Duke University
sarah.bermeo@duke.edu

12:40 Audience Discussion

11:35 The Principal-Agent Problem in Proxy Warfare
Armin Krishnan, East Carolina University
krishnana@ecu.edu

11:56 Using it and Losing it: Opportunity Costs,
Endogenously Shifting Power, and War
Henry Pascoe, IE University
henry.pascoe@ie.edu

12:07 Deterrence and Information Flows in
Counterterrorism
Livio Di Lonardo, New York University
lidl297@nyu.edu
The Tragedy of Terrorism: Identifying the Pattern of Illegal Violence
Ishan Joshi, Humboldt State University
ishjoshi101@gmail.com

Disc., Andrew James Coe, University of Southern California
andrew.j.coe@gmail.com
Disc., Xun Cao, Pennsylvania State University-Main Campus
xuc11@psu.edu

Audience Discussion

Table 6: JSS: Models of Participation
Fri at 11:30 am

Voter Turnout and Social Pressure
Yuki Takagi, Stanford University
yuki.takagi@stanford.edu

Patience and Turnout: An Experimental Approach
Austin Horng-En Wang, Duke University
ahw15@duke.edu

Measuring the Costs of Voting and their Impacts
Andrew M. Menger, Rice University
amm17@rice.edu

Disc., Tolga Sinmazdemir, Bogazici University
tolga.sinmazdemir@boun.edu.tr
Disc., Hanna Wass, University of Helsinki
hanna.wass@helsinki.fi

Audience Discussion

Meeting the Challenge: Evaluating the Impact of the Top Two Primary on California Voters
Fri at 11:30 am

Chair, Lynn Vavreck*, University of California-Los Angeles
vavreck@mac.com

Voters' Support for Primary Reform
Michael Alvarez, California Institute of Technology
alvarez.research@gmail.com
Christian R. Grose, University of Southern California
cgrose@usc.edu

Campaign Finance and the Top Two Primary
Eric M. McGhee, Public Policy Institute of California
mcghee@ppic.org

Competition in Copartisan General Elections
J. Andrew Sinclair, New York University
jsinclair08@gmail.com

Primary Voter Information Sources
Betsy Sinclair, Washington University in St. Louis
bsinclair@wustl.edu

Disc., Justin H. Phillips, Columbia University in the City of New York
jhp2121@columbia.edu
Disc., Eitan Hersh, Yale University
eitan.hersh@yale.edu

Audience Discussion

Information, Public Opinion, and Voter Choice in Various Political Contexts
Fri at 11:30 am

Chair, Anand Shastri, Florida International University
AShastri2@aol.com

Focusing on the Dependent Variable in Models of Electoral Choice
Guido Tiemann, Institute for Advanced Studies, Vienna, Austria
tiemann@ihs.ac.at

How Voters Put New Parties in their Place: Mapping Party Issue Positions on the Left-Right Scale
Heiko Giebler, WZB Berlin
heiko.giebler@wzb.eu
Thomas M. Meyer, University of Vienna
thomas.meyer@univie.ac.at

Personalization of Politics between Television and the Internet
Diego Garzia, University of Lucerne-Switzerland
diego.garzia@unilu.ch

The Limits of Gamesmanship: Identifying the Bounds of Public Support for Election Reforms that Engender Partisan Advantage
Daniel Biggers, University of California-Riverside
daniel.biggers@ucr.edu
Shaun Bowler*, University of California-Riverside
shaun.bowler@ucr.edu

Disc., Anand Shastri, Florida International University
AShastri2@aol.com

Framing, Priming, Stereotypes
Fri at 11:30 am

Chair, Paul J. Quirk, University of British Columbia
paul.quirk@ubc.ca

Looking Across the Aisle: Partisan and Ideological Stereotypes and Affective Polarization
Matthew Fowler, Indiana University-Bloomington
mrfowler@indiana.edu

Results from a Survey Experiment on Marijuana Legalization
Peter Hanson, Grinnell College
hansonpe@grinnell.edu
Alexander George Theodoridis, University of California-Merced
alexandertheodoridis@gmail.com

Racial Disparities in Traffic Stops and the Consequences for Trust in Police
Kevin J. Mullinix, Appalachian State University
kevin.mullinix@gmail.com
Robert J. Norris*, Appalachian State University
norrisrj1@appstate.edu
What it Means to be a Moderate: Voter Inferences from Partisan and Ideological Labels
Logan Dancey*, Wesleyan University
ldancey@wesleyan.edu
John Henderson, Yale University
john.henderson@yale.edu
Geoffrey Sheagley, University of Minnesota-Duluth
sheagley@d.umn.edu
12:27 Disc., Paul J. Quirk, University of British Columbia
Paul.Quirk@ubc.ca
Disc., Philip Edward Jones, University of Delaware
pejones@udel.edu
12:40 Audience Discussion

Field and Natural Experiments on Culture, Norms, and Women's Empowerment in Africa (Co-sponsored with 15. African Politics, see 15-7)
Chair, Nicole Bonoff, University of Wisconsin-Madison
Nicole.Bonoff@gmail.com
11:30 A Media Intervention to Change Attitudes, Behaviors, and Perceived Norms Concerning Intimate Partner Violence: Results from a Field Experiment in Rural Uganda
Donald P. Green, Columbia University in the City of New York
donald.p.green@gmail.com
Anna Wilke, Columbia University in the City of New York
amw2229@columbia.edu
Jasper Jack Cooper, Columbia University in the City of New York
jaspercooper@gmail.com
Susanne Baltes*, Columbia University in the City of New York
sb2378@columbia.edu
11:48 Can Television Change Social Norms in Northern Nigeria?
Jake Bowers, University of Illinois-Urbana-Champaign
jwbowers@illinois.edu
Christopher Daniel Grady, University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign
cgrady2@illinois.edu
12:01 Political Party Organization and Women’s Empowerment: A Field Experiment in Ghana
Noah L Nathan, University of Michigan-Ann Arbor
lnathan@umich.edu
Nahomi Ichino*, University of Michigan-Ann Arbor
nichtno@umich.edu
12:14 When the Sorting Hat Does Not Sort: A Natural Experiment on Culture
Joan Ricart-Huguet, Princeton University
jricart@princeton.edu
Betsy Levy Paluck*, Princeton University
epaluck@princeton.edu
12:27 Disc., Nicole Bonoff, University of Wisconsin-Madison
nicole.bonoff@gmail.com
Disc., Mai Hassan, University of Michigan-Ann Arbor
mhass@umich.edu
12:40 Audience Discussion

It's a Conspiracy
Fri at 11:30 am
Chair, Cindy D. Kam, Vanderbilt University
cindy.d.kam@vanderbilt.edu
11:35 Conspiracy Theories, Electoral Fraud and Political Support
Bethany Albertson, University of Texas-Austin
balberts@utexas.edu
Kim Guiler*, University of Texas-Austin
kimberlyguiler@gmail.com
11:48 Does Exposure to Conspiracy Theories Mobilize or Demobilize Voters?
Yongkwang Kim, University of Houston
adamk.summa@gmail.com
12:01 I Just Want (and Need) to Believe: The Interaction between Authoritarianism and Ideology in Predicting Conspiracy Theory Endorsement
Marissa Elizabeth Theys*, University of Wisconsin-Oshkosh
theysm45@uwosh.edu
Kyle L. Saunders, Colorado State University-Fort Collins
Kyle.Saunders@ColoState.EDU
Joanne M. Miller, University of Minnesota-Twin Cities
jom.miller@umn.edu
12:14 Personal Control, External Control, and Belief in Conspiracy Theories: Evidence from the Islamic World
Daniel Silverman, Ohio State University-Main Campus
silverman.130@osu.edu
Lars G. Berger*, University of Leeds
l.berger@leeds.ac.uk
Mujtaba Ali Isani*, Ohio State University-Main Campus
isani.1@osu.edu
12:27 Disc., Cindy D. Kam, Vanderbilt University
cindy.d.kam@vanderbilt.edu
12:40 Audience Discussion

Election Reform: The Public's View
Fri at 11:30 am
Chair, Lonna Atkeson, University of New Mexico
atkeson@unm.edu
11:35 Hacked and Rigged?: Voter Perceptions of a Fair 2016 Election
Lisa A. Bryant, California State University-Fresno
lbryant@csufresno.edu
Paul Gronke, Reed College
paul.gronke@reed.edu

11:48 Public Beliefs about Voter Fraud
David C. Kimball, University of Missouri-St Louis
dkimball@umsl.edu
Adriano Udani*, University of Missouri-St Louis
udania@umsl.edu

12:01 The Voter Experience in 2016: Report from the
Survey of the Performance of American Elections
Charles H. Stewart, Massachusetts Institute of
Technology
cstewart@mit.edu

12:14 Voter ID and Voter Confidence
Jeff Milyo, University of Missouri-Columbia
MILYOJ@MISSOURI.EDU

12:27 Disc., Lonna Atkeson, University of New Mexico
atkeson@unm.edu
Disc., Francisco A. Cantu, University of Houston
fcantu10@uh.edu

12:40 Audience Discussion

40-8 The Internet and the State: Internal and External
Perspectives
Fri at 11:30 am

11:30 Chair, Jason Gainous, University of Louisville
jason.gainous@louisville.edu

11:35 Hashtag Diplomacy: Twitter as a Tool for Public
Diplomacy and Promotion of U.S. Foreign Policy
Stephen D. Collins*, Kennesaw State University
scollis30@kennesaw.edu
Jeff R. Dewitt, Kennesaw State University
jdwitt@kennesaw.edu
Rebecca LeFebvre*, Kennesaw State University
rlefebvr@kennesaw.edu

11:45 Middle Level Bureaucracy's Discretion and
Information Technology: The Case of São Paulo
Telma Hoyler, Centro de Estudos da Metrópole - CEM
telmahoyler@gmail.com
Pedro H Campos, Fundacao Getulio Vargas
ph.lopescampos@gmail.com

11:56 China’s Policy Dilemma Confronted with
Technology Development: A Case Study
Juanjuan Li, Columbia University in the City of New
York
huaer.pku@163.com

12:07 Implications of the Theoretical Model of
Information Society for the State: The Functional
Changes Aspect
Valentyna Opanasiuk*, Sumy State University,
Ukraine
Opanasiuk.v@gmail.com

12:18 Cyber Sovereignty: Alternative or Reaction to
Demands for Internet Freedom?
Heather Lynn Katz, CUNY Queens College
hkatz@qc.cuny.edu

12:29 Disc., Jason Gainous, University of Louisville
jason.gainous@louisville.edu

12:40 Audience Discussion

41-2 Media and Elections
Fri at 11:30 am

11:30 Chair, Dustin Carnahan, Michigan State University
carnaha9@msu.edu

11:35 Does Broadcast Media Affect The Presidential
Nomination Process?
Jarred R Cuellar, University of Arkansas
jcuellar@email.uark.edu

11:48 Does The Daily Show Matter? Television Shows,
Vote Choice and Public Opinion
Ethan Porter, George Washington University
evporter@gwu.edu
Thomas Julian Wood, Ohio State University-Main
Campus
wood.1080@osu.edu

12:01 Get Information or Get Information?: The Effect
of High-Information Environments on Partisan
Voting
Marc James Trussler, Vanderbilt University
marc.j.trussler@vanderbilt.edu

12:14 Partisan Media Cues and Updating of Perceptions
of Candidate Honesty: An Experiment
Matthew Kingston Harris, Park University
matthewharris84@gmail.com
Autumn D. Bynum*, Stony Brook University
autumn.d.b@gmail.com

12:27 Disc., Dustin Carnahan, Michigan State University
carnaha9@msu.edu

12:40 Audience Discussion

42-8 Features of Executive Rhetoric
Fri at 11:30 am

11:30 Chair, Valentin Gold, University of Göttingen
valentin.gold@sowi.uni-goettingen.de

11:35 Unlocking Women’s Potential: Bachelet and
Women’s Empowerment
Julia A. Spiker, University of Akron-Main Campus
jspiker@uakron.edu

11:45 Barack Obama, the Media and the Message: The
Content of Presidential Speeches and Tweets
James Michael McQuiston*, University of Akron
Wayne College
jmclquist@kent.edu

11:56 Divide and Conquer: Measuring Divisive Rhetoric
in Political Discourse Using Hugo Chavez as a
Case Study
Pedro Rodriguez, New York University
plr250@nyu.edu

12:07 The Media Smells like Sulfur!!! Analyzing
Chavez’s Verbal Attacks against the Media in
Venezuela
Jonathan Achee Solís, University of Houston
jasolis2@uh.edu
Inaki Sagarzazu, Texas Tech University
inaki.sagarzazu@ttu.edu

12:18 The Press vs. the Presidency: How – Precisely –
Do They Differ?
Roderick P. Hart, University of Texas-Austin
rod.hart@austin.utexas.edu
12:29 Disc., Valentin Gold, University of Göttingen
valentin.gold@sowi.uni-goettingen.de
Disc., Denise Traber, University of Zurich, Switzerland
traber@ipz.uzh.ch
12:40 Audience Discussion

43-101 Roundtable: Teaching LGBTQ Politics (Co-sponsored with 72, Professional Development, see 72-16) Fri at 11:30 am
Chair Susan Burgess, Ohio University-Main Campus
burgess@ohio.edu
Part. Christine Keating*, Ohio State University-Main Campus
keating.60@osu.edu
Megan Elizabeth Osterbur, Xavier University of Louisiana
megan.osterbur@gmail.com
Marla Brettschneider, University of New Hampshire-Main Campus
marlab@unh.edu
Courtenay Daum, Colorado State University-Fort Collins
Courtenay.Daum@colostate.edu

44-9 Political Attitudes Across the Intersections Fri at 11:30 am
11:30 Chair, Melissa R. Michelson, Menlo College
melissa.michelson@menlo.edu
11:35 Race, Gender, and Class: Rethinking the Impact of African American Women in Politics as Mobilizing Agents
Atiya Kai Stokes-Brown, Bucknell University
a.stokes-brown@bucknell.edu
Heather M. Hicks, University of Maryland-College Park
hmhicks@umd.edu
11:48 The 2016 Presidential Election: Is Calling Out Racism Still An Effective Strategy?
Antoine Jevon Banks*, University of Maryland-College Park
abanks12@umd.edu
Heather M. Hicks, University of Maryland-College Park
hmhicks@umd.edu
12:01 The Power of Labels: More Explicit Signals of Latino Ethnicity Induce More Discrimination by White Voters
Marisa A. Abrajano*, University of California-San Diego
mabrajano@ucsd.edu
Christopher S. Elmendorf, University of California-Davis
cselmendorf@ucdavis.edu
Kevin M. Quinn*, University of California-Berkeley
kquinn@law.berkeley.edu

12:14 An Intersectional Analysis of Voting Rights and Restrictions
Celeste M Montoya, University of Colorado-Boulder
montoyac@colorado.edu
Christina Bejarano, Georgia State University
cbejarano@gsu.edu
12:27 Disc., Melissa R. Michelson, Menlo College
melissa.michelson@menlo.edu
12:40 Audience Discussion

45-8 Lessons of the Early American Republic Fri at 11:30 am
11:30 Chair, David Paul Ramsey, University of West Florida
dramsey1@uwf.edu
11:35 Lights of Consequence: James Madison’s Notes on Ancient and Modern Confederacies and his Plan for Political Reform
Howard L. Lubert, James Madison University
lubert@jmu.edu
11:48 Madison and the Disunity of Americans During the War of 1812
Nicholas W. Drummond, University of Missouri-Columbia
drummond@missouri.edu
12:01 Republicanism, the American Founders, and the Emergence of the Demagogue
Kris Aaron Beck, Gordon State College
wolfkin5@yahoo.com
12:14 What Does Plato Have to Offer?: A Disagreement between Jefferson, Adams, and Locke
Bruce A. Hunt, Angelo State University
bhunt2@angelo.edu
Robert E. Ross*, Utah State University
robert.ross@usu.edu
12:27 Disc., David Paul Ramsey, University of West Florida
dramsey1@uwf.edu
12:40 Audience Discussion

46-6 Global Inequalities and Exclusions Fri at 11:30 am
11:30 Chair, George Tyler, University of Michigan-Ann Arbor
tylerge@umich.edu
Murray Skees, University of South Carolina-Beaufort
mskees@uscb.edu
11:56 Should Nations Accept Refugees Even When (ex hypothesis) There is the Threat of Terror?
Gregory R. Peterson, South Dakota State University
greg.peterson@sdsstate.edu
12:18 Disc., George Tyler, University of Michigan-Ann Arbor
tylerge@umich.edu
12:40  Audience Discussion

49-2  Distributive Justice and Desert
Fri at 11:30 am
11:30  Chair, Steven DeLue, Miami University-Oxford
deluems@miamioh.edu
11:35  Antipower, Freedom and Well-Being: Modern Republicanism and the Capabilities Approach
John William Maynor, Middle Tennessee State University
jmaynor@mtsu.edu
11:51  Autonomy, Oppression and Universal Basic Income
Andrea Veltman, James Madison University
veltmaal@jmu.edu
12:07  Evaluating the Normative Justification of Theories of Distributive Justice According to Honneth’s Criteria of Recognition
Michael Edward Snyder, Lincoln Land Community College
msnyder02@qub.ac.uk
12:23  Disc., Steven DeLue, Miami University-Oxford
deluems@miamioh.edu
12:40  Audience Discussion

51-9  Innovations in the Analysis of Text I
Fri at 11:30 am
11:30  Chair, Arthur Spirling, New York University
arthur.spirling@nyu.edu
11:35  Translating CAMEO: Documenting the Semi-automated Translation into Spanish
Javier Osorio, CUNY John Jay College of Criminal Justice
javier.osoriozago@gmail.com
Viveca Pavon Harr, The University of Texas at Dallas
Viveca.Pavon@utdallas.edu
Jennifer S. Holmes, University of Texas-Dallas
jholmes@utdallas.edu
11:48  Multi-Lingual Text Classification and Inter-Coder Reliability
Michael Courtney, Dublin City University
michael.courtney@dcu.ie
Michael Breen*, Dublin City University
michael.breen@dcu.ie
Iain McMenamin*, Dublin City University
iain.mcmenamin@dcu.ie
Gemma McNulty*, Northwestern University
gemma.mcnulty@northwestern.edu
12:01  The Joint Effects of Content and Style on Debate Outcomes
Nick Beauchamp, Northeastern University
n.beauchamp@neu.edu
Sarah Shugars, Northeastern University
shugars.s@husky.neu.edu
12:14  Using Text Features to Enhance Inter-Coder Reliability
Zoltan Fazekas, University of Oslo
zoltan.fazekas@gmail.com
Juraj Medzhorsky*, Central European University
juraj.medzhorsky@gmail.com
12:27  Disc., Arthur Spirling, New York University
arthur.spirling@nyu.edu
Disc., Jacob Eisenstein, Georgia Institute of Technology-Main Campus
jacobe@gmail.com
12:40  Audience Discussion

52-7  Interest Groups and Lobbying in the States
Fri at 11:30 am
11:30 Chair, Jerry L. Miller, Ohio University-Main Campus
Jerry.Miller.1@ohio.edu

11:35 (Re)presentation of Interest Group Preferences in Legislatures
Sebastian Thieme, New York University
st1623@nyu.edu

11:48 Interest Groups on the Inside: The Governance of Public Pension Funds
Sarah F. Anzia, University of California-Berkeley
sanza@berkeley.edu
Terry M. Moe*, Stanford University
tmoe@stanford.edu

12:01 Lobbying Polarized Parties
Will Massengill, Ohio State University-Main Campus
massengill.8@osu.edu

12:14 Subsidizing Legislators: An Experiment in State-level Lobbying
Michael Schwam-Baird, Columbia University in the City of New York
ms4195@columbia.edu
Matthew Camp*, Columbia University in the City of New York
mc3170@columbia.edu

12:27 Disc., Jerry L. Miller, Ohio University-Main Campus
Jerry.Miller.1@ohio.edu

12:40 Audience Discussion

53-7 Presidential Agenda Setting
Fri at 11:30 am

11:30 Chair, Brandon Rottinghaus, University of Houston
bjrottinghaus@uh.edu

11:35 Reflecting the World: How Environmental Factors Shape the Presidential Agenda
Rebecca Michelle Eissler, University of Texas-Austin
reissler@utexas.edu

11:48 The Tug of War: Presidential and Media Agenda Setting in the First 100 Days
Rebecca Michelle Eissler, University of Texas-Austin
reissler@utexas.edu
Annelise Russell, University of Texas-Austin
anneliserussell8892@gmail.com

12:01 The President’s Agenda: Issue Salience and Policy Attention in a Multiparty Coalition Government
Mariana Batista, Federal University of Pernambuco
mariana.bsilva@gmail.com

12:14 The President’s Agenda: Understanding White House Organization, Management, and Policymaking in a New Administration
Carlos E. Diaz-Rosillo, Harvard University
cdiaz@fas.harvard.edu

12:27 Disc., Brandon Rottinghaus, University of Houston
bjrottinghaus@uh.edu
Disc., Scott Guenther, Princeton University
guenther.scott@gmail.com

12:40 Audience Discussion

54-9 Intra-Party Dynamics
Fri at 11:30 am

11:30 Chair, Nicole Kalaf-Hughes, Bowling Green State University-Main Campus
ngkalaf@bgsu.edu

11:35 Creation, Maintenance, and Tactics of Intra-Party Fractions in the U.S. House of Representatives
Brian M. Webb*, Gordon State College
bwebb@gordonstate.edu
Jeffrey M. Glas*, Georgia State University
juglas1@gsu.edu

11:45 Is the Tea Party Different?: Party Factions and Congressional Leadership
Timothy P. Nokken, Texas Tech University
timothy.nokken@ttu.edu
Chris Den Hartog*, California Polytechnic State University-San Luis Obispo
cdenhart@calpoly.edu

11:56 Keeping Your Friends Close: A Study of Punishment and Intra-party Insurgency
Zachary A McGee, The University of Texas at Austin
zmcgee@utexas.edu

12:07 The Benefits of Being a Team Player: Policy Collaboration and Audience Appeals in the Modern Congress
Alison Craig, Ohio State University-Main Campus
craig.373@osu.edu

12:18 The Role of Caucuses in Partisan Entrenchment in Congress
Jennifer Victor, George Mason University
jvictor3@gmu.edu

12:29 Disc., Matthew N. Green, Catholic University of America
GREENM@cua.edu
Disc., Antoine Yoshinaka, University at Buffalo
antoiney@buffalo.edu

12:40 Audience Discussion

55-4 Law and Society Potpourri
Fri at 11:30 am

11:30 Chair, Matthew Reid Krell, The University of Alabama
mrkrell@ua.edu

11:35 What Explains the Worldwide Spread of the American Rule of Law Assistance?
Dongwook Kim*, The Australian National University
dongwook.kim@anu.edu.au
Paul Brian Nolette*, Marquette University
paul.nolette@marquette.edu

12:07 Disc., Matthew Reid Krell, The University of Alabama
mrkrell@ua.edu

12:40 Audience Discussion
Judicial Decision-making
Fri at 11:30 am
Chair, William C. Green, Morehead State University
w.green@moreheadstate.edu
11:35 Strategy and Collegiality at the U.S. District Courts
Maxwell H. H. Mak, CUNY John Jay College of Criminal Justice
mmak@jjay.cuny.edu
Andrew H. Sidman*, CUNY John Jay College of Criminal Justice
asidman@jjay.cuny.edu
11:45 The Impact of Environmental Public Opinion on the Strategic Decisions of State Supreme Court Judges
Mahalley D Allen, California State University-Chico
dallen@csuchico.edu
Justin A. Tucker, California State University-Fullerton
justintucker@fullerton.edu
11:56 Utilization of a Choice Set of Precedents from Merit Briefs: A Test on State High Courts
Benjamin J. Kassow, University of North Dakota
benjamin.kassow@business.und.edu
12:07 Writing for the Audience: Judicial Framing in Death Penalty Decisions
Michael Kenneth Romano, Shenandoah University
mromano@su.edu
Todd A. Curry, University of Texas-El Paso
tacurry@utep.edu
12:18 Contingent Decision-Making: How State Supreme Court Judges Respond to Polarization Across Retention Regimes
Kyla K. Stepp, Central Michigan University
kyla.stepp@cmich.edu
Kevin Gerald Lorentz, Wayne State University
kglorentz@gmail.com
12:29 Disc., Allison P. Harris, Princeton University
apharris@princeton.edu
12:40 Audience Discussion

Politics of the Affordable Care Act
Fri at 11:30 am
Chair, Deborah E Ward, Columbia University in the City of New York
dew16@caa.columbia.edu
11:35 Can Communication about Policy Benefits Cut through Symbolic Politics?: Experimental Evidence from the Affordable Care Act
Jacqueline Chattopadhyay, University of North Carolina-Charlotte
jchattop@unc.edu
11:45 Convincing the ‘Young Invincibles’: Understanding State Variation in Young Adult Participation in the Affordable Care Act
Timothy Herbert Callaghan, Texas A & M University-College Station
callaghan@sph.tamhsc.edu
11:56 Examining ACA Implementation in Colorado and Use of Preventative Care
Michael Hatch, American University
michha88@gmail.com
12:07  **The Effect of the Affordable Care Act Medicaid Expansion on Disparities in Access to Care and Health Status**  
Hyunjung Lee*, University of Massachusetts-Boston  
backboom@gmail.com

12:18  **Trends in State Level Opinions toward the Affordable Care Act**  
Elizabeth Maltby, University of Iowa  
elizabeth-maltby@uiowa.edu

**Audience Discussion**

12:29  **Disc., Deborah E Ward**, Columbia University in the City of New York  
dew16@caa.columbia.edu

**Disc., K. Juree Capers**, Georgia State University  
kcapers@gsu.edu

12:40  **Audience Discussion**

**63-10 Complex Environmental Governance**  
Fri at 11:30 am

11:30  **Chair, David Konisky**, Indiana University-Bloomington  
dkonisky@indiana.edu

11:35  **All Talk and No Action?: Symbols and Actions in a Polycentric Ecology of Water Policy Games**  
Emmanuel Frimpong Boamah*, University of Louisville  
emmanuel.frimpongboamah@louisville.edu

**Institutional Externalities and Stakeholder Performance in Complex Governance Systems**  
Jack M Mewhirter, University of Cincinnati-Main Campus  
jack.mewhirter@uc.edu

**Disc., Deborah E Ward**, Columbia University in the City of New York  
dew16@caa.columbia.edu

**Disc., K. Juree Capers**, Georgia State University  
kcapers@gsu.edu

12:07  **Rulemaking as a Complex Ecology of Games: Conflict and Cooperation in the Design of the Clean Power Plan**  
Ramiro Berardo, Ohio State University-Main Campus  
berardo.3@osu.edu

**Disc., David Konisky**, Indiana University-Bloomington  
dkonisky@indiana.edu

**Audience Discussion**

Hyun Jeong Jo, Yonsei University  
yunjij31@gmail.com

11:51  **Neurotic Regulations: Goals and Results of the Israeli Lobbyist Law**  
Albert Veksler, Dublin Institute of Technology, Ireland  
Albert.veksler@gmail.com

12:07  **Policy Networks Across Political Systems**  
Florence Metz, University of Bern  
florence.metz@ipw.unibe.ch

**Laurence Brandenberger***, University of Bern, Switzerland/Eawag  
laurence.brandenberger@eawag.ch

12:23  **Disc., Andrew S. McFarland**, University of Illinois-Chicago  
amcfarla@uic.edu

**Audience Discussion**

11:30  **Chair, Saundra K. Schneider**, Michigan State University  
sks@msu.edu

11:45  **Measuring Rule Significance**  
Emily H. Moore, Washington University in St. Louis  
emily.moore@wustl.edu

11:56  **Vox Populi?: Agency Rulemaking and the Politics of Mass Comment Campaigns**  
Rachel Augustine Potter, University of Virginia-Main Campus  
rapotter@virginia.edu

**Mark Richardson**, Vanderbilt University  
mark.d.richardson@vanderbilt.edu

12:07  **Race to the Bottom: The Political Development and Consequences of Regulatory Arbitrage in U.S. Financial Regulation**  
Mallory SoRelle, Lafayette College  
sorellem@lafayette.edu

12:18  **Equity and Inequities in Financial Regulation: The Distributive Implications of Administrative Procedures**  
Brian Libgober, Harvard University  
blibgober@g.harvard.edu

**Daniel Carpenter**, Harvard University  
dcarpenter@gov.harvard.edu

12:23  **Disc., Christopher Michael Carrigan**, George Washington University  
ccarrigan@gwu.edu

12:40  **Audience Discussion**

**65-4 Rulemaking and Public Comments**  
Fri at 11:30 am

11:30  **Chair, Andrew S. McFarland**, University of Illinois-Chicago  
amcfarla@uic.edu

11:35  **Lobbying the Bureaucracy**  
Steven Rashin, New York University  
srashin@gmail.com

11:45  **Measuring Rule Significance**  
Emily H. Moore, Washington University in St. Louis  
emily.moore@wustl.edu

11:56  **Vox Populi?: Agency Rulemaking and the Politics of Mass Comment Campaigns**  
Rachel Augustine Potter, University of Virginia-Main Campus  
rapotter@virginia.edu

**Mark Richardson**, Vanderbilt University  
mark.d.richardson@vanderbilt.edu

12:07  **Race to the Bottom: The Political Development and Consequences of Regulatory Arbitrage in U.S. Financial Regulation**  
Mallory SoRelle, Lafayette College  
sorellem@lafayette.edu

12:18  **Equity and Inequities in Financial Regulation: The Distributive Implications of Administrative Procedures**  
Brian Libgober, Harvard University  
blibgober@g.harvard.edu

**Daniel Carpenter**, Harvard University  
dcarpenter@gov.harvard.edu

12:23  **Disc., Christopher Michael Carrigan**, George Washington University  
ccarrigan@gwu.edu

12:40  **Audience Discussion**

11:30  **Chair, Mallory E. Compton**, Utrecht University  
mcompton6@gmail.com
Assessing the Impact of Weberian Bureaucracy and New Public Management on Innovation
Kohei Suzuki, University of Gothenburg
kohei.suzuki@gu.se
Mehmet Akif Demircioğlu, Indiana University-Bloomington
mdemirci@indiana.edu

Governance and Effectiveness in International Public Networks
Federica Fusi, Arizona State University, Phoenix
ffusi@asu.edu
Eric W Welch, Arizona State University-Downtown Phoenix
EricWelch@asu.edu
Michael D. Siciliano, University of Illinois at Chicago
sicilian@uic.edu

Varieties of National Bureaucracies and Governance Outcomes
Seoyoun Youn Choi, Michigan State University
choiseo9@msu.edu

The Impact of Religious Fragmentation and Party Control on State Morality Policies
Giulia Mariani, Pompeu Fabra University, Barcelona
giulia.mariani@upf.edu

The Religious Dimension of Patronal Rule in Post-Soviet Eurasia
James W. Warhola, University of Maine
jameswwarhola@gmail.com

Women and the Islamic Political Party in Turkey
Meltem Ersoy, Okan University
ersoy.meltem@gmail.com

Islamic Spoilers: Political Competition and Religious Parties in Majority Muslim Systems
John Harrison Akins*, The University of Tennessee-Knoxville
jakins4@vols.utk.edu
Mehdi B. Ayari*, The University of Tennessee-Knoxville
mayari@vols.utk.edu

Disc., Natasha Bingham, Loyola University New Orleans
nbingham@loyno.edu
Disc., Ramazan Kilinc, University of Nebraska-Omaha
rkilinc@gmail.com

Roundtable: A National Surge in Civic Engagement
Fri at 11:30 am
Chair Dick Simpson, University of Illinois at Chicago
simpson@uic.edu
Part. Steven Rathgeb Smith, Georgetown University
smithsr@apsanet.org
Jeffrey Rosen, Higher Learning Commission
jrosen@hlcommission.org
Andrew Seligsohn, Campus Compact
ajs@compact.org

Roundtable: Career: What to Expect as a Faculty at a Regional University
Fri at 11:30 am
Chair Nicole R. Foster Shoaf, Missouri Southern State University
shoaf-n@mssu.edu
Part. Alison D. Dagnes, Shippensburg University of Pennsylvania
alidagnes@gmail.com
Todd Bradley*, Indiana University-Kokomo
cbarcher@iuk.edu
Amit Gupta, USAF Air War College
amit.gupta.1@us.af.mil
Darren R. Walhof, Grand Valley State University
walhofd@gvsu.edu
Alina R. Oxendine, Hamline University
aooxendine01@hamline.edu

Roundtable: Teaching: Graduate Education
Fri at 11:30 am
Part. Carmela Lutmar, University of Haifa
clutmar@poli.haifa.ac.il
Anna L. Harvey, New York University
anna.harvey@nyu.edu
Deborah Jean Natoli, University of Southern California
natoli@price.usc.edu
David P. Adams, California State University-Fullerton
dpadams@fullerton.edu

Lightning Talk: Gender, Sexuality, and Race
Fri at 11:30 am

An Experiment on Race and Gender Consciousness
Kostanca Dhima, Texas A & M University-College Station
dhimal1@tamu.edu
Matt Golder, Pennsylvania State University-Main Campus
mgolder@psu.edu
11:43 Gender Stereotypes and The Strategic Use Of Emotions In The 2012 Elections
Newly Paul, Appalachian State University
pauln@appstate.edu

11:51 Why are Whites Flocking to the Republican Party in a Lily-White State?: Pitting Ideological Alignment Against the Rejection of Post-Materialist Values
Nicholas A. Musgrave, Hastings College
nmusgrave94@gmail.com

11:59 Why Women Don't Know More than Men: Psychological Causes and Political Implications of Decreased Opinion Reporting
Kristy NA Pathakis, University of California-San Diego
kpathakis@ucsd.edu

11:30 Chair, Sophie Jiseon Lee, Duke University
jil324@duke.edu

11:35 The Cold War’s Decisive Turn: Nixon, Kissinger, and Triangular Dio
Jonah Goldberg, University of British Columbia
jonah.goldberg@mail.utoronto.ca

11:43 The Iran-Iraq War: Evolution, Framing and Proxy Wars
Satgin Hamrah, Tufts University
satgin.hamrah@tufts.edu

11:51 The New Just Warriors: War Algorithms and Legal Violence
Tracey Blasenheim, University of Minnesota-Twin Cities
blase016@umn.edu

11:59 Audience Discussion

82-300 Poster Session: Politics and History
Fri at 11:30 am

Post. 1 Why I’m not Cool: Supporting Hillary Clinton in a Patriarchal Society
Elizabeth Anne Hogg, Emory & Henry College
ehogg13@ech.edu

Post. 2 In This White House: Examining the Cynicism Paradigm between Political TV Dramas
Haley C. Nolan, George Washington University
hnolan@gwu.edu

Post. 3 Mobilization by Arrondissement in the Paris Commune of 1871
Jamie Lauren Brensilber, University of Pennsylvania
jbrens@sas.upenn.edu

Post. 4 A Presidency Comparison of Secretary of Defense’s Dick Cheney and Caspar Weinberger
Kevin Weiss, Carroll University
kweiss@pio.carrollu.edu

Post. 5 The Legacy of Official Segregation and Institutional Trust
Alexander Isaac Goodwin, Prairie View A & M University
alex.goodwin@yahoo.com

Disc. Scott Braam, University of Illinois-Chicago
sbraam2@uic.edu

82-301 Poster Session: Assessing Democracy
Fri at 11:30 am

Post. 6 Democracy and the Supreme Court
Martin James Linthicum, University of Toledo
martin.linthicum@rockets.utoledo.edu

Post. 7 Black Gold and the People’s Choice: The Tenuous Relation between Oil and Democracy
James Farnan, Morningside College
jef005@morningside.edu
Post. 8  The Rise of Illiberal Democracy in the Middle East: A Zakarian Analysis of Failed Attempts at Democratization in Iraq and Egypt
Max J. Prowant, Morehead State University
mjprowant@moreheadstate.edu

Post. 9  Deliberation as Political Engagement: Calls for Deliberative Democracy in Rousseau, Sartre and Young
Zoe R Moss, Bates College
zmoss@bates.edu

Post. 10 Perceptions of Corruption and Democracy in Latin American Politics
Juhi Kore, The University of Tampa
juhi.kore@spartans.ut.edu

Post. 11 The Ongoing Threat To American Democracy
Jalen Campbell, Curry College
jcampbel2014@curry.edu

Disc. Abraham Samuel Aldama Navarrete, New York University
abraham.aldama@nyu.edu
Mallie Corrine Brossett, University of Georgia
mallie.brossett@uga.edu

82-302 Poster Session: Climate Change and Environmental Policy
Fri at 11:30 am

Post. 13 The Political Environment of Federal Grant Rulemaking: An Analysis of Comment Submissions on Regulatory Outcomes
Michael Testa, College of William and Mary
mrtesta@email.wm.edu

Post. 14 Willingness to Co-produce Environmental Goods
Tatyana Ruseva*, Appalachian State University
rusevatb@appstate.edu
Kayla Young, Appalachian State University
youngk@appstate.edu

Post. 15 Simplicity in Sustainable Living: How Clean Cookstoves Can Help Combat Disease, Deforestation, and Climate Change
Marla Ann Cherney, University of Wisconsin-Green Bay
flameflute@gmail.com

Post. 16 After ACES: Congressional Inaction on Climate Change, 2009-2016
Henry S. Kellison, Macalester College
hkelliso@macalester.edu

Post. 17 Political Leaders and the Climate: Is Addressing Climate Change Women’s Work?
Isabella Soparkar, Macalester College
isoparka@macalester.edu

Post. 18 Friess Lake: A Study of Government and the Environment
Noah Schoeneman Johnson, Carroll University
njohnson@pio.carrollu.edu

Disc. Stefan Carpenter, Indiana University-Bloomington
stefcarp@indiana.edu
Cantay Caliskan, Boston University
cantay@bu.edu

82-303 Poster Session: Conflict and Civil War
Fri at 11:30 am

Post. 19 Development Aid as Political Capital: How Incumbents and Challengers Use Internationally Sourced Resources to Court Voters
Thomas Mologne, University of Notre Dame
tmologne@nd.edu

Post. 20 The Insurgence that Lived: Survival of Insurgency Networks
Daniel Felipe Vanegas, University of Central Florida
dfvanegas91@knights.ucf.edu

Post. 21 Losing to Fight Another Day: How the Exit Strategy of Occupying Forces Shapes Post-War Violence
Sarah E Bryson*, Louisiana State University and Agricultural & Mechanical College
brysonse@gmail.com

Post. 22 Land Related Conflict Concerning Returning Refugees In Burundi
Ladd RW Serwat, Gonzaga University
lserwat@zagmail.gonzaga.edu

Post. 23 A Conflict of Interests: Revisiting Development Assistance Committee Members’ Commitments to Untie Aid Post 2001
Funke Aderonmu*, University of California-Davis
ooaderonmu@ucdavis.edu

Post. 24 Immigration Discourse in the European Parliament during the Syrian Civil War and its Effect on Incidents of Border Violence
Samuel J Woods*, American University
sw8389a@student.american.edu

Post. 25 The Road to War: The Interaction between Infrastructure Development and Primary Commodities in Civil Wars
Devin Masse, Brigham Young University-Hawaii
dmasse@go.byuh.edu

Post. 26 Refugees, Narco-refugees, and Displaced Peoples: Violence and Its Effects on Emigration and internal Migration Trends
Rodolfo Solis, Wabash College
RSolis18@Wabash.edu

82-304 Poster Session: Ethnic Conflict Around the World
Fri at 11:30 am

Post. 27 Ethnic Power Configurations, Political Institutions, and Varieties of Conflict
Anthony Calacino, University of Utah
anthony.calacino@utah.edu
Post. 28 Female Leadership in Rebel Groups and Female Post-Conflict Representation
Elizabeth Brannon, James Madison University
brannoel@dukes.jmu.edu

Post. 29 Social Entrepreneurship in a Conflict Zone
Sebastian Albrecht, Fordham University
salbrecht1@fordham.edu

Post. 30 Warehouses to Warzones: Using Disrupted Arms Stockpiles to Measure the Relationship Between Small Arms Availability and Civil Conflict
Gabriel Saunders Barrett, Macalester College
gbarrett@macalester.edu

Post. 31 This Study Argues that Human Rights Organizations De-escalate Sub-National Conflict: There is Evidence in this Study to Support this Proposal
Kiara Ballard, Prairie View A & M University
evolveprogram@gmail.com

Post. 32 Muslim Integration to Western Nations: Case Studies on Ethnically Diverse Muslim immigrants in France, Germany, and the UK
Mustafe Elmi, Westminster College-Fulton
MElmi.17@westminster-mo.edu

Disc. Fabian Guy Neuner, University of Michigan-Ann Arbor
fgneuner@umich.edu
Christopher Earl Pace, University of North Texas
christopherpace2@my.unt.edu

83-17 2017 Representative Bureaucracy Workshop: Representative Bureaucracy III
Fri at 11:30 am

11:30 Chair, Claudia N. Avellaneda, Indiana University-Bloomington
cavellan@indiana.edu

Aleksey Kolpakov, University of Nevada-Reno
akolpakov@unr.edu
Parker Gordon Cole, University of Nevada-Reno
gordoncole@gmail.com

11:51 Representation and Beyond: Understanding Inequality in Service Delivery from a Systems Perspective
Nicole R. Thomas, Ohio State University-Main Campus
thomas.1450@buckeyemail.osu.edu

12:07 Do Assessment of Job's Challenges and Opportunities Vary across Indigenous and Non-indigenous Mayors?
Claudia N. Avellaneda, Indiana University-Bloomington
cavellan@indiana.edu

Laura Morales, Indiana University-Bloomington
lauramrls21@gmail.com

Diversity, Foundation Boards, and Grant Amounts: Testing the Theory of Representative Bureaucracy on Philanthropic Foundations and their Patterns of Giving
M. Apolina Calderon, Texas A & M University-College Station
macalderon123@tamu.edu

Audience Discussion

84-1 Journals and Syllabi: Gender and Political Science Scholarship
Fri at 11:30 am

11:30 Chair, Yanna Krupnikov, Stony Brook University
yanna.krupnikov@stonybrook.edu

11:35 Diversity by the Book: Gender Representation in Political Science Graduate Training
Heidi Hardt, University of California-Irvine
hhardt@uci.edu
Hannah June Kim*, University of California-Irvine
hannah.kim@uci.edu
Amy Erica Smith, Iowa State University
aesmith2@iastate.edu

The Publication Pipeline: Risk Aversion, Personality, Networks, and Gender
Paul A. Djue, Denison University
djue@denison.edu
Anand Edward Sokhey, University of Colorado-Boulder
anand.sokhey@colorado.edu

12:01 Writing Groups as Models for Peer Mentorship among Female Faculty in Political Science
Erin C. Cassese*, West Virginia University
Erin.Cassese@mail.wvu.edu
Mirya R. Holman, Tulane University of Louisiana
mholman@tulane.edu

Gendered Citation Patterns across Political Science and Social Science Methodology Fields
Michelle L. Dion, McMaster University (Canada)
dionm@mcmaster.ca
Sara McLaughlin Mitchell, University of Iowa
sara-mitchell@uiowa.edu
Jane Lawrence Sumner, University of Minnesota-Twin Cities
jlsummer@umn.edu

12:27 Disc., Yanna Krupnikov, Stony Brook University
yanna.krupnikov@stonybrook.edu
Disc., Heidi Hardt, University of California-Irvine
hhardt@uci.edu

12:40 Audience Discussion

88-1 Social Movements
Fri at 11:30 am

11:30 Chair, David Watkins, University of Dayton
dwj172@gmail.com
11:35  Populist Discontent: Resentment and Reaction in Rural America
James R. Simmons, University of Wisconsin-Oshkosh
simmons@uwosh.edu

11:48  The Behavioral Revolution and “Crises of Identity” in the History of Political Science
Josh Berkenpas, Minnesota State University-Mankato
josh.berkenpas@mnsu.edu

12:01  Power in Union: Democratic Representation and Empowerment in American Labor Unions
Anthony DiMaggio, Lehigh University
ard416@lehigh.edu
Chris McDonald*, Lincoln Land Community College
chris.mcdonald@llcc.edu
John H. Vinzant*, Lincoln Land Community College
drvinzant@gmail.com

12:14  The Pro-democracy Struggle in Michigan and the Prehistory of the Water Movement in Flint
Benjamin Pauli, Kettering University
bpauli@kettering.edu

12:27  Disc., David Watkins, University of Dayton
dwj172@gmail.com

12:40  Audience Discussion

92-1  Volunteerism, Associations and NGOs
Fri at 11:30 am

11:30  Chair, Salvatore Alaimo, Grand Valley State University
alaimos@gvsu.edu

11:35  Participation in Different Types of Voluntary Associations and Community Social Capital Formation: An Empirical Analysis Based on Three Chinese Cities
Peijin Mao*, Tsinghua University
maomao_cindy@163.com
Zheng Xu*, Xu, Zheng
eaglesg@126.com
Guosheng Deng*, Tsinghua University
dgs@tsinghua.edu.cn

11:48  Recent Trends in Volunteerism: A Comparison Between European and North/South American Countries
Marina Schenkel, Universita di Udine
Schenkel@uniud.it

12:01  Volunteer Legacy of the Rio 2016 Paralympics: Empathy and Social Capital
Lyusyena Kirakosyan*, Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State University
lyusyena@vt.edu

12:14  Charitable Solicitation and the First Amendment: Fundraising Overhead and Organizational Impact in the Third Sector
Jeffrey John Aulgur, Arkansas Tech University
jaulgur@atu.edu
Christopher Housenick, Arkansas Tech University
chousenick@atu.edu

12:27  Disc., Salvatore Alaimo, Grand Valley State University
alaimos@gvsu.edu
Disc., Kimberly K Wiley, University of Illinois-Springfield
kwile3@uis.edu

12:40  Audience Discussion

Friday, April 7 at 11:45 am
96-110  Tech Class: The Election Toolkit: A Link between Political Scientists and Election Officials
Fri at 11:45 am

Friday, April 7 at 12:45 pm
96-111  Tech Class: What Can We Learn From the Tech that Helped Shape the 2016 Elections?
Fri at 12:45 pm

Friday, April 7 at 1:15 pm
1-102  Roundtable: The Media and the 2016 Election: A View from the Campaign Trail
Fri at 1:15 pm
Chairs Jennifer L. Lawless, American University
lawless@american.edu
Danny Hayes, George Washington University
dwh@gwu.edu
Part. Nia-Malika Henderson, CNN
niomalika@gmail.com
Steve Peoples, Associated Press
speoples@ap.org
Molly Ball, The Atlantic
molly@theatlantic.com

3-5  Coalition Formation, Governance and Survival
Fri at 1:15 pm

1:15  Chair, David Fortunato, Texas A & M University-College Station
fortunato@tamu.edu

1:20  Pieces of the Puzzle: Coalition Formation and Preference Compatibility
Indridi H. Indridason, University of California-Riverside
indridi.indridason@ucr.edu
Patrick Dumont*, University of Luxembourg
p.dumont@uni.lu
Albert Falco-Gimeno*, University of Barcelona
afalcogimeno@ub.edu
Daniel Bischof, University of Zurich
db@danbischof.com
1:30
The Architecture of Coalition Governance
Alejandro Ecker, University of Mannheim
alejandro.ecker@mzes.uni-mannheim.de
Thomas M. Meyer, University of Vienna
thomas.meyer@univie.ac.at
Wolfgang C. Müller*, University of Vienna
wolfgang.mueller@univie.ac.at

1:41
Coalition Agreements, Issue Coverage and Cabinet Governance
Hanna Professor Hanna Bäck, Lund University
Hanna.Back@svet.lu.se
Heike Klüver, Humboldt University, Berlin
heike.kluever@hu-berlin.de

1:52
Portfolio Allocation and Cabinet Survival in Parliamentary Democracies
Hanna Professor Hanna Bäck, Lund University
Hanna.Back@svet.lu.se
Patrick Dumont*, University of Luxembourg
patrick.dumont@uni.lu
Thomas Saalfeld, University of Bamberg
thomas.saalfeld@uni-bamberg.de

2:03
Presidents, Assembly Dissolution and the Electoral Performance of Prime Ministers
Petra Schleiter, University of Oxford
petra.schleiter@politics.ox.ac.uk
Edward Morgan-Jones*, University of Kent, Canterbury, UK
E.Morgan-Jones@kent.ac.uk

2:14
Disc., Royce A. Carroll, University of Essex
roycecarroll@gmail.com
Disc., Zachary David Greene, University of Strathclyde
zacgreene@gmail.com

2:25
Audience Discussion

5-8
The Political Economy of Public Goods Provision
Fri at 1:15 pm
Chair, Alan Zarychta, University of Chicago
azarychta@uchicago.edu

1:15
Bullets and Blessings: Effects of Protracted Conflicts on Distributive Politics in Developing States
Albana Shehaj, University of Michigan-Ann Arbor
ashaj@umich.edu
Evgenia Jane Kitaevich, University of Michigan-Ann Arbor
evgenia@umich.edu

1:33
Can the Size of the Legislature Improve Bureaucratic Efficiency?: Evidence from Colombia's Local Governments
Mario L Chacon*, New York University
mario.chacon@nyu.edu
Natalia Garbiras Diaz, University of California-Berkeley
nataliagarbirasdiaz@berkeley.edu

1:46
Predicting Service Access and Well-Being in Undocumented Slums: An Analysis of Primary Survey Data from Three Indian Cities
Anirudh Krishna*, Duke University
ak30@duke.edu
Emily NA Rains, Duke University
emily.rains@duke.edu
Erik Wibbels*, Duke University
e.wibbels@duke.edu

1:59
The Judicial Sources of Programmatic Politics
Yu-min Hsu, National Taiwan University
r02322021@ntu.edu.tw
Yuru Fu, National Taiwan University
yurufu1105@gmail.com

2:12
Disc., Alan Zarychta, University of Chicago
azarychta@uchicago.edu

2:25
Audience Discussion

6-10
Parties and Representation in Developing Countries
Fri at 1:15 pm
Chair, Yen-Pin Su, National Chengchi University
yunpinsu@nccu.edu.tw

1:15
The Perils of Reform from Above: Reform Process and Substantive Impacts of Proportional Representation in Local Elections
Abby Cordova, University of Kentucky
abby.cordova@uky.edu
Annabella Espana Najera*, California State University-Fresno
aespanajera@csufresno.edu

1:33
Sub-National Elections in Sub-Saharan Africa: Patterns of Party Building
Ryan Gibb, Baker University
gibb.ryan@gmail.com

1:46
Determinants of Reforming Candidate Selection Methods in New Democracies
Byong-Kuen Jhee, Chosun University
jbkkoh@gmail.com

1:59
The Effects of Malapportionment on Economic Development: Evidence from India’s 2008 Redistricting
Rikhil Bhavnani, University of Wisconsin-Madison
rbhavnani@gmail.com

2:12
Disc., Yen-Pin Su, National Chengchi University
yunpinsu@nccu.edu.tw
Disc., Juan C. Olmeda, El Colegio de México
jcolmeda@gmail.com

2:25
Audience Discussion

7-7
International Dynamics of Democracy Promotion and Backsliding
Fri at 1:15 pm
Chair, Natalie W. Romeri-Lewis, Brigham Young University-Provo
natalie_romeri-lewis@byu.edu
1:20 Building Weak Democracies from the Top Down: Regional Organizations and Democratic Backslide in the European Union
Anna Michaela Meyerrose, Ohio State University-Main Campus
meyerrose.2@osu.edu

1:30 Democracy Promotion through Leverage: The Case of Georgia
Zarina Burkadze, University of Zurich-Switzerland
zarina.burkadze@uzh.ch

1:41 Foreign Aid and Democratization of Central/Eastern Europe and Former Soviet Union in Post-Cold War Era
Elis Vllasi, Purdue University-Main Campus
evllasi@purdue.edu

1:52 EU Enlargement, FDI and the Economic Crisis: The Effects of EU Signaling and the Economic Crisis on Foreign Investors’ Sensitivity to the Quality of Democracy in Eastern Europe Before and After EU Membership
Svetoslav Misak Derderyan, University of North Carolina-Chapel Hill
sderderyan@gmail.com

2:03 Indirect Effects and Network Pressures Towards Democracy
Skyler John Cranmer*, University of North Carolina-Chapel Hill
skyler@unc.edu

2:14 Disc., Terence K Teo, Seton Hall University
teokwoc@shu.edu

2:25 Audience Discussion

9-9 Behavioral Implications of Economic Conditions
Fri at 1:15 pm

1:15 Chair, Javier Sajuria, Newcastle University, UK
javier.sajuria@ncl.ac.uk

1:20 Economic Hardship and Social Welfare Demand in the Upper-Middle: Class Identification & Unemployment Risk
Dongkyu Kim, University of Texas-Rio Grande Valley
dongkyu.kim@utrgv.edu

1:33 Economic Hardship, Politicization and Protest in Western Democracies
Katerina Vrablikova, Ohio State University-Main Campus
vrablikova.1@osu.edu

1:46 Expectations of Future Economic Security and National System Support: Evidence from Italy
Matthew Loveless, Center for Research and Social Progress
m2loveless@gmail.com
1:20 New and Shifting Gendered Perspectives in the Bolivian Legislature  
Jason Eichorst, University of Mannheim  
eichorst@uni-mannheim.de

1:33 Participatory Councils and LGBT Activism in Brazil  
Jacob R. Longaker, Bates College  
jacoblongaker@gmail.com

1:46 The Makers of Meaning: Indigenous Women's Gendered and Cultural Articulation in Bolivia  
Melissa Camille Buice*, West Virginia Wesleyan College  
melissabuice@yahoo.com

1:59 White to Black: The Endogeneity of Race in Brazil  
Andrew J. Janusz, University of California-San Diego  
ajanusz@ucsd.edu

2:12 Disc., Frederico Batista Pereira*, Vanderbilt University  
federico.b.pereira@Vanderbilt.Edu

2:25 Audience Discussion

14:12 Ideology and Political Attitudes in China  
Fri at 1:15 pm

1:15 Chair, Jie Lu, American University  
jlu@american.edu

1:20 Nationalism and Ideology: Evidence from China  
Andrew W. MacDonald, University of Louisville  
andrewwm@gmail.com

1:36 Mapping Ideological Diversity of China's Emerging Middle Class  
Chris E. Kutarna*, University of Oxford  
c Kutarna@mac.com

1:52 The Long-Term Impact of Mobilization and Repression on Political Trust in China  
Scott W. Desposato, University of California-San Diego  
swd@ucsd.edu

2:08 Disc., Jie Lu, American University  
jlu@american.edu

2:25 Audience Discussion

15:9 Winning Voters' Support  
Fri at 1:15 pm

1:15 Chair, Robert Britt Mattes, University of Cape Town  
rbmatthes@princeton.edu

1:20 Under What Conditions Do Politicians Reward their Supporters?: Evidence from Kenya's Constituency Development Fund  
Daniel N. Posner, University of California-Los Angeles  
dposner@polisci.ucla.edu

2:12 Disc., Sarah F. Fischer, American University  
sarah.f.fischer@gmail.com

2:25 Audience Discussion

16-6 Islamic Political Parties  
Fri at 1:15 pm

1:15 Chair, Sarah F. Fischer, American University  
sarah.f.fischer@gmail.com

1:20 Religious Authority and Islamist Popularity: Survey Experiment Evidence  
A. Kadir Yildirim, Rice University  
ay18@rice.edu

1:33 The Sisters' Activism and Political Opportunity Structure in Egypt a Year before the Revolution  
Anwar Mhajne, University of Cincinnati-Main Campus  
anwar.mhajne@gmail.com

1:46 What Explains Electoral Support for Moderate Islamic Parties?  
Suveyda Karakaya*, University of Central Arkansas  
suveydakarakaya@yahoo.com

1:59 Where Do We Go From Here?: Islamist Electoral Trajectories in Liberalized Regimes  
Ashley Avon Anderson, University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill  
aanders@email.unc.edu

2:12 Disc., Sarah F. Fischer, American University  
sarah.f.fischer@gmail.com

2:25 Audience Discussion

17-5 International Relations and Foreign Policy in the Post-Soviet Region  
Fri at 1:15 pm

1:15 Chair, Jing Chen, Hartwick College  
jingcjessem@gmail.com
Bosnia: New Target for Vladimir Putin?
Edin Mujkic, University of Colorado-Colorado Springs
emujkic@uccs.edu

The Armenian-Turkish Dispute: Identifying Barriers to Reconciliation for the Armenian Government and Public
Nicholas Joseph Spina, Edgewood College
nspina@edgewood.edu

Degree of Self-Determination along the Black Sea Basin: Secession or Autonomy?
Junseok Lee, University of Florida
junseoklee85@gmail.com

The Armenian-Turkish Dispute: Identifying Barriers to Reconciliation for the Armenian Government and Public
Nicholas Joseph Spina, Edgewood College
nspina@edgewood.edu

Aid Allocation and Burden-sharing
Yukari Iwanami, Osaka City University
yukariiwanami@hotmail.com

Aiding Disaster: The Effects of Foreign Development Assistance on Community Resilience and Disaster Rates
Gina Yannitell Reinhardt, University of Essex
gmyreii@essex.ac.uk

Why Some Countries Are Not Headed in the Right Direction
Mikhail Filippov*, SUNY at Binghamton
filippov@binghamton.edu

Open Economy Macroeconomics and Political Science: Demand-side Policies and External Imbalances in Advanced Democracies
David Thomas Hope, London School of Economics and Political Science
d.t.hope@lse.ac.uk

David Soskice*, London School of Economics and Political Science
d.w.soskice@lse.ac.uk

Africapitalism and the African Multinational Corporation: Emerging Market Economy or a Distinct Variety of Capitalism?
Okey C. Iheduru, Arizona State University-Tempe
okey.iheduru@asu.edu

The Political Economy of Coordination in Industrialized Democracies. A New Look at an Entangled Relationship
David Rueda, Oxford University
david.rueda@politics.ox.ac.uk

Daniel Stegmueller, Duke University
daniel.stegmueller@duke.edu

Disc., Mona Lyne, University of Missouri-Kansas City
ly nem@umkc.edu

Africanization: Emerging Market Economy or a Distinct Variety of Capitalism?
Okey C. Iheduru, Arizona State University-Tempe
okey.iheduru@asu.edu

Civic Education’s Impact on Opinion towards Immigrant Rights: A Comparative Study of Youths’ Attitudes
Shan-Jan Sarah Liu, Smith College
shanjan.sarah.liu@gmail.com

Contemporary European Attitudes towards Immigration: The Impact of Safety Threat on Anti-Immigration Attitudes
Jungmin Song*, University of Iowa
jungmin-song@uiowa.edu

Immigrant Diversity and Natives’ Attitudes Towards Immigration
Dalston Ward, Washington University in St. Louis
ward.dalston@wustl.edu

Contact Reduces Immigration-Related Fears for Leftist but Not for Rightist Voters
Jonathan Homola, Washington University in St. Louis
homola@wustl.edu

Conflict Onset and Escalation
Fri at 1:15 pm

Chair, Holley E. Hansen, Oklahoma State University-Main Campus
holley.hansen@gmail.com
Cultures of Concession and Conflict: How the Material and Cultural Context Shapes Crisis Bargaining
Robert Frederic Trager, University of California-Los Angeles rtrager@ucla.edu

What Time and How Many?: Testing Conflict Aggregation Across Variations in Time, Space, and Intensity
Kevin DeWitt Jones*, University of Maryland-College Park kdejones@umd.edu

Disc., Holley E. Hansen, Oklahoma State University Main Campus holley.hansen@gmail.com
Disc., Sophie Jiseon Lee, Duke University jl324@duke.edu

Audience Discussion

Roundtable: Ana Arjona's Rebelocracy
Fri at 1:15 pm
Chair Rachel Beatty Riedl, Northwestern University r-riedl@northwestern.edu
Part. Robert Bates, Harvard University robert.bates.harvard.edu@gmail.com
Ana Arjona, Northwestern University anamarjona@gmail.com

Table 1: JSS: Rebels and Rebel Groups
Fri at 1:15 pm
Change We Can Believe In: On the Role of Religion in Demands for Self-Determination
Friederike Luise Kelle, University of Konstanz friederike.kelle@uni-konstanz.de

Ideology and Women's Participation in Armed Conflict
Mehwish Sarwari, University at Buffalo mehwish@buffalo.edu

Risk Tolerance during Conflict: Evidence from Aleppo, Syria
Vera Mironova*, University of Maryland-College Park vmironov@umd.edu
Sam Whitt*, High Point University swhitt@highpoint.edu

Disc., Jessica Maves Braithwaite, University of Arizona jbraith@email.arizona.edu
Disc., Derek King, St Lawrence University dking@stlawu.edu
Disc., Orlandrew Eion Danzell, Mercyhurst University odanzell@mercyhurst.edu

Audience Discussion

Table 2: JSS: Resources, Climate, and Conflict
Fri at 1:15 pm
Blood Thicker Than Water?: Water, Ethnicity, Borders, and Violence in Fergana Valley
Didara Nurmawena, University of Central Florida didara@knights.ucf.edu

Climate Change, Gender Equality, and Conflict
Mattias Gottfried Ottervik, The Chinese University of Hong Kong ottervik@link.cuhk.edu.hk
Jadice Lau, The Chinese University of Hong Kong jadice.lau@link.cuhk.edu.hk

Drought vs Floods – Disaggregating Climate Change in the Climate-Conflict Relationship
Raja Shanti Ranjan Sarkar, University of Arizona rajasarkar@email.arizona.edu

External Shocks, Resource Dependence, and Interstate Conflict
Sojeong Lee, University of Iowa sojeong-lee@uiowa.edu

Food Security, Education, and Terrorism
Nisha Bellinger*, Montana State University nisha.bellinger@msubillings.edu
Kyle T. Kattelman, Fairleigh Dickinson University-Metropolitan Campus kylekattelman@gmail.com

Disc., Ian Thomas Urquhart, University of Alberta Ian.Urquhart@UAberta.ca

Audience Discussion

Table 3: JSS: Domestic Influences on Foreign Policy
Fri at 1:15 pm
Exclusion among Political Decision-Makers: How Social Rejection Leads to Information Avoidance and Aggressive Behaviors
Brittany L. Wood, Washington State University brittany.l.wood@wsu.edu
Nathan C Mikami*, Washington State University nathan.mikami@wsu.edu

Luke M. Perez, University of Texas-Austin lukemperez@gmail.com

The Moral Basis of Presidential Foreign-Policy Decisions
Hillel Ofek*, University of Texas-Austin hillel.ofek@gmail.com

The Non-Citizen Soldier: The Political Convenience of Private Military Contractors
C. Peter Kim, Harvard University chankim@fas.harvard.edu

Warriors in the White House: The Effects of Combat Experience on Presidential Foreign Policy Decision Making
Soumi Chatterjee, University of California-Los Angeles sochatter@ucla.edu

Disc., Vinicius Guilherme Rodrigues Vieira, Princeton University rodriguesvieira@gmail.com

Audience Discussion
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Session</th>
<th>Speaker(s)</th>
<th>University/Emails</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2:25</td>
<td>Audience Discussion</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>27-200</td>
<td>Table 4: JSS: Conflict, Cooperation and International Organizations</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1:15</td>
<td>Essay on European Governance and Lessons for International Cooperation</td>
<td>Daniel Habchi, University of Minnesota-Twin Cities</td>
<td><a href="mailto:habch001@umn.edu">habch001@umn.edu</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1:32</td>
<td>Justice Cooperatives: Explaining State Attitudes Toward the International Criminal Court</td>
<td>Marco Bocchese, Northwestern University</td>
<td><a href="mailto:marco.bocchese@hotmail.it">marco.bocchese@hotmail.it</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1:50</td>
<td>International Pressure and Authoritarian Survival: Why Do Autocrats Sign Human Rights Treaties</td>
<td>Amanda Eileen Burke, University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign</td>
<td><a href="mailto:aeburke2@illinois.edu">aeburke2@illinois.edu</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2:07</td>
<td>Disc., Vasili Rukhadze*, The Jamestown Foundation</td>
<td></td>
<td><a href="mailto:vrukhadz@kent.edu">vrukhadz@kent.edu</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2:25</td>
<td>Audience Discussion</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>27-201</td>
<td>Table 5: JSS: Political Economy and International Organizations</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1:15</td>
<td>Accommodating Strategies: Latin American Middle Powers, the Great Recession, and the Development of the Liberal International Order</td>
<td>Jose Luis Rodriguez Aquino, Johns Hopkins University</td>
<td><a href="mailto:jrodri33@jhu.edu">jrodri33@jhu.edu</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1:32</td>
<td>International Organizations as Democracy Enforcers: The Design of Suspension Clauses in the EU, OAS, and AU</td>
<td>Cassandra Emmons, Princeton University</td>
<td><a href="mailto:cemmons@princeton.edu">cemmons@princeton.edu</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1:50</td>
<td>Multilateral International Environmental Agreements and Migratory Bird Flyway Networks</td>
<td>Renato Corbetta, University of Alabama-Birmingham</td>
<td><a href="mailto:corbetta@uab.edu">corbetta@uab.edu</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2:07</td>
<td>Disc., Raju Parakkal, Philadelphia University</td>
<td>Raju Parakkal</td>
<td><a href="mailto:parakkalr@philau.edu">parakkalr@philau.edu</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2:25</td>
<td>Audience Discussion</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>29-5</td>
<td>People on the Move: State Responses</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1:15</td>
<td>Chair, Kathleen Regina Barrett, University of West Georgia</td>
<td>Kathleen Regina Barrett</td>
<td><a href="mailto:kathiebarrett@earthlink.net">kathiebarrett@earthlink.net</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1:52</td>
<td>The Party Abstains: The Invisible Primary of 2016</td>
<td>David Wiltse, South Dakota State University</td>
<td><a href="mailto:david.wiltse@sdstate.edu">david.wiltse@sdstate.edu</a></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Who Decides, and Why?: Assessing Delegate Choices During the Republican Presidential Nominating Process
Matthew J. Dickinson, Middlebury College
dickinson@middlebury.edu

Disc., Robert G. Boatright, Clark University
rboatright@clarku.edu
Disc., Seth E. Masket, University of Denver
smasket@du.edu

Audience Discussion

Information and Competence
Fri at 1:15 pm

Chair, Ryan T. Moore, American University
rtm@american.edu

The Competence of Others: How Perceptions of Others’ Civic Abilities Inhibits Democratic Innovation
Katherine Cramer, University of Wisconsin-Madison
kathy.cramer@wisc.edu

How do Voters Respond to Information on Elite Behaviour?: Evidence from a Randomized Survey Experiment in Tanzania
Ivar Kolstad, Chr. Michelsen Institute
ivar.kolstad@cmi.no

Information Seeking and Political Behavior: Evidence from Search Data
Brian Hamel, University of California-Los Angeles
bhamel@ucla.edu
Ryan T. Moore, American University
rtm@american.edu

When Do Uninformed Voters Decide to Vote?: Testing Rational Implications of Uninformed Participation
Gento Kato, University of California-Davis
gento.badger@gmail.com

Social Networks and Political Participation by Americans Living Abroad: The Role of Procedural Information
Sidney Turner, Fors Marsh Group LLC
sturner1@forsmarshgroup.com
Krysha Gregorowicz, Fors Marsh Group LLC
kgregorowicz@forsmarshgroup.com

Disc., Ryan T. Moore, American University
rtm@american.edu
Disc., Lindsay Nielson, Bucknell University
ln009@bucknell.edu

Audience Discussion

Linking Congressional Elections to Institutional Politics (Co-sponsored with 54. Legislative Institutions, see 54-10)
Fri at 1:15 pm

Chair, Gary C. Jacobson, University of California-San Diego
gjacobson@ucsd.edu
1:46 Growing numbers, growing influence? A comparative study of policy congruence between parliaments and citizens of immigrant origin
Corinna Kroeker, University of Salzburg
Corinna.Kroeker@sbg.ac.at

1:59 Representation of Low-Income Minority Interests in Congress: Voting and Sponsorship
Franchesca Victoria Nestor, West Virginia University
franchescavnestor@gmail.com

2:12 Disc., Michael A. Bailey, Georgetown University
baileyma@georgetown.edu

2:25 Audience Discussion

34-6 Voting Under Pressure: Voter Preferences in Politically Unstable and Corrupt Environments
Fri at 1:15 pm

1:15 Consequences of Human Rights Violations on Incumbent Electoral Fortunes: Evidence from Macro and Micro Level Analyses
Jungsub Shin*, Hanyang University, Seoul
jshg7@mail.missouri.edu
Beomseob Brandon Park, University of Missouri
bpark@mizzou.edu

1:29 The Role of Authoritarian Legacy in Ethnically Divided Democracies: How Legacy Voting Shaped Myanmar’s 2015 Elections
Van Tran, Cornell University
mv23@cornell.edu

1:43 Who Votes for a Corrupt Party?: Micro Correlates of Corruption Voting
Andreas BSgenholm, Department of Political Science University of Gothenburg, Sweden
andreas.bagenholm@pol.gu.se

1:57 Waking Up to a Golden Dawn: The Effect of Exposure to the Refugee Crisis on Political Behavior and Support for Far-right Parties
Konstantinos Matakos*, King's College London
kostas.matakos@gmail.com
Dominik Hangartner, London School of Economics
d.hangartner@lse.ac.uk
Elias Dinas, University of Oxford
elias.dinas@politics.ox.ac.uk
Dimitrios Xefteris*, University of Cyprus
dxefteris@gmail.com

2:11 Disc., Laura B. Stephenson, University of Western Ontario
lstephe8@uwo.ca

2:25 Audience Discussion

36-8 Polarization
Fri at 1:15 pm

1:15 Chair, David J. Ciuk, Franklin and Marshall College
dciuk@fandm.edu

1:20 Malice and Stupidity: Outgroup Motive Attribution and Affective Polarization
Sean Freeder, University of California-Berkeley
sean.freeder@berkeley.edu

1:36 Social and Political Consequences of Apolitical Partisan Conflict
Richard M. Shafranek, Northwestern University
richardshafranek2018@u.northwestern.edu

1:52 Social Group Polarization in an Age of Affective Partisan Polarization
Rachel L. Moskowitz, Trinity College
rachel.moskowitz@u.northwestern.edu
Joshua Robison*, Aarhus University
jrobiso@gmail.com

2:08 Disc., Soren Jordan, Auburn University
scj0014@auburn.edu

2:25 Audience Discussion

37-12 Identifying the Incentives that Officials Face
Fri at 1:15 pm

1:15 Chair, Daniel M. Butler, Washington University in St. Louis
daniel.butler@gmail.com

1:20 The Effectiveness of Partisan and Non-Partisan Sources in Correcting Climate Change Denial
Salil Deepak Benegal, DePauw University
salibenegal@depauw.edu

1:33 The Limits of Accountability: Partisan Biases in the Evaluation of Political Scandals
Heiko Giebler, ZBW Berlin
heiko.giebler@zbw.eu

1:46 Elections and Embezzlement
Malte M. Lierl*, Yale University
malte.lierl@yale.edu

1:59 The Effect of Argumentation on Attitudes
Morgan Hazelton, Saint Louis University
morgan.hazelton@gmail.com
Chryl Nicole Laird, Saint Louis University
lairden@slu.edu
Molly Wilson*, Saint Louis University
mwilso36@slu.edu

2:12 Disc., Daniel M. Butler, Washington University in St. Louis
daniel.butler@gmail.com

2:25 Audience Discussion

38-13 Morality, Tolerance, and Trust
Fri at 1:15 pm

1:15 Chair, Paul D. van Wie, Molloy College
pvanwie@molloy.edu

1:20 Tolerance in Times of Terror: Can Political Elites Shape Public Opinion in the Aftermath of Terrorism?
Miriam Lindner, Aarhus University
mira.lindner@ps.au.dk

1:33 The Dynamics of Social and Institutional Trust during the Asylum-Seeking Process: Evidence from a Swedish Panel of Newly Arrived Refugees
Jacob Sohlberg, University of Gothenburg
jacob.sohlberg@gu.se
Peter Esaiasson, University of Gothenburg
Peter.Esaiasson@pol.gu.se
Maria Andreasson*, University of Gothenburg
maria.andreasson@gu.se

1:46 How Images of War Victims Affect Public Opinion and Political Participation
Delia Dumitrescu, University of East Anglia
delia.dumitrescu@gmail.com
Erik P. Bucy, Texas Tech University
erik.bucy@ttu.edu

1:59 Anarchy and the Compass: Rethinking Morality in International Politics
Anthony C. Lopez, Washington State University
anthony.c.lopez@wsu.edu

2:12 Disc., Paul D. van Wie, Molloy College
pvanwie@molloy.edu
Disc., Mark A. Harvey, University of Saint Mary
mark.harvey@stmary.edu

2:25 Audience Discussion

38-14 The Origin of Political Attitudes
Fri at 1:15 pm

1:15 Chair, Lori D. Bouger, Princeton University
lbouger@princeton.edu

1:20 The Family Transmission of Operational and Symbolic Ideology: A CUPESSE Project
Federico Vegetti*, Central European University
fede.vegetti@gmail.com
Levente Littvay, Central European University
littvayl@ceu.edu

1:30 Different Cultures, Same Foundations?: A Cross-National Comparison of the Physiological and Psychological Foundations of Political Ideology
Mathias Osmundsen, Aarhus University
m.osmundsen@ps.au.dk
David James Hendry, London School of Economics and Political Science
d.hendry@lse.ac.uk
Lasse Laustsen*, Aarhus University, Denmark
ll@ps.au.dk
Kevin B Smith, University of Nebraska-Lincoln
ksmith1@unl.edu
John R. Hibbing, University of Nebraska-Lincoln
jhibbing@unl.edu
Michael Bang Petersen, Aarhus University
michael@ps.au.dk

1:41 Conservative Early Birds and Liberal Night Owls? Chronotype and Political Ideology
Aleksander Ksiazkiewicz, University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign
aleksks@illinois.edu

1:52 Genetics and the Partisan Processing of Responsibility
Jennifer L. Hochschild, Harvard University
hochschild@gov.harvard.edu
Mayya Mikhailovna Komisarchik, Harvard University
mkomisarchik@fas.harvard.edu

2:03 The Relationship Between Self-Esteem and Causal Attribution of Political Attitudes and Behaviors
Melissa N. Baker, University of California-Merced
melissanbaker712@gmail.com
Stephen Schneider*, University of Nebraska-Lincoln
stphnschndr@gmail.com
Ingrid J. Haas*, University of Nebraska-Lincoln
ihaa2@unl.edu

2:14 Disc., Lori D. Bouger, Princeton University
lbouger@princeton.edu
Disc., Robert Klemmensen, University of Southern Denmark
robert.klemmensen@gmail.com

2:25 Audience Discussion

40-9 Social Media
Fri at 1:15 pm

1:15 Chair, Maarja Luhiste, Newcastle University, UK
maarja.luhiste@newcastle.ac.uk

1:20 Estimating the Audience for Twitter Messages about Politics
G. R. Boynton, University of Iowa
bob-boynton@uiowa.edu

1:36 Why Has One’s Sense of Political Empowerment Not Increased in Parallel with the Prevalence of Social Media Use?: An Analysis of Online Political Efficacy
Fumiko Sasaki, Pace University-New York
fumikosasaki@aol.com

1:52 Preaching to the Choir: Ideology and Following Behavior in Social Media
Gonazlo Rivero, Westat
griverorz@gmail.com

2:08 Disc., Maarja Luhiste, Newcastle University, UK
maarja.luhiste@newcastle.ac.uk
Disc., Sebastian Adrian Popa, University of Mannheim
Sebastian.Pop@mzes.uni-mannheim.de

2:25 Audience Discussion

42-9 Facts, Science and Misperception
Fri at 1:15 pm

1:15 Chair, Adam Seth Levine, Cornell University
asl22@cornell.edu

1:20 Choosing the Truth?: Investigating Selective Exposure and Acceptance of Fact-Checking Online
Andrew Guess, New York University
guess@nyu.edu
Brendan Nyhan, Dartmouth College
nyhan.dartmouth.edu
Jason Reifler*, University of Exeter
j.reifler@exeter.ac.uk

1:33 Tailoring Fact-Checks to Voter (Dis)Trust
Leslie Caughell, Virginia Wesleyan College
lcaughell@vwc.edu
1:46  Self, Identity and Correcting Misperceptions  
Dustin Carnahan, Michigan State University  
carnahan9@msu.edu  
Heysung Lee*, Michigan State University  
lheysung4@gmail.com  
Xiaoya Jiang*, Michigan State University  
jiangxiaoyakate@gmail.com  
Jeffrey Isaac Kramer*, Michigan State University  
kramer92@msu.edu  

1:59  Partisan Group Identity and Belief in Human-Caused Climate Change  
Toby Bolsen, Georgia State University  
tbol sen@gsu.edu  
James N. Druckman, Northwestern University  
druckman@northwestern.edu  

2:12  Disc., Adam Seth Levine, Cornell University  
asl22@cornell.edu  
2:25  Audience Discussion  

43-10  Gender, Recruitment, and Candidate Emergence  
Fri at 1:15 pm  
1:15  Chair, Mary-Kate Lizotte, Augusta University  
mlizotte@augusta.edu  
1:20  Disc., Dawn Langan Teele, Reed College  
te le.academic@gmail.com  
1:25  Audience Discussion  

1:15  Chair, Dawn Langan Teele, Reed College  
te le.academic@gmail.com  
1:20  Gendered Self-Presentation and Electoral Success  
Christopher Karpowitz, Brigham Young University-Provo  
ckarpowitz@byu.edu  
Quin Monson, Brigham Young University-Provo  
Quin.Monson@byu.edu  
Jessica Robinson Preece, Brigham Young University-Provo  
jessica_preece@byu.edu  

1:30  The Demobilizing and Mobilizing Effect of Campaign Rhetoric on Women and Men  
Nichole Bauer, The University of Alabama  
nichole.bauer@ua.edu  
Yanna Krupnikov, Stony Brook University  
yanna.krupnikov@stonybrook.edu  

1:41  Gender, Policy Outcomes, and Citizen Evaluations of Substantive Representation  
Katelyn Stauffer, Indiana University-Bloomington  
kstauff@indiana.edu  

1:52  Blaming Women or Blaming the System?: Public Attitudes about Women’s Under-representation in Elective Office in the U.S.  
Kathleen Dolan, University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee  
k dolan@uw.milwaukee.edu  

2:03  All Male Panels?: Representation and Democratic Legitimacy  
Amanda Clayton, Vanderbilt University  
amanda.clayton@vanderbilt.edu  
Diana Z. O’Brien, Indiana University-Bloomington  
dzobrien@indiana.edu  
Jennifer M. Piscopo, Occidental College  
piscopo@oxy.edu  

2:14  Disc., Kira Sanbonmatsu, Rutgers University-New Brunswick  
sanbon@rci.rutgers.edu  
2:25  Audience Discussion  

44-10  Race and Urban Politics  
Fri at 1:15 pm  
1:15  Chair, Min Hee Go, CUNY Brooklyn College  
minniego@gmail.com  
1:20  Bodega Politics?: Political Participation and Latino-Owned Businesses  
Mikaila Leyva*, University of Notre Dame  
mye lva@nd.edu  
Andrea Carolina Pena-Vasquez, University of Notre Dame  
apenavas@nd.edu  
Juan Angel Valdez*, University of Notre Dame  
jvaldez2@nd.edu  

1:36  Community - Police Relations: Whose Lives Matter More?  
Regina P. Branton, University of North Texas  
branton@unt.edu  
Brian Calfano*, Missouri State University-Springfield  
bri ancalfano@missouri.edu

Disc., Mandy Thomsen, Syracuse University  
dthomsen@maxwell.syr.edu  
2:03  Re-examining Variation in Female Descriptive Representation across the U.S. State Legislatures  
Colleen Dougherty Burton, Syracuse University  
edburton@syr.edu  

2:14  Disc., Mary-Kate Lizotte, Augusta University  
mlizotte@augusta.edu  
2:25  Audience Discussion  

2:25  Audience Discussion
Valerie Ebers*, University of North Texas
valmartinez@unt.edu
1:52 \tRace in the American City: Vestiges of the Old Racial Order in the [new] Urban City
Meghan Esther Wilson, Brown University
Meghan.Wilson@brown.edu
2:08 \tDisc., Min Hee Go, CUNY Brooklyn College
minniego@gmail.com
Disc., Paru Shah, University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee
shahp@uwm.edu
2:25 \tAudience Discussion

50-10 \tElections and Campaigns
Fri at 1:15 pm
1:15 \tChair, Peter Buisseret, University of Chicago
pbuisseret@uchicago.edu
1:20 \tCrashing the Party? Elites, Outsiders, and Elections.
Peter Buisseret, University of Chicago
pbuisseret@uchicago.edu
Richard Van Weelden*, University of Chicago
rvanweelden@uchicago.edu
1:33 \tHow Outside Spending Shapes American Democracy
Nour Julnar Abdul-Razzak*, University of Chicago
abdulrazzak@uchicago.edu
Carlo Prato, Columbia University in the City of New York
cp2928@columbia.edu
Stephane Wolton, London School of Economics
stephane.wolton@gmail.com
1:46 \tModelling the Effect of Campaign Advertising on U.S. Presidential Elections when Differences across States Matter
Maria E. Gallego*, Wilfrid Laurier University
mgallego@wlu.ca
norman schofield*, Washington University in St. Louis
schofield.norman@gmail.com
1:59 \tA Model of Focusing in Political Choice
Salvatore Nunnari*, Bocconi University
salvatore.nunnari@unibo.com
Jan Zapal, CERGE-EI & IAE-CSIC and Barcelona GSE
j.zapal@gmail.com
2:12 \tDisc., Peter Buisseret, University of Chicago
pbuisseret@uchicago.edu
2:25 \tAudience Discussion

47-4 \tHuman Nature and Institutional Remedies
Fri at 1:15 pm
1:15 \tChair, Philip J. Harold, Robert Morris University
harold@rmu.edu
1:20 \tIn Defense of the Blank Slate
Peter McNamara, Utah State University
peter.mcnamara@usu.edu
1:33 \tHow to Reform a Prisoner: Tocqueville on Human Nature in ‘On the Penitentiary System’
Emily Katherine Ferkaluk, Cedarville University
emilykferkaluk@gmail.com
1:46 \tJefferson’s University for a Democratic Society
Benjamin Lynerd, Christopher Newport University
blynerd@gmail.com
Kari Martin, Christopher Newport University
kari.martin.14@cnu.edu
1:59 \tThe Importance of the Inequality of Esteem in Proudhon’s Stateless Egalitarianism
Neil Allen Wright, Quincy University
wrighne@quincy.edu
2:12 \tDisc., Philip J. Harold, Robert Morris University
harold@rmu.edu
2:25 \tAudience Discussion
High Resolution Text Classification with Minimal Human Effort Using Supervised, Unsupervised and Deep Learning in Analyzing Political Discourse
Yair Fogel-Dror, The Hebrew University of Jerusalem
yair.fogel-dror@mail.huji.ac.il
Shaull Shenhav, The Hebrew University of Jerusalem
shaull.shenhav@mail.huji.ac.il
Tamir Sheafjer*, The Hebrew University of Jerusalem
tamir.sheafjer@mail.huji.ac.il

Disc., Nick Beauchamp, Northeastern University
n.beauchamp@neu.edu
Disc., John B. Londregan, Princeton University
jbl@princeton.edu

Interest Groups and Lobbying in Europe
Fri at 1:15 pm
1:15 Chair, James A. Thurber, American University
thurber@american.edu
1:20 Interest Groups and the Opinion-Policy Linkage
Anne Rasmussen, University of Copenhagen
ar@ifis.ku.dk
1:41 Patterns of Access: Lobbying Networks in the European Commission
Vlad Gross, University of Antwerp, Belgium
gross.vlad@gmail.com
2:03 Representational Bias in Belgium: Citizens, Policymakers, Interest Groups and the (Non-)Convergence of their Policy Priorities
Evelien Willems, University of Antwerp
evelien.willems@uantwerpen.be
Jan Beyers*, University of Antwerp
jan.beyers@uantwerpen.be
2:25 Audience Discussion

Barack Obama's Counterterrorism Strategy in Afghanistan, Iraq and Syria: A Questionable Presidential Legacy
Leonard M. Cutler, Siena College
cutler@siena.edu
1:20 The Ascent to the Throne: The Rise of the Monarchical Presidency
Thomas R. Laehn, University of Iowa
thomas-laehn@uiowa.edu
1:33 Withdrawing Forces, Ending Wars, and Presidents' Public Approval Ratings in the U.S., 1945-2010
Raed Shehab-Ahmed Ahmed, Wayne State University
fz2094@wayne.edu

First in Popularity: The Roosevelt Presidency
Helmut Norpoth, Stony Brook University
helmut.norpoth@stonybrook.edu
1:59

Disc., Evan Haglund, United States Coast Guard Academy
evans.t.haglund@uscga.edu
2:12

Audience Discussion
2:25

Legislator Communication Strategies
Fri at 1:15 pm
1:15 Chair, Michael Ensley, Kent State University at Kent
mensley@kent.edu
1:20 Home Style on the Hill?: Representation through Speech on the Floor of the U.S. House
Nicole Kalaf-Hughes, Bowling Green State University-Main Campus
ngkalaf@bgsu.edu
Russell W. Mills, Bowling Green State University-Main Campus
millsrw@bgsu.edu
1:30 Legislative Productivity and Expressive Polarization in Political Rhetoric.
Stonegarden Grindlife, University of California-Los Angeles
sgrindlife@ucla.edu
1:41 Measuring Partisanship in Congressional Committee and Floor Speeches
Pamela Ban, Harvard University
pbann@fas.harvard.edu

The Congressional Communications Arms Race: The Origins and Legacy of Competitive Messaging Strategies Among House Leadership
Benjamin Abraham Dworkin, Rider University
bdworkin@rider.edu
2:03 The Politics of Prioritization: Party Influence on Senators’ Attention
Annelise Russell, University of Texas-Austin
anneliserussell8892@gmail.com
2:14

Disc., Michael Ensley, Kent State University at Kent
mensley@kent.edu
Disc., Jennifer Victor, George Mason University
jvictor3@gmu.edu
2:25 Audience Discussion

Law, Public Policy, Risk and Economics
Fri at 1:15 pm
1:15 Chair, John C. Kilwein, West Virginia University
jkilwein@wvu.edu
1:20 How Is the Law Dealing with the Risk Society for Food Safety?: The Three-tier Quality Control System – The New Approach of Risk Regulation in Taiwan
Wen-Hsiang Kung, Soochow University School of Law
wkung@umail.iu.edu
1:33 Policy Failure of an Irish Solution to a Global Problem: The Case of the Personal Injuries Assessment Board Marian Jennings, DIT, Dublin, Ireland Marian.Jennings@dit.ie Sharon Mary Feeney, Dublin Institute of Technology, Ireland sharon.feeney@dit.ie J. William Hogan*, Hogan, J. William 450592@gmail.com 1:46 Rural/Urban Perceptions of Midwestern Human Trafficking: Frontline Workers’ Perspectives Hannah Britton, University of Kansas britton@ku.edu Ryan Colby Daugherty, University of Kansas rdaugherty@ku.edu Sierra Reicheneker, University of Kansas s.reicheneker@gmail.com Corinne Schwarz, University of Kansas cschwarz@ku.edu Marcus Williamson*, University of Kansas mpwilliamson@ku.edu 1:59 The Guelph Abattoir Program Gets Unionized: Prison Industry Privatization and Prisoner-Worker Unionization in Ontario in the 1970s Jordan House, York University housej@yorku.ca 2:12 Disc., John C. Kilwein, West Virginia University jkilwein@wvu.edu 2:25 Audience Discussion 57-11 Judicial Elections 1:15 Chair, Christopher P McMillion, Oklahoma Baptist University christopher.mcmillion@okbu.edu 1:20 Mobilizing Messages: Campaign Television Ad Content and Voter Participation in State Supreme Court Elections Matthew J. Zalewski*, Michigan State University zalews17@msu.edu 1:30 Prosecutorial Discretion and Judicial Decisions in Capital Cases: Understanding Case Facts and Electoral Pressures Rachel Paine Caufield, Drake University rachel.caufield@drake.edu Alex Freeman, Drake University alex.freeman@drake.edu 1:41 Qualifications and Credibility: The Persuasive Power of Judicial Experience Brenden Higashi, Washington State University brenden.higashi@wsu.edu Michael Salamone, Washington State University michael.salamone@wsu.edu 1:52 State High Court Outcomes at the U.S. Supreme Court: Clear Error, Misunderstanding, and Failure. Robbin Smith, Central Connecticut State University smithr@ccsu.edu 2:03 The Role of Campaign Donations in Judicial Primary and General Elections Kate Eugenis, University of Nevada-Las Vegas eugenisk@unlv.nevada.edu 2:14 Disc., Michael G. Miller, Barnard College mgmiller@barnard.edu 2:25 Audience Discussion 58-6 Polarization in State Politics Fri at 1:15 pm 1:15 Chair, Matthew T Gross, Henderson State University grossm@hsu.edu 1:20 Red and Blue for How Long?: Stasis and Change in the Ideological Composition of the U. S. States Scott Harris, University of South Carolina-Upstate sharris8@uscupstate.edu 1:33 A Comparison of State Legislative DIME and Roll-Call Ideal Points Steven Rogers, Saint Louis University smrogers@slu.edu 1:46 State Legislative Polarization and Trust in State Government Lilliard Richardson, Indiana University-Purdue University-Indianapolis lilliardrichardson@gmail.com Jeff Milyo, University of Missouri-Columbia MILYOJ@MISSOURI.EDU 1:59 State Policy and the Nationalization of Party-Group Coalitions Jacob Martin Grumbach, University of California-Berkeley jakegrumbach@berkeley.edu 2:12 Disc., Matthew T Gross, Henderson State University grossm@hsu.edu 2:25 Audience Discussion 59-5 Metropolitan Governance and Regional Interactions Fri at 1:15 pm 1:15 Cooperation with Distrust? Intergovernmental Agreements and the Provision of Regional Public Goods Edella Schlager, University of Arizona schlager@email.arizona.edu 1:26 Is There a Leviathan In Your Region?: The Power of American Local Governments and the Distribution of Public Investment in Regional Governance Brian Y. An, University of Southern California yeokwana@usc.edu Raphael W Bostic*, University of Southern California bostic@price.usc.edu
1:38 Local Politicians’ Consultation Networks: Who Are the Leaders in Metropolitan Opinion? Eric Zeemering, Northern Illinois University zeem@niu.edu

1:50 City Managers’ Career Incentives and Local Sustainability Networks Chien-Shih Huang, Florida State University ch15f@my.fsu.edu Richard Feiock, Florida State University rfeiock@fsu.edu

2:01 Beyond the City-County Divide: Examining Consolidation Referenda Since 2000 Christopher J. Acuff, The University of Tennessee-Knoxville cjacuff@gmail.com

2:13 Disc., Paul Lagunes, Columbia University in the City of New York paul.lagunes@gmail.com Disc., Agnes Simon*, Saginaw Valley State University agi_simon@yahoo.com Disc., Elisabeth R. Gerber, University of Michigan-Ann Arbor ergerber@umich.edu

2:25 Audience Discussion

63-11 Environmental Attitudes and Behavior Fri at 1:15 pm

1:15 Chair, Brent S. Steel, Oregon State University bsteel@oregonstate.edu

1:20 Rhetoric on the Environment: The Obama Administration Ashlie B. Delshad, West Chester University of Pennsylvania adelshad@wcupa.edu

1:36 The Biological Pump and Stakeholder Adaptive Capacity Rachel Tiller, SINTEF Ocean rachel.tiller@sintef.no

1:52 Limits to Expertise: Decision Biases Among Emergency Managers Patrick S. Roberts, Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State University robertsp@vt.edu

2:08 Disc., Brent S. Steel, Oregon State University bsteel@oregonstate.edu

2:25 Audience Discussion

1:36 Policy Positions and Priorities: An Analysis of Coalesional Structure in an Argentine Fracking Subsystem Daniel Paul Costie, University of Colorado Denver DanielCostie@gmail.com Ramiro Berardo, Ohio State University-Main Campus berardo.3@osu.edu Federico Holm*, Ohio State University-Main Campus holm.47@buckeyemail.osu.edu

2:08 Disc., Robert V. Bartlett, University of Vermont robert.v.bartlett@uvm.edu

2:25 Audience Discussion

64-6 Perspectives on Social Policy (Co-sponsored with 61. Health, Education and Social Policy, see 61-6) Fri at 1:15 pm

1:15 Chair, Charles M. Lamb, SUNY Buffalo State clamb@buffalo.edu

1:20 States and the Decline of Cash Assistance: Race, Politics, & Policy Structure Under Temporary Assistance for Needy Families Vincent Fusaro, University of Michigan-Ann Arbor vafusaro@umich.edu

1:36 Storming Mad but Staying Home: Policy Feedback in the Credit Welfare State Mallory SoRelle, Lafayette College sorellem@lafayette.edu

1:52 Welfare Regimes vs. Government Effectiveness: Competing Explanations for Social Welfare Policy Support Andrew Lee Morelock, Murray State University amorelock@murraystate.edu

2:08 Disc., Saundra K. Schneider, Michigan State University sks@msu.edu

2:25 Audience Discussion

63-12 Unconventional Energy Politics Fri at 1:15 pm

1:15 Chair, Robert V. Bartlett, University of Vermont robert.v.bartlett@uvm.edu

1:20 Out of Sight, Out of Mind?: Lessons from Public Opinion Data on Nuclear Energy Anmol Soni, Georgia State University asoni4@student.gsu.edu

1:52 Audience Discussion

2:08 Audience Discussion

67-7 Consolidation Dynamics Fri at 1:15 pm

1:15 Chair, Heungsuk Choi, Korea University hschoi@korea.ac.kr

1:20 Developing Organizational Design Criteria in a Irish Higher Education Institution Undergoing Merger Negotiations S. Mary Feeney, Dublin Institute of Technology, Dublin, Ireland 025871@dit.ie
Olivia Edge*, Blanchardstown Institute of Technology
olivia.edge@itb.ie
Eileen Quinn*, Institute of Technology Blanchardstown
eileen.quinn@itb.ie
1:36 Does Municipal Consolidation Improve Legislative Performance?
Kohei Suzuki, University of Gothenburg
kohei.suzuki@gu.se
Hyesong Ha*, Indiana University-Bloomington
hyesong.ha@gmail.com
1:52 One vs Many: Municipal Fragmentation or Consolidation
James M. Brasfield, Webster University
brasfijm@webster.edu
Endsley Terrence Jones, University of Missouri-St Louis
terry.jones@umsl.edu
2:08 Disc., Cheongsin Kim, Boise State University
cheongsinkim@boisestate.edu
2:25 Audience Discussion

68-4 Comparative Approaches to Legacies of Colonialism
Fri at 1:15 pm
1:15 Chair, Mackenzie H. Eason, University of California-Los Angeles
mack.eason@ucla.edu
1:20 Colonial Settlement and State Capacity in Post-Colonial States
Tiffaniesha Irene Williams, University of Missouri-Columbia
tiwr62@mail.missouri.edu
1:33 British Colonialism as Explanandum: Setting the Record Straight
Fahad Sajid, University of Chicago
fmsajid@uchicago.edu
1:46 Democracy, Coordination, and Consent: Long-term Effects of Venetian Colonialism
Alessandro Vecchiato, New York University
av990@nyu.edu
1:59 Vauban, the Fortification of France, and the Rise of the Nation-State
Patrick C. E. Tiney*, University of Maryland-College Park
ptiney@umd.edu
2:12 Disc., Mackenzie H. Eason, University of California-Los Angeles
mack.eason@ucla.edu
2:25 Audience Discussion

72-120 Roundtable: Teaching: Teaching Statistics to Undergraduates
Fri at 1:15 pm
Chair Nathan D. Griffith, Belmont University
nathan.griffith@belmont.edu
Part. Nathan D. Griffith, Belmont University
nathan.griffith@belmont.edu
Kellee J. Kirkpatrick, Idaho State University
kellee.kirkpatrick@isu.edu
David C. Docherty*, Mount Royal University
daviddocherty@gmail.com
Mayra Vélez-Serrano, University of Puerto Rico-Rio Piedras
mayra.velez3@upr.edu
Matthew Dube, University of Maine at Augusta
matthew.dube@maine.edu

76-402 Lightning Talk: Technology and Data
Fri at 1:15 pm
1:15 Chair, Michael R. Brownstein, Purdue University-Main Campus
mbrownst@purdue.edu
1:20 Can the Internet Level the (Fundraising) Playing Field for Women?: Fundraising on Congressional Candidate Websites in the 2006 and 2016 Campaigns
Jessica Venita Nevin, Rutgers University-New Brunswick
jessica.nevin@rutgers.edu
1:28 Diffusion and Difference: Factors Affecting Substantive Differences in State-to-State Data Breach Notification Laws
Rachel L. German, The University of Texas at Austin
rachelgerman@utexas.edu
1:36 Personal Pronouns and Politics: The Impact of Diction on Female U.S. Politicians’ Social Media Identity Maintenance
Carson S Kay, Ohio University-Main Campus
ck744415@ohio.edu
1:44 Privacy and the Credibility of U.S. Cyber Deterrence Policy
Ryan Kiggins, University of Central Oklahoma
rkiggins@uco.edu
1:52 Revisiting Theoretical Foundations of E-Government as a Political Paradigm: A Stakeholder Approach
Maxat Kassen, Eurasian Humanitarian Institute
maka.mca2@gmail.com
2:00  Trump’s Tweets: His Campaign Messages that Created “Buzz” and Generated Earned Media
Kim Hixson, Utah State University
kim.hixson@usu.edu

2:08  Audience Discussion

77-406  Lightning Talk: Political Theory Applied to Comparative Politics Studies
Fri at 1:15 pm
1:15  Chair, Megan K. Dyer, Texas A & M University-College Station
mkdyer@tamu.edu
1:20  The Quest for the Mexican Political Revolution: An Arendtian Approach to Mexican Revolution
Amando Basurto, National University of Mexico
amandobasurto@newschool.edu
1:28  A Man Who Interferes In What Does Not Concern Him: Towards A Contemporary Theory of Engaged Intellectuals
Paul Baumgardner, Princeton University
pb9@princeton.edu
1:36  Audience Discussion

78-404  Lightning Talk: Development and Political Economy
Fri at 1:15 pm
1:15  Chair, Cyril Fegue, University of Luxembourg
cyril.fegue@gmail.com
Crystal D. Pryor, Harvard University
pryorcd@uw.edu
1:28  From Development Abroad to Development at Home
Jaisang Sun, Syracuse University
jsun104@syr.edu
Ferdinand Flagstad, Syracuse University
ferdinand@flagstad.co.uk
1:36  Globalization and Nationalism: The Case of Yugoslavia
Danijela Felendes, Florida International University
dfel001@fiu.edu
1:44  Reputation and Democracy Promotion Aid
Mallie Corrine Brossett, University of Georgia
mallie.brossett@uga.edu
1:52  Audience Discussion

82-306  Poster Session: Human Rights and Trafficking
Fri at 1:15 pm
Post. 7  The Economics of Human Trafficking
Charlotte A Sudweeks, Brigham Young University-Hawaii
charlotte.sudweeks@gmail.com
Post. 8  Comparative Analysis of Best Practices in U.S. Aftercare Services for Survivors of Human Trafficking
Jamie L. Leek, Austin Peay State University
jleek1@my.apsu.edu
Kate Hunt, Austin Peay State University
katherineelhunt@gmail.com
Post. 9  Trade Openness and Child Labor in Sub-Saharan Africa
Alexandria Prier, Brigham Young University-Provo
lexieprier@gmail.com
Post. 10  You Can’t Take the Country Out of the Peacekeeper: ‘Troop-Contributing Countries’ Level of Respect for Human Rights and Violence Against Civilians in UN Peacekeeping Missions
Dorianne M Shaffer, Lake Superior State University
dshaffer3@lssu.edu
Post. 11  Forgetting the Masses: Human Rights Violations in Palestinian Refugee Camps
Charlee Rayann Thomas, Alderson Broaddus University
thomascr@battlers.ab.edu
Disc.  Jason Capote, CUNY Brooklyn College
JCapoteDesign@aol.com

Post. 3  Politics: An Evaluation of Political Expression and Efficacy of Twitter Users During the 2016 General Election
Anthony Malky, The College of Wooster
amalky17@wooster.edu
Post. 4  Targeted: The Impact of Selective Outside Spending in Congressional Elections on the Margin
Mateusz Maciej Zeglen, Bentley University
mateusz.zeglen@gmail.com
Post. 5  From Perón to Sata: The Role of Populism in the Consolidation of Democracy
Elizabeth Marie Steiner, University of Notre Dame
esteine2@nd.edu
Post. 6  The Dynamics of Presidential Election Polls in 2016
Christopher Wlezien, University of Texas-Austin
wlezien@austin.utexas.edu
Stuart Soroka, University of Michigan-Ann Arbor
ssoroka@umich.edu
George Elliott Morris, University of Texas-Austin
g.e.morris@utexas.edu
Disc.  Jason Capote, CUNY Brooklyn College
JCapoteDesign@aol.com
Poster Session: Media, Gender and Elections  
Fri at 1:15 pm

**Post. 12** Showing their Softer Side: Analyzing the Soft Media Strategies of Statewide Campaigns in Texas and Arkansas  
Mark T. Hickey, Hendrix College  
HickeyMT@hendrix.edu

**Post. 13** Hockey Moms and Abortion Barbies: An Examination of Gender Differences in News Media Coverage  
Karen R. Bjerre, Sewanee–The University of the South  
bjerrkr0@sewanee.edu

**Post. 14** Breaking Bias: Media's Press Ideology Parallelism and Its Influence on Voter Turnout in the United States  
Brooke Nelson, Hendrix College  
nelsonbt@hendrix.edu

**Post. 15** Social Media Usage by Congressional Campaigns in 2016  
Michael Vasiliou, University of Chicago  
masasiliou@uchicago.edu

**Post. 16** Mean Tweets: An Analysis of Average Negativity in the 2016 U.S. Presidential Campaign  
Aaron Michael Chesler, University of Colorado Boulder  
aaronchesler123@gmail.com

**Post. 17** Bloody Difficult Woman and Crooked Hillary: Sexism, Social Media, and Women Running for Executive Office  
Madison Shumway, Idaho State University  
shummadi@isu.edu

**Post. 18** A Democracy in Full: Balancing Men's and Women’s Attendance by Altering Deliberative Settings  
Gabriel Murray, Denison University  
murray_g6@denison.edu

**Post. 19** Gendered Media Coverage of Female Politicians  
Chelsey Rogers*, Columbus State University  
rogers_chelsey@columbusstate.edu

Disc. Victoria A Dounoucos, Duke University  
vad11@duke.edu  
Patrick Meehan, University of Michigan-Ann Arbor  
pjmeeh@umich.edu

**Post. 20** Consequences of Media-Framing of Hezbollah in Israel, France, Lebanon, and United States  
Michael Ephrem Karam, University of Pennsylvania  
karamm@sas.upenn.edu

**Post. 21** Predicament or Profit? A Study on the Parallel Rates of Officer Involved Shootings and Print News Media Coverage in New York City, Los Angeles, and Chicago  
Jacob A. Bertone*, University of Mount Union  
bertonja@mountunion.edu

**Post. 22** The Effect of Socioeconomic Factors on African American News Media Source Preference and Political Knowledge  
Jasmine Cherice Jackson*, Jackson State University  
jcj121694@gmail.com

**Post. 23** Social Media and News Processing  
Kirk A. Badu, Belmont University  
kirkbado@gmail.com

**Post. 24** News That (Still) Matters: The Millennials Edition  
Matt B. Ramirez, Hendrix College  
ramirezmb@hendrix.edu

**Post. 25** A Matter of Trust: How Lack of Faith in Government Institutions Leads to Populism  
Amber E. Woodland, Brigham Young University-Hawaii  
awoodland29@go.byuh.edu

**Post. 26** The Youth Vote and Political Engagement: The Impact of Polarization on the Youth Vote Over Time  
Abby A. Oliver, Grand Valley State University  
oliveabi@mail.gvsu.edu

Disc. Jin Woo Kim, University of Pennsylvania  
kjim@asc.upenn.edu  
Michael James Ritter, University of Iowa  
michael-ritter@uiowa.edu

**Post. 27** Reactionary Effect on Self-Identity as a "Feminist"  
Rebecca Vigoren, Brigham Young University-Hawaii  
rebeccavig@msn.com

**Post. 28** Discrepancies in American Voter Turnout: State Primary Elections  
Sophia Jean, University of Colorado Boulder  
sophia.jean@colorado.edu

**Post. 29** The Mysterious Decline of Youth Voting in Presidential Elections  
Matthew Thomas Fee*, Heidelberg University  
mfee@heidelberg.edu

**Post. 30** Campaigning in the 21st Century: Donald Trump’s Election  
Christopher J. Burgess, Bryant University  
chhockey15@gmail.com

**Post. 31** Racial Appeals in Candidate Twitter Communication in the 2016 U.S. House Elections  
Emma Grundhauser, George Washington University  
emmagrundhauser@gmail.com

**Post. 32** The Impact of Gender Stereotypes on Voting Preferences: A Case Study of the 2016 Presidential Election  
Liz Stark, University of Chicago  
elizabethstark@uchicago.edu
Post. 33 Lesser of Two Equals?: Gender and False Equivalences in the 2016 Presidential Election
Madison J Oakley, Beloit College
oakleymj@beloit.edu

Post. 34 Advertising Saturation in Political Campaigns: An Analysis of Negative Advertising and Voter Turnout in the 2014 Elections
Sami Sexton, Hendrix College
sextonsm@hendrix.edu

Post. 35 Why People Choose to Forego Contraception
Elyse Beth Myer-Tyson, Valparaiso University
elyse myer-tyson@valpo.edu

Disc. Andrew Harold Tyner, University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill
atyner@live.unc.edu
Chase Wilson, Loyola University Chicago
cwilson9@luc.edu

83-18 2017 Representative Bureaucracy Workshop: Representative Bureaucracy IV
Fri at 1:15 pm
1:15 Chair, Vicky M. Wilkins, American University
vickymwilkins@gmail.com
1:20 A Token for Diversity or Taken for Performance?: The Contingent Effects of Board Diversity in Quasi-Government Agencies
Sanghee Park, Boise State University
sangheepark@boisestate.edu
1:36 The Perfect Match: Using Representation to Maximize Performance
Danielle N. Atkins*, University of Central Florida
danielle.atkins@ucf.edu
Vicky M. Wilkins, American University
vickymwilkins@gmail.com
W. David Bradford*, University of Georgia
bradfowd@gmail.com
1:52 Passive or Active Representation?: Examining Use of Force by Police Officers in Indianapolis
Andrea Marie Headley, Florida International University
ahead004@fiu.edu
James E. Wright, American University
jameswright.1228@gmail.com
2:08 Representative Technocracy?: Attitudinal Congruence as Bureaucratic Representation Beyond the Street-Level
Manny Teodoro, Texas A & M University-College Station
mteodoro@tamu.edu
Seung-Ho An, Texas A & M University-College Station
seungho@tamu.edu
2:25 Audience Discussion

Rhetoric and Media as Tools for Political Leaders and Activists (Co-sponsored with 42. Political Communication, see 42-10)
Fri at 1:15 pm
1:15 Chair, La Trice M. Washington, Otterbein University
LWashington@otterbein.edu
1:20 Faith, Freedom, and Foreign Policy: The Religious Rhetoric of Harry S. Truman and George W. Bush
Elizabeth Verardo, United States Military Academy elizabethverardogmail.com
1:36 Maneuvering Divisive Issues under the Terror Threat: A Natural Experiment
Marco Giani*, London School of Economics and Political Science
m.giani@lse.ac.uk
1:52 Political Agency Through Rhetoric: Brundtland and Solberg Voice Women’s Empowerment
Julia A. Spiker, University of Akron-Main Campus
jspiker@uakron.edu
2:08 Disc., La Trice M. Washington, Otterbein University
LWashington@otterbein.edu
2:25 Audience Discussion

87-1 Rhetoric and Media as Tools for Political Leaders and Activists (Co-sponsored with 42. Political Communication, see 42-10)
Fri at 1:15 pm

Friday, April 7 at 1:30 pm
Tech Class: International Affairs Analysis and Research Through Reality-Based Approaches
Fri at 1:30 pm
### Friday, April 7 at 2:30 pm
**96-113** Tech Class: Applying Automated Content Analysis in Political Science
Fri at 2:30 pm

### Friday, April 7 at 3:00 pm
**4-3** Conflict and Policies for Economic Development
Fri at 3:00 pm

**3:00** Chair, Brian Warby, University of Northern Iowa
brian.warby@uni.edu

**3:05** Microfinance in Post Conflict Societies
Lindsay Alice Jouben, West Virginia University
lindsay.jouben@gmail.com

**3:18** Perceptions of Safety and Economic Development
Stephanie A. Pink-Harper, Southern Illinois University-Carbondale
sapink@siu.edu

**3:31** Population Pressure: Migration, Repression, and Redistribution in Land Conflict
Emily A. Sellers, Texas A & M University-College Station
sellers@tamu.edu

**3:44** Who Benefits from Civil War?: Peace Process Collapse and Economic Performance in Turkey
Emine Deniz*, New York University
ed947@nyu.edu

**3:57** Disc., Brian Warby, University of Northern Iowa
brian.warby@uni.edu

**4:10** Audience Discussion

### 6-12 The Politics of Change in China
Fri at 3:00 pm

**3:00** Chair, Manfred Elfstrom, Harvard University
manfred.elfstrom@hks.harvard.edu

**3:05** Political Incentives and Data Falsification: Evidence from China
Junyan Jiang, University of Pennsylvania
junyanji@sas.upenn.edu

**3:18** Protest in China: A Comparison between Workers and Peasants
Yen-Hsin Chen, University of North Texas
Yen-HsinChen@my.unt.edu

**3:31** Autocrats' Preferred Models for Political Reforms
Jie Lu, American University
jlu@american.edu

**3:44** Rise of Economic Influence of China?: A Comparative Study of China's and U.S. Trade with Latin America
Alma Alicia Bezares Calderon, Claremont Graduate University
alma.bezares-calderon@cgu.edu

**3:57** Disc., Manfred Elfstrom, Harvard University
manfred.elfstrom@hks.harvard.edu

**4:10** Audience Discussion

### 8-7 Institutional Change
Fri at 3:00 pm

**3:00** Ideational-Institutional Gestalten: The German Pension-Finance Nexus Revisited
Nils Röper*, University of Oxford
nils.roper@spc.ox.ac.uk

### 3:44
**What Information Do Citizens Want?: Evidence from One Million Information Requests in Mexico**
Daniel Phillip Berliner, Arizona State University, Tempe
danberliner@gmail.com

**Brian Palmer-Rubin*, Harvard University**
brian_palmer-rubin@hks.harvard.edu

**3:57** Disc., Daniel Zizumbo-Colunga, CIDE (Centro de Investigación y Docencia Económicas)
dzizumbo@gmail.com

**Disc., Kathleen Marie Bruhn, University of California-Santa Barbara**
bruhn@polsci.ucsb.edu
3:17  Institutional Change and the Three New Institutionalism: Constitutional Reforms under the French Fifth Republic
Sebastien G. Lazardeux, Saint John Fisher College
slazardeux@sjfc.edu

3:35  Institutional Leaps Based on Partisan Calculations: Party Competition and Institutional Change in the United Kingdom
Ross D Cotton, University of Florida
rdcotton@ufl.edu
Cary Christopher Fontana*, University of Oregon
cfontana@uoregon.edu

3:52  Disc., Douglas Michael Cantor, University of Illinois-Chicago
douglasmcantor@gmail.com

4:10  Audience Discussion

3:00  Chair, Magda Mihaela Giurcanu, East Carolina University
giurcanum16@ecu.edu

3:05  Better Together?: The Effect of National Parliamentary Involvement on Transposition Infringement
Lauren Karina Perez, University of Chicago
laurenkperez@gmail.com

3:21  Does Europeanization Stick? The Domestic Policy Context as a Determinant of Enduring versus Sporadic Cooperation with European Union Actors
Melissa Schnyder, American Public University System
melissa.schnyder@mycampus.apus.edu

Roman Senninger, Aarhus University
rsenninger@ps.au.dk
Daniel Bischof, University of Zurich
db@danbischof.com

3:53  Disc., Magda Mihaela Giurcanu, East Carolina University
giurcanum16@ecu.edu

3:57  Disc., Lawrence Ezrow, University of Essex
ezrow@essex.ac.uk
Disc., Jae-Jae Spoon, University of Pittsburgh-Pittsburgh Campus
spoonj@pitt.edu

4:10  Audience Discussion

9-10  Challenging the Center: Party Competition in an Era of Populism
Fri at 3:00 pm

3:00  Chair, Jae-Jae Spoon, University of Pittsburgh-Pittsburgh Campus
spoonj@pitt.edu

3:05  Reshaping European Party Competition: The Impact of Integration on Left, Right and Center
Robert Rohrschneider, University of Kansas
roro@ku.edu
Stephen Whitefield*, University of Oxford
stephen.whitefield@politics.ox.ac.uk

3:18  Challenging the Mainstream on European Integration and Immigration
Sara Binzer Hobolt, London School of Economics
s.b.hobolt@lse.ac.uk
Catherine Eunice de Vries, University of Essex
catherine.devries@essex.ac.uk

3:31  Understanding Changes in the Axis of Party Competition
Thomas M. Meyer, University of Vienna
thomas.meyer@univie.ac.at
Markus Wagner*, University of Vienna
markus.wagner@univie.ac.at

3:44  Voting Against the Establishment: The Effect of Government Congruence on Voting for Challenger Parties
Tarik Abou-Chadi, Humboldt University, Berlin
tarik.abou-chadi@hu-berlin.de
Eelco Harteveld*, University of Amsterdam
e.harteveld@uva.nl

3:57  Disc., Lawrence Ezrow, University of Essex
ezrow@essex.ac.uk
Disc., Jae-Jae Spoon, University of Pittsburgh-Pittsburgh Campus
spoonj@pitt.edu

4:10  Audience Discussion

10-10  Policy Making in the EU: Process and Impact
Fri at 3:00 pm

3:00  Chair, Magda Mihaela Giurcanu, East Carolina University
giurcanum16@ecu.edu

3:05  Better Together?: The Effect of National Parliamentary Involvement on Transposition Infringement
Lauren Karina Perez, University of Chicago
laurenkperez@gmail.com

3:21  Does Europeanization Stick? The Domestic Policy Context as a Determinant of Enduring versus Sporadic Cooperation with European Union Actors
Melissa Schnyder, American Public University System
melissa.schnyder@mycampus.apus.edu

Roman Senninger, Aarhus University
rsenninger@ps.au.dk
Daniel Bischof, University of Zurich
db@danbischof.com

3:53  Disc., Magda Mihaela Giurcanu, East Carolina University
giurcanum16@ecu.edu

3:57  Disc., Lawrence Ezrow, University of Essex
ezrow@essex.ac.uk
Disc., Jae-Jae Spoon, University of Pittsburgh-Pittsburgh Campus
spoonj@pitt.edu

4:10  Audience Discussion

11-6  Participation via Ballots and Boots in Latin America
Fri at 3:00 pm

3:00  Chair, Moises Arce, University of Missouri-Columbia
arcem@missouri.edu

3:05  Campaigning for No-One: Elite Mobilization of the Invalid Vote in Latin American Presidential Elections
Mollie Jane Cohen, Vanderbilt University
mollie.j.cohen@vanderbilt.edu

3:21  The Unintended Consequences of an Esthetical Ballot: Ballot Shape, Political Selection and Policy
Nelson Alejandro Ruiz-Guarin, London School of Economics and Political Science
n.a.ruiz-guarin@lse.ac.uk
Saad Ahmad Gulzar, New York University
saad.gulzar@nyu.edu

3:37  Risk Acceptance, Environment and Protest Behavior in Latin America
Amanda Milena Alvarez, Temple University
amalvarez0313@gmail.com
Lee Demetrius Walker, University of North Texas
lee.walker@unt.edu

3:53  Disc., Moises Arce, University of Missouri-Columbia
arcem@missouri.edu
Disc., James C. Garand, Louisiana State University and Agricultural & Mechanical College
pogara@lsu.edu

4:10  Audience Discussion
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Event Title</th>
<th>Speaker(s)</th>
<th>Affiliation(s)</th>
<th>Email(s)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>14-13</td>
<td><strong>International Political Economy in East and Southeast Asia</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3:00</td>
<td><strong>Chair, Chien-Kai Chen, Rhodes College</strong></td>
<td><a href="mailto:chenc@rhodes.edu">chenc@rhodes.edu</a></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3:05</td>
<td><strong>Strategic Twist: China's &quot;One Belt One Road&quot; vs. Taiwan's &quot;New Southbound Policy&quot;</strong></td>
<td>Yi-hung Chiou, National Chiao Tung University, Taiwan</td>
<td><a href="mailto:astrophia@gmail.com">astrophia@gmail.com</a></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3:18</td>
<td><strong>Empirical Analyses on Political Economy of Transparency in ASEA</strong></td>
<td>Sang-Hwan Lee*, Hankuk University of Foreign Studies</td>
<td><a href="mailto:jleepol@hufs.ac.kr">jleepol@hufs.ac.kr</a></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Jangho Kim*</td>
<td><a href="mailto:jangho@hufs.ac.kr">jangho@hufs.ac.kr</a></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3:31</td>
<td><strong>The Cold War and the Origins of the Developmental State</strong></td>
<td>James Lee, Princeton University</td>
<td><a href="mailto:j118@princeton.edu">j118@princeton.edu</a></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3:44</td>
<td><strong>A Synthetic Approach of Structural Power in International Relations: Structural Factors as a Driver Behind Free Trade Agreements</strong></td>
<td>Andrej Pustovitovskij*, Center for Global Studies, Bonn</td>
<td><a href="mailto:apus@uni-bonn.de">apus@uni-bonn.de</a></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3:57</td>
<td><strong>Disc., Chien-Kai Chen, Rhodes College</strong></td>
<td><a href="mailto:chenc@rhodes.edu">chenc@rhodes.edu</a></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>Disc., Yangmo Ku, Norwich University</strong></td>
<td><a href="mailto:yku@norwich.edu">yku@norwich.edu</a></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4:10</td>
<td><strong>Audience Discussion</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15-10</td>
<td><strong>Negotiating Political Institutions in Africa</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3:00</td>
<td><strong>Chair, Natalie Wenzell Letsa, Cornell University</strong></td>
<td><a href="mailto:njw57@cornell.edu">njw57@cornell.edu</a></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3:05</td>
<td><strong>Legislator Turnover and Political Accountability in Africa</strong></td>
<td>Shana Warren, New York University</td>
<td><a href="mailto:shana.warren@nyu.edu">shana.warren@nyu.edu</a></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3:18</td>
<td><strong>Devolution and Altered Patterns of Electoral Violence: Theory and Evidence from Kenya</strong></td>
<td>Aditi Malik, California State University-San Marcos</td>
<td><a href="mailto:aditi.malik87@gmail.com">aditi.malik87@gmail.com</a></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3:31</td>
<td><strong>Landlord or Land Patron?: The Politics of Land Security in Multi-Party Kenya</strong></td>
<td>Kathleen Klaus, Northwestern University</td>
<td><a href="mailto:kathleen.klaus@northwestern.edu">kathleen.klaus@northwestern.edu</a></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3:44</td>
<td><strong>Endogenous Decentralization? The Politics of Subnational Boundary Creation</strong></td>
<td>Martha Wilfahrt, Northwestern University</td>
<td><a href="mailto:martha.wilfahrt@northwestern.edu">martha.wilfahrt@northwestern.edu</a></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3:57</td>
<td><strong>Disc., Elizabeth Sperber, University of Denver</strong></td>
<td><a href="mailto:elizabeth.sperber@gmail.com">elizabeth.sperber@gmail.com</a></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>Disc., Erin Accampo Hern, The College of Idaho</strong></td>
<td><a href="mailto:erin.hern@gmail.com">erin.hern@gmail.com</a></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4:10</td>
<td><strong>Audience Discussion</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17-6</td>
<td><strong>Parties and Elections</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3:00</td>
<td><strong>Chair, Jing Chen, Hartwick College</strong></td>
<td><a href="mailto:jingcjesssem@gmail.com">jingcjesssem@gmail.com</a></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3:05</td>
<td><strong>Party Blight?: Explaining Persistence and Demise of Agrarian Parties in East Central Europe</strong></td>
<td>Aleksandra Sznajder Lee, University of Richmond</td>
<td><a href="mailto:asznajd@richmond.edu">asznajd@richmond.edu</a></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3:18</td>
<td><strong>The Left Parties Choices and The Emergence of The Far Right</strong></td>
<td>Maria Snegovaya, Columbia University in the City of New York</td>
<td><a href="mailto:snegovaya@gmail.com">snegovaya@gmail.com</a></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3:31</td>
<td><strong>Strong Parties but Weak States: Aid and Resource Wealth in the Durability of Asian Communism</strong></td>
<td>Christopher Richard Heurlin, Bowdoin University</td>
<td><a href="mailto:cheurlin@bowdoin.edu">cheurlin@bowdoin.edu</a></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3:44</td>
<td><strong>How Dangerous is Bad Leadership?: A Comparative Analysis of the Relationship Between Leadership, Regime Types and Governance in Selected Countries of Eastern Europe</strong></td>
<td>Nicolas Hayoz, University of Fribourg</td>
<td><a href="mailto:nicolas.hayoz@unifr.ch">nicolas.hayoz@unifr.ch</a></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Vedran Dzihic, Austrian Institute for International Affairs</td>
<td><a href="mailto:vedran.dzihic@univie.ac.at">vedran.dzihic@univie.ac.at</a></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3:57</td>
<td><strong>Disc., Nicolas Hayoz, University of Fribourg</strong></td>
<td><a href="mailto:nicolas.hayoz@unifr.ch">nicolas.hayoz@unifr.ch</a></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>Disc., Aaron S. Erlich, McGill University</strong></td>
<td><a href="mailto:aaron.erlich@mcgill.ca">aaron.erlich@mcgill.ca</a></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4:10</td>
<td><strong>Audience Discussion</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18-7</td>
<td><strong>The Comparative Political Economy of Institutions</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3:00</td>
<td><strong>Chair, Isa Camyar, St Francis College</strong></td>
<td><a href="mailto:tcamyar@sas.upenn.edu">tcamyar@sas.upenn.edu</a></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3:05</td>
<td><strong>Explaining De-Liberalisation in Developed Market Economies</strong></td>
<td>Anna M. Fill, University of Bern</td>
<td><a href="mailto:anna.fill@ipw.unibe.ch">anna.fill@ipw.unibe.ch</a></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3:15</td>
<td><strong>Four Paths to Fiscal Rules: The Diverse Political Origins of Fiscal Rules Across the World</strong></td>
<td>Pascal Doray-Demers, University of British Columbia</td>
<td><a href="mailto:pascal.doray-demers@alumni.ubc.ca">pascal.doray-demers@alumni.ubc.ca</a></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Law, Chinese Style</td>
<td>Lizhi Liu, Stanford University</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Barry Weingast*, Stanford University</td>
<td><a href="mailto:Weingast@stanford.edu">Weingast@stanford.edu</a></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>The Redistributory Effects of Constitutional Courts in Latin America</td>
<td>Thomas Ricardo Vargas, University of Minnesota-Twin Cities</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td><a href="mailto:trv@georgetown.edu">trv@georgetown.edu</a></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
3:48 | The Voter’s Dilemma and Social Orders: An Incentive-Compatible Theory of Institutional Choice
Mona Lyne, University of Missouri-Kansas City
lynem@umkc.edu
3:59 | Disc., Isa Camyar, St Francis College
icamyar@sas.upenn.edu
4:10 | Audience Discussion

Political Participation of Immigrants and Its Impact on In-group Cohesion of South Koreans
JeongKyu Suh, Sogang University
kylesh@naver.com
3:31 | The Panama Papers as a Covert Network
William Kindred Winecoff, Indiana University-Bloomington
wkwineco@indiana.edu
Alex Antony, Indiana University-Bloomington
alexanderk.anthony@gmail.com
Bilyana Krasimirova Petrova*, University of North Carolina-Chapel Hill
bpetrova@live.unc.edu
James Floyd Downes*, The University of Hong Kong
jfddownes@hkujku.hk
3:44 | Who Cuts What?: Public Spending Patterns in Times of Austerity
Michaël Aklin, University of Pittsburgh-Pittsburgh Campus
michael.aklin@gmail.com
Joshua Tyler Counselman, University of Pittsburgh-Pittsburgh Campus
jtc51@pitt.edu
3:48 | Intergroup Contact and Public Attitude toward “Outsiders”: A Quasi-Experiment of Chinese Tourists in Taiwan
Yuan-Ning Chu, University of Illinois-Urbana-Champaign
chu.yuanning@gmail.com
3:57 | Disc., Lena Maria Schaffer, University of Luzern
lena.schaffer@unil.ch
4:10 | Audience Discussion

20-8 | Migration in East Asia
Fri at 3:00 pm
3:00 | Chair, Shan-Jan Sarah Liu, Smith College
shanjan.sarah.liu@gmail.com
3:05 | Discrimination against Invisible Refugees?: Experimental Evidence from South Korea
Jae Yeon Kim, University of California-Berkeley
jaeyeonkim@berkeley.edu
Taeku Lee*, University of California-Berkeley
taekulee@berkeley.edu
3:15 | Globalization and Fiscal Policy
Fri at 3:00 pm
3:00 | Chair, Lena Maria Schaffer, University of Luzern
lena.schaffer@unil.ch
3:05 | Domestic Drivers of Austerity: A Rationalist Account of Adjustment Preferences in the Eurozone Periphery
Ari Ray, University of Zurich-Switzerland
ari.ray@uzh.ch
3:18 | Sustainable Financial Management of Local Capital Markets: A Cross National Comparison between China, Mexico, South Korea and the United States
Heidi Jane M. Smith, Universidad Iberoamericana
smithheidigmail.com
Sanghee Park, Boise State University
sangheepark@boisestate.edu
Liguang Liu*, CIFE
liguagliu@hotmail.com
Emily Elizabeth Petersen*, Marquette University
emily.petersen@marquette.edu
James Floyd Downes*, The University of Hong Kong
jfddownes@hkujku.hk
3:44 | The Strategic Culture (re)Conceptualized: A Connivance between Party’s Ideology and Elites’ Practices
Muhammad Shoaib Pervez*, University of Management and Technology-Pakistan
shoaibabdalian@hotmail.com
3:57 | Disc., Christopher Francis Gelpi, Ohio State University-Main Campus
gelpi.10@osu.edu
4:10 | Audience Discussion

International Norms
Fri at 3:00 pm
3:00 | Chair, Christopher Francis Gelpi, Ohio State University-Main Campus
gelpi.10@osu.edu
3:05 | Reactions to Fukushima in Japan and Germany: Domestic, Regional, and International Influences on Nuclear Energy Policies
Julia Rittershausen, University of Massachusetts-Amherst
julia.rittershausen@gmail.com
3:18 | Trump’s Taboos: Campaign Rhetoric and Attitudes Toward Nuclear Weapons
Christopher Francis Gelpi, Ohio State University-Main Campus
gelpi.10@osu.edu
Elias Assaf, Ohio State University-Main Campus
eamailing@gmail.com
3:31 | The Strategic Culture (re)Conceptualized: A Connivance between Party’s Ideology and Elites’ Practices
Muhammad Shoaib Pervez*, University of Management and Technology-Pakistan
shoaibabdalian@hotmail.com
3:44 | The Strategic Culture (re)Conceptualized: A Connivance between Party’s Ideology and Elites’ Practices
Muhammad Shoaib Pervez*, University of Management and Technology-Pakistan
shoaibabdalian@hotmail.com
3:57 | Disc., Christopher Francis Gelpi, Ohio State University-Main Campus
gelpi.10@osu.edu
4:10 | Audience Discussion

3:15 | Political Participation of Immigrants and Its Impact on In-group Cohesion of South Koreans
JeongKyu Suh, Sogang University
kylesh@naver.com
3:26 | Nation Building, Beliefs about Group Malleability and Inter-group Relations in Hong Kong
Siu Yau Lee, Department of Asian and Policy Studies, The Education University of Hong Kong
siyulee@edu.hk
James Floyd Downes*, The University of Hong Kong
jfddownes@hkujku.hk
3:48 | Intergroup Contact and Public Attitude toward “Outsiders”: A Quasi-Experiment of Chinese Tourists in Taiwan
Yuan-Ning Chu, University of Illinois-Urbana-Champaign
chu.yuanning@gmail.com
3:57 | Disc., Christopher Francis Gelpi, Ohio State University-Main Campus
gelpi.10@osu.edu
4:10 | Audience Discussion
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Speaker(s)</th>
<th>Email(s)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>22-4</td>
<td>Economic Aspects to Conflict and Peace</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3:00</td>
<td>Does the WTO Exacerbate International Conflict?</td>
<td>Tyson Chatagnier, University of Houston</td>
<td><a href="mailto:jtchatagnier@uh.edu">jtchatagnier@uh.edu</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Haeyong Lim, University of Houston</td>
<td><a href="mailto:hlim8@uh.edu">hlim8@uh.edu</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3:17</td>
<td>The Effect of Sanctions on the Target's Foreign Policy</td>
<td>Santiago Sosa, Rice University</td>
<td><a href="mailto:sansosa@rice.edu">sansosa@rice.edu</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Cem Birol*, Rice University</td>
<td><a href="mailto:cb25@rice.edu">cb25@rice.edu</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3:35</td>
<td>The Indivisible Hand of Peace?: Consumption Opportunities and Civil War</td>
<td>Phillip Nelson, University of Essex</td>
<td><a href="mailto:pnelso@essex.ac.uk">pnelso@essex.ac.uk</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3:52</td>
<td>The Economic Burden of Arms Races and Arms Race Termination</td>
<td>Mahmut Ulas Gozutok, University of Kentucky</td>
<td><a href="mailto:ulas.gozutok@uky.edu">ulas.gozutok@uky.edu</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4:10</td>
<td>Audience Discussion</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24-9</td>
<td>Layers of Violence: Exploring Causal and Co-Occurring Processes</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3:00</td>
<td>Chair, Leah Windsor, University of Memphis</td>
<td><a href="mailto:Leah.Windsor@memphis.edu">Leah.Windsor@memphis.edu</a></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3:05</td>
<td>Battlefield Losses and the Treatment of Prisoners of War</td>
<td>Seung Joon Paik*, George Washington University</td>
<td><a href="mailto:modernsj@gmail.com">modernsj@gmail.com</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3:18</td>
<td>Cleansing the Caliphate: Violence against Sexual Minorities by Non-state Actors</td>
<td>Joshua Tschantret, University of Iowa</td>
<td><a href="mailto:joshua-tschantret@uiowa.edu">joshua-tschantret@uiowa.edu</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3:31</td>
<td>Incumbent Detention and the Outcomes of Coup d'Etats</td>
<td>Austin S Matthews, Louisiana State University and Agricultural &amp; Mechanical College</td>
<td><a href="mailto:amatt18@lsu.edu">amatt18@lsu.edu</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3:44</td>
<td>Weapon of the Weak(er): Rebel Group Strength and Terrorism in Civil War</td>
<td>Aslihan Saygili, Columbia University in the City of New York</td>
<td><a href="mailto:as4321@columbia.edu">as4321@columbia.edu</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Renanah Miles, Columbia University in the City of New York</td>
<td><a href="mailto:renanah.miles@columbia.edu">renanah.miles@columbia.edu</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Laura Resnick, University of Pennsylvania</td>
<td><a href="mailto:laura.resnick@columbia.edu">laura.resnick@columbia.edu</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3:57</td>
<td>Disc., Leah Windsor, University of Memphis</td>
<td><a href="mailto:Leah.Windsor@memphis.edu">Leah.Windsor@memphis.edu</a></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4:10</td>
<td>Audience Discussion</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25-8</td>
<td>Interventions in Civil Conflicts</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3:00</td>
<td>Chair, Anna Getmansky, University of Essex</td>
<td><a href="mailto:Anna.getmansky@essex.ac.uk">Anna.getmansky@essex.ac.uk</a></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3:05</td>
<td>Interdependence between External Interventions in Civil Wars</td>
<td>huseyin ilgaz, University of Pittsburgh-Pittsburgh Campus</td>
<td><a href="mailto:hui2@pitt.edu">hui2@pitt.edu</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Haeyong Lim, University of Houston</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3:21</td>
<td>Peace: Presence, Wartime Involvement: Foreign Military Basing and Intervention in Civil Conflicts</td>
<td>Jonathan Nathan Brown, Sam Houston State University</td>
<td><a href="mailto:jnb047@shsu.edu">jnb047@shsu.edu</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Anthony S. Marcum, University of Michigan-Ann Arbor</td>
<td><a href="mailto:amarcum@umich.edu">amarcum@umich.edu</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3:37</td>
<td>Rebel Leaders’ Pre-established Ties with the West and Third-party Intervention in Civil Conflict</td>
<td>Serhan Yalciner*, University of Mississippi</td>
<td><a href="mailto:syalcine@go.olemiss.edu">syalcine@go.olemiss.edu</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3:53</td>
<td>Disc., Anna Getmansky, University of Essex</td>
<td><a href="mailto:Anna.getmansky@essex.ac.uk">Anna.getmansky@essex.ac.uk</a></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4:10</td>
<td>Audience Discussion</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>27-6</td>
<td>International Organizations as a Cause or Cure for Conflict?</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3:00</td>
<td>Chair, Luke Condra, University of Pittsburgh-Pittsburgh Campus</td>
<td><a href="mailto:Luke.Condra@pitt.edu">Luke.Condra@pitt.edu</a></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3:05</td>
<td>Domestic Spillovers of International Agreements for the Suppression of Transnational Terrorism</td>
<td>Henry Pascoe, IE University</td>
<td><a href="mailto:henry.pascoe@ie.edu">henry.pascoe@ie.edu</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3:18</td>
<td>The Effectiveness of Multi-Organizational Peace Operations</td>
<td>Caitlin B. Clary, Ohio State University-Main Campus</td>
<td><a href="mailto:clary.69@osu.edu">clary.69@osu.edu</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3:31</td>
<td>Equal Protection: The Influence of Peacekeeping on Respect for Women's Rights</td>
<td>David R. Davis*, Emory University</td>
<td><a href="mailto:poldd@emory.edu">poldd@emory.edu</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3:44</td>
<td>Remembering on the Fly: Institutional Memory of NATO Crisis Management in Afghanistan, Libya and Ukraine</td>
<td>Heidi Hardt, University of California-Irvine</td>
<td><a href="mailto:hhardt@uci.edu">hhardt@uci.edu</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Disc., Luke Condra, University of Pittsburgh-Pittsburgh Campus</td>
<td><a href="mailto:lcondra@pitt.edu">lcondra@pitt.edu</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4:10</td>
<td>Audience Discussion</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
3:00 Chair, Vinicius Guilherme Rodrigues Vieira, *Princeton University*  
rodriguesvieira@gmail.com

3:05 **Collective Insecurity: The Paradox of Africa’s Collective Security System**  
Kofi Nsia-Pepra, *Ohio Northern University*  
k-nsia-pepra@onu.edu

3:15 **Diversity and Security: The Effect of In-State Tribal and Racial Diversity on Homicide Rate, Civil Strife, and Chance of International Armed Conflict**  
Wilfred Reilly, *Kentucky State University*  
wreilly2003@yahoo.com

3:26 **Droughts In and Outside of a Grid-cell, Conflicts, and the Mediating Effects of Local Public Goods**  
Xun Cao, Pennsylvania State University-Main Campus  
xuc11@psu.edu  
Ismene Gizelis*, University of Essex  
tig@essex.ac.uk  
Anja Shortland*, King’s College London  
anja.shortland@kcl.ac.uk  
Henrik Urdal*, PRIO  
henrik@pri.org

3:37 **The Military And National Security In Nigeria: Lessons From The Boko Haram Insurgency**  
Oluseun Patrick Bamgboye*, University of Uyo, Nigeria  
seunpat@yahoo.com

3:48 **Reconceptualizing Civil-Military Relations in Autocracies**  
Risa Brooks, Marquette University  
risa.brooks@marquette.edu

3:59 **Disc., Vinicius Guilherme Rodrigues Vieira, Princeton University**  
rodriguesvieira@gmail.com  
Disc., Robert Frederic Trager, University of California-Los Angeles  
rtrager@ucla.edu

4:10 Audience Discussion

---

**Table 1: JSS: Alliances and International Security**  
(Off-sponsored with 27. International Organizations & Cooperation, see 27-3)  
Fri at 3:00 pm

3:00 **Alliance as a Foreign Policy and Institutions**  
Meseret Demissie, University of Ottawa  
macydem@yahoo.ca

3:14 **Promises under Pressure: Reassurance and Burden-Sharing in Asymmetric Alliances**  
Brian Dylan Blankenship, Columbia University in the City of New York  
bdh2125@columbia.edu

3:28 **With Friends Like These: Democratic Allies and Coercive Threats**  
Matt Koji Scroggs, University of Virginia-Main Campus  
mks3gp@virginia.edu

---

**Table 2: JSS: Power Transition and the Rise of China (Co-sponsored with 14. Politics of East Asia & China, see 14-5)**  
Fri at 3:00 pm

3:00 **Hierarchy, The Balance of Power and International Crises**  
Patrick C. E. Tiney*, University of Maryland-College Park  
ptiney@umd.edu

3:17 **Thinking about China's Rise: From a Historical Perspective**  
Weizhan Meng*, The University of Hong Kong  
mengweizhan@gmail.com

3:35 **Circle of Friends: A Network Analysis of the South China Sea Arbitration**  
Chengli Wang, University of Nevada-Reno  
cwang@unr.edu  
Zhu Zhang, Tulane University of Louisiana  
zzhang11@tulane.edu

3:52 **Disc., Mathias Ormestad Frendem, Harvard University**  
mathias_frendem@hks.harvard.edu  
Disc., Dongryul Kim, Rochester Institute of Technology  
dxkgsm@rit.edu

4:10 Audience Discussion

---

**Table 3: JSS: Barriers to Participation**  
Fri at 3:00 pm

3:00 **A Behavioral Model of Voter Turnout and Income Inequality**  
Ria Ivandic, King’s College London, London School of Economics and Political Science  
r.ivandic@lse.ac.uk

3:11 **Trauma and Civic Engagement: Alienation Among Veterans With Combat Experience**  
Kaye Usry, Elon University  
kusry@elon.edu

3:23 **Participation and Predation: A Rational Approach to Minority Participation**  
Brandon Rudolph Davis, Brown University  
brdavis1@crimson.ua.edu

---

28-201  
52-199  
254
Examining the Effect of Linked Fate, Discrimination, and Political Engagement on Voter Turnout
Omar Jamil Safir, Louisiana State University and Agricultural & Mechanical College
osasf1@lsu.edu

Inequality and Voter Turnout in American Elections
Michele Fenzl, University of Essex
m.fenzl@essex.ac.uk

Disc., Gayle Alberda, Fairfield University
galberda@fairfield.edu
Disc., Claudio A. Holzner, University of Utah
c.holzner@utah.edu

Audience Discussion

Table 4: JSS: Congressional Candidates, Split-Ticket Voting, and Campaign Strategies
Fri at 3:00 pm
Comparing Candidate Quality and Competition in Congressional Elections
Matthew James Geras, University of Oklahoma-Norman Campus
mgeras@ou.edu

Hometown Heroes: An Exploration of Geographical Candidate Emergence at Different Levels of the United States Government
Nathaniel S Ropski, University of Pittsburgh-Pittsburgh Campus
nsr15@pitt.edu

How Ideology Relates to Primary Election Incumbency Advantage: Examining Spatial Voting in the 2014 House Primaries
Alexander R Podkul, Georgetown University
arp52@georgetown.edu

Partisan Splitters and Independent Loyalists: How Partisanship Can Promote Divided Ballots
Jack Edelson, University of Wisconsin-Madison
edelson@wisc.edu

Swimming Against the Tides: Economic Influences on Senate Campaign Strategy
Shawn Patterson, University of California-Los Angeles
shawnpattersonjr@gmail.com

Disc., Sean A. Cain, Loyola University New Orleans
cain@loyno.edu
Disc., Matthew G. Jarvis, California State University-Fullerton
mjarvis@fullerton.edu

Audience Discussion

Table 5: JSS: Individual Incentives and Representation
Fri at 3:00 pm
Costly Updating, Cognitive Closure, and Democratic Institutions
Jacob Roundtree, Harvard University
jjroundt@gmail.com

Models and Theories of Economic Voting
Fri at 3:00 pm
Chair, Helmut Norpoth, Stony Brook University
helmut.norpoth@stonybrook.edu

Expanding the Economic Vote: Foreign Aid and Electoral Performance
Aaron Coates, University of Nevada-Las Vegas
dcoat04@aol.com
Rafael Oganesyan, University of Nevada-Las Vegas
Oganesyan@unlv.nevada.edu

Guido Tiemann, Institute for Advanced Studies, Vienna, Austria
tiemann@ihs.ac.at
Peter Grand, Institute for Advanced Studies Vienna
grand@ihs.ac.at

Does Government Advertising Compensate for Economic Underperformance?: An Analysis at the Subnational Level in Brazil
Bruno Hoepers*, University of Pittsburgh-Pittsburgh Campus
brh63@pitt.edu
Disc., Helmut Norpoth, Stony Brook University
helmut.norpoth@stonybrook.edu
Disc., Christopher H. Achen, Princeton University
achen@princeton.edu
3:05 Partisanship and Vote Choice in Rural America
Chelsea Kaufman, Purdue University-Main Campus
ckaufman89@gmail.com

3:18 Partisanship in Moderation: Network Heterogeneity and Partisanship
Ross Butters, University of California-Davis
Rbutters@ucdavis.edu

3:31 Patterns of Partisanship, Religiosity, and Donald Trump
John W. Williams, Principia College
john.williams@principia.edu

3:44 Party: Expressive, Strength: Instrumental
John Megson, Purdue University-Main Campus
jmgeson@purdue.edu

3:57 Disc., Amnon Cavari, IDC, Herzliya
cavari@idc.ac.il

4:10 Audience Discussion

3:00 Chair, David Peterson, Iowa State University
daveamp@iastate.edu

3:05 Party Identification: Causes and Consequences
Fri at 3:00 pm

3:37 Agency as a Cue: Agency Endorsement and Public Support for Policy Proposals
Susan Marie Miller, University of South Carolina-Columbia
sumiller@mailbox.sc.edu
Alexander Ruder*, University of South Carolina-Columbia
RUDERA@mailbox.sc.edu

3:48 By All Means: How Issue Popularity Emboldens Presidential Power
Min Hee Seo, Washington University in St Louis
minheeseo@wustl.edu

3:59 Disc., Jon Rogowski, Harvard University
rogowski@fas.harvard.edu
Disc., Jennifer Wolak, University of Colorado-Boulder
wolakj@colorado.edu

3:15 Delegator-in-Chief: The Effect of Presidential Delegation on Public Opinion
David Ryan Miller, Washington University in St Louis
drmiller@wustl.edu
Andrew Reeves*, Washington University in St Louis
reeves@wustl.edu

3:26 The Efficacy of Political Violence: Evidence from the Aftermath of the 1992 Los Angeles Riot
Melissa L Sands, Harvard University
sands@fas.harvard.edu
Ryan D. Enos, Harvard University
renos@gov.harvard.edu
Aaron Kaufman*, Harvard University
aaronkaufman@fas.harvard.edu

3:37 The Efficacy of Political Violence: Evidence from the Aftermath of the 1992 Los Angeles Riot
Melissa L Sands, Harvard University
sands@fas.harvard.edu
Ryan D. Enos, Harvard University
renos@gov.harvard.edu
Aaron Kaufman*, Harvard University
aaronkaufman@fas.harvard.edu

3:37 The Dynamic of Identity and Behavior in American Politics
Fri at 3:00 pm

3:05 Partisan and Vote Choice in Rural America
Chelsea Kaufman, Purdue University-Main Campus
ckaufman89@gmail.com

3:18 Partisanship in Moderation: Network Heterogeneity and Partisanship
Ross Butters, University of California-Davis
Rbutters@ucdavis.edu

3:31 Patterns of Partisanship, Religiosity, and Donald Trump
John W. Williams, Principia College
john.williams@principia.edu

3:44 Party: Expressive, Strength: Instrumental
John Megson, Purdue University-Main Campus
jmgeson@purdue.edu

3:57 Disc., Amnon Cavari, IDC, Herzliya
cavari@idc.ac.il

4:10 Audience Discussion
Moral Politics
Fri at 3:00 pm

Chair, Timothy J. Ryan, University of North Carolina-Chapel Hill
tjr@email.unc.edu

Information Processing on Moralized and Unmoralized Issues
David J. Ciuk, Franklin and Marshall College
dciuk@fandm.edu
Berwood Yost*, Franklin and Marshall College
berwood.yost@fandm.edu

Beyond "Not Deaf Enough": Diffusion of Strategic Cynicism and Culture Wars during the 2006 "Unity for Gallaudet" Protests
Brendan Stern, Gallaudet University
brendan.stern@gallaudet.edu

First Do No Harm?: Attitudes towards Harm and Life or Death Political Decisions
Stephen M. Utych, Boise State University
stephenutych@boisestate.edu

The Extent of Principled Support for the Right to Life among Lay Catholics:
David O. Sears, University of California-Los Angeles
sears@issr.ucla.edu
Hovannes Abramyan, Reason Foundation
hovannes.abramyan@reason.org
Lauren Goldstein, University of California-Los Angeles
lmgoldst@g.ucla.edu

The Politics of Moralizing Public Opinion
Nicholas Philip Nicoletti, Missouri Southern State University
Nicoletti-n@msusu.edu
William Kirby Delehanty, Missouri Southern State University
delehanty-w@msusu.edu

Disc., Timothy J. Ryan, University of North Carolina-Chapel Hill
tjr@email.unc.edu
Disc., Scott Clifford, University of Houston
saclifford@uh.edu

The Sources of Political Attitudes
Fri at 3:00 pm

Chair, D.J. Flynn, Dartmouth College
d.j.flynn@dartmouth.edu

Argument Based Opinion Formation Revisited: Investigating Voting Behavior with Experimental Methods
Clau Dermont, University of Bern
clau.dermont@ipw.unibe.ch
Lorenz Kammermann*, University of Bern
lorenz.kammermann@ipw.unibe.ch

Compassion, Perceptions of Control, and Immigration Policy Preferences
Meri Long, University of Pittsburgh-Pittsburgh Campus
meridith.t.long@vanderbilt.edu

Talking Back: Policy Justifications and Counter-Justifications
Konstantin Vossing, Humboldt University, Berlin
vossing.1@osu.edu

What’s More Important – Disagreeing or Being Disagreeable?: Examining the Relative Effects of Elite Incivility and Ideological Polarization on Mass Level Attitudes
Rasmus Skyyte, Aarhus University
raks@ps.au.dk

Disc., Timothy J. Ryan, University of North Carolina-Chapel Hill
tjr@email.unc.edu
Disc., Scott Clifford, University of Houston
saclifford@uh.edu

Comparative Media Systems
Fri at 3:00 pm

Chair, Ethan Porter, George Washington University
evporter@gwu.edu

A Comparative Study: Media Framing of the Syrian Refugee Crisis
Aviva R Shwayder, Middlebury College
aviva.shwayder@gmail.com
Orion A. Lewis, Middlebury College
olewis@middlebury.edu

Back in the USSR?: U.S. Media Coverage of Russia’s Interventions in the Near Abroad
Heather L. Tafel, Grand Valley State University
tafelh@gvsu.edu
Erika G. King, Grand Valley State University
Kinge@gvsu.edu

Explaining Variation in International Media Framing of Mass Protests
RuoXi Du, University of Iowa
ruoxi-du@uiowa.edu

Does Television Broadcasting Affect Voting Behaviour? Evidence From Quasi-Experimental Design In Turkey
Yasin Acar, Bilecik Seyh Edebali University
yasin.acar@bilecik.edu.tr

Disc., Ethan Porter, George Washington University
evporter@gwu.edu

Fragmentation, Selectivity and Polarization
Fri at 3:00 pm

Chair, Kathleen Searles, Louisiana State University and Agricultural & Mechanical College
ksearles@lsu.edu

Internet Effects in the Study of Political Polarization
Anderson Milton Starling, The University of Tennessee-Martin
astarlin@utm.edu
Politics as Sport: Partisan Media’s Effects on Perceived Electoral Integrity Among Nonvoters
Andrew M. Daniller, University of Pennsylvania
daniller@asc.upenn.edu

When Does Selective Exposure Matter?: Using Conjoint Experiments to Separate Attitude-Consistent and Counterattitudinal Political News from Countervailing Forces
Erik Knudsen, University of Bergen
erik.knudsen@uib.no
Mikael Poul Johannesson, University of Bergen
mikael.johannesson@uib.no
Sveinung Arnesen, University of Bergen
sveinung.arnesen@uib.no

Different Stroke For Different Folks: Hyper-Narrowcasting Messages to a Fragmented and Polarized Conservative Audience during the 2016 Republican Presidential Primary
Vincent Raynauld, Emerson College
vincent_raynauld@emerson.edu

The Political Effects of Spanish-Language Media Availability
Joshua P. Darr, Louisiana State University and Agricultural & Mechanical College
jdarr@lsu.edu
Johanna Dunaway, Texas A & M University-College Station
jdunaway@tamu.edu
Mingxiao Sui*, Louisiana State University and Agricultural & Mechanical College
mingxiao.sui.cn@gmail.com

Disc., Kathleen Searles, Louisiana State University and Agricultural & Mechanical College
ksearles@lsu.edu
Disc., Michael W. Wagner, University of Wisconsin-Madison
michael.wagner@wisc.edu

Multiple Identities: Assessing the Effects of Elite Compliments and Criticisms of Social Groups in Politics
Betsy Rajala, University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign
rajala2@illinois.edu
Charla Waeiss*, University of Illinois-Urbana-Champaign
waeiss2@illinois.edu

Public Reactions to Anti-Latino Appeals in the Age of Obama: Race, Illegality and Changing Norms
Tyler Thomas Reny, University of California-Los Angeles
ttreny@ucla.edu
Ali Adam Valenzuela*, Princeton University
aavalenz@princeton.edu
Loren Collingwood*, University of California-Riverside
loren.collingwood@ucr.edu

Tweeting about Politics: Perceptions of Women Candidates of Color on Social Media
Jamil Shatema Scott, Michigan State University
scottj41@msu.edu
Paru Shah, University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee
shahp@uw.edu
Eric J. Juenke, Michigan State University
juenke@msu.edu

Black Lives Matter: Congress and Symbolic Representation Through Twitter
Guillermo Alejandro Caballero*, Purdue University-Main Campus
gcaballe@purdue.edu
Michael Joseph Simrak, Purdue University-Main Campus
msimrak@purdue.edu

Disc., Candis Watts Smith, University of North Carolina-Chapel Hill
candiswsmith@gmail.com

Methods of Political Theory, Science
Fri at 3:00 pm
3:00 Chair, Josh Berkenpas, Minnesota State University-Mankato
josh.berkenpas@mnsu.edu
3:05 Political Science, Power, and Ideology
Dennis J. Goldford, Drake University
dennis.goldford@drake.edu
3:18 Robespierre, the Patriot Act, and Parallelism in Political Thought
Michael Jon Stoil, University of Guam
mstoil@triton.uog.edu
3:31 The Concept of "Value" in Political Rhetoric
Philip J. Harold, Robert Morris University
harold@rmu.edu
3:44 Adorno and Arendt: From Theory to Praxis
Gaye Ilhan Demiryol*, Bahcesehir University, Istanbul
g.ilhan@gmail.com
3:57 Disc., Josh Berkenpas, Minnesota State University-Mankato
josh.berkenpas@mnsu.edu
4:10 Audience Discussion

46-7 Justice and Law in the Kantian Tradition and Beyond
Fri at 3:00 pm
3:00 It's Not Just a Good Idea, It's the Law: Rationality, Force, and Changing Minds
Mark Kingwell*, University of Toronto
mark.kingwell@utoronto.ca
3:14 Imagination and Enthusiasm: On the Structure of Synthesis that Kant Disavowed
Alexander Diones, University of California-Los Angeles
adiones@ucla.edu
3:28 The Law is a Legal Fiction: The Antinomies of Marx on 'Complete Justice'
Paul Christopher Gray, Ryerson University
paul.c.gray@gmail.com
3:42 The Political-Theological Origins of Liberal Dignity: Kant, Spontaneity, and Non-Domination
Charles Harry Taylor Lesch, Washington University in St. Louis
lesch@fas.harvard.edu
3:56 Why Institutions Matter in Ideal Theory
Nick Maurice Cowen, New York University
nick.cowen@uclmail.net
4:10 Audience Discussion

47-5 Dialogues in Modernity
Fri at 3:00 pm
3:00 Chair, Jonathan Peter Schwartz, University of Wisconsin-Madison
jschwartz8@wisc.edu
3:05 Excessive Charity: Virtuous Living in Francis Bacon’s Modernity
Evan Michael Lowe, University of North Texas
eml0081@unt.edu
Elizabeth Krontiris, Yale University
elizabeth.krontiris@yale.edu
3:37 Where Do We Stand on Returning to the Ancients?: Who has Got It Right? The Route of Strauss, Arendt, MacIntyre
Jihoon Kim, Seoul National University
jikh904@snu.ac.kr
3:53 Political Theology and Revelation: The Controversy between Carl Schmitt and Erik Peterson
Eduardo Schmidt Passos, Catholic University of America
69passos@cua.edu
4:10 Audience Discussion

50-100 Roundtable: New Directions in Formal Theory (Co-sponsored with 72. Professional Development, see 72-22)
Fri at 3:00 pm
Chair John W. Patty, University of Chicago
jwpatty@gmail.com
Part. Torun Dewan*, London School of Economics and Political Science
t.dewan@lse.ac.uk
David A. Siegel, Duke University
david.siegel@duke.edu
James Johnson, University of Rochester
jd.johnson@rochester.edu
Analyzing Computational Models
David A. Siegel, Duke University
david.siegel@duke.edu

Models-As-Fables: An Alternative to the Standard Rationale for Using Formal Models in Political Science
James Johnson, University of Rochester
jd.johnson@rochester.edu

51-11 Modeling Over Time
Fri at 3:00 pm
3:00 Chair, Olga Chyzh, Iowa State University
ochyzh@iastate.edu
3:05 Equation Balance in Time Series Analysis: What it is and Why it Matters
Paul M. Kellstedt, Texas A & M University-College Station
kellstedt@tamu.edu
Mark Pickup, Simon Fraser University
mark.pickup@sfu.ca
3:18 Causal Inference and Treatment Histories in Time-Series Cross-Sectional Data
Matthew Blackwell, Harvard University
mblackwell@gov.harvard.edu
Adam Nathaniel Glynn*, Emory University
adam.glynn@emory.edu
3:31 Endogenous Hidden Markov Models
Kentaro Hirose, Waseda University
khirose@aoni.waseda.jp
3:44 Selection Bias in Event Data
Scott Jeffrey Cook, Texas A & M University-College Station
sjcook@tamu.edu
3:57 Disc., Olga Chyzh, Iowa State University
ochyzh@iastate.edu
4:10 Audience Discussion

52-9 Lobbying Congress
Fri at 3:00 pm
3:00 Chair, Kris Miler, University of Maryland-College Park
kmiler@umd.edu
3:05 Direct and Indirect Effects of Female Lobbyists
Scott Ainsworth*, University of Georgia
sainsworth@uga.edu
3:15 Hearing Our Voices: The Presence of Minority Interest Groups in Congressional Hearings
Maraam A. Dwidar, University of Texas-Austin
mdwidar@utexas.edu
Eric L. McDaniel, The University of Texas at Austin
emdaniel@austin.utexas.edu
3:26 Rhetoric and Contributions on a Committee Level: A Bayesian Dynamic Model
Iliyan Iliev, University of Southern Mississippi
iliyan.r.iliiev@gmail.com
3:37 The Influence of Lobbying and Campaign Contributions on Federal Procurement
Thomas T. Holyoke, California State University-Fresno
tholyoke@csufresno.edu
Aaron Dusso, Indiana University-Purdue University-Indianapolis
adusso@iupui.edu
Henrik M. Schatzinger, Ripon College
schatzingerh@ripon.edu
3:48 The Inverse Pull of Lobbying Influence and Legislator Power
Amy Melissa McKay, University of Exeter
A.McKay@Exeter.ac.uk
Michael C. Munger*, Duke University
munger@duke.edu
3:59 Disc., Michael S. Kowal, Bowdoin College
mkowal@bowdoin.edu
4:10 Audience Discussion

53-9 Separation of Powers and the Administrative State
Fri at 3:00 pm
3:00 Chair, Rachel Augustine Potter, University of Virginia-Main Campus
rapotter@virginia.edu
3:15 Lobbying the Courts Through Comments
Miranda Elyse Yaver*, Yale University
miranda.yaver@yale.edu
Steven Rashin, New York University
srashin@gmail.com
3:26 Presidential Preferences and Bureaucratic Performance: Fair Housing Enforcement at the Justice Department
Charles M. Lamb, SUNY Buffalo State
clamb@buffalo.edu
Collin Anderson, University at Buffalo
collinan@buffalo.edu
Daniel Myers, University at Buffalo
danielmy@buffalo.edu
Eric Wilk*, Georgia Gwinnett College
ewilk@ggc.edu
3:37 When Do Executive Agencies Comply?: Congress, Statutory Deadlines and the Bureaucratic Response
Kathleen Doherty, University of Southern California
kdoherty@price.usc.edu
Anthony Michael Bertelli, New York University
tony.bertelli@nyu.edu
Presidential Control and Slippage in Distributive Policymaking: Bureaucratic Leadership and Presidential Particularism Reconsidered
George A. Krause, University of Pittsburgh-Pittsburgh Campus
gkrause@pitt.edu
Matthew Zarit, University of Pittsburgh-Pittsburgh Campus
MAZ44@pitt.edu

Disc., Rachel Augustine Potter, University of Virginia-Main Campus
rapotter@virginia.edu

Audience Discussion

Measuring Legislator Ideology
Fri at 3:00 pm
Chair, Boris Shor, University of Houston
boris@bshor.com

Expressive Voting and Legislative Gridlock: The Changing Meaning of a No Vote
Justin Buchler, Case Western Reserve University
justin.buchler@case.edu

Is John McCain More Conservative than Rand Paul?: Using Activists’ Pair-wise Comparisons to Measure Ideology
Daniel Jacob Hopkins*, University of Pennsylvania
danhop@sas.upenn.edu
Hans C. Noel, Georgetown University
hn4@georgetown.edu

Polarized Legislators or a Different Agenda?: A New Approach to Measuring Ideological Polarization
Scott De Marchi*, Duke University
demarchi@duke.edu
Michael Ensley, Kent State University at Kent
mensley@kent.com

The Changing Roll Call Record and Measures of Congressional Behavior, 1901-2012
Michael S. Lynch, University of Georgia
mlynch@uga.edu
Anthony Madonna*, University of Georgia
ajmadonn@uga.edu

Using Model Legislation to Estimate Ideology Scores for State Legislators
Charles R. Shiman, University of Michigan-Ann Arbor
cshiman@umich.edu
Alexander C. Furnas, University of Michigan-Ann Arbor
zfurnas@umich.edu

Disc., Soren Jordan, Auburn University
scj0014@auburn.edu
Disc., Zachary Peskowitz, Emory University
zachary.peskowitz@gmail.com

Audience Discussion

Prophets, Partisans, Patriots, or Problem Creators?
Fri at 3:00 pm
Chair, Anna L. Harvey, New York University
anna.harvey@nyu.edu

Choose Your Poison: Republicans’ Strategic Decisions in a Trump Election
Matthew J. Lebo, Stony Brook University
matthew.lebo@stonybrook.edu
Gregory Koger, University of Miami
gregory.koger@gmail.com

Newt Gingrich: A Profile in Legislative Leadership
Matthew N. Green, Catholic University of America
GREENM@cua.edu

Problem Creators in Congress
Sean M. Theriault, University of Texas-Austin
seant@mail.utexas.edu

The Rhetoric of Tea Party Legislators: Angrier, More Uncivil, and More Anti-Deliberative?
Sean M. Theriault, University of Texas-Austin
seant@mail.utexas.edu

Why Caucuses?: The Institutional Development of Congressional Fractions
Andrew James Clarke, University of Virginia-Main Campus
ajc9ed@virginia.edu

Audience Discussion

Justices, Cases, and Controversies
Fri at 3:00 pm
Chair, Steven Seitz, University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign
s-seitz@illinois.edu

Religious Freedom in the Kennedy Court
Anthony D. Bartl, Angelo State University
tony.bartl@angelo.edu

Cameras in Courts: Between Reality, Fiction and Voyeurism
David Marrani, Institute of Law, Jersey
david.marrani@lawinstitute.ac.je

Disc., Steven Seitz, University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign
s-seitz@illinois.edu

Audience Discussion

Judicial Hierarchy
Fri at 3:00 pm
Chair, Eileen Braman, Indiana University-Bloomington
ebraman@indiana.edu
3:05 Federalism, Pandering, and Error Correction in the Judicial Hierarchy: Evidence from Death Penalty Cases
Jonathan P. Kastellec, Princeton University
jkastell@princeton.edu

3:18 Forcing the Issue: How Lower Courts Shape the Supreme Court’s Agenda and Doctrine
Joshua A. Strayhorn, University of Colorado Boulder
joshua.strayhorn@colorado.edu

Ali Shiraz Masood, California State University-Fresno
masooodas@email.sc.edu
Monica Elona Lineberger, University of South Carolina-Columbia
Monica.lineberger@gmail.com

3:44 Strategic Anticipation of Supreme Court Preferences by the Courts of Appeals: How Lower Courts can Use Opinion Language to Insulate their Decisions
Joshua Boston, Washington University in St Louis
jbooston@wustl.edu

3:57 Disc., Mahalley D Allen, California State University-Chico
mdallen@csuchico.edu

4:10 Audience Discussion

58-7 State Elections and Election Policy
Fri at 3:00 pm

3:00 Chair, Joshua N. Zingher, Old Dominion University
jzingher@odu.edu

3:05 Election 2032: The Future of Elections & Election Administration
Mitchell Brown, Auburn University
brown11@auburn.edu
Kathleen Hale, Auburn University
halekat@auburn.edu

3:15 Recruiting Women Candidates in the U.S. States
Rebecca Jane Kreitzer, University of North Carolina-Chapel Hill
rkreit@email.unc.edu
Tracy Osborn, University of Iowa
tray-osborn@uiowa.edu

3:26 Social Capital and Voter Registration Laws in the United States
Mi-son Kim, University of Texas-Rio Grande Valley
mison.kim@utrgv.edu
Dongkyu Kim, University of Texas-Rio Grande Valley
dongkyu.kim@utrgv.edu

3:37 Winning and Losing Gubernatorial Renomination in a Polarized Era
Timothy R. Lynch*, Lewis & Clark College
trlynch@lcsc.edu

3:48 The Effect of Campaign Expenditures on Social Issue Ballot Measure Campaigns
Jessica Loyet Gracey, Northwest Missouri State University
jessicaag@nwmissouri.edu

3:59 Disc., Joshua N. Zingher, Old Dominion University
jzingher@odu.edu
Disc., Reza Houston, Indiana State University
reza9030@gmail.com

4:10 Audience Discussion

59-100 Roundtable: Trump and U.S. Cities
Fri at 3:00 pm
Chair Annette Steinacker, Loyola University Chicago
asteinacker@luc.edu
Part. Jessica Trounstan, University of California-Merced
jtrounstine@ucmerced.edu
Vladimir Kogan, Ohio State University-Main Campus
kogan.18@osu.edu
Christopher Robert Berry*, University of Chicago
crberry@uchicago.edu

3:05 Collective Action to Fight Antibiotic Resistance: The Role of Legitimate Steering
Björn Olle Rönnerstrand*, University of Gothenburg
bjorn.ronnerstrand@pol.gu.se
Sverker C. Jagers, University of Gothenburg
sverker.jagers@pol.gu.se
Niklas Harring, University of Gothenburg
niklas.harring@pol.gu.se

Udaya R. Wagle, Western Michigan University
udaya.wagle@wmich.edu

3:26 The Myth of the Racial Democracy Revisited: Racial Segregation in Schools in the Largest Brazilian City
Gustavo Andrey de Almeida Lopes Fernandes, EAEPS - Fundacao Getulio Vargas
gustavo.fernandes@fgv.br
Eduardo de Rezende Francisco*, Fundação Getulio Vargas
eduardo.francisco@fgv.br
Eliana Lins Morandi*, Undergraduate student
eliana.lins10@gmail.com

3:37 Threat and Loathing in a (Un) Vaccinated World: The Role of Perceived Threat in Public Support for Restrictive Vaccination Policies
Steven Michael Sylvester, Utah Valley University
ssylvester@uvu.edu
Mark R. Joslyn*, University of Kansas
mjoz@ku.edu
3:48 Utilizing Social Media as a Policy Tool: An Examination of the Impact of Social Media on Healthcare Outcomes in Chinese University Students

Joe Franklin West, University of North Carolina-Pembroke
joe.west@uncp.edu

Jingjing Gao, University of North Carolina at Pembroke
jg0032@bravemail.uncp.edu

3:59 Disc., Scott P. Hays, University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign
sphays@illinois.edu

4:10 Audience Discussion

3:31 The Bottom of the Barrel: Tax Revenue in Rural Communities

Zachary A. Callen, Allegheny College
zcallen@allegheny.edu

3:44 The Impact of the ACA’s Medicaid Expansion on Public Program Enrollment across the States

Bethany Gail Lanese, Kent State University at Kent
blanese1@kent.edu

Rebecca Fischbein*, Kent State University at Kent
rfischbe@kent.edu

3:57 Disc., Eunju Kang, SUNY College at Geneseo
kang@geneseo.edu

4:10 Audience Discussion

63-13 Environmental Collective Action

Fri at 3:00 pm

3:00 Chair, Ruth D Carlitz, University of Gothenburg
ruth.carlitz@gu.se

3:05 Utilizing the Institutional Grammar Tool (IGT) to Understand Institutional Feedbacks and Fit of International Wildlife Governance Treaties

Ute Brady, Arizona State University-Tempe
ute.brady@asu.edu

3:21 Smart Growth and Natural Disasters: Using the Institutional Collective Action (ICA) Framework

Vaswati Chatterjee, University of North Texas
vaswati.ju@gmail.com

Simon A. Andrew*, University of North Texas
Simon.Andrew@unt.edu

3:37 Agricultural Drainage Institutions and Collective Action: Insights from the Western Lake Erie Basin of Ohio

Pranay Ranjan, Purdue University-Main Campus
ranjanp@purdue.edu

Tomas M. Koontz, University of Washington-Tacoma Campus
koontz31@uw.edu

3:53 Disc., Ruth D Carlitz, University of Gothenburg
ruth.carlitz@gu.se

4:10 Audience Discussion

3:31 Citizen Perceptions of Nonprofit Advocacy

Alisa Hicklin Fryar, University of Oklahoma-Norman Campus
ahicklin@ou.edu

Tyler Johnson, University of Oklahoma-Norman Campus
tylerjohnson@ou.edu

3:44 How Media Attention on Nonprofit Organization Activities Affects Individual Giving Decisions

Haley Murphy, Oklahoma State University-Main Campus
haley.c.murphy@okstate.edu

Tyler Johnson, University of Oklahoma-Norman Campus
tylerjohnson@ou.edu

3:57 Disc., Nathaniel Sean Wright, Texas Tech University
nathaniel.wright@ttu.edu

4:10 Audience Discussion

66-3 Transparency and Accountability

Fri at 3:00 pm

3:00 Chair, Nathaniel Sean Wright, Texas Tech University
nathaniel.wright@ttu.edu

3:05 Big Data, Big Privacy Concerns: The Politics and Policy of Public Access to Information on Conserved Private Lands

Adena Rissman, University of Wisconsin-Madison
adena.rissman@wisc.edu

3:18 Bridging the Charter School Accountability Divide: Using Policy to Define a Role for Nonprofit Charter School Boards

Michael Ford, University of Wisconsin-Oshkosh
fordm@uwosh.edu

Douglas M. Ihrke, University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee
dihrke@uwm.edu

3:31 Social Policies and the American States

Fri at 3:00 pm

3:00 Chair, Eunju Kang, SUNY College at Geneseo
kang@geneseo.edu

3:05 Explaining Variation in the Use of Federal Block Grants across States: Child Care Spending Under the Temporary Assistance to Needy Families Block Grant

Hyokyung Kwak, University of Kentucky
hyokyung.kwak@uky.edu

Edward T. Jennings*, University of Kentucky
ed.jennings@uky.edu

3:18 Federalism and Innovation in Medicaid: The Role of State Waivers in Achieving Health Care for All Anthony Williams Orlando, University of Southern California
aorlando@usc.edu

3:37 How Media Attention on Nonprofit Organization Activities Affects Individual Giving Decisions

Haley Murphy, Oklahoma State University-Main Campus
haley.c.murphy@okstate.edu

Tyler Johnson, University of Oklahoma-Norman Campus
tylerjohnson@ou.edu

3:57 Disc., Nathaniel Sean Wright, Texas Tech University
nathaniel.wright@ttu.edu

4:10 Audience Discussion

67-8 Municipal Government (Co-sponsored with 59. Urban and Local Politics, see 59-6)

Fri at 3:00 pm
3:00  Chair, Mark W. Davis, West Chester University of Pennsylvania
mdavis2@wcupa.edu

3:05  Bureaucratic Management as Going Back to the Future: How Three Swedish Cities are Managing Under Complex External Pressure
Mikael N Hellström*, Lund University, Sweden
mikael.hellstrom@fek.lu.se
Ulf Ramberg*, Lund University, Sweden
ulf.ramberg@fek.lu.se
Ola Mattisson*, Department of Business Administration
ola.mattisson@fek.lu.se

3:26  Reexamining ICMA’s Local Service Delivery Survey for The Study of Local Governance
Scott Lamothe, University of Oklahoma-Norman Campus
slamothe@ou.edu
Meeyoung Lamothe*, University of Oklahoma-Norman Campus
mlamothe@ou.edu

3:48  Disc., Mark W. Davis, West Chester University of Pennsylvania
mdavis2@wcupa.edu

4:10  Audience Discussion

69-7  Religion and Policy Preferences
Fri at 3:00 pm

3:00  Chair, Quin Monson, Brigham Young University-Provo
Quin.Monson@byu.edu

3:05  Anchored, but Unmoored: Evangelicals' Attitudes toward Same-Sex Marriage, 2004-2014
Christine Kim*, Georgetown University
cnk3@georgetown.edu

3:15  Making All Things New: Elite Belief and Mass Opinion on Religion and the Environment
Jason M. Pudlo, University of Oklahoma-Norman Campus
jpudlo@ou.edu

3:26  Sex, Drugs, and Violence: Religious Biases and Trust in Scientific Research
Andre Pierre Audette, University of Notre Dame
aaudette@nd.edu
Christopher L. Weaver*, Northeastern State University
cweaver4@nd.edu

3:37  The Social Justice Imperative of British Evangelicals
Andrea C. Hatcher, Sewanee-The University of the South
ahatcher@sewanee.edu

3:48  Preaching Politics: How Religious Denominations Transmit Political Cues to their Members
Jason Michael Adkins, Kent State University at Kent
jadkin32@kent.edu

3:59  Disc., Quin Monson, Brigham Young University-Provo
Quin.Monson@byu.edu
Disc., Jay Thomas Jennings, University of Texas-Austin
jay.jennings@temple.edu

4:10  Audience Discussion

72-123  Roundtable: Career: Preparing for the Job Market.CV to Teaching Statements
Fri at 3:00 pm
Chair Michael Makara, University of Central Missouri
makara@ucmo.edu
Part. Harold Young*, Georgia State University
makoabi@aol.com
Holly Gastineau-Grimes, Marian University-Indianapolis
HGastineauGrimes@marian.edu
Raul Pacheco-Vega, Centro de Investigacion y Docencia Economicas
raul.pacheco-vega@cide.edu
Andreas Broscheid, James Madison University
broschax@jmu.edu

72-124  Roundtable: Teaching: The On-line Class
Fri at 3:00 pm
Chair Daniel Fuerstman, State College of Florida-Manatee-Sarasota
dafterstman@gmail.com
Part. Cammy Shay, Houston Community College
cammy.shay@hccs.edu
Philip Giurlando, Trent University
phil.giurlando@gmail.com
Jeffrey John Aulgur, Arkansas Tech University
jaulgur@atu.edu

75-400  Lightning Talk: New Methods for Studying Political Behavior
Fri at 3:00 pm

3:00  Chair, Moritz Marbach, University of Zurich-Switzerland
marbach@ipz.uzh.ch

3:05  Close-Knit Conservatives, Diffuse Liberals: Heterogeneous Networks of Political Twitter Users
Nicholas J Adams-Cohen, California Institute of Technology
nadamsco@caltech.edu

3:13  Don’t @ Me: Experimentally Reducing Partisan Incivility on Twitter
Kevin Michael Munger, New York University
km2713@nyu.edu

3:21  Estimating Newspaper’s Ideal Points from Text
Ikuma Ogura, Georgetown University
io85@georgetown.edu
Soichiro Yamachii*, Princeton University
soi412snow@gmail.com
Selection Sensitive Survey Design: Moving Beyond Weighting to Deal with Survey Non-Response
Michael A. Bailey, Georgetown University
baileyma@georgetown.edu

3:37 Audience Discussion

3:00 Chair, Eva Renon, University College London (UK)
eva.renon.16@ucl.ac.uk

3:05 Give Me A Job: Job Opportunities and Regional Dynamics in Rentier States
Melda Ozsut, University of North Texas
meldaozsut@gmail.com

3:13 Analyzing Interactions between Politics and the Social Effects of Corporations
a Lastra-Anadon, Harvard University
clastraanadon@fas.harvard.edu

3:29 Development as Decolonization: Postcolonialism, Puerto Rico and Power
Aracelis Marie Sanchez, DePaul University
sancarac@my.dom.edu

3:37 Bankruptcy and the Future of the Colony of Puerto Rico
Frank P. Le Veness, St John's University-New York
levenessf@stjohns.edu

3:45 Media Exposure of Corruption, Preference and Prospects
Xincheng Ge, Hong Kong University of Science and Technology
xgeac@connect.ust.hk

3:53 Mexican Upstream Oil Reform: Domestic and International Influences
Nicole Weygandt, Cornell University
nlw39@cornell.edu

4:01 Audience Discussion

82-310 Poster Session: Foreign Policy from Multiple Perspectives
Fri at 3:00 pm

Post. 1 Motivations and Strategies Behind China’s Foreign Relations in East Asia
Michelle Enid Beltran, University of Puerto Rico-Rio Piedras
elle_enid@outlook.com

Post. 2 Dostoevsky and Diplomacy: The Political Implications of Russian Foreign Cultural Policy and How to Counter it
Maria Gershuni, SUNY College at Geneseo
mg23@geneseo.edu

Post. 3 Clearing the Smokescreen: The U.S., Mexico, and Extractive Industries in "The War on Drugs" on Indigenous Peoples
Maria Grace Clare Muratalla Maes, Columbia University in the City of New York
mgm2172@columbia.edu

Post. 4 Cleared for Takeoff: Comparative Analysis of U.S. and EU Regulatory Impacts on Boeing and Airbus in China's Aerospace Market
Ryland M Ploeger, Gonzaga University
rploeger@zagmail.gonzaga.edu
Post. 5  The Evolution of Humanitarian Intervention in German Foreign and Security Policy
Davis H Ellison*, Indiana University-Bloomington
davisellison@sbcglobal.net

Post. 6  Russian Foreign Policy of Corruption
Richard Keezel, Virginia Commonwealth University
keezele@mymail.vcu.edu

Post. 7  Clash of the Titans: U.S and Russia on the Diplomatic Brink,
Patrick Brian Mount, Curry College
mountp20@gmail.com

Disc.  Rebecca J. Clendenen, University of Illinois-Chicago
rebeccaclendenen@gmail.com
John D Cruikshank, Eastern Illinois University
jdcruijshank@eiu.edu

82-311 Poster Session: Immigration and Economic Policy
Fri at 3:00 pm
Post. 8  Immigration: A Smarter America
Jamie D.Y Fa'oliu*, Brigham Young University-Hawaii
jfaoliu@go.byuh.edu

Post. 9  Economics of Immigration Restriction
Brendan D Scott, Brigham Young University-Hawaii
brennyd@go.byuh.edu

Post. 10 Creative Citizenship: Immigrant Political Participation
Stephanie Chan, University of Massachusetts-Amherst
skchan@umass.edu

Post. 11 Ideas and Impacts: Presidents, Their Advisors, and Economic Policy
Tikantame Amaleboba, Carroll University
tamalebo@pio.carrollu.edu

Post. 12 The European Migrant Crisis and the Limits of Liberalism
David Soper*, Carleton College
soperd@carleton.edu

Post. 13 Exploring the Constituonality of the Border Search Exception
Jake Thomas Schreiner, Carroll University
jschrein@pio.carrollu.edu

Post. 14 Global Financial Pressures on Domestic Monetary Policy
Barrett B Hamilton*, Morningside College
bbh001@morningside.edu

Disc.  Rebekah Dowd, Georgia State University
rebeakahdowd1@gmail.com
Patrick English, University of Manchester
patrick.english@manchester.ac.uk

82-312 Poster Session: International and Global Politics
Fri at 3:00 pm
Post. 15  The Halo Effect in Politics: Looks and Leadership Success After a Coup d’état
Clara Drew, Macalester College
cdrew@macalester.edu
Lisa Mueller*, Macalester College
lmueller@macalester.edu
Tyson Roberts, University of California-Irvine
tyson@cohenroberts.com
Vittorio Addona*, Macalester College
addona@macalester.edu

Post. 16 Arab Spring, Foreign Fighters, and Constitutional Legal Challenges in North Africa
Sana Rizvi, Loyola University Chicago
srizvi8@luc.edu

Post. 17  The Rise, Fall or the Triumph of South Asian Insurgencies
Ayush Manandhar, Westminster College-Fulton
AManandhar.17@westminster.mo.edu

Post. 18 Egyptian Immigrant Integration into Italian Society
sara Ibrahim Abdel-Rahim*, University of Notre Dame
sabdelra@nd.edu

Post. 19 Things Fall Apart: The Role of Small Arms Acquisition in Insurgent Fragmentation
Matthew K Ribar, College of William and Mary
mkribar@email.wm.edu

Post. 20  Delegitimizing Political Dissent in Kashmir
Emily Tallo, Indiana University-Bloomington
etallo@indiana.edu

Post. 21 Empowering the Passive: The Increasing Number of NGOs and its Impacts on North Korean Resettlement in South Korea
Elena Wilson, Trinity University
ewilson@trinity.edu
Sabrina Sha, Trinity University
ssh@trinity.edu

Disc.  Matthew F Foster, University of Colorado Boulder
mafo5397@colorado.edu
Jessica E Neafie, University of Oregon
jneafie@uoregon.edu

82-313 Poster Session: Voting Behavior
Fri at 3:00 pm
Post. 22 Re-Examining the Affective Tipping Point: When and How Voters Reevaluate
Vanessa Bajko, George Washington University
vfbajko@gmail.com

Post. 23 Courting the Youth Vote: Digital Organizing and the Impact on Youth Voter Turnout
Sarah Pybus, Virginia Wesleyan College
spybuselmore@vwc.edu
Christian Spivey, Virginia Wesleyan College
spivey.christian@gmail.com

Post. 24 Predicting the Votes of Independent Voters
Drew S Cagle, The University of Tennessee-Martin
drescagl@ut.utm.edu
Post. 25 Youth Motives and Political Participation: The Impact of a Voter-Friendly Campus
Dexter Ridgway, Ohio Northern University
d-ridgway@onu.edu

Post. 26 Does Quality of Education and Voter Turnout have a Causal Relationship?
Alexis Ferguson, Hastings College
aferguson15@hastings.edu

Post. 27 Ballot Initiatives and Voter Turnout
Rory Hibbler, University of Georgia
rory.hibbler25@uga.edu

Post. 28 Social Media and Conflicted Voters
Nicholas Andrea Roweton, Brigham Young University-Provo
nroweton@gmail.com

Post. 29 The Indecisive Voter: How Media Deters Millennials From Voting
Aaron Michael Weaver, Brigham Young University-Hawaii
aaronweaver94@gmail.com

Disc. Ethan Woodard, Dartmouth College
ethan.woodard@dartmouth.edu

82-314 Poster Session: Presidential Elections and Politics
Fri at 3:00 pm

Post. 30 Donald J. Trump’s Baudrillardian Campaign
Michael Robert Bartels*, Providence College
mbartell1@friars.providence.edu

Post. 31 The 2016 Presidential Primaries and Campaign Strategy
Meng Yuan, Grinnell College
yuanneng@grinnell.edu

Post. 32 The Presidency of Ronald Reagan
Bryce S Pierson*, Carroll University
bpierson@pio.carrollu.edu

Post. 33 The Dialectical Chief Executive: How the Jefferson-Hamilton Debate Shaped the Modern Presidency
Jeffery Syck, Morehead State University
jsyck@moreheadstate.edu

Post. 34 The New Evangelicals: How Donald Trump Revealed the Changing Christian Conservative Base in the 2016 Republican Presidential Primary
Michael J Herbert, Bemidji State University
hkb350bu@live.bemidjistate.edu

Post. 35 Television Advertising’s Effect on the Volume of Tweets about Presidential Candidates
Will Hoverman*, University of Wisconsin-Madison
whoberman@wisc.edu
Ross Dahlke, University of Wisconsin-Madison
ross.dahlke@wisc.edu

Post. 36 The Rules Change the Game: Delegate Allocation Variations and Presidential Primary Season Length
Paul D Oshinski, University of Georgia
pdo49957@uga.edu

Disc. Kaylee Johnson, University of Massachusetts-Amherst
ktjohnson@polsci.umass.edu

Anthony Jacob Chergosky, University of North Carolina-Chapel Hill
ajc@live.unc.edu

2017 Representative Bureaucracy Workshop: International Organizations and the Theory of Representative Bureaucracy
Fri at 3:00 pm

Chair, Magali M. Gravier, Copenhagen Business School
magr.ikl@CBS.dk

Passive Representation in the United Nations Secretariat: Examining the Patterns of Gender and Nationality Representation
Fanny Badache, University of Lausanne
fanny.badache@unil.ch

Member State Influence on International Bureaucrats: Conflict of Interest or Representative Bureaucracy?
Steffen Eckhard, LMU-Munich
seckhard@lmu.de

The Language Regime of the European Union: A Tool of Bureaucratic Representation?
Magali M. Gravier, Copenhagen Business School
magr.ikl@CBS.dk

Fabrice Andreone*, European Commission
Fabrice.Andreone@ec.europa.eu

Administrative Legitimacy and the Democratic Deficit of the European Union
Zuzana Murdoch, University of Agder
zuzana.murdoch@uia.no

Sara Connolly*, University of East Anglia
sara.connolly@uea.ac.uk

Hussein Kassim*, University of East Anglia
h.kassim@uea.ac.uk

Disc., Fanny Badache, University of Lausanne
fanny.badache@unil.ch

Advancing LGBT Rights in the U.S. and Internationally
Fri at 3:00 pm

Chair, Susan Mezey, Loyola University Chicago
smezey@luc.edu

LGBTQ Inclusive Campuses: A Model for Assessment
Phillip Ardoin, Appalachian State University
ardoinpj@appstate.edu

Madeline Perrou*, Appalachian State University
perroumf@appstate.edu

Julia C. Decker, Austin Community College District
julz2320@yahoo.com

Katrina LaFaye Decker*, Decker, Katrina LaFaye
kat@spratx.com
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Friday, April 7 at 3:30 pm
96-114 Tech Class: The Election Toolkit: A Link between Political Scientists and Election Officials
Fri at 3:30 pm

Friday, April 7 at 3:45 pm
1-103 Roundtable: General Officers in U.S. Politics (Co-sponsored with 26. Foreign Policy, see 26-1 and 36. American Public Opinion, see 36-1)
Fri at 4:45 pm
Chair Lindsay P. Cohn, U.S. Naval War College
lindsay.cohn@alumni.duke.edu
Part. Risa Brooks, Marquette University
risa.brooks@marquette.edu
James Golby*, United States Military Academy
james.golby@usma.edu
Carrie A. Lee, University of Notre Dame
clee28@nd.edu
Doyle Hodges, Princeton University
dkhodges@princeton.edu

Friday, April 7 at 4:15 pm
96-115 Tech Class: Election Line Management at Polling Places: Using Online Tools
Fri at 4:15 pm

Friday, April 7 at 4:45 pm
2-1 Issues in Political Theory: Emotions, Knowledge, Rhetoric, Consciousness, and Cooperation
Fri at 4:45 pm
Chair, Anna P. Durnová, Yale University
anna.durnova@univie.ac.at
4:50 Back to Classical Rhetoric: Returning the Author and the Audience to the Political Science Class
Maria Irena Gabryszewska, Florida International University
mgabr009@fiu.edu
Seyed Saeed Mousavi*, Florida International University
smous008@fiu.edu

5:00 Democracy Goes to Work: Normative Analysis of Cooperative Enterprises and their Consequences
James Johnson, University of Rochester
jd.johnson@rochester.edu
Susan E. Orr, SUNY College at Brockport
sorr@brockport.edu
5:11 Geography and the Production of Knowledge in the Discipline of International Relations
Genevieve M. Kehoe, Goucher College
genevieve.kehoe@gmail.com
5:22 Let’s Get a Little Sentimental: Reviewing the Role of Emotions in the Discourse-oriented Approaches in Political Science
Anna P. Durnová, Yale University
anna.durnova@univie.ac.at
5:33 The Assumption of Consciousness in Interpretive Political Science: A Critique
Keita Omi, University of Utah
keita.omi@utah.edu
5:44 Disc., Anna P. Durnová, Yale University
anna.durnova@univie.ac.at
5:55 Audience Discussion
Dynamics in Authoritarian Regimes I
Fri at 4:45 pm
Chair, Holger Lutz Kern, Florida State University
hkern@fsu.edu

Democratization through Failed Coup Attempts?
Amy Yunyu Chiang, University of Pittsburgh-Pittsburgh Campus
yuc79@pitt.edu

Making Bad Things Worse: The Role of External Constraints and Political Trade-Offs in Accounting for Coup Attempts and Civil Conflict Onsets
Petra Hendrickson, Michigan State University
hendricksonpetra@gmail.com

Take It from My Cold, Dead Hands: Inequality, Veto Players, and Violent Regime Transition
Jaerin Kim, Michigan State University
jr.kim496@gmail.com

Political Accountability and Corruption in New Democracies
Fri at 4:45 pm
Chair, Elizabeth Kaknes, University of Michigan-Ann Arbor
kaknes@umich.edu

Barriers to Performance-Based Voting in Africa: Anchoring Metrics, Tradeoffs, and Timing
Nicole Bonoff, University of Wisconsin-Madison
nicole.bonoff@gmail.com

Information, Accountability, and the Governance of Fiscal Federalism in Brazil: evidence from a natural experiment
Flávio C. Rezende*, Federal University, Pernambuco
rezzende2005@gmail.com
Mariana Batista, Federal University of Pernambuco
mariana.bsilva@gmail.com

When the Volume and Value of Remittances Drops: International Risk-Sharing and the Perils for Political Support
Hector Solaz*, University of Essex
h.solaz@bham.ac.uk
Katerina Tertychnaya*, Columbia University in the City of New York
katerina.tertychnaya@politics.ox.ac.uk
Catherine Eunice de Vries, University of Essex
catherine.devries@essex.ac.uk

Women’s Political Networks and Public Goods Provision
Soledad Artiz Prillaman, Harvard University
soledadartiz@fas.harvard.edu

Disc., Holger Lutz Kern, Florida State University
hkern@fsu.edu

Memory and Imagination in Democratic Transitions
Fri at 4:45 pm
Chair, Gretchen G. Casper, Pennsylvania State University-Main Campus
gcasper@psu.edu

Negotiating Political Violence and Historical Memory in the Spanish Transition to Democracy
William Subach, DePaul University
wsubach@yahoo.com

The Broken Path to Reconciliation in Bosnia and Herzegovina A Field Study of Memories
Rosa Aloisi, Trinity University
raloisi@trinity.edu
Maria Protic, Trinity University
mprotic@trinity.edu

When Lenin becomes Lennon: Decommunization, Street Renaming, and the Politics of Memory in Ukraine
Max Kovalov, College of Charleston
kovalovm@cofc.edu

A Methodological Approach to the Study of Collective Memory: Narratives of Armed Forces of Colombia
Roberto Garcia*, Pontificia Universidad, Javeriana
garcia.roberto@javeriana.edu.co

Legislative Strategy
Fri at 4:45 pm
Chair, Matthew J. Gabel, Washington University in St Louis
gabel@artsci.wustl.edu

Overrepresentation and Legislative Coalitions in Multi-Member Electoral Districts: The Impact of Malapportionment on Fiscal Transfers in Brazil
Jose Antonio Cheibub, Texas A & M University-College Station
cheibub@tamu.edu

Samira Kauchakje*, Pontificia Universidade Católica do Paraná
skauchkaje@gmail.com

Going Institutional to Overcome Obstruction: Explaining the Suppression of Minority Rights in Western European Parlaments, 1945-2010
Ulrich Sieberer, University of Bamberg
ulrich.sieberer@uni-bamberg.de
Julia F. Keh*, University of Konstanz
julia.keh@uni-konstanz.de
Peter Meißner*, University of Konstanz
retep.meissner@gmail.com
Wolfgang C. Müller*, University of Vienna
wolfgang.mueller@univie.ac.at

Thomas E. Koenig, University of Mannheim
koenig@uni-mannheim.de

5:38 Disc., Matthew J. Gabel, Washington University in St Louis
mgabel@artsci.wustl.edu

5:55 Audience Discussion

9-11 Unpacking the Links between Citizens and Parties
Fri at 4:45 pm
Chair, Mike Medeiros, McGill University
mike.medeiros@mail.mcgill.ca

5:00 The Electoral Cost of Coalition Compromise: How Not Controlling the Portfolios You Care about Leads to Electoral Defeat
Zachary David Greene, University of Strathclyde
zcgreene@gmail.com

5:11 Equity in Ministerial Portfolios and Levels of Government Cohesion
Nadine Meidert, Zeppelin University, Friedrichshafen, Germany
nadine.meidert@zu.de

5:22 Cross-Nationally Influential Political Parties
Tobias Böhmelt*, University of Essex
tbohmelt@essex.ac.uk

5:33 The Structure of Political Attitudes in Europe: An Example Using Dutch Data
Christine Michelle Cahill*, University of California-Davis
ccahill@ucdavis.edu

5:44 From Click to Boom: The Political Economy of E-Commerce Growth in China
Lizhi Liu, Stanford University
lizhiliu@stanford.edu

5:55 Audience Discussion

10-11 Portfolio Choice and Party Competition
Fri at 4:45 pm
Chair, James Adams, University of California-Davis
jfadams@ucdavis.edu

4:45 Coalition Governments and Party Competition: The Electoral Implications of Ministerial Portfolios
Heike Klüver, Humboldt University, Berlin
heike.kluever@hu-berlin.de
Surviving Online Censorship in China: Three Satirical Tacticks and their Impact
Siu Yau Lee, Department of Asian and Policy Studies, The Education University of Hong Kong
siulee@eduhk.hk

Censorship Without Deletion: How "Shadow-Banning" on Sina Weibo Hides Censorship from Users
Blake Andrew Phillip Miller, University of Michigan-Ann Arbor
blakeapm@gmail.com

18-8 Social Policy and Political Behavior Around the World
Fri at 4:45 pm
Chair, Sarah Wilson Sokhey, University of Colorado-Boulder
sarah.sokhey@gmail.com

Home and Away: Housing Provision and the Impact on Political Perspectives in Johannesburg, South Africa
Marcus Barrow Walton, Brown University
mbwalton2@gmail.com

Authoritarian Welfare State and Redistributive Capacity in Russia
Igor O. Logvinenko, Wellesley College
ilogvine@wellesley.edu

Converting Eligibility into Participation: How Income Insecurity Drives Social Policy Demand in Developing Countries
Wei-Ting Yen, Ohio State University-Main Campus
tammyen@gmail.com

Rewriting the Social Contract: Evidence from Pension Reform in Mexico and Russia
Sarah Wilson Sokhey, University of Colorado-Boulder
sarah.sokhey@gmail.com

The Case of Kemerovo: How to Build a Strong Subnational Autocracy through Social Organizations and Little Coercion
Natallia Forrat, Northwestern University
forrat@u.northwestern.edu

Disc., Jennifer Pan, Stanford University
jpl1@stanford.edu
Disc., Susanne Alice Wengle, University of Notre Dame
swengle@nd.edu

Audience Discussion

International Investment Agreements and Investment Disputes
Fri at 4:45 pm
Chair, Terence K Teo, Seton Hall University
tekwokc@shu.edu

Bilateral Investment Treaty and Social Governance in Southeast Asia: A Perspective of Investor-State Dispute Settlement (ISDS)
CHIH-MAO TANG*, Soochow University, Taiwan
cmt@scu.edu.tw
Tung-Kuan Huang, National Taiwan University
r04322027@ntu.edu.tw

Investor-State Disputes and Public Policy
Hye Jee Cho, The Hong Kong University of Science and Technology
socho@ust.hk

The Commercial Origins of Bilateral Investment Treaties
Anton Strezhnev, Harvard University
astrezhnev@fas.harvard.edu

Emerging China: A Threat to U.S. Dominance
Sada Farooq*, International Islamic University, Pakistan
sadaf.farooq@iiu.edu.pk

Ripe for Votes: How China Transforms Economic Power into Political Influence
Audrye Wong, Princeton University
aywong@princeton.edu
Disc., Niheer Dasandi, University of Birmingham
n.dasandi@bham.ac.uk
Disc., Koji Kagotani, Osaka University of Economics
kagotani@osaka-ue.ac.jp

Audience Discussion

Micro Studies of Political Conflict and Violence: Get/Going Low
Fri at 4:45 pm
Disaggregating the Impacts of Aid Provision on Violence in Civil Conflicts
Gaku Ito, University of Toyama & National Institutes for the Humanities
gakuatgu@gmail.com
5:02 Can Radio Programs Reduce Religious Extremism?: Evidence from a Field Experiment in Afghanistan
Kunaal Sharma*, Columbia University in the City of New York
ksharma199@gmail.com
Michael Zachary Gill*, New York University
mzgill@nyu.edu

5:20 The Ties that Blind: Settler Colonialism and the Rwandan Genocide
Lachlan Andrew McNamee, Stanford University
lmcnamee@stanford.edu

5:37 Disc., Anwar Mhajne, University of Cincinnati-Main Campus
anwar.mhajne@gmail.com

5:55 Audience Discussion

25-9 Negotiation, Bargaining, and Civil Conflict
Fri at 4:45 pm

4:45 Chair, Carmela Lutmar, University of Haifa
clutmar@poli.haifa.ac.il

4:50 Civil Wars of Attrition: Bargaining, Reputation, and Conflict Duration
Casey Crisman-Cox, Washington University in St. Louis
c.crisman-cox@wustl.edu

5:03 Mediating Effects of Bargaining Offers on the Relationship between the Commitment Problem and the Signing of Agreements
Sunhee Park, Aarhus University
sunhee.park239@gmail.com

5:16 Realized vs. Paper Losses: The Effect of Battlefield Losses on Negotiations in Civil War
Anna O. Pechenkina, Utah State University
apechenkina@gmail.com
Jakana L. Thomas*, Pennsylvania State University-Main Campus
thoma977@msu.edu

5:29 Third Parties and Political Contestation in Domestic Armed Conflicts
Johannes Lukas Karreth*, Ursinus College
jkarreth@ursinus.edu
Madhav R. Joshi, University of Notre Dame
mjoshi2@nd.edu
Jason Michael Quinn*, University of Notre Dame
jquinn12@nd.edu
Jaroslav Tír*, University of Colorado-Boulder
jtir@colorado.edu

5:42 Disc., Kyle Haynes, Purdue University-Main Campus
haynesk83@gmail.com
Disc., Carmela Lutmar, University of Haifa
clutmar@poli.haifa.ac.il

5:55 Audience Discussion

29-6 Policies on Torture and Unlawful Combatants
Fri at 4:45 pm

4:45 Chair, Michael Patrick Broache, The University of Tampa
mbroache@ut.edu

4:50 Another Empty Promise?: Ratifying the Optional Protocol to the Convention against Torture
Hyo Joon Chang, University of Maryland-College Park
bjchang@umd.edu

5:03 Shifting Perspectives and Policy: Unlawful Enemy Combatant and the Evolution of International Law
Alexander S. Hodge Wallis, University of California-Irvine
ahodgewa@uci.edu

5:16 Informal Flexibility and Commitment to the Convention against Torture
Cody D Eldredge, Bates College
celdredge@bates.edu

5:29 When Does Torture Advocacy Matter?: A Cross-National Study
Kathleen Regina Barrett, University of West Georgia
kathiebarrett@earthlink.net

5:42 Disc., Michael Patrick Broache, The University of Tampa
mbroache@ut.edu

5:55 Audience Discussion
Becoming a Politician: Does it Promote Efficacy or Cynism?
Gissur Erlingsson*, Lund University, Sweden
gissur.eringsson@liu.se
Richard Ohrvall, Linköping University
richard.ohrvall@gmail.com

The Electoral Consequences of Increasing Turnout in Low-Salience Elections: Evidence from Concurrent Elections in Germany
Lukas Rudolph, Ludwig-Maximilians University
lukas.rudolph@gsi.uni-muenchen.de
Arndt Leininger*, Johannes Gutenberg-University Mainz
leininger@politik.uni-mainz.de

Audience Discussion

Models of Voting Behavior
Fri at 4:45 pm
Chair, James W. Endersby, University of Missouri-Columbia
endersby@missouri.edu

Does Policy Matter for Vote Choice?: A Conjoint Analysis Experiment
Fabiana Velasques Machado*, Inter-American Development Bank
fabianam@iadb.org
Matthew Kearney*, Inter-American Development Bank
matthewk@iadb.org
Alyssa Huberts*, Inter-American Development Bank
ahuberts@iadb.org

Electoral Volatility and Ideological Congruence: Do Volatile Voters Vote More Correctly?
Dieter Stiers, KU Leuven
dieter.stiers@kuleuven.be

Exploring the Region of Acceptability, When Do Voters Deviate from Their Directional Voting Predictions?
Peter Grand, Institute for Advanced Studies Vienna
grand@ihs.ac.at

The Bipolar Voter: On the Relationship between Issue Voting, Issue Saliency, and Party Polarization
Mert Moral, SUNY at Binghamton
mmoral17@binghamton.edu

When, Not Which: How Voters Use Proximity and Directional Models
Libby Jenke, Duke University
emj8@duke.edu

Disc., James W. Endersby, University of Missouri-Columbia
endersby@missouri.edu

Audience Discussion
5:00 Partners in Crime? Corruption as a Criminal Network: A Lab Experiment
Romain Ferrali, Princeton University
ferrali@princeton.edu

5:11 Selection and Election in the Lab
Stephen Chaudoin, University of Illinois-Urbana-Champaign
stephen.chaudoin@gmail.com
Sarah Hummel, University of Illinois-Urbana-Champaign
shummel@illinois.edu
Jonathan Woon*, University of Pittsburgh-Pittsburgh Campus
woon@pitt.edu

5:22 The Scandal Effect: Experimental Evidence on How Majorities React to Public Signals
Giovanna Maria Invernizzi, Columbia University in the City of New York
gmi2105@columbia.edu

5:33 Unethical Sorting
Raymond Duch, Oxford
raymond.duch@nuffield.ox.ac.uk

5:44 Disc., Piero Stanig, Bocconi University, Milan
piero.stanig@unibocconi.it

5:55 Audience Discussion

38-18 The Effects of Values and Political Context on Survey Response
Fri at 4:45 pm
Chair, Moritz Marbach, University of Zurich-Switzerland
marbach@ipz.uzh.ch

4:50 Are There Long-term Effects of the Vietnam Draft on Political Attitudes or Behavior?: Apparently Not
Donald P. Green, Columbia University in the City of New York
donald.p.green@gmail.com
Tiffany C. Davenport, United States Naval Academy
tdavenpo@usna.edu
Kolby R. Hanson*, Columbia University in the City of New York
kolbyhanson@gmail.com

5:00 Are Values Stable? Social Influence on Political Values
Elizabeth Chase Connors, Stony Brook University
elizabeth.connors@stonybrook.edu

5:11 Preference Falsification, Coalitional Psychology, and the Persistence of Norms
David James Hendry, London School of Economics and Political Science
d.hendry@lse.ac.uk

5:22 Value Recruitment in an Environmental Dispute: Effects on Values and Attitudes
Sebastian Barfort, London School of Economics and Political Science
Sebastian.Barfort@econ.ku.dk

5:33 Political Partisanship and Economic Behavior: Evidence from Administrative Microdata
Sebastian Barfort, London School of Economics and Political Science
Sebastian.Barfort@econ.ku.dk

5:44 Disc., Moritz Marbach, University of Zurich-Switzerland
marbach@ipz.uzh.ch

5:55 Audience Discussion

39-10 Identity, Groups, and Public Opinion
Fri at 4:45 pm
Chair, Philip O. Paolino, University of North Texas
paolino@unt.edu

4:50 Affect, Discomfort, and Egalitarianism:
Understanding Individual Attitudes towards Transgender People and Issues
Donald P. Haider-Markel, University of Kansas
dhmarkel@ku.edu
Patrick R. Miller*, University of Kansas
patrick.miller@ku.edu
Andrew Ryan Flores, Mills College
flores@law.ucla.edu
Daniel C. Lewis*, Siena College
dclewis1@uno.edu
Barry L. Tadlock, Ohio University-Main Campus
tadlock@ohio.edu
Jami Taylor, University of Toledo
jamitaylorva@yahoo.com
5:03 Reproducible and Replicable: An Empirical Assessment of the Social Construction of Politically Relevant Target Groups
Candis Watts Smith, University of North Carolina-Chapel Hill
candiswsmith@gmail.com
Rebecca Jane Kreitzer, University of North Carolina-Chapel Hill
rkreit@email.unc.edu
5:16 Hate Speech, Free Speech and Intergroup Dynamics: The Effect of Threat and Social Contact
Allison Harell, Université du Québec à Montréal
harell.allison@uqam.ca
Robert A. Hinckley*, SUNY College at Potsdam
robenhinckley0@gmail.com
5:29 Hand Up or Hand Out?: Affirmative Action Views in the American Public
Hovannes Abramyan, Reason Foundation
hovannes.abramyan@reason.org
Gerard Alexander, University of Virginia-Main Campus
ga8h@virginia.edu
5:42 Disc., Philip O. Paolino, University of North Texas
paolino@unt.edu
5:55 Audience Discussion
42-13 Identity and Persuasion
Fri at 4:45 pm
4:45 Chair, Kristina Jessen Hansen, Aarhus University
kristinajh@ps.au.dk
4:50 Can Arguments Persuade by Shaping Identity-Related Concerns?: How Identity Appeals Influence Citizens’ Preferences Towards Specific Policies
Morten Pettersson, Aarhus University
mp@ps.au.dk
Rune Slothuus*, Aarhus University, Denmark
slothuus@ps.au.dk
5:00 An Interactive Framework for Political Persuasion: Gender and Evaluations of Credibility
Victoria A Dounoucos, Duke University
vad11@duke.edu
5:11 Are Candidate Advertisements More Persuasive in English or in Spanish?
Alejandro Flores, University of Chicago
aflores@uchicago.edu
Alexander Coppock, Yale University
alex.coppock@yale.edu
5:22 Testing Mendelberg: Exploring the Boundaries of the Implicit-Explicit Model
Rebecca Lisi*, University of Massachusetts-Amherst
rlisi@polsci.umass.edu
5:33 The Impact of Racial Majority Status Perceptions on Attitudes toward Immigration
Abigail Bowen, Georgia State University
abowen15@student.gsu.edu
Sean Richey*, Georgia State University
srichey@gsu.edu
5:44 Disc., Kristina Jessen Hansen, Aarhus University
kristinajh@ps.au.dk
Disc., Geoffrey Sheagley, University of Minnesota-Duluth
sheagley@d.umn.edu
5:55 Audience Discussion
43-11 The Intersection of Gender and Other Social Identities
Fri at 4:45 pm
4:45 Chair, Atiya Kai Stokes-Brown, Bucknell University
a.stokes-brown@bucknell.edu
4:50 Black Women in Politics: Examining the Lack of Black Women in Elected Offices
LaKerri R. Mack, Troy University
lrmack@troy.edu
Intersectional Stereotypes and Support for Black Women Candidates
Heather M. Hicks, University of Maryland-College Park
hmhicks@umd.edu
5:03 Making a Difference: The Substantive Impact of Women of Color Legislators
Hannah E McVeigh, University of Minnesota-Twin Cities
mcvei012@umn.edu
5:29 Race, Gender, and Ethnicity in Campaign Finance: An Intersectional Analysis of Campaign Finance Networks for Women of Color
Bertha G Vitela, Louisiana State University and Agricultural & Mechanical College
gabi.vitela@gmail.com
Disc., Atiya Kai Stokes-Brown, Bucknell University
a.stokes-brown@bucknell.edu
5:55 Audience Discussion
43-12 Women’s Voices and Participation in Legislatures
Fri at 4:45 pm
4:45 Chair, Aaron S. King, University of North Carolina-Wilmington
askingmsu@gmail.com
4:50 Gender and Legislative Oversight in the U.S. House
Sarah Poggione, Ohio University-Main Campus
poggione@ohio.edu
Austen Angers*, Ohio University-Main Campus
aangers@ohio.edu
Ellenore Holbrook, Ohio University-Main Campus
eh966312@ohio.edu
Kristen Riley*, Ohio University-Main Campus
kr332510@ohio.edu
Morgan Stanley, Ohio University-Main Campus
ms140210@ohio.edu
Alison Thornton, Ohio University-Main Campus
at323510@ohio.edu

5:03 How Women Senators Changed the Senate: An Analysis of Voting and Floor Debates.
Charles Tien, CUNY Hunter College
tien@hunter.cuny.edu
Dena Levy*, SUNY College at Brockport
dlevy@brockport.edu

5:16 The Effect of Gender on Legislator Assignments to Committees in State Legislatures
Tessa Provins, University of California-Merced
ksmith42@ucmerced.edu

5:29 Who Speaks in Turkish Parliament?: The Role of Gender in Parliamentary Debates
Saadet Konak Unal, University of Houston
saadetkonak@hotmail.com

5:42 Disc., Aaron S. King, University of North Carolina-Wilmington
askingmsu@gmail.com
Disc., Samantha Lynn Pettey, Massachusetts College of Liberal Arts
s.pettey@mcla.edu

5:55 Audience Discussion

44-12 Race and the Police State
Fri at 4:45 pm

4:45 Chair, Nathan Favero, American University
nate.favero@gmail.com

4:50 Police and Public Interactions: A Study of Use of Force and Interpersonal Communications
Eugenia K. Guilmartin, US Army
eugenia.guilmartin@us.army.mil

5:00 Trust and Confidence of the Police Following Shootings
Phillip Allan Garee*, Southern Illinois University-Carbondale
pgaree@siu.edu
Christopher Stout*, Oregon State University
stouch@oregonstate.edu
Scott D. McClurg, Southern Illinois University-Carbondale
mcclurg@siu.edu
LaShonda M Stewart*, Southern Illinois University-Carbondale
lms10@siu.edu
Jessica Crowe*, Southern Illinois University-Carbondale
jessica.crowe@siu.edu
Kelsy Kretschmer*, Oregon State University
kelsy.kretschmer@oregonstate.edu
George Burruss*, University of South Florida-Main Campus
gburruss@usf.edu

5:11 Unpacking the Racial Divide in Police-Involved Shootings: What Can Assessments of Witness Statements Tell Us?
Hakeem Jerome Jefferson*, University of Michigan-Ann Arbor
hakeemjj@umich.edu
Fabian Guy Neuner, University of Michigan-Ann Arbor
fgneuner@umich.edu
Josh Pasek*, University of Michigan-Ann Arbor
josh@joshpasek.com

5:22 Passive or Active Representation?: Examining Use of Force by Police Officers in Indianapolis
James E. Wright, American University
jameswright.1228@gmail.com
Andrea Marie Headley, Florida International University
ahead004@fiu.edu

5:33 Policy Typologies, Media Framing, and Narrative Analysis: The Case of Black Lives vs. Blue Lives matter
Harry Wessel, Merrimack College
harry.wessel@merrimack.edu
Disc., Nathan Favero, American University
nate.favero@gmail.com
Disc., Joseph E. Luders, Yeshiva University
luders@yu.edu

5:44 Audience Discussion

45-11 New Perspectives on the Origins of Legislating and Representing
Fri at 4:45 pm

4:45 Chair, Shany Mor, Brown University
shany@cal.berkeley.edu

4:50 Morality as Legislation in 20th Century Utilitarianism
Alex Tuckness, Iowa State University
tuckness@iastate.edu

5:03 On Representing
Andrew Rehfeld, Washington University in St. Louis
rehfeld@artsci.wustl.edu

5:16 Revolution and Democracy: Rethinking the Origins of Modern Political Thought
Serbulent Turan, University of British Columbia
turan.serbulent@gmail.com

5:29 Pessimism and Politics: Adorno and the Semblance of Objectivity
Chris Vandenberg, York University
cjvdb@yorku.ca

5:42 Disc., Shany Mor, Brown University
shany@cal.berkeley.edu
Disc., Kris Aaron Beck, Gordon State College
wolfkin5@yahoo.com

5:55 Audience Discussion
49-3 Global Justice
Fri at 4:45 pm
4:45 Chair, Gur Hirshberg, n/a
gah2@georgetown.edu
4:50 Selective Migration, the Right to Exclude, and Global Justice
Kevin K W Ip, The Chinese University of Hong Kong
mr.kawai.ip@gmail.com
5:11 The Particularity Requirement in Territorial Justice
Benjamin Mueser, Columbia University in the City of New York
bwm2114@columbia.edu
5:33 Disc., Gur Hirshberg, n/a
gah2@georgetown.edu
5:55 Audience Discussion

50-11 Social Choice Theory
Fri at 4:45 pm
4:45 Chair, Keith L. Dougherty, University of Georgia
dougherk@uga.edu
4:50 Public Reason vs. Convergence Discourse: A Game-Theoretic Approach
Brian Kogelmann, University of Arizona
bkogel89@email.arizona.edu
Benjamin G. Ogden, Texas A & M University-College Station
bgogden@tamu.edu
5:03 Responsiveness to Citizens' Preferences and the Gibbard-Satterthwaite Theorem
Sean Ingham, University of Georgia
ingham@uga.edu
5:16 The Impossibility of Liberal Rights in a Diversified World
Hun Chung, University of Rochester
hunchung1980@gmail.com
5:29 The Probability of Violating Arrow's Theorem
Keith L. Dougherty, University of Georgia
dougherk@uga.edu
Jac Heckelman*, Wake Forest University
heckeljc@wfu.edu
5:42 Disc., Benjamin G. Ogden, Texas A & M University-College Station
bgogden@tamu.edu
Disc., Sean Ingham, University of Georgia
ingham@uga.edu
5:55 Audience Discussion

51-12 Investigating Elections (Co-sponsored with 33, Representation and Electoral Systems, see 33-9)
Fri at 4:45 pm
4:45 One Person, One Vote: Estimating the Prevalence of Double Voting in U.S. Presidential Elections
Sharad Goel*, Stanford University
scgoel@stanford.edu
Marc Meredith, University of Pennsylvania
marmere@sas.upenn.edu
Michael L. Morse*, Harvard University
michaelmorse@g.harvard.edu
David Rothschild, Microsoft Research
david@researchmicrosoft.com
Houshmand Shirani-Mehr*, Stanford University
hshirani@stanford.edu
A General Framework for Positive Empirical Models of Election Frauds
Diogo Augusto Ferrari, University of Michigan-Ann Arbor
diogoferrari@gmail.com
Walter R. Mebane, University of Michigan-Ann Arbor
wmebane@umich.edu
Using Twitter to Observe Election Incidents in the United States
Walter R. Mebane, University of Michigan-Ann Arbor
wmebane@umich.edu
Alejandro Javier Pineda, University of Michigan-Ann Arbor
ajpineda@umich.edu
Logan T. Woods, University of Michigan-Ann Arbor
lwoods@umich.edu
Patrick Y. Wu, University of Michigan-Ann Arbor
pywu@umich.edu
The New Gilded Age: The Participation and Geography of Super PAC Contributors in the 2016 Presidential Election
Joshua L. Mitchell, University of Arkansas
jlm038@uark.edu
Karen Denice Sebold, University of Arkansas
ksebold@gmail.com
A Convolutional Neural Network Approach to Assess Electoral Integrity: The 1988 Presidential Election in Mexico
Francisco A. Cantu, University of Houston
fcantu10@uh.edu

52-12 Parties and Clients around the World
Fri at 4:45 pm
Chair, Lynn Bennie, Aberdeen University
l.bennie@abdn.ac.uk
Clientelism and Human Development
Yi-ting Wang*, National Cheng Kung University
yiting53@gmail.com
Eitan Tzelgov*, University of East Anglia
tzelgov@gmail.com
Valeriya Mechkova, University of Gothenburg
valeriya.mechkova@v-dem.net
Evangelical Churches and Mobilization in Brazil
Claudia Cerqueira, Center of Politics and Economics of the Public Sector, FGV
claudiacerq@gmail.com
George Avelino, Getulio Vargas Foundation (FGV), Brazil
George.Avelino@fgv.br
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Session Title</th>
<th>Speaker(s)</th>
<th>Institution(s)</th>
<th>Email(s)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>5:11</td>
<td>Meeting the Demands of Ordinary People: Justice and Development Party’s Entrenchment into Turkish Society via Machine Party Politics</td>
<td>Frederico Roman Ramos*, FGV - SP</td>
<td></td>
<td><a href="mailto:fred.r.ramos@gmail.com">fred.r.ramos@gmail.com</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5:22</td>
<td>The Behavioral Consequences of Congressional Scandals</td>
<td>Tracy Sulkin*, University of Illinois-Urbana-Champaign</td>
<td></td>
<td><a href="mailto:tsulkin@illinois.edu">tsulkin@illinois.edu</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5:33</td>
<td>When Do Parties Target the Poor?: Inequality and Party Strategies</td>
<td>Elif Özdemir, Washington University in St. Louis</td>
<td></td>
<td><a href="mailto:eozdemir@wustl.edu">eozdemir@wustl.edu</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5:44</td>
<td>The Influence of Ideological Primary Challenges on Elections and Legislative Behavior</td>
<td>Sarah A. Treul, University of North Carolina-Chapel Hill</td>
<td></td>
<td><a href="mailto:streul@unc.edu">streul@unc.edu</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5:55</td>
<td>New Research in British Legislatures and Switzerland</td>
<td>Do E-Petitions Work? A Field Experiment in the House of Commons</td>
<td></td>
<td><a href="mailto:cjewitt@vt.edu">cjewitt@vt.edu</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5:03</td>
<td>Gentlemen’s Rights and Gender Equality: What We Think about When We Think about Crime</td>
<td>Judith A. Baer, Texas A &amp; M University-College Station</td>
<td></td>
<td><a href="mailto:j-baer@pols.tamu.edu">j-baer@pols.tamu.edu</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5:45</td>
<td>The Public Face of Congress</td>
<td>The Public Attitudes toward Congressional Action</td>
<td></td>
<td><a href="mailto:james.curry@utah.edu">james.curry@utah.edu</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5:11</td>
<td>Organized Crime and Political Parties</td>
<td>John T. Ishiyama, University of North Texas</td>
<td></td>
<td><a href="mailto:john.ishiyama@unt.edu">john.ishiyama@unt.edu</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5:22</td>
<td>Organized Crime and Political Parties</td>
<td>John T. Ishiyama, University of North Texas</td>
<td></td>
<td><a href="mailto:john.ishiyama@unt.edu">john.ishiyama@unt.edu</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5:33</td>
<td>When Do Parties Target the Poor?: Inequality and Party Strategies</td>
<td>Elif Özdemir, Washington University in St. Louis</td>
<td></td>
<td><a href="mailto:eozdemir@wustl.edu">eozdemir@wustl.edu</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5:44</td>
<td>The Influence of Ideological Primary Challenges on Elections and Legislative Behavior</td>
<td>Sarah A. Treul, University of North Carolina-Chapel Hill</td>
<td></td>
<td><a href="mailto:streul@unc.edu">streul@unc.edu</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5:55</td>
<td>Audience Discussion</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5:45</td>
<td>Do E-Petitions Work? A Field Experiment in the House of Commons</td>
<td>Jack Blumenau, London School of Economics</td>
<td></td>
<td><a href="mailto:j.blumenau@lse.ac.uk">j.blumenau@lse.ac.uk</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5:03</td>
<td>Gentlemen’s Rights and Gender Equality: What We Think about When We Think about Crime</td>
<td>Judith A. Baer, Texas A &amp; M University-College Station</td>
<td></td>
<td><a href="mailto:j-baer@pols.tamu.edu">j-baer@pols.tamu.edu</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5:55</td>
<td>Audience Discussion</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5:11</td>
<td>Meeting the Demands of Ordinary People: Justice and Development Party’s Entrenchment into Turkish Society via Machine Party Politics</td>
<td>Frederico Roman Ramos*, FGV - SP</td>
<td></td>
<td><a href="mailto:fred.r.ramos@gmail.com">fred.r.ramos@gmail.com</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5:22</td>
<td>The Behavioral Consequences of Congressional Scandals</td>
<td>Tracy Sulkin*, University of Illinois-Urbana-Champaign</td>
<td></td>
<td><a href="mailto:tsulkin@illinois.edu">tsulkin@illinois.edu</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5:33</td>
<td>When Do Parties Target the Poor?: Inequality and Party Strategies</td>
<td>Elif Özdemir, Washington University in St. Louis</td>
<td></td>
<td><a href="mailto:eozdemir@wustl.edu">eozdemir@wustl.edu</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5:44</td>
<td>The Influence of Ideological Primary Challenges on Elections and Legislative Behavior</td>
<td>Sarah A. Treul, University of North Carolina-Chapel Hill</td>
<td></td>
<td><a href="mailto:streul@unc.edu">streul@unc.edu</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5:55</td>
<td>Audience Discussion</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

**New Research in British Legislatures and Switzerland**

- **Fri at 4:45 pm**
- **Do E-Petitions Work? A Field Experiment in the House of Commons**
  - Jack Blumenau, London School of Economics (j.blumenau@lse.ac.uk)
- **4:50**
- **Private Member Bills and the Electoral Connection in Wales**
  - Brian D. Williams, The University of West Florida (bwilliams1@uwf.edu)

---

**The Invalidation of Popular Initiatives on Subnational Level in Switzerland**

- **Fri at 4:45 pm**
- **The Invalidation of Popular Initiatives on Subnational Level in Switzerland**
  - Maximilian A. E. Schubiger, University of Bern, Switzerland (maximilian.schubiger@ipw.unibe.ch)

---

**The Public Face of Congress**

- **Fri at 4:45 pm**
- **The Public Face of Congress**
  - Jacob Holt, Columbus State University (holt_jacob@columbusstate.edu)

---

**American and British Constitutions, Institutional Models or Historical Products?**

- **Fri at 4:45 pm**
- **American and British Constitutions, Institutional Models or Historical Products?**
  - Marcelo Barroso Iacombe*, Câmara dos Deputados, Brasil (marceloistrahblacombe@gmail.com)
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Session Title</th>
<th>Speaker(s)</th>
<th>Institution(s)</th>
<th>Email(s)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>57-13</td>
<td>Judicial Ideology</td>
<td>Fri at 4:45 pm</td>
<td>Chair, Allen Linken, The University of Alabama</td>
<td><a href="mailto:aelinken@ua.edu">aelinken@ua.edu</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4:45</td>
<td>Judges Matter: Federal Appellate Panels and Settlement</td>
<td>Dawn M. Chutkow, Cornell University</td>
<td>Michael Heise, Cornell University</td>
<td><a href="mailto:dmc66@cornell.edu">dmc66@cornell.edu</a>, <a href="mailto:michael.heise@cornell.edu">michael.heise@cornell.edu</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4:50</td>
<td>Textual Approaches to Modeling Judicial Ideology</td>
<td>Joshua Yoshio Lerner, Duke University</td>
<td>Mathew Daniel McCubbins*, Duke University</td>
<td><a href="mailto:joshlerner1@gmail.com">joshlerner1@gmail.com</a>, <a href="mailto:mat.mccubbins@gmail.com">mat.mccubbins@gmail.com</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5:11</td>
<td>Participation, Information, and Capacity Building in Cities</td>
<td>Fri at 4:45 pm</td>
<td>Chair, Zachary A. Callen, Allegheny College</td>
<td><a href="mailto:zcallen@allegeny.edu">zcallen@allegeny.edu</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4:45</td>
<td>The Promise of E-Gov?: City Hall’s Responsiveness to Neighborhood Interests</td>
<td>Paru Shah, University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee</td>
<td>Amber Wichowsky, Marquette University</td>
<td><a href="mailto:shahp@uwm.edu">shahp@uwm.edu</a>, <a href="mailto:amber.wichowsky@gmail.com">amber.wichowsky@gmail.com</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5:00</td>
<td>The Political Consequences of the Endangered Local Watchdog: The Relationship between Quality Local News and Political Outcomes</td>
<td>Jay Thomas Jennings, University of Texas-Austin</td>
<td>Meghan Rubado, Cleveland State University</td>
<td><a href="mailto:jay.jennings@temple.edu">jay.jennings@temple.edu</a>, <a href="mailto:m.rubado@csuohio.edu">m.rubado@csuohio.edu</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5:11</td>
<td>Can Institutional Reforms Tame Clientelistic Practices?: Participatory Budgeting Experience in Chicago</td>
<td>Mine Tafolar, University of Illinois-Chicago</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5:22</td>
<td>Who Governs?: An Assessment of the Governance Structure of Civic Park and the City of Flint Michigan</td>
<td>Louise A. Jeziorski, Michigan State University</td>
<td>Mary K Herman, Michigan State University</td>
<td><a href="mailto:jeziorsk@msu.edu">jeziorsk@msu.edu</a>, <a href="mailto:herman43@msu.edu">herman43@msu.edu</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5:44</td>
<td>The Geography of Vulnerability: Vulnerable Resilience in New Orleans</td>
<td>Min Hee Go, CUNY Brooklyn College</td>
<td>Disc., Zachary A. Callen, Allegheny College</td>
<td><a href="mailto:minniego@gmail.com">minniego@gmail.com</a>, <a href="mailto:zcallen@allegeny.edu">zcallen@allegeny.edu</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5:44</td>
<td>Fluctuating Producer Coalitions: An Empirical Analysis of Regulation and Rent in Japan</td>
<td>Takeshi Fukaya, Musashino University</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5:55</td>
<td>Institutional Repression and Marginalization</td>
<td>Fri at 4:45 pm</td>
<td>Chair, Gadi Hitman, Ariel University/Beit Berl Academic College</td>
<td><a href="mailto:gh791966@gmail.com">gh791966@gmail.com</a></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
4:50 Degrading Democracy: Mass Incarceration and the Resource Curse in the American States
Michael Toje, Louisiana State University and Agricultural & Mechanical College
mtoje1@lsu.edu
Trent Alton Parker*, Louisiana State University and Agricultural & Mechanical College
tpark23@lsu.edu

5:03 End Times for Private Federal Prisons?
Mark W. Davis, West Chester University of Pennsylvania
mdavis2@wcupa.edu
Christina Sarrafian, West Chester University of Pennsylvania
CS607474@wcupa.edu

5:16 Funding of Mandatory Substance Abuse Treatment: A Case Study of Drug Court Policy and Practice
Melissa A. Walker, Wichita State University
melissa.walker@wichita.edu

5:29 Unintended Consequences?: Structural Reform Lawsuits and Private Prisons
Anna M Gunderson, Emory University
anna.gunderson@emory.edu
Kirsten Widner, Emory University
kwidner@emory.edu

5:55 Audience Discussion

63-14 Environmental Justice
Fri at 4:45 pm

4:45 Chair, Vivienne Byers, Dublin Institute of Technology, College of Business, Dublin
vivienne.byers@dit.ie

4:50 The Political Psychology of Environmental Civil Resistance Attitudes
Stephen Conrad Arves, University of Maryland-College Park
sarves@umd.edu

5:00 Access, Allocation, and Inequality: The Complexity of Justice in Democratic Environmental Governance
Robert V. Bartlett, University of Vermont
robert.v.bartlett@uvm.edu
Walter F Baber*, California State University-Long Beach
wfbaber@hotmail.com

5:11 Where are the Minorities?: Assessing Environmental Justice in Collaborative Watershed Management
Pranietha Mohan Mudliar, Ohio State University-Main Campus
Pranietha.Mudliar@du.edu
Andreas Rechkemmer*, University of Denver
andreas.rechkemmer@du.edu

5:22 Environmental Justice in Fracking Decisions: The Role of Social Capital
Emily Clough, Newcastle University, UK
emily.clough@ncl.ac.uk
Derek Bell*, Newcastle University, UK
derek.bell@ncl.ac.uk

5:33 Trust in Government and the Perception of the Risk Associated with Pharmaceutical Contamination of Water Supplies
Kellee J. Kirkpatrick, Idaho State University
cellee.kirkpatrick@isu.edu
James W. Stoutenborough, Idaho State University
james.stoutenborough@isu.edu
Sarah Davis*, Idaho State University
davisar6@isu.edu
Laticia J. Herkshan*, Idaho State University
herklati@isu.edu

5:44 Disc., Vivienne Byers, Dublin Institute of Technology, College of Business, Dublin
vivienne.byers@dit.ie

5:55 Audience Discussion

64-8 Theorizing the Policy Process (Co-sponsored with 67. Public Administration, see 67-9)
Fri at 4:45 pm

4:45 Chair, Brandon Jason Archuleta, United States Military Academy
brandonjarchuleta@gmail.com

4:50 From Lowi to Wilson: Linking Policy and Agency Types via the Ostrom Goods Typology
Gwen Arnold, University of California-Davis
gbarnold@ucdavis.edu
Luke Martin Shimek, Indiana University-Bloomington
lshimek@indiana.edu
Zach Wendling*, Yale University
zach.wendling@yale.edu

5:03 Institutional Collective Action Dilemmas and Administrative Burden
Gabel Christopher Taggart*, Arizona State University, Tempe
gabel.taggart@gmail.com
Michael D. Siciliano, University of Illinois at Chicago
sicilian@uic.edu
Mary K Feeaney*, Arizona State University, Tempe
mkfeaney@asu.edu
Eric W Welch, Arizona State University-Downtown Phoenix
EricWelch@asu.edu

5:16 Integrating Expertise in Policy Making: Survival of Recommendations
Zoltan Fazekas, University of Oslo
zoltan.fazekas@gmail.com
Bjorn Høyland, University of Oslo
bjorn.hoyland@stv.uio.no
Where Are the Rules?: A Review of Institutional Analysis in Policy Studies Research
Elizabeth Anne Baldwin, University of Arizona
elizabethb@email.arizona.edu
Tingjia Chen, University of Arizona
tingjia@gmail.com
Daniel H. Cole*, Indiana University-Bloomington
dancole@indiana.edu

Audience Discussion
67-11
Representation and Diversity
Fri at 4:45 pm
Consider, Consider, Consider: The Impact of Procedural Changes on Diversity in the Federal Workforce
Sara J. Reed, Lewis University
reedsn@lewisu.edu

Administrative Responsiveness and Racial Discrimination: An Experimental Audit of Public School Choice
Sebastian Jilke, Rutgers University-Newark
sebastian.jilke@rutgers.edu
Sinah Kang*, Rutgers University-Newark
sk1626@scarletmail.rutgers.edu

Federal Workforce Perceptions of Diversity Management
Luzmarina Garcia, University of Illinois-Urbana-Champaign
lgarcia8@illinois.edu

Tenure vs. Temporary: How Merit Protections Influence Positive Representation Effects
Daniel I. Fay, Florida State University
dan.l.fay@gmail.com
Vicky M. Wilkins, American University
vickynwilkins@gmail.com

The Effects of Employee Downsizing on Quality of Workforce in U.S. Federal Subagencies
Shinwoo Lee, Indiana University-Bloomington
leeshi@indiana.edu

Audience Discussion
68-5
Immigration, Identities, and Nationhood
Fri at 4:45 pm
Chair, Karin Zelano, Gothenburg University
karin.zelano@gu.se
Disc., Karin Zelano, Gothenburg University
karin.zelano@gu.se

Student Strategies for Civic Engagement
Fri at 4:45 pm
Chair, Anne Barbara Rapp*, Lewis University
rappan@lewisu.edu

Incentivized Debate Watch Events Among Undergraduates: Effects on Student Perception of Political Self-Efficacy
Lori Kumler, University of Mount Union
kumlerlm@mountunion.edu
Brianna Whittaker, University of Mount Union  
whittabm@mountunion.edu

5:06 Learning About Contested Issues: The Impact of Student Centered Discussions on Political Opinions  
Benjamin Toll, Lake Superior State University  
toll.ben@gmail.com

5:22 Student Organizations as a Source of Political Socialization: Predicting Student Leaders’ Anticipated Political Participation, Interest and Efficacy  
J Cherie Strachan, Central Michigan University  
strac1jc@cmich.edu
Michael Raymond Wolf*, Indiana University-Purdue University-Fort Wayne  
wolfm@ipfw.edu
Elizabeth A. Bennion, Indiana University-South Bend  
ebennion@iusb.edu

5:38 Disc., Anne Barbara Rapp*, Lewis University  
rappan@lewisu.edu

5:55 Audience Discussion

71-4 Unequal Responsiveness and the Views of the Rich (Co-sponsored with 36. American Public Opinion, see 36-10)  
Fri at 4:45 pm
4:45 Chair, Larry Martin Bartels, Vanderbilt University  
larry.bartels@vanderbilt.edu
4:50 Are Large American Corporations Politically Moderate?  
Jacob Martin Grumbach, University of California-Berkeley  
jakegrumbach@berkeley.edu
Paul Pierson*, University of California-Berkeley  
person@berkeley.edu

5:00 Do Wealthy People Explain Inequality Differently, and Does It Matter?  
Elizabeth Suhay, American University  
suhay@american.edu
Marko Klasnja*, Georgetown University  
marko.klasnja@georgetown.edu
Gonzalo Rivero, Westat  
griverorz@gmail.com

5:11 Income and Political Accountability in the United States: Why Unequal Representation is in part a Demand Side Problem  
Christopher James Ellis, Bucknell University  
cre008@bucknell.edu

5:22 Inequality and Policy Representation in Local Government  
Brian F Schaffner*, University of Massachusetts-Amherst  
b.f.schaffner@gmail.com
Jesse Hessler Rhodes, University of Massachusetts-Amherst  
jrhodes@polsci.umass.edu

5:38 Disc., Adam Bonica, Stanford University  
bonica@stanford.edu

Raymond J. La Raja*, University of Massachusetts-Amherst  
laraja@polsci.umass.edu

5:33 Who Listens to Whom?: Assessing Inequalities in Representation  
Jeffrey R. Lax*, Columbia University in the City of New York  
jrl2124@columbia.edu
Justin H. Phillips, Columbia University in the City of New York  
jhp2121@columbia.edu
Adam Zelizer*, Columbia University in the City of New York  
amad.zelizer@gmail.com

5:44 Disc., Adam Bonica, Stanford University  
bonica@stanford.edu

5:55 Audience Discussion

72-125 Roundtable: Career: How to Build a Mentoring Network  
Fri at 4:45 pm
Chair Todd Bradley*, Indiana University-Kokomo  
cbarcher@iuk.edu
Part. Matthew Todd Bradley, Indiana University-Kokomo  
mbradle@iuk.edu
Monica C. Schneider, Miami University-Oxford  
mschneider@miamioh.edu
Frank T. Manheim, George Mason University  
fmanhe1@gmu.edu

72-126 Roundtable: Career: How to Survive Graduate School  
Fri at 4:45 pm
Chair Anna L. Harvey, New York University  
anna.harvey@nyu.edu
Part. Ruxandra Paul, Amherst College  
rpaul@amherst.edu
Raul Pacheco-Vega, Centro de Investigacion y Docencia Economicas  
raul.pacheco-vega@cide.edu
Paul Christopher Gray, Ryerson University  
paul.c.gray@gmail.com
Cullen Merritt, Indiana University-Purdue University-Indianapolis  
merritt1@iupui.edu
Douglas Michael Cantor, University of Illinois-Chicago  
douglasmcantor@gmail.com

76-404 Lightning Talk: Mobilization and Voting Behavior  
Fri at 4:45 pm
4:45 Chair, Jake Bowers, University of Illinois-Urbana-Champaign  
jwbowers@illinois.edu
The Election of Obama: A Mobilizing Effect?
Colin Phillips, University of Georgia
cphillips9379@gmail.com
Greg Hawrelak, University of Georgia
gregory.hawrelak25@uga.edu

Campaign Gaffes and Political Scandals: What, Why, and How They Matter
William Curtis Ellis, Oral Roberts University
wellis@oru.edu
Colin D. Swearingen, John Carroll University
cswearingen@jcu.edu

Civic Duty and Participation: The Dynamic Influence of Civic Duty on Turnout
Matthew F Foster, University of Colorado Boulder
mafo5397@colorado.edu

Electronic Engagement: How Online Registration Shapes Participation in the American States
Michael James Ritter, University of Iowa
michael-ritter@uiowa.edu

The Ground Game: Democratic and Republican Personal Contact Mobilization Efforts and their Impact on Voter Turnout in the 2008 and 2012 Presidential Elections
Rafael Felipe Silva Molina, Eastern Illinois University
rsolina@eiu.edu

The Resurgence of Evangelical Political Strength in 2016 Minnesota Electoral Politics
Christopher P. Gilbert, Gustavus Adolphus College
cgilbert@gustavus.edu

Who Punishes Extremist Nominees?: Candidate Ideology and Turning Out the Base in U.S. Elections
Andrew B. Hall*, Stanford University
andrewbhall@stanford.edu
Dan Thompson, Stanford University
danmckinleythompson@gmail.com

Lightning Talk: Elections, Parties and Immigrants in Europe
Fri at 4:45 pm
Chair, Andrea Stephanie Aldrich, University of Houston
aldrich.andrea@gmail.com

Media Framing of Marine Le Pen: A Demonized Future for the Radical Right in France?
Alexandra Nicole Snipes, University of Georgia
asnipes@uga.edu

Liucija Balciunaite, Southern Illinois University-Carbondale
lbalciunaite@siu.edu

Comparing Nowcasting and Polls in French Presidential Elections, 1974-2017
Bruno JEROME*, University of Paris II Pantheon Assas
bruno.jerome@gmail.com
Richard Nadeau*, University of Montreal
richard.nadeau@umontreal.ca
Veronique Jerome*, University of Paris Sud Saclay
veronique.jerome@gmail.com

Facing New Realities: Responsiveness of (Euro)parties to the Rise of Euroskepticism in the European Union
Jelena Vicic, University of Cincinnati-Main Campus
vicicja@mail.uc.edu

Lightning Talk: Legislatures, Parties and Groups in the United States
Fri at 4:45 pm
Chair, Brian Hamel, University of California-Los Angeles
bhamel@ucla.edu

Enemies with Benefits: Trade Votes, the Tea Party, and the Electoral Connection
James Bassett, Texas Tech University
jamie.bassett@ttu.edu
Travis J. Cole, Texas Tech University
travis.j.cole@ttu.edu

Place Attachment and Legislative Behavior in Nebraska
Melissa Trueblood, University of Nebraska-Lincoln
mtrueblood@huskers.unl.edu

Welcome to the Party: Generational Versus Partisan Socialization in Young Partisan Activists
Jeremiah John Garretson*, California State University-East Bay
jeremiah.garretson@stonybrook.edu

Qué Haces Para Mí?: Congressional Hispanic Caucus and Conference Membership and its Effects on Representatives’ Legislative Casework
Avram Munoz, University of Minnesota-Twin Cities
munoz125@umn.edu

Informational Interest Group Influence and Executive Steel Trade Policy
Diana Liu, Shawnee State University
dliu@shawnee.edu

Poster Session: Politics of African Nations
Fri at 4:45 pm
Post. 1 Learning Distrust: Examining the Link Between Education and Trust in Government in Zambia
Cameron Arzen, The College of Idaho
cameron.arzen@yotes.collegeofidaho.edu

Post. 2 Perceptions of Gender Inequality as a Problem in Africa
Emily Clarke, Clemson University
eclark3@g.clemson.edu
Post. 3 Contemporary South African and the Social Impact of a Political Discourse of Xenophobia
Olivia Steaban, DePaul University
oliviag1994@gmail.com

Post. 4 South Sudan: An Analysis of Foreign Policy Decision-Making
Lukus Paul Freeman*, Alderson Broaddus University
freemanlp@battlers.ab.edu

Post. 5 Effects of Developmental Factors on the Change in Successful Terrorist Attacks in sub-Saharan Africa
Isabelle A Buhr, Creighton University
iab59771@creighton.edu

Post. 6 Identity, Nation Building, and Sports: Examining the Role of National Soccer Teams in Bolstering Nationalism in Africa
Eliza Cummings, Smith College
ecummings@smith.edu

Post. 7 Role of Regional Organizations as Gatekeepers or Challengers to the Responsibility to Protect Norm: Case Studies of Kenya and Cote d’Ivoire
Anna Cho, University of Pennsylvania
choanna@sas.upenn.edu

Post. 8 Women’s Legislative Representation in Africa
Jennifer A Heckman, Pennsylvania State University-Main Campus
jah6184@psu.edu

Disc. Jacob Lewis, University of Maryland-College Park
jlewis1023@gmail.com
Taha Abdul Rauf, University of Michigan-Ann Arbor
taharauf@umich.edu

Post. 9 Terrorist Attacks Create Risk Acceptance: Prospect Theory in Mass Public Opinion
Donovan Scott Rowsey, Indiana University-Bloomington
drowsey@umail.iu.edu

Post. 10 Applying Cultural Models to Hierarchies in Terrorist Organizations
Vignesh Murugavel, The University of Texas at Dallas
vm130030@utdallas.edu
Ajay V. Somaraju, University of Texas-Dallas
avs130030@utdallas.edu

Post. 11 The Effect of Stereotypes and Terrorism on the Perceptions of Muslim Americans in a New Era
Maryam A Sarhan, Stockton University
sarham@go.stockton.edu

Post. 12 Radicalization Rising?: A Comparative Analysis of European National-Level Counter-Radicalization Policies and State Vulnerability to Terrorism
Scott Brooklyn Bledsoe*, Christopher Newport University
scott.bledsoe.13@cnu.edu

Post. 13 The Terror of Misconceptions: Who Americans See as a Terrorist and Why
Quaseem T Fields, Alderson Broaddus University
fieldsqtbattlers.ab.edu
Charlee Rayann Thomas, Alderson Broaddus University
thomascr@battlers.ab.edu

Post. 14 Shifting Priorities: Adjusting United States Counterterrorism Strategies to Counter ISIS
Sarah Evans, George Mason University
evans20@gmu.edu

Post. 15 Why Terrorists Do Not Attack U.S. Bridges and Tunnels: A Preliminary Investigation
Benjamin Vaughn Allison, Grove City College
allisonbv1@gcc.edu

Post. 16 The Effects of Drought on Terrorism
Savannah Titus, Oklahoma State University-Main Campus
savannah.titus@okstate.edu

Disc. Cagil Albayrak, University of Kansas
cagil@ku.edu
Christopher Daniel Grady, University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign
cdgrady2@illinois.edu

82-316 Poster Session: Politics of Terror Attacks
Fri at 4:45 pm

Post. 7 Belgian in Crisis: A Look into Flemish Secessionism
Luke Lincoln Ashton, Alma College
ashtonll@alma.edu

Post. 17 Regional Autonomy and Judicial Reforms in the Russian Federation
Avery Walke, Miami University-Oxford
walkeal@miamioh.edu
Michael Christopher Marshall, Miami University-Oxford
marshall2@miamioh.edu

Post. 18 More than Looting and Piracy: Examining the Effects of Ancient Problem Solving Techniques and Foreign Intervention on Somaliland and the Former Somali Federal Republic
Liam J Anderson, Saint Anselm College
landerson@anselm.edu

Post. 19 Economic Advancement in the Developing World: The Impact of State Funded Social Expenditures on Long Term Economic Growth
Robert S Horton, Shawnee State University
hortonr@mymail.shawnee.edu

Post. 20 Don’t You Hear the Dogs Bark in Sepharad: Literary Nationalism in Catalonia since 1840
Seaver Holter*, Macalester College
sholter@macalester.edu

Post. 21 Support for Secession: When Uncertainty Mitigates Risk-Aversion
Sascha Nemseff Villagran, University of Michigan-Ann Arbor
saschanv@umich.edu
Post. 23 The Evolving Relations between the United States and Cuba
Joseph M Worthington*, Indiana State University
jworthingt1@syycamores.indstate.edu

Post. 24 Anti-Americanism as Discourse: How Fidel Castro’s Speeches from 1959-1964 Illustrate Resentment Towards the U.S. Government in Revolutionary Cuba
Dayanara Fernandez, DePaul University
fernandez15602@yahoo.com
Disc. Daniel Flynn, DePaul University
flynn.d7@gmail.com
Justin Glenn Curtis, University of Arizona
justin89@email.arizona.edu

82-318 Poster Session: Comparative Politics II
Fri at 4:45 pm

Post. 25 Impact of Nuclear Radiation on Survivors of Chernobyl
Lauren M Poston, Wesleyan College
lmposton@wesleyancollege.edu

Post. 26 Primary Commodity Shocks and Homicides in Ecuador
Erick Fernando Alonzo, CUNY John Jay College of Criminal Justice
erick.alonzo@jjay.cuny.edu

Post. 27 Refugee Burden Sharing in the European Union: The Impact of Islamophobia
Kathryn L. Fogleman, Valparaiso University
kathryn.fogleman@valpo.edu

Post. 28 Participatory Budget at San Juan, Puerto Rico
Lizbeth Garcia Conde, University of Puerto Rico- Rio Piedras
lizbeth.garciaconde21@gmail.com

Post. 29 Electoral Reform in Nigeria From 1999 Until 2015
Adriana Roach, Missouri State University-Springfield
roach2121@live.missouristate.edu

Abouelkassim Becetti, Texas A & M University-College Station
abouelkassim.becetti@qatar.tamu.edu
Phillip W. Gray*, Texas A & M University-Qatar
philip.gray@qatar.tamu.edu

Disc. Kirk Andrew Harris, Indiana University-Bloomington
kirkharr@indiana.edu
William O'Brochta, Washington University in St. Louis
obrochtawj@wustl.edu
Linan Jia, University of Georgia
lj09169@uga.edu

82-319 Poster Session: Comparative Politics and Policy
Fri at 4:45 pm

Post. 31 Policy Reforms Amidst Corruption: A Study of Ukrainian Attitudes toward Economic Solutions to Improve the System
Mary "Eliza" Elizabeth Riley, Brigham Young University-Provo
elizariley77@gmail.com

Post. 32 AGRO SI, MINA NO: Explaining the Onset of Protest Surrounding Mining Projects in Peru
Jhader Aguad, Macalester College
jagud@macalester.edu

Post. 33 The Effects of Structural Adjustment Policies on Sustainable Development
Sarah Strohminger Vaccaro, Flagler College-St Augustine
sstrohminger247@flagler.edu

Post. 34 Reforming the International Monetary System: Analyzing Chartalism’s Contributions and the Resulting Policy Implications
Chirag Lala, Hendrix College
LalaCC@hendrix.edu

Post. 35 From Liberal to Restrictive: The 1992 Asylum Policy Change in Germany
Natalie Ramos, University of Central Florida
ramos.n@knights.ucf.edu

Post. 36 East Germany v. West Germany: The Effects of Ideologically Influenced Education on State Legitimacy
Katherine Meyer, Santa Clara University
kmeyer@scu.edu

Post. 37 Shattering the Silence of Military Sexual Assault in Developed Countries
Walker Buxton, Sewanee-The University of the South
buxtowm0@sewanee.edu

Post. 38 Anti-Muslim Sentiment in Developing Nations
Eman A Bensreiti, University of Colorado Boulder
embe0780@colorado.edu

Disc. Sinan Chu, Syracuse University
sichu@syr.edu

82-320 Poster Session: Judicial Politics
Fri at 4:45 pm

Post. 39 Housekeeping: Cleaning up Taylor’s Circuit Split
Katie Curry, Franklin College
currykatiee@aol.com

Post. 40 Expansion of Speech Rights across the States: an Exploration of Judicial Federalism at Work
Morgan N Carrico, Hendrix College
carricomm@hendrix.edu

Post. 41 The Impact of Political Alienation on Support for the U.S. Supreme Court: Grievance and Betrayal
Lauren Strauss, University of Colorado Boulder
last3071@colorado.edu

Post. 42 The Emergence of Leaders: State Supreme Court Justices
Charles (Charlie) Hollis Whittington, Coastal Carolina University
chwhittin@coastal.edu
Post. 43 Tracing Equality: A Comparative Legal History of Reproductive Rights and Marriage Equality
elizabeth Levi, Macalester College
elevi@macalester.edu

Disc. Dane Thorley, Columbia University in the City of New York
danethorley@gmail.com
Tilko A Swalve, University of Mannheim
tswalve@mail.uni-mannheim.de

82-321 Poster Session: Latin American Politics
Fri at 4:45 pm

Post. 44 Bolivian Immigrants in Contemporary Argentina: Interviews Examining Structural National Exclusion
Natalia Lopez, DePaul University
lopeznatalia99@gmail.com

Post. 45 Tyranny Begets Stagnation: An Analysis on the Impact of Political Inclusivity on Economic Inclusivity and Prosperity in Venezuela
Russell E. Luke*, SUNY Buffalo State
lukere01@mail.buffalo.edu

Post. 46 The Narconarrative: Narcoculture's Interpretation of Drug Trafficking in Mexico
Claudia Sanchez, DePaul University
claudia.sanchez5795@gmail.com

Post. 47 Crime and Institutional Trust at the Municipal Level in Latin America
Jaymee Cole, Vanderbilt University
jaymecole@vanderbilt.edu

Post. 48 The Effects of Plan Colombia on Coca Leaf Production, 2007-2015
Sebastian J Wright, University of Toledo
sebastian.wright@rockets.utoledo.edu

Post. 49 Mi Bolivia está Cambiando: The Effect of Decentralization on Ethno-Political Mobilization in Bolivia
Tessa Holtzman, Bates College
tholtzma@bates.edu

Post. 50 Segregation and Racial Income Inequality in São Paulo: The Impact of the Variation of the Territorial and School Segregation on the Income Gap between Blacks and Whites in the Largest Brazilian City
Eliana Lins Morandi*, Undergraduate student
eliana.lins10@gmail.com

Post. 51 Tagging the Nation: Public Displays and Graffiti as Evidence of Political Participation in 21st Century Latin America
Devon Marie Wright, Emmanuel College-Boston
wrightd2@emmanuel.edu

Disc. Christian Salas, University of Chicago
chsalas@gmail.com
Danielle Gilbert, George Washington University
gilbertd@gwu.edu

82-322 Poster Session: Parties and Partisanship
Fri at 4:45 pm

Post. 52 Party Systems, Party Identity, and Mass Polarization: A Comparative Approach
Jacob Fallman, Truman State University
jt2517@truman.edu

Post. 53 Uneven Partisan Defection: Are Democrats Less Loyal Than Republicans?
Cory R Hood, Texas Christian University
cory.r.hood@tcu.edu
Allie Strehle, Texas Christian University
allie.strehle@tcu.edu

Post. 54 The Effectiveness of Private Bipartisan Political Firms on Government Transparency
Daniel Sutkowski, Loyola University Chicago
dsutkowski@luc.edu

Post. 55 Contingent Representation: Class, Partisanship, and Majority-Party Uncertainty
Patrick William Buhr*, University of Colorado Boulder
Patrick.Buhr@colorado.edu

Post. 56 Vaccine Skepticism and Political Partisanship
Jerrica M Proferes, Austin Peay State University
jproferes@my.apsu.edu

Post. 57 Network Analysis of Political Donor Polarization in Wisconsin Gubernatorial and Legislative Races
Ross Dahlke, University of Wisconsin-Madison
ross.dahlke@wisc.edu

Post. 58 Majority Party Fractionalism and Gridlock in State Legislatures
Robert Oldham, University of Georgia
roboldham24@gmail.com

Meredith Bennett-Swanson, DePaul University
mbennettswanson@gmail.com

Disc. Alexander Alexander Branham, The University of Texas at Austin
branham@utexas.edu
Jacob Forrest Harrison Smith, University of North Carolina-Chapel Hill
smithjf@live.unc.edu

82-323 Poster Session: U.S. Public Policy
Fri at 4:45 pm

Post. 60 Does the Privatization of Foster Care Lead to Increased Child Abuse and Neglect?
Amanda L Eatough, Brigham Young University-Provo
amanda.eatough@gmail.com

Post. 61 Fractured: Framing Colorado's Anti-Fracking Movement
Grant Stringer, University of Colorado-Boulder
grant.stringer@colorado.edu

Post. 62 Student Opinion and Rape Policy: Do the policies Change?
Clinton W Simmons*, University of Mount Union
simmoncw@mountunion.edu
The Use of Statements of Administration Policy and Signing Statements During the Obama Administration
Margaret Scarsdale, Southern Illinois University-Edwardsville
mscarsd@siue.edu

Opportunities for Policy Coordination in Education and the Economy: High School Music Program Participation and the Subsequent Strength of the Local Music Economy
Andrew Segal, University of Louisville
andrew.segal@louisville.edu

How GMO Policy Affects United States Producers
Jordan D. Paine, Purdue University-Main Campus
painej@purdue.edu

A Broken System: Education at its Peak
Zachary M Gerding, Curry College
zgerding2014@students.curry.edu

State Adoption of Ban the Box Policies
Nicole Erin Seidman, Clemson University
nseidma@g.clemson.edu

How GMO Policy Affects United States Producers
Jordan D. Paine, Purdue University-Main Campus
painej@purdue.edu

A Broken System: Education at its Peak
Zachary M Gerding, Curry College
zgerding2014@students.curry.edu

State Adoption of Ban the Box Policies
Nicole Erin Seidman, Clemson University
nseidma@g.clemson.edu

Roundtable: The Future of Women in Politics After Clinton's Loss (Co-sponsored with 43, Gender and Politics, see 43-4)
Fri at 4:45 pm
Chair Nichole Bauer, The University of Alabama
nichole.bauer@ua.edu
Part. Leonie Huddy, Stony Brook University
Leoni.Huddy@sunysb.edu
Kira Sanbonmatsu, Rutgers University-New Brunswick
sanbon@rci.rutgers.edu
Vanessa Tyson*, Scripps College
vanessa.tyson@scrippscollege.edu
Christina Wolbrecht, University of Notre Dame
Wolbrecht.1@nd.edu

Author Meets Critics: "Latinas in American Politics: Changing and Embracing Political Tradition"
Fri at 4:45 pm
Chair Aileen Cardona Arroyo*, Southern Methodist University
ac854@cornell.edu
Part. Sharon Ann Navarro, University of Texas-San Antonio
Sharon.Navarro@utsa.edu
Nicole Kalaf-Hughes, Bowling Green State University-Main Campus
ngkalaf@bgsu.edu
Christina Bejarano, Georgia State University
cbejarano@gsu.edu

Herbert A. Simon Lecture: The Deconstruction of the American State
Fri at 4:45 pm
Lect. Andrew B. Whitford*, University of Georgia
aw@uga.edu

SAGE / CQ Press Author Event
Booth 701, 600, 703, 602, Fri at 5:15 pm

W.W. Norton In-Booth Keg Party
Booth 610, 612, Fri at 5:15 pm

LGBT Caucus Business Meeting
Fri at 5:30 pm

AJPS Editorial Board Meeting
Fri at 6:30 pm

Indiana University Political Science Reception
Fri at 6:30 pm

MPSA Mentoring Reception*
Fri at 6:30 pm

Policy Gathering Reception
Fri at 6:30 pm

Purdue Reception
Fri at 6:30 pm

Northwestern University Annual Reception
Fri at 6:45 pm

AJPS Reception for Reviewers
Fri at 7:30 pm
**Friday, April 7 at 8:30 pm**  
*Columbia University Political Science Reception*  
Fri at 8:30 pm

**Saturday, April 8 at 8:00 am**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>2-2 Groups, Parties, and Policy Sat at 8:00 am</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| **8:00** Chair, Jacqueline Chattopadhyay, *University of North Carolina-Charlotte*  
  jchattop@uncc.edu |
| **8:05** Rethinking the Concept of Cohesion: A Literature Review and a Conceptual Framework  
  Caroline Close, *Université Libre de Bruxelles*  
  cclose@ulb.ac.be |
| **8:26** The Influence of Interest Groups on the Policy Process, How it is Done and Who the Major Players Are  
  Michael Perrin, *Purdue University-Main Campus*  
  mperrin@purdue.edu |
| **8:48** Disc., Jacqueline Chattopadhyay, *University of North Carolina-Charlotte*  
  jchattop@uncc.edu  
  Disc., Mary Theresa Hallock Morris, *University of Southern Indiana*  
  hallock35@gmail.com |
| **9:10** Audience Discussion |

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>3-200 Table 1: JSS: Measurement and Methodological Innovation in Comparative Politics Sat at 8:00 am</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| **8:00** Coalition Inclusion Probabilities: A Dynamic Measure of Electoral Competitiveness  
  Mark Andreas Kayser, *Hertie School of Governance*  
  kayser@hertie-school.org  
  Matthias Orlowski*, *Humboldt University, Berlin*  
  orlowski@hu-berlin.de  
  Jochen Rehmert*, *Hertie School of Governance*  
  rehmert@phd.hertie-school.org |
| **8:11** Do Good Politicians Matter?: An Original Survey of Italian Mayors  
  Maria Carreri, *New York University*  
  maria.carreri@nyu.edu |
| **8:23** Federalism and Inequality in Time and Space  
  Andrew Quayle Philips, *Texas A & M University-College Station*  
  aphilips@pols.tamu.edu  
  Flavio Souza, *Texas A & M University-College Station*  
  fsouza@tamu.edu  
  Guy D. Whitten, *Texas A & M University-College Station*  
  g-whitten@pols.tamu.edu |
| **8:35** The Dynamics of Policy Change  
  Martin Elf*, *Zeppelin University, Friedrichshafen, Germany*  
  Martin.Elf@zu.de |

| **8:46** Tunnel Through the Deeps: Evaluating Transatlantic Comparisons of Political Parties and Voters  
  Cory Renee Belden*, *University of California-Davis*  
  crbelden@ucdavis.edu  
  Christopher Hare, *University of California-Davis*  
  cdhare@ucdavis.edu  
  Ryan Bakker, *University of Georgia*  
  rbakker@uga.edu |
| **9:00** Disc., Anna Bassi, *University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill*  
  anna.bassi@unc.edu |

| **8:05** Post-Conflict Party Nationalization in Latin America  
  Jose Antonio Fortou, *Ohio State University-Main Campus*  
  fortoueyes.1@osu.edu |
| **8:08** Networks and Connections in Developing Countries Sat at 8:00 am  
  Chair, Miguel Rueda, *Emory University*  
  miguel.rueda@emory.edu |
| **8:09** Politically Connected Firms and Individuals in Turkey  
  Ezgi Sür Kibris, *Sabanci University*  
  ezgisir@sabanciuniv.edu |
| **8:10** Why and How Do Businessmen Enter Politics?: Evidence from Chinese Village Elections  
  Ting Chen*, *Chinese University of Hong Kong*  
  ctxad@connect.ust.hk |
The Rise and Consolidation of Organized Crime in Mexico in the 20th Century
Feng Yang*, University of California-Los Angeles
yangfengnk@gmail.com
8:44
Disc., Miguel Rueda, Emory University
miguel.rueda@emory.edu
Disc., Carol A. Mershon, University of Virginia-Main Campus
mershon@virginia.edu
9:10
Audience Discussion
6-14 Political Attitudes in Developing Countries
Sat at 8:00 am
8:00 Chair, Anja Neundorf, University of Nottingham
anja.neundorf@nottingham.ac.uk
8:05 What Does it Mean to be in the Right or in the Left for Latin American Citizens?
Fernanda Somuano*, El Colegio de México
fsomuano@colmex.mx
8:18 Social Mobility and Democratic Attitudes
Christian Houle, Michigan State University
houlech1@msu.edu
Michael K. Miller, George Washington University
mkm2@gwu.edu
8:31 Systematic Response Bias on Sensitive Questions: The Fear of the Government Effect
Marcus Tannenberg, University of Gothenburg
marcus.tannenberg@gu.se
8:44 Race, Class, and Welfare in Two Brazilian Cities
Elizabeth Kaknes, University of Michigan-Ann Arbor
kaknes@umich.edu
8:57 Disc., Anja Neundorf, University of Nottingham
anja.neundorf@nottingham.ac.uk
9:10 Audience Discussion
7-9 Public Opinion and Transitions to Democracy
Sat at 8:00 am
8:00 Chair, Mert Moral, SUNY at Binghamton
mmoral17@binghamton.edu
8:05 Democratic Backsliding: Why and How the Filipino Middle Class Are Supportive of Anti-Democratic Attitudes
Rollin F. Tusalem, Arkansas State University, Main Campus
rtusalem@astate.edu
8:18 Democratic Consolidation and People's Attitudes Towards Democracy
Osman Sahin, Sabanci University/ Nisantasi University
osmansahin@sabanciuniv.edu
8:31 Incomplete Democracy: Sub-National Regime Variation and Support for Democracy
Amanda Isabel Fidalgo, Pennsylvania State University-Main Campus
aif107@psu.edu
8:44 The Legitimacy Puzzle: Why So Many People Confuse the Absence of Democracy with Its Presence
Christian Peter Welzel*, University of California-Irvine
cwelzel@gmail.com
Stefan Kruse, Leuphana University Lüneburg
stefan.kruse@leuphana.de
Maria Ravlik*, Leuphana University, Luneburg
mariaravlik@gmail.com
8:57 Disc., Abby Cordova, University of Kentucky
abby.cordova@uky.edu
Disc., Rahmi Cemen*, University of Florida
rcemen@ufl.edu
9:10 Audience Discussion
7-9 Patronage and Clientelism
Sat at 8:00 am
8:00 Clientelism by Committee: Legislative Institutions and Political Patronage in Comparative Perspective
Julie Ann VanDusky-Allen*, Boise State University
jvandus1@binghamton.edu
Michael Touchton, University of Miami
miketouchton@miami.edu
8:15 The Moldable Young: How Institutions Impact Social Trust
Andreas Bergh, Lund University, Sweden
drbergh@gmail.com
Richard Ohrvall, Linköping University
richard.ohrvall@gmail.com
9:10 Audience Discussion
7-9 Comparative Perspectives on Political Participation
Sat at 8:00 am
8:00 Chair, Amuitz Garmendia Garmendia Madariaga, European University Institute (EUI)
Amuitz.Garmendia@eui.eu
8:05 Patterns of Conventional and Un-Conventional Political Participation in Global Perspective
Kseniya Kizilova*, World Values Survey Association
ksenniya.kizilova@gmail.com
Christian William Haerpfer*, University of Aberdeen
c.w.haerpfer@abdn.ac.uk
8:15 Political Participation in Turkey: From Vote to Protest to Repressive Behavior
Ersin Mahmut Kalaycioglu, Sabanci University, Istanbul, Turkey
kalaycie@sabanciuniv.edu
9:10 Audience Discussion
8:26 Political Violence and the Roots of Radicalization
Katherine Elizabeth Cookson, University of Akron-
Main Campus
kecookson@gmail.com

8:37 Protest Scope and Efficacy: Findings from a
Survey Experiment in South Africa
Miquel Pellicer*, University College Dublin
pellicer.miquel@gmail.com
Eva Wegner*, University College Dublin
eva.wegner@ucd.ie
Alexander De Juan*, University of Konstanz
Alexander.DeJuan@giga-hamburg.de

8:48 Echoes of Madison: Factionalism in Emerging
Democracies
Benjamin Roy Cole, Simmons College
benjamin.cole@simmons.edu

8:59 Disc., Amuitz Garmendia Garmendia Madariaga,
European University Institute (EUI)
Amuitz.Garmendia@eui.eu
Disc., Katerina Vrablikova, Ohio State University-
Main Campus
vrablikova.1@osu.edu

9:10 Audience Discussion

10-12 Subnational Politics in Europe
Sat at 8:00 am

8:00 All European Politics is Local: Aggregating and
Promoting Sub-National Interests through the
European Union’s Committee of the Regions
Petia Kostadinova, University of Illinois-Chicago
pkostad@uic.edu

8:17 The Interaction Between Linguistic
Distinctiveness, Peripherality, and Political
Institutions on Regional Political Distinctiveness
Britt Cartrite, Alma College
cartrite@alma.edu

8:35 Identity, Inequality, and Integration: Regional
and Minority Languages, and Political Separatism
in Europe
Bernard Brennan, University of Illinois-Urbana-
Champaign
brenna2@illinois.edu

8:52 Applicant States and Regional Representation in
the EU
David O. Rossbach, Chatham University
drossbach@chatham.edu

9:10 Audience Discussion

14-15 Issues of Politics, Law, and Society in East Asian
Democracies
Sat at 8:00 am

8:00 Chair, Karl Ho, The University of Texas at Dallas
kyho@utdallas.edu

8:05 The Individual-Level Implications of Social
Capital for Democracy in East Asia
Kwang-II Yoon*, Sookmyung Women’s University
kiyoon@sm.ac.kr
Chong-Min Park*, Korea University
cmpark@korea.ac.kr

8:15 Laws as Non-Constraining Institutions?: Anti-
Corruption in South Korea
Adoree T. Kim, Cornell University
adoree.kim@gmail.com

8:26 Policy Networks and Corruptions in Post-
Developmental States: Rising Political Scandals in
Neoliberal East Asian Economies
Dongryul Kim, Rochester Institute of Technology
dxkgsm@rit.edu

8:37 Internet Policy in South Korea: A Distinct
Expression of Democracy
Steven Wilson, University of Gothenburg
slwilson4@wisc.edu
Julia D Eggleston, Virginia Polytechnic Institute and
State University
juliade@vt.edu

8:48 Rethinking Contractual Approaches to Political
Assimilation: Identity and Democratic
Development in North Korean Defectors
Aram Hur, New York University
aram.hur@nyu.edu
Disc., Karl Ho, The University of Texas at Dallas
kyho@utdallas.edu
Disc., Ching-Hsing Wang, University of Houston
chinghsing.wang@gmail.com

8:59 Disc., Martha Wilfahrt, Northwestern University
martha.wilfahrt@northwestern.edu
Disc., Adam S. Harris, University of Gothenburg
asharris4@gmail.com
9:10 Audience Discussion

16-7 Violence and Political Contention in the Middle East
Sat at 8:00 am
8:00 Chair, Martin Slann, University of Texas-Tyler
martin_slann@uttyler.edu
8:05 Activist Responses and Strategies to LGBTI Pride March Violence in Turkey
Fait Atli Muedini, Butler University
fmuedini@butler.edu
8:18 Angry Young Men and the Ghost of History: The Roots of Moral Protest in the Birthplace of the Arab Spring
Michael George Marcusa*, Brown University
mgmarcusa@gmail.com
8:31 Armed Mobilization of Syria’s Christians: How Variation in Identity Construction of Syrian Christian Communities in Relation with State Development Determines the Trajectory of their Participation in Political Violence
Janica M Moore, University of Georgia
janica.moore25@uga.edu
8:44 The Unclaimed Pawn: Why State Response to Ethnic Violence Against Coptic Christians Changes
Nancy Masood, University of Florida
nancymasood@ufl.edu
Justin Allen Hoyle, University of Florida
jahoyle@ufl.edu
8:57 Disc., Martin Slann, University of Texas-Tyler
martin_slann@uttyler.edu
9:10 Audience Discussion

17-7 Politics in Authoritarian Regimes
Sat at 8:00 am
8:00 Chair, Ben Harry Noble, University of Oxford
benjamin.noble@politics.ox.ac.uk
8:05 Cabinet 2.0: Legislative Institutions as Intra-executive Constraints in Authoritarian Policymaking
Ben Harry Noble, University of Oxford
benjamin.noble@politics.ox.ac.uk
8:21 Winners and Losers of Distributive Politics in Electoral Autocracy under Different Electoral Rules
Rena Salayeva, Claremont Graduate University
rena.salayeva@cgu.edu
8:37 Worst Election Ever in Russia?
Kirill Olegovich Kalinin, University of Michigan-Ann Arbor
kkalinin@umich.edu
Walter R. Mebane, University of Michigan-Ann Arbor
wmebane@umich.edu
8:53 Disc., Irina S. Khmelko, The University of Tennessee-Chattanooga
Irina-Khmelko@UTC.edu
9:10 Audience Discussion

18-9 The Political Economy of Corruption
Sat at 8:00 am
8:00 Chair, Nicholas L. Cain, giStrat
n_c_9@yahoo.com
8:05 Corruption and Legislature Size: Quasi-Experimental Evidence from Brazil
Stefano Fiorin*, University of California-Los Angeles
stefanofiorin@ucla.edu
8:15 Firms’ Exit Costs and Corruption: Theory and Evidence from Firm-Level Data
Evgeny Sedashov, SUNY at Binghamton
esedash1@binghamton.edu
8:26 Political Centralization, Governance, and the Persistence of Bad Housing in Russian Municipalities
Quintin H. Beazer, Florida State University
quintin.beazer@gmail.com
Ora John Reuter*, University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee
reutero@uwm.edu
8:37 The Effect of Economic Inequality and Corruption on Political Trust: The Mediating Role of Quality of Services
Silke Goubin, KU Leuven
silke.goubin@kuleuven.be
Marc Hooghe, University of Leuven
Marc.Hooghe@soc.kuleuven.be
8:48 Regime Type, Coalition Size, and Consumer Subsidies Large Regime Type, Coalition Size, and Consumer Subsidies as a Form of Goods Delivery
Jonathan Hanson, University of Michigan-Ann Arbor
jkhanson@umich.edu
8:59 Disc., Nicholas L. Cain, giStrat
n_c_9@yahoo.com
9:10 Audience Discussion

19-10 International Security and International Political Economy
Sat at 8:00 am
8:00 Chair, Henry Roderick Thomson, Nuffield College, University of Oxford
thoms225@umn.edu
8:05 African Funambulism: The Foreign Policy Consequences of China’s Economic Engagement with Africa
Niheer Dasandi, University of Birmingham
n.dasandi@bham.ac.uk
Slava Mikhailov, University of Essex
s.mikhailov@essex.ac.uk
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Authors/Contact Information</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>8:18</td>
<td>Gaining Global Clout through Monetary Union: Evidence from East Africa</td>
<td>Menne Bizuneh, Pitzer College <a href="mailto:Menne_Bizuneh@pitzer.edu">Menne_Bizuneh@pitzer.edu</a></td>
<td>Steven Buigut*, American University in Dubai <a href="mailto:SBuigut@aud.edu">SBuigut@aud.edu</a>  Neven T. Valev*, Georgia State University <a href="mailto:ntvalev@gmail.com">ntvalev@gmail.com</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8:31</td>
<td>Multinational Corporations as Targets of Terrorism</td>
<td>Celeste Beesley, Brigham Young University-Provo <a href="mailto:celestebeesley@gmail.com">celestebeesley@gmail.com</a></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8:44</td>
<td>Open Economy Politics, the State, and National Security</td>
<td>Timothy Howard Turnbull, Brown University <a href="mailto:timothy_turnbull@brown.edu">timothy_turnbull@brown.edu</a></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8:57</td>
<td>Disc., Henry Roderick Thomson, Nuffield College, University of Oxford</td>
<td><a href="mailto:thoms225@umn.edu">thoms225@umn.edu</a></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9:10</td>
<td>Audience Discussion</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8:28</td>
<td>Using Political Theory to Understand Migration</td>
<td>Joanna Mosser, Drake University <a href="mailto:joanna.mosser@drake.edu">joanna.mosser@drake.edu</a></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8:42</td>
<td>Bringing South-South Migration into Political Theory</td>
<td>Alex Sager, Portland State University <a href="mailto:asager@pdx.edu">asager@pdx.edu</a></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8:57</td>
<td>Disc., Johanna Solomon, Grinnell College</td>
<td><a href="mailto:solomonj@grinnell.edu">solomonj@grinnell.edu</a></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9:10</td>
<td>Audience Discussion</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8:20</td>
<td>Undocumented Immigration and the Politics of Co-Optive Dispossession</td>
<td>Chelsey Johnson*, Oklahoma State University-Main Campus <a href="mailto:chelsjj@okstate.edu">chelsjj@okstate.edu</a></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8:44</td>
<td>Global Powers and Regional Pacification: The Role of Neighborhood Effects</td>
<td>Kentaro Sakuwa, Aoyama Gakuin University <a href="mailto:ksakuwa@gmail.com">ksakuwa@gmail.com</a>  Alex Antony, Indiana University-Bloomington <a href="mailto:alexanderk.antony@gmail.com">alexanderk.antony@gmail.com</a></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9:10</td>
<td>Audience Discussion</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8:57</td>
<td>Major Power Status Inconsistencies: Status Grabs in the Domain of the Losses</td>
<td>Ryan G. Baird, U.S. Strategic Command <a href="mailto:rgbaird@gmail.com">rgbaird@gmail.com</a>  Keith A. Grant, James Madison University <a href="mailto:grantka@jmu.edu">grantka@jmu.edu</a></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9:10</td>
<td>Audience Discussion</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8:00</td>
<td>Chair, Johanna Solomon, Grinnell College</td>
<td><a href="mailto:solomonj@grinnell.edu">solomonj@grinnell.edu</a></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8:18</td>
<td>Immigrant Integration beyond Multiculturalism and Civic Integration Models: Towards a New Paradigm</td>
<td>Adrian Nicolae Atanasescu*, University of Toronto <a href="mailto:na.atanasescu@utoronto.ca">na.atanasescu@utoronto.ca</a></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8:56</td>
<td>Migration and the Concept of Development</td>
<td>Udayan Chandra Roy*, Ram Narayan Roy Foundation <a href="mailto:udayanchandraroy1984@gmail.com">udayanchandraroy1984@gmail.com</a></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9:10</td>
<td>Audience Discussion</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22-5</td>
<td>Gender and International Conflict</td>
<td>Sat at 8:00 am</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8:00</td>
<td>Chair, Johanna Solomon, Grinnell College</td>
<td><a href="mailto:solomonj@grinnell.edu">solomonj@grinnell.edu</a></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24-102</td>
<td>Roundtable: New Micro-dynamic Data on the Troubles in Northern Ireland</td>
<td>Sat at 8:00 am</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Chair Chris Sullivan, Louisiana State University and Agricultural & Mechanical College
csullivanlsu@gmail.com

Part. Courtenay R. Conrad, University of California-Merced
courtenayconrad@gmail.com
Will H Moore*, Florida State University
will.moore@fsu.edu
Chris Sullivan, Louisiana State University and Agricultural & Mechanical College
csullivanlsu@gmail.com

25-10 Networks, Diaspora, and Fragmentation in Civil Conflicts
Sat at 8:00 am

8:00 Chair, Tore Wig, University of Oslo
tore.wig@stv.uio.no

8:05 Diaspora Politics and Civil War: A Research Agenda
Fiona Adamson, SOAS, University of London
fa33@soas.ac.uk

8:18 Diaspora Support in Intrastate Conflict
Lucia Bird, University of North Carolina-Chapel Hill
luciaellen.bird@gmail.com

8:31 Do Opposites Attract? Co-constituency and Alliances Between Rebel Groups
Laia Balcells, Duke University
laia.balcells@duke.edu
Costantino Pischedda*, University of Miami
costantino.pischedda@gmail.com

8:44 Torn Between Enemies: Interstate Competition and Rebel Group Fragmentation
Mark Aaron Toukan, University of Wisconsin-Madison
mtoukan@wisc.edu

8:57 Disc., Tore Wig, University of Oslo
tore.wig@stv.uio.no

9:10 Audience Discussion

27-7 International Organizations, Aid and Development
Sat at 8:00 am

8:00 Chair, Magnus Lundgren, Stockholm University
magnus.lundgren@statsvet.su.se

8:05 Are Funders Really Responding?: Analyzing the Impact of Global Restrictions on NGOs
Suparna Chaudhry, Dartmouth College
Suparna.Chaudhry@dartmouth.edu
Andrew Heiss*, Duke University
andrewheiss@gmail.com

8:18 The Invisible Hand of the World Bank: Who Determine the World Bank’s Aid Policies?
Youngwan Kim, Hankuk University of Foreign Studies
youngwan@hufs.ac.kr
Yoonui Kim*, University of Iowa
yoonui-kim@uiowa.edu

8:31 Non-National White-Collars in Foreign Policy: The Case of Qatar and the UAE
martin lestra*, European University Institute
martin.lestra@eui.eu
Laurent Lambert*, Qatar University
llambert@qu.edu.qa

8:44 When do Authoritarian Regimes Engage in Economic Cooperation?
Chia-Chien Chang, University of California-Santa Barbara
zeusavior@gmail.com

8:57 Disc., Magnus Lundgren, Stockholm University
magnus.lundgren@statsvet.su.se

9:10 Audience Discussion

29-7 Pursuing Justice and Reconciliation
Sat at 8:00 am

8:00 Chair, Patrice Colleen McMahon, University of Nebraska-Lincoln
pmcmahon2@unl.edu

8:05 Reckoning with Reconciliation: Can Transitional Justice Provide the Framework for Reconciliation?
Caitlin Sinclair, Georgia State University
csinclair6@student.gsu.edu
8:21 The Justice Gambit: The International Criminal Tribunal for the former Yugoslavia’s Impact on Peace Processes
Jacqueline R. McAllister, Kenyon College
mcallisterj@kenyon.edu

8:37 This Paper Assesses the Impact of Transitional Justice Mechanisms on Democratic Development and Addressing Group Grievances
Yohannes V. Gedamu*, Georgia State University
ygedamu1@student.gsu.edu

8:53 Disc., Michael Patrick Broache, The University of Tampa
mbroache@ut.edu
Disc., Patrice Colleen McMahon, University of Nebraska-Lincoln
pmcmahon2@unl.edu
9:10 Audience Discussion

30-5 Messaging in Campaigns
Sat at 8:00 am
8:00 Chair, Kurt Pyle, Kenyon College
pylek@kenyon.edu

8:05 Candidate Advertisement in Diverse Districts
Eric Hansen, University of North Carolina-Chapel Hill
ehansen@live.unc.edu

8:18 Does Presidential Advertising Mobilize Campaign Contributors?
Michael Schwam-Baird, Columbia University in the City of New York
ms4195@columbia.edu

8:31 The Consequences of Electoral Targeting
David A. Jones, James Madison University
jones3da@jmu.edu

8:44 Voter Response to Senate Scandals: Newer Techniques for Analyzing Aggregate Electoral Behavior
Scott Basinger*, University of Houston
sjbasinger@uh.edu
Damon M. Cann, Utah State University
damon.cann@usu.edu
Michael Ensley, Kent State University at Kent
mensley@kent.edu

8:57 Disc., Kurt Pyle, Kenyon College
pylek@kenyon.edu
Disc., Thomas Julian Wood, Ohio State University-Main Campus
wood.1080@osu.edu
9:10 Audience Discussion

31-9 Political Participation
Sat at 8:00 am
8:00 Chair, John Peter Lappie, Rice University
john.p.lappie@rice.edu

8:05 Uneven Bonanza: The Effects of Expanding Educational Attainment on Different Forms of Political Participation
Valentina Andrea Bali, Michigan State University
baliv@msu.edu
Helen Lee, Michigan State University
leehele3@msu.edu

8:15 Political Implications of Perceived Partisan Biases in the Class
Carl Lucas Palmer, Illinois State University
clpalme@ilstu.edu

8:26 Explaining The Diminishing Effect of Education on Turnout in The United States, 1972-2014
Yeaji Kim, University of Houston
ykim30@uh.edu

8:37 Takes Two to Tango: Local Candidates and the Health of American Democracy
John Peter Lappie, Rice University
john.p.lappie@rice.edu
Melissa Marschall, Rice University
marschall@rice.edu
Robert Lucas Williams, Rice University
rlwill21@central.uh.edu

8:48 Is Smaller Better?: Examining the Impact of Early Voting in Small Municipalities
Gayle Alberda, Fairfield University
galberda@fairfield.edu

8:59 Disc., John Peter Lappie, Rice University
john.p.lappie@rice.edu
9:10 Audience Discussion

33-201 Table 3: JSS: Aspects of Representation
Sat at 8:00 am
8:00 Are Ethno-Regional Parties Really Niche Parties?
Geoff Allen*, University of California-Santa Barbara
geoff_allen@umail.ucsb.edu

8:11 Assessing Immigrants’ Upward Mobility in Politics
Olle Folke, Uppsala University
olle.folke@statsvet.uu.se

8:23 Developing Empirical Evidence for Campaign Finance Cases
Brent Ferguson, New York University
mehta@mercury.law.nyu.edu
Chisun Lee*, New York University
ava.mehta@nyu.edu

8:35 Parties and Partisanship in Indonesian Local Elections: Evidence from a New Dataset
Seth Nathan Soderborg, Harvard University
soderborg@fas.harvard.edu
Nicholas Kuipers*, University of California-Berkeley
nick.kuipers@gmail.com

8:46 The Management of Reputation by Electoral Management Boards
Ian R Graham, University of Edinburgh
i.graham@ed.ac.uk
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Session</th>
<th>Speaker/Institution</th>
<th>Email/Contact</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>8:58</td>
<td>Disc., Dominik Duell, University of Essex</td>
<td><a href="mailto:dominik.duell@essex.ac.uk">dominik.duell@essex.ac.uk</a></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9:00</td>
<td>Disc., Dianne Marie Pinderhughes*, University of Notre Dame</td>
<td><a href="mailto:dmpinderhughes@gmail.com">dmpinderhughes@gmail.com</a></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9:10</td>
<td>Audience Discussion</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8:00</td>
<td>Chair, Charles H. Stewart, Massachusetts Institute of Technology</td>
<td><a href="mailto:cstewart@mit.edu">cstewart@mit.edu</a></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8:05</td>
<td>Mobilizing Election Officials in the Analysis of Polling Place Lines</td>
<td><a href="mailto:jfortier@bipartisanpolicy.org">jfortier@bipartisanpolicy.org</a></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8:21</td>
<td>Using Students to Study Polling Places</td>
<td><a href="mailto:christopherbmann@gmail.com">christopherbmann@gmail.com</a></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8:37</td>
<td>The Cooperative Study of Polling Place Lines</td>
<td><a href="mailto:cstewart@mit.edu">cstewart@mit.edu</a></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8:53</td>
<td>Disc., Thad E. Hall, Fors Marsh Group LLC</td>
<td><a href="mailto:thadhall@gmail.com">thadhall@gmail.com</a></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9:10</td>
<td>Audience Discussion</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8:00</td>
<td>Examining Citation Patterns in State Supreme Court Decisions</td>
<td><a href="mailto:aes2180@columbia.edu">aes2180@columbia.edu</a></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8:17</td>
<td>International Status and Negotiated Settlements: A Network Analysis of Diplomatic Representation</td>
<td><a href="mailto:seulah@bu.edu">seulah@bu.edu</a></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8:35</td>
<td>Rethinking Power: Assessing how States’ Network Positions Influence the Effectiveness of Sanctions on Repressive Regimes</td>
<td><a href="mailto:aecarden@umail.iu.edu">aecarden@umail.iu.edu</a></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8:52</td>
<td>Disc., Scott D. McClurg, Southern Illinois University-Carbondale</td>
<td><a href="mailto:mcclurg@siu.edu">mcclurg@siu.edu</a></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9:10</td>
<td>Audience Discussion</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8:00</td>
<td>Chair, Matthew G. Jarvis, California State University-Fullerton</td>
<td><a href="mailto:mjarvis@fullerton.edu">mjarvis@fullerton.edu</a></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8:05</td>
<td>Effectively Correcting Policy Misperceptions</td>
<td><a href="mailto:ethorson@gmail.com">ethorson@gmail.com</a></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8:15</td>
<td>Information and the Stability of Education Policy Preferences</td>
<td><a href="mailto:samuel_barrows@hks.harvard.edu">samuel_barrows@hks.harvard.edu</a></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8:26</td>
<td>Media Exposure and Ideological Polarization in American Politics</td>
<td><a href="mailto:benjaminvail@my.unt.edu">benjaminvail@my.unt.edu</a></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8:37</td>
<td>Manipulating Public Understanding of Political Issues through Font and Language</td>
<td><a href="mailto:elliottl3@ohio.edu">elliottl3@ohio.edu</a></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8:48</td>
<td>The Facts of the Matter: How the Truth Matters to Public Opinion</td>
<td><a href="mailto:jstimson@email.unc.edu">jstimson@email.unc.edu</a></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8:59</td>
<td>Disc., David J. Ciuk, Franklin and Marshall College</td>
<td><a href="mailto:dciuk@fandm.edu">dciuk@fandm.edu</a></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9:10</td>
<td>Audience Discussion</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8:00</td>
<td>Chair, Nicholas Philip Nicoletti, Missouri Southern State University</td>
<td><a href="mailto:Nicoletti-n@mssu.edu">Nicoletti-n@mssu.edu</a></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8:05</td>
<td>National Identity and the Two sides of Partisanship: The Case of the 2015 Canadian Federal Election</td>
<td><a href="mailto:cander54@uwo.ca">cander54@uwo.ca</a></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8:15</td>
<td>Partisan Cultural Stereotypes and the Effects of Subconscious Partisan Categorization</td>
<td><a href="mailto:mmcmgregor@ryerson.ca">mmcmgregor@ryerson.ca</a></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8:26</td>
<td>Negative and Positive Partisan Identity in the 2016 U.S. Presidential Elections</td>
<td><a href="mailto:alexa.bankert@gmail.com">alexa.bankert@gmail.com</a></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Time</td>
<td>Title</td>
<td>Authors/Institutions</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>------</td>
<td>-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8:37</td>
<td><strong>When Losing Language Wins: Partisan Responses to Loss Frames</strong></td>
<td>Elaine Denny, University of California-San Diego <a href="mailto:ekdenny@ucsd.edu">ekdenny@ucsd.edu</a></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8:48</td>
<td><strong>The Reinforcing Effect of Identity Based Norm Compliance</strong></td>
<td>Mark Pickup, Simon Fraser University</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Erik Kimbrough*, Simon Fraser University</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Eline A. de Rooij*, Simon Fraser University</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8:59</td>
<td><strong>Disc., Nicholas Philip Nicoletti, Missouri Southern State University</strong></td>
<td><a href="mailto:Nicoletti-n@mssu.edu">Nicoletti-n@mssu.edu</a></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9:10</td>
<td><strong>Audience Discussion</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Authors/Institutions</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>8:48</td>
<td><strong>Power, Media and Protest in India: Policy Evolution on Mega Dams</strong></td>
<td>Pahi Saikia, Indian Institute of Technology Guwahati <a href="mailto:pahisaikiait@gmail.com">pahisaikiait@gmail.com</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Holli A. Semetko, Emory University <a href="mailto:holli.semetko@emory.edu">holli.semetko@emory.edu</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Anup Kumar*, Cleveland State University <a href="mailto:a.kumar64@csuohio.edu">a.kumar64@csuohio.edu</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9:10</td>
<td><strong>Audience Discussion</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Authors/Institutions</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>8:57</td>
<td><strong>The Ukraine Conflict: Examining the Effects of Media Frames, Political Values, and Morals on People’s Choice of Resolution</strong></td>
<td>Jovan Milojevich, University of California-Irvine <a href="mailto:milojevij@uci.edu">milojevij@uci.edu</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Peter Matthew Beattie*, University of California-Irvine <a href="mailto:pbeattie@uci.edu">pbeattie@uci.edu</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Disc., Heather L. Tafel, Grand Valley State University <a href="mailto:tafelh@gvsu.edu">tafelh@gvsu.edu</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9:10</td>
<td><strong>Audience Discussion</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Authors/Institutions</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>8:59</td>
<td><strong>Disc., Shawn Treier, Australian National University</strong></td>
<td><a href="mailto:shawn.treier@anu.edu">shawn.treier@anu.edu</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9:10</td>
<td><strong>Audience Discussion</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Authors/Institutions</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>8:26</td>
<td><strong>Image and Sound in Political Communication</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>Perceptions of Power via Speech Patterns and Gender Roles</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>Digital Journalism, Motivated Reasoning, and Citizen Learning</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>Audiovisual Communication, Group Identity and Campaign Advertising in 2016</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>Political Mobility and Expressive Polarization in Political Rhetoric</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Authors/Institutions</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>8:26</td>
<td><strong>Media Coverage of Protest and Contentious Politics</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8:37</td>
<td><strong>From Suppressive to Proactive: The Chinese Government’s Control Strategies Over Media Coverage in the Area of Popular Protests - The Evidence from Wukan Incident</strong></td>
<td>Chao Zhang, Tsinghua University <a href="mailto:370506108@qq.com">370506108@qq.com</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>Power, Media and Protest in India: Policy</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>Evolution on Mega Dams</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>People’s Choice of Resolution</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>The Ukraine Conflict: Examining the Effects of Media Frames, Political Values, and Morals on People’s Choice of Resolution</strong></td>
<td>Jovan Milojevich, University of California-Irvine <a href="mailto:milojevij@uci.edu">milojevij@uci.edu</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>Digital Journalism, Motivated Reasoning, and Citizen Learning</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>Audiovisual Communication, Group Identity and Campaign Advertising in 2016</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>Political Mobility and Expressive Polarization in Political Rhetoric</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

296
Popular Music and the Perception of U.S. Presidential Candidates
Mark A. Harvey, University of Saint Mary
mark.harvey@stmary.edu

Disc., Adam Gregory Hughes, Pew Research Center
ahughes@pewresearch.org

Audience Discussion

Gender Differences in Partisanship and Voting Behavior
Sat at 8:00 am
Chair, Allison Harell, Université du Québec à Montréal
harell.allison@uqam.ca

Social Identities and Dynamic Partisanship: How Race, Ethnicity, and Sex Intersect to Shape Partisan Attachments between 1950 and 2012
Heather Louise Ondercin, University of Mississippi
ondercin@olemiss.edu

What Reversed the Gender Voting Gap?: The Effect of Employment on Female Vote Choice
Christopher P. Donnelly, University of California-Davis
cpdonnelly@ucdavis.edu

Women-Friendly Districts in the States: A Look at the Gap Between Female Democrats and Republicans
Samantha Lynn Pettey, Massachusetts College of Liberal Arts
s.pettey@mcla.edu

The Gender Gap, Hillary Clinton, and Southern Distinctiveness
Todd G. Shields, University of Arkansas	sshields@uark.edu
Angie Maxwell, University of Arkansas	amax@uark.edu

Liberal Transformations and Conservative Amplifications: Implicit Gender Bias and Party Membership in German and Polish Political Parties
Agata Maria Kraj, BAGSS / University of Bamberg
agata.kraj@uni-bamberg.de

Disc., Alison Harell, Université du Québec à Montréal
harell.allison@uqam.ca
Disc., Heather E. Yates, University of Central Arkansas
hyates@uca.edu

Audience Discussion

Race in Higher Education
Sat at 8:00 am
Chair, Matthew J. Hayes, Indiana University-Bloomington
mh34@indiana.edu

Affluent Campuses: The Racial Dynamics of Political Participation
Brianna White*, Northwestern University
briannawhite2020@u.northwestern.edu

Beyond the Incident: Institutional Predictors of Student Collective Action
Dominique Baker*, Southern Methodist University
dbjbaker@smu.edu
Richard S. L. Blissett, Vanderbilt University
richard.s.blissett@vanderbilt.edu

The Pictures in Our Heads: Race, Public Opinion, and the Debate over Paying College Athletes
Tatishe Mavovosi Nteta, University of Massachusetts-Amherst
nteta@polisci.umass.edu
Kevin Wallsten, California State University-Long Beach
kevin.wallsten@csulb.edu
Lauren McCarthy*, University of Massachusetts-Amherst
mcCarthy@legal.umass.edu

Disc., Matthew J. Hayes, Indiana University-Bloomington
mh34@indiana.edu

Politics, Language and Time in Rousseau
Sat at 8:00 am
Chair, David Lay Williams, DePaul University
dwill105@depaul.edu

A New Language of Politics in Rousseau’s Social Contract
Wesley Dan Nishiyama*, SUNY at Albany
wn8492@albany.edu

The Arts, Science and History in Rousseau and Kant
Sid Simpson, University of Notre Dame
ssimpso2@nd.edu

The Bonds of Speech and Life: Language, Society, and the Wisdom of Human Relations in Rousseau’s Reception of Cicero
Megan K. Dyer, Texas A & M University-College Station
mkdyer@tamu.edu

The Geography of Political Speech in Rousseau’s Origin of Languages
Scott McVoy Dodds, University of Toronto
cscott.dodds@mail.utoronto.ca

An Institution Well Constructed: Public Opinion and the Limits of Law in Rousseau’s Letter to M. d’Alembert
Elliot Thomas Montagano, University of North Texas
elliotmontagano@my.unt.edu

The Geography of Political Speech in Rousseau’s Origin of Languages
Scott McVoy Dodds, University of Toronto
cscott.dodds@mail.utoronto.ca

An Institution Well Constructed: Public Opinion and the Limits of Law in Rousseau’s Letter to M. d’Alembert
Elliot Thomas Montagano, University of North Texas
elliotmontagano@my.unt.edu

Disc., David Lay Williams, DePaul University
dwill105@depaul.edu

Audience Discussion
Table 5: JS: Historical Sources for Rethinking Democratic Practices
Sat at 8:00 am

8:00 Dewey and the Democratic Politics of Shared Experience
Alexander Ades*, Princeton University areedades@gmail.com

8:14 Jefferson’s Rebellious Ward Republics: A Radical Democratic Politics of All
Dean C Caivano, York University caivano.dean@gmail.com

8:28 Nietzsche’s Political Philosophy in TSZ: A Deeper Form of Democracy
Dylan Meidell Rohr, University of California-Riverside drohr001@ucr.edu

8:42 Reframing Political Representation: Representation in Terms of The Theory of Suspicion
Artem A Alikin, Higher School of Economics (Moscow)
mamardan1993@gmail.com

8:56 Disc., Amit Ron, Arizona State University-West
amit.ron@asu.edu

9:10 Audience Discussion

47:6 Politics and the Norm of Truth
Sat at 8:00 am

49:4 Issues in Democratic Theory
Sat at 8:00 am

8:00 Chair, Kenneth McIntyre, Sam Houston State University
kmcintyre@shsu.edu

8:05 B.R. Ambedkar’s Democratic Theory
David Watkins, University of Dayton
dwj172@gmail.com

8:15 Complex Pluralism and the Architecture of Goods and Communities
Matthew D. Kuchem, Indiana University-Bloomington
mkuchem@indiana.edu

8:26 My Country Tis of Thee: Competing Conceptions of American Patriotism and their Political Impact
John Kitch, Louisiana State University and Agricultural & Mechanical College
jkitch1845@gmail.com

8:37 Our End was in Our Beginning: Judith Shklar and the American Founding
Giacomo Gambino, Muhlenberg College
gambino@muhlenberg.edu

8:48 Domination, Superfluousness and Agonistic Democracy: Hannah Arendt and Jacques Rancière
Andrew Schaap, University of Exeter
a.w.schaap@ex.ac.uk

8:59 Disc., Kenneth McIntyre, Sam Houston State University
kmcintyre@shsu.edu

9:10 Audience Discussion

51-13 Networks Theory and Applications (Co-sponsored with 35. Political Networks, see 35-4)
Sat at 8:00 am

8:00 Chair, Scott Jeffrey Cook, Texas A & M University-College Station
sjcook@tamu.edu

8:05 Handling Incompletely-Sampled Networks
Jennifer M. Larson, New York University
jeann.larson@nyu.edu

8:15 Network Analysis Using a Local Structure Graph Model
Olga Chyzh, Iowa State University
ochyzh@iastate.edu

Mark Kaiser*, Iowa State University
mskaiser@iastate.edu

8:26 Channel Open: Methods for Analyzing the Flow of Information Across State and International Boundaries
Cameron Wimpy, Fors Marsh Group
cwimpy@mac.com

8:37 Conceptualizing and Measuring Political Information Using Topic Modeling and Exponential Random Graph Models for Two-mode Networks
Petro Tolochko, University of Vienna
ptolochko@hotmail.com

Hyunjin Song*, University of Vienna
revelunt@gmail.com

Hajo Boomgaarden*, University of Vienna
hajo.boomgaarden@univie.ac.at

8:48 AMEN for Latent Space Models
Shahryar Minhas, Duke University
sfm12@duke.edu

Peter Hoff*, Duke University
peterhoff@duke.edu

Michael Ward*, Duke University
mw160@duke.edu

8:59 Disc., Scott Jeffrey Cook, Texas A & M University-College Station
sjcook@tamu.edu

9:10 Audience Discussion

52-13 Parties and Ethnicity
Sat at 8:00 am

8:00 Chair, Melody Crowder-Meyer, Sewanee-The University of the South
macrowde@sewanee.edu

8:05 A Look at Idle No More: Unpacking the Effects of Social Movements on Political Discourse and Policy Development
Emmanuelle Richez, University of Windsor
emmanuelle.richez@uwindsor.ca

Vincent Raynauld, Emerson College
vincent_raynauld@emerson.edu
Abby Medina, University of Michigan-Ann Arbor
abbymed@umich.edu

8:18 Ethnic Minority Political Parties and Voter Accountability
Katharine Aha, University of North Carolina-Chapel Hill
aha@live.unc.edu

8:31 Prejudice among Party Elites: Party Convention Delegates and Intergroup Attitudes
Kerem Ozan Kalkan, Eastern Kentucky University
kerem.kalkan@eku.edu
Gregory Shufeldt, Butler University
gshufeldt@butler.edu

8:44 To Whom Are We Beholden?: Identity, Interests, and Organizing among African American Republicans
Corey D. Fields, Stanford University
cfields@stanford.edu

8:57 Money(ed) Interests in Congress
Sat at 8:00 am

8:00 Chair, Davin Raiha, University of Western Ontario
draiha@ivey.ca

8:05 Did Money Polarize the Republican Party? Estimating the Causal Effect of Increased Campaign Spending on State Legislative Polarization
Anna L. Harvey, New York University
anna.harvey@nyu.edu
Jaclyn Kaslovsky, Harvard University
jkaslovsky@g.harvard.edu

8:18 Exploring the Revolving Door: The Financial Rewards of Serving in Congress
Adam Howard Hoffman, Salisbury University
ahhoffman@salisbury.edu

8:31 The Power of Economic Interests and the Congressional Economic Policy Agenda
Peter Enns, Cornell University
pe52@cornell.edu
Chris Witko, University of South Carolina-Columbia
witkoc@mailbox.sc.edu
Nathan J. Kelly, The University of Tennessee-Knoxville
Nathan.J.Kelly@gmail.com
Jana Morgan, The University of Tennessee-Knoxville
jamorgan@utk.edu

8:44 Why Business PACs Favor House Members in the Majority Party
Bruce Anders Larson, Gettysburg College
blarson@gettysburg.edu
Eric S. Heberlig, University of North Carolina-Charlotte
esheberl@uncc.edu

8:57 Disc., Sarah A. Treul, University of North Carolina-Chapel Hill
streu@unc.edu
Disc., Timothy P. Nakken, Texas Tech University
timothy.nakken@ttu.edu

9:10 Audience Discussion

54-18 Two Panels in One: Bicameralism and Extremist Leadership
Sat at 8:00 am

8:00 Chair, Justin Buchler, Case Western Reserve University
justin.buchler@case.edu

8:05 Are State Legislative Leaders Centrists or Extremists?
Boris Shor, University of Houston
boris@bshor.com

8:18 Houses in Motion: Bicameralism and Bipartisan Coordination
Jonathan Lewallen, University of Texas-Austin
jlewallen@utexas.edu
Scott Moser, University of Texas-Austin
scott.moser@nottingham.ac.uk

8:31 Partisanship and Cross Chamber Gridlock in the U.S. Congress
Nathan Ilderton, University of Central Florida
nathan.ilderton@ucf.edu

8:44 The Effects of House Restrictive Rules on Senate Amending
Anthony Madonna, University of Georgia
ajmadonna@uga.edu
Jordan McKissick, University of Georgia
jordamm@uga.edu
Ryan D Williamson, University of Georgia
ryandw10@uga.edu
Rory Hibbler, University of Georgia
rory.hibbler25@uga.edu
Robert Oldham, University of Georgia
roboldham24@gmail.com
Disc., Adam S. Myers, Providence College
amyers2@providence.edu
Disc., John Wilkerson, University of Washington-Seattle Campus
jwilkerson@uw.edu

9:10 Audience Discussion

57-14 Judicial Selection: Federal Courts
Sat at 8:00 am

8:00 Chair, William R. Shaffer, Purdue University-Main Campus
wshaffer@purdue.edu

8:05 The Whole Package: Bundling as a Bargaining Strategy in Lower Court Nominations
Stephanie D. Kerce, Emory University
stephanie.d.kerce@gmail.com

8:15 Public Attitudes Toward the Supreme Court Nomination Process
Kyle Anthony Dropp, Dartmouth College
kyle.dropp@dartmouth.edu
8:00 Chair, S. Mary Feeney, Dublin Institute of Technology, Dublin, Ireland
025871@dit.ie
8:05 Balancing Basic Services and Public Health
Emergency Preparedness: A Study of HRSA and ASPR Grant Funding
Nathan Myers, Indiana State University
nathan.myers@indstate.edu
8:18 Electoral Consequences of Welfare Expansion:
The Case of the Food Stamp Program
Vladimir Kogan, Ohio State University-Main Campus
kogan.18@osu.edu
8:31 Learning in Harm’s Way: Neighborhood Violence
and School Accountability
Elizabeth F Pelletier, College of William and Mary
efpelletier@email.wm.edu
Paul Manna, College of William and Mary
pmanna@wm.edu
8:44 Mandating Higher Premiums?: State Insurance
Regulation and the Cost of Insurance
Simon F. Haeder, West Virginia University
simon.haeder@mail.wvu.edu
8:57 Discussant, Mohamed Alaa Abdel-Moneim, Doha
Institute for Graduate Studies
mohamed.abdelmoneim@dohainstitute.edu.qa
9:10 Audience Discussion

63-15 Environmental Policy Networks
Sat at 8:00 am
8:00 Chair, Hongtao Yi, Ohio State University-Main Campus
yi.201@osu.edu
8:05 Growing Local: How the Networks Surrounding
Urban Farming Initiatives Determine their Success
Kathryn E Wassel, Florida State University
kew07e@my.fsu.edu
8:18 The Influence of Political Brokers and Entrepreneurs on the Design of Environmental Policy Outputs
Florence Metz, University of Bern
florence.metz@ipw.unibe.ch
8:31 Measuring 16 Years’ Evolution of a Collaborative Water Planning Network
Tyler Andrew Scott, University of Georgia
tyler.scott@uga.edu
Ryan P. Scott, University of Washington-Seattle Campus
ryscott5@uw.edu

8:44 Climate Adaptation Governance Networks in the San Francisco Bay Area
Mark N. Lubell, University of California-Davis
mlubell@ucdavis.edu
Matt James Robbins*, University of California-Davis
mjrobbin@ucdavis.edu

59-9 Policing and Criminal Justice Policies in U.S. Cities
Sat at 8:00 am
8:00 Chair, James E. Wright, American University
jameswright.1228@gmail.com
8:05 Elections and Police: Politicians Respond to Myopic Voters
Sean Freeder, University of California-Berkeley
sean.freeder@berkeley.edu
Gabriel S. Lenz, University of California-Berkeley
glenz@berkeley.edu
8:18 Bidding for Police: How the Business Improvement District Utilizes Local Law Enforcement
Douglas Michael Cantor, University of Illinois-Chicago
douglasmcantar@gmail.com
8:31 Numerical Detection of Irregular Crime Statistics in Chicago
Patrick Y. Wu, University of Michigan-Ann Arbor
pywu@umich.edu
8:44 Recidivism and Neighborhood Governance
Michael Craw, University of Arkansas at Little Rock
mccraw@uark.edu
Tusty ten Bensel*, University of Arkansas-Little Rock
ixzohra@uark.edu
8:57 Discussant, James E. Wright, American University
jameswright.1228@gmail.com
Discussant, Kenicia Wright, University of Houston
keniciaw@gmail.com
9:10 Audience Discussion

61-9 State Health Policy
Sat at 8:00 am
8:00  Chair, Scott Lamothe, University of Oklahoma-Norman Campus
slamothe@ou.edu

8:05  Belief Change and Reinforcement in Contentious Politics: Analyzing Policy Actor Positions on Hydraulic Fracturing
Chris Weible*, University of Colorado-Denver
chris.weible@ucdenver.edu
Tanya Heikkila, University of Colorado-Denver
tanya.heikkila@ucdenver.edu

8:18  Statistical Risk and Emotion in Children's Safety Policy
Derek Bernhard Larson, Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State University
dlarso12@vt.edu

8:31  Value Predispositions, Affect-Driven Semantic Expressions, and Benefit-Risk Perceptions of Hydraulic Fracturing Practices
Rachael M. Moyer, University of Arkansas
rmoyer@uark.edu
Geoboo Song, University of Arkansas
gbsong@uark.edu

8:44  What Do Advocates Need to Know about the Policymaking Process?: Incorporating Process-Oriented Information and Learning into the Advocacy Coalition Framework
Emily Matthews Luxon, University of Michigan-Dearborn
eoluxon@umich.edu

8:57  Disc., Kuhika Gupta, University of Oklahoma-Norman Campus
kuhikagupta@ou.edu
Disc., Paul J. Quirk, University of British Columbia
paul.quirk@ubc.ca

9:10  Audience Discussion

65-6  Representation in the Policy Process (Co-sponsored with the 2017 Representative Bureaucracy Workshop) (Co-sponsored with 83. Working Groups, see 83-22)
Sat at 8:00 am

8:00  Chair, Julie Dolan, Macalester College
dolan@macalester.edu

8:05  Representation in Networks: A Study of Sexual Assault Reporting on College Campuses
Jill D. Nicholson-Crotty, Indiana University-Bloomington
jilnich@indiana.edu
NaLette Brodnax, Indiana University-Bloomington
nnbrodnax@gmail.com
Hongseok Lee, Indiana University-Bloomington
lee675@umail.iu.edu

8:21  The Politics of Majority-Minority Agencies: How Structural Considerations of Racial Identity Shape Bureaucratic Culture
Richard Sebastian Flores, University of Chicago
rflores@uchicago.edu

8:37  Gender, Representation, and Issue Expertise among Congressional Bureaucrats
Hanna Kathleen Brant, University of Missouri-Columbia
hkbc68@mail.missouri.edu
Lael Keiser, University of Missouri-Columbia
keiserl@missouri.edu

8:53  Disc., Julie Dolan, Macalester College
dolan@macalester.edu

9:10  Audience Discussion

67-12  Networks and Collaboration (Co-sponsored with 35. Political Networks, see 35-6)
Sat at 8:00 am

8:00  Chair, Edward P. Weber, Oregon State University
edward.weber@oregonstate.edu

8:05  Bridging the Gaps: Local Government and Nonprofit Collaborations
Todd A. Collins, Western Carolina University
todd.a.collins@gmail.com
John David Gerlach, Western Carolina University
jgerlach@email.wcu.edu
Kaitlin Sines*, Western Carolina University
kasines1@catamount.wcu.edu

8:26  Coopetition: How Collaborative Networks Promote Service Innovation in Competitive Environments
Ling Zhu, University of Houston
lzhu4@central.uh.edu

8:37  Enhancing Our Understanding of International Governmental Collaboration: An Assessment and Analysis of Joint Health Benefit Plan Purchasing by Public Entities in Ohio
John Arthur Hoornbeek, Kent State University at Kent
jhoornbe@kent.edu

8:48  Understanding the Temporal Dimensions of Collaboration in Disaster Assistance Networks
Alka Sapat, Florida Atlantic University
asapat@fau.edu
Ann-Margaret Esnard*, Georgia State University
aesnard@gsu.edu

8:59  Disc., Gwen Arnold, University of California-Davis
gbarnold@ucdavis.edu

9:10  Audience Discussion
Roundtable: Public Engagement: Social Media, How and Why in Academia
Sat at 8:00 am
Chair
Raul Pacheco-Vega, Centro de Investigacion y Docencia Economicas
raul.pacheco-vega@cide.edu
Part.
Eszter Hargittai, Northwestern University
mpsa@hargittai.com
Dora Kingsley Vertenten, University of Southern California
Kingsley@usc.edu
Raul Pacheco-Vega, Centro de Investigacion y Docencia Economicas
raul.pacheco-vega@cide.edu

Political Speech and Philosophic Reason in Ancient Political Thought
Sat at 8:00 am
8:00 Measuring Rhetoric in Thucydides' Speeches
Lindsay J Hundley, Stanford University
lhundley@stanford.edu
8:23 Wealth and Character: Cephalus' Politics of Reputation
Andreas Avgousti, Columbia University in the City of New York
aa2773@columbia.edu
8:46 Xenophon's Plan in the Hellenica: Logic and Pedagogical Purpose
Charles Ulrich Zug, The University of Texas at Austin
charleszug93@gmail.com
9:10 Audience Discussion

Author Meets Critics: From Inclusion to Influence: Latino Representation in Congress and Latino Political Incorporation in America by Walter Wilson
Sat at 8:00 am
Chair
Rene Rocha, University of Iowa
rene-rocha@uiowa.edu
Part.
Walter C. Wilson, University of Texas-San Antonio
walter.wilson@utsa.edu
Eric J. Juenke, Michigan State University
juenke@msu.edu
Emily Farris, Texas Christian University
e.farris@tcu.edu

Roundtable: Executive Order on Travel and Immigration
Sat at 9:45 am
Chair
William D. Morgan, MPSA
morgan@mpsanet.org
Part.
Amaney A. Jamal, Princeton University
ajamal@princeton.edu
Elizabeth Skewes, University of Colorado-Boulder
elizabeth.skewes@colorado.edu
Matthew Reid Krell, The University of Alabama
mrkrell@ua.edu

Election Management and Integrity
Sat at 9:45 am
9:45 Chair, Sergio Montero, University of Rochester
smontero@rochester.edu
9:50 Are Biometric Identification Machines Helping to Clean Up Elections in Colombia?: Evidence from Elections to Department Assemblies.
Manoel Gehrke R Moreira, University of California-Los Angeles
manoelgrm@ucla.edu

Gerrymandering - Malaysian Style: Survival Strategy of a Hegemonic Party
Hidekuni Washida, Waseda University
hidekuni.washida@gmail.com
10:11 Illegal Election Cards in Afghanistan: Evidence from a Survey of Voters in Jalalabad City
Kyohei Yamada, Rikkyo University-Tokyo
kyamada@rikkyo.ac.jp
Muслиh Ahmad Nisar*, Nangarhar University
Muслиh.nisar@gmail.com

The Cross-National Determinants of Electoral Fraud
Tonya M. Kenny*, Indiana University-Bloomington
tonkenny@indiana.edu
10:44 Disc., Sergio Montero, University of Rochester
smontero@rochester.edu
Disc., Ricardo Pique, Ryerson University
rpirque@ryerson.ca

Political Regimes and the Mass Media
Sat at 9:45 am
9:45 Reassessing the Empirical Relationship Between Democracy and Media Freedom: How the Measures You Choose Affect the Answers You Get
Elizabeth Ann Stein, Indiana University-Bloomington
eastein@indiana.edu
Marisa Kellam, Waseda University-Tokyo
kellam@waseda.jp

Censorship of Online Newspapers in Vietnam: Mapping the Battle Front for Speech
Minh Duc Trinh*, Massachusetts Institute of Technology
mdtrinh@mit.edu
Riots and Repercussions: Vernacular Language Media and Coverage of the 2002 Violence in Gujarat
Vasabjit Banerjee, Mississippi State University vasabjit@gmail.com
Carolyn Ethel Holmes, Mississippi State University ceh679@msstate.edu

International Crimes Tribunal and Politics of Societal Security: A Constructivist Reading of the Secular/Islamist Divide in Bangladesh
Tahmina Rahman*, Georgia State University trahman1@student.gsu.edu

Disc., Tevfik Murat Yildirim, University of Missouri-Columbia tmypql@mail.missouri.edu

EU as a Democracy Promoter?: Analyzing the Democratization Demand and Supply in Turkey-EU Relations
Çiğdem Üstün*, NA cigdem.ustun@gmail.com

Emergence of Populist Authoritarianism in Turkey
Ertug Hasan Tombus, The New School tombush@wcsu.edu

The Role of Self-Coups in Competitive Authoritarian Regimes: Peru under Fujimori and Turkey under Erdogan
Orcun Seleuk, Florida International University oselc001@fiu.edu
Astrid Arraras*, Florida International University arraras@fiu.edu

Disc., Mert Moral, SUNY at Binghamton mmoral17@binghamton.edu
Disc., Osman Sahin, Sabanci University/ Nisantasi University osmansahin@sabanciuniv.edu

The Changing Face of Party Competition in Europe
Zachary David Greene, University of Strathclyde zacgreene@gmail.com

Cross-Ethnic Voting and Campaigning in Comparative Perspective
Sat at 9:45 am
Chair, Elizabeth Sperber, University of Denver elizabeth.sperber@gmail.com

No Uncommitted Voters on the Other Side?: Cross-Ethnic Appeals in Plural Democracies
Madhavi Devasher, University of New Hampshire-Main Campus madhavi.devasher@unh.edu

Ethnic and Non-Ethnic in Competition: Party Branding and Voter Support in Bosnia-Herzegovina
Benjamin McClelland, Columbia University in the City of New York bpm2117@columbia.edu

He is Now One of Us: Co-Ethnicity by Endorsement and the Symbolic Conferral of Leadership in Africa’s Plural Societies
Elena Gadjanova, Max Planck Institute gadjanova@mmg.mpg.de

Horowitz and Lijphart in the Alps: The Impact of the Electoral System on Cross-Ethnic Voting in Two Swiss Cantons
Nenad Stojanovic, Princeton University Nenad.Stojanovic@unil.ch
Oliver Strijbis*, Univerisdad Carlos III de Madrid oliverstefan.strijbis@uc3m.es

Disc., Madhavi Devasher, University of New Hampshire-Main Campus madhavi.devasher@unh.edu
Disc., Elizabeth Sperber, University of Denver elizabeth.sperber@gmail.com

The Ground Beneath Their Feet: The Changing Landscape of Party Families in Europe
James Richard Martin, Creighton University JimMartin@creighton.edu

Party Crashers: When Left Parties Move to the Center
Christopher Way, Cornell University crw12@cornell.edu
Steffen Blings*, Cornell University sb632@cornell.edu
Stephen Nelson, Northwestern University stephen-nelson@northwestern.edu

The Changing Face of Party Competition in Europe
Nicola Martocchia Diodati*, Scuola Normale Superiore, Italy nicola.martocchiadiodati@sns.it

Partisan Dynamics in Euroland
Bruno JEROME*, University of Paris II Pantheon Assas bruno.jerome@gmail.com
Richard Nadeau*, University of Montreal richard.nadeau@umontreal.ca
Veronique Jerome*, University of Paris Sud Saclay veronique.jerome@gmail.com
11-7 Parties, Politics, and Institutions in Latin America
Sat at 9:45 am

Chair, Jason Eichorst, University of Mannheim
eichorst@uni-mannheim.de

9:50 Do Voters Affect Policies?: Within-Coalition Competition in the Chilean Electoral System
Pablo Argote*, New York University
pa955@nyu.edu
Patricio D. Navia, New York University
pdn200@nyu.edu

10:00 Dynamic Careerism: Progressive Ambition in the Chilean Congress (1990-2016)
Juan Pablo Micozzi, Instituto Tecnológico Autónomo de México
juan.micozzi@itam.mx
Eduardo Aleman, University of Houston
ealeman2@uh.edu
Margarita Maria Ramirez*, University of Houston
mmramirezrubio@uh.edu

10:11 Green on the Outside, Red on the Inside: PRI-PVEM Candidate Selection
Jae-Jae Spoon, University of Pittsburgh-Pittsburgh Campus
spoonj@pitt.edu
Amalia Pulido, University of North Texas
amaliaapulido@my.unt.edu

10:22 In Between Two Masters: The Balance between Clientelistic and Programmatic Outcomes in Subnational Bureaucracies
Laura Flamand Gomez, El Colegio de Mexico
laura.flamand@gmail.com
Lorena Moscovich*, Universidad de San Andrés
moscovich@udesa.edu.ar

10:33 Are Ethnic Parties Different?: A Unified Theory of Ethnic Party Behavior
Karleen Jones West, SUNY College at Geneseo
kwest@geneseo.edu

10:44 Disc., Jason Eichorst, University of Mannheim
eichorst@uni-mannheim.de
Disc., Georgios Xezonakis, University of Gothenburg
georgios.xezonakis@gu.se

10:55 Audience Discussion

14-18 Making Authoritarianism Work in China: Policy Activism, Anti-Corruption, and Representation
Sat at 9:45 am

Chair, Steven J. Balla, George Washington University
sballa@gwu.edu

Bin Yu, Xavier University
yub@xavier.edu
Yang Zhang*, University of Iowa
zhang.yang@wustl.edu

10:00 The Role of Focusing Events in Lawmaking: China’s 2008 Melamine Milk Powder Incident
Annemieke van den Dool, N.A.
avendendool@uva.nl

10:11 Advocacy Groups’ Strategies in China: Seeking Access or Going Public?
Emina Popovic, Freie Universitaet Berlin
enima.popovic@fu-berlin.de

10:22 Anti-corruption Politics: Anti-corruption Campaign, Corruption Perceptions and Political Trust
Chengyuan Ji, Harvard University
ji.cy@foxmail.com
Tianguang Meng*, Tsinghua University
maxmeng@mail.tsinghua.edu.cn

10:33 Political Representation of the Local People’s Congress in Contemporary China
Diqing Lou, Wuhan University, China
dlou@whu.edu.cn
Hui Yang, Wuhan University
2015201150046@whu.edu.cn
Xiaoxiao Tian, Wuhan University
2015201150034@whu.edu.cn

10:44 Disc., Steven J. Balla, George Washington University
sballa@gwu.edu
Disc., Iza Ding, University of Pittsburgh-Pittsburgh Campus
iza.yue.ding@pitt.edu

10:55 Audience Discussion

16-8 Local Governance in the Middle East
Sat at 9:45 am

Chair, Kristen Elaine Kao, University of Gothenburg
kristenkao@gmail.com

9:45 Making Winners (and Losers): Urban Policy and Political Transformation in Turkey
Seda Demiralp, Isik University
seda.demiralp@isikun.edu.tr

9:50 Suspended Decentralization in Tunisia: A Lens for Understanding the Challenges to Democratization in the MENA Region
Ayutug Sasmaz, Harvard University
sasmaz@g.harvard.edu

10:00 The Politics of Service Provision in Weak States: Evidence from Iraq
Christiana M Parreira, Stanford University
cparreira@stanford.edu
Ties that Bind?: State Power, Clientelism and Local Public Services in Jordan
Allison Spencer Hartnett, University of Oxford
allison.hartnett@politics.ox.ac.uk

Social Ties and Public Goods Management in Syrian Refugee Communities
Daniel Masterson, Yale University
danieltmasterson@gmail.com

Disc., Kristen Elaine Kao, University of Gothenburg
kristenkao@gmail.com

Social Ties and Public Goods Management in Syrian Refugee Communities
Daniel Masterson, Yale University
danieltmasterson@gmail.com

Disc., Kristen Elaine Kao, University of Gothenburg
kristenkao@gmail.com

Protests and Mobilization in Post-Socialist Politics
Sat at 9:45 am

Chair, Olena Nikolayenko, Fordham University
onikolayenko@fordham.edu

Who Protests in Post-Conflict Societies?: Evidence from Kosovo Under International Administration and Indigenous Government
Pellumb Kelmendi, University of Michigan-Ann Arbor
kelmendi@umich.edu
Elton Skendaj*, University of Miami
e.skendaj@miami.edu

Contentious Solidarity: Protest and the Politics of the Past in Poland
Dominika Roksania Kruszewska, Harvard University
dkruszewska@fas.harvard.edu

To Mobilise and Demobilise: The Puzzling Decline of Voter Turnout in Post-Communist Democracies
Filip Kostelka, University of Montreal
filip.kostelka@umontreal.ca

Disc., Olena Nikolayenko, Fordham University
onikolayenko@fordham.edu

The Political Economy of Europe
Sat at 9:45 am

Chair, Silke Goubin, KU Leuven
silke.goubin@kuleuven.be

Party Strength and the Growth of the Welfare State
Magnus Bergli Rasmussen*, Institute for Social Research, Oslo, Norway
magnus.rasmussen@samfunnsforskning.no
Carl Henrik Knutsen*, University of Oslo
c.h.knutsen@stv.uio.no

Welfare generosity and the Radical Right
Jakub Wondreys, University of Georgia
j.wondreys@seznam.cz

Welfare States Institutions in Hard Times: The Global Financial Crisis as a Stress Test in the European Laboratory
Joakim Palme, Uppsala University, Sweden
joakim.palme@statsvet.uu.se

Youth Labor Market Outcomes and the NEET Population in the EU: How Do Poor Labor Market Opportunities Discourage Youth?
Jennifer I. Hudson, University of Central Florida
j.hudson@knights.ucf.edu

Disc., Silke Goubin, KU Leuven
silke.goubin@kuleuven.be

Migration, Remittances and Politics
Sat at 9:45 am
Chair, Maqsood A. Choudary, Northeast Lakeview College
gumtala@msn.com

Crime Fighting Remittances
Mariana Medina, Michigan State University
marianamedinag@gmail.com

Migration and Real Estate Prices: Evidence from Chinese International Students
Steven Liao, University of California-Riverside
steven.liao@ucr.edu

New Trends in Migrant Flows
Sarah Blodgett Bermeo, Duke University
sarah.bermeo@duke.edu
David Andrew Leblang*, University of Virginia-Main Campus
leblang@virginia.edu

Remittances, Central Bank Independence, and Exchange Rate Stability
Ana Carolina Garriga, Centro de Investigacion y Docencia Economicas
carogarriga@gmail.com
Covadonga Meseguer*, CIDE (Centro de Investigacion y Docencia Economicas)
covadonga.meseguer@cide.edu

Disc., Maqsood A. Choudary, Northeast Lakeview College
gumtala@msn.com
Disc., Michael K. Miller, George Washington University
mkm2@gwu.edu

Political and Civic Integration of Refugees
Sat at 9:45 am
Chair, Daniel E. Chand, Kent State University at Kent
dchand@kent.edu

Does Cuts to Welfare Benefits Promote or Impede the Integration of Refugees?
Frederik Juhl Jørgensen, Department of Political Science, Aarhus University
fj@ps.au.dk

How Refugees Shape National Boundaries by Challenging Them: Evidence from Tanzania
Yang-Yang Zhou, Princeton University
yz3@princeton.edu
10:00 Patterns of Insurgent Recruitment and Collaboration in the Armed Conflict in Donbas
Sergiy Kudelia, Baylor University
skudelia76@gmail.com

10:11 When War Started, I Was Ready: Men’s and Women’s Motivations to Join the Lebanese Civil War
Jennifer Philippa Eggert, University of Warwick, UK
J.P.Eggert@warwick.ac.uk

10:22 The Heterogeneous Effects of Violence on Political Participation: Evidence on Colombia
Ana Arjona, Northwestern University
anamarjona@gmail.com

10:33 When Wealth Encourages Individuals to Fight: Evidence from the American Civil War
Andrew B. Hall*, Stanford University
andrewbhall@stanford.edu

10:44 Disc., Zoe Marks, University of Edinburgh
zoemarks@ed.ac.uk

10:55 Audience Discussion

25-11 New Frontiers in the Study of Terrorism and Crime
Sat at 9:45 am

9:45 Chair, Kaisa Hinkkainen, University of Leeds
k.hinkkainen@leeds.ac.uk

10:03 Salty Dogs and Weekend Warriors: A Typology of Piracy and Maritime Crime
Daniel C. Tirone*, Louisiana State University and Agricultural & Mechanical College
dtirone@gmail.com

10:16 Police Militarization and Patriot Mobilization: The Role of Threats in Social Movement Mobilization
Jason Edward Fritz, American University
jf4949a@american.edu

10:29 The Land of the Free and the Home of the Sovereign Citizens: Freedom from Government Intrusion Reconsidered
Shelly L Peffer, Blackburn College
shelly.peffer@blackburn.edu

10:42 Disc., Kaisa Hinkkainen, University of Leeds
k.hinkkainen@leeds.ac.uk

10:55 Audience Discussion

26-6 Foreign Policy Causes and Effects
Sat at 9:45 am
10:29  **Rolling Off in their Graves: Newspaper Death and Incomplete Ballots**
Joshua P. Darr, Louisiana State University and Agricultural & Mechanical College
djarr@lsu.edu
Matthew P. Hitt*, Colorado State University-Fort Collins
matthew.hitt@colostate.edu
Johanna Dunaway, Texas A & M University-College Station
j dunaway@tamu.edu

10:42  Disc., Eitan Hersh, Yale University
eitan.hersh@yale.edu
Disc., David Campbell, University of Notre Dame
Dave_Campbell@nd.edu

10:55  **Audience Discussion**

32-5  **Legislative Campaigns and Elections Potpourri**
Sat at 9:45 am

9:45  Chair, James W. Endersby, University of Missouri-Columbia
derbs@binghamton.edu

9:50  **How Political Professionals Perceive the Youth Vote**
Zachary Folsom Cook, DePaul University
zfcook@gmail.com

10:03  **Identifying Partisan Gerrymanders: A Resolution to Some Doubts and Debates**
Robin E. Best, SUNY at Binghamton
r best@binghamton.edu
Shawn J. Donahue, SUNY at Binghamton
s donahue@binghamton.edu
Jonathan Krasno, SUNY at Binghamton
j krasno@binghamton.edu
Daniel Blyth Magleby*, SUNY at Binghamton
dmagleby@binghamton.edu
Michael McDonald*, SUNY at Binghamton
mdmcd@binghamton.edu

10:16  **Super PAC Insurance: How an Insurance Market to Counteract Super PAC Spending Would Look**
Stan Nguyen Oklobdzija, University of California-San Diego
stano@ucsd.edu
Nick Warshaw, University of California-Los Angeles
warshaw2016@lawnet.ucla.edu

10:29  **The Incumbency Advantage in Senatorial and Gubernatorial Elections**
James W. Endersby, University of Missouri-Columbia
derbs@missouri.edu
Kenneth E Collier*, Stephen F Austin State University
kcollie r@sfasu.edu

10:42  Disc., Jordan C. Peterson, University of Southern California
jordancp@usc.edu

10:55  **Audience Discussion**

33-11  **Representation and American Political Institutions**
Sat at 9:45 am

9:45  Chair, Matthew G. Jarvis, California State University-Fullerton
mjarvis@fullerton.edu

9:50  **Representation in a World of Inequality: After Occupy, Sanders, and New Social Movements**
David V. Edwards, University of Texas-Austin
dedwards@post.harvard.edu

10:03  **The Dynamic Representation of Issues in Congress**
Greg J Wolf, Colgate University
gregoryjwolf@gmail.com
Derek A. Epp, Dartmouth College
derek.a.epp@dartmouth.edu

10:29  **Expectations of Representation in the Age of Obama**
Jamil Shatema Scott, Michigan State University
scottj41@msu.edu

10:42  **Reasons to Vote (or Not) in the American Context**
Sat at 9:45 am

9:45  Chair, Dean P. Lacy, Dartmouth College
dean.lacy@dartmouth.edu

9:50  **A Culture of Democracy?: Immigrant Voter Participation in the United States**
Michael P. McDonald, University of Florida
michael.p.mcdonald@gmail.com
Peter R. Licari, University of Florida
prlicari13@gmail.com

10:00  **Sore Losers or Mobilized Warriors?: The Divisive 2008 Primary and Voter Engagement**
Jordan Kujala*, University of California-Davis
jkujala@ucdavis.edu

10:11  **Voter Abstention When Women Run for Congress**
Michael G. Miller, Barnard College
mgmiller@barnard.edu

10:22  **Election Contexts and Voting**
Thad E. Hall, Fors Marsh Group LLC
thadhall@gmail.com

10:33  **Explaining Voting Decision: Nested Tests of Three Competing Theories**
Richard Jankowski, SUNY at Fredonia
richard.jankowski@fredonia.edu
10:44 Disc., Dean P. Lacy, Dartmouth College
dean.lacy@dartmouth.edu
Disc., Danielle Martin, London School of Economics
D.Martin3@lse.ac.uk
10:55 Audience Discussion

35-8 Social Networks in International and
Comparative Politics
Sat at 9:45 am
Chair, Amy Erica Smith, Iowa State University
aesmith2@iastate.edu
9:50 Discourse Networks and Legislative Activity in
India
David Endicott, Indiana University-Bloomington
daendico@indiana.edu
10:00 Influence from Afar?: Social Media, Social
Networks, and The Changing Dynamics of Non-
Local Actors on Political Protest
Megan MacDuffee Metzger, New York University
megan.metzger@nyu.edu
Joshua A. Tucker*, New York University
joshua.tucker@nyu.edu
10:11 Informal Networks in Political Parties.
Reconstructing Intraparty Factions Based on
Party Conference Motions
Niko Switek, University of Duisburg-Essen
niko.switek@uni-du.de
10:22 Old Boys Know No Boundaries: Elite Relational
Networks Across Institutions
Andrew MacDonald Akin, Air University
amakin@crimson.ua.edu
10:33 Who Hears, Who Cares: How Social Networks
Inform and Motivate in Rural Uganda
Jennifer M. Larson, New York University
jeni.larson@nyu.edu
Janet Ingram Lewis, United States Naval Academy
janetilewis@gmail.com
Pedro Rodríguez, New York University
PhD520@nyu.edu
10:44 Disc., Amy Erica Smith, Iowa State University
aesmith2@iastate.edu
Disc., Shahryar Minhas, Duke University
sfm1@duke.edu
10:55 Audience Discussion

38-200 Table 1: JSS: Attitudes about Race and
Immigration
Sat at 9:45 am
9:45 Black Political Behavior Deviance: Examining the
Role of Sub-national Political Identities on Black
Political Behavior
Princess Williams, University of Michigan-Ann Arbor
princesh@umich.edu
Social Distance As Ideological Distance:
Projection in Candidate Issue Placement
Kristine Kay, University of California-Berkeley
kay108@berkeley.edu
10:02 The Politics of Children: In Investigation on the
Political Influence Children Are Having on Their
Immigrant Parents
Roberto F. Carlos, University of Chicago
robertfcarlos@uchicago.edu
10:20 Table 2: JSS: Ideology and Polarization
Sat at 9:45 am
9:45 Why Care About Inequality?: Ideological
Orientations as Alternative Adaptive Strategies
for Social Interaction
Jordan Mansell, University of Oxford
jordan_mansell@hotmail.com
Did the American Dream Kill the Social Safety
Net? Evidence from a Survey Experiment
Weihuang Wong, Massachusetts Institute of Technology
wwong@mit.edu
10:13 Do They Deserve Their Wealth? Deservingness
Cues about Rich People Influence Tax Attitudes
Kristina Jessen Hansen, Aarhus University
kristinajh@ps.au.dk
10:27 Can We Talk? Polarization, Political Networks, and Deliberative Democracy
Ryan Strickler, University of South Carolina-Columbia
strickpr@email.sc.edu

10:41 Disc., John M. Sides, George Washington University
jsides@gwu.edu
Disc., Kevin Arceneaux, Temple University
kevin.arceneaux@temple.edu

10:55 Audience Discussion

38-202 Table 3: JSS: Personality and Politics
Sat at 9:45 am

9:45 Personality Tests and Political Behavior: Myers-Briggs versus the Big Five
Bailey R. Fairbanks, Georgia State University
bfairbanks1@gsu.edu
Elizabeth Ann O’Callaghan, Georgia State University
eocallaghan1@gsu.edu
Liam Hayes-Prince*, Georgia State University
liam.e.hayes@gmail.com

10:02 Correlates and Consequences of Partisan Stereotype Consistency
Adam Howat, Northwestern University
adamhowat2018@u.northwestern.edu
Jacob Edward Rothschild*, Northwestern University
jacob.e.rothschild@gmail.com
Richard M. Shafranek, Northwestern University
richardshafranek2018@u.northwestern.edu
Ethan Craig Busby, Northwestern University
busby.ethan@gmail.com

10:20 Angry Authoritarians: Terrorism Issue Publics and Political Participation
Matthew Michael Ward, University of Houston
mmward49783@gmail.com

10:37 Disc., Cecilia Hyunjung Mo, Vanderbilt University
cecilia.h.mo@vanderbilt.edu

10:55 Audience Discussion

38-203 Table 4: JSS: Psychological Traits and Perceptions
Sat at 9:45 am

9:45 Emotional Correlates of Human Rights Support
Joseph Braun, University of Maryland-College Park
jpbraun@umd.edu

9:59 From Personality to Political Behavior: Exploring the Mediational Role of Democratic Support
Matthew Stephen Cawvey, University of Illinois-Urbana-Champaign
cawvey2@illinois.edu

10:13 Ethnic Marginalization and Perceptions of Corruption
Jacob Lewis, University of Maryland-College Park
jlewis1023@gmail.com

10:27 Playing the House of Cards Game: How Political TV Series Increase Cynicism
Alexandra Manoliu, University of Montreal
alexandra.manoliu@gmail.com

10:41 Disc., Joanne M. Miller, University of Minnesota-Twin Cities
jomiller@umn.edu
Disc., Corrine M. McConnaughey, George Washington University
corrine@gwu.edu

10:55 Audience Discussion

39-200 Table 5: JSS: Citizenship and Public Opinion
Sat at 9:45 am

9:45 Citizenship Norms Revisited
Kathrin Ackermann, University of Bern, Switzerland
kathrin.ackermann@ipw.unibe.ch

10:08 Why Citizen Involvement is a Story of Apples and Oranges: Studying Individual Differences in the Effect of Citizen Involvement and Outcome Favorability on Fairness Perceptions
Hannah Werner, University of Leuven
hannah@werner-de.de
Sofie Marien, University of Amsterdam
SOFIE.MARIEN@kuleuven.be

10:31 Disc., Richard Sobel, Harvard University
sobel2@fas.harvard.edu

10:55 Audience Discussion

40-10 U.S. Elections 2016
Sat at 9:45 am

9:45 Chair, Girish J Gulati, Bentley University
jgulati@bentley.edu

9:50 The Role of Political Twitter Trending Publics in Reflecting and Fostering Viral Online Issue and Sentiment Frame Agendas About the Presidential Candidates during the 2016 U.S. Presidential Election
Sharon M. Meraz, University of Illinois at Chicago
meraz.sharon@gmail.com

10:03 Did Reddit Trump Clinton? Social Media Use and Voter Preference
Eszter Hargittai, Northwestern University
mpsa@hargittai.com

10:16 Is the Equalization/Normalization Lens Dead?: Social Media Campaigning in U.S. Congressional Elections
Jason Gainous, University of Louisville
jason.gainous@louisville.edu
Andrew Segal, University of Louisville
andrew.segal@louisville.edu
Kevin Wagner, Florida Atlantic University
kwagne15@fau.edu

10:29 Picture Perfect?: The Role of Instagram in the 2016 Presidential Campaign
Terri L. Towner, Oakland University
towner@oakland.edu
Caroline Lego Munoz*, Fairleigh Dickinson University-College at Florham munoz@fdu.edu

10:42 Disc., David Adam Karpf, George Washington University davekarpf@gmail.com
Disc., G. R. Boynton, University of Iowa bob-boynton@uiowa.edu

10:55 Audience Discussion

42-15 Issue Positions and Ownership
Sat at 9:45 am

9:45 Chair, Christopher P. Donnelly, University of California-Davis cpdonnelly@ucdavis.edu

9:50 Strategic Communication and Voter Attitudes: Do Citizens Believe Politicians When They Take Issue Positions?
Pablo Fernandez-Vazquez, Carlos III - Juan March Institute pablo.fernandezvaz@gmail.com
Alexander George Theodoridis, University of California-Merced alexandertheodoridis@gmail.com

10:03 The (In-)Stability of Issue Ownership Perceptions: The Role of Campaign Information
Anke Daniela Tresch*, University of Lausanne ankedaniela.tresch@unil.ch
Alexandra Feddersen, University of Geneva/University of California-Davis alexandra.feddersen@unige.ch

10:16 The Use of Promise-Making in Issue Ownership
Tabitha Bonilla, Northwestern University tabitha.bonilla@gmail.com

10:29 Candidate Identity and Strategic Communication: Analyzing the Influence of Race, Gender, and Party on Candidate Issue Ownership
Jennifer Elaine Cryer, Stanford University jcryer@stanford.edu

10:42 Disc., Christopher P. Donnelly, University of California-Davis cpdonnelly@ucdavis.edu
Disc., Justin W. Holmes, University of Northern Iowa justin.holmes@uni.edu

10:55 Audience Discussion

43-15 Women and the Role Model Effect
Sat at 9:45 am

9:45 Chair, Carrie Skulley, Albright College cskulley@albright.edu

9:50 Legislative Role Models: Female Ministers, Participation, and Influence in the UK House of Commons
Jack Blumenau, London School of Economics j.blumenau@lse.ac.uk

10:06 Adolescent’s Engagement in the Politics: Looking the Future Welfare Gains
Paulo R. Arvate, Getulio Vargas Foundation paulo.arvate@fgv.br

10:22 Gender, Gender Egalitarian Values, and Public Opinion on Corruption
Amy C. Alexander, University of Gothenburg, Sweden amy.catherine.alexander@gmail.com

10:38 Disc., Peter Allen, Queen Mary University of London p.allen@qmul.ac.uk

10:55 Audience Discussion

44-14 African Americans, Turnout, and Vote Choice in the 2016 Presidential Election
Sat at 9:45 am
9:45 Chair, Maruice Mangum, North Carolina A & T State University
maruicemangum@yahoo.com

9:50 The 2016 Presidential Election: Examining the Impact of Candidate Evaluations on the Political Behavior of African Americans
Maruice Mangum, North Carolina A & T State University
maruicemangum@yahoo.com
Randall D. Swain, Eastern Kentucky University
randall.swain@eku.edu

Ayanna Armstrong, North Carolina A & T State University
ararmst3@ncat.edu
Daphne M. Cooper, Indian River State College
dcooper@irsc.edu

Linda Trautman, Ohio University-Lancaster Campus
trautman@ohio.edu
Hannah Walker*, George Washington University
hlwalker@uw.edu

10:38 Disc., Ayanna Armstrong, North Carolina A & T State University
ararmst3@ncat.edu
Disc., Daphne M. Cooper, Indian River State College
dcooper@irsc.edu

10:55 Audience Discussion

48-5 Innovative Views of Deliberative Democracy
Sat at 9:45 am

9:45 Chair, Quinlan Bernhard Bowman, University of Canberra
quinlan.bowman@canberra.edu.au

Toru Oga, Columbia University in the City of New York
toruoga0916@gmail.com

10:06 Taking in Testimony: A Deliberative Virtue
Matthew Bryan Chick, Washington University in St Louis
mbchick@wustl.edu

10:22 Deliberative and Participatory Democracy: Building Bridges
William R Caspary, New York University
wc24@nyu.edu

10:38 Disc., Quinlan Bernhard Bowman, University of Canberra
quinlan.bowman@canberra.edu.au

10:55 Audience Discussion

50-101 Roundtable: Qualitative Evidence and Formal Theories (Co-sponsored with 72. Professional Development, see 72-29)
Sat at 9:45 am

Chair Monika A. Nalepa, University of Chicago
mnalepa@uchicago.edu
Part. Robert Bates, Harvard University
robert.bates.harvard.edu@gmail.com
Peter L. Lorentzen, University of California Berkeley
lorentzen@berkeley.edu
Andrew Little, Cornell University
andrew.little@cornell.edu
Henk Erich Goemans, University of Rochester
hgoemans@mail.rochester.edu
Benjamin Lessing, University of Chicago
benlessing@gmail.com
John W. Patty, University of Chicago
jwpatty@gmail.com

51-14 Post-Treatment Variables and Attrition in Causal Inference
Sat at 9:45 am

9:45 Chair, Fredrik Sävje, University of California-Berkeley
fred.mpsa@savje.com

9:50 Non-Ignorable Attrition in the Matched-Pair Design
Kentaro Fukumoto, Gakushuin University
Kentaro.Fukumoto@gakushuin.ac.jp

10:03 A Solution to a Hard Problem?: Solving the Post-Treatment versus Omitted Variable Bias Dilemma
Michaël Aklin, University of Pittsburgh-Pittsburgh Campus
michael.aklin@gmail.com
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51-15 Text-as-Data in Comparative Politics and IR
Sat at 9:45 am
9:45 Chair, Pablo Barbera, University of Southern California
pbarbera@usc.edu
9:50 Kernel Topic Models and Socialization into the International System
Adam M. Lauretig, Ohio State University-
Main Campus
lauretig.1@osu.edu
10:03 Measuring Populism in Social Movement Manifestos
Paris Aslanidis, Yale University
paris.aslanidis@yale.edu
10:16 Measuring Silence: Sender Intent in Economic Sanctions
A Young Chun, Yonsei University
achun029@gmail.com
10:29 Power in Text: Delegation and Statutory Design in the Comparative Setting
Robert Bradley Shaffer, University of Texas-Austin
rbshaffer@utexas.edu
10:42 Disc., Pablo Barbera, University of Southern California
pbarbera@usc.edu
10:55 Audience Discussion

52-14 Parties and Nominations
Sat at 9:45 am
9:45 Chair, Hans C. Noel, Georgetown University
hc4@georgetown.edu
9:50 Contested Nominations and the Personal Vote
Quinn M Albaugh, Princeton University
galbaugh@princeton.edu
10:03 Does the Party Decide in State and Local Races?
Christopher Skovron, University of Michigan-Ann Arbor
cskovron@umich.edu
Cory Manento, Brown University
cory_manento@brown.edu
10:29 The Consequences of Primary Election Timing
Robert G. Boatright, Clark University
rboatright@clarku.edu
10:42 Disc., Hans C. Noel, Georgetown University
hc4@georgetown.edu
10:55 Audience Discussion

53-10 The Presidency and American Political Development
Sat at 9:45 am
9:45 Chair, Sean J. Savage, Saint Mary’s College
ssavage@saintmarys.edu
9:50 Creating Proper Organs for Presidential Representation: The Budget and Accounting Act of 1921
John Arthur Dearborn, Yale University
john.dearborn@yale.edu
10:00 Did the Direct Election of Senators Increase Presidential Power?
Thomas Gray*, University of Virginia-
Main Campus
tgrayjr@gmail.com
Jeffery A. Jenkins, University of Virginia-
Main Campus
jajenkins@virginia.edu
Philip Potter*, University of Virginia-
Main Campus
pp2s@virginia.edu
10:11 Theodore Roosevelt, Politics, and the Panic of 1907
Mark Zachary Taylor, Georgia Institute of Technology-
Main Campus
mzak@gatech.edu
10:22 Beyond Structure and Process: The Early Institutionalization of Regulatory Review
Andrew C. Rudalevige, Bowdoin College
arudalev@bowdoin.edu
10:33 Getting the Message Across to Congress: Executive Veto Politics,1945-2016
Ian Ostrander, Michigan State University
ian.ostrander@gmail.com
Joel Sievert, Texas Tech University
joelasievert@gmail.com
10:44 Disc., Shannon Bow O’Brien, University of Texas-
Austin
Shannonbow@hotmail.com
10:55 Audience Discussion

54-19 Fighting or Negotiating?
Sat at 9:45 am
9:45 Chair, Claire E Abernathy, Stockton University
claire.abernathy@stockton.edu
9:50 Party Negotiation Mechanism, Legislative Success and an Application of Matching in Legislative Studies
Shih-hao Huang, National Chengchi University
tohow2011@gmail.com
10:00 Storming the Podium: Parliamentary Brawls as a Dilatory Tactic in the Taiwanese Legislature
Nathan F. Batto, Academia Sinica
nbatto@gate.sinica.edu.tw
Yun-chu Tsai*, Soochow University
circe@scu.edu.tw
10:11 Tracing Political Rhetoric in the Polarized U.S. Congress: Are Our Legislators That Different?
Iliyan Iliev, University of Southern Mississippi
iliyan.r.iliev@gmail.com
Yulia Gel*, University of Texas-Dallas
yxg142030@utdallas.edu
Xin Huang*, University of Texas-Dallas
xxh130130@utdallas.edu
10:22 What Doesn’t Kill You: Longevity of Political Leaders
Sebastian Barfort, London School of Economics and Political Science
sebastian.barfort@cron.sussex.ac.uk
Robert Klemmensen, University of Southern Denmark
robert.klemmensen@gmail.com
10:33 When Lawmakers Fight: Making Sense of Legislative Violence
Semih Patan, University of Illinois at Chicago
spatan3@uic.edu
10:44 Disc., Ulrich Sieberer, University of Bamberg
ulrich.sieberer@uni-bamberg.de
Disc., Gisela Sin, University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign
gsin@illinois.edu
10:55 Audience Discussion

57-15 Judicial Selection: State Courts
Sat at 9:45 am
9:45 Chair, Joseph V. Ross, Florida Gulf Coast University
jvross@fgcu.edu
9:50 Randomness Pre-Considered: Recognizing and Accounting for “De-Randomizing” Events When Utilizing Random Judicial Assignment
Dane Thorley, Columbia University in the City of New York
danethorley@gmail.com
10:00 Selecting Chief Justices on State Supreme Courts
Madelyn McCall Fife*, Utah State University
madelynnmff@gmail.com
Greg Goelzhauser, Utah State University
greg.goelzhauser@usu.edu
10:11 The Mechanics of Merit Selection
Greg Goelzhauser, Utah State University
greg.goelzhauser@usu.edu
10:22 The Roles of Ideology and Campaign Donations in Interim Judicial Appointments
Richard Lee Vining*, University of Georgia
rvining@uga.edu
Ethan Drake Boldt, University of Georgia
edboldt@uga.edu
Charles Spencer Bullock*, University of Georgia
cbullock@uga.edu
10:33 Ideology, State Judicial Selection and Group Strategies
Paul Bryan Lohse, Arizona State University-Tempe
paul.lohse@asu.edu
10:44 Disc., Jeffrey A. Segal, Stony Brook University
jeffrey.segal@stonybrook.edu
Disc., Maya Sen, Harvard University
maya_sen@hks.harvard.edu
10:55 Audience Discussion

60-5 The Challenge of Policy Reforms
Sat at 9:45 am
9:45 Chair, Mack C. Shelley, Iowa State University
mshelley@iastate.edu
9:50 Descriptive Representation, Substantive Representation and Policy Change: Arab Israelis in Mixed Cities’ Councils
Maoz Rosenthal, Interdisciplinary Center (IDC) Herzliya
mrosenthal@idc.ac.il
10:00 Innovative Reimbursement: Turkey’s Pharmaceutical Innovation in Pricing and Reimbursement Systems
Catherine A. Anne Long*, Kadir Has University, Istanbul
catherine.long@khas.edu.tr
Deniz Gungen*, APCO Worldwide
deniz.gungen@gmail.com
It’s the Autonomy, Stupid! Or not?: Governance Reforms and Higher Education Performance in Western Europe
Gilberto Capano*, Scuola Normale Superiore
gilberto.capano@sns.it
Andrea Pritoni*, Scuola Normale Superiore, Italy
andrea.pritoni@sns.it

The Multiculturalism Frame?: A Topic Model of Family Policy Discourses in Germany and Canada
Rahim Shiraz Mohamed, University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill
rmohamed@email.unc.edu

Using Contribution Analysis to Evaluate the European Standards and Guidelines for Quality Assurance in Higher Education
Anthony Buckley*, Dublin Institute of Technology, Ireland
anthony.buckley@dit.ie
Sharon Mary Feeley, Dublin Institute of Technology, Ireland
sharon.feeley@dit.ie
John Hogan, Dublin Institute of Technology, Ireland
john.hogan@dit.ie

Estimating Local Variations in Public Environmental Attitudes using Multilevel Regression with Post Stratification
Sat at 9:45 am
Chair, Lyle A. Scruggs, University of Connecticut
lyle.scruggs@uconn.edu

Downscaling the Distribution of Partisan Policy Beliefs
Matto Mildenberger, University of California-Santa Barbara
mildenberger@polsci.ucsb.edu

State legislators’ responsiveness to public opinion on renewable energy
Leah C. Stokes*, Massachusetts Institute of Technology
lstokes@mit.edu
Christopher Warshaw, Massachusetts Institute of Technology
cwarshaw@mit.edu

Temporal and Geographic Variation in Climate Change Opinion in the United States: 2006-2012
Lyle A. Scruggs, University of Connecticut
lyle.scruggs@uconn.edu

Quota Sampling Using Facebook Advertisements
Baobao Zhang, Yale University
baobao.zhang@yale.edu

Disc., Lyle A. Scruggs, University of Connecticut
lyle.scruggs@uconn.edu

Audience Discussion

United States Energy Politics
Sat at 9:45 am
10:29  Do Stakeholders Accurately Read the Public? Comparing Stakeholder Strategic Policy Narrative Choices Against the Policy Narrative Preferences of the General Public in an Active River Management Controversy
James W. Stoutenborough, Idaho State University
Kellee J. Kirkpatrick, Idaho State University
Mark K. McBeth*, Idaho State University
Sarah Davis*, Idaho State University

10:42  Disc., Jonathan Pierce, Seattle University
Disc., Aaron Smith-Walter, University of Massachusetts-Lowell

10:55  Audience Discussion

67-13  Civic Interactions with Bureaucracy (Co-sponsored with the 2017 Representative Bureaucracy Workshop) (Co-sponsored with 83, Working Groups, see 83-24)
Sat at 9:45 am
Chair, Amanda Rutherford, Indiana University-Bloomington
aruther@indiana.edu

10:11  When Exposure Changes Minds: An Analysis of Citizen Satisfaction with One-Stop Governments in China
Xufeng Zhu, Tsinghua University
zhuxufeng@gmail.com
Youlang Zhang, Texas A & M University-College Station
zhangyoulang@tamu.edu

67-14  Performance Management
Sat at 9:45 am
Chair, John A. Hamman, Southern Illinois University-Carbondale
hamman@siu.edu

10:33  Attention-grabbing Performance Comparisons
Asmus Leth Olsen*, Department of Political Science
asmus.olsen@gmail.com

10:44  Disc., Jennifer L. Selin, University of Illinois-Urbana-Champaign
disc., Amanda Rutherford, Indiana University-Bloomington
aruther@indiana.edu

10:55  Audience Discussion

9:45  The Impact of Terrorism on the Public Sector
John Edward Brooks, Duke University
john.brooks@duke.edu

10:00  Politicized Bureaucracy in a Merit-based System: Permanent Secretaries’ Tenure in the UK
Oliver James, University of Exeter
ol.james@exeter.ac.uk
Nicolai Petrovsky*, University of Kentucky
nicolai.petrovsky@uky.edu

10:16  Does Performance Information Use Improve Organizational Performance: A Configurational Approach
Pu Gong, Tsinghua University
imeric211@163.com

10:29  Experienced Administrator or Skilled Politician? The Impact of Governors’ Career Path on Gubernatorial Performance
Johabed Georgina Olvera, Indiana University-Bloomington
johabedoe@gmail.com
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Event</th>
<th>Details</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>10:42</td>
<td>Disc., Kohei Suzuki, University of Gothenburg</td>
<td><a href="mailto:Kohei.suzuki@gu.se">Kohei.suzuki@gu.se</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10:55</td>
<td>Audience Discussion</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10:06</td>
<td>Political Dilemma of the Wartime President: Madison and the War of 1812</td>
<td>Donald A. Zinman, Grand Valley State University <a href="mailto:zinmand@gvsu.edu">zinmand@gvsu.edu</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10:22</td>
<td>The Coherence of the Anti-Federalists</td>
<td>Michael J. Faber, Texas State University <a href="mailto:professorfaber@gmail.com">professorfaber@gmail.com</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10:38</td>
<td>Disc., Dwight D. Gulley, Auburn University</td>
<td><a href="mailto:DDG0002@auburn.edu">DDG0002@auburn.edu</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10:55</td>
<td>Audience Discussion</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9:45</td>
<td>Chair, Dwight D. Gulley, Auburn University</td>
<td><a href="mailto:DDG0002@auburn.edu">DDG0002@auburn.edu</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9:50</td>
<td>Federalist 39 as a (Messy) Model of Constitutional Development</td>
<td>Connor Maxwell Ewing, University of Virginia-Main Campus</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td><a href="mailto:connor.m.ewing@gmail.com">connor.m.ewing@gmail.com</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10:06</td>
<td>Political Dilemma of the Wartime President: Madison and the War of 1812</td>
<td>Donald A. Zinman, Grand Valley State University <a href="mailto:zinmand@gvsu.edu">zinmand@gvsu.edu</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10:22</td>
<td>The Coherence of the Anti-Federalists</td>
<td>Michael J. Faber, Texas State University <a href="mailto:professorfaber@gmail.com">professorfaber@gmail.com</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10:38</td>
<td>Disc., Dwight D. Gulley, Auburn University</td>
<td><a href="mailto:DDG0002@auburn.edu">DDG0002@auburn.edu</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10:55</td>
<td>Audience Discussion</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9:45</td>
<td>Chair, Dwight D. Gulley, Auburn University</td>
<td><a href="mailto:DDG0002@auburn.edu">DDG0002@auburn.edu</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9:50</td>
<td>Federalist 39 as a (Messy) Model of Constitutional Development</td>
<td>Connor Maxwell Ewing, University of Virginia-Main Campus</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td><a href="mailto:connor.m.ewing@gmail.com">connor.m.ewing@gmail.com</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10:06</td>
<td>Political Dilemma of the Wartime President: Madison and the War of 1812</td>
<td>Donald A. Zinman, Grand Valley State University <a href="mailto:zinmand@gvsu.edu">zinmand@gvsu.edu</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10:22</td>
<td>The Coherence of the Anti-Federalists</td>
<td>Michael J. Faber, Texas State University <a href="mailto:professorfaber@gmail.com">professorfaber@gmail.com</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10:38</td>
<td>Disc., Dwight D. Gulley, Auburn University</td>
<td><a href="mailto:DDG0002@auburn.edu">DDG0002@auburn.edu</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10:55</td>
<td>Audience Discussion</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10:33</td>
<td>How Do They Do It? Legislators as Leaders: A Study of Legislators' Faith and Family Values, Gender, and Policy Decision-Making</td>
<td>Alison Battaglia, Case Western Reserve University <a href="mailto:ajb220@case.edu">ajb220@case.edu</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Diana Bilimoria*, Case Western Reserve University <a href="mailto:Dxb12@case.edu">Dxb12@case.edu</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10:44</td>
<td>Disc., Chris Soper, Pepperdine University</td>
<td><a href="mailto:chris.soper@pepperdine.edu">chris.soper@pepperdine.edu</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10:55</td>
<td>Audience Discussion</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9:45</td>
<td>Chair, Michael P. Wallner, Boise State University</td>
<td><a href="mailto:michael.wallner@montana.edu">michael.wallner@montana.edu</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9:50</td>
<td>Civic Engagement: Using Drawings to Measure Understanding</td>
<td>S. Mary Feeney, Dublin Institute of Technology, Dublin, Ireland</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td><a href="mailto:025871@dit.ie">025871@dit.ie</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>J. William Hogan*, Hogan, J. William</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td><a href="mailto:450592@gmail.com">450592@gmail.com</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10:08</td>
<td>Countering the Narrative: Teaching the Middle East through Rappers, Activists, and Everyday People</td>
<td>Michael Cameron Dirksen*, University of Illinois-Chicago</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td><a href="mailto:michael.c.dirksen@gmail.com">michael.c.dirksen@gmail.com</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Sultan Tepe*, University of Illinois-Chicago</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td><a href="mailto:sultant@uic.edu">sultant@uic.edu</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10:17</td>
<td>Using Contemplative Practice to Build and Explore Connections to Nature: A Case Study</td>
<td>Jennifer Eileen Byrne, James Madison University <a href="mailto:byrneje@jmu.edu">byrneje@jmu.edu</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10:27</td>
<td>Students Learn About Politics From 'House of Cards'</td>
<td>Michael Baranowski, Northern Kentucky University</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td><a href="mailto:baranowskim@nku.edu">baranowskim@nku.edu</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10:36</td>
<td>Zombies, Gender, and Student Active Learning</td>
<td>Kate Hunt, Austin Peay State University</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td><a href="mailto:katherineehunt@gmail.com">katherineehunt@gmail.com</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10:45</td>
<td>Disc., Michael P. Wallner, Boise State University</td>
<td><a href="mailto:michael.wallner@montana.edu">michael.wallner@montana.edu</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10:55</td>
<td>Audience Discussion</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9:45</td>
<td>Chair, Michael P. Wallner, Boise State University</td>
<td><a href="mailto:michael.wallner@montana.edu">michael.wallner@montana.edu</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9:50</td>
<td>Civic Engagement: Using Drawings to Measure Understanding</td>
<td>S. Mary Feeney, Dublin Institute of Technology, Dublin, Ireland</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td><a href="mailto:025871@dit.ie">025871@dit.ie</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>J. William Hogan*, Hogan, J. William</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td><a href="mailto:450592@gmail.com">450592@gmail.com</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10:08</td>
<td>Countering the Narrative: Teaching the Middle East through Rappers, Activists, and Everyday People</td>
<td>Michael Cameron Dirksen*, University of Illinois-Chicago</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td><a href="mailto:michael.c.dirksen@gmail.com">michael.c.dirksen@gmail.com</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Sultan Tepe*, University of Illinois-Chicago</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td><a href="mailto:sultant@uic.edu">sultant@uic.edu</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10:17</td>
<td>Using Contemplative Practice to Build and Explore Connections to Nature: A Case Study</td>
<td>Jennifer Eileen Byrne, James Madison University <a href="mailto:byrneje@jmu.edu">byrneje@jmu.edu</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10:27</td>
<td>Students Learn About Politics From 'House of Cards'</td>
<td>Michael Baranowski, Northern Kentucky University</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td><a href="mailto:baranowskim@nku.edu">baranowskim@nku.edu</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10:36</td>
<td>Zombies, Gender, and Student Active Learning</td>
<td>Kate Hunt, Austin Peay State University</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td><a href="mailto:katherineehunt@gmail.com">katherineehunt@gmail.com</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10:45</td>
<td>Disc., Michael P. Wallner, Boise State University</td>
<td><a href="mailto:michael.wallner@montana.edu">michael.wallner@montana.edu</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10:55</td>
<td>Audience Discussion</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>72-130</td>
<td>Roundtable: Career: Getting the Most from Your Conference Experience</td>
<td>Sat at 9:45 am</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Debra Lynn Leiter, University of Missouri-Kansas City</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td><a href="mailto:leiterd@umkc.edu">leiterd@umkc.edu</a></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Part. Debra Lynn Leiter, University of Missouri-Kansas City
leiterd@umkc.edu
Frank T. Manheim, George Mason University
fmanhei1@gmu.edu

77-409 Lighting Talk: Parties and Elections in Authoritarian and Democratizing Contexts
Sat at 9:45 am
9:45 Chair, Gregg B. Johnson, Valparaiso University
gregg.johnson@valpo.edu
9:50 Regime Resilience in China
ZHENG LIN, Tulane University of Louisiana
zlin4@tulane.edu
9:58 Political Economy of New Electoral Authoritarianism
Evren Wiltse, South Dakota State University
evren.wiltse@sdsstate.edu
10:06 Illegal Resources and Political Candidates in Peru
Antonella A. Bandiera, New York University
aab639@nyu.edu
10:14 Dissent, Social Mobility, and Authoritarian Regime Stability
Shane Xinyang Xuan, University of California-San Diego
shane.xuan.94@gmail.com
10:22 Precarious Soldier: An Investigation of Employment Relations in the Turkish Armed Forces
Caglar Kurc, Columbia University in the City of New York
caglar.kurc@gmail.com
10:30 Mining Windfall, Social Protest, and Subnational Reelection in Peru
Jose Incio, University of Pittsburgh-Pittsburgh Campus
j.incio@pitt.edu
Ignacio Mamone, University of Pittsburgh-Pittsburgh Campus
mim110@pitt.edu
10:38 Audience Discussion

78-405 Lightning Talk: War, Violence, and Global Security
Sat at 9:45 am
9:45 Chair, Didara Nurmanova, University of Central Florida
didara@knights.ucf.edu
Chair, Reza Mohajerinejad, University of Hawaii-Manoa
mohajer@hawaii.edu
9:50 Analyzing the Impact of the U.S. Nuclear Strategy on North Korea’s Nuclear Discourse in the Cold War era, 1957-1986
ChaeEun Cho, Seoul National University
chaecho@snu.ac.kr
9:58 Balancing the Equation: Smart Power in the Middle East
leena thacker kumar, University of Houston-Downtown
kumarl@uhd.edu
10:06 Choosing the Least Worst Option: How to Deliberate Proxy War as a Method of Intervention
Tyronne L. Groth, Embry-Riddle Aeronautical University-Prescott
groth@erau.edu
10:14 Consequences of Membership Suspension from International Organizations
Inken von Borzyskowski, Florida State University
iborzyskowski@fsu.edu
Felicity Anne Vabulas, University of Chicago
fva@uchicago.edu
10:22 Does Putin Attempt to Build a Multipolar World?
Galina Bogatova, Florida International University
galina.bogatova.89@mail.ru
10:30 NGOs to the Rescue: Broken Aid
Khadeen K. Grant*, Andrews University
khadeeng@hotmail.com
Joel Raveloharimisy, Andrews University
raveloha@andrews.edu
10:38 Audience Discussion

79-402 Lightning Talk: Expectations of Justice and Equity in Policy, Administration and Public Management
Sat at 9:45 am
9:45 Chair, Holona LeAnne Ochs, Lehigh University
hlo209@lehigh.edu
Emily Fiocco, University of Oregon
efiocco@uoregon.edu
K. Juree Capers, Georgia State University
kcapers@gsu.edu
10:06 Audience Discussion

82-324 Poster Session: Education Policy Posters
Sat at 9:45 am
Post. 1 Corruption and Underemployment
Bunthai Chiv, SUNY Buffalo State
chivb01@mail.buffalostate.edu
Post. 2 The North American Free Trade Agreement and the Need for Infrastructure Development
Gilberto De La Torre, California State University-Bakersfield
gde-la-torre1@csub.edu
Post. 3 School of Thought: Higher Education and Economic Liberalization
Maxwell B. Allamong, Iowa State University
maxallamong@gmail.com
| Post. 4 | Extending the Ideal that Education is Right: University Student Support for Free Community Colleges  
Matthew B Martinez, Idaho State University  
martmat3@isu.edu  
Weston Burke*, Idaho State University  
burkwest@isu.edu |
|---|---|
| Post. 5 | Identifying How College Students Express their Political Views Using Facebook as their Social Medium  
Jaclyn A Neville, Carroll University  
jaclyn.neville@aol.com |
| Disc. | NaLette Brodnax, Indiana University-Bloomington  
nmbrodnax@gmail.com  
Jonathan Edward Collins, University of California-Los Angeles  
jcollins2511@ucla.edu |
| | 82-326 Poster Session: Gender Politics in the U.S.  
Sat at 9:45 am |
| Post. 13 | The Effect of Gender on Perceived Candidate Credibility  
Miranda Hatch*, Brigham Young University-Provo  
mirandahatch32@gmail.com  
Connor J Kreutz, Brigham Young University-Provo  
connorkreutz@gmail.com  
Sierra Nicole Mortensen*, Brigham Young University-Provo  
sierramortensen7@gmail.com |
| Post. 14 | Can Women Have It All?: An Experiment on the Challenges of Running for Office with Young Children  
Danielle L. Cohen, George Washington University  
daniellecohen@gwmail.gwu.edu |
| Post. 15 | The Effectiveness of Recruitment: How Political Parties and Organizations Impact Women in State Legislatures  
Meghan Blasig, Siena College  
me15blas@siena.edu |
| Post. 16 | Female Political Representation and the Social Status of Women  
Micaela Lindsay, Austin Peay State University  
m Lindsay1@my.apsu.edu |
| Post. 17 | A Woman’s Place in the State House: Exploring the Legislative Backlash Effects of Women’s Increased Descriptive Representation  
Emily Susan Wasek, College of William and Mary  
eswasek@email.wm.edu |
| Post. 18 | Women in Indiana Politics  
Hannah Joy Edwards, University of Indianapolis  
edwardsh@uindy.edu |
| Disc. | Christina Farhart, University of Minnesota-Twin Cities  
farh0013@umn.edu  
Amber N Lusvardi, Millikin University  
alusvardi@millikin.edu |
| | 82-327 Poster Session: Gender, Elections, and Politics  
Sat at 9:45 am |
| Post. 19 | Candidate Gender and Perception of Qualifications  
Sarah Adams, Brigham Young University-Provo  
smada194@gmail.com |
| Post. 20 | Does Gender Matter?  
Victoria C. Hervey, Hastings College  
vhervey14@hastings.edu  
Rebecca Marie Riley, Hastings College  
rriley15@hastings.edu |
| Post. 21 | The Equation of Representation: Gender Representation in Rwandan and U.S. Politics  
Gabriella R Gillespie, Macalester College  
ggillespie66@gmail.com |
| Post. 22 | The Fairer Sex?: Attorney Gender and Judicial Decision Making at the U.S. Courts of Appeals  
Christine M. Bailey, Idaho State University  
smalchr2@isu.edu |
Post. 23 Why Women?: Gender Mainstreaming in Undergraduate Political Science and International Relations Discourse
Tambria Schroeder, SUNY College at Brockport
tschr2@u.brockport.edu

Post. 24 Gender and Competency: How Does a Candidate's Gender Affect how Female Candidates are Rated on Gendered Issues?
Kate E Cole, Saint Anselm College
kcole@anselm.edu

Post. 25 The UN Convention to Eliminate All Forms of Discrimination Against Women: Exceptionalism and Women’s Reproduction in the Debate Around U.S. Ratification
Merrit Stüven, Macalester College
mstueven@macalester.edu

Disc. Soledad Artiz Prillaman, Harvard University
soledadartiz@fas.harvard.edu
Jessica Meghan Hayden, University of Oklahoma-Norman Campus
haydenjm@ou.edu

82-328 Poster Session: Intervention and Power in a Global Context
Sat at 9:45 am
Post. 26 A Russian Excursion: A Theoretical Analysis of Peter the Great’s Grand Embassy
Zachary Hendrick, Oakland University
zahendr@oakland.edu

Post. 27 Polygamy and Domestic Violence in Nigeria: How Does the Legalization of Polygamy Affects Domestic Violence?
Jenah House, Brigham Young University
jenah.house@byu.net
Jakob Haws*, Brigham Young University-Provo
France.poasalw@gmail.com

Post. 28 Comparing the Treatment of Native Hawaiians to Native Oceania People, Including the Maori People
Jeremy Pultz, Ohio Northern University
j-pultz@onu.edu

Post. 29 On the Brink of Disaster: Genocide of Palestinians
Charlee Rayann Thomas, Alderson Broaddus University
thomasrcr@battlers.ab.edu

Post. 30 The Impacts and Implications of British Colonialism and the Tea Industry on Darjeeling and Northeast India
Kate E Kemper, Drake University
kate.kemper@drake.edu

Post. 31 Why the Established Parties Are Losing Vote Shares Across Western Europe: Changes in Perceptions of Government Competency Following the 2008 Financial Crisis
Kaan Ulgen, University of Chicago
ulgenkaan@gmail.com

Post. 32 International Intervention: How the World Responded Differently to Libya and Syria
Robert Thomas Cabrera, University of West Georgia
Rcabler3@my.westga.edu

Post. 33 Land Grabbing: Agricultural Investment and the Rural Poor
Tiffany Wang Wang, University of Texas-Austin
tiffanywang1995@utexas.edu

Disc. Adnan Rasool, Georgia State University
arasool1@gsu.edu
Zuhaib Sheikh Mahmood, Michigan State University
zsmahmood89@gmail.com

84-105 Roundtable: Writing and Publishing A Book (Co-sponsored with 72. Professional Development, see 72-32)
Sat at 9:45 am
Chair Mirya R. Holman, Tulane University of Louisiana
mholman@tulane.edu
Part. Andrea Benjamin, University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill
andreabz@email.unc.edu
Tiffany D. Barnes, University of Kentucky
tiffanydbarnes@uky.edu
Christina Bejarano, Georgia State University
ebejarano@gsu.edu

86-2 Exploring Predictors of Support for and Opposition to LGBTQ Rights
Sat at 9:45 am
9:45 Chair, Phillip Ardoin, Appalachian State University
ardoinpj@appstate.edu

9:50 Factors Affecting Functional Prejudice Against Sexual Minorities
Shih-chan Dai, University of Massachusetts-Amherst
j61911@gmail.com

10:11 Media Framing and the Politics of Local LGBT Referenda
Royal Gene Cravens, The University of Tennessee-Knoxville
rcravens@vols.utk.edu

10:33 Disc., Phillip Ardoin, Appalachian State University
ardoinpj@appstate.edu
Disc., Inaki Sagarzazu, Texas Tech University
inaki.sagarzazu@ttu.edu

10:55 Audience Discussion

91-5 Political Leadership and the Absurd, American Style
Sat at 9:45 am
9:45 Chair, Steven Johnston, University of Utah
steinjohnston@utah.edu

9:50 All the King’s Men and the Politics of American Demagoguery
Jeffrey A. Becker, University of the Pacific
jbecker@pacific.edu

320
10:00 Gold Rush: Cinema, Circulation, and Credit
Char Miller, George Mason University
char.miller@gmu.edu

Stephen Eric Savage, Louisiana State University and Agricultural & Mechanical College
ssavag5@lsu.edu

10:22 To Kill a Mockingbird, Democratic Leadership, and the Relevance of Attic Rhetoric
Michelle Marie Kundmueller, Christopher Newport University
michelle.kundmueller@cnu.edu

10:33 Personal Recollections on the Divine Right of Kings: Mark Twain on the Theological-Political Problem
Bernard Joseph Dobski, Assumption College
bdobski@assumption.edu

10:44 Disc., Steven Johnston, University of Utah
steven.johnston@utah.edu

10:55 Audience Discussion

Speed Networking: Current Students
Sat at 9:45 am

Saturday, April 8 at 11:30 am

1-105 Roundtable: Untenured Academics during the Trump Administration
Sat at 11:30 am
Chair Ashly Adam Townsen, Washington State University
ashly.townsen@wsu.edu
Part. Season Hoard, Washington State University
hoardsa@wsu.edu
Todd Clayton Robinson, Air University
toddclaytonrobinson@yahoo.com
Hayden Josiah Smith, Washington State University
hayden.smith@wsu.edu
Kaye Usry, Elon University
kusry@elon.edu
Christopher J Williams, University of Arkansas at Little Rock
cjwilliams66@ualr.edu
Michael Salamone, Washington State University
michael.salamone@wsu.edu

2-3 State Building, Democratization, and Issues in International Politics
Sat at 11:30 am
Chair, Kathleen Regina Barrett, University of West Georgia
kathiebarrett@earthlink.net

11:35 Democratization as Increasing Responsiveness?
Qinghua Yi*, Simon Fraser University
qyi@sfu.ca

11:51 International State-building: What Do We Know?
Karim Elkady, Brandeis University
kkady@brandeis.edu

12:07 Why Nations Integrate: A Structural Realist Analysis
Bekir Ilhan, Sabanci University
bekirilhan@outlook.com

12:23 Disc., Kathleen Regina Barrett, University of West Georgia
kathiebarrett@earthlink.net
Disc., Toru Oga, Columbia University in the City of New York
toruova0916@gmail.com

12:40 Audience Discussion

5-12 Ethnicity and Politics
Sat at 11:30 am

11:30 Ethnic Diversity and Ethnic Power: Explaining Local Public Goods Provision
Alexander Lee, University of Rochester
alexander.mark.lee@rochester.edu

11:53 Modernization and Ethnic Conflict Attitudes
Yusuf Magiya, Columbia University in the City of New York
ym2546@columbia.edu

12:16 The Dynamics of Local and National Elections: Ethnicity and Clientelism in Malawi
Ellen M. Lust, University of Gothenburg
ellen.lust@gu.se
Kristen Elaine Kao, University of Gothenburg
kristenkao@gmail.com
Adam S. Harris, University of Gothenburg
asharris4@gmail.com

12:40 Audience Discussion

6-16 Presidentialism in Comparative Perspective
Sat at 11:30 am

11:30 Chair, Marisa Kellam, Waseda University-Tokyo
kellam@waseda.jp

11:35 Herding the Cats: Committee Decentralization in Presidential Democracies
Gregg B. Johnson, Valparaiso University
gregg.johnson@valpo.edu

11:48 When Presidents Are Coaches: World Cup Results Affect Citizens' Evaluation of the Government
Oscar Castorena, Vanderbilt University
oscar.castorena@vanderbilt.edu
Gabriel Nicolás Camargo-Toledo, Vanderbilt University
gabriel.n.camargo-toledo@vanderbilt.edu

12:01 Presidential Leverage and Institutional Presidencies in Latin America, 2002-2012
Magna Maria Inacio*, Federal University of Minas Gerais
magna.inacio@gmail.com
Beatriz Silva Da Costa*, Universidade Federal de Minas Gerais
bea.s.costa@gmail.com
Policing Policies: When Do Presidential Cabinet Members Monitor Each Other?
Victor Augusto Araújo*, University of São Paulo
victor.asaraujo@gmail.com
Thiago Silva*, Texas A & M University-College Station
ndsthiago@gmail.com
Marcelo Vieira*, Federal University of Espírito Santo
mmarvieira@gmail.com

7-11 Political Parties and Transitions to Democracy

11:30 The Influence of Party Strategies on Voters' Tolerance of Political Corruption in Developing Democracies
Albana Shehaj, University of Michigan-Ann Arbor
ashehaj@umich.edu

11:48 Sustaining Democratization: Coalition Building Through Clientalistic Policy Appeal
Gulcan Saglam, Georgia State University
gilgen1@student.gsu.edu
Adnan Rasool, Georgia State University
arasool1@gsu.edu

8-10 Political Economy of Authoritarian Rule

11:30 The Authoritarian Roots of Loyal Opposition
Nathan Grubman, Yale University
nathan.grubman@yale.edu

12:14 The Statist Origins of Dominant Party Dictatorship and Democracy
Vasabjit Banerjee, Mississippi State University
vasabjit@gmail.com

12:27 Disc., Bruno Ferreira Costa, University of Beira Interior
bruno.dfcosta@gmail.com
Disc., Mona Lyne, University of Missouri-Kansas City
lynem@umkc.edu

11:48 Economic Growth in Presidential and Parliament-based Dictatorships
Tyson Roberts, University of California-Irvine
tyson@cohenroberts.com

12:01 Inequality, Repression, and Opposition Under Electoral Authoritarianism: The Growth of Social Democracy in Prussia
Henry Roderick Thomson, Nuffield College, University of Oxford
thoms225@um.edu

12:14 Inequality under Authoritarian Rule
Terence K Teo, Seton Hall University
tekwoc@shu.edu

12:27 Disc., Helen Lee, Michigan State University
leehelen3@msu.edu
Disc., Tofigh Maboudi, Loyola University Chicago
tmaboudi@luc.edu

12:40 Audience Discussion

9-14 Personalization in Party Politics

11:30 Personalization in Party Politics
Sat at 11:30 am

11:35 Brand Attachment and Leader-Based Identities: Evidence from Spain
Emily Bickle Carty, University of North Carolina-Chapel Hill
ecarty@live.unc.edu

11:48 Candidates' Regional Ties and Vote Choice
Philipp Harfst, University of Greifswald
pharfst@uni-greifswald.de

12:01 How do Campaigns Shape Candidate Image?: Dynamics of Candidate Traits in the 2005 and 2009 German Bundestag Elections
Mona Krewel, Cornell University
MK2375@cornell.edu
Richard Johnston, University of British Columbia
richard.johnston@ubc.ca
Julia Partheymüller, University of Essex
julia.partheymueller@essex.ac.uk

12:14 Personalism and Electoral Accountability across Democratic Regimes
Ignazio De Ferrari, Universidad del Pacifico
ignazioni@asu.edu
Piero Stanig, Bocconi University, Milan
piero.stanig@bocconi.it

12:27 Disc., Sebastian Adrian Popa, University of Mannheim
Sebastian.Popa@nzes.uni-mannheim.de
Disc., Thomas Zittel, Goethe University Frankfurt
zittel@soz.uni-frankfurt.de

12:40 Audience Discussion

8-10 The Political Economy of Latin America and the Caribbean

11:35 A Game Theoretical Model of Fiscal Decentralization in Authoritarian Regimes
Yu Xiao, University of Pittsburgh-Pittsburgh Campus
yuxiaopitt@gmail.com

11:48 The Political Economy of Latin America and the Caribbean
Sat at 11:30 am
11:30 Chair, Edgar Jorge Marcolin, Purdue University-Main Campus  
emarcolin@hotmail.com

11:35 Colonial Origins of Caribbean Development: A Controlled Experiment  
Ethan Jon Hollander, Wabash College  
hollande@wabash.edu
Matthew J. Ford*, Wabash College  
mjford18@wabash.edu
W. Levi Chitty*, Wabash College  
hollande@wabash.edu
Patrick R. Troy*, Wabash College  
hollande@wabash.edu
Gabriel N. Murei*, Wabash College  
hollande@wabash.edu

11:48 Latin America Public Policies towards Formalization of Domestic Workers: A Comparative Study of Mexico, Uruguay, Argentina, Chile and ILO Recommendations  
Marta Cebollada Gay, ITAM, Mexico City  
marta.cebollada@itam.mx

12:01 Macroeconomics of Populism in Latin America  
Ricardo Borges Gama Neto*, UFPE  
ricardo.gamant@ufpe.br

12:14 The Institutions of Inequality in Latin America  
Laura García Montoya, Northwestern University  
lauragarciam@u.northwestern.edu

12:27 Disc., Edgar Jorge Marcolin, Purdue University-Main Campus  
emarcolin@hotmail.com
Disc., Nicole Warmington-Granston, Governors State University  
warmington-granston@govst.edu

12:40 Audience Discussion

14:19 More than Just Guanxi: Chinese Politics and Social Network Analysis  
Sat at 11:30 am

11:30 Chair, Peter L. Lorentzen, University of California-Berkeley  
lorentzen@berkeley.edu

11:35 Tigers in Cage: A Network Explanation of Corruption Prosecution in China  
Jia Li, University of Chicago  
jiali@uchicago.edu

11:48 The Changing Characteristics of Chinese Private Sector Elites and Their Relationship with the Communist Party: An In-depth Analysis of China Rich List  
Zhu Zhang, Tulane University of Louisiana  
zzhang11@tulane.edu

12:01 Power Dynamics within the Chinese Communist Party  
Chao-ko Cheng, University of California-Los Angeles  
ccheng11@ucla.edu

12:14 Friends or Foes: Networks of Political Visits Among Chinese Localities  
Xiao Ma, University of Washington-Seattle Campus  
maxiao@uw.edu

12:27 Disc., Junyan Jiang, University of Pennsylvania  
junyanji@sas.upenn.edu
Disc., Franziska Barbara Keller, Hong Kong University of Science and Technology  
fbkeller@nyu.edu

12:40 Audience Discussion

15-14 New Directions in Ethnic Politics: Exploring Relationships between Ethnicity, Religious Institutions, and Politics  
Sat at 11:30 am

11:30 Chair, Martha Wilfahrt, Northwestern University  
martha.wilfahrt@northwestern.edu

11:35 Christianity, Islam, and the Political Salience of Ethnic Identity in Africa  
Robert A. Dowd*, University of Notre Dame  
rdowd1@nd.edu

11:45 Political Competition, Perceived Discrimination, and the Relative Strength of Ethnic versus National Attachments in Africa  
Elena Gadjanova, Max Planck Institute  
gadjanova@mmp.mpg.de

Elizabeth Sperber, University of Denver  
elizabeth.sperber@gmail.com

12:07 Sharing, Shame and Honor: Evidence from Urban Ghana  
Jeffrey William Paller, University of San Francisco  
jeffrey.paller@gmail.com

12:18 Determinants of Local Service Provision in Africa: Evidence from Malawi  
Shana Warren, New York University  
shana.warren@nyu.edu

12:40 Audience Discussion

16-9 Mapping Middle East Identity  
Sat at 11:30 am

11:30 National Stories in Multi-Cleavage Society: A "Wall" or a "Bridge"?  
Shaul Shenhav, The Hebrew University of Jerusalem  
shaul.shenhav@mail.huji.ac.il
Tamir Sheafer*, The Hebrew University of Jerusalem  
tamir.sheafer@mail.huji.ac.il
Yael Rivka Kaplan, The Hebrew University, Jerusalem  
yael.kaplan@mail.huji.ac.il

11:44 Social Closure and Boundary Nesting: Sunni-Turkish Majority vs. Kurdish and Alevi Minorities  
Zeki Sarigail, Bilkent University  
sarigail@bilkent.edu.tr
11:58 Thinking Outside the Box: Islam, Innovation, and Democracy in Muslim World
Dilshod Achilov, University of Massachusetts-Dartmouth
dachilov@umassd.edu
Renat Shaykhutdinov, Florida Atlantic University
rshaykhu@fau.edu

12:12 To Karbala: Religion and the State in the Shiite Middle East
Elizabeth Ann Knudson Dekeyser*, Massachusetts Institute of Technology
knudson.elizabeth@gmail.com
Fotini Christia*, Massachusetts Institute of Technology
cfotini@mit.edu
Dean Knox*, Massachusetts Institute of Technology
dknox@mit.edu

12:26 Tweeting Beyond Tahrir: Ideological Diversity and Political Tolerance in Egyptian Twitter Networks
Alexandra Arons Siegel, New York University
aasiegel@gmail.com

12:40 Audience Discussion

17-9 Post-Soviet Political Economy
Sat at 11:30 am
11:30 Chair, Dinissa S. Duvanova, Lehigh University
did214@lehigh.edu
11:35 State Capture, Political Risks and International Business - Evidence from Ukraine under Yanukovych
Hannes Meissner, University of Applied Sciences BFI Vienna
hannes.meissner@fh-vie.ac.at

11:51 The Role of Self-Regulatory Organizations of Entrepreneurs in Organizing Collective Action Against Corruption: The Case of Russia
Yulia V. Krylova, George Mason University
ykrylova@gmu.edu

12:07 Determinants of Bribe-Paying in Post-Communist Societies
Olena Nikolayenko, Fordham University
onikolayenko@fordham.edu

12:23 Disc., Dinissa S. Duvanova, Lehigh University
did214@lehigh.edu

12:40 Audience Discussion

19-12 Political Consequences of Globalization
Sat at 11:30 am
11:30 Foreign Investment and Support for Autocratic Rule
Tobias Rommel, University of Zurich-Switzerland
rommel@ipz.uzh.ch

11:47 Political Institutions, Economic Structure, and the Comparative Advantage of Democracy
Jiahua Yue, Yale University
jiahua.yue@yale.edu
Shangsi Zhou, Renmin University of China
zhou_shangsi@ruc.edu.cn

12:05 They Could Have Been Contenders: A Power-Sharing Explanation for Central Bank Independence in Transition Countries
Nicole Baerg, University of Essex/University of Mannheim
nicole.baerg@gmail.com
Julia Gray*, University of Pennsylvania
jgray@sas.upenn.edu
Jakob Willisch, University of Mannheim
jakob.willisch@ges.uni-mannheim.de

12:22 From International to Regional Orders?: Prospects for State Building and Fragile and Failing States in the 21st Century
John Van Benthuyzen, Black Hills State University
jvan1984@yahoo.com

12:40 Audience Discussion

20-11 Political Economy of Immigration
Sat at 11:30 am
11:30 Chair, Adrian S. Petrescu, InnovationTrek, Omaha NE, USA
aspetrescu@alumni.pitt.edu
11:35 Missing Voices?: Failings in the Management of Non-Irish Employees
Mary Prendergast, Dublin Institute of Technology
mary.prendergast@dit.ie

11:48 Refugees vs. Immigrants vs. Net Migration: Which Inflicts Economic Costs?
Dong Ju Lee, University of Pittsburgh-Pittsburgh Campus
dol18@pitt.edu

12:01 Unpacking the Migration Myth: Immigration's Effect on Welfare State Spending
Matt Alan Bufford, University of Georgia
mab37075@uga.edu

12:14 Workers By Any Other Name: Foreign Trainees and Interns as Labor Migrants to Japan.
Yunchen Tian, Johns Hopkins University
ytian23@jhu.edu

12:27 Disc., Adrian S. Petrescu, InnovationTrek, Omaha NE, USA
aspetrescu@alumni.pitt.edu

12:40 Audience Discussion

21-11 New Perspectives on International Relations Research
Sat at 11:30 am
11:30 Chair, Robert Frederic Trager, University of California-Los Angeles
rtrager@ucla.edu
11:35 Resilience as a Means of Deterrence by Denial Against Terrorism
Gavin Ian Cameron, University of Calgary
gcameron@ucalgary.ca
11:51 The Grand Masquerade: The Global Periphery and the Myth of Statehood In Event: Historical Perspectives on Nationalism, Self-Determination and Sovereignty
Valerie Freeland*, Simon Fraser University
vfreeland@u.northwestern.edu

12:07 Identical Goals, Confl icting Results: The EU’s Impact on Corruption Control and Minority Protection
Mert . Kartal*, University of Wisconsin-Stevens Point
mkartal@uwsp.edu

12:23 Disc., Robert Frederic Trager, University of California-Los Angeles
rtrager@ucla.edu

12:40 Audience Discussion

24-12 New Determinants of State Repression/Human Rights Violation?
Sat at 11:30 am

11:30 Chair, Roman-Gabriel Olar, University of Essex
rolar@essex.ac.uk

11:35 Alliances and Repression
Alexander Steven Von Hagen-Jamar, Lund University
avhj@umich.edu
Michelle Allendoerfer*, George Washington University
mallendo@gwu.edu

11:48 Diffusion Effects of Irregular Regime Change
Marcel Alexander Dirsus, University of Kiel, Germany
marcel.dirsus@gmail.com

12:01 Is the Good News about Coups and Democracy Good News for Coups and Human Rights?
Travis B Curtice, Emory University
travis.curtice@emory.edu
Daniel Arnon, Emory University
daniel.yuval.aron@emory.edu

12:14 State Responses to Militias and Political (Dis)Order in Developing Democracies
Megan Turnbull, Brown University
megan_turnbull@brown.edu

12:27 Disc., Roman-Gabriel Olar, University of Essex
rolar@essex.ac.uk

12:40 Audience Discussion

25-12 Power, Military Force, and War
Sat at 11:30 am

11:30 Chair, Tadeusz Kugler, Roger Williams University
tkugler@rwu.edu

11:35 An Urban Education: United States Land Power and the Iraq War
Harris R Stephenson, University of Calgary
hstephe@ucalgary.ca
Alexander Gordon Salt, University of Calgary
alexander.salt@ucalgary.ca

11:45 Bombing and Mining in War: Evidence from Cambodia
Shoko Kohama, Hokkaido University
skohama@juris.hokudai.ac.jp
Kazuto Ohtsuki, Waseda University
kazuto.ohotsuki@gmail.com
Yasutaka Tominaga, Waseda University
y-tominaga@yasutakatominaga.com

11:56 Navigating the Space Between War and Peace: The Integration of Conventional and Special Operations Forces
Adam Anthony Scher, West Point
adam.a.scher.mil@mail.mil
Meghan Cumpston, Department of Defense
mcumpston25@gmail.com

12:07 State Capacity, Power Projection, and the Duration of Military Interventions 1946-2005
Gokhan Ciflikli, London School of Economics and Political Science
g.ciflikli@lse.ac.uk

12:18 Testing Power Transition Theory in East Asia Using Event Data
Vito D’Orazio, The University of Texas at Dallas
vjdorazio@gmail.com
Anh Pham*, University of Texas-Dallas
ap134330@utdallas.edu

12:29 Disc., Tadeusz Kugler, Roger Williams University
tkugler@rwu.edu
Disc., Keith A. Grant, James Madison University
grantka@jmu.edu
Disc., Brittnee Carter, University of Kansas
bcaterr2@ku.edu

12:40 Audience Discussion

26-7 Foreign Policy Strategies and Policies
Sat at 11:30 am

11:30 Chair, Brian Lai, University of Iowa
brian-lai@uiowa.edu

11:35 Multilateralism v. Unilateralism: An Optilateral Alternative
Julie M. Bunck, University of Louisville
julie@louisville.edu

11:45 Presidential Foreign Travel
Amnon Cavari, IDC, Herzliya
cavari@idc.ac.il
Micah Ables*, IDC, Herzliya
ables.micah@gmail.com

11:56 Strategies of Regional and Global Hegemons: A Comparative Analysis
Cagla Mavruk Cavlak*, Wayne State University
fb6502@wayne.edu

12:07 The Obama Doctrine: Was There One?
Michael Clarke*, National Security College, Australian National University
m.clarke@griffith.edu.au
Anthony Ricketts, Australian National University (ANU)
anthony.ricketts@anu.edu.au
Galen Jackson, Williams College
09gej@williams.edu

Disc., Brian Lai, University of Iowa
brian-lai@uiowa.edu

Audience Discussion

The United Nations
Sat at 11:30 am
Chair, Leanne C. Powner, Independent Scholar
leanne.powner@gmail.com

Vote Buying by the United States in the United Nations
Dan Alexander, University of Chicago
danalexander@uchicago.edu
Bryan Andrew Rooney*, Vanderbilt University
bryan.a.rooney@vanderbilt.edu

The Socialization Effect of EU Membership on Foreign Policy Preferences: Evidence from Debates in the United Nations
Nicola Chelotti*, Loughborough University
n.chelotti@lboro.ac.uk
Niheer Dasandi, University of Birmingham
n.dasandi@bham.ac.uk
Slava Mikhaylov, University of Essex
s.mikhaylov@essex.ac.uk

Persistent Polarization in the United Nations
Niheer Dasandi, University of Birmingham
n.dasandi@bham.ac.uk
Slava Mikhaylov, University of Essex
s.mikhaylov@essex.ac.uk
Caleb Pomeroy, University College London
caleb.pom@gmail.com

Disc., Leanne C. Powner, Independent Scholar
leanne.powner@gmail.com

Nuclear Weapons and International Security
Sat at 11:30 am
Chair, David T. Burbach, Naval War College
david.burbach@usnwc.edu

Beyond the Rubicon: Conflict Escalation in Regional Nuclear Powers
Giles David Arceneaux, Syracuse University
gdarcene@syr.edu

Regions as a Frame for the World: A Comparative Study of Brazil's and India's Socialization in the Non-Proliferation Regime
Vinicius Guilherme Rodrigues Vieira, Princeton University
rodriguesvieira@gmail.com
Haroldo Ramanzini*, Federal University of Uberlandia (UFU)
hramanzinin Junior@gmail.com

Searching for Nuclear Superiority: Nuclear Offensive Capabilities and Crisis Outcomes
Doyoung Lee, University of Chicago
doyounglee@uchicago.edu

Jiyoung Ko*, Yale University
jiiyoung.ko@yale.edu

The Tragedy of Arming
Andrew James Coe, University of Southern California
andrew.j.coe@gmail.com
Jane Vaynman*, Temple University
jvaynman@gmail.com

After the Iranian Nuclear Deal Can We Expect another Tide of Nuclear Cascade or Not?
Nursin Guney, Yildiz Technical University
gnursin@hotmail.com

The Elephant in the : When Do Congressional Candidates Mention Security Issues?
Joy Langston, CIDE, Mexico City
joy.langston@cide.edu
Sandra Jessica Ley Gutierrez, Centro de Investigación y Docencia Económicas
sjleyg@gmail.com

Valence Advantage and Median Voter Orientation: An Empirical Analysis of Competition for District Seats in the German Federal Election 2009
Franz Urban Pappi*, Universität Mannheim
Franz.Pappi@uni-mannheim.de
Anna Sophie Kurella, University of Mannheim, Germany
anna.kurella@mzes.uni-mannheim.de
Thomas Bräuninger, University of Mannheim
thomas.braeuninger@uni-mannheim.de
12:18 Do Electoral Polls Influence Voters’ Behavior? Experimental Evidence from Mexico
Rodrigo Salvador Castro Cornejo*, University of Notre Dame
rcastroc@nd.edu

12:29 Disc., James A. McCann, Purdue University-Main Campus
mccann@purdue.edu
Disc., Gilles Serra, CIDE (Centro de Investigacion y Docencia Economicas)
gilles.serra@cide.edu

12:40 Audience Discussion

32-6 Of Geography and Gerrymandering: The Causes and Consequences of Congressional Redistricting (Co-sponsored with 30, Electoral Campaigns, see 30-7)
Sat at 11:30 am

11:30 Chair, Ryan D Williamson, University of Georgia
ryandw10@uga.edu

11:35 Do Voters or Politicians Choose the Outcomes of Elections? Evidence From the Struggle to Control Congressional Redistricting
Ajay Shenoy, University of California-Santa Cruz
azshenoy@ucsc.edu
Dahyeon Jeong*, University of California-Santa Cruz
dajeong@ucsc.edu

11:45 Geography and Gerrymandering: A Unified Model
Anthony James McGann, University of Strathclyde
anthony.mcgann@strath.ac.uk
Charles A. Smith*, University of California-Irvine
casmith@uci.edu
Michael Latner*, California Polytechnic State University-San Luis Obispo
mlatner@calpoly.edu
Alex Keena, University of Richmond
akeena@richmond.edu

11:56 Mathematical Characteristics of District Boundary Lines as Indicators of Partisan Gerrymandering in U.S. House Elections
Richard Powell, University of Maine
rpowell@maine.edu
Jesse Clark*, Massachusetts Institute of Technology
jcclark@mit.edu
Matthew Dube, University of Maine at Augusta
matthew.dube@maine.edu

12:07 Redistricting and Third Party Candidacies in U.S. Congressional Elections
Steve B. Lem, Kutztown University of Pennsylvania
lem@kutztown.edu

12:18 The Case of the Non-Existent Marginals: Racial Polarization, Majority-Minority Districts, and Competitiveness in Southern Congressional Elections, 1964-Present
Jacob Forrest Harrison Smith, University of North Carolina-Chapel Hill
smithjhf@live.unc.edu

12:29 Disc., Ryan D Williamson, University of Georgia
ryandw10@uga.edu
Disc., Todd Makse, Florida International University
toddmakse@gmail.com

12:40 Audience Discussion

33-12 Representation and Subgroups in Society
Sat at 11:30 am

11:30 Chair, Olle Folke, Uppsala University
olle.folke@statsvet.uu.se

11:35 Congruence Within Proportional Representation Systems
Ozge Kemahlilioglu, Sabanci University
ozgekemah@sabanciuniv.edu
Hasret Dikici Bilgin*, Bilgi University
dikicibilgin@gmail.com

11:45 District Magnitude and Women’s Representation: Evidence from Two Natural Experiments in Argentina
Adrian Lucardi, ITAM, Mexico City
adrian.lucardi@itam.mx
Juan Pablo Micozzi, Instituto Tecnológico Autónomo de México
juan.micozzi@itam.mx

11:56 Do Best-Loser Provisions in Mixed-Member Electoral Systems Discriminate Against Women?
Yann Kerevel, Louisiana State University and Agricultural & Mechanical College
kerevely@gmail.com
Austin S Matthews, Louisiana State University and Agricultural & Mechanical College
amatt18@lsu.edu

12:07 Income Distributions and the Relative Representation of Rich and Poor Citizens
Eric Guntermann, University of Gothenburg
ericguntermann@gmail.com
Mikael Persson*, University of Gothenburg-Sweden
mikael.persson@pol.gu.se

12:18 Substantive Representation of Latinos in the U.S. Senate
Giovanny Daniel Pleites-Hernandez, The University of Tennessee-Knoxville
gpleites@vols.utk.edu
Nathan J. Kelly*, The University of Tennessee-Knoxville
Nathan.J.Kelly@gmail.com

12:29 Disc., Olle Folke, Uppsala University
olle.folke@statsvet.uu.se
Disc., Yann Kerevel, Louisiana State University and Agricultural & Mechanical College
kerevely@gmail.com

12:40 Audience Discussion

34-11 Voting Behavior in Contemporary American Elections
Sat at 11:30 am

11:30 Chair, Joel Sievert, Texas Tech University
joelasievert@gmail.com
nvalenti@umich.edu
Carly Nicole Wayne*, University of Michigan-Ann Arbor
carwayne@umich.edu
Marzia Oceno, University of Michigan-Ann Arbor
oceno@umich.edu

11:48 Momentum
Betsy Sinclair, Washington University in St. Louis
bsinclai@wustl.edu
Steven S. Smith, Washington University in St. Louis
smith@wustl.edu
Michelle Torres, Washington University in St. Louis
mtorres@wustl.edu
Patrick D. Tucker, Washington University in St. Louis
ptucker@wustl.edu

12:01 Polarized Networks?: New Evidence on American Voters' Political Communication Networks
Ross Butters, University of California-Davis
Rbutters@ucdavis.edu
Christopher Hare, University of California-Davis
cdhare@ucdavis.edu
Robert Huckfeldt, University of California-Davis
rhuckfeldt@ucdavis.edu

12:14 School Board Election Outcomes in Indiana
Paul B. Raymond, University of Southern Indiana
praymond@usi.edu

12:27 Disc., Joel Sievert, Texas Tech University
joelasiert@gmail.com
Disc., Stacy Gwenn Ulbig, Sam Houston State University
ulbig@shsu.edu

12:40 Audience Discussion

36-13 Racial Cues and Political Attitudes
Sat at 11:30 am

11:30 Chair, David O. Sears, University of California-Los Angeles
sears@issr.ucla.edu

11:35 Campaigns, Racial Cues, and Candidate Credibility
Tasha S. Philpot, University of Texas-Austin
tphilpot@austin.utexas.edu

11:48 If Trump Says It, Should I Believe It?: Elite Cue-Taking and Birtherism
Christina Farhart, University of Minnesota-Twin Cities
farh0013@umn.edu
Kyle L. Saunders, Colorado State University-Fort Collins
Kyle.Saunders@ColoState.EDU
Joanne M. Miller, University of Minnesota-Twin Cities
jomiller@umn.edu

12:01 What Drives Public Support for Voter ID Laws?: Re-Examining the Interaction of Racial and Partisan Attitudes
Philip Edward Jones, University of Delaware
pejones@udel.edu

David J Barney, University of Massachusetts-Amherst
dbarney@umass.edu
Jesse Hessler Rhodes, University of Massachusetts-Amherst
jrhodes@polsci.umass.edu

12:27 Disc., David O. Sears, University of California-Los Angeles
sears@issr.ucla.edu
Disc., Donald P. Haider-Markel, University of Kansas
dhmarkel@ku.edu

12:40 Audience Discussion

37-15 Experiments in International Relations and Global Governance
Sat at 11:30 am

11:30 Chair, Stephen Chaudoin, University of Illinois-Urbana-Champaign
stephen.chaudoin@gmail.com

11:35 Economic Human Rights and Public Support for the Welfare State: An Experimental Analysis
Lyle A. Scruggs, University of Connecticut
lyle.scruggs@uconn.edu
Salil Deepak Benegal, DePauw University
salibengal@depauw.edu

11:48 How Relevant are Input and Output Legitimacy in International Environmental Governance?
Steffen Mohrenberg, ETH Zurich
mohrenberg@ir.gess.ethz.ch
Vally Koubi*, ETH Zurich
koubi@ir.gess.ethz.ch

12:01 Local Partners for Local Problems: When Does Foreign Security Assistance Undermine Civilian Support?
Austin James Knuppe, Ohio State University-Main Campus
knuppe.2@osu.edu

12:14 The Legitimacy of Global Governance: Normative Standards versus Citizens' Preferences
Tina Freyburg*, University of St Gallen, Switzerland
tina.freyburg@unisg.ch
Steffen Mohrenberg, ETH Zurich
mohrenberg@ir.gess.ethz.ch
Thomas Winzen*, ETH Zurich
homas.winzen@eup.gess.ethz.ch

12:27 Disc., Stephen Chaudoin, University of Illinois-Urbana-Champaign
stephen.chaudoin@gmail.com
Disc., Experiments Discussant Placeholder*, Experiments Discussant Placeholder
cgrose@usc.edu
12:40 Audience Discussion

38-21 New Approaches to Understanding Political Attitudes and Behavior
Sat at 11:30 am
11:30 Chair, Steven Michael Sylvester, Utah Valley University
ssylvester@uvu.edu
11:35 Reassessing the Structure of Presidential Character
Scott Clifford, University of Houston
saclifford@uh.edu

11:45 Socially Desirability Scales and Voter Turnout Overreports
Ivelisse Cuevas-Molina, University of Massachusetts-Amherst
icuevasm@polsci.umass.edu

11:56 Risk Attitudes, Perception, and Risky Choice in Referenda
Céline Colombo, University of Zurich-Switzerland
colombo@ipz.uzh.ch
Marco Steenbergen, University of Zurich
steenbergen@ipz.uzh.ch
Tomasz Siczek*, siczek@ipz.uzh.ch

12:07 Democracy Misunderstood: Authoritarian Understandings of Democracy Around the Globe
Christian Peter Welzel*, University of California-Irvine
cwelzel@gmail.com
Helen Kirsch*, London School of Economics and Political Science
H.Kirsch@lse.ac.uk

12:18 The Effect of Complex Political Debates on Attitude Strength
Andrew Harold Tyner, University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill
atyner@live.unc.edu

12:29 Disc., Steven Michael Sylvester, Utah Valley University
ssylvester@uvu.edu
Disc., Tiffany C. Davenport, United States Naval Academy
tdavenpo@usna.edu

12:40 Audience Discussion

38-22 Understanding Political Knowledge
Sat at 11:30 am
11:30 Chair, William G. Jacoby, Michigan State University
jacoby@msu.edu

11:35 A Little Bit of Knowledge: Facebook’s News Feed and Self-Perceptions of Knowledge
Nicolas Ansphach, York College-Pennsylvania
nansphach@ycp.edu

Jay Thomas Jennings, University of Texas-Austin
jay.jennings@temple.edu
Kevin Arceneaux, Temple University
kevin.arceneaux@temple.edu

11:45 Informed, But Not Simply Informed: The Varying Levels of Political Information Efficacy
Younei Soe, Indiana University-Bloomington
ysoe@umail.iu.edu

11:56 Knowledge Hubris and Humility: A Theory of the Antecedents of (In)Accurate Self-Knowledge Assessments and Their Role in the Policy Process
Creed C. Tumlison, University of Arkansas
culumiso@uark.edu

12:07 Known Unknowns?: Self-Reported Political Interest and Domains of Political Knowledge
Stephen N Goggin, San Diego State University
goggin@berkeley.edu
Douglas James Ahler, Vanderbilt University
douglas.j.ahler@vanderbilt.edu

12:18 Women Also Know Stuff: Challenging the Gender Gap in Political Sophistication
Patrick Willi Kraft, Stony Brook University
kraft.pw@gmail.com

12:29 Disc., William G. Jacoby, Michigan State University
jacoby@msu.edu
Disc., David J. Ciuk, Franklin and Marshall College
dciuk@fandm.edu

12:40 Audience Discussion

42-16 Linking Officials and Constituents via ICT
Sat at 11:30 am
11:30 Chair, Quinn M Albaugh, Princeton University
qalbaugh@princeton.edu

11:35 Congressional Use of Twitter
Kaitlyn Sill, Pacific Lutheran University
sillkl@plu.edu
Stella Rouse*, University of Maryland-College Park
srouse@umd.edu
Emily Metzgar*, Indiana University-Bloomington
emetzgar@indiana.edu

11:45 Death of a Trustee: An Examination of Traditional Legislator Roles in an Era of Increased Legislator- Constituent Linkages Precipitated by Internet Enabled Communication Technologies
Joe Franklin West, University of North Carolina-Pembroke
joe.west@uncp.edu

11:56 Constituent Communications in a New Technological Era: Congressional E-Newsletters
Andrew J. Janusz, University of California-San Diego
ajanusz@ucsd.edu
John Seungmin Kuk, University of California-San Diego
jskuk@ucsd.edu
Nazita Lajevardi, University of California-San Diego
nlajevard@ucsd.edu
12:07 **Dynamics of Language Use and Digital Constituent Outreach in Canadian Provinces: A Quantitative Look at the Current State of Affairs**
Vincent Raynauld, Emerson College
vincent_raynauld@emerson.edu
Emmanuelle Richez, University of Windsor
evermannelle.richez@uwindsor.ca

12:18 **Negativity Bias: The Link between Communication Strategy and Hostility in Congress**
Solomon Messing, Stanford University
solomon.messing@gmail.com
Patrick van Kessel, Pew Research Center
pvankessel@pewresearch.org
Adam Gregory Hughes, Pew Research Center
ahughes@virginia.edu
Rachel Marie Blum, Miami University-Oxford
blumrm@miamioh.edu

12:29 **Recruit, Train, Run: Women's Candidacies and Support**
Sat at 11:30 am
Chair, Jennifer M. Piscopo, Occidental College
piscopo@oxy.edu
Disc., Quinn M Albaugh, Princeton University
jbalbaugh@princeton.edu
Disc., Leticia Bode, Georgetown University
lb871@georgetown.edu

12:30 **A Call for Unity in the Andes: How the Relationship Between Highland and Lowland Ethnic Groups Shapes the Success of Indigenous Movements in the Region**
Karla Mundim, University of Florida
karlamundim@ufl.edu

12:40 **Do Specific Promises of Help Close the Gender Gap in Responses to Recruitment?**
Jessica Robinson Preece, Brigham Young University-Provo
jessica_preece@byu.edu

12:07 **Improving Women's Ambition Through Campaign Trainings: Finding the Right Message and Messenger**
Jennie Sweet-Cushman, Chatham University
jsweetcushman@chatham.edu
Monica C. Schneider, Miami University-Oxford
mschneider@miamioh.edu

12:18 **The Political Recruitment of Women Worldwide**
Malliga Och, Idaho State University
ochmall@isu.edu

12:29 **Disc., Rosalyn Cooperman, University of Mary Washington**
rcoopm@umw.edu
Disc., Jennifer M. Piscopo, Occidental College
piscopo@oxy.edu

12:40 **Audience Discussion**
11:44 Shaping Public Opinion on Voter ID Laws: The Influence of Race and Partisanship on White Voters
Vladimir Enrique Medenica, Princeton University medenica@princeton.edu
11:58 The Politics of Payday Loans: Race, Inequality, and the Rise of the Fringe Economy
Patricia D. Posey, University of Pennsylvania pposey@sas.upenn.edu
12:12 The Politics of Skin Color
Nicole Yadon, University of Michigan - Ann Arbor nyadon@umich.edu
12:26 Disc., Christopher David DeSante, Indiana University-Bloomington cdesante@indiana.edu
Disc., Dominik Duell, University of Essex dominik.duell@essex.ac.uk
12:40 Audience Discussion
45-200 Table 4: JSS: Tocqueville and Democratic Thought
Sat at 11:30 am
11:30 Debatable Land: Macaulay, Tocqueville, and the Art of Contingency
Rob Goodman, Columbia University in the City of New York rg2803@columbia.edu
11:47 Democracy and Conformity: Tocqueville, Emerson, and Mill on the Democratic Uses of Non-Democratic Thought
Lincoln Rathnam, Davidson College lincoln.rathnam@utoronto.ca
12:05 The Transformation of the Democratic Mind: Tocqueville on the Utility of Democratic Taste
Brianne M. Wolf, University of Wisconsin-Madison bwolf5@wisc.edu
12:22 Disc., Emily Katherine Ferkaluk, Cedarville University emilykferkaluk@gmail.com
12:40 Audience Discussion
46-8 Knowledge and Interpretation
Sat at 11:30 am
11:30 Liberal Islam's "Deadly Hermeneutics"
Onur Muftugil, University of Florida onurm@ufl.edu
11:47 Poetic versus Noetic Seeing in Arendt, Heidegger and Gadamer
James Sven Josefson, Bridgewater College jjosefso@bridgewater.edu
12:05 The Uses of the Quran in Islamic State's Dabiq Magazine
Rob A L'Arrivee, Colgate University rob.larrivee@gmail.com
12:22 What is Political Judgment? What is Ideology? What's the Difference?
Jonathan Peter Schwartz, University of Wisconsin-Madison jschwartz8@wisc.edu
12:40 Audience Discussion
49-5 Issues in International Ethics
Sat at 11:30 am
11:30 Chair, John R Altick*, Citadel Military College of South Carolina jaltick@citadel.edu
11:35 Just War's Missing Piece: Accounting for Animal Costs
Anthony Robert Boese, Virginia Military Institute tony.boese@gmail.com
12:18 Disc., John R Altick*, Citadel Military College of South Carolina jaltick@citadel.edu
Disc., Joan C. Tronto, University of Minnesota-Twin Cities jetronto@umn.edu
12:40 Audience Discussion
50-12 Information
Sat at 11:30 am
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Session Title</th>
<th>Presenter(s)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>11:56</td>
<td>Partisan Watchdogs: The Effect of Divided Government On Executive Oversight in a Polarized Era</td>
<td>Claire Catherine Leavitt*, Cornell University <a href="mailto:claire.leavitt@gmail.com">claire.leavitt@gmail.com</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12:07</td>
<td>Reigning in Subgovernment or Representation?: The Case of the Non-voting U.S. House Delegates from the Insular Territories and the District of Columbia</td>
<td>Sean A. Cain, Loyola University New Orleans <a href="mailto:scain@loyno.edu">scain@loyno.edu</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12:18</td>
<td>Staffing and Professionalization Within the Congressional Committee's Decision-Making Process</td>
<td>Seulhan Lee*, na <a href="mailto:slee@mail.missouri.edu">slee@mail.missouri.edu</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12:29</td>
<td>Disc., David C. King, Harvard University</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12:40</td>
<td>Audience Discussion</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>55-6</td>
<td>Public Opinion and Law</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11:30</td>
<td>Chair, H. Abbie Erler, Kenyon College <a href="mailto:erlerh@kenyon.edu">erlerh@kenyon.edu</a></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11:35</td>
<td>Do Perceptions of Police Misconduct Influence Support for The Supreme Court?</td>
<td>Nick Davis*, Louisiana State University and Agricultural &amp; Mechanical College <a href="mailto:ndavi21@lsu.edu">ndavi21@lsu.edu</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Matthew P. Hitt*, Colorado State University-Fort Collins <a href="mailto:matthew.hitt@colostate.edu">matthew.hitt@colostate.edu</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Michael Zilis, University of Kentucky <a href="mailto:michael.zilis@uky.edu">michael.zilis@uky.edu</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11:45</td>
<td>Kurds’ Perception of Judicial System in Turkey</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Osman Sahin, Sabanci University/ Nisantasi University <a href="mailto:osmansahin@sabanciuniv.edu">osmansahin@sabanciuniv.edu</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Sema Akboga*, Istanbul Medipol University <a href="mailto:semaakboga@gmail.com">semaakboga@gmail.com</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11:56</td>
<td>Policing the Judiciary: Dissenting Language and Public Support for the U.S. Supreme Court</td>
<td>Christopher Parker, University of Rhode Island <a href="mailto:cmparker@uri.edu">cmparker@uri.edu</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Benjamin Woodson, University of Missouri-Kansas City <a href="mailto:woodsonb@umkc.edu">woodsonb@umkc.edu</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12:07</td>
<td>Reimagining Political Backlash: From Public Opinion to Venue Shopping</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Alexander Lovell, University of Utah <a href="mailto:alexander.g.lovell@utah.edu">alexander.g.lovell@utah.edu</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12:18</td>
<td>Police, Protesters and the Support for the Rule of Law</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Vanessa A. Baird, University of Colorado Boulder <a href="mailto:vanessa.baird@colorado.edu">vanessa.baird@colorado.edu</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Corey M. Barwick, Tennessee State University <a href="mailto:charwick@tnstate.edu">charwick@tnstate.edu</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Lauren Strauss, University of Colorado-Boulder <a href="mailto:last3071@colorado.edu">last3071@colorado.edu</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12:29</td>
<td>Disc., H. Abbie Erler, Kenyon College <a href="mailto:erlerh@kenyon.edu">erlerh@kenyon.edu</a></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12:40</td>
<td>Audience Discussion</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
11:51 Assessing the Drivers of Policy Diffusion Among Individual State Legislators
Srinivas Parinandi, University of Colorado Boulder
srinivas.parinandi@colorado.edu
Mark Trautmann, University of Colorado-Boulder
mark.trautmann@colorado.edu

12:07 What Drives the Devolution of Public Policies: Public Trust or Political Predispositions?
Jacqueline Chattopadhyay, University of North Carolina-Charlotte
jchattop@unc Charlotte.edu
Suzanne Marie Leland, University of North Carolina at Charlotte
smleland@unc.edu
Jaclyn Schede Piatak*, University of North Carolina-Charlotte
jpiatak@unc.edu
Cherie Maestas, University of North Carolina at Charlotte
Cmaestas@unc.edu

12:23 Disc., William W. Franko, West Virginia University
william.franko@mail.wvu.edu
Disc., Elisabeth R. Gerber, University of Michigan-Ann Arbor
egerber@umich.edu

12:40 Audience Discussion

59-10 Potential Reasons for Conflict in Local Policy
Sat at 11:30 am
11:30 Chair, Katherine Levine Einstein, Boston University
kleinst@bu.edu
11:35 Identity versus Policy Preferences in Mobility Choices Across U.S. Municipalities
Kenneth N. Bickers*, University of Colorado-Boulder
bickers@colorado.edu
Lapo Salucci, University of Denver
lapo.salucci@du.edu
11:45 Polarization’s Impact on Local Government
Michael W. Sances, University of Memphis
mikesances@gmail.com
11:56 Unanimity and Conflict in American Local Government
Peter Bucchaneri, Harvard University
PBucchaneri@fas.harvard.edu

12:18 Compassion and Punishment: NIMBYISM and Federal Goals in Local Homelessness Policy
Melanie Bowers, Rutgers University-Camden
melanie.bowers@rutgers.edu

12:40 Audience Discussion

63-18 Environmental Policy Diffusion
Sat at 11:30 am
11:30 Chair, Cali Anne Curley, Indiana University-Purdue University-Indianapolis
curleyc@iupui.edu
11:35 Understanding Policy Adoption in Brazil: The Diffusion of the Ecological Fiscal Transfer Across the States, 1990-2011
Felipe Luiz Lima de Paulo, Federal Rural University of Pernambuco, Brazil
felipellpaulo@yahoo.com.br
Pedro Jorge Sobral Camões*, University of Minho-Portugal
pedroc@eeg.uminho.pt

11:48 Is There Diffusion After Adoption?: Explaining Changes to Existing Policies
Lena Maria Schaffer, University of Luzern
lena.schaffer@unil.ch
12:01 Explaining Policy Innovation in Local Government Environmental Policymaking: The Case of High-Volume Hydraulic Fracturing Policy in New York
Gwen Arnold, University of California-Davis
gbarnold@ucdavis.edu
Le Anh Long*, University of California-Davis
lenguyen@umail.iu.edu
Madeline Gottlieb*, University of California-Davis
mgottlieb@ucdavis.edu
Michael Bybee*, University of California-Davis
mbybee@ucdavis.edu
Nikita Sinha*, University of California-Davis
nosinha@ucdavis.edu

12:14 The Roles of Risk in Adoption and Stringency of Renewable Portfolio Standards
Sojin Jang, University of Colorado-Denver
sojin.jang@ucdenver.edu
12:27  Disc., Cali Anne Curley, Indiana University-Purdue University-Indianapolis
curleyc@iupui.edu

12:27  Disc., Lisa Blomgren Amsler, Indiana University-Bloomington
lbingham@indiana.edu

12:40  Audience Discussion

66-4  Social Media and Nonprofits
Sat at 11:30 am

11:30  Chair, Christine B. Williams, Bentley University
cwilliams@bentley.edu

11:35  An Investigation Into Social Media Adoption Among Community-Based Nonprofit
Organizations in the State of Florida
Elvis Asorwo*, Florida International University
easor001@fiu.edu

11:56  Are Nonprofits Trustworthy: Public Indicators of Transparency
Carolyn Ball*, University of Southern Maine
Ball@maine.edu

12:18  Disc., Christine B. Williams, Bentley University
cwilliams@bentley.edu

12:40  Audience Discussion

67-15  Civic Support for Bureaucracy (Co-sponsored with the 2017 Representative Bureaucracy Workshop) (Co-sponsored with 83. Working Groups, see 83-26)
Sat at 11:30 am

11:30  Chair, Lisa Blomgren Amsler, Indiana University-Bloomington
lbingham@indiana.edu

11:35  Citizen Participation and Decentralized Public Service Delivery: The Case of Vietnam
Diep Thi Ngoc Duong, Southern Illinois University-Carbondale
diep.duong@siu.edu

11:48  Citizens versus Consumers’ Willingness to Coproduce Public Services: Using Public Co-producers and Citizenship Primes to Promote Coproduction
Oliver James, University of Exeter
o.james@exeter.ac.uk
Sebastian Jilke, Rutgers University-Newark
sebastian.jilke@rutgers.edu

12:01  E-Government Use and People with Disabilities: The Case of Public Transit
Nilay Yavuz*, Middle East Technical University, Ankara, Turkey
nyavuz@metu.edu.tr
Hazar Oğuz, Ankara University
hazaloguz@gmail.com

12:14  Subjective and Objective Performance Measures of Local County E-Government
James Michael McQuiston*, University of Akron Wayne College
jmquistan@kent.edu
Aroon Manoharan*, Kent State University at Kent
amanohar@kent.edu

12:23  Self-Determination Theory and Public Sector Employee Turnover Intention
M Blake Emidy, Georgia State University
mbemidy21@gmail.com

12:40  Audience Discussion

67-16  Public Sector Job Satisfaction and Motivation
Sat at 11:30 am

11:30  Chair, Cullen Merritt, Indiana University-Purdue University-Indianapolis
merritt1@iupui.edu

Hyunkang Hur, Indiana University-Kokomo
hyunhur@iuk.edu

11:51  Managing Public Sector Job Satisfaction: The Influence of Team Boundary Spanning Management Practices
Charles DiStefano, Southeast Missouri State University
cidistefano@semo.edu

12:07  Public Service Motivation: A Cross-National Examination of East Asian Countries
Nurgul R. Aitalieva, Indiana University-Purdue University-Fort Wayne
aitalien@ipfw.edu

12:22  Realignment and Resocialization in California, 1920-1944
Shanto Iyengar, Stanford University
siyengar@stanford.edu
Bradley Spahn, Stanford University
bspahn@stanford.edu
70-6 Teaching and Diversity
Sat at 11:30 am

11:30 Bringing the Study of American Government to Life in a Diverse Class: Internationalization and Personalization
Michael Allen Lewkowicz, Georgia Gwinnett College
mlewkowi@ggc.edu
Scott Boykin*, Georgia Gwinnett College
sboykin@ggc.edu

11:47 Mni Wakan Heciya k’a Baltimore, Maryland ed Ihduhapi k’a Makoce Awanyankapi Tehantanhan Unspewicakiyapi: Distance Teaching Sovereignty and Environmental Sustainability on the Spirit Lake Dakota Reservation in North Dakota and in Baltimore, Maryland
John Hunt Peacock, Maryland Institute College of Art
jpeacock@mica.edu
Vernon G. Lambert, Cankdeska Cikana Community College
vern.lambert@littlehoop.edu

12:05 Socially Conscious Teaching at a Predominantly White University
Kelly Clancy, Nebraska Wesleyan University
kclancy@nebrwesleyan.edu
Kelly Bauer*, Nebraska Wesleyan University
kbauer@nebrwesleyan.edu

12:22 Waiting For A Bang!: Instructors of Color Navigating the Prospect of Guns on Campus
Carolina Costa Candal, University of Kansas
candal@ku.edu
Marcy Lynn Quiason, University of Kansas
mquiason@ku.edu
Sierra Reicheneker, University of Kansas
s.reicheneker@gmail.com

12:40 Audience Discussion

72-133 Roundtable: Teaching: Using Simulations and Games in the Class
Sat at 11:30 am

Chair Carmela Lutmar, University of Haifa
clutmar@poli.haifa.ac.il
Part. Daniel Fuertesman, State College of Florida-Manatee-Sarasota
daferstman@gmail.com
David Claborn, Unaffiliated, as of now
dclaborn@olivet.edu
Keith L. Dougherty, University of Georgia
dougherk@uga.edu
James Douglas Fielder, United States Air Force Academy
james.fielder@usafa.edu
Joseph V. Ross, Florida Gulf Coast University
jvross@fgcu.edu

77-410 Lightning Talk: Democratization in Hard Cases
Sat at 11:30 am

11:30 Chair, Stephen Manning, University of Detroit-Mercy
mannings@udmercy.edu

alanna.jackson@wayne.edu

11:43 Reproducing Authoritarian Domination: The Mediating Role of Subnational Institutions in Sudan
Anne-Laure Mahé, Université de Montréal
anne-laure.mahé@umontreal.ca

11:51 The Institutional Legacy of War: Party Organization and Violence in Aceh’s Post-Conflict Elections
Megan M Ryan, University of Michigan-Ann Arbor
memory@umich.edu

11:59 Why Affiliate?: Independent Candidates in Emerging Democracies the Case of Afghanistan Since 2001
Marina Omar, University of Virginia-Main Campus
mo4z@virginia.edu

Allison Hale, Utah State University
allison файle@aggiemail.usu.edu

12:15 Audience Discussion

78-406 Lightning Talk: Studies in Terrorism and Violence
Sat at 11:30 am

11:30 Chair, Binneh S. Minteh, Rutgers University-Newark
bminteh@scarletmail.rutgers.edu
Chair, Stefanie I Kasperek, Temple University
skasperek@temple.edu
11:35 Community Norms and Suicide Terrorism
Anna Catherine Jones, Georgetown University
acjones04@gmail.com

11:43 Global Terrorism and (De-)Mobilization. Do
ISIS's Bloody Attacks Demotivate, Deter, or
Mobilize Supporters?
Joan Barceló, Washington University in St Louis
joanbarcelosoler@wustl.edu
Elena Labzina*, Washington University in St. Louis
elena.labzina@go.wustl.edu

11:51 Rain of Terror: Assessing the Impact of Rainfall
Variability on Domestic Terrorism in Africa
Daniel Perry Brooks Irwin, Mercyhurst University
dirwin72@lakers.mercyhurst.edu
Ross Francis Hagan, Mercyhurst University
rhagan27@lakers.mercyhurst.edu

11:59 Rethinking Counterterrorism in the Age of ISIS:
Lessons From Sinai
Sahar Aziz, Texas A & M University-College Station
saziz@law.tamu.edu

12:07 State Capacity and Terrorism in the Islamic
World
Coty J. Martin, West Virginia University
comartin1@mix.wvu.edu

12:15 The Homeland and New Phase of Terrorism:
Defeating the Lone Wolf and Small Group
Operatives
Binneh S. Minteh, Rutgers University-Newark
bminteh@scarletmail.rutgers.edu

12:23 Audience Discussion

82-329 Political Theory I
Sat at 11:30 am

Post. 1 On Locke's Right to Revolution in the Modern
World
Sebastian S. Awatramani, University of Colorado
Boulder
Sebastian.Awatramani@Colorado.edu

Post. 2 Explaining Teachers Union Legislation via
Demographic and Political Decomposition: A
Case Study of State-by-State Variation
Adina Goldstein, University of Pennsylvania
goadina@sas.upenn.edu

Post. 3 I am Valuable
Alysa Punjwani, DePaul University
alysa.punjwani17@gmail.com

Post. 4 Political Realism in Game of Thrones and the
Portrayal of Morality
Johdalys Quiñonez, University of Puerto Rico-Rio
Piedras
johdalys.quinonez@hotmail.com

Post. 5 Political Friendship: How Rhetoric Directs the
Love of the People
Rachel Wagner, Christopher Newport University
rachel.wagner.15@cnu.edu

Post. 6 Cities and Statesmen: Aristotelian Regime Inquiry
as a Means to Political Justice
Daniel Yoo*, University of Richmond
daniel.yoo@Richmond.edu

Post. 7 Technology in the Future: The Potential for a
Post-Capitalist Society
Martin Saps, Bates College
martinsaps@live.com

Post. 8 The Critical Role of Neocolonialism
Maximiliano Zapata, Texas A & M International
University
z.maximiliano@ymail.com

82-330 Poster Session: Issues in National Security
Sat at 11:30 am

Post. 9 Detrimental Effects of Globalization on U.S.
National Security
Paisley Rose Spence, Millikin University
pspence@millikin.edu

Post. 10 American Volunteers Fighting Against ISIS
Stella Rose Cooper, American University
sc9160a@student.american.edu

Post. 11 Understanding Empirical Peace in the 21st
Century
Spencer Edward Blankenship, Emory & Henry
College
sblankenship13@ehc.edu

Post. 12 The Friend of My Enemy is My Enemy: Strategic
Affinity with the United States and Transnational
Terrorism
Atsuki Kojima, Waseda University
abbey@suou.waseda.jp
Alyce Bauer, DePaul University
alycebauer@gmail.com

Post. 14 The Effect of United States Defense Subsidies Through Nato on Other Member States' Economies
Hayden Rutledge, Belmont University
haydenrutledge@gmail.com

Post. 15 The Sino-American War of Words: Soft Power as Coercion
Lucas Myers, Macalester College
lucasm28@macalester.edu

Disc. Andrew Heritage, Claremont Graduate University
Marika Landau-Wells, Massachusetts Institute of Technology
mlw@mit.edu

82-331 Poster Session: Legislative Politics
Sat at 11:30 am

Post. 16 The Relative Impact of Party, Money, and Experience in Open Seats
Samuel B Ostrow, The University of Alabama
soostrow@gmail.com

Post. 17 Perceived Effectiveness of Lobbying Coalitions in Washington, D.C.
Alice Danelia, University of Michigan-Ann Arbor
adanelia@umich.edu

Post. 18 Support for Zika Legislation in the U.S. Senate: Ideology, Public Opinion and Perceived Threat of Zika Exposure
Megan F Hunt, Clemson University
mhunt@clemson.edu

Post. 19 A House Divided
Joshua Charles Davis, Rose State College
joshuadc56@gmail.com

Post. 20 Reforming the Senate: Changes to Increase Efficiency While Maintaining the Deliberative Character of the Body
Myles Ambrose, Macalester College
mambrose@macalester.edu

Post. 21 Congressional Committee Jurisdictions Revisited
Ryan C Moore, Ohio State University-Main Campus
moore.3340@osu.edu
Janet M. Box-Steffensmeier, Ohio State University-Main Campus
steffensmeier.2@osu.edu

Post. 22 Communicating Identities: An Examination of Member’s of Congress’ Bill Sponsorship and Cosponsorship in a Pre and Post 9/11 Context
Lucy Brazil, The College of Wooster
librazil13@gmail.com

Disc. Kevin Thomas Fahey, Florida State University
kf12d@my.fsu.edu

82-332 Poster Session: Regimes, Peace, and Justice
Sat at 11:30 am

Post. 23 Regime Type, Protest Incidence, and Repression
Meyer Thalheimer, Swarthmore College
meyer.thalheimer@gmail.com

Post. 24 Scotland is Ours: The Impact of Youth Voters on the 2014 Scottish Independence Referendum
Ryan Klute, Nebraska Wesleyan University
klute@nebrwesleyan.edu

Post. 25 Non-State Militancy and Regime Type: An Assessment of the Rise of Religious Militancy in South Asia
Saadat N Khan, Texas A & M University-College Station
saadatnawaz4@gmail.com

Post. 26 When Fragile States Break: Intergovernmental Organizations’ Role in the Recognition of De Facto States
Odessa Torrez, Carthage College
odessa.torrez@gmail.com

Post. 27 Comparative Authoritarianism on State-Society Relations
Madeleine Case, Southern Methodist University
mscase@smu.edu

Post. 28 No Justice, No Peace: Traditional and Informal Justice Systems of Reconciliation in Peace Agreements
Juliette Deshormes, McGill University
juliette.deshormes@mail.mcgill.ca

Post. 29 What Effect Does the Presence of a Nationally Significant Square have in Influencing a Revolution?
Eloïse Gabadou, McGill University
eoise.gabadou@mail.mcgill.ca

Disc. Viveca Pavon Harr, The University of Texas at Dallas
Viveca.Pavon@utdallas.edu

Allison Spencer Hartnett, University of Oxford
allison.hartnett@politics.ox.ac.uk

87-2 Examining Leadership through a Political Philosophical Lens: Aristotle, Locke, Spinoza, and Pericles (Co-sponsored with 47. Political Philosophy: Approaches and Themes, see 47-8)
Sat at 11:30 am

11:30 Chair, Greg Weiner, Assumption College
gs.weiner@assumption.edu

11:35 Thucydides on the Contextual Limits of Innovative Leadership: The Case of Pericles
Brent Edwin Cusher, Christopher Newport University
brent.cusher@cnu.edu
Aristotle and the Art of Leadership
mark A. menaldo*, Texas A & M International University
menaldom@gmail.com

Locke's Jesus: A Case Study in Authentic Leadership
Jack Clinton Byham, Texas A & M International University
jack.byham@tamiu.edu

Spinoza on Leadership?
Alfonso R Vergaray, Texas A & M International University
alfonso.vergaray@tamiu.edu

Disc., Greg Weiner, Assumption College
ws.weiner@assumption.edu

Non-Profit Organizations in Italy: The Critical Success Factors
Federica Bandini*, Bologna University
federica.bandini@unibo.it
Alessia Anzivino*, SDA Bocconi
alessia.anzivino@sdabocconi.it
giuliana baldassarre*, SDA Bocconi
giuliana.baldassarre@sdabocconi.it

Disc., Salvatore Alaimo, Grand Valley State University
alaimos@gvsu.edu
Disc., Aleksey Kolpakov, University of Nevada-Reno
akolpakov@unr.edu

Audience Discussion

Roundtable: The Role of Theory in Public Administration Research (Co-sponsored with 72, Professional Development, see 72-36)
Sat at 11:30 am
Chair Stefane Lavertu, Ohio State University-Main Campus
lavertu.1@osu.edu
Part. David E. Lewis, Vanderbilt University
david.e.lewis@vanderbilt.edu
Kenneth Meier, Texas A & M University-College Station
kenneth-j-meier@tamu.edu
Tina Nabatchi, Syracuse University
tnabatch@syr.edu
David L. Weiner, University of Wisconsin-Madison
weiner@lafollette.wisc.edu

International Issues for NGOs
Sat at 11:30 am
Chair, Salvatore Alaimo, Grand Valley State University
alaimos@gvsu.edu

Coordinating Mechanisms of State-Society Boundary Organizations in China
Wei Li, The Chinese University of Hong Kong
liwei@cuhk.edu.hk

Comparative Political Behavior
Sat at 1:15 pm
Chair, Kimberly Twist, San Diego State University
kim.twist@sdsu.edu

Parenting Style and the Family Transmission of Ideology Across Cultures: A CUPESSE Project
Levente Littvay, Central European University
littvayl@ceu.edu
Federico Veggetti*, Central European University
fede.vegetti@gmail.com
Julia Rita Warmuth*, University of Vienna
julia.rita.warmuth@univie.ac.at

The Consequences of Repeatedly Losing on Legitimacy Beliefs: An Analysis of Eight-Wave Panel Data from the Netherlands
Anna Kern, University of Leuven, Belgium
anna.kern@kuleuven.be
Ann-Kristin Kolln*, KU Leuven
annkristin.kolln@kuleuven.be
What Are the Causes of Voters’ Indecision? A Comparative Study of Late Deciding Voters in Western Democracies
Simon Willocq, Free University of Brussels
swillocq@ulb.ac.be

Who Gets Satisfaction From Direct Democracy?: Direct Democracy, Satisfaction with Democracy and the Moderating Role of Personality Traits
Kathrin Ackermann, University of Bern, Switzerland
kathrin.ackermann@ipw.unibe.ch

Disc., Kimberly Twist, San Diego State University
kim.twist@sdsu.edu

Disc., Mariaelisa Epifanio, Department of Economics, University of Warwick
m.epifanio@warwick.ac.uk

Audience Discussion

International Influences and Domestic Political Economy
Sat at 1:15 pm

Are Global Economic Flows Friend or Foe to Environmental Policy and Practice in Developing Countries?
Jessica E Neafie, University of Oregon
jneafie@uoregon.edu

Exchange Rates and Women’s Economic and Political Power
Joel Simmons, University of Maryland-College Park
jwsimmon@umd.edu

Institutions and Land Inequality
Navruz Nekbakhtshoev*, Indiana University-Bloomington
nanekbak@indiana.edu

Sewing for Autocracy: Does Dependence on Clothing Export Hinder Democracy in Developing Countries?
Mohammad Shafiqur Rahman, University of Oregon
mrahman@uoregon.edu

NGOs and the State in Guatemala
Rachel Marie Denney, University of Kansas
rachelmdenney@ku.edu

Audience Discussion

The Politics of Ethnicity, Ethnic Diversity, and Ethnic Identification
Sat at 1:15 pm

Chair, Brenton Peterson, University of Virginia-Main Campus
bdp3wh@virginia.edu

Public Policy and Human Well-Being in Less Developed Countries
Alexander Carl Pacek, Texas A & M University-College Station
e339ap@polisci.tamu.edu

More Equal Wealth, More Equal Health: How Pro-Poor Growth Improves Water and Sanitation Coverage
Elise Pizzi, University of Iowa
elise-pizzi@uiowa.edu

Redistributive Politics and Representative Democracy in Latin America
Christian Ponce de Leon Albuern, The World Bank
cponcedeleonalbu@worldbank.org
1:52 Why Does the Power Go Out?: Blackouts and the Democratic Quality Deficit
Brian Min, University of Michigan-Ann Arbor
brianmin@umich.edu

2:03 Democracy Is Not Enough: Accountability, International Organizations, and the Politics of Social Good Distribution
Katie A. Cahill, Purdue University-Main Campus
kacahill@purdue.edu

2:14 Disc., Philip Hultquist, Roosevelt University
phultquist@roosevelt.edu

2:25 Audience Discussion

7-100 Author Meets Critics: "Electing Peace: Credibly Transitioning from Civil Conflict to Political Participation" by Aila Matanock
Sat at 1:15 pm
Chair Thomas Edward Flores, George Mason University
teflores@gmail.com
Part. Aila Michela Matanock, University of California-Berkeley
matanock@berkeley.edu
Irfan Nooruddin, Georgetown University
in62@georgetown.edu
Emily Ann Beaulieu, University of Kentucky
ebeau2@email.uky.edu
Inken von Borzyskowski, Florida State University
i.borzyskowski@fsu.edu
Sara McLaughlin Mitchell, University of Iowa
sara-mitchell@uiowa.edu
Han Dorussen, University of Essex
hdorus@essex.ac.uk

9-15 Perception, Reality, Responsiveness and Representation
Sat at 1:15 pm
1:15 Chair, Ben Stanley, SWPS University of Social Sciences and Humanities
bstanley@swps.edu.pl
1:20 Citizens’ Attitudes Toward Legislator Independence: Experimental Evidence from Canada
John R. McAndrews, University of Toronto
john.mcandrews@utoronto.ca
Feodor Snagovsky, The Australian National University
fsnegovsky@gmail.com
Paul Thomas*, Carleton University
paul.thomas@carleton.ca
1:33 Issue Salience, Multi-Dimensional Preference Congruence and Perceptions of Representation in Europe
Zachary David Greene, University of Strathclyde
zacgreene@gmail.com
Stefanie Reher, European University Institute
stefanie.reher@eui.eu

1:46 Opinion Responsiveness to Public Policy: An Analysis Across Countries, Domains and Groups
Dan Hiaeshutter-Rice, University of Michigan-Ann Arbor
dhrice@umich.edu
Christopher Wlezien, University of Texas-Austin
wlezien@austin.utexas.edu
Stuart Soroka, University of Michigan-Ann Arbor
ssoroka@umich.edu

1:59 Reply: All An Experimental Study of Government Responsiveness
Lynn Hancock, Yale University
lynn.hancock@yale.edu

2:12 Disc., Ben Stanley, SWPS University of Social Sciences and Humanities
bstanley@swps.edu.pl

2:25 Audience Discussion

7-10 The European Union and the Refugee Crisis:
1:15 Intentions vs. Implementation: Why Does the EU Asylum Policy Have a Poor Gender-Sensitive Outcome? Case Study: Belgium and Germany
Anastasia Vishnevskaya*, University of Wyoming
avishnev@uwyo.edu

1:32 The Politics of Immigrant Integration Policy in Europe
Michael Neureiter, University of Pittsburgh-Pittsburgh Campus
MIN24@pitt.edu

1:50 The Syrian Refugees and the EU’s Foreign and Security Policy in Crisis
Havva Karakas Keles, Syracuse University
hkarakas@maxwell.syr.edu

2:07 Disc., Binneh S. Minteh, Rutgers University-Newark
bminteh@scarletmail.rutgers.edu

2:25 Audience Discussion

11-9 Presidents and Power in Latin America
Sat at 1:15 pm
Chair, Gregg B. Johnson, Valparaiso University
gregg.johnson@valpo.edu

1:15 Analyzing the Brazilian Cabinet: Ranking Federal Departments According Their Political Attractiveness
Arnaldo Mauerberg Junior*, Getulio Vargas Foundation
arnaldomauerberg@hotmail.com

1:20 Measuring the Concentration of Presidential Powers in Latin America Beyond What Is in Constitutions
João C A Botelho, Universidade Federal de Goias
joao.carlosbotelho@hotmail.com
1:41 Presidential Politics and Bureaucratic Expertise in Multiparty Presidential Systems
Sergio Praça, Getúlio Vargas Foundation
sergiopracagmail.com
Lorena G. Barberia*, University of São Paulo
lorena.barberia@gmail.com
Natália de Paula Moreira, University of Sao Paulo
nat.pmoreira@gmail.com

1:52 The Executive Decree Dataset: Assessing the Effects of Executive Approval on Executive Decree Issuance Rates and Substance in Latin America
Sarah Yi-Yun Shair-Rosenfield, Arizona State University-Tempe
sarah.shair-rosenfield@asu.edu
Alissandra T. Stoyan*, Kansas State University
stoyan@ksu.edu
Inaki Sagarzazu, Texas Tech University
inaki.sagarzazu@ttu.edu

2:03 When is the Abuse of Power Costly?: Scandals, Institutional Quality, and Presidential Approval
Georgios Xezonakis, University of Gothenburg
gx@gu.se
Ryan Carlin*, Georgia State University
rcarlin@gsu.edu
Timothy Hellwig, Indiana University-Bloomington
thellwig@indiana.edu

2:14 Disc., Gregg B. Johnson, Valparaiso University
gregg.johnson@valpo.edu
Disc., Laura Flamand Gomez, El Colegio de Mexico
laura.flamand@gmail.com

2:25 Audience Discussion

12-2 Transnational Processes and Influences in Central Asia
Sat at 1:15 pm
1:15 Chair, Sarah Wilson Sokhey, University of Colorado-Boulder
sarah.sokhey@gmail.com
1:20 Captured Courts and Legitimized Autocrats: Kazakhstan’s Constitutional Council
Nora Webb Williams, University of Washington-Seattle Campus
norawebbwilliams@gmail.com

1:33 Prospects for Environmental and Conflict Migration from the Near East and Central Eurasia
Norman A. Graham, Michigan State University
n.graham@msu.edu

1:46 The Impact of Neoliberalism on Systemic Transformations of Post-Soviet Uzbekistan and Kazakhstan
Wumaier Yilamu, University of Hawaii-Manoa
wumaier@hawaii.edu

1:59 Winners and Losers in Central Asia: The Game of Power and Energy
Luba Racanska, St. John's University
racanskl@stjohns.edu

2:12 Disc., Sarah Wilson Sokhey, University of Colorado-Boulder
sarah.sokhey@gmail.com
2:25 Audience Discussion

14-20 The State and Society: Understanding Taiwanese Political Dynamics through Different Perspectives (Co-sponsored with Cultural Theory Working Group)
Sat at 1:15 pm
1:15 Chair, Tse-min Lin, University of Texas-Austin
tml@ austintexas.edu
1:20 When Will Ethnicity Bind?: Opposition Support in Taiwanese Communities During the Martial Law Taiwan
Yi-Tzu Lin, University of South Carolina-Columbia
lin64@email.sc.edu
Chao-yo Cheng, University of California-Los Angeles
ccheng11@ucla.edu

1:30 Does Candidate Nomination in Districts Increase Party Votes of Small Parties?: Evidence From the 2016 Taiwan Legislative Elections
Ching-Hsing Wang, University of Houston
chinghsing.wang@gmail.com
Dennis Lu-Chung Weng, SUNY College at Cortland
DennisLcweng@gmail.com
Vincent Wei-cheng Wang*, Ithaca College
vwang@ithaca.edu

1:41 Do Voters Prefer Generosity Over Efficiency?: Evidence of Electoral Accountability From Typhoon Day-off Decision
Austin Horng-En Wang, Duke University
ahw15@duke.edu

1:52 What Explains Public Perception: A Study of Individuals’ Cultural Biases and Their Perception of Environmental Activism
Li-Yin Liu, Northern Illinois University
liyinliu922@gmail.com
Brendon Swedlow, Northern Illinois University
bswedlow@niu.edu

2:03 Why Do Some Authoritarian Regimes Institutionalize the Ruling Party?: Taiwan and South Korea in Comparison
Fang-Yu Chen, Michigan State University
chf6@msu.edu
Disc., Karl Ho, The University of Texas at Dallas
kyho@utdallas.edu
Disc., Yao-Yuan Yeh, University of St Thomas-Houston
yehy@stthom.edu

2:14 Audience Discussion

14-21 New Perspectives on Media, Propaganda, and Repression in China
Sat at 1:15 pm
1:15 Chair, Junyan Jiang, University of Pennsylvania
junyanji@sas.upenn.edu
1:20 College Education and Collective Action in Authoritarian Regimes
Ruxi Zhang, Stanford University
ruxiz@stanford.edu

1:33 The Popularity of Political Propaganda in Contemporary China: A Model of Demands
Zijie Shao, Peking University
shaozijie65@pku.edu.cn
Yue Hu, University of Iowa
yue-hu-1@uiowa.edu

1:46 Private Patriots, Public Intellectuals: The Spectacle of Denouncement in Chinese Society
Xiaoyun Shen, University of Chicago
xshen120@uchicago.edu
Matthew Koo, University of Chicago
mkoo@uchicago.edu

1:59 Rallying Around the Olympic Flag: Authoritarian Manipulation of National Pride and Its Limitations
Hanzhang Liu, Columbia University in the City of New York
hanzhang.liu@columbia.edu
Chengyuan Ji, Harvard University
ji.cy@foxmail.com

2:12 Disc., Junyan Jiang, University of Pennsylvania
junyanji@sas.upenn.edu
Disc., Andrew W. MacDonald, University of Louisville
andrewwnm@gmail.com

2:25 Audience Discussion

18-11 The Political Economy of Firms
Sat at 1:15 pm

1:15 Chair, Jiakun Jack Zhang, University of California-San Diego
jjz007@ucsd.edu

1:20 Goodness by Decree: Analyzing the Complex Interactions Between Politics and the Social Effects of Corporations
a Lastra-Anadon, Harvard University
calstraanadon@fas.harvard.edu

1:33 It’s a Sweetheart of a Deal: Political Connections and Federal Contracting
Stephen Ferris*, University of Missouri-Columbia
ferriss@missouri.edu
Reza Houston, Indiana State University
reza9030@gmail.com

1:46 Reverse Regulatory Arbitrage as a Costly Signal of Prudence Among Commercial Banks
Derek Bonett, University of California-San Diego
dbonett@ucsd.edu

1:59 The U.S. Takeover Boom of the 1980s and 1990s and Political and Economic Strategies of the Industrial Leaders
Youn Ki, Miami University-Oxford
kiy@miamioh.edu

2:12 Disc., Jiakun Jack Zhang, University of California-San Diego
jjz007@ucsd.edu

2:25 Audience Discussion

19-13 Political Determinants of MNC Strategies
Sat at 1:15 pm

1:15 Chair, Joseph L. Staats, University of Minnesota-Duluth
jstaats@d.umn.edu

1:20 The Political Networks of Foreign Direct Investment
Bruce A. Desmarais*, Pennsylvania State University-Main Campus
bdesmarais@psu.edu
John Schoeneman, Pennsylvania State University-Main Campus
jpschoen@gmail.com
Boliang Zhu*, Pennsylvania State University-Main Campus
bxz14@psu.edu

1:36 Unpacking the Effects of Governance on the Activities of MNCs: Evidence From U.S. Imports
Susan Achury, University of Houston
susan.achury@gmail.com
Rodrigo Felipe Nunez-Donoso*, Independent Researcher
rfnunez@uc.cl
Pablo Martin Pinto, University of Houston
ppinto@central.uh.edu

1:52 To Invest or Not?: Political Risk and FDI Challenges in Contemporary Italy
Julian Campisi, York University
jcamp073@yorku.ca

2:08 Disc., Joseph L. Staats, University of Minnesota-Duluth
jstaats@d.umn.edu

2:25 Audience Discussion

20-12 Race, Religion and Immigration in the U.S.
Sat at 1:15 pm

1:15 Chair, Heather Silber Mohamed, Clark University
HSilberMohamed@clarku.edu

1:20 Forging Ties: The Effect of Discrimination on Asian Americans’ Perceptions of Common Political Interests with Latinos
Fan Lu, University of California-Davis
fanlu@ucdavis.edu

1:30 More Like Me: Neighborhood Diversity and Asian American Identity
Vivien Leung, University of California-Los Angeles
vivienleung@ucla.edu

1:41 Shifting Patterns of Mexican Migration to the USA
Carlos Juarez, Hawaii Pacific University
carlos.juarez@fulbrightmail.org
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1:52  Muslim Migrants’ Identity and Political Engagement
Naomi Levy, Santa Clara University
nlevy@scu.edu
Farid Senzai*, Santa Clara University
fsenzai@scu.edu

2:03  Puerto Ricans and Florida: The Case of the "New Cubans"
Amir Mazyar Sadeh, University of Notre Dame
asadeh@nd.edu

2:14  Disc., Heather Silber Mohamed, Clark University
HSilberMohamed@clarku.edu
Disc., Linda Alvarez*, California State University-Northridge
linda.alvarez@csun.edu

2:25  Audience Discussion

22-6  Keeping the Peace
Sat at 1:15 pm
1:15  Chair, Jing Chen, Hartwick College
jingjessem@gmail.com
1:20  Endogenous Peace by Peacekeepers?
Peacekeeping Operations and Conflict Relapses
Rui Asano, Waseda University-Tokyo
ruiasano0219@gmail.com
1:41  Introducing the UN Peacekeeping, Protection, and Mandate Language Dataset
Emily Helms, University of Essex
echelm@essex.ac.uk

2:03  Disc., Jing Chen, Hartwick College
jingjessem@gmail.com
2:25  Audience Discussion

23-8  The Evolution of Ongoing Conflicts
Sat at 1:15 pm
1:15  Chair, Lance Young Hunter, Augusta University
lahunter@augusta.edu
1:20  Arms in Conflict: Arms Transfers Influence on Conflictual Behavior
John Kmiecik*, Texas Tech University
john.kmiecik@ttu.edu
1:33  Beyond High Cost: Intentions and Signal Detection in Costly Signaling
Huan-Kai Tseng, Independent
htseng@gwmail.gwu.edu

1:46  Conflict Escalation and Territorial Issue Salience
Christopher Macaulay, University of North Texas
ChristopherMacaulay@my.unt.edu
1:59  Negotiation As An Instrument of War
Eric Aram Min, Stanford University
ericmin@stanford.edu

2:12  Disc., Sophie Jiseon Lee, Duke University
jl324@duke.edu
2:25  Audience Discussion

24-13  New Quantitative Studies in Terrorism
Sat at 1:15 pm
1:30 Repression and Perceptions of Government Legitimacy
Jessica Maves Braithwaite, University of Arizona
jbraith@email.arizona.edu
Emily Hencken Ritter*, University of California-Merced
eritter@ucmerced.edu

1:41 Regime Type and Respect for Empowerment Rights
Kristine Eck, Uppsala University
kristine.eck@pcr.uu.se
Christopher J. Fariss*, Pennsylvania State University-Main Campus
cjfariss006@gmail.com

1:52 Protectors or Predators?: Determining the Impact of Gendarmeries on Human Rights
Meredith Lauren Blank*, University of Michigan-Ann Arbor
merblank@umich.edu

2:03 Why Do Courts Deter Repression?: An Investigation of Police Violence
Courtenay R. Conrad, University of California-Merced
courtenayconrad@gmail.com

2:14 Disc., Laia Balcells, Duke University
laia.balcells@duke.edu

2:25 Audience Discussion

26-102 Roundtable: An Early Assessment of Trump Foreign Policy: Jeffersonian, Jacksonian, or Trumpian?
Sat at 1:15 pm
Chair Robert J. Lieber, Georgetown University
lieberr@georgetown.edu
Part. Robert J. Lieber, Georgetown University
lieberr@georgetown.edu
Charles H. Lipson*, University of Chicago
clipson@uchicago.edu
Peter R. Mansoor, Ohio State University-Main Campus
mansoor.1@osu.edu
Joshua Shifrinson*, Texas A & M University-College Station
jrhshifrinson@tamu.edu

28-11 Perception and Public Opinion of International Security (Co-sponsored with 21. International Relations and Domestic Politics, see 21-12)
Sat at 1:15 pm
Chair, James C. Roberts, Towson University
jroberts@towson.edu
1:20 How Does the Public Assess Nuclear Deterrent Power?: Evidence from a Survey Experiment
Seek-Joon Kim, University of Notre Dame
skim41@nd.edu

1:33 Strategic Culture and the Iraq War: Distorting the Calculation of Interest
Toby Lee Lauterbach, Purdue University-Main Campus
lauterbtt@purdue.edu

1:46 The Other Side of COIN: Understanding Noncombatant Psychological Trauma and Mental Health After War
Kelsey I. Larsen, Georgetown University
kll29@georgetown.edu

1:59 Violent Preferences on Left and Right: When Liberals and Conservatives Opt for War
Robert Frederic Trager, University of California-Los Angeles
rtrager@ucla.edu

2:12 Disc., James C. Roberts, Towson University
jroberts@towson.edu
Disc., Phillip Nelson, University of Essex
pnelso@essex.ac.uk

2:25 Audience Discussion

29-8 Sex, Gender and Reproductive Rights
Sat at 1:15 pm
Chair, Paige L. Schneider, Sewanee-The University of the South
pschneid@sewanee.edu
1:20 The Persistence of Gender (In)Equality: Predicting Wartime Sexual Violence Using Peacetime Measures
Marisella Marie Rodriguez, University of California-Davis
mmrod@ucdavis.edu

1:41 Norm Contestation at the UN Human Rights Council: The Cases of Sexual Orientation and Gender Identity and Traditional Values
Michael Joel Voss, University of Toledo
mjv3h@virginia.edu

2:03 Abortion Debates and Human Rights Frames in Comparative Perspective
Kate Hunt, Austin Peay State University
katherineehunt@gmail.com

2:25 Audience Discussion

31-11 Polarization and Participation
Sat at 1:15 pm
Chair, Daron Shaw, University of Texas-Austin
dshaw@austin.utexas.edu
1:20 Some Myths Die Hard: Turnout Doesn’t Explain Partisan Vote Variation
Daron Shaw, University of Texas-Austin
dshaw@austin.utexas.edu

1:30 The Changing Face of the Tea Party
Ronald B. Rapoport, College of William and Mary
rbrapo@wm.edu
Jack Reilly, New College of Florida
jreilly@ncf.edu
1:41  Who Votes in Primaries? 
Bradley Spahn, Stanford University 
bspahn@stanford.edu

1:52  Look Who Is Disillusioned Now: Political Disaffection and Polarization in the U.S. 
Christina Farhart, University of Minnesota-Twin Cities 
farh0013@umn.edu

2:03  Affective Dissonance, Leader Evaluations and Voter Turnout 
Samuel Baltz, University of Michigan-Ann Arbor 
sbaltz@umich.edu 
Neil Nevitte, University of Toronto 
n.nevitte@utoronto.ca

2:14  Disc., Daron Shaw, University of Texas-Austin 
dshaw@austin.utexas.edu 
Disc., Jack Reilly, New College of Florida 
jreilly@ncf.edu

2:25  Audience Discussion

33-13  Representation and Electoral Systems 
Sat at 1:15 pm 
1:15  Chair, Michael Becher, Institute for Advanced Studies 
michael.becher@tse-fre.eu

1:20  Doomed To Discord? Electoral Institutions' Effects on Political Divisiveness 
Florence So*, Aarhus University 
fs@ps.au.dk

1:33  The Political Geography of Representation in Germany’s Mixed-Member Electoral System 
Malte Pehl*, College of Charleston 
pehlm@cofc.edu

1:46  Voters' Strategy: Electoral Choice in Different Systems 
Clau Dermont, University of Bern 
clau.dermont@ipw.unibe.ch

1:59  Who Should Vote and How Should They Pay?: Analyzing the Choice of Electoral System in the Birth of a Democracy 
Martin Ejnar Hansen, Brunel University London 
martin.hansen@brunel.ac.uk

2:12  Disc., Michael Becher, Institute for Advanced Studies 
michael.becher@tse-fre.eu 
Disc., Thomas Zittel, Goethe University Frankfurt 
zittel@soz.uni-frankfurt.de

2:25  Audience Discussion

34-12  The Role of Information and Emotion in Voter Decision Making 
Sat at 1:15 pm 
1:15  Chair, Daniel Biggers, University of California-Riverside 
daniel.biggers@ucr.edu

1:20  Policy versus Personality: Correct Voting in the 2014 Toronto Municipal Election 
Michael McGregor, Ryerson University 
mgregor@ryerson.ca

1:30  The Effect of Anger and Salience on Political Behavior 
Steven Webster, Emory University 
swwebst@emory.edu

1:41  The Budgetary Constraints of Voters and its Impact on Ballot Completion 
Matthew Lamb, Rice University 
gml6@rice.edu 
Robert M. Stein, Rice University 
STEIN@RICE.EDU

1:52  Through the Polling Curtain: A Visual Experiment on Voters’ Emotions Inside the Polling Booth 
Michael Bruter*, London School of Economics and Political Science 
m.bruter@lse.ac.uk 
Sarah Harrison*, London School of Economics and Political Science 
S.L.Harrison@lse.ac.uk

2:03  Vote Choice in Low Information Environments at the Local Level 
Jose Luis Saldana*, University of Maryland-College Park 
jsaldana@umd.edu 
Jorge L. Saldana*, University of Houston 
jsaldana@uh.edu

2:14  Disc., Daniel Biggers, University of California-Riverside 
daniel.biggers@ucr.edu 
Disc., Heiko Giebler, WZB Berlin 
heiko.giebler@wzb.eu

2:25  Audience Discussion

36-14  Predispositions and Core Values 
Sat at 1:15 pm 
1:15  Chair, Richard Elliott Chard, SSA 
Richard.Chard@gmail.com

1:20  Solving the Puzzle of People with Conservative Values But Liberal Policy Preferences: A Values-Instrumentality Model 
David Brichoux, University of Missouri-Kansas City 
brichoux@umkc.edu 
Mark R. Joslyn*, University of Kansas 
mjosz@ku.edu

1:33  Understanding Populism Through Gaps in the American Creed in the 2016 Election 
Scott J LaCombe, University of Iowa 
scott-lacome@uiowa.edu

1:46  Where Have All the Heroes Gone?: Minding the Gap Between Elite and Public Conceptions of American Heroism 
Bruce Peabody, Fairleigh Dickinson University-College at Florham 
bpeabody@fdlu.edu
### Section 1: You Want What You Can’t Have, Until You Have It: Affect Towards Politics and the Success of Donald Trump

**Krista Jenkins**, Fairleigh Dickinson University-College at Florham  
kjenkins@fdu.edu  
**Danielle C. Wong**, University of Connecticut  
danielle.wong@uconn.edu  
**Soren Jordan**, Auburn University  
scj0014@auburn.edu  
**David J. Ciuk**, Franklin and Marshall College  
dciuk@fandm.edu  
**Kevin J. Mullinix**, Appalachian State University  
kevin.mullinix@gmail.com  

### Section 2: The Conditional Nature of Empathy: Support for Children at the Border

**Leonie Huddy**, Stony Brook University  
leonic.huddy@sunysb.edu  
**Stanley Feldman**, Stony Brook University  
stanley.feldman@stonybrook.edu  
**Elizabeth Chase Connors**, Stony Brook University  
elizabeth.connors@stonybrook.edu  
**Disc.**  
HHHahm@gmail.com  

### Section 3: Decision-making and the Role of Institutions

**Chair**, Hyeonho Hahm, University of Mannheim  
hhhahm@gmail.com  

### Section 4: Automating Justice: Perceptions of Contested Machine Learning Algorithms in Judicial Proceedings

**Jennifer A. Halen**, University of Minnesota-Twin Cities  
halen012@umn.edu  

### Section 5: Safe Secrets?: Voting Rules and Information in Committees of Representatives

**Moritz Marbach**, University of Zurich-Switzerland  
marbach@ipz.uzh.ch  
**Tilko A Swalve**, University of Mannheim  
tswalve@mail.uni-mannheim.de  

### Section 6: Lost in the Storm: The Academic Collaborations That Went Missing on the Hurricane Isaac

**Raquel Campos**, University of Kent-UK  
R.V.Campos-Gallego@kent.ac.uk  
**Fernanda Leite Lopez de Leon**, University of Kent-UK  
fernandalleon@gmail.com  
**Ben McQuillin**, University of East Anglia  
B.Mcquillin@uea.ac.uk  

### Section 7: An Experimental Study of Voting by Veto

**Jan Sauermann**, University of Cologne  
jan.sauermann@uni-koeln.de  
**Paul Beckmann**, University of Cologne  
beckmann@wiso.uni-koeln.de  

### Section 8: The Price of Inequality: How Economic Differences Shape Authoritarianism and Hostility Toward Immigrants

**Vittorio Merola**, The Institute for Advanced Study in Toulouse  
vittorio.merola@gmail.com  

### Section 9: Why do--don’t—Compassionate People Support More Immigration?: The Social Dilemma of Helping Others and Favoring Compatriots

**Alexander Kustov**, Princeton University  
akustov@princeton.edu  

### Section 10: Knowledge, Information, and Misperceptions

**Chair**, Jacob Sohlberg, University of Gothenburg  
jacob.sohlberg@gu.se  

### Section 11: Decider in Chief?: Public Misperceptions About Presidential Power

**D.J. Flynn**, Dartmouth College  
d.j.flynn@dartmouth.edu  
**Scott Clifford**, University of Houston  
saclifford@uh.edu  
**Brendan Nyhan**, Dartmouth College  
nyhan@dartmouth.edu
Hidden Knowledge versus Veiled Ignorance: Is the Public Less or Even More Ignorant Than We Have Thought?
Robert C. Luskin, University of Texas-Austin
rluskin@mail.utexas.edu
Gaurav Sood*, Ybar
gsood07@gmail.com

Cheating Reduces Partisan Bias in Factual Perceptions
Scott Clifford, University of Houston
sacclifford@uh.edu
Emily A. Thorson, Boston College
ethorson@gmail.com

The Force of the Better Evidence in Political Belief Updating
Jin Woo Kim, University of Pennsylvania
jkim@asc.upenn.edu

Cheating Reduces Partisan Bias in Factual Perceptions
Scott Clifford, University of Houston
sacclifford@uh.edu
Emily A. Thorson, Boston College
ethorson@gmail.com

Audience Discussion
Table 2: JSS: Social Groups and Communication
Sat at 1:15 pm

1:15 Framing the Grape Boycott of 1965-1970: How the Farm Workers Movement Won Over White America
Vladimir Enrique Medenica, Princeton University
medenica@princeton.edu

1:29 What Can Linguistics Contribute to Political Communication?: Examining 30 Years of Immigration in the British Press
William L. Allen, University of Oxford
william.allen@compas.ox.ac.uk

1:57 Democracy For Sale: When Public Opinion Fails to Foster Political Will
Louisa Imperiale*, American University
louisaimperiale@gmail.com

2:11 Disc., Walter C. Wilson, University of Texas-San Antonio
walter.wilson@utsa.edu
Disc., Nathan P. Kalmoe, Louisiana State University and Agricultural & Mechanical College
nkalmoe@lsu.edu

2:25 Audience Discussion

Table 3: JSS: A Discussion of Gender Quotas
Sat at 1:15 pm

1:15 Cracking the Glass Ceiling of Public Opinion: Evaluating the Impact of Gender Quotas on Attitudes Towards Female Politicians
Danielle M. Higgins, American University
dh6087a@student.american.edu

1:32 Descriptive Representation Counts
Jennifer Hyman*, Independent Scholar
jphyman@gmail.com

1:50 Electoral Gender Quotas and Women's Policy Representation in Developing Countries—When and How Do Quotas Work?
kayo onishi, Indiana University-Bloomington
konishi@indiana.edu

2:07 Disc., Kimberly Lanegran, Coe College
klanegra@coe.edu

2:25 Audience Discussion

Table 4: JSS: Gender in Comparative Perspective
Sat at 1:15 pm

1:15 Women's Political Representation in Africa
Kostanca Dhima, Texas A & M University-College Station
dhima1@tamu.edu
Jennifer A Heckman, Pennsylvania State University-Main Campus
jah6184@psu.edu

Prakirti Nangia, University of Pennsylvania
prakirti@sas.upenn.edu

1:43 Japan's Sex Slaves: Political Discourse and Partisan Conflict Over WWII Human Rights Abuses
Melanie Sayuri Sonntag, University of New Mexico-Main Campus
msonnntag@unm.edu

1:57 Impact Of Globalization on Iranian Women’s Movement
Khadijeh Salimi*, ODU
ksali001@odu.edu

2:11 Disc., Karin Zelano, Gothenburg University
karin.zelano@gu.se

2:25 Audience Discussion

Race, Ethnicity, and Millennial Public Opinion
Sat at 1:15 pm

1:15 Chair, Jon Rogowski, Harvard University
rogowski@fas.harvard.edu

1:20 What Do Young Adults Know About Politics?: Race, Ethnicity, and Different Types of Political Knowledge
Cathy Cohen, University of Chicago
cjcohen@uchicago.edu
Matt Luttig, University of Chicago
mluttig@uchicago.edu

1:33 Young Adults' Perceptions of the American Racial Order and the Politics of Racial Redress
Jordie Davies, University of Chicago
ejdavies@uchicago.edu
Jenn M. Jackson, University of Chicago
jennjackson@uchicago.edu
David Jonathan Knight, University of Chicago
djknight@uchicago.edu
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Session Title</th>
<th>Speaker(s)</th>
<th>Affiliation(s)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1:46</td>
<td>Public Opinion on Immigration and Race Relations Among Black and Latino Youth</td>
<td>Claudia Sandoval*</td>
<td>Loyola Marymount University</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1:59</td>
<td>The Radical Inclusivity of The Black Lives Matter Movement</td>
<td>Chaya Crowder</td>
<td>Princeton University</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2:12</td>
<td>Disc., Dara Z. Strolowitz</td>
<td>Disc., Dara Z. Strolowitz</td>
<td>Princeton University</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2:25</td>
<td>Audience Discussion</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1:15</td>
<td>Reading Edmund Burke</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1:20</td>
<td>Burke's Critique of the Natural Rights Revolutions</td>
<td>James Zink</td>
<td>North Carolina State University, Raleigh</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1:33</td>
<td>The Stable Foundation of Nature: James Wilson's Critique of Edmund Burke</td>
<td>Greg Weiner</td>
<td>Assumption College</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1:46</td>
<td>Edmund Burke and the Moral Challenge of Armed Doctrines</td>
<td>Brian A. Smith*</td>
<td>Montclair State University</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1:59</td>
<td>Prejudging The Wrong Way: Edmund Burke's Pejorative Use of Prejudice Regarding Government Regulation of Prejudice</td>
<td>Gregory Collins*</td>
<td>Catholic University of America</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Disc., Bernard Joseph Dobski</td>
<td>Disc., Bernard Joseph Dobski</td>
<td>Assumption College</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2:25</td>
<td>Audience Discussion</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1:15</td>
<td>Political Judgment, Capabilities, and Participation</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1:41</td>
<td>The Capabilities Approach and Phronetic Social Science: Bringing Power to Sen's Conception of Deliberative Democracy</td>
<td>Eric Fiske</td>
<td>University of South Florida-Main Campus</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2:03</td>
<td>Toward a Parrhesiastic Account of (Deliberative?) Democracy</td>
<td>Badami Christopher Badami*</td>
<td>University of Chicago</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2:25</td>
<td>Audience Discussion</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>44-14</td>
<td>Liberal Democracy and Religion</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1:15</td>
<td>Chair, Benjamin Lynerd</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1:20</td>
<td>The Political Liberalism of Roger Williams</td>
<td>Gregor Ross Wehier</td>
<td>University of Houston</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1:33</td>
<td>Plural Relationships, Freedom of Conscience, and Varieties of Neutrality</td>
<td>Emily R. Gill</td>
<td>Bradley University</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1:46</td>
<td>The Reciprocal Translation Proviso: An Alternative Approach to the Cognitive Burdens Imposed by Public Reason</td>
<td>George Tyler</td>
<td>University of Michigan-Ann Arbor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>48-6</td>
<td>Liberal Democracy and Religion</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1:15</td>
<td>Chair, Andrew J. Taylor</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1:20</td>
<td>The Political Liberalism of Roger Williams</td>
<td>Gregor Ross Wehier</td>
<td>University of Houston</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1:33</td>
<td>Plural Relationships, Freedom of Conscience, and Varieties of Neutrality</td>
<td>Emily R. Gill</td>
<td>Bradley University</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1:46</td>
<td>The Reciprocal Translation Proviso: An Alternative Approach to the Cognitive Burdens Imposed by Public Reason</td>
<td>George Tyler</td>
<td>University of Michigan-Ann Arbor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50-13</td>
<td>Polarization and Ideology</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1:15</td>
<td>Chair, Elizabeth Maggie Penn</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1:20</td>
<td>Endogenous Party Ideology</td>
<td>Christopher Miao Li</td>
<td>Princeton University</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1:30</td>
<td>Ideology for the Future</td>
<td>Federica Izzo</td>
<td>London School of Economics and Political Science</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1:41</td>
<td>Partisan Transparency</td>
<td>Livio Di Lonardo</td>
<td>New York University</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1:52</td>
<td>Polarization and Outside Influence in Legislatures</td>
<td>Gleason Francis Judd</td>
<td>University of Rochester</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Preferences Over Representatives</td>
<td>John W. Patty</td>
<td>University of Chicago</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2:14</td>
<td>Disc., Christopher Miao Li</td>
<td>Disc., Christopher Miao Li</td>
<td>Princeton University</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Disc., John W. Patty, University of Chicago
jwpatty@gmail.com
2:25 Audience Discussion

51-17 Survey Methodology (Co-sponsored with 39.
Public Opinion, see 39-13)
Sat at 1:15 pm
1:15 Chair, Paul M. Kellstedt, Texas A & M University-
College Station
kellstedt@tamu.edu
1:20 Lying about Cheating: A Theory of Under-
Reporting Sensitive Information With Application
to The List Experiment and Randomized
Response Technique
Alberto Simpsen*, ITAM, Mexico City
asimpsen@gmail.com
1:30 How Far Can We Push It?: Satisficing in Conjoint
Survey Experiments
Kirk Christian Bansak, Stanford University
kbansak@stanford.edu
Jens Hainmueller*, Stanford University
jhain@stanford.edu
Daniel Jacob Hopkins*, University of Pennsylvania
danhop@sas.upenn.edu
Teppei Yamamoto, Massachusetts Institute of
Technology
teppei@mit.edu
1:41 Individual Heterogeneity in Survey Response
Behavior
Daniel Stegmueller, Duke University
daniel.stegmueller@duke.edu
1:52 Do Issues Matter? Preference Dynamics,
Measurement Error and Vote Choices
Michael Alvarez, California Institute of Technology
alvarez.research@gmail.com
Lucas Nunez, California Institute of Technology
lnunez@caltech.edu
Betsy Sinclair, Washington University in St. Louis
bsinclair@wustl.edu
2:03 Sub-National Public Opinion Estimates Using
MrsP
Joseph T. Ornstein, University of Michigan-Ann
Arbor
ornstein@umich.edu
2:14 Disc., Paul M. Kellstedt, Texas A & M University-
College Station
kellstedt@tamu.edu
2:25 Audience Discussion

52-16 Party Brands and Competition
Sat at 1:15 pm
1:15 Chair, Alexander George Theodoridis, University
of California-Merced
alexander-theodoridis@gmail.com
1:20 Parties Without Brand Names: The Causes and
Consequences of Party Relabeling
Mi-son Kim, University of Texas-Rio Grande Valley
mison.kim@utrgv.edu
1:36 Using Cognitive Mapping Techniques to Measure
Longitudinally the Brand Equity of Irish Political
Parties
Ewan Alexander MacDonald, Dublin Institute of
Technology
evanaalexandermacdonald@di.t.ie
Roger Sherlock*, none
roger.sherlock@dit.ie
John Hogan, Dublin Institute of Technology, Ireland
john.hogan@dit.ie
1:52 Red Parties And Blue Parties, The Politics of
Party Colors: Use and Perception of Non-Verbal
Cues of Ideology
Luigi Marini, University of Oxford
luigi.marini@nuffield.ox.ac.uk
2:08 Disc., Jeffrey Daniel Grynaviski*, Wayne State
University
grynaviski@wayne.edu
2:25 Audience Discussion

53-11 The Rhetorical Presidency
Sat at 1:15 pm
Chair, Carlos E. Diaz-Rosillo, Harvard University
cdiaz@fas.harvard.edu
1:15 Going Public on Cabinet-Level Appointments
Matthew Eshbaugh-Soha, University of North
Texas
mes@unt.edu
1:33 Innovation in Popular Presidential
Communication: The Cases of Grover Cleveland
& Woodrow Wilson
Anne C Pluta, Rowan University
pluta@rowan.edu
1:46 Supporter-Focused Presidential Targeted Appeals
Jonathan Klingler, Vanderbilt University
jonathan.d.klingler@vanderbilt.edu
1:59 Just Like Old Times: Comparing Barack Obama
and George W. Bush’s Speeches to their
Predecessors
Shannon Bow O’Brien, University of Texas-Austin
Shannonbow@hotmail.com
2:12 Disc., Carlos E. Diaz-Rosillo, Harvard University
cdiaz@fas.harvard.edu
2:25 Audience Discussion

54-101 Roundtable: DV-Nominate: Looking Back and
Looking Forward (Co-sponsored with 72.
Professional Development, see 72-38)
Sat at 1:15 pm
Chair
Wendy J. Schiller, Brown University
Wendy_Schiller@Brown.edu
Part.
Keith T Poole, University of Georgia
ktpoole@uga.edu
Howard Rosenthal*, New York University
hr31@nyu.edu
Jeffrey Lewis, University of California-Los Angeles
jblewis@ucla.edu
Laurel Harbridge Yong, Northwestern University
l-harbridge@northwestern.edu
Joshua D. Clinton, Vanderbilt University
josh.clinton@vanderbilt.edu

56-6
Sex and Gender in Law and Jurisprudence
Sat at 1:15 pm
1:15 Chair, Anna On Ya Law, CUNY Brooklyn College
alaw@brooklyn.cuny.edu
1:20 After OBERGFEFFEL: The Conflict Between
Religious Freedom and LGBT Rights
Susan Mezey, Loyola University Chicago
smezey@luc.edu
1:33 Due Process in College Sexual Assault Cases
Evan Gerstmann, Loyola Marymount University
evan.gerstmann@lmu.edu
1:46 The Co-Evolution of Marriage and Parental
Rights of Gays and Lesbians
Ariel Alvarez*, Montclair State University
alvareza@mail.montclair.edu
1:59 Beyond Baths: The Foundation For Transgender
Rights in Title IX
Elizabeth Kauffer Busch, Christopher Newport
University
elizabeth.kaufer-busch@cnu.edu
2:12 Disc., Anna On Ya Law, CUNY Brooklyn College
alaw@brooklyn.cuny.edu
2:25 Audience Discussion

57-18
U.S. Supreme Court: Policy and Decision-making
Sat at 1:15 pm
1:15 Chair, Charles Gregory, Stephen F Austin State
University
gregoryc2@sfasu.edu
1:20 Supreme Court Policy Legitimation: Testing
Mechanisms of Court-Motivated Opinion Change
and Policy Acceptance
Shana Kushner Gadarian, Syracuse University
sgadaria@maxwell.syr.edu
Logan Strother, Syracuse University
lrstroth@syr.edu
1:33 Creating a Common Market for Wine: Supreme
Court, Subsystem Politics, and State
Implementation
William C. Green, Morehead State University
w.green@moreheadstate.edu
1:46 New Judicial Federalism and the Fight for
Marriage Equality
Christine L. Nemacheck, College of William and
Mary
clnema@wm.edu
1:59 What Comprises a Doctrine?: An Analysis of the
Supreme Court and the Military by Ideology and
Influence
Allen Linken, The University of Alabama
aelinken@ua.edu
2:12 Disc., Allyson Yankle, Lycoming College
yankle@lycoming.edu
2:25 Audience Discussion

58-201
Table 5: JSS: New Directions in State Politics
Sat at 1:15 pm
1:15 Bankrupt Democracy: Democratic Theory Within
Budgetary Constraints
Meghan Esther Wilson, Brown University
Meghan.Wilson@brown.edu
Kevin J. McGravey, Merrimack College
megraveyk@merrimack.edu
1:29 Budgetary Constraints and Polarization
Shoaib Jillani, New York University
sjillani87@gmail.com
1:43 Competitive Ballot Measures and Candidate
Evaluations
Desmond D. Wallace, University of Iowa
desmond.wallace@uiowa.edu
1:57 Individual Perceptions: Rethinking Regionalism
and Political Culture in the United States
Christine Bricker, University of Iowa
christy.bricker@gmail.com
2:11 Disc., Mitchell Brown, Auburn University
brown11@auburn.edu
2:25 Audience Discussion
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Session Title</th>
<th>Chair(s)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>61-10</td>
<td>Public Education and Cleavages</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1:15</td>
<td>Chair, Vladimir Kogan, Ohio State University/Main Campus</td>
<td><a href="mailto:kogan.18@osu.edu">kogan.18@osu.edu</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1:20</td>
<td>Charitable Giving and School Support Networks in Public Education</td>
<td>Cadence_elizabeth_Willse, Brown University <a href="mailto:Cadence_Willse@brown.edu">Cadence_Willse@brown.edu</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1:36</td>
<td>Does Participation in Collective Bargaining Systematically Prevent Performance-Based Teacher Dismissal?</td>
<td>Richard_S._L._Blissett, Vanderbilt University <a href="mailto:richard.s.blissett@vanderbilt.edu">richard.s.blissett@vanderbilt.edu</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1:52</td>
<td>Voter Reactions to National Interest Group Involvement in Local School Board Elections</td>
<td>David_Casalaspai, Michigan State University <a href="mailto:dwc@msu.edu">dwc@msu.edu</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2:08</td>
<td>Disc., Vladimir Kogan, Ohio State University/Main Campus</td>
<td><a href="mailto:kogan.18@osu.edu">kogan.18@osu.edu</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2:25</td>
<td>Audience Discussion</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Session Title</th>
<th>Chair(s)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>63-19</td>
<td>Global Environmental Policy</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1:15</td>
<td>Chair, Saatvika Rai, University of Toledo</td>
<td><a href="mailto:saatvikarai@gmail.com">saatvikarai@gmail.com</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1:20</td>
<td>Judicial Activism and Its Impact on Environmental Protection In The Developing World</td>
<td>Andrew_B_Kirkpatrick, Christopher Newport University <a href="mailto:andrew.kirkpatrick@cnu.edu">andrew.kirkpatrick@cnu.edu</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1:36</td>
<td>Legitimacy in Global Environmental Politics: What Role For Networked Governance in Biodiversity Regulation?</td>
<td>João_Paulo_Cândia_Veiga*, University of São Paulo <a href="mailto:candia@usp.br">candia@usp.br</a> Fausto_Makishi*, Federal University of Minas Gerais <a href="mailto:faustomakishi@gmail.com">faustomakishi@gmail.com</a> Murilo_Alves_Zacareli*, University of São Paulo <a href="mailto:murilo.alveszacareli@usp.br">murilo.alveszacareli@usp.br</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1:52</td>
<td>Environmental Diplomacy: Contextualizing the Rationality of Treaty Negotiations</td>
<td>Hartmut_Lenz, Harvard University <a href="mailto:hlenz@post.harvard.edu">hlenz@post.harvard.edu</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2:08</td>
<td>Disc., Saatvika Rai, University of Toledo</td>
<td><a href="mailto:saatvikarai@gmail.com">saatvikarai@gmail.com</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2:25</td>
<td>Audience Discussion</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Session Title</th>
<th>Chair(s)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>64-11</td>
<td>The Challenges of Policy Implementation in Comparative Perspective</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1:15</td>
<td>Avoiding Dysfunction: The Need for Shared Foundational Purpose in Polycentric Governance</td>
<td>Stefan_Carpenter, Indiana University-Bloomington <a href="mailto:stefcarp@indiana.edu">stefcarp@indiana.edu</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1:38</td>
<td>Incongruent Implementation of Human Rights-Based Policy in the Post-Soviet Region</td>
<td>Laura_A._Dean, Millikin University <a href="mailto:deanla12@gmail.com">deanla12@gmail.com</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2:01</td>
<td>Development Cooperation and Competition in Cooperation by Foreign Lenders for Decentralization Reform in Pakistan</td>
<td>Mohammed_Rehan_Malik, Karachi School of Business and Leadership <a href="mailto:rehan.malik@gmail.com">rehan.malik@gmail.com</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2:25</td>
<td>Audience Discussion</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Session Title</th>
<th>Chair(s)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>65-8</td>
<td>The Effect of Institutional Change</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1:15</td>
<td>Chair, Oliver James, University of Exeter</td>
<td><a href="mailto:o.james@exeter.ac.uk">o.james@exeter.ac.uk</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1:20</td>
<td>Conflict or Congruence: Defining When Competing Mandates Inhibit Agency Performance</td>
<td>Christopher_Michael_Carrigan, George Washington University <a href="mailto:ccarrigan@gwu.edu">ccarrigan@gwu.edu</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1:46</td>
<td>Punctuated Equilibrium and Tax Policy: An Examination of the Internal Revenue Service’s Knee-jerk Reaction to Bitcoin</td>
<td>Angela_E._Pool-Funai, Southern Utah University <a href="mailto:angelapoolfunai@suu.edu">angelapoolfunai@suu.edu</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1:59</td>
<td>Attention, Institutional Friction, and Policy Change in U.S. Federal Bureaucracies</td>
<td>Samuel_Workman, University of Oklahoma-Norman Campus <a href="mailto:samuel.workman@ou.edu">samuel.workman@ou.edu</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2:12</td>
<td>Disc., Oliver James, University of Exeter</td>
<td><a href="mailto:o.james@exeter.ac.uk">o.james@exeter.ac.uk</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2:25</td>
<td>Audience Discussion</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Session Title</th>
<th>Chair(s)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>67-17</td>
<td>Public Sector Job Satisfaction Under Intense Accountability</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1:15</td>
<td>Chair, Lachezar G. Anguelov, The Evergreen State College</td>
<td><a href="mailto:anguelol@evergreen.edu">anguelol@evergreen.edu</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1:20</td>
<td>Internal Competition and Performance: The Mediating Role of Psychological Safety</td>
<td>Xiaoheng_Wang, University of Illinois-Chicago <a href="mailto:xiaohengwang2009@gmail.com">xiaohengwang2009@gmail.com</a> Michael_D._Siciliano, University of Illinois at Chicago <a href="mailto:sicilian@uic.edu">sicilian@uic.edu</a></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

353
Public Discourse and its Effect on the Morale of Public Employees
Gordon Abner, Indiana University-Bloomington
goabner@indiana.edu

Unintended Consequences: The Effect of School Accountability on Demand for Teacher Preparation Programs
Mahmoud Elsayed, Georgia State University
melsayed4@student.gsu.edu
Christine H. Roch, Georgia State University
croch@gsu.edu

Felt Accountability Dynamics: The Effect of Accountability Overload and Accountability Ambiguity on Employee Job Satisfaction
Naon Min*, Florida State University
nn13k@my.fsu.edu
Kaifeng Yang*, Florida State University
kyang@fsu.edu

White Supremacy and American State-Building
Sat at 1:15 pm
Chair, Jacob Holt, Columbus State University
holt_jacob@columbusstate.edu

Jim Crow Nation: The Bipartisan Congressional Consensus that Nationalized Segregation in America
Sean Diament*, Northwestern University
seandiam@u.northwestern.edu

Representation and Participation in the Postwar Civil Rights Lobby
Shamira Michal Gelbman, Wabash College
gelbmans@wabash.edu

The Slave Order in American Political Development: Evidence from the New Deal Era
Soumyajit Mazumder, Harvard University
smazumder@g.harvard.edu

Let Us Conquer Space: Internal Improvements and the Creation of Early American Territory
Christina L. McElderry, The New School
clmcelderry@gmail.com

Disc., Meghan Rubado, Cleveland State University
m.rubado@csuohio.edu

Audience Discussion
68-8

Religious Engagement, Civic Skills, and Political Participation in Latin America
André Pierre Audette, University of Notre Dame
audette@nd.edu
Mark D. Brockway, University of Notre Dame
mbrockwa@nd.edu
Rodrigo Salvador Castro Cornejo*, University of Notre Dame
rcastroc@nd.edu

Forming a Circle of Protection: Analyzing Christian Perspectives on the Debt Ceiling and Fiscal Responsibility
Skylar Covich, University of California-Santa Barbara
scovich@umail.ucsb.edu
Shyam Krishnan Sriram, University of California-Santa Barbara
shyam@umail.ucsb.edu

The Protestant Establishment and the High Tide of Progressivism
John W. Compton, Chapman University
compton@chapman.edu

Why Do So Many Rich Professionals Hold Office, and Does it Matter?
Sat at 1:15 pm
Chair, Anthony DiMaggio, Lehigh University
ard416@lehigh.edu

Class, Unequal Representation, and Satisfaction with Democracy in Latin America
Tiffany D. Barnes, University of Kentucky
tiffanydbarnes@uky.edu
Gregory Saxton, University of Kentucky
gregory.saxton@uky.edu

Inequality Is Not (Just) Corruption: Non-cynical Reasons the Rich, Educated, and White Have Dominated Politics for the Last 40 Years
Ella Foster-Molina*, University of Rochester
ella.fostermolina@georgetown.edu

Legislators’ Professional Experience and Attention to State Insurance Regulation
Nicholas Carnes, Duke University
nicholas.carnes@duke.edu
Virginia H. Gray, University of North Carolina-Chapel Hill
vgray@email.unc.edu
Eric Hansen, University of North Carolina-Chapel Hill
ehansen@live.unc.edu

Why Are There So Many Lawyers in Congress?
Adam Bonica, Stanford University
bonica@stanford.edu

Disc., Anthony DiMaggio, Lehigh University
ard416@lehigh.edu

Audience Discussion
72-139 **Roundtable: Teaching: Developing New Courses/Classes**  
Sat at 1:15 pm  
**Part.**  
- Ruxandra Paul, Amherst College  
rpaul@amherst.edu  
- David C. Wilson, University of Delaware  
dcwilson@udel.edu  
- Thomas A. Ringenberg, Rockhurst University  
Thomas.Ringenberg@rockhurst.edu  
- Jermaine A. Young*, University of the West Indies, Mona  
jermaine.young21@gmail.com

77-411 **Lightning Talk: Courts and Rule of Law**  
Sat at 1:15 pm  
1:15 **Chair, Lydia Brashear Tiede, University of Houston**  
lbtiede@uh.edu
1:20 **Authoritarian Courts and Urban Bias: Formal Dispute Resolution Organs in the PRC**  
Michael Thompson, University of Michigan-Ann Arbor  
mthomp@umich.edu
1:28 **The Audience of Repression: Killings and Disappearances in Pinochet's Chile**  
Jane Esberg, Stanford University  
jesberg@stanford.edu
1:36 **Judicial Nomenklatura: Career Incentives and Court Effectiveness in Authoritarian Regimes**  
Zeren Li, Duke University  
zl129@duke.edu
1:44 **Collective Litigation and Rights’ Protection: An Analysis of the Colombian Council of State**  
Angela M Paez Murcia, Universidad de La Sabana  
angutomapaez@gmail.com
1:52 **Do Accessible Judicial Systems Lead To The Protection of Minority Rights?: The Case Study of Inheritance Rights of Women in Turkey**  
Salih Yasun, Indiana University-Bloomington  
syasun@indiana.edu
2:00 **Courting Growth: Foreign Investment and The Rule of Law in Authoritarian Regimes**  
Jeremy Boo, Waseda University  
jeremyboo@fuji.waseda.jp
2:08 **Constitutional Court Advocacy: Influential or Interesting?**  
Kathleen Regina Barrett, University of West Georgia  
kathibarrett@earthlink.net  
Robert Thomas Cabrera, University of West Georgia  
reabr3@my.westga.edu
2:16 Audience Discussion

78-407 **Lightning Talk: International Relations and Domestic Politics**  
Sat at 1:15 pm
2:00 Audience Discussion

82-333 Political Theory II
Sat at 1:15 pm
Post. 1 Marcus Aurelius: Living Example of Plato's Philosopher King?
Daniel Glenn, Christopher Newport University
daniel.glenn.15@cnu.edu

Post. 2 Political Education, Shame, and Equality of the Sexes: Exploring the Arrangement and Relationship Between Books IV and V of the Republic
Rachel Wagner, Christopher Newport University
Elizabeth Samios, Christopher Newport University
elizabeth.samios.13@cnu.edu

Post. 3 A New Model of Electoral Systems
Adam Hassanein, Purdue University-Main Campus
hassanei@purdue.edu

Post. 4 Customary International Law and Xenia in Ancient Greece: Compliance of Norms in Ancient and Modern Times
Elizabeth Samios, Christopher Newport University
elizabeth.samios.13@cnu.edu

Post. 5 Marx’s Evolving Thought: An Analysis of the Irregularities in Karl Marx’s Theory of Revolution
Charlotte Thomas, Hendrix College
thomascd@hendrix.edu

Post. 6 Politics Beyond the Politeia: Revolutionary Militancy, Ethical Differentiation and Civic Engagement
Zhi You Koh, Carleton College
kohz@carleton.edu

Post. 7 Quality of Life and Communal Violence: Assessing Causes and Comparing Salience
Bradford Harper, Hendrix College
harperbh@hendrix.edu

Post. 8 The Soul’s Response to Surveillance: A Foucauldian Investigation into the Economy of Power Created by Modern Surveillance Techniques and the Conditioning of the Post-9/11 Subject
Jack Johanning, The College of Wooster
johanning17@wooster.edu

Disc. Robert Reamer, University of Chicago
breamer@uchicago.edu
Stephen Eric Savage, Louisiana State University and Agricultural & Mechanical College
ssavag5@lsu.edu

82-334 Politics and Economics
Sat at 1:15 pm
Post. 9 North American Free Trade Agreement and the Need for Transitional Aid
Alexander N Dominguez, California State University-Bakersfield
alexndominguez@gmail.com

Post. 10 Critically Analyzing United Nations’ Security Council Resolution 1325
Darby M. Matt, Drake University
darby.matt@drake.edu

Post. 11 The Great Recession’s Effect on International Economies
Zachary Charles Lepley*, none
zlepley@my.apsu.edu

Post. 12 The North American Free Trade Agreement and Transitional Aid: A Recipe For American Soft Power?
Nancy Vera, California State University-Bakersfield
nvera1@csub.edu

Post. 13 The Economics of Political Revolutions
Mary Agnes Huggins, Lewis University
maryahuggins@lewisu.edu

Post. 14 Hog Butcher of The World to Leading Business Center: How Chicago Survived Economic Restructuring to Become a Global City
Luke Borkowski, DePaul University
lbo3096@gmail.com

Disc. Stephen M Maher, York University
SMaher@yorku.ca
Alisha Kim, University of Texas-Dallas
alisha.kim@utdallas.edu

82-335 Politics of Brexit
Sat at 1:15 pm
Post. 15 How the Old Set the Future for the Young: Age, Education, and Brexit Support
Sami Gul, University of Missouri-Kansas City
sgull@umkc.edu

Post. 16 Brexit: A Game Theoretic Analysis
Edgar O. Velasco, University of Puerto Rico-Rio Piedras
edgar.velasco@upr.edu

Post. 17 Applying the Liberal Peace to Northern Ireland: An Examination of the “Brexit” in the Pattern of Northern Irish Economic History
Jackson B. Feezell, Emory & Henry College
jfeezell@emu.edu

Post. 18 Transforming the Nation-State: An Analysis of Identity Politics, Governance and Brexit
Rebecca Mendelsohn, Macalester College
rmendels@macalester.edu

Post. 19 Brexit: Who’s Next?: Looking at Euroscepticism in Britain and Europe
Luke Lincoln Ashton, Alma College
ashton1ll@alam.edu
Jeremy A Johnson, Alma College
johnson1ja@alam.edu

Post. 20 Brexit and Domestic Impact
Zachary A Zarb, Carroll University
zzarb@pio.carrollu.edu

Disc. Daniel Habchi, University of Minnesota-Twin Cities
habch001@umn.edu
Nathan Henceroth, University of Nevada-Las Vegas
henceroth@unlv.nevada.edu
Poster Session: Public Opinion and Political Participation
Sat at 1:15 pm

Post. 21 Examining American Public Opinion on Socialism
Chase Alexander Larson, Austin Peay State University
clarson2@my.apsu.edu

Post. 22 You’ll Only Be Allowed In If You Aren’t Voting for Hillary Clinton: An Exploration of Conservative Ideology in the Country Music Industry
Jolie-Grace Wareham, Rhodes College
warjo-17@rhodes.edu

Post. 23 Are They Warping Their Fragile Little Minds: An Examination of Attitudes and Perceptions of Same-Sex Adoption
Cassady A Lord, Idaho State University
cassady_lord@yahoo.com
Madison K Griffin, Idaho State University
grifmadi@isu.edu
Kimberly Qualman*, Idaho State University
qualkim@isu.edu

Post. 24 Political Participation Related to Online Social Networking
Rachel Norton, Keene State College
rachel.norton@ksc.keene.edu

Post. 25 Holy Politics Batman!: How Superhero Preference Affects Political Choice
Sean E. Bolton, Brigham Young University-Hawaii
sbolton0014@go.byuh.edu

Post. 26 Tin Foil Hats and Anxious Politics: The Impact of Anxiety on Citizens Belief in Conspiracy Theories
Michael John Herman, The College of Wooster
mherman17@wooster.edu

Post. 27 Did High School Really Matter? Group Membership and Political Participation
Elana Nanney, Brigham Young University-Hawaii
elanam@go.byuh.edu

Disc. Betsy Rajala, University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign
rajala2@illinois.edu
Royal Gene Cravens, The University of Tennessee-Knoxville
rcravens@vols.utk.edu

Speed Networking: Normative
Sat at 1:15 pm

Saturday, April 8 at 3:00 pm
3:05 A Model of State and Local Economic Development Policy, 1789–1990
Ronald W. Coan, Council for Community and Economic Research
roncoan@hotmail.com

1-107 Roundtable: Fusion Politics and Emerging Social Movements Post-Trump
Sat at 3:00 pm

Chair Valeria Sinclair-Chapman, Purdue University-Main Campus
vschapman@purdue.edu

Part. Harry R. Targ*, Purdue University-Main Campus
targ@purdue.edu
Rustem M. Nureev, Financial University under the Government of the Russian Federation
nureev50@gmail.com

How Crony Capitalists Cannibalize National Development: Generalizing Sectoral Distributive Politics
Mona Lyne, University of Missouri-Kansas City
lynem@umkc.edu

Social Capital and Economic Development: A Neighborhood Perspective
Matthew Hanka, University of Southern Indiana
mjhanka@usi.edu
Trent A. Engbers, University of Southern Indiana
taengbers@usi.edu

Disc., Stephanie A. Pink-Harper, Southern Illinois University-Carbondale
sapink@siu.edu
Disc., Anthony Pezzola, Reed College
apezzola@uc.cl

Organized Labor as Obstacle to Redistribution: Inequality, Dualization and Redistributive Spending in Developing Countries
Yu-min Hsu, National Taiwan University
r02322021@ntu.edu.tw

Political Economy of Education Reform in Mexico
Christian Ponce de Leon Albuere, The World Bank
cponce@worldbank.org

The Political Economy of Agricultural Extension Services in Malawi
Cristina Alvarez Mingote, University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign
alvarez9@illinois.edu
Paul E. McNamara*, University of Illinois-Urbana-Champaign
mcnamar1@illinois.edu

Which Broken Promises Matter?: The Political Costs of Deviating From Policy Platforms
Tanya Georgieva Bagashka*, University of Houston
ubagashka@uh.edu
Cristina Bodea*, Michigan State University
bodeaana@msu.edu
Sung Min Min Han, Michigan State University
hansung3@msu.edu

Disc., Maqsood A. Choudary, Northeast Lakeview College
gumatla@msn.com

Rethinking Transitions to Democracy
Sat at 3:00 pm
Chair, Gretchen G. Casper, Pennsylvania State University-Main Campus
gcasper@psu.edu

Modernization Revisited: The Case of Sub-Saharan Africa
Florian Reiche, University of Warwick, UK
F.Reiche@warwick.ac.uk

Rousing the Rabble: Inequality, Institutions, and Regime Change
Terence K Teo, Seton Hall University
tekwokc@shu.edu

Protestantism and Democracy: Reconsidering Causality
alper tola bulut*, Karadeniz Technical University
alptlg@gmail.com

Explaining Why Taiwan Has Experienced Democratic Breakthrough Whilst Singapore Has Not Through the “Developmental State”
Su-Mei Ooi, Butler University
sooi@butler.edu

Disc., Gretchen G. Casper, Pennsylvania State University-Main Campus
gcasper@psu.edu

Political Attitudes Across the Pond
Sat at 3:00 pm
Chair, John R. McAndrews, University of Toronto
john.mcandrews@utoronto.ca

Conformity and The Political Behaviour of The British Citizen
Rafael Hortala-Vallve, London School of Economics
r.hortala-vallve@lse.ac.uk
Andre Blais, University of Montreal
andre.blais@umontreal.ca

Determinants of Scottish Independence Preferences
Christiana Botticello, Brandeis University
cbott@brandeis.edu

How Did We Get There?: A Panel Study of British Voters in the Brexit Referendum
Michael Bruter*, London School of Economics and Political Science
m.bruter@lse.ac.uk
Sarah Harrison*, London School of Economics and Political Science
S.L.Harrison@lse.ac.uk

The Hidden Utility Behind Brexit
Matthew Reid Krell, The University of Alabama
mrkrell@ua.edu
10-15

**The Political Implications of the Refugee Crisis and National Responses in Europe**
Sat at 3:00 pm
3:00
Chair, Aline Burni Pereira Gomes, New York University
alineburni@gmail.com
3:05
**Extreme Right-Wing and Center Right Party Competition on the Salience of Immigration:** Evidence from the 2008-2013 Economic Crisis in Europe
James Floyd Downes*, The University of Hong Kong
jfdownes@hku.hk
Matthew Loveless, Center for Research and Social Progress
m2loveless@gmail.com
3:18
**Germany’s Refugee (Policy Making) Crisis: How the Nexus of International and Domestic Politics Has Affected the Country’s Migration Policy Response**
Stefanie Neumeier, University of Oklahoma-Norman Campus
sneumeier@ou.edu
3:31
**Immigration and Religious Nationalism in Central and Western Europe**
Philip W Barker, Keene State College
philip.barker@keene.edu
3:44
**The Dream of European Nationalists: The Effects of Zero Migration on European Political Hierarchy**
Tadeusz Kugler, Roger Williams University
tkugler@rwu.edu
3:57
Disc., Aline Burni Pereira Gomes, New York University
alineburni@gmail.com
4:10
Audience Discussion

11-10

**The Politics of Service Delivery and Governance in Latin America**
Sat at 3:00 pm
3:00
Chair, Karleen Jones West, SUNY College at Geneseo
kwest@geneseo.edu
3:05
**Democracy, Accountability, and Clientelism in Mexico, 1988-2015**
Yuriko Takahashi, Waseda University-Tokyo
ytakahashi@waseda.jp
3:15
**Perception of Corruption and Satisfaction with Democracy in Latin America: The Cause or the Effect of a Problem?**
Ricardo Roman Gomez-Vilchis, Universidad Autónoma Metropolitana (Mexico)
ricardoromano2@hotmail.com
3:26
**Service Satisfaction and Citizen Perceptions of the State in Urban and Rural Latin America and the Caribbean**
Gary Bland, RTI International
gbland@rti.org
Derick W. Brinkerhoff*, RTI International
dbrinkerhoff@rti.org
Anna Wetterberg*, RTI International
awetterberg@rti.org
Erik Wibbels*, Duke University
e.wibbels@duke.edu
Diego Romero*, Duke University
diego.romero@duke.edu
3:37
**Strategic Timing: The Political Economy of Conditional Social Assistance Coverage in Brazil, 2004-2012**
Matthew L. Layton, Ohio University-Main Campus
laytonm@ohio.edu
3:48
**The Impact of Political Appointments on Basic Public Services: A Tale From Brazilian Local Governments**
Gustavo Andrey de Almeida Lopes Fernandes, EAESP - Fundacao Getulio Vargas
gustavo.fernandes@fgv.br
Sonia Maria Delindro Goncalves, King’s College, London
sonia.goncalves@kcl.ac.uk
3:59
Disc., Karleen Jones West, SUNY College at Geneseo
kwest@geneseo.edu
4:10
Audience Discussion

13-3

**Domestic Sources of Evolving Foreign Policy in South Asia (Co-sponsored with 21. International Relations and Domestic Politics, see 21-14)**
Sat at 3:00 pm
3:05
**India’s Soft Power Diplomacy under the Modi Administration**
Arijit Mazumdar, University of St Thomas-Saint Paul
arjjit_mazumdar@stthomas.edu
3:26
**Role of Nationalism in India’s Foreign Policy: A Neoclassical Realist Interpretation**
Varun Tomar*, International Christian University, Tokyo
varun.nippon@gmail.com
3:48
Disc., Sojin Shin, National University of Singapore
isassos@nus.edu.sg
4:10
Audience Discussion

14-22

**Political and Economic Governance in China**
Sat at 3:00 pm
3:05
**Communication Style of Chinese Mayors**
Yiqing Xu, University of California-San Diego
yiqingxu@ucsd.edu
3:18 Local Implementation of Housing Policy in China
Xiang Cai*, University of Texas-Dallas
xxcl10430@utdallas.edu

Ray Ou Yang, University of Iowa
ray-ouyang@uiowa.edu

3:44 No Taxation Without Information On Representation: A Survey Experiment on Corporate Tax Compliance in China
Jay C. Kao, University of Texas-Austin
CHIEH.KAO@UTEXAS.EDU

3:57 Disc., Iza Ding, University of Pittsburgh-Pittsburgh Campus
iza.yue.ding@pitt.edu
Disc., Hiroki Takeuchi, Southern Methodist University
htakeuch@smu.edu

4:10 Audience Discussion

15-15 Women in Politics
Sat at 3:00 pm
3:00 Chair, Paige L. Schneider, Sewanee-The University of the South
pschneid@sewanee.edu

3:05 Barriers to Women's Political Engagement: Evidence from Rural Mali
Jaimie Bleck, University of Notre Dame
jbleck@nd.edu
Kristin Grace Michelitch, Vanderbilt University
kristin.michelitch@vanderbilt.edu

3:15 Do Clientelistic Appeals Increase Support for Women Politicians?: Evidence From a Survey Experiment in Kenya
Marlette Jackson, Stanford University
mjackson3@stanford.edu

3:26 Empowerment and The Politics of Development
Pamela Nwakanma, Harvard University
pnwakanma@g.harvard.edu

3:37 Senegalese Women at Work: The Forces Behind the Gender Parity Law
Claire Seulgie Lim, Boston University
clairesl@bu.edu

3:48 Vying for a Man Seat: Constituency Magnitude and Mainstream Female Candidature in Uganda and Kenya
Amanda B Edgell, University of Florida
abedgell@ufl.edu

3:59 Disc., Paige L. Schneider, Sewanee-The University of the South
pschneid@sewanee.edu
Disc., Masana Ndinga-Kanga, Centre for the Study of Violence and Reconciliation
MNdnga@csvr.org.za

4:10 Audience Discussion
Building a Theoretical Framework on FDI and National Security
Yi-hung Chiou, National Chiao Tung University, Taiwan
astrophia@gmail.com

The Refugee Crisis and its Impact on Politics, Policy and the State
Sat at 3:00 pm
Chair, Jason Beckfield, Harvard University
jbeckfie@wjh.harvard.edu

Large Scale Forced Migration and the Democratic Constitutional State: A Crisis in Three Parts
Phil Triadafilopoulos, University of Toronto-Scarborough
t.triadafilopoulos@utoronto.ca

Bringing Stateness Back In: Responses to the Refugee Crisis in Migrant-Receiving European Democracies
Ruxandra Paul, Amherst College
rpa3@amherst.edu

Politics and International Alliances/Cooperation
Sat at 3:00 pm

South-South Cooperation and the Theory of Cosmopolitanism in World Politics
Luis Ochoa-Bilbao*, Benemerita Universidad Autonoma de Puebla
ochoabup@com.com

The Constitutive Value of U.S. Alliance
Yoon Jin Lee, Harvard University
jylee15@gmail.com

Transformations in Global Intellectual Property Governance or the Supranational Liberalization of Social Patent Policies
Daniel Habchi, University of Minnesota-Twin Cities
habch001@umn.edu

Turkey and Israel: Changing Patterns of Alliances in a Unipolar World
Kivanc Ulusoy*, Istanbul University
kivancu@istanbul.edu.tr

Disc., Aisha Elizabeth Bradshaw, Ohio State University-Main Campus
bradshaw.115@osu.edu

Non-Violent Resistance and the Battle for Freedom
Sat at 3:00 pm
Chair, José Pascal da Rocha, Columbia University in the City of New York
p.darocha@columbia.edu

Non-Violent Resistance and Repression in Mexican States
Margaret Frost, University of Rhode Island
margaret.frost@uri.edu

Twitter and Money: Clues to Explain Dissident Organizations’ Choices for Violence or Nonviolence
Sophie Jiseon Lee, Duke University
jl324@duke.edu

Oblique Non-cooperation: Understanding Forms of Civilian Opposition to Armed Groups in Colombia’s Civil War
Juan Masullo*, Yale University
juan.masullo@yale.edu

Force of Words: The Use of Threats in Terrorism and Insurgency
Joseph Brown, University of Massachusetts-Boston
Joseph.Brown@umb.edu

It Started with a Shock: Financial Crises and Terrorism
Kaisa Hinkkainen, University of Leeds
k.hinkkainen@leeds.ac.uk

Tipping Point: Assessing the Impact of Terrorism
Orlandrew Eion Danzell, Mercyhurst University
odanzell@mercyhurst.edu
Daniel Perry Brooks Irwin, Mercyhurst University
dirwin72@lakers.mercyhurst.edu

3:44 Fighting Together?: Understanding Bilateral Cooperation In the Realm of Counterterrorism
Arie Perliger, University of Massachusetts-Lowell
arie_perliger@uml.edu

3:57 Disc., Stephen Charles Nemeth, Oklahoma State University-Main Campus
stephen.nemeth@okstate.edu

4:10 Audience Discussion

26-8 Norms, Identity, and Social Approaches to Foreign Policy
Sat at 3:00 pm

3:00 An Analysis of China’s Normative Foreign Policies in Asian Maritime Disputes
Sheng Ding*, Bloomsburg University of Pennsylvania
shengding.research@gmail.com

3:14 In Pursuit of Status: Explaining Turkish Foreign Policy Activism in AKP era- A Social Identity Theory Approach
Osman Celik, University of California-Los Angeles
oscelik@gmail.com

Cagil Albayrak, University of Kansas
cagil@ku.edu

3:42 Taking Co-Constitution Seriously: Explaining the Ambiguous U.S. Approach to Latin America
Justin O. Delacour, Lewis University
delacoju@lewis.edu

3:56 Michelle and I Send Our Deepest Condolences: On the Use of the First Lady in Presidential Disaster Statements
Travis Nelson, University of Wisconsin-Platteville
nelsontra@uwplatt.edu

4:10 Audience Discussion

27-10 Topics in IO Research
Sat at 3:00 pm

3:00 Chair, Patrick Bayer, University of Glasgow
patrick.bayer@glasgow.ac.uk

3:05 The Kill List and the International Criminal Court in the Philippines
Stephen Chaudoin, University of Illinois-Urbana-Champaign
stephen.chaudoin@gmail.com

3:18 Compliance and Effectiveness in the Inter-American System of Human Rights Protection
Francesca Parente, University of California-Los Angeles
fparente@ucla.edu

3:31 Refugees and the UN Security Council
Moritz Marbach, University of Zurich-Switzerland
marbach@ipz.uzh.ch

4:10 Audience Discussion

30-9 Social Media in Campaigns
Sat at 3:00 pm

3:00 Chair, Tammy R. Vigil, Boston University
tvigil@bu.edu

3:05 Targeting Opinion Leaders in the Twittersphere
Javier Lorenzo-Rodriguez, Universidad Carlos III de Madrid
javier.lorenzo@uc3m.es

3:21 Trumping (and Clinton-ing) the Media: Campaign Messaging, Media Coverage, and Voter Reactions
Austin Carl Hofeman, George Mason University
ahofeman@gmu.edu

Dapeng Wang, Peking University
dapeng19691205@126.com

3:53 Disc., Tammy R. Vigil, Boston University
tvigil@bu.edu

4:10 Audience Discussion

31-12 Political Mobilization
Sat at 3:00 pm

3:00 Chair, Joshua P. Darr, Louisiana State University and Agricultural & Mechanical College
jdarr@lsu.edu

3:05 Clinton, Trump, and the Power of Person-to-Person Outreach: Did the Ground Game Make a Difference?
Andrew Jeffrey Bloeser, Allegheny College
abloeser@allegheny.edu

3:18 The Political Leadership and Representation of American Clergy
Gabrielle Malina, Harvard University
gmalina@g.harvard.edu

3:31 The Political Leadership and Representation of American Clergy
Eitan Hersh, Yale University
eitan.hersh@yale.edu
3:31 Expanding Political Choice: The Mobilizing Effect of New Political Parties
Sara Binzer Hobolt, London School of Economics
s.b.hobolt@lse.ac.uk
Julian M. Hoerner*, London School of Economics and Political Science
j.m.hoerner@lse.ac.uk
3:44 ‘Cheap Click?’ The Effect of Internet Participation Opportunity and Issue Relevance on Political Participation
Fred Slocum, Minnesota State University-Mankato
frederick.slocum@mnssu.edu
Kevin James Parsneau*, Minnesota State University-Mankato
kevin.parsneau@mnssu.edu
3:57 Disc., Joshua P. Darr, Louisiana State University and Agricultural & Mechanical College
jdarr@lsu.edu
Disc., Mallory SoRelle, Lafayette College
sorellem@lafayette.edu
4:10 Audience Discussion

33-14 Rules and Representation

3:00 Chair, Ozge Kemahlilioglu, Sabanci University
ozgekemah@sabanciuniv.edu
3:05 Duvergerian Effects: How the Electoral System Influences Mass Polarization
Mattan Sharkansky*, Hebrew University, Jerusalem
mattan.sharkansky@mail.huji.ac.il
3:18 Mechanical and Political Consequences of Electoral Systems: A Dynamic Perspective
Philipp Harfst, University of Greifswald
pharfst@uni-greifswald.de
Jessica Fortin-Rittberger*, University of Salzburg-Austria
j.fortin-rittberger@sbg.ac.at
Sarah Dingler*, University of Salzburg-Austria
sarahcaroline.dingler@sbg.ac.at
Julian Noseck*, University of Greifswald
julian.noseck@uni-greifswald.de
3:31 More Than Seat Maximization: The Role of Credit Claiming and Political Spoils in Electoral Reform
Abigail Heller, Emory University
abigail.lauren.heller@emory.edu
3:44 Multiwinner Approval Voting: An Apportionment Approach
Steven J. Brams, New York University
steven.brams@nyu.edu
Marc Kilgour, Wilfrid Laurier University
mkilgour@wlu.ca
Richard F. Potthoff*, Duke University
potthoff@duke.edu
Disc., Ozge Kemahlilioglu, Sabanci University
ozgekemah@sabanciuniv.edu
4:10 Audience Discussion
LaShonda M Stewart*, Southern Illinois University-Carbondale
lms10@siu.edu 3:26
George Burruss*, University of South Florida-Main Campus
gburruss@usf.edu
Kelsy Kretschmer*, Oregon State University
kelsy.kretschmer@oregonstate.edu 3:48
Phillip Allan Garee*, Southern Illinois University-Carbondale
pgaree@siu.edu

3:26 Pardon the Interruption: Gender, Deliberation, and Small-Group Dynamics
Christina Ruth Ladam, University of Colorado-Boulder
christina.ladam@gmail.com
Anand Edward Sokhey, University of Colorado-Boulder
anand.sokhey@colorado.edu
Andrew Therriault*, City of Boston
andrew.therriault@gmail.com

3:37 Social Connectedness and Political Behavior
Jack Reilly, New College of Florida
jreilly@ncf.edu
3:48 Social Influence on Political Attitudes: The Role of Homogeneity
Lauren Ratliff, Ohio State University-Main Campus
ratliff.121@osu.edu
Disc., Maroussia Favre, ETH Zurich, Switzerland
maroussiafavre@ethz.ch
Disc., Suzanne M. Robbins, University of Florida
suzanne.robbins@ufl.edu

4:10 Audience Discussion

Advances in Campaign Persuasion Experiments
Sat at 3:00 pm
Chair, Melissa R. Michelson, Menlo College
melissa.michelson@menlo.edu
3:00 Changing Vote Choice At The Door: Evidence from Field Experiments in the 2016 Election
Joshua Louis Kalla, University of California-Berkeley
kalla@berkeley.edu
David E. Broockman*, Stanford University
david.broockman@gmail.com

3:15 Persuasive Paracontact: Increasing Support for Transgender Rights through Mediated Contact
Logan S. Casey, University of Michigan-Ann Arbor
lscasey@umich.edu
Brian F. Harrison, Northwestern University
brfharrison@gmail.com
Melissa R. Michelson, Menlo College
melissa.michelson@menlo.edu

3:26 Do Interactions With Candidates Increase Voter Support and Participation? Experimental Evidence from Italy
Enrico Cantoni, Massachusetts Institute of Technology
cantoni@mit.edu
Vincent Pons*, Harvard University
vpons@hbs.edu

3:37 Do News Portrayals Increase Resentment Towards Muslim Americans?
Nazita Lajevardi, University of California-San Diego
nlajevard@ucsd.edu

First Impressions: Persuasion Field Experiments Using Campaign Canvassing Data
Florian Foos, King’s College London
florian.foos@kcl.ac.uk
Disc., David W Nickerson, Temple University
david.nickerson@temple.edu

Jason A. MacDonald, West Virginia University
Jason MacDonald@mail.wvu.edu

3:59
Disc., Alexander Coppock, Yale University
alex.coppock@yale.edu
4:10 Audience Discussion

38-24 Personality and Candidate Choice
Sat at 3:00 pm
3:00 Chair, Philip Gordon Chen, Macalester College
philip.chen@ucalgary.ca
3:05 Personality Traits and Voters’ Emotional Response to Negative Campaigning
Annemarie Walter, University of Nottingham
Annemarie.Walter@nottingham.ac.uk
Travis N. Ridout*, Washington State University
trnridout@wsu.edu
3:21 Scarily Coming To The Centre: Political Centrism As An Effect Of Mortality Salience and A Need For Closure
Carlos Alberto Rivera*, Universidad Iberoamericana
cariverag@gmail.com
3:37 Personality, Emotions, and Candidate Choice in U.S. Elections
Steven Webster, Emory University
swwebst@emory.edu
3:53 Disc., Philip Gordon Chen, Macalester College
philip.chen@ucalgary.ca
Disc., Shang E. Ha, Sogang University, Seoul
seha@sogang.ac.kr
4:10 Audience Discussion

38-25 Race and Polarization
Sat at 3:00 pm
3:00 Chair, Christopher Michael Federico, University of Minnesota-Twin Cities
federico@umn.edu
3:05 Race and Authoritarianism: Convergent and Divergent Effects Among Whites and African-Americans
Stanley Feldman, Stony Brook University
stanley.feldman@stonybrook.edu
Chris Robert Weber*, University of Arizona
chrisweber@email.arizona.edu
3:15 Race, Gender, and the Public Legitimacy of Demands from the State
Corrine M. McConnaughy, George Washington University
corrine@gwu.edu
Ismail K. White*, George Washington University
whiteik@email.gwu.edu
3:26 Can’t Fight This Feeling: Emotions, Political Participation, and Black Presidential Candidates
Evelyn Simien*, University of Connecticut
evelyn.simien@uconn.edu
Sarah Cote Hampson, University of Washington-Tacoma Campus
hampsons@uw.edu
Sydney Ernie Carr, University of Connecticut
sydney.carr@uconn.edu
3:37 Does Biased Processing of Explicit Racial Cues Lead to Political Polarization?
Tracy K Goodwin, Stony Brook University
tracy.goodwin@stonybrook.edu
Eric Groenendyk, University of Memphis
groenendyk@memphis.edu
Yanna Krupnikov, Stony Brook University
yanna.krupnikov@stonybrook.edu
3:48 The Image in Our Heads: Race and Affective Polarization in American Politics
Nicholas A. Valentino, University of Michigan-Ann Arbor
nvalenti@umich.edu
Kirill Zhirkov, University of Michigan-Ann Arbor
kzhirkov@umich.edu
3:59 Disc., Christopher Michael Federico, University of Minnesota-Twin Cities
federico@umn.edu
Disc., Stephen Maynard Caliendo, North Central College
smcalendo@noctrl.edu
4:10 Audience Discussion

39-15 Models of Macro Polity and Mood Measures in Contested Arenas: Drawing Attention to the Causes and Consequences of Public Opinion
Sat at 3:00 pm
3:00 Chair, James Allen Stimson, University of North Carolina-Chapel Hill
jstimson@email.unc.edu
3:05 The Impact of the Policy Mood on Party Competition and Election Outcomes in Great Britain, 1945-2015
John Bartle, University of Essex
jbartle@essex.ac.uk
3:15 The Comparative Macropolity: Public Opinion, Proportionality and Veto Gates
Anthony James McGann, University of Strathclyde
anthony.mcgann@strath.ac.uk
Sebastian Dellepiane-Avellaneda*, University of Strathclyde
sebastian.dellepiane@strath.ac.uk
3:26 The Catalan and the Spanish Policy Moods
John Bartle, University of Essex
jbartle@essex.ac.uk
Lluis Orriols*, University of Girona
lluis.orriols@udg.edu
Xavier Romero, Universitat Autònoma Barcelona
xromerovidal@gmail.com
Agustí Bosch*, UAB, Spain
agusti.bosch@uab.cat
3:37 Public Support for Latin American Presidents: The Cyclical Model in Comparative Perspective
Ryan Carlin*, Georgia State University
rcarlin@gsu.edu
Timothy Hellwig, Indiana University-Bloomington
tHELLWIG@INDIANA.EDU
Gregory James Love*, University of Mississippi
gilove@olemiss.edu

365
Cecilia Martinez Gallardo*, University of North Carolina-Chapel Hill
cmg@email.unc.edu
Matthew Singer*, University of Connecticut
matthew.m.singer@uconn.edu
3:48 Public Opinion Towards Immigration: The Role of Immigration and Economic Deprivation Across Europe
Steven M. Van Hauwaert, CIDE
s.m.vanhauwaert@gmail.com
Patrick English, University of Manchester
patrick/english@manchester.ac.uk
Disc., Christopher Wlezien, University of Texas-Austin
wlezien@austin.utexas.edu
Disc., Peter Enns, Cornell University
pe52@cornell.edu
4:10 Audience Discussion

3:00 Is All Gendered Politics Local?
Sat at 3:00 pm
Chair, Jessica Trounstine, University of California-Merced
jtrounstine@ucmerced.edu
The Gender-Representation Gap in Radical Right Parties: The Case of the Sweden Democrats
John Olof Högström, Mid Sweden University
john.hogstrom@miun.se
The Influences of Female Municipal Members on Local Policy Making and Service Provision: Case Studies in Turkey
Hazar Öğuz, Ankara University
hazaroguz@gmail.com
Nilay Yavuz*, Middle East Technical University, Ankara, Turkey
nyavuz@metu.edu.tr
The Mayor Effect: Discrimination Against Female Employment Under Islamist Political Rule
Gozde Corekcioglu, European University Institute
gozde.corekcioglu@eui.eu
The Rise of Female Mayors in the American South
Melissa Marschall, Rice University
marschall@rice.edu
Saadet Konak Unal, University of Houston
saadetkonak@hotmail.com
Carly Mayes, Rice University
cmj8@rice.edu
Saadet Konak Unal, University of Houston
saadetkonak@hotmail.com
Carly Mayes, Rice University
cmj8@rice.edu
Avesh Krishna*, Rice University
avesh@rice.edu
Why did it take so long? Women and Major Political Milestones in Iowa
Eduardo Magalhaes, Simpson College
eduardo.magalhaes@simpson.edu
Disc., Jessica Trounstine, University of California-Merced
jtrounstine@ucmerced.edu
Disc., Amy C. Alexander, University of Gothenburg, Sweden
amy.catherine.alexander@gmail.com
Audience Discussion
4:10 Audience Discussion

3:00 Race, Governance and Public Policy
Sat at 3:00 pm
Chair, Matt Luttig, University of Chicago
mluttig@uchicago.edu
Minority Representation and Local District Engagement: Gaining Credit for Informal Action
Erik Grant Hanson, University of California-Los Angeles
erikgra@ucla.edu

Table 1: JSS: Formal Modeling
Sat at 3:00 pm
3:00 Policy Persistence and Drift in Organizations
German S Gieczewski, Princeton University
germang@princeton.edu
3:17 Criminal Sentencing and The Cost of Appeal
Kira Pronin, University of Pittsburgh-Pittsburgh Campus
kip13@pitt.edu
Sean Michael Craig, University of Pittsburgh-Pittsburgh Campus
sean.craig@pitt.edu
3:35 Intervention and Deterrence: Trade-offs among Policies to Prevent Refugee Flows
Kara Ross Camarena, Harvard University
karaross@fas.harvard.edu
3:52 Disc., John W. Patty, University of Chicago
jwpatty@gmail.com
4:10 Audience Discussion

Table 2: JSS: Political Methodology
Sat at 3:00 pm
3:00 Dealing With Panel Attrition: An Application of Marginal Structural Models for The Estimation of Treatment Effects
Michelle Torres, Washington University in St Louis
smtorres@wustl.edu
3:17 Divergent Elicited Priors: A Dirichlet-Based Approach
Sarah Beth Bouchat, University of Wisconsin-Madison
bouchat@wisc.edu
3:35 How To Use Post-Treatment Data to Adjust for Attrition Bias
Anton Strezhnev, Harvard University
astrezhnev@fas.harvard.edu
3:52 Disc., Matthew Blackwell, Harvard University
mblackwell@gov.harvard.edu
Disc., Marc Thomas Ratkovic, Princeton University
ratkovic@princeton.edu
4:10 Audience Discussion

Table 3: JSS: Symposium on American Parties and Interest Groups
Sat at 3:00 pm
3:00 Interacting Interests: Exploring the Nature of Interest Group Coalition Building in the Regulatory State
Maraam A. Dwidar, University of Texas-Austin
mdwidar@utexas.edu
3:14 Multidimensional Cleavage Structure of United States Congress
Yunkyu Sohn*, University of California-San Diego
ysohn@princeton.edu
Kenneth Michael Ferstle, Wayne State University
fk3964@wayne.edu

3:42 American Interest Groups and Civic Representation
Andrew S. McFarland, University of Illinois-Chicago
amcfarla@uic.edu

3:56 Disc., Antoine Yoshinaka, University at Buffalo
antoiney@buffalo.edu

4:10 Audience Discussion

Table 4: JSS: Symposium on Comparative Parties and Interest Groups
Sat at 3:00 pm

McCage Griffiths, University of California-Davis
mgriffiths@ucdavis.edu

3:23 Why Did East Asian Cleavage Structures Form the Dominant Party System in the Center-Right, not the Centrist Position?: The Cold War, Developmental State, and the State-Led Industrialization
Seokdong Kim, Claremont Graduate University
seokdong.kim@cgu.edu

3:46 Disc., Tarik Abou-Chadi, Humboldt University, Berlin
tarik.abou-chadi@hu-berlin.de
Disc., Mi-son Kim, University of Texas-Rio Grande Valley
mison.kim@utrgv.edu

4:10 Audience Discussion

Table 5: JSS: Politics of Unilateral Power
Sat at 3:00 pm

3:00 Presidential Personality and Executive Orders: Bridging the Gap Between the Informal Powers of the President and Formal Powers of the Presidency
Steven Betz*, Wayne State University
b9010@wayne.edu

3:14 Unilateral Delegation: A Principal-Agent Model for Presidential Use of Executive Orders to Direct Policy-Making Authority
Derek Matthew Culp, University of Pittsburgh-Pittsburgh Campus
dmc143@pitt.edu

Keita Omi, University of Utah
keita.omii@utah.edu

3:42 Hyperpresidentialism in the Southern Cone of Latin America: Examining the Diverging Cases of Argentina and Chile
Dan Berbecel, Princeton University
berbecel@princeton.edu

3:56 Disc., Michelle H. Belco, University of Houston
mhbelco@CENTRAL.uh.edu
Disc., Ian Ostrander, Michigan State University
ian.ostrander@gmail.com

4:10 Audience Discussion

Parliamentary Politics
Sat at 3:00 pm

3:00 Chair, Brian D. Williams, The University of West Florida
bwilliams1@uwf.edu

3:05 Brazilian Municipal Coalitions: Coalition Building, Public Policy and Implementation
David Vawter Hughes, Rice University
dvh2@rice.edu

3:21 Parliamentary Government in 19th Century Germany?: Legislative Coalition Formation in the Frankfurt Assembly, 1848-849
Ulrich Sieberer, University of Bamberg
ulrich.sieberer@uni-bamberg.de
Michael Herrmann*, University of Konstanz
michael.herrmann@uni-konstanz.de

3:37 Prompting Legislative Agreement and Loyalty: What Role for the Extra-Parliamentary Party Organization?
Caroline Close, Université Libre de Bruxelles
cclose@ulb.ac.be

3:53 Disc., Jack Blumenau, London School of Economics
j.blumenau@lse.ac.uk
Disc., Caroline Close, Université Libre de Bruxelles
cclose@ulb.ac.be

4:10 Audience Discussion

The United States Senate
Sat at 3:00 pm

3:00 Chair, Nicholas Howard, Auburn University at Montgomery
nhoward8@aum.edu

3:05 Advising the Senate: Lessons from Howard Baker
Michael Peter Bobic, Alderson Broaddus University
mbobic@bellsouth.net

3:15 Careers and The Institutionalization of the United States Senate
Nicholas Howard, Auburn University at Montgomery
nhoward8@aum.edu
Mark Owens*, Bates College
mowens2@bates.edu

3:26 Filling the Void: Retired Senators and Their Successors
Theodore J. Masthay, University of Missouri-Columbia
tmy58@mail.missouri.edu
3:00 Chair, Todd Makse, Florida International University
toddmakse@gmail.com

3:05 Divided Under One Roof: Morality Policy & State Party Platforms
Nicole R. Foster Shoaf, Missouri Southern State University
shoaf-n@mssu.edu

3:18 Foreign Policy and State Political Parties
Daniel J. Coffey, University of Akron Main Campus
dcoffey@uakron.edu

Matthew Allen Carr*, Columbia University in the City of New York
mac2399@columbia.edu

3:44 State Legislative Parties and Policy Agendas
Greg Vonnahme, University of Missouri-Kansas City
vonnahmeg@umkc.edu

59-11 Service Delivery: Options and Impacts
Sat at 3:00 pm
3:00 Chair, Eric Zeemering, Northern Illinois University
zeem@niu.edu

3:05 Punishing Success: Privatized Service Delivery, Attribution Bias, and Citizen Attitudes Toward Local Representation
Ryan Dawkins*, University of Colorado-Boulder
rdawkins22@gmail.com

Jennifer J. Hora, Valparaiso University
jhora@valpo.edu

3:26 Assessing the Impacts of Boom/Bust Cycles on Local Public Service Provision and Delivery
Robert S. Wood, University of North Dakota
rwood@business.und.edu

Dana Michael Harsell*, University of North Dakota
dharsell@business.und.edu

Andy Hultquist*, University of North Dakota
andy.hultquist@business.und.edu
3:37 Usage of Specialized Service Delivery
Christopher Goodman, University of Nebraska at Omaha
cbgoodman@unomaha.edu

3:48 The Leaky Polis: Detroit's Water Crisis and Material Infrastructure
Amanda Giorgio, University of Massachusetts-Amherst
agiorgio@polsci.umass.edu

3:59 Disc., Eric Zeemering, Northern Illinois University
Disc., Aaron Deslatte, Northern Illinois University

4:10 Audience Discussion

60-6 Policy Challenges in the 21st Century
Sat at 3:00 pm

3:00 Discursive Change in Turbulent Times?: A Corpus-Linguistic Analysis of Enterprise Policy Strategy Texts in the Republic of Ireland, 2004-2014
Ewan Alexander MacDonald, Dublin Institute of Technology
ewanalexandermacdonald@gmail.com
John Hogan, Dublin Institute of Technology, Ireland
john.hogan@dit.ie
Brendan K. O'Rourke*, Dublin Institute of Technology, Ireland
brendan.orourke@dit.ie

3:14 How Global and How Local?: Local Political and Policy Variations from the U.S., France, Korea and Elsewhere
Terry Nichols Clark*, University of Chicago
tnclark@uchicago.edu
Brian Knudsen*, Poverty & Race Research Action Council
knudsenbb@gmail.com

3:28 Insights from Diffusion Theory in Explaining Armed Drone Proliferation
Stephen Ceccoli, Rhodes College
ceccoli@rhodes.edu
Matthew Crosston*, Bellevue University
matt.crosston@bellevue.edu

3:42 When Policies Don’t Make Publics: Immigration and Policy (In)Stability
Erica Dobbs, Swarthmore College
dobbs.erica@gmail.com

3:56 Path to Dependence: Unorthodox Central Bank Policy Rates as Enablers of Public Fiscal Profligacy
Richard M. Salsman, Duke University
richard.salsman@duke.edu

4:10 Audience Discussion

61-11 Reproductive Health
Sat at 3:00 pm

3:00 Chair, Mohamed Alaa Abdel-Moneim, Doha Institute for Graduate Studies
mohamed.abdelmoneim@dohainstitute.edu.qa

3:05 Analyzing Opinion Toward Abortion In Hard Case Scenarios
Michael J. New, Ave Maria University
mnew@bama.ua.edu

3:21 Embryonic Politics & Moral Values: Attitudes about IVF, Abortion, & Stem Cell Research
Heather Silber Mohamed, Clark University
HSlberMohamed@clark.edu

3:37 The Impact of Recent State Level Anti-abortion Laws on State Abortion Rates
Michael J. New, Ave Maria University
mnew@bama.ua.edu

3:53 Disc., Mohamed Alaa Abdel-Moneim, Doha Institute for Graduate Studies
mohamed.abdelmoneim@dohainstitute.edu.qa
Disc., Diana Elena Burlacu, Humboldt University of Berlin
diana.burlacu@hu-berlin.de

4:10 Audience Discussion

62-3 Militarism, Subversion, and Protest
Sat at 3:00 pm

3:00 Chair, Holona LeAnne Ochs, Lehigh University
hlo209@lehigh.edu

3:05 Punishing Sexuality: Law Enforcement Discrimination Against the LGBTQ Community
Jeremiah Wade-Olson, University of Michigan-Flint
jerolson@umflint.edu
Patrice D Wade-Olson, Oakland Integrated Health Care Network
wadep07@gmail.com

3:15 The Armed Forces as a Social Protest Movement: The Egyptian Army, A Case Study
Gadi Hitman, Ariel University/Beit Berl Academic College
ghi791966@gmail.com

3:26 The Dangerous Intersection of Race, Class and Stand Your Ground
LaKerri R. Mack, Troy University
lrkerrimack@troy.edu
Kristie Roberts-Lewis*, Troy University
robertsk@troy.edu

3:37 The Militarism of Honolulu Police Post-APEC: An Examination of Legislative and Community Reforms of Policing Services Centered on Systemic Police-Based Gender and Ability Violence.
Aaron Hunger, University of Hawaii-Manoa
hunger@hawaii.edu

3:48 When is Police Violence Unacceptable?: Understanding Collective Action Responses to Lethal Force
Shea A. Streeter, Stanford University
sheas@stanford.edu

4:10 Audience Discussion
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Session</th>
<th>Chair(s)</th>
<th>Speaker(s)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>3:00</td>
<td><strong>Local Environmental Politics (Co-sponsored with 59. Urban and Local Politics, see 59-12)</strong></td>
<td>Jack M Mewhirter, University of Cincinnati-Main Campus</td>
<td>Jack M Mewhirter, University of Cincinnati, <a href="mailto:jlongmewhirter@uc.edu">jlongmewhirter@uc.edu</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3:05</td>
<td><strong>Assessing Local Practitioner Beliefs and Attitudes Toward the Implementation of Sustainable Public Procurement Practices</strong></td>
<td>Edward W. Schwerin, Florida Atlantic University</td>
<td>Edward W. Schwerin, Florida Atlantic University, <a href="mailto:schwerin@fau.edu">schwerin@fau.edu</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Eric W. Prier, Florida Atlantic University</td>
<td>Eric W. Prier, Florida Atlantic University, <a href="mailto:eprier@fau.edu">eprier@fau.edu</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Clifford P. McCue*, Florida Atlantic University</td>
<td>Clifford P. McCue*, Florida Atlantic University, <a href="mailto:cmccue143@gmail.com">cmccue143@gmail.com</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3:18</td>
<td><strong>An Exploration of the Collaboration and Policy Choices of Local Governments</strong></td>
<td>Calli Anne Curley, Indiana University-Purdue University-Indianapolis</td>
<td>Calli Anne Curley, Indiana University-Purdue University-Indianapolis, <a href="mailto:curleyca@iupui.edu">curleyca@iupui.edu</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3:31</td>
<td><strong>Scaling Down the &quot;Netherlands Fallacy&quot;: A Local-Level Quantitative Study of the Effect of Affluence on the Carbon Footprint across the United States</strong></td>
<td>Matthew Thomas Clement, Texas State University</td>
<td>Matthew Thomas Clement, Texas State University, <a href="mailto:mtc73@txstate.edu">mtc73@txstate.edu</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Andrew Pattison, Colgate University</td>
<td>Andrew Pattison, Colgate University, <a href="mailto:apattison@colgate.edu">apattison@colgate.edu</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3:44</td>
<td><strong>When Size Matters: Predictors of Adaptation Planning in Small, Medium and Large U.S. Cities</strong></td>
<td>Saatvika Rai, University of Toledo</td>
<td>Saatvika Rai, University of Toledo, saatvikaрай@gmail.com</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3:57</td>
<td><strong>Disc., Jack M Mewhirter, University of Cincinnati-Main Campus</strong></td>
<td>Jack M Mewhirter, University of Cincinnati-Main Campus</td>
<td>Jack M Mewhirter, University of Cincinnati-Main Campus, <a href="mailto:jack.mewhirter@uc.edu">jack.mewhirter@uc.edu</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Richard Feiock, Florida State University</td>
<td>Richard Feiock, Florida State University, <a href="mailto:rfeiock@fsu.edu">rfeiock@fsu.edu</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4:10</td>
<td><strong>Audience Discussion</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3:00</td>
<td><strong>The Public’s Role in the Policymaking Process</strong></td>
<td>Ryan Knowles Merrill, University of Southern California</td>
<td>Ryan Knowles Merrill, University of Southern California, <a href="mailto:ryannmerr@usc.edu">ryannmerr@usc.edu</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3:05</td>
<td><strong>How the House Always Wins: The Impact of Democratic Mechanisms on State Casino Gambling Expansion</strong></td>
<td>Michael P. Wallner, Boise State University</td>
<td>Michael P. Wallner, Boise State University, <a href="mailto:michael.wallner@montana.edu">michael.wallner@montana.edu</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3:18</td>
<td><strong>Increasing Citizen Participation and the Effect on Local Government Strategic Planning Policy Decisions Using a Principal-Agent Theory Perspective</strong></td>
<td>Michael P. Wallner, Boise State University</td>
<td>Michael P. Wallner, Boise State University, <a href="mailto:michael.wallner@montana.edu">michael.wallner@montana.edu</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3:31</td>
<td><strong>Institutional Trust and Democratic Policymaking: Implications for Consent-Based Siting of Nuclear Facilities in the U.S.</strong></td>
<td>Kuhika Gupta, University of Oklahoma-Norman Campus</td>
<td>Kuhika Gupta, University of Oklahoma-Norman Campus, <a href="mailto:kuhikagupta@ou.edu">kuhikagupta@ou.edu</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Hank C. Jenkins-Smith*, University of Oklahoma-Norman Campus</td>
<td>Hank C. Jenkins-Smith*, University of Oklahoma-Norman Campus, <a href="mailto:jenkinssmith@gmail.com">jenkinssmith@gmail.com</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Carol L. Silva*, University of Oklahoma-Norman Campus</td>
<td>Carol L. Silva*, University of Oklahoma-Norman Campus, <a href="mailto:cslsilva@ou.edu">cslsilva@ou.edu</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3:44</td>
<td><strong>Policy for Science by Ballot or by Roll Call?: Comparing Legislator and Citizen Voting on Stem Cell Research</strong></td>
<td>Jonah James Ralston, University of Wisconsin-Whitewater</td>
<td>Jonah James Ralston, University of Wisconsin-Whitewater, <a href="mailto:ralstonj@uw.edu">ralstonj@uw.edu</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3:57</td>
<td><strong>Disc., Jonah James Ralston, University of Wisconsin-Whitewater</strong></td>
<td>Jon Ralston, University of Wisconsin-Whitewater</td>
<td>Jon Ralston, University of Wisconsin-Whitewater, <a href="mailto:ralstonj@uw.edu">ralstonj@uw.edu</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4:10</td>
<td><strong>Audience Discussion</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
## U.S. Inspectors General: Who They Are, What They Do, How They Try to Improve Government Operations, and Why Their Task is so Challenging

Sat at 3:00 pm

**Chair, David E. Lewis**, Vanderbilt University  
david.e.lewis@vanderbilt.edu

**Making A Difference: Developing Actionable Inspector General Recommendations and Getting Them Implemented**

3:05

Kathryn E Newcomer, George Washington University  
newcomer@gwu.edu

**The Curious Case of Inspectors General: Strategic Vacancies and Appointment Delay**

3:21

Evan Haglund, United States Coast Guard Academy  
evan.t.haglund@uscga.edu

**The Strategic Environment of U.S. Inspectors General: Balancing Expectations for Independence, Accountability, and Engagement**

3:37

Charles A. Johnson, Texas A & M University-College Station  
CJOHNSON@TAMU.EDU

**Disc., Gregory H. Friedman*, The Trachtenberg School of Public Policy/Public Administration**

3:53

Gregoryfriedman@gmail.com

**Disc., Charles A. Johnson, Texas A & M University-College Station**

4:10

CJOHNSON@TAMU.EDU

## Representation and Performance

Sat at 3:00 pm

**Chair, Lael Keiser**, University of Missouri-Columbia  
keiserl@missouri.edu

**Merit, Diversity, and Performance of Federal Workforce: Does Diversity Management Moderate the Effect of Merit-based Practices on Organizational Performance?**

3:05

Sanghee Park, Boise State University  
sangheepark@boisestate.edu

Jiaqi Liang, New Mexico State University-Main Campus  
jiaqi.liang@hotmail.com

**Explaining Gender Empowerment Through Descriptive Clerical Representation**

3:15

Benjamin R. Knoll, Centre College  
k.carroll@tamu.edu

**Theology of Resistance**

Sat at 3:00 pm

**Chair, Mirya R. Holman**, Tulane University of Louisiana  
mholman@tulane.edu

**A Social Movement on Trial: Transformative Years of and Judicial Intervention in the Nation**

3:05

Sultan Tepe*, University of Illinois-Chicago  
sultant@uiuc.edu

**Explaining Gender Empowerment Through Descriptive Clerical Representation**

3:15

Benjamin R. Knoll, Centre College  
benjamin.knoll@centre.edu
Official Disobedience and Fidelity to Conscience: The Case of Kim Davis
Mary C. Segers, Rutgers University-Newark
msegers88@hotmail.com

Policekting Pastors: Experimenting with Womanist Theological Messages: I’m with Her
Dilara K. Uskup, University of Chicago
duskup@uchicago.edu

De-radicalizing the Radicals: No-Moderate's Task
Hebatullah Selim*, University of Birmingham
hns144@bham.ac.uk

Disc., Mirya R. Holman, Tulane University of Louisiana
mholman@tulane.edu
Disc., Robert Edward Sterken, University of Texas-Tyler
rsterken@uttyler.edu

Audience Discussion

72-142 Roundtable: Career: What to Expect at a Job Interview at a Teaching School
Sat at 3:00 pm
Chair Shamira Michal Gelbman, Wabash College
gelmans@wabash.edu
Part. Michael Makara, University of Central Missouri
makara@ucmo.edu
Allen K. Settle, California Polytechnic State University—San Luis Obispo
asettle@calpoly.edu
Robert K. Postic, The University of Findlay
postic@findlay.edu
Ryan L. Reed, Bradley University
rreed@bradley.edu

Roundtable: Teaching: Integrating Teaching with Your Research
Sat at 3:00 pm
Part. J Cherie Strachan, Central Michigan University
stracjc@cmich.edu
Douglas A West, Lakehead University, Orillia Campus
dwest@lakeheadu.ca
Benjamin Roy Cole, Simmons College
benjamin.cole@simmons.edu

Lightning Talk: Economic Development and Institutions
Sat at 3:00 pm
Chair, Dinorah R. Azpuru, Wichita State University
dinorah.azpuru@wichita.edu
Politics of Nigeria's Economic Stagnation
Alaba Busayo Fabunmi, University of Ibadan
govbussy@yahoo.com

Governance, Institutions and Its Influences on Economic Growth and Income Distribution:
Further Evidence for Latin American and East Asian Countries
Jose Alexandre Ferreira Filho, CATHOLIC UNIVERSITY OF PERNAMBUCO
josealexand@uol.com.br

The Impact of Inequality on Support for Franchise Extension: Evidence from Britain’s Age of Reform
Jonathan Chapman, New York University
jchapman@nyu.edu

Dual and Dueling Markets: State and Non-State Creation of Environmental Service Markets in Guatemala
Brian Potter, The College of New Jersey
potter@tcnj.edu

The Geopolitics of Portugal, Between Europe and the Atlantic: Consequences of Brexit
José António Palmeira, University of Minho-Portugal
palmeira@eeg.uminho.pt

Solving Society’s Big Ills, A Small Step
Ravi Kashyap, City University of Hong Kong
ravi.kashyap@stern.nyu.edu

Authoritarian Regime Type and the Levels of Torture Before and After the Convention Against Torture
Min Rosemary Pang, Pennsylvania State University—Main Campus
mzp36@psu.edu

Stalin’s Roads and Contemporary Voting in Russia
Natalia Lamberova, University of California-Los Angeles
natalia.lamberova@gmail.com

Lightning Talk: Intervention and Security
Sat at 3:00 pm
Chair, Zuhai Sheik Mahmood, Michigan State University
zsmahmood89@gmail.com

Peace-building and the Arts: Evidence of Success?
Alexa Royden, Queens University of Charlotte
roydena@queens.edu

Powers' UN Peace Keeping Operations.
Jieyeon Kim, Purdue University—Main Campus
kim1754@purdue.edu

The U.S. Multi-Sectarian Strategy to Defeating ISIL In Iraq
Satgin Hamrah, Tufts University
satgin.hamrah@tufts.edu
Neha Ansari, Tufts University
Neha.Ansari@tufts.edu
3:29 Who Sanctions Matters: Economic Sanctions and Domestic Mobilization
Micah Dillard, University of Wisconsin-Madison
dillard2@wisc.edu

3:37 A Post-colonial Approach to the Kashmir Dispute
Bich Thi Ngoc Tran, Illinois State University
bttran@ilstu.edu

3:45 Advocacy Networks and Government Policy: Responses to Human Trafficking
Glenn M Harden, University of Kentucky
glenn.harden@juno.com

3:53 Audience Discussion

81-402 Lightning Talk: Politics and Elections in Comparative Perspective
Sat at 3:00 pm
Chair, Alexander Wuttke, University of Mannheim
alexander.wuttke@uni-mannheim.de

3:00 Effects of Centralization in Electoral Integrity
Ana Sofia Collignon Delmar, University College London
a.delmar.12@ucl.ac.uk

3:13 On Elections and Constitutional Subjects
Djordje Gardasevic, Faculty of Law, University of Zagreb, Croatia
gardasevic.99@yahoo.com

3:21 Audience Discussion

82-338 Poster Session: U.S. Public Policy II
Sat at 3:00 pm
Post. 1 The Impact of Social Contact and Political Socialization on Student Attitudes Towards Race Relations
Rebecca Gullett, Idaho State University
gullrebe@isu.edu
Beth Detwiler, Idaho State University
detweliz@isu.edu
Kristian Evans*, Idaho State University
evankri4@isu.edu

Post. 2 Making Race and Nation, 2.0: Using Research in Moral and Social Psychology to Model Changing “Racial Orders” in the U.S. and South Africa
Burgandi A Schut, University of Denver
andischut@gmail.com

82-339 Poster Session: U.S. Public Policy and Culture
Sat at 3:00 pm
Post. 3 When Women of Color are Ready but Not Running for Office
Kesicia Dickinson*, Jackson State University
dickinson95@gmail.com

81-302 Poster Session: U.S. Public Policy I
Sat at 3:30 pm
Post. 4 The Impact of Restrictive Voting Laws on Minority Voter Turnout
Alyssa Desouza, CUNY Hunter College
alyssad722@gmail.com

disc. Ethan Craig Busby, Northwestern University
busby.ethan@gmail.com
Ivelisse Cuevas-Molina, University of Massachusetts-Amherst
icuevasm@polsci.umass.edu

Post. 5 Black-and-Blue: A Situational Analysis of the Violence By and Against Law Enforcement in the United States
Vanessa Emely Suarez, Central Connecticut State University
vanesaasuarez94@gmail.com

Post. 10 After Floyd: Have the Ruling and Subsequent Settlement of Floyd v. City of New York done Anything to Curb Stop and Frisk in New York City?
Nathan L Caniglia, Morningside College
nlc002@morningside.edu

Post. 7 The Impact of Restricted Voting Laws on Minority Voter Turnout
Alyssa Desouza, CUNY Hunter College
alyssad722@gmail.com

Disc. Ethan Craig Busby, Northwestern University
busby.ethan@gmail.com
Ivelisse Cuevas-Molina, University of Massachusetts-Amherst
icuevasm@polsci.umass.edu

82-339 Poster Session: U.S. Public Policy and Culture
Sat at 3:00 pm
Post. 11 Putting Power in the Hands of Survivors: Technology and How it Can Combat College Sexual Assault From the Bottom Up
Allison Linafelter, Morningside College
aal001@morningside.edu

Post. 9 (Un-)American Movement: Unaccompanied Immigrant Children and the Rhetoric of Space
Emily Kathleen Royer, Macalester College
ery07e@macalester.edu

Disc. Ethan Craig Busby, Northwestern University
busby.ethan@gmail.com
Ivelisse Cuevas-Molina, University of Massachusetts-Amherst
icuevasm@polsci.umass.edu

Post. 6 The Impact of Social Contact and Political Socialization on Student Attitudes Towards Race Relations
Rebecca Gullett, Idaho State University
gullrebe@isu.edu
Beth Detwiler, Idaho State University
detweliz@isu.edu
Kristian Evans*, Idaho State University
evankri4@isu.edu

Post. 8 The Impact of Social Contact and Political Socialization on Student Attitudes Towards Race Relations
Rebecca Gullett, Idaho State University
gullrebe@isu.edu
Beth Detwiler, Idaho State University
detweliz@isu.edu
Kristian Evans*, Idaho State University
evankri4@isu.edu

Post. 7 When Women of Color are Ready but Not Running for Office
Kesicia Dickinson*, Jackson State University
dickinson95@gmail.com

Post. 8 The Impact of Restricted Voting Laws on Minority Voter Turnout
Alyssa Desouza, CUNY Hunter College
alyssad722@gmail.com

Disc. Ethan Craig Busby, Northwestern University
busby.ethan@gmail.com
Ivelisse Cuevas-Molina, University of Massachusetts-Amherst
icuevasm@polsci.umass.edu

Post. 5 Making Race and Nation, 2.0: Using Research in Moral and Social Psychology to Model Changing “Racial Orders” in the U.S. and South Africa
Burgandi A Schut, University of Denver
andischut@gmail.com

Post. 9 (Un-)American Movement: Unaccompanied Immigrant Children and the Rhetoric of Space
Emily Kathleen Royer, Macalester College
ery07e@macalester.edu

Post. 11 Putting Power in the Hands of Survivors: Technology and How it Can Combat College Sexual Assault From the Bottom Up
Allison Linafelter, Morningside College
aal001@morningside.edu

Disc. Ethan Craig Busby, Northwestern University
busby.ethan@gmail.com
Ivelisse Cuevas-Molina, University of Massachusetts-Amherst
icuevasm@polsci.umass.edu
Post. 14 Restoring the American Dream
Guneev Sharma, Hendrix College
SharmaGG@hendrix.edu

Post. 15 Deadly Force: Causes, Implications, and Solutions
Connor McGuire, Curry College
connorj.mcg@gmail.com

Post. 16 The Unconstitutionality of Minimum Wage
Jeremy Spankowski, Carroll University
jspankow@pio.carrollu.edu

Post. 17 Analyzing the Impact of Social and Economic Development on Regular Immigration Policies
Mustafa Isaac Filat, Hendrix College
filatmi@hendrix.edu

Post. 18 Using Geographic Information Systems to Improve Veteran’s Access to Health Care in Michigan
Kathryn M Xerri*, Grand Valley State University
xerrik@mail.gvsu.edu

Post. 19 The Invisible Inequality of 21st Century America: Disenfranchisement of U.S. Citizens Living in U.S. Territories
Peter Paul H Camacho*, University of Washington-Seattle Campus
pcama003@uw.edu

Post. 20 From Compton to Congress: Rap and Politics in the United States
Remy Eisenhardt*, Macalester College
reisendr@maclester.edu

Post. 21 Criticism of the Argument that we are in a Second Gilded Age
Ashley Cross, Carthage College
across@carthage.edu

Post. 22 The Afterlife of a Bloody Day: The Construction and Reception of Social Trauma in the Case of Bloody Sunday
Dominic J Pfister, Denison University
pfister_d1@denison.edu

3:31 Socrates' Defense of Philosophy in Plato's Republic
Mark J. Lutz, University of Nevada-Las Vegas
lutzm@cox.net

3:44 Virtue in Cyrus’ Monarchy
Timothy William Burns, Baylor University
Timothy_Burns@baylor.edu

3:57 Disc., David Paul Ramsey, University of West Florida
ramsey1@uwf.edu
Disc., Ken Mathew DeLuca, Hampden-Sydney College
deluca4@hotmail.com

4:10 Audience Discussion

Speed Networking: American II
Sat at 3:00 pm

Saturday, April 8 at 4:45 pm
3-8 The Causes and Consequences of Parties' Policy Images
Sat at 4:45 pm

4:45 Chair, David Fortunato, Texas A & M University-College Station
fortunato@tamu.edu

4:50 Follow the (Foreign) Leader
Tobias Böhmelt*, University of Essex
bohmelt@essex.ac.uk
Lawrence Ezrow, University of Essex
ezrow@essex.ac.uk
Roni Lehrer*, University of Mannheim
lehrer@mail.uni-mannheim.de
Hugh D. Ward*, University of Essex
hugh@essex.ac.uk

5:00 Exogenous Shocks and Their Impact on the Policy Profile Changes of Parties: Evidence From Eight European Countries
Markus Baumann*, University of Mannheim
mbaumann@uni-mannheim.de
Marc Debus*, University of Mannheim
marc.debus@uni-mannheim.de
Martin Gross, Mannheim Centre for European Social Research
martin.gross@uni-mannheim.de

5:11 Explaining Cross-National Differences in Political Interest: The Role of Partisan and Ideological Cues
Randy Stevenson, Rice University
stevenso@rice.edu

Zeynep Somer-Topcu, University of Texas-Austin
zsomer@utexas.edu
Margit Tavits*, Washington University in St. Louis
tavits@wustl.edu

85-4 Political Virtue and Philosphic Knowledge in Classical Political Philosophy
Sat at 3:00 pm

3:00 Chair, Devin Andrew Stauffer, University of Texas-Austin
devinstauffer@mail.utexas.edu

3:05 Alcmaeon’s Islands and Periclean Imperialism: Mortality, Hubris, and the Question of Being
Borden Flanagan, American University
flanagan@american.edu

3:18 Tension between Theoretical and Practical Knowledge in Nicomachean Ethics
Kyu-Been Chun, Claremont Graduate University
kyu-been.chun@cgu.edu

5:11 Explaining Cross-National Differences in Political Interest: The Role of Partisan and Ideological Cues
Randy Stevenson, Rice University
stevenso@rice.edu

Zeynep Somer-Topcu, University of Texas-Austin
zsomer@utexas.edu
Margit Tavits*, Washington University in St. Louis
tavits@wustl.edu
5:33 Government Policy Outputs and Party Images: Do Voters Respond?
James Adams, University of California-Davis
jadams@ucdavis.edu
Luca Bernardi, University of Leicester
lb350@leicester.ac.uk
Christopher Wlezien, University of Texas-Austin
wlezien@austin.utexas.edu
5:44 Disc., David Fortunato, Texas A & M University-College Station
fortunato@tamu.edu
Disc., Jae-Jae Spoon, University of Pittsburgh-Pittsburgh Campus
spoonj@pitt.edu
5:55 Audience Discussion

5-201 Table 1: JSS: Clientelism, Accountability and Distributive Politics
Sat at 4:45 pm
4:45 Continuous Clientelism, Persuasion and Preference Change
Kerem Yildirim, Koç University
kyildirim@ku.edu.tr
4:56 Decentralization, Visibility, and Local Electoral Accountability
Peter G. Johannessen, Princeton University
pjohan@princeton.edu
5:08 Equal Support From Everyone? Electoral Returns of the CCT Program in Turkey
Mustafa Ozgur Bozcaga, Boston University
bozcaga@bu.edu
5:20 Exit from Clientelism: A Field Experiment in the Provision of Programmatic Access to State Services in Mexico
Tesalí Elisa Rizzo, Massachusetts Institute of Technology
trazzo@mit.edu
5:31 When Political Parties Send Noisy Signals: Buying Votes in Indonesian Mayoral Elections
Joe Amick, The University of Texas at Austin
joe.amick@utexas.edu
5:43 Disc., Ellen M. Lust, University of Gothenburg
elen.lust@gu.se
Disc., Fernando Daniel Hidalgo, Massachusetts Institute of Technology
dhidalgo@mit.edu
5:55 Audience Discussion

5:00 The Great Transformation of the State in the Provision of Electricity in Africa: Why Ghana and Uganda Take Different Development Paths after Independence and Today
Elizabeth Anne Baldwin, University of Arizona
elizabethb@email.arizona.edu
Jennifer N Bras, Indiana University-Bloomington
brassj@indiana.edu
Christopher David Gore, Ryerson University
cris.gore@politics.ryerson.ca
Lauren M. MacLean, Indiana University-Bloomington
macleanl@indiana.edu
5:11 Selling Reforms on the Back of State-led Development in “Neo-liberalized” India
Prakash Kashwan, University of Connecticut
prakashkashwan@uconn.edu
Arvind Kumar*, Jawaharlal Nehru University, New Delhi
kumararvind.jnu@gmail.com
5:22 Petrodollars and Governance: How Petroleum Shapes Politics Through National Oil Companies
Paasha Mahdavi, Georgetown University
paasha.mahdavi@gmail.com
5:33 Resisting Protection?: Variation in Forms of Resistance to Protection Rackets
Eduardo Moncada, Barnard College
emoncada@barnard.edu
5:44 Disc., Christian Houle, Michigan State University
houlech1@msu.edu
Disc., Ana Arjona, Northwestern University
anamarjona@gmail.com
5:55 Audience Discussion

7-12 Questions of Democracy in Russia
Sat at 4:45 pm
4:45 Chair, Olena Nikolayenko, Fordham University
onikolayenko@fordham.edu
4:50 An Ethno-Federal Disguise: Russia’s Failed Pursuit of Geo-Political Unity through Hybrid Democracy
David R Foley, Salem College
david.foley@salem.edu
5:11 Chronicles of Democracy Postponed: Cultural Legacy of Russian Transition
Leonid Polishchuk, Uppsala University
leonid.polishchuk@ucrs.uu.se
Elena Gaber*, National Research University - Higher School of Economics
lena.gaber@gmail.com
Denis Stukal*, New York University
denis.stukal@nyu.edu
5:33 Disc., Ora John Reuter*, University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee
reutero@uwm.edu
5:55 Audience Discussion
The Influence of Religion on Immigration Attitudes in Europe
K. Amber Curtis, Clemson University
acurtii@clemson.edu

The Structural Covariates of Affective Polarization in Party Systems: A Comparative Study
Kirill Zhirkov, University of Michigan-Ann Arbor
kzhirkov@umich.edu

The Effects of Second Language Proficiency on Public Attitudes: Evidence from the Chinese-Speaking World
Amy H. Liu*, University of Texas-Austin
amy.liu@austin.utexas.edu
Yue Hu, University of Iowa
yue-hu-1@uiowa.edu

Disc., Alex Bankert, University of Georgia
alex.bankert@gmail.com
Disc., Sergi Pardos-Prado, University of Oxford
sergi.pardos@merton.ox.ac.uk

The Rise and Fall of Small Parties in Europe
Sat at 4:45 pm
Chair, Andreas BSgenholm, Department of Political Science University of Gothenburg, Sweden
andreas.bagenholm@pol.gu.se

Commitment and Electoral Success of Niche Parties in Europe: Is “Nicheness” Rewarded or Punished?
Carrie Humphreys, University of Utah
chumph16@utm.edu

Effects of Decentralization in the Stability of Regional Party Systems
Ana Sofia Collignon Delmar, University College London
a.delmar.12@ucl.ac.uk

The Scottish Fold: How the SNP Displaced Labour in Scottish Politics
James Richard Godowic, Northern Illinois University
jim.godowic@hotmail.com
Richard Lynn Rivard, Northern Illinois University
rrivar1@niu.edu

United We Stand, Divided We Fall: How Independentist Parties in Europe Network to Pursue Common Goals in the European Union
Brandon M. Boylan*, University of Alaska Fairbanks
bmboylan@alaska.edu
Ekaterina Turkina*, HEC Montreal
ekaterina.turkina@hec.ca

Electoral Participation of Ethnic Minorities and the Radical Vote
Barbara Sgouraki Kinsey, University of Central Florida
barbara.kinsey@ucf.edu
The Limits of Electoral Politics in the Middle East
Sat at 4:45 pm
Chair, A.Kadir Yildirim, Rice University
ay18@rice.edu
Jordan’s Transition to Parliamentary Democracy: Prospects and Overlooked Dynamics
Abdalía M. Battah, Minnesota State University-Mankato
abattah@mnsu.edu
Political Instability: Survival Strategies, and Legislative Development in Jordan
Michael Makara, University of Central Missouri
makara@ucmo.edu
Voting in Transition: Evidence from Egypt's 2012 Presidential Election
Caroline Said Abadeer, Stanford University
cabadeer@stanford.edu
Alexandra Domike Blackman*, Stanford University
adblackm@stanford.edu
Scott Williamson, Stanford University
scottrw630@gmail.com
Daniel Lee Tavana, Princeton University
dtavana@princeton.edu
Alexandra Domike Blackman*, Stanford University
adblackm@stanford.edu
Scott Williamson, Stanford University
scottrw630@gmail.com
Comparative Fracking Policies in Central and Eastern Europe
Andreea Maierean, Wilkes University
andreea.maierean@wilkes.edu
Social Policy, Health Policy and Energy Policy in Post-Socialist Countries
Sat at 4:45 pm
Chair, Brittany Leigh Holom, Princeton University
bholom@princeton.edu
Actors in Croatian Health Policy-making
Dagmar Radin, University of Zagreb
dagmar.radin@fpzg.hr
Social Policy and Legitimacy of Public Service Marketization: The Effects of Pension Pilot Scheme in Authoritarian China
Xufeng Zhu, Tsinghua University
zhuxufeng@gmail.com
Yan Wang, The London School of Economics and Political Science
Yan Wang, The London School of Economics and Political Science
april.w.1224@gmail.com
Strive While the Iron is Hot: Post-Soviet Healthcare Reforms and the Critical Juncture of the 1990s
Brittany Leigh Holom, Princeton University
bholom@princeton.edu
Comparative Fracking Policies in Central and Eastern Europe
Andreea Maierean, Wilkes University
andreea.maierean@wilkes.edu
Social Policy, Health Policy and Energy Policy in Post-Socialist Countries
Sat at 4:45 pm
Chair, Brittany Leigh Holom, Princeton University
bholom@princeton.edu
Actors in Croatian Health Policy-making
Dagmar Radin, University of Zagreb
dagmar.radin@fpzg.hr
Social Policy and Legitimacy of Public Service Marketization: The Effects of Pension Pilot Scheme in Authoritarian China
Xufeng Zhu, Tsinghua University
zhuxufeng@gmail.com
Yan Wang, The London School of Economics and Political Science
Yan Wang, The London School of Economics and Political Science
april.w.1224@gmail.com
Strive While the Iron is Hot: Post-Soviet Healthcare Reforms and the Critical Juncture of the 1990s
Brittany Leigh Holom, Princeton University
bholom@princeton.edu
18:13  Voting, Participation, and Political Economy
Sat at 4:45 pm
4:45  Chair, Caitlin Ainsley, University of Washington-Seattle Campus
cainsley@uw.edu
4:50  A Factor Endowments Explanation for Post-Conflict Trade Preferences
Brianna C Howell, University of Pittsburgh-Pittsburgh Campus
bch32@pitt.edu
Joshua I Kaasik, University of Pittsburgh-Pittsburgh Campus
jok91@pitt.edu
5:03  Redistributive Politics, Power Sharing, and Fairness
Dario Debowicz, Swansea University
dariodebowicz@gmail.com
Alejandro Saporiti*, University of Manchester
alejandro.saporiti@manchester.ac.uk
Yizhi Wang*, University of Manchester
yizhi.wang@postgrad.manchester.ac.uk
5:16  The Long Term Implications of Electoral Reform: Evidence from Sweden and Norway
Karen Long Jusko, Stanford University
kljusko@stanford.edu
5:29  Turnout of Newly Enfranchised Female Voters: How Religion and Land Inequality Shaped Political Participation
Toni Rodon*, Universitat Pompeu Fabra
rctoni@gmail.com
Jordi Muñoz*, Universitat de Barcelona
jordi.munoz@ub.edu
Francesc Amat*, University of Oxford
francesc.amat@upf.edu
5:42  Disc., Caitlin Ainsley, University of Washington-Seattle Campus
cainsley@uw.edu
Disc., Adrian Lucardi, ITAM, Mexico City
adrian.lucardi@itam.mx
5:55  Audience Discussion
19:15  The Movement of Goods, Services, and Money Across Borders
Sat at 4:45 pm
4:45  Chair, Stephen Chaudoin, University of Illinois-Urbana-Champaign
stephen.chaudoin@gmail.com
4:50  Measuring Trade Profile with Over Two Billion Observations of Product Trade
Steven Liao, University of California-Riverside
steven.liao@ucr.edu
Kosuke Imai*, Princeton University
kimai@Princeton.edu
In Song Kim*, Massachusetts Institute of Technology
insong@mit.edu
5:00  Market Forces or International Institutions?: The Under-Emphasized Role of IFIs in Domestic Bank Regulatory Adoption
Meredith Wilf, University of Pittsburgh-Pittsburgh Campus
mwilf@gspia.pitt.edu
5:11  Reciprocity in Market Access and the Challenge of Global Production
Robert Gulotty, University of Chicago
gulotty@uchicago.edu
5:22  Heterogeneity in Firm Response to Investment Disputes: The Impact of Disputes on Firm Level Greenfield Investment Decisions
Erica Owen, Texas A & M University-College Station
ericaowen@tamu.edu
Gyu Sang Shim, Purdue University-Main Campus
ghshim@purdue.edu
Yoo-Sun Jung, Texas A & M University-College Station
yousunjung@tamu.edu
5:33  Invisible No Longer: Service Firms in the Politics of Trade
Leonardo Baccini, McGill University
leonardo.baccini@mcgill.ca
Stephen Weymouth*, Georgetown University
sw439@georgetown.edu
Disc., Eric Arias, New York University
eric.arias@nyu.edu
Disc., Stephen Chaudoin, University of Illinois-Urbana-Champaign
stephen.chaudoin@gmail.com
5:44  Audience Discussion
21:17  Politics and International/Foreign Aid
Sat at 4:45 pm
4:45  Chair, Tobias Heinrich, University of South Carolina-Columbia
heinrict@mailbox.sc.edu
4:50  A Sum of Its Parts?: The Bureaucratic Fragmentation of Foreign Aid
Shannon Carcelli, University of California-San Diego
scarcell@ucsd.edu
5:03  Ethnic winning coalitions and the political economy of aid
Nils-Christian Bormann*, University of Exeter
bormann@icr.gess.ethz.ch
Vera Z. Eichenauer*, ETH Zurich
vera.eichenauer@awi.uni-heidelberg.de
Simon Hug, University of Geneva
simon.hug@unige.ch
5:16  Foreign Aid, Institution Development and the Challenge from China
Chi-ting Robert Tsai*, Cornell University
ylpien@gmail.com
5:29 Testing Expressive Political Conditionality of International Aid with the UK Public
Niheer Dasandi, University of Birmingham
n.dasandi@bham.ac.uk
Jennifer vanHeerde-Hudson, University College London
jennifer.hudson@ucl.ac.uk
David Hudson*, NA
deh801@gmail.com

5:42 Disc., Daniel Maliniak, College of William and Mary
dxmali@wm.edu
Disc., Tobias Heinrich, University of South Carolina-Columbia
heinrich@mailbox.sc.edu

5:55 Audience Discussion

22-7 Peace Science and Domestic Politics
Sat at 4:45 pm
4:45 Chair, Matthew Fehrs, St Mary's College of Maryland
mbfehrs@smcm.edu

4:50 Leader Preferences, Political Survival, and Government Spending in Democracies and Dictatorships
Jeff Carter, University of Mississippi
jcarrier3@olemiss.edu

5:11 War and Peace in Kashmir: Share of Voice in Indian and Pakistani Media
Anup Kumar*, Cleveland State University
a.kumar64@csuohio.edu
Holli A. Semetko, Emory University
holli.semetko@emory.edu

5:33 Disc., Matthew Fehrs, St Mary's College of Maryland
mbfehrs@smcm.edu

5:55 Audience Discussion

24-17 Religion and Violence
Sat at 4:45 pm
4:45 Chair, Justin Conrad, University of North Carolina-Charlotte
JustinConrad@uncc.edu

4:50 From Isolation to Radicalization: The Socioeconomic Predictors of Support for ISIS in the West
Tamar Mitts, Columbia University in the City of New York
tm2630@columbia.edu

5:03 Local Mobilization Pathways into Foreign Fighter Groups
Jasper Schwampe, Aarhus University
jasper@ps.au.dk

5:16 Salafism and Support for Islamist Militancy in Pakistan
Karl Christian Kaltenthaler*, University of Akron-Main Campus
kck@uakron.edu

5:29 Shifting Support: The Role and Effect of Religious Organizations’ Defection on Non-violent Civil Resistance Events
Fiorella Lopez-Jimenez, University of Arizona
flopezjimenez@email.arizona.edu

5:42 Disc., Justin Conrad, University of North Carolina-Charlotte
JustinConrad@uncc.edu

5:55 Audience Discussion

25-15 The Causes of Civil Conflict and Violence
Sat at 4:45 pm
4:45 Chair, Henry Pascoe, IE University
henry.pascoe@ie.edu

4:50 Aid For Peace: The Effect of Foreign Aid Projects on Violent Conflict
Christopher Daniel Grady, University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign
cdgrady2@illinois.edu

5:00 Conflict and Consanguinity: How Marriage Practices Influence the Likelihood of Civil War Violence
Joseph Gardner, University of California-Berkeley
gardner@berkeley.edu

5:11 Female Political Empowerment and Civil Conflict
Tore Wig, University of Oslo
tore.wig@stv.uio.no
Sirianne Dahlum*, University of Oslo
s.a.dahlum@stv.uio.no

5:22 Who Gets Bought Off?: The Differential Effect of Nominally Democratic Institutions on Dissent in Dictatorships
Courtenay R. Conrad, University of California-Merced
courtenayconrad@gmail.com
Ae sil Woo, University of California-Merced
awoo9@ucmerced.edu

5:33 Do Kingpin Removals Cause Violence? Testing Mechanisms and Reassessing Evidence in Mexico
Patrick Signoret, Princeton University
signoret@princeton.edu

5:44 Disc., Henry Pascoe, IE University
henry.pascoe@ie.edu
Disc., Nicholas R. Davis, University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee
nr Davis@wisc.edu

5:55 Audience Discussion

28-12 Re-reading Classic Ideas on Security (Co-sponsored with 47. Political Philosophy: Approaches and Themes, see 47-11)
Sat at 4:45 pm
4:45 Chair, Chen Kertcher, Haifa University/Ariel University kertcherchen@gmail.com

4:50 Clausewitz and the Offense/Defense Balance Mathias Ormestad Frendem, Harvard University mathias_frendem@hks.harvard.edu

5:06 Just "War": The Meaning of "War" in the Just War Tradition Amy E. Eckert, Metropolitan State University, Denver aeckert@gmail.com

5:22 The Spatial Crisis of IR Theory Michael A. McIntyre, DePaul University mmcintyr@depaul.edu

5:38 Disc., Chen Kertcher, Haifa University/Ariel University kertcherchen@gmail.com

5:55 Audience Discussion

32-8 You're Fired? The Trump Factor in the 2016 Congressional Elections

4:45 Chair, Richard Powell, University of Maine rpowell@maine.edu

Jason S. Byers*, University of Georgia byersjs@uga.edu
Jamie L. Carson, University of Georgia carson@uga.edu
Stephen Pettigrew, Harvard University pettigrew@fas.harvard.edu
Ryan D Williamson, University of Georgia ryandw10@uga.edu

5:00 Ride with the Top of the Ticket?: Trump Endorsements by Republican Congressional Candidates and Their Impact on Congressional Elections
Gary C. Jacobson, University of California-San Diego gjacobson@ucsd.edu
Huchen Liu, University of California-San Diego hul045@ucsd.edu

5:11 The Effects of Clinton-Trump Contest on the 2016 House and Senate Elections
Gary C. Jacobson, University of California-San Diego gjacobson@ucsd.edu

5:22 Running from the Donald: Campaign Rhetoric and the 2016 Congressional Election
Jessica Meghan Hayden, University of Oklahoma-Norman Campus haydenjm@ou.edu
Michael Crespin*, University of Oklahoma-Norman Campus crespin@ou.edu
Sarina Rhinehart, University of Oklahoma-Norman Campus rhinehart@ou.edu
5:33 The Trump Effect: Filing Deadlines and Democratic Candidate Recruitment in the 2016 Congressional Elections
Gavin L. Riley, University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill
riley15g@live.unc.edu
Jacob Forrest Harrison Smith, University of North Carolina-Chapel Hill
smithbjf@live.unc.edu
5:44 Disc., Richard Powell, University of Maine
rpowell@maine.edu
Disc., Jason M. Roberts, University of North Carolina-Chapel Hill
jroberts@unc.edu
5:55 Audience Discussion

34-13 The Role of Race, Class, and Region in Shaping American Political Behavior
Sat at 4:45 pm
4:45 Chair, Thomas Holbrook, University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee
holbroot@uwm.edu
4:50 Race, Realignment and the Rise of Trump
Alan I. Abramowitz, Emory University
polsaa@emory.edu
5:03 Racial Attitudes and White Americans' Vote Choice in the 2012 Presidential Election
Dukhong Kim, Florida Atlantic University
dkim4@fau.edu
5:16 The Persistence of Ethnic Voting: White Catholics in American Politics
Luis Ricardo Fraga, University of Notre Dame
lfraga@nd.edu
Kiku E. Huckle, Pace University-New York
khuckle@pace.edu
Amir Mazyar Sadeh, University of Notre Dame
asadeh@nd.edu
5:29 The Role of Class in the U.S. South's Evolving Two-Party System, 1950-2010
Nathan Huey Lovin, University of Maryland-College Park
nlovin@umd.edu
5:42 Disc., Thomas Holbrook, University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee
holbroot@uwm.edu
Disc., Barry C. Burden, University of Wisconsin-Madison
bcburden@wisc.edu
5:55 Audience Discussion

36-18 Race and Immigration Policy
Sat at 4:45 pm
4:45 Chair, Stephen M. Uytch, Boise State University
stephenutych@boisestate.edu
4:50 Engaged Conservative Public Opinion on Immigration in the United States
Jonathan David Moore, University of Oklahoma-Norman Campus
jonathamoore21@gmail.com
5:03 Making Politics Personal: The Effects of Anxiety on Immigration Views
April K. Clark, Northern Illinois University
clark9@niu.edu
Michael Clark, Northern Illinois University
mclark12@niu.edu
Juliet Carlisle*, University of Idaho
carlisle@uidaho.edu
Florian Justwan, University of Idaho
fjustwan@uidaho.edu

5:16 Presidential Litmus Tests: Voter Discomfort with African American, Gay, Mormon, and Muslim Presidential Candidates
Eric Robert Schmidt, Indiana University-Bloomington
tschmitz@indiana.edu
Edward G. Carmines, Indiana University-Bloomington
carmines@indiana.edu
5:29 Understanding Public Attitudes toward Immigration Policy: Ideological Politics, Self-Interest, and Political Knowledge
Tianshu Zhao, University of Illinois-Chicago
tina20086699@gmail.com
Timothy P. Johnson*, University of Illinois-Chicago
timj@uiuc.edu
5:42 Disc., Ben Bishin, University of California-Riverside
bishin@ucr.edu
Disc., Paul Franz Testa, Brown University
paul_testa@brown.edu
5:55 Audience Discussion

37-18 Clever Field Experiments Evaluating Policies or Methods (Co-sponsored with 64. Public Policy, see 64-13)
Sat at 4:45 pm
4:45 Chair, Noah L Nathan, University of Michigan-Ann Arbor
nlnathan@umich.edu
4:50 How Much Power Should the Police Have? A Randomized Evaluation of Community Policing in Papua New Guinea
Jasper Jack Cooper, Columbia University in the City of New York
jaspercooper@gmail.com
5:03 Experts versus Crowds: Under What Circumstances Can Crowd-Sourced Data Substitute For Expert-Coded Data?
Michael Bernhard, University of Florida
bernhard@ufl.edu
Adam Nathaniel Glynn*, Emory University
adam.glynn@emory.edu
Kyle Lohse Marquardt, University of Gothenburg
kyle.marquardt@gu.se
Daniel Pemstein*, North Dakota State University-Main Campus
daniel.pemstein@ndsu.edu
Constanza Sanhueza Petrarca, University of Gothenburg
constanzasanhueza@me.com
Brigitte Zimmerman*, University of North Carolina-Chapel Hill
bazimm@gmail.com
5:16 Judicial System Organization and Human Rights: Evidence From a Field Experiment to Combat Prolonged Pre-Trial Detention in Haiti
Christopher J. Fariss*, Pennsylvania State University-Main Campus
cjf0006@gmail.com
Tara Lyn Slough, Columbia University in the City of New York
taraslough@gmail.com
5:29 The Impacts of a Novel Advising Intervention on the Gender Gap in Technology Education: A Randomized Controlled Experiment
NaLette Brodnax, Indiana University-Bloomington
nlb@iub.edu
5:42 Disc., Noah L. Nathan, University of Michigan-Ann Arbor
nathan@umich.edu
5:55 Audience Discussion

38-26 Explaining Presidential Candidate Support in 2016
Sat at 4:45 pm
4:45 Chair, Lilliana Hall Mason, University of Maryland-College Park
lmason@umd.edu
4:50 Facts are for Losers. The Effect of Disclosed Dishonesty on Trustworthiness of Politicians During the U.S. Presidential Campaign, 2016.
Hannah Werner, University of Leuven
hanna@werner-de.de
5:00 Debate Performance, Audience Response, and Candidate Likability: Evidence From the First Clinton-Trump Presidential Debate
Patrick A. Stewart, University of Arkansas
pasteward@uark.edu
Robert H. Wicks*, University of Arkansas
rwicks@uark.edu
Scott Eidelman*, University of Arkansas
eidelman@uark.edu
5:11 New Research on the Antecedents of Implicit Political Attitudes
Timothy J. Ryan, University of North Carolina-Chapel Hill
tjr@email.unc.edu
Yanna Krupnikov, Stony Brook University
yanna.krupnikov@stonybrook.edu
5:22 Early Experience, Civic Narcissism and Voting Preference in the 2016 Presidential Election
Edward A Smith, University of Notre Dame
esmith26@nd.edu

5:33 Who Doesn't Count as an American: An Exclusionary Approach to National Identity
Julie Ann Wronski, University of Mississippi
jwronski@olemiss.edu

Disc., Lillian Hall Mason, University of Maryland-College Park
lmason@umd.edu
Disc., Céline Colombo, University of Zurich-Switzerland
colombo@ipz.uzh.ch
5:55 Audience Discussion

38-27 Understanding Elite Behavior
Sat at 4:45 pm
4:45 Chair, Christopher Skovron, University of Michigan-Ann Arbor
cskovron@umich.edu
4:50 A Micro Exchange Model of Learning in Political Institutions
Donald D. Searing, University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill
searing@unc.edu
Marco Steenbergen, University of Zurich
steenbergen@ipz.uzh.ch
5:00 Big Fish in a Small Pond: How Personality Affects the Progressive Ambition of State Legislators
Megan L. Remmel, Bradley University
mremmel@fsmail.bradley.edu
Chera A. LaForge*, Indiana University-East
calaforge@iue.edu
5:11 Helicopter Parenting and the Development of Political Ambition
Kerri Milita, Illinois State University
kmilita@ilstu.edu
Jaclyn Bunch*, University of South Alabama
jbunch@southalabama.edu
5:22 MP Personality Traits, SElections and Facebook Behavior: The Behavior of Political Elites on Social Media Across Situations
Christoffer Koch Florczak, University of Southern Denmark
florczak@sam.sdu.dk
Robert Klemmensen, University of Southern Denmark
robert.klemmensen@gmail.com
Asbjorn Sonne Norgaard, SDU -- University of Southern Denmark
ano@sam.sdu.dk
5:33 Electoral Confidence, Overconfidence, and Risky Behavior: Evidence From a Study With Elected Politicians
Lior Sheffer, University of Toronto
liorsheffer@gmail.com
Peter John Loewen, Princeton University
peter.loewen@utoronto.ca
5:44  Disc., Christopher Skovron, University of Michigan-Ann Arbor
cskovron@umich.edu
5:55  Audience Discussion

39-16  Partisanship, Polarization, and Public Opinion
Sat at 4:45 pm
4:45  Chair, Scott Clifford, University of Houston
sacclifford@uh.edu
4:50  Change Partisans Can Believe In: Policy Change, Cues, and Partisan Beliefs
Hyeonho Hahm, University of Mannheim
hhahm@gmail.com
5:00  Partisan Motivated Reasoning and Conspiracy Ownership
Adam M. Enders, Michigan State University
endersad@msu.edu
Steven M. Smallpage*, Stetson University
smallpag@msu.edu
5:11  The Polarization Dog that Didn’t Bark: Does Partisan Polarization Increase Attitude Constraint? Comparative Evidence from Western Europe, 1990-2010
Noam Gidron, Harvard University
gidron@fas.harvard.edu
5:22  Who’s at the Party?: Party Coalitions and Political Orientations In the Mass Public
John Victor Kane, Stony Brook University
john.v.kane@stonybrook.edu
5:33  Partisan Feedback
Alexander Alexander Branham, The University of Texas at Austin
branham@utexas.edu
5:44  Disc., Scott Clifford, University of Houston
sacclifford@uh.edu
Disc., Soren Jordan, Auburn University
scj0014@auburn.edu
5:55  Audience Discussion

40-200  Table 2: JSS: Digital Symposium
Sat at 4:45 pm
4:45  Increasing information Security in Nonprofits Through an Open Security Training Program
Tom Imboden*, Southern Illinois University-Carbondale
timboden@siu.edu
Nancy Martin*, Southern Illinois University-Carbondale
nlmartin@siu.edu
Susan R Fiorentino*, West Chester University of Pennsylvania
sfiorentino@wcupa.edu
Jeremy N. Phillips*, West Chester University of Pennsylvania
jphillips2@wcupa.edu
5:20  Disc., James Douglas Fielder, United States Air Force Academy
james.fielder@usafa.edu
5:55  Audience Discussion

42-18  Media Decision-making
Sat at 4:45 pm
4:45  Chair, Matthew Thornton, Drake University
matthew.thornton@drake.edu
4:50  How Polarized Environments Affect How Journalists Cover Politics
Michael W. Wagner, University of Wisconsin-Madison
michael.wagner@wisc.edu
5:00  Spiral of Cynicism: How Citizens’, Journalists’ and Politicians’ Political Cynicism is Conditioned by Self-interest. A Panel Study Before, During and After a National Election Campaign.
Patrik Ohberg, University of Gothenburg
patrik.ohberg@pol.gu.se
5:11  Media Events, Agenda Diversity, and Fragmentation
Mike Gruszczynski, Austin Peay State University
gruszczynskim@apsu.edu
5:22  Agenda-Setting Mechanisms During the 2015 Refugee-Crisis in Austria
Esther Greussing*, University of Vienna
esther.greussing@univie.ac.at
Jakob-Moritz Eberl*, University of Vienna
jakob-moritz.eberl@univie.ac.at
Petro Tolochko, University of Vienna
tolochko@hotmail.com
Hajo Boomgaarden*, University of Vienna
hajo.boomgaarden@univie.ac.at
5:33  Commercial Media Are Dying, Long Live the Party Mouthpieces: Why Chinese Media are Regressing into the Government-funded Model
Kecheng Fang, University of Pennsylvania
kfang@asc.upenn.edu
5:44  Disc., Erik Knudsen, University of Bergen
erik.knudsen@uib.no
Disc., Matthew Thornton, Drake University
matthew.thornton@drake.edu
5:55  Audience Discussion
The Effect of Gender Quotas on Diversity
Tiffany D. Barnes, University of Kentucky
tiffanydbarnes@uky.edu
Mirya R. Holman, Tulane University of Louisiana
mholman@tulane.edu

Disc., Sarah Poggione, Ohio University-Main Campus
poggione@ohio.edu

Audience Discussion

Table 3: JSS: Ethnic Politics in a Comparative Context
Sat at 4:45 pm

Does Ethnic Inequality Motivates Parties to 'Play Ethnic Cards' in Electoral Competition?
Chunho Park, Michigan State University
parkchu7@msu.edu

Exploring Attitudes Towards Lower-Caste Groups and Religious Minorities in Urban India
Anustubh Agnihotri*, University of California-Berkeley
anustubh@berkeley.edu

Disc., Dianne Marie Pinderhughes*, University of Notre Dame
dmpinderhughes@gmail.com

Audience Discussion

Studying the Past; Addressing the Present
Sat at 4:45 pm

Chair, Pamela A. Mason*, John Carroll University
pmas@jcu.edu

"The Greatest of All Plagues": Plato on Economic Inequality
David Lay Williams, DePaul University
dwill105@depaul.edu

Hegel's Politics of the Family: "We Are All Sons of Civil Society."
Philip A. Michelbach, West Virginia University
Philip.Michelbach@mail.wvu.edu

Humanity and Empire: Seneca on Humanitas
Taylor Putnam, University of Toronto
taylor.putnam@mail.utoronto.ca

Insane Imperialism: The Madness of Cambyses and Abstract Rationalism
Lindsay Mahon, University of Toronto
lindsay.mahon@utoronto.ca

Disc., Pamela A. Mason*, John Carroll University
pmas@jcu.edu

Audience Discussion

Representation
Sat at 4:45 pm

Chair, David Watkins, University of Dayton
dwj172@gmail.com

Empathy and Sympathy: Sentimentalist Moral Foundations of Representation
Kyung Rok Kwon, City University of Hong Kong
krkwon2-c@my.cityu.edu.hk

Law's Authors
Shany Mor, Brown University
shany@cal.berkeley.edu

Rancor Among Representatives May Not Ruin Representation: Alternative Ideals for Interactions Among Legislators
Celia C. Paris, Loyola University Maryland
cparis@loyola.edu

The New Authoritarianism in Public Choice
David Fkin, Yale University
david.fkin@yale.edu
Ian Shapiro*, Yale University
ian.shapiro@yale.edu

Authoritarian Representation and Its Implications
Qinghua Yi*, Simon Fraser University
qyi@sfu.ca

Audience Discussion

Power, Politics, and Conflict in Political Theory
Sat at 4:45 pm

Chair, Sarah D Lucas, University of Exeter
S.Lucas5@exeter.ac.uk

Discursive Publics, Political Publics: On Warner's Counterpublics and Habermas' Public Sphere
Omie Hsu, University of Chicago
ohsu@uchicago.edu

Inverse Accountability: A Theory of Conflict
e. christi cunningham, Howard University
eccunningham@law.howard.edu

Is Neoliberalism Anything?
Robert Reamer, University of Chicago
breamer@uchicago.edu

Ranciere's Politics: Theoris ing the Police and Political Philosophy
John R Altick*, Citadel Military College of South Carolina
jaltick@citadel.edu

Disc., Sarah D Lucas, University of Exeter
S.Lucas5@exeter.ac.uk

Audience Discussion

Lobbying
Sat at 4:45 pm

Chair, Stephane Wolton, London School of Economics
stephane.wolton@gmail.com

A Model of Interest Group Influence in Electoral Campaigns
John Duggan*, University of Rochester
john.duggan@rochester.edu
Zuheir Desai, University of Rochester
zuheir.desai@rochester.edu
5:00 Can Policymakers Recover Special Interest Groups' Political Information?  
Stephane Wolton, London School of Economics  
stephane.wolton@gmail.com

5:11 Group Persuasion with Verifiable Information  
Emiel Awad, University of Rochester  
emielawad@gmail.com

5:22 Lobbying and Presidential Oversight of the Executive Branch  
Janna Rezaee, University of Southern California  
rezaee@usc.edu

5:33 Signaling with Reform: How the Threat of Corruption Prevents Informed Policymaking  
Keith E. Schnakenberg*, Washington University in St. Louis  
keith.schnakenberg@gmail.com  
Ian R. Turner, Texas A & M University-College Station  
irturner@tamu.edu

5:44 Disc., Stephane Wolton, London School of Economics  
stephane.wolton@gmail.com

5:55 Audience Discussion

51-18 Text-as-Data in American Politics  
Sat at 4:45 pm

4:45 Chair, Marc Thomas Ratkovic, Princeton University  
ratkovic@princeton.edu

4:50 A Dynamic Perspective: Party Position Change and Dissent within Parties  
Erica Elizabeth Edwards, Miami University-Oxford  
edwarde6@MiamiOH.edu

5:00 Electoral Competitiveness and Parties: Responsiveness to Public Opinion  
Tarik Abou-Chadi, Humboldt University, Berlin  
tarik.abou-chadi@hu-berlin.de

5:11 Issue Yield and Party System Change: Modeling the Strategic Integration of Newly Emerging Issues into Party Platforms  
Lorenzo De Sio*, LUISS-Guido Carli University, Rome  
ldesio@luiss.it

5:22 Microfoundations of Party Position Change: Member Shifts and Problems of Coordination  
Daniel Lee, University of Nevada-Las Vegas  
dan.lee@unlv.edu  
Michael C. Brady, Denison University  
bradym@denison.edu

5:33 Repairing Bonds: How Public Identification with Political Parties Influences Party Position Taking  
Christopher J Williams, University of Arkansas at Little Rock  
cjwilliams6@ualr.edu

5:44 Disc., David Karol, University of Maryland-College Park  
dkarol@umd.edu

5:55 Audience Discussion

53-101 Author Meets Critics: "Is the American Presidency Too Powerful? Relic: How Our Constitution Undermines Effective"  
Sat at 4:45 pm

Chair Richard W. Waterman, University of Kentucky  
Richard.Waterman@uky.edu

Part. William G. Howell, University of Chicago  
whowell@uchicago.edu  
Terry M. Moe*, Stanford University  
tmoe@stanford.edu  
David E. Lewis, Vanderbilt University  
david.e.lewis@vanderbilt.edu  
Andrew C. Rudalevige, Bowdoin College  
arudalev@bowdoin.edu

5:55 Audience Discussion

54-23 Policy-making in Legislatures  
Sat at 4:45 pm

4:45 Chair, Brian Alexander, Washington and Lee University  
balexan3@wlu.edu

4:50 Congressional Attention to Primary and Secondary Education Policies Issues  
Joshua Bleiberg, Vanderbilt University  
joshua.f.bleiberg@vanderbilt.edu
5:00 Divided We Stand Over Immigration Reform
Michelle H. Belco, University of Houston
mhbelco@CENTRAL.uh.edu
Jennifer Hayes Clark*, University of Houston
jclar2@central.uh.edu
Savannah Sipole, University of Houston
ssipole@yahoo.com

5:11 Information Prioritization in Energy Policy
JoBeth Surface Shafran, Western Carolina University
jsurfaceshafran@gmail.com

5:22 Race, Class, and Social Welfare Policy in American Politics
Robert Huckfeldt, University of California-Davis
rhuckfeldt@ucdavis.edu
Erik Engstrom*, University of California-Davis
ejengstrom@ucdavis.edu
Fan Lu, University of California-Davis
fanlu@ucdavis.edu

5:33 The Role of The Brazilian Congress in Defining Relevant Health Policies
Fabio Barros Gomes, Brazilian Chamber of Deputies
fabio.gomes@camara.leg.br

5:44 Disc., Jonathan Lewallen, University of Texas-Austin
jlewallen@utexas.edu

5:55 Audience Discussion

5:57 Public Perceptions and the Law
Sat at 4:45 pm
4:45 Chair, Adena Rissman, University of Wisconsin-Madison
adena.rissman@wisc.edu
4:50 Leakers as Spies: Espionage Act Prosecutions Under Bush and Obama
Thomas Coke Ellington, Wesleyan College
ellington.wesleyancollege@gmail.com
5:03 The Stability of the U.S. Supreme Court’s Legitimacy
Michael J. Nelson, Pennsylvania State University-Main Campus
mjn15@psu.edu
5:16 When is Knowing Loving?: Justice Visibility and Public Support for the U.S. Supreme Court
Sara C. Benesh, University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee
sbensh@uwm.edu
5:29 Who Obey?: Evaluating Citizens’ Attitudes Toward Legal Compliance
Damon M. Cann, Utah State University
damon.cann@usu.edu
5:42 Disc., Michael Zilis, University of Kentucky
michael.zilis@uky.edu
5:55 Audience Discussion

5:59 Rewarding State Supreme Courts, the Causes of Pro-Court Legislation in U.S. States
Keith Blackley, University at Buffalo
kb73@buffalo.edu
5:13 Strategic Use of Legal Doctrine in U.S. Appellate Courts: Ideology and the Response to Chevron vs. NRDC
Ian Crichton, Yale University
icrichton@gmail.com

5:27 The Runners-Up: The Presidential Shortlist for Courts of Appeals Nominations
James Allen Sieja, St Lawrence University
jsieja@stlawu.edu
Stephanie D. Kerce, Emory University
stephanie.d.kerce@gmail.com

5:41 Disc., Rebecca D. Gill, University of Nevada-Las Vegas
rebecca.gill@unlv.edu
Disc., Henry Flores, St Mary's University
hflores@stmarytx.edu

5:55 Audience Discussion

5:03 Narrating Empathy: Narrator Influence on Public Opinion about Climate Change
Jonathan Pierce, Seattle University
piercejo@seattleu.edu
Katherine C Hicks, Seattle University
hicksk@seattleu.edu
Kaleigh Young, Seattle University
youngk6@seattleu.edu
Remington Purnell, Seattle University
remipurnell@gmail.com

5:16 Fracking Bad Guys: Narrative Character Affect in Public Opinion about Hydraulic Fracturing
Chad Zanocco*, Oregon State University
zanoccoc@oregonstate.edu
Michael D. Jones, Oregon State University
michael.jones@oregonstate.edu
Geoboo Song, University of Arkansas
gbsong@uark.edu

5:29 What is at Risk?: Community Decision Makers’ Narrative Constructions of Flood Hazards on the Yellowstone River
Kate French, Montana State University
k_french406@gmail.com
Elizabeth A. Shanahan, Montana State University
shanahan@montana.edu
Eric D. Raile, Montana State University
eric_raile@montana.edu
Jamie McEvoy*, Montana State University
jamie_mcevoy@montana.edu

5:42 Disc., Deserai Crow, University of Colorado-Denver
deserai.crow@ucdenver.edu
Disc., Kuhika Gupta, University of Oklahoma-Norman Campus
kuhikagupta@ou.edu

5:55 Audience Discussion

58-10 Public Policy Creation and Change in the U.S. States
Sat at 4:45 pm

4:45 Chair, Eric William Shannon, University of Kansas
eric.shannon@ku.edu

4:50 Gubernatorial Party and Preferences in Changing Taxes in the American States
Richard F. Winters, Dartmouth College
rfw@dartmouth.edu
Carlisle Rainey*, Texas A & M University-College Station
carlislerainey@gmail.com
Kevin Richard Stout*, University at Buffalo
krstout@buffalo.edu

5:11 Gun Deregulation in the States: The Role of Parties
Gregory Koger, University of Miami
gregory.koger@gmail.com
Christopher B Mann, Skidmore College
christopherbbmann@gmail.com

5:33 Disc., Eric William Shannon, University of Kansas
eric.shannon@ku.edu

5:55 Audience Discussion

59-14 The Scandal in the City of Bell, CA: What can we learn?
Sat at 4:45 pm

5:55 Audience Discussion

63-22 Narratives, Natural Resources, and Energy
Sat at 4:45 pm

4:45 Chair, Aaron Smith-Walter, University of Massachusetts-Lowell
Aaron_smithwalter@uml.edu

Holly L. Peterson, Oregon State University
hollylpetersen@gmail.com

69-100 Roundtable: Religion and the 2016 Presidential Election: An Analysis of PRRI Data
Sat at 4:45 pm

Chair Melissa Deckman, Washington College
mdeckman2@washcoll.edu
Part. Paul A. Djupe, Denison University
djupe@denison.edu
Laura R. Olson, Clemson University
LauraO@clemson.edu
Eric L. McDaniel, The University of Texas at Austin
e mdaniel austin.utexas.edu
Andra Gillespie, Emory University
andra.gillespie@emory.edu

70-101 Roundtable: Teaching Civic Engagement Across the Disciplines
Sat at 4:45 pm

Chair Dick Simpson, University of Illinois at Chicago
simpson@uic.edu
Part. Elizabeth A. Bennion, Indiana University-South Bend
ebennion@iusb.edu
Elizabeth C. Matto, Rutgers University-New Brunswick
ematto@rci.rutgers.edu
Dick Simpson, University of Illinois at Chicago
simpson@uic.edu

71-200 Table 5: JSS: Do You Identify with Your Social Class? (Co-sponsored with 39. Public Opinion, see 39-2)
Sat at 4:45 pm
4:45 Economic Inequality and Selective Solidarity: Natives, Immigrants and Deservingness
Considerations
Gabriele Magni, University of North Carolina-Chapel Hill
magni@live.unc.edu
4:59 Inequality Makes Human a Political Animal, Not an Economic Animal: A Lab Experiment
John Seungmin Kuk, University of California-San Diego
jskuk@ucsd.edu
5:13 Losing it about Losing it All: Poverty, Volatility, and Implications for Political Action
Elaine Denny, University of California-San Diego
ekdenny@ucsd.edu
5:27 Whitewashing the Middle Class: Exploring the Association Between Perceptions of Class and Racial Identity
Kaylee Johnson, University of Massachusetts-Amherst
ktjohnson@polsci.umass.edu
5:41 Disc., Elizabeth Rigby, George Washington University
erigby@gwu.edu
Disc., Justin H. Phillips, Columbia University in the City of New York
jhp2121@columbia.edu
5:55 Audience Discussion

72-144 Roundtable: Research: Meet the Journal Editors
Sat at 4:45 pm
Chair Susan Sterett, Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State University
ssterett@vt.edu
Part. Greg M. Shaw, Illinois Wesleyan University
gshaw@iwu.edu
Susan Sterett, Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State University
ssterett@vt.edu
Joseph Yuichi Howard, University of Central Arkansas
jhoward@uca.edu

72-145 Roundtable: Teaching: Teaching Research Methods
Sat at 4:45 pm
Chair Nathan D. Griffith, Belmont University
nathan.griffith@belmont.edu
5:46 Audience Discussion

77-13 Lightning Talk: Education Policy in Comparative Context
Sat at 4:45 pm

4:45 Chair, Rebecca Oliver, Murray State University
roliver9@murraystate.edu

4:50 The Impact of Arts Education on At-Risk Students in Urban School Districts
Deborah E Ward, Columbia University in the City of New York
dew16@ca.columbia.edu

4:58 The Rise and Decline of Qatar’s School Based Management Reform: A New-Institutionalist Perspective
Mohamed Alaa Abdel-Moneim, Doha Institute for Graduate Studies
mohamed.abdelmoneim@dohainstitute.edu.qa

5:06 Fees Must Fall and Perceptions of Subjective Well-being from South African University Students
Joleen Steyn Kotze, University of the Free State
joleensteynkotze@gmail.com

5:14 Audience Discussion

77-14 Lightning Talk: State Capacity and State Weakness
Sat at 4:45 pm

4:45 Chair, Inaki Sagarzazu, Texas Tech University
inaki.sagarzazu@ttu.edu

4:50 Examining the ECOWAS Convention on Small Arms and Light Weapons (SALW) Proliferation: The Role of State Fragility
Daniel Kofi Banini, University of Central Florida
dbanini@knights.ucf.edu

4:58 Controlling Bureaucracies in Weak Institutional Contexts: Political Competition and Police Autonomy in Latin America
Hernan Flom, University of Notre Dame
hernan.flom@gmail.com

5:06 Police Practices in Uganda: Between Political and Everyday Policing
Jude Kagoro, Bremen University, Germany
judekagoro@yahoo.com

5:14 Between a Rock and a Hard Place: Serbia’s Crawl towards Stable Democracy
Milica Pavkovic, Waseda University-Tokyo
dordonot@gmail.com

5:22 The Effects of State Capacity on the Role of Traditional Authority in Africa
Soeren Jannik Henn, Harvard University
henn@g.harvard.edu

5:30 Audience Discussion

89-1 Emerging Work in Latino/a Politics
Sat at 4:45 pm

Chair, Andrea Silva, University of North Texas
andrea.silva@unt.edu

Abandoning (Partisan) Ship: Why Latinos Left the Republican Party
Colin Andrew Fisk, Indiana University-Bloomington
cafisk@indiana.edu

Bernard L. Fraga, Indiana University-Bloomington
bffraga@indiana.edu

My Face in the Mirror: Duality and Discretion in the New La(tinx) Migra
David Cortez, Cornell University
dc727@cornell.edu

Univisión para Todas/os?: Tracing the Coverage of U.S. Latina/o News
Aileen Cardona Arroyo*, Southern Methodist University
ac854@cornell.edu

Alicia Reyes-Barrientez, Southern Methodist University
alicia.reyesbarrientez@gmail.com

Disc., Andrea Silva, University of North Texas
andrea.silva@unt.edu

Disc., Betina Cutaia Wilkinson, Wake Forest University
wilkinbc@wfu.edu

Political Science Dystopias
Sat at 4:45 pm

4:45 Chair, John S. Nelson, University of Iowa
john-nelson@uiowa.edu

4:50 Beginning Again: Jericho, Revolution, and Catastrophic Originalism
Ira Allen, American University of Beirut
ia55@aub.edu.lb

Cosmic Horror and the Politics of Extinction
Peter Y. Paik, University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee
pypaik@gmail.com

Invasion of the Body Snatchers: A Visual Representation of Erich Fromm’s Notion of Automaton Conformity
Nicholas Walter Robbins, Clarkson University
nicholaswrobbins1@gmail.com

H.G. Well's Case for Making Monsters
Charles T. Rubin, Duquesne University
rubin@duq.edu

Disc., John S. Nelson, University of Iowa
john-nelson@uiowa.edu

Audience Discussion

MPSA Business Meeting & 2016 Awards
Sat at 4:45 pm
Saturday, April 8 at 6:30 pm
MPSA President’s Reception
Sat at 6:30 pm

Sunday, April 9 at 8:00 am
5-15 Political Economy of Corruption II
Sun at 8:00 am

8:00 Chair, Joel Simmons, University of Maryland-College Park
jwsimon@umd.edu
8:05 Audits and Accountability in South Africa
Daniel Phillip Berliner, Arizona State University, Tempe
danberliner@gmail.com
Joachim Wehner*, London School of Economics and Political Science
j.h.wehner@lse.ac.uk
8:18 Rouba Mas Faz: Experimental and Observational Evidence of the Competence - Corruption Tradeoff
Jordi Muñoz*, Universitat de Barcelona
jordi.munoz@ub.edu
Peter Esaiaisson, University of Gothenburg
Peter.Esaiaisson@pol.gu.se
Pablo Fernandez-Vazquez, Carlos III - Juan March Institute
pablo.fernandezvz@gmail.com
8:31 Strengthening Rule of Law: The Carrot or the Stick?
Naomi Goodno, Pepperdine University
naomi.goodno@pepperdine.edu
8:44 The Persistence of the Rent-Seekers and Mafia Practice in the Energy Sector in Indonesia
Asmiati A Malik, University of Birmingham UK
asmiati.malik@gmail.com
8:57 Disc., Joel Simmons, University of Maryland-College Park
jwsimon@umd.edu
9:10 Audience Discussion

6-21 The Legacies of Authoritarianism
Sun at 8:00 am

8:00 Chair, Sarah Hummel, University of Illinois-Urbana-Champaign
shummel@illinois.edu
8:05 The Divided Population: Political Attitudes of Supporters and Victims of Authoritarianism in Young Democracies
Anja Neundorf, University of Nottingham
anja.neundorf@nottingham.ac.uk
Roman-Gabriel Olar, University of Essex
rolar@essex.ac.uk
Johannes Gerschewski*, Humboldt University, Berlin
johannes.gerschewski@hu-berlin.de
8:15 Long-term Political Effects of State Repression: Evidence from Taiwan
Fang-Yi Chiu*, Institute of Political Science, Academia Sinica
fchiou@gate.sinica.edu.tw
Ji Yeon Jean Hong, Hong Kong University of Science and Technology
jeano1@gmail.com
8:26 Explaining Post-civil War Trustworthiness: Norms: Wartime Rebel Governance and Service Provision in Sri Lanka
Yuichi Kubota, University of Niigata Prefecture
kubota@unii.ac.jp
8:37 Liberalization from Below: Public Pressure, Agent Autonomy, and the Reform of Land Market in China
Yu Zeng, University of Pennsylvania
yze@sas.upenn.edu
Junyan Jiang, University of Pennsylvania
junyanji@sas.upenn.edu
8:48 Political Budget Cycles in Hybrid Regimes: Fiscal Policies and Elite Division in Iran
Ghazal Poshtkouhian Nadi, American University
gp4917a@american.edu
8:59 Disc., Sarah Hummel, University of Illinois-Urbana-Champaign
shummel@illinois.edu
9:10 Audience Discussion

6-202 Table 1: JSS: The Politics of Corruption
Sun at 8:00 am

8:00 Social Norms and the Persistence of Corruption: Experimental Evidence of Individuals’ Attitudes and Behavior Related to Corruption in Latin America
Natalia Garbíras Díaz, University of California-Berkeley
nataliagarbirasdiaz@berkeley.edu
8:14 Anti-Corruption Campaigns and Political Connections Building in Authoritarian China
Feng Yang*, University of California-Los Angeles
yangfengnk@gmail.com
8:28 The Power of Money: The Consequences of Electing a Privately Funded Politician
Nelson Alejandro Ruiz-Guarin, London School of Economics and Political Science
n.a.ruiz-guarin@lse.ac.uk
8:56 Disc., Omar Garcia Ponce, University of California-Davis
garcia.ponce@nyu.edu
9:10 Audience Discussion
7-13 Timing and Trends in Transitions to Democracy
8:00 Chair, Ellen M. Lust, University of Gothenburg
ellen.lust@gu.se
8:05 From De-jure to De-facto: Mapping Dimensions and Sequences of Accountability
Valeriya Mechkova, University of Gothenburg
valeriya.mechkova@v-dem.net
Anna Lührmann*, University of Gothenburg/V-Dem Institute
anna.luehrmann@v-dem.net
Staffan I. Lindberg, University of Gothenburg
xlista@gu.se
8:21 How Does the Timing of Constitution-Making Affect its Content?
Aylin Aydin Cakir*, Yeditepe University-Turkey
aylinaydin80@gmail.com
8:37 Long-Term Trends of the Democracy-Autocracy Balance in the World: An Application of Markov Chains to Freedom House Data
Anna Nikolaevna Gregg, Austin Peay State University
gregg@apsu.edu
David Ralph Grimmett, Austin Peay State University
grimmettd@apsu.edu
8:53 Disc., Amanda B Edgell, University of Florida
abedgell@ufl.edu
9:10 Audience Discussion
9-18 Strategic Behavior by Parties
8:00 Chair, Nick Lin, University of Mannheim
nicklin@uni-mannheim.de
8:05 Converging to Victory? Candidate Issue Positioning in the 2015 General Election
Jennifer vanHeerde-Hudson, University College London
jennifer.hudson@ucl.ac.uk
Caitlin Milazzo*, University of Nottingham
caitlin.milazzo@nottingham.ac.uk
8:18 Ideological Congruence, Voter Polarisation and Electoral Participation
Philipp Dreyer, London School of Economics and Political Science
p.dreyer@lse.ac.uk
8:31 Informing the Public: Party and Candidate Communication Compared across Platforms
Sebastian Adrian Popa, University of Mannheim
Sebastian.Popa@mzes.uni-mannheim.de
Daniela Braun*, LMU-Munich
Daniela.Braun@gsi.uni-muenchen.de
8:44 Party Representation in Plural Societies: Why Do Mainstream Parties (Not) Represent Minority Interests?
Miri am Hänni, University of Konstanz
miriam.haenni@uni-konstanz.de
8:57 Disc., Nick Lin, University of Mannheim
nicklin@uni-mannheim.de
9:00 Land Enclosure and Communal Violence: Evidence from Mexico
Carlos A. Schmidt-P adilla*, University of California-Berkeley
cschmidtpadilla@gmail.com
9:10 Audience Discussion
Leveraging Subnational Fragmentation to Assess Decentralization’s Effect on the Municipal Provision of Primary Education in Brazil
Kelly Norell Senters, University of Illinois-Urbana-Champaign

Modeling Institutionalization and State Capacity in Latin America: Theoretical Inquiries
Ted D. Ellis, University of Southern Mississippi

The Politics of Participation: How Political and Societal Incentives can Shape the Trajectory of Participatory Budgeting in the Brazilian Context
Maggie Shum, University of Notre Dame

Protest and Contentious Politics in China
Sun at 8:00 am

Chair, Kerry Ratigan, Amherst College

Rally 'Round the Red Flag?: Revisiting Public Opinion in China During International Crises
Jiahua Yue, Yale University

Procedural Injustice and Contentious Politics: How Does the State Shape Individual’s Resistance Preference
Xufeng Zhu, Tsinghua University
Yan Wang, The London School of Economics and Political Science

Protesting for Environment?: Evidence from Rural China
Narisong Huhe, University of Strathclyde
Chen Chia*, University of Texas-Arlington

Tonight We’re Gonna Party Like It’s 2142: Political Characteristics of Tibetan New Year in China
Allison L. Quatrini, George Washington University
Disc., Kerry Ratigan, Amherst College
Disc., Siu Yau Lee, Department of Asian and Policy Studies, The Education University of Hong Kong

Violence and Elections in Africa
Sun at 8:00 am
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Session</th>
<th>Speaker/Institution</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>9:10</td>
<td>Audience Discussion</td>
<td>Frank C. Thames, Texas Tech University</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9:10</td>
<td>Audience Discussion</td>
<td>Frank C. Thames, Texas Tech University</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19-16</td>
<td><strong>The Politics of Investment: New Methods and</strong> Models</td>
<td>Sun at 8:00 am</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8:00</td>
<td>Chair, Erica Owen, Texas A &amp; M University-College Station</td>
<td><a href="mailto:ericaowen@tamu.edu">ericaowen@tamu.edu</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8:05</td>
<td>A New Approach to Understanding the Political Determinants of Foreign Direct Investment in the Developing Word: Separating Within-Country Effects from Between-Country Effects</td>
<td>Joseph L. Staats, University of Minnesota-Duluth</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8:21</td>
<td>Buying Foreign Direct Investment: Explaining Differences in Tax Breaks Across Industries with Auction Theory</td>
<td>Brian Warby, University of Northern Iowa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8:37</td>
<td>R</td>
<td>Fathimath Musthaq, Indiana University-Bloomington</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8:53</td>
<td>Disc., Erica Owen, Texas A &amp; M University-College Station</td>
<td><a href="mailto:ericaowen@tamu.edu">ericaowen@tamu.edu</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9:10</td>
<td>Audience Discussion</td>
<td>Erica Owen, Texas A &amp; M University-College Station</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23-9</td>
<td>Varieties of Third Party Interventions in Conflicts</td>
<td>Sun at 8:00 am</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8:00</td>
<td>Chair, Kayce Mobley, Pittsburg State University</td>
<td><a href="mailto:kmobley@pittstate.edu">kmobley@pittstate.edu</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8:05</td>
<td>Bad Behavior and Angry Onlookers: Measuring the Influence of Disproportionate Responses on Third-Party Public Support for Interventions</td>
<td>Florian Justwan, University of Idaho</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8:21</td>
<td>Impact of Blue Helmets: Micro Evidence from a Panel Survey in Ivory Coast</td>
<td>Prabin Bahadur Khadka, New York University</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8:31</td>
<td>The Responsibility to Protect and the Responsibility While Protecting: An Analysis of Humanitarian Intervention and Regulating Intervention</td>
<td>yu-tai Tsai*, National Chung Cheng University, Taiwan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8:57</td>
<td>Disc., Florian Justwan, University of Idaho</td>
<td><a href="mailto:fjustwan@uidaho.edu">fjustwan@uidaho.edu</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24-18</td>
<td><strong>The Dynamics in Political Violence</strong></td>
<td>Sun at 8:00 am</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8:00</td>
<td>Chair, Casey Crisman-Cox, Washington University in St. Louis</td>
<td><a href="mailto:c.crisman-cox@wustl.edu">c.crisman-cox@wustl.edu</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8:05</td>
<td>State Perpetrated Violence Against Civilians in Darfur</td>
<td>Andrea Michelle Morris, University of Rochester</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8:21</td>
<td>Developing Risky Partnerships: Understanding how Militant Groups Form Relationships</td>
<td>Saurabh Pant, Princeton University</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8:37</td>
<td>State Interventions and the Growth or Suppression of Terror and Insurgent Attacks</td>
<td>Margaret Foster*, Duke University</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8:53</td>
<td>Disc., Casey Crisman-Cox, Washington University in St. Louis</td>
<td><a href="mailto:c.crisman-cox@wustl.edu">c.crisman-cox@wustl.edu</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25-16</td>
<td>Terrorism Studies</td>
<td>Sun at 8:00 am</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8:00</td>
<td>Chair, James Igoe Walsh, University of North Carolina-Charlotte</td>
<td><a href="mailto:jwalsh@uncc.edu">jwalsh@uncc.edu</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8:05</td>
<td>American Extremism: Terrorist Attacks, Muslim Immigration, and American Opinion</td>
<td>Stephen Omar El-Khatib, University of California-Riverside</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8:18</td>
<td>The Responsibility to Protect and the Responsibility While Protecting: An Analysis of Humanitarian Intervention and Regulating Intervention</td>
<td>yu-tai Tsai*, National Chung Cheng University, Taiwan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8:31</td>
<td>Suicide Attack Campaigns in Non-Democracies</td>
<td>Nasir Almasri, University of Chicago</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
8:44 Terrorist Competition and Violence in Unstable Environments
Justin Conrad, University of North Carolina-Charlotte
JustinConrad@uncc.edu
William Jerome Spaniel, University of Pittsburgh-Pittsburgh Campus
williamspanel@gmail.com
8:57 Disc., Elizabeth Nelson, Manhattan College
enelson02@manhattan.edu
Disc., James Igoe Walsh, University of North Carolina-Charlotte
jwalsh@uncc.edu
9:10 Audience Discussion

The Economics of Conflict and Security (Co-sponsored with 23. International Conflict Processes, see 23-10)
8:05 Ballot Access, Voter Participation and Valid Votes
Robert M. Stein, Rice University
STEIN@RICE.EDU
Carolina Romina Tchintian, Rice University
Carolina.R.Tchintian@rice.edu
8:15 Denied a Ballot: Who do Voter Photo ID Laws Prevent from Voting?
Ryan Edward Voris, University of Kentucky
rvoris@abac.edu
8:26 Diffuse Disenfranchisement: Investigating Community-level Effects on Voter Participation
Emily Ann Beaulieu, University of Kentucky
eabeau2@email.uky.edu
Bridgett A. King, Auburn University
bak0020@auburn.edu
Melynda Price*, University of Kentucky
melynda.price@uky.edu
8:31 War and Redistribution: Domestic Inequality, War Finance, and Intrawar Bargaining
Lindsey Brooke Hendren, University of South Carolina-Columbia
hendrenl@email.sc.edu
8:59 Disc., Emily Ann Beaulieu, University of Kentucky
eabeau2@email.uky.edu
Disc., Ryan Edward Voris, University of Kentucky
rvoris@abac.edu
9:10 Audience Discussion
Small Changes can Bring Large Results: Vote Changes and Seat Swings in the Canadian Provinces, 1950-2015
David C. Docherty*, Mount Royal University davidcdocherty@gmail.com

8:59 Disc., Ruth Dassonneville, Université de Montréal ruth.dassonneville@umontreal.ca

9:10 Audience Discussion

Trust and Accountability: Experiments on Political Psychology
Sun at 8:00 am

Chair, Aleksander Ksiazkiewicz, University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign aleksks@illinois.edu

An Experimental Approach to Two Mechanisms of Accountability
Maija Setala*, University of Turku maiset@utu.fi
Juha Ylisalo, University of Turku jtylis@utu.fi

Fear and Coordination
Mateo Vasquez, New York University mv1093@nyu.edu
Abraham Samuel Aldama Navarrete, New York University abraham.alدام@nyu.edu
Lauren Eyssa Young, Stanford University leyoung2@gmail.com

Fooling the Masses?: Elite Baits and Democratic Coordination
Soenke K. Ehret, New York University se695@nyu.edu

Regime Instability, Authoritarianism, and Anti-Democratic Backlash: Experimental Evidence from Egypt
Matthew Michael Ward, University of Houston mmward49783@gmail.com
Mazen Hassan*, Cairo University, Egypt m.hassan@feps.edu.eg

Understanding Political Trust: Evidence from Survey Experiments
Aaron Martin*, University of Melbourne, Australia aaron.martin@unimelb.edu.au
Nick Faulkner*, Monash University nicholas.faulkner@monash.edu
Kyle Peyton*, Yale University kyle.peyton@yale.edu
Raymond Orr*, University of Melbourne Raymond.orr@unimelb.edu.au

Disc., Aleksander Ksiazkiewicz, University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign aleksks@illinois.edu

Sources and Effects of Partisan Bias
Sun at 8:00 am
Chair, Tabitha Bonilla, Northwestern University tabitha.bonilla@gmail.com
Fantastic Beasts and Whether They Matter: Do Internet “Trolls” Influence Political Conversations in Russia?
Maxim Ananyev*, University of California-Los Angeles
maksim.ananjev@gmail.com
Anton Sobolev, University of California-Los Angeles
ant.sobolev@gmail.com
8:37
Manipulating Online Public Opinion during a Presidential Election: Political Astroturfing in South Korea
Franziska Barbara Keller, Hong Kong University of Science and Technology
fbkeller@nyu.edu
Sebastian Stier*, GESIS - Leibniz Institute for the Social Sciences, Cologne
sebastian.stier@gesis.org
JungHwan Yang*, University of Wisconsin-Madison
jyang66@wisc.edu
David Schoch*, University of Konstanz
david.schoch@uni-konstanz.de
8:48
The Effect of Hyperactive Users on Refugees Debate in Germany: Segregation or Polarization?
Morteza Shahrezaye, Technical University of Munich
morteza.shahrezaye@gmail.com
Simon Hegelich*, University of Seigen
simon.hegelich@uni-siegen.de
8:59
Disc., Jennifer Pan, Stanford University
jp1@stanford.edu
9:10
8:26
Race, Social Media and Mobilization
Sun at 8:00 am
Diversity and Solidarity in Challenging Times: Transnational Organizing, Twitter and New Models of Political Cooperation
S. Laurel Weldon, Purdue University-Main Campus
weldons@purdue.edu
Valeria Sinclair-Chapman, Purdue University-Main Campus
vse@purdue.edu
Rachael Einwohner*, Purdue University-Main Campus
einwohner@purdue.edu
Mangala Subramaniam*, Purdue University-Main Campus
msubrama@purdue.edu
8:00
8:05
From Politics Back to Protest: The Age Divide on Protest and Voting Between Black Voters
Jonathan Edward Collins, University of California-Los Angeles
jcollins2511@ucla.edu
Fernando Tormos, Purdue University-Main Campus
ftormosa@purdue.edu
8:35
Message or Messenger: The Impact of Descriptive and Substantive Representation on Vote Choice and the Mobilization of Latinos
Christopher Tyler Godines Camarillo, University of Oklahoma-Norman Campus
tyler.camarillo@ou.edu
8:52
The Effect of Coethnic Mobilization on Support for the Black Lives Matter Movement
Maneesh Arora, University of California-Irvine
maneesha@uci.edu
Christopher Stout*, Oregon State University
stoutch@oregonstate.edu
9:10
8:45
The Anglo-American Tradition of Rights: From Natural to Negative
Sun at 8:00 am
Chair, Howard L. Lubert, James Madison University
luberthl@jmu.edu
American Nature: From Settlement to the Revolution
S. Adam Seagrave, University of Missouri-Columbia
seagraves@missouri.edu
8:15  Locke's Disorderly State of Nature
Ethan Putterman*, National University of Singapore
poleap@nus.edu.sg

8:26  Naturalizing the Contingent: Sumner, Lochner, and Market Competition
Luke Philip Plotica, Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State University
luke.plotica@vt.edu

8:37  Negative Freedom and the Cold War
Ian Shapiro*, Yale University
ian.shapiro@yale.edu
Alicia Steinmetz*, Yale University
alicia.steinmetz@yale.edu

8:48  The Possible Community: Investigating the Origin, Purpose, and Form of Politics in Locke and Suarez
Catherine Ellen Sims, University of Notre Dame
csims@nd.edu

9:00  Chair, Michael Edward Snyder, Lincoln Land Community College
msnyder02@qub.ac.uk

8:05  Over A Barrel: Ralph Ellison and the Politics of Black Laughter
Patrick Giamario, Johns Hopkins University
giamarlr@jhu.edu

8:26  The Tragedy of "The Tragedy of the Commons"
Meghan Sue McConaughy*, Georgetown University
msm83@georgetown.edu
Paul Musgrave, University of Massachusetts-Amherst
musgrave@umass.edu

8:48  Disc., Michael Edward Snyder, Lincoln Land Community College
msnyder02@qub.ac.uk

Audience Discussion

46-10  Theorizing Citizenship
Sun at 8:00 am
8:00  Chair, Thomas Coke Ellington, Wesleyan College
ellington.wesleyancollege@gmail.com

8:05  Between Respite and Exhaustion: Labor, Income, and Citizenship in the Digital Era
David Peter Palazzo*, CUNY Hunter College
david.palazzo@gmail.com

8:18  Moral Neoliberal Citizenship: Using Food Citizens to Understand Moral Neoliberalism
Stefan Kehlenbach, University of California-Riverside
ekehl001@ucr.edu

8:31  Political Friendship and Democracy: Revisiting the Relationship Between Friendship, the Political and Politics
Nicolas Hayoz, University of Fribourg
nicolas.hayoz@unifr.ch

8:44  Seeing and Building the Common World: Reorienting Politics Between Indigenous and Non-Indigenous People in Canada
Dalaina Heiberg, University of Chicago
heiberg@uchicago.edu

8:57  Disc., Stephen C.W. Graves, University of Missouri-Columbia
gravessc@missouri.edu
Disc., Thomas Coke Ellington, Wesleyan College
ellington.wesleyancollege@gmail.com

9:10  Audience Discussion

51-19  Topics in Ideal Point Estimation
Sun at 8:00 am
8:00  Chair, Daniel Stegmueller, Duke University
daniel.stegmueller@duke.edu

8:05  Joint Scaling and Violations of the Common Ideal Point Assumption: Consequences in Nebraska
Ryan G. Baird, U.S. Strategic Command
rgbaird@gmail.com
Keith A. Grant, James Madison University
grantka@jmu.edu

8:53  Disc., Daniel Stegmueller, Duke University
daniel.stegmueller@duke.edu

9:10  Audience Discussion

54-24  The Best of Current Research on State Legislatures
Sun at 8:00 am
8:00  Chair, Peter Hanson, Grinnell College
hansonpe@grinnell.edu

8:05  Lawmaking in State Legislatures: A Test of Competing Theories
Jesse T. Richman*, Old Dominion University
jrichman@odu.edu

8:18  Opting Out: Retirement in Term-Limited State Legislatures
Jordan Butcher, University of Missouri-Columbia
jmbutcher@mail.missouri.edu

8:31  State Legislative Professionalism and Legislative Output
Daniel P. Franklin*, Georgia State University
dpfranklin@gsu.edu
Jeffrey Lazarus, Georgia State University
jlazarus@gsu.edu
8:44 The Effect of Legislative Construction on Political Party Discipline in State Legislatures
Anthony Jesuale*, Wayne State University
az9986@wayne.edu

8:57 Disc., Peter Hanson, Grinnell College
hansonpe@grinnell.edu

9:10 Audience Discussion

57-20 The Judiciary and Separation of Powers
Sun at 8:00 am

8:00 Chair, Robbin Smith, Central Connecticut State University
smithr@ccsu.edu

8:05 Do Judges Really Rely on Congressional Intent?
Kirk A. Randazzo, University of South Carolina-Columbia
randazzo@mailbox.sc.edu
Stephanie Ramsey Davis, University of Texas-Dallas
sxd168630@utdallas.edu

8:18 Interest Groups, Constituent Interests, and Questioning U.S. Supreme Court Nominees
Amanda Clare Bryan, Loyola University Chicago
abryan2@luc.edu
Maron Sorenson, Bowdoin College
msorenso@bowdoin.edu

8:31 Invoking Precedent: The Discussion of Supreme Court Precedent at Circuit Court Confirmation Hearings
Logan Dancey*, Wesleyan University
ldancey@wesleyan.edu
Kjersten R. Nelson, North Dakota State University-Main Campus
kjersten.nelson@ndsu.edu
Eve M. Ringsmuth, Oklahoma State University-Main Campus
evem.ringsmuth@okstate.edu
Emma Solomon*, Wesleyan University
emsaolomon@wesleyan.edu

8:44 One Toke Over the Line: Clinton v. New York and the Role of the Supreme Court and Congress in Legislative Process-Separation of Powers Disputes
Christopher Brough, Northern Illinois University
cbrough2@niu.edu

8:57 Disc., Joshua A. Strayhorn, University of Colorado Boulder
joshua.strayhorn@colorado.edu

9:10 Audience Discussion

58-11 The Effects of Term Limits on State Legislatures
Sun at 8:00 am

8:00 Chair, Greg Vonnahme, University of Missouri-Kansas City
vonnahmeg@umkc.edu

8:05 Agency Turnover, Term Limits, and Bureaucratic Control
JoyAnna Hopper*, Sewanee-The University of the South
jshopper@sewanee.edu

8:21 Term Limits and the Unfunded Pension Debt Crisis in America: An Analysis of Assumptions in Changing Economic Times
Nikolay Anguelov, University of Massachusetts-Dartmouth
nanguelov@umassd.edu
Christy D. Smith, University of New Haven
cds02c@my.fsu.edu
Christopher Trahan*, University of Massachusetts-Dartmouth
christophertrahan@gmail.com

8:37 The Myth of the Citizen-Legislator: How Term Limits and Staffing Cuts Increased the Legislative Incumbency Effect
Kevin Thomas Fahey, Florida State University
kf12d@my.fsu.edu

8:53 Disc., Greg Vonnahme, University of Missouri-Kansas City
vonnahmeg@umkc.edu
Disc., Michael W. Sances, University of Memphis
mikesances@gmail.com

9:10 Audience Discussion

63-23 State Environmental Policy
Sun at 8:00 am

8:00 Chair, Rebecca Bromley-Trujillo, University of Kentucky
becky.bromley-trujillo@uky.edu

8:05 Building the Green State: Natural Resources Management in the States, 1800-2000
Christopher McGrory Klyza, Middlebury College
klyza@middlebury.edu

8:18 Exploring Political Learning Among State Climate Policy Actors
Andrew Pattison, Colgate University
apattison@colgate.edu

8:31 Institutional Diversity in Oil and Gas: Implications for Efficient Drilling and Correlative Rights
Robert A. Holahan, SUNY at Binghamton
rholahan@binghamton.edu

8:44 Ambitiousness to Action: Analysis of State GHG Reduction Goals on Facility-level Emissions
Derek John Glasgow, Mercer University
glglasow_dj@mccr.mercer.edu

8:57 Disc., Matto Mildenberger, University of California-Santa Barbara
mildenberger@polsci.ucsb.edu

9:10 Audience Discussion
Table 4: JSS: Staffing and Remembering Authoritarian Regimes
Sun at 8:00 am

Does Reform In Political Selection Help Securing Rule? Effects of The Introduction of Imperial Examination In Chinese History
Jason Qiang Guo, New York University q251@nyu.edu

Exhibition and Politics: The Political Discourses of National Palace Museum, Chiang Kai-shek Memorial Hall and Taipei 228 Memorial Museum
Yu-jhen Chen, National Taiwan University r00322004@ntu.edu.tw

The Buddha Stands Tall: Politics of Heritage Preservation in Taxila, Pakistan
Hassan Asif*, United Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organization hassan91asif@gmail.com

The Dynamics of Mass Purges: Assessing Micro-Level Evidence
Matthew John Reichert*, Harvard University mreichert@g.harvard.edu

Disc., Robert W. Mickey, University of Michigan-Ann Arbor rmickey@umich.edu
Disc., Diane Bulpett*, Northeastern University bulpett.d@husky.neu.edu

Audience Discussion
10:38 Disc., Christine S. Lipsmeyer, Texas A & M University-College Station
lipsmeyer@tamu.edu
10:55 Audience Discussion

7-14 Transitional Justice
Sun at 9:45 am
9:45 Chair, Holly L. Guthrey, Uppsala University
holly.guthrey@pcr.uu.se
9:50 A Gender-Based Analysis of ‘War Babies’ and Transitional Justice in Sierra Leone
Rhiannon DuCoeur*, King’s College London
rhiannon.ducoeur@kcl.ac.uk
10:00 Actors in Post-Transitional Justice Settings: Learning from the Experiences of Victims’ Associations in Spain
Bilgen Sutcuoglu, Yeditepe University
bilgen.sutcuoglu@gmail.com
Ebru Akarcay*, Yeditepe University-Turkey
reilter8@hotmail.com
10:11 After the War: The Role of Institutional Reform in Transitional Justice in El Salvador and Guatemala
Genevieve Aaron Bates, University of Chicago
genbates@uchicago.edu
10:22 Facing or Forgetting the Past: Variations in Truth Recovery and Accountability in Aceh and Timor-Leste
Holly L. Guthrey, Uppsala University
holly.guthrey@pcr.uu.se
10:33 When Transitional Justice Is Not Enough: A View from the Grassroots
Evgenia Jane Kitaevich, University of Michigan-Ann Arbor
evgenia@umich.edu
10:44 Disc., Sophie Jiseon Lee, Duke University
jl324@duke.edu
10:55 Audience Discussion

9-19 Terrorism and Political Attitudes in Comparative Perspective
Sun at 9:45 am
9:45 Chair, Shana Kushner Gadarian, Syracuse University
sgadaria@maxwell.syr.edu
9:50 Does Terrorism Increase Political Trust? Evidence from Turkey
Sule Yaylaci, Yale University
suleyaylaci@alumni.uchicago.edu
10:03 Terrorism, Political Party Ideology and Vote Choice
Lance Young Hunter, Augusta University
lahunter@augusta.edu
Joe Robbins*, Shepherd University
jrobbins@shepherd.edu
Martha H. Ginn*, Augusta University
mginn@gru.edu
Aaron Hutton*, Augusta University
ahutton@augusta.edu
10:16 The Varying Effects of Terrorist Threat on Attitudes toward Democracy
Jennifer L. Merolla*, University of California-Riverside
jennifer.merolla@cgu.edu
Elizabeth J. Zechmeister, Vanderbilt University
liz.zechmeister@vanderbilt.edu
10:29 The Impact of Terrorist Attacks on Political Identities
Mark Peffley*, University of Kentucky
mpeffl@uky.edu
Marc L. Hutchison*, University of Rhode Island
mihutch@mail.uri.edu
Michal Shamir*, Tel Aviv University
m3600@post.tau.ac.il
10:42 Disc., Shana Kushner Gadarian, Syracuse University
sgadaria@maxwell.syr.edu
Disc., Elizabeth Suhay, American University
suhay@american.edu
10:55 Audience Discussion

10-18 Understanding the Success and failure of Populism and the Radical Right in Europe
Sun at 9:45 am
9:45 Chair, Seth Jolly, Syracuse University
skjolly@maxwell.syr.edu
9:50 A Radical Right Party Family?: Cluster Analyses of European Party Manifestos
Jennifer M. Simons, University of Virginia-Main Campus
jmsimons@virginia.edu
10:03 Does Collusion between Mainstream Parties Foster Populist Parties’ Electoral Results? Filippo Tronconi, University of Bologna
filippo.tronconi@unibo.it
Marco Valbruzzi*, European University Institute
marco.valbruzzi@eui.eu
10:16 Reacting to Repression: How the Political Exclusion of Radical Right-Wing Parties Change the Party Support
Kyung Joon Han, The University of Tennessee-Knoxville
khan1@utk.edu
10:29 Taking Roots in the Political System?: Political Success and Failure in the French and German Radical Right
Valeriya Kamenova, Boston University
vkamenov@bu.edu
10:42 Disc., Seth Jolly, Syracuse University
skjolly@maxwell.syr.edu
Disc., Cyril Jayet, Université Paris - Sorbonne
cyril.jayet@paris-sorbonne.fr
10:55 Audience Discussion

13-4 Voting Behavior in South Asia
Sun at 9:45 am

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Session</th>
<th>Speaker(s)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>9:45</td>
<td>Barking Up the Wrong Tree: Retrospective Voting, Natural Disasters, and Electoral Backlash</td>
<td>Brian Dylan Blankenship, Columbia University in the City of New York</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Ryan P. Kennedy, University of Houston</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Johannes Urpelainen*, Columbia University in the City of New York</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Joonseok Yang, Columbia University in the City of New York</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10:02</td>
<td>Voting Technology and Electoral Outcomes: The Case of Indian Electronic Voting Machines (EVMs)</td>
<td>Indrajit Sinha Ray, University of Houston</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Soledad Artiz Prillaman, Harvard University</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10:20</td>
<td>Strength in Numbers: How Women’s Networks Close India’s Political GenderGap</td>
<td>Ruowen Shen*, Florida State University</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Vera Zuo*, Hong Kong University of Science and Technology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10:37</td>
<td>Religion and Nationalism in India: Unstable Secular Nationalism</td>
<td>Ning Leng, University of Wisconsin-Madison</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Rafaela Dancygier*, Princeton University</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10:55</td>
<td>Audience Discussion</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11:45</td>
<td>The Political Economy of Redistribution</td>
<td>Giuseppe Pietrantuono, University of Mannheim</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Liz Lebron*, Louisiana State University and Agricultural &amp; Mechanical College</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>James C. Garand, Louisiana State University and Agricultural &amp; Mechanical College</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10:03</td>
<td>The Gap between Perceived and Actual Inequality and Redistributive Preferences</td>
<td>Yeonju Lee*, University of Chicago</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Andrew Kerner, University of Michigan-Arr Arbor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10:16</td>
<td>Welfare Politics and the Responsiveness to CSR Campaigns</td>
<td>Jane Lawrence Sumner, University of Minnesota-Twin Cities</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Carla Xena*, University of Oxford</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Sergi Pardos-Prado, University of Oxford</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Carla Xena*, University of Oxford</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10:42</td>
<td>Disc., Karen Long Jusko, Stanford University</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10:55</td>
<td>Audience Discussion</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11:45</td>
<td>Using Experimental Methods to Understand Attitudes About Immigrants</td>
<td>Dominik Hangartner, London School of Economics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10:08</td>
<td>Categorical Judgments: The Role of Ethnicity and Legal Status in Attitudes Toward Immigrants</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Liz Lebron*, Louisiana State University and Agricultural &amp; Mechanical College</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>James C. Garand, Louisiana State University and Agricultural &amp; Mechanical College</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10:31</td>
<td>Why Do Emigrants Vote?: Evidence from a Transnational Voter Mobilization Experiment</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Elizabeth Iams Wellman, Yale University</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Michael Paarlberg*, Georgetown University</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
21-18 Politics and Trade
Sun at 9:45 am

9:45 Chair, Joseph L. Staats, University of Minnesota-Duluth
jstaats@d.umn.edu

9:50 Joining the Global Trade Regime: The Impact of Autocratic Trade Agreements
Susanne Mueller, University of Wisconsin-Madison
mueller6@wisc.edu

10:03 Pesticides, MRLs, and Food Trade: Visible Food Safety and Invisible Protectionism
Wayne Tan, NCHU, Taiwan
jakobs@nchu.edu.tw
Kuo Joanna Chia-Chin*, National Chung Hsing University
joanna200366@gmail.com

10:16 Treaty Design and Trade Attitudes: A Conjoint Analysis of Public Support for the Transatlantic Trade and Investment Partnership (TTIP)
Hyeonho Hahm, University of Mannheim
hhhahm@gmail.com
Moritz Osnabrugge*, osnabrugge@uni-mannheim.de
Elena Frech*, University of Geneva
Elena.Frech@unige.ch
Thomas E. Koenig, University of Mannheim
koenig@uni-mannheim.de

10:29 When do Experts Matter?: Public Support for International Efforts to Cooperate on the Environment, Trade, and Security
Daniel Maliniak, College of William and Mary
dxmal@wm.edu
Eric Parajon, William and Mary
ericparajon@gmail.com

10:42 Disc., Joseph L. Staats, University of Minnesota-Duluth
jstaats@d.umn.edu
Disc., David J. Lektzian, Texas Tech University
david.lektzian@ttu.edu

24-19 The Fight for the Land: Territory and Political Violence
Sun at 9:45 am

9:45 Chair, Cameron Wimpy, Fors Marsh Group
cwimpy@mac.com

9:50 Land Reform and Civil Conflict: Theory and Evidence from Peru
Michael Albertus, University of Chicago
albertus@uchicago.edu

10:11 Electoral Incentives and Ethnic Violence in Bodoland Territorial Area District (BTAD) of Northeast India
Aniruddha Kumar Baro, Indian Institute of Technology Guwahati
b.aniruddha@iitg.ernet.in

25-17 The Consequences and Aftermath of Conflict
Sun at 9:45 am

9:45 Chair, Vito D’Orazio, The University of Texas at Dallas
vjdorazio@gmail.com

9:50 Compensating Victims in the Aftermath of Civil War and Natural Disaster
Prakash Adhikari, Central Michigan University
adhik1p@cmich.edu
Wendy L. Hansen, University of New Mexico
wlhansen@ unm.edu

10:00 Moving Forward?: War Experiences, Reconciliation Attitudes, and the Permission of Civil Liberties in Post-War Sri Lanka
Sara Kijewski, University of Bern
sara.kijewski@ipw.unibe.ch
Carolin Rapp, University of Bern
mail@carolirapp.com

10:11 Post-Conflict Justice and Foreign Aid
Crystal A. Williams, Michigan State University
williamscrystal84@gmail.com

10:22 Prosociality and Parochialism in Post-Conflict Societies: Evidence from Tajikistan
Sam Whitt*, High Point University
swhitt@highpoint.edu

10:33 The Local Security Effects of UN Peacekeeping Deployments
Bernd Beber*, New York University
bernd.beber@nyu.edu
Prabin Bahadur Khadka, New York University
pbk232@nyu.edu

10:44 Disc., Vito D’Orazio, The University of Texas at Dallas
vjdorazio@gmail.com

10:55 Audience Discussion

27-11 Trade and International Organizations
Sun at 9:45 am

9:45 Chair, Felicity Anne Vabulas, University of Chicago
fvabulas@uchicago.edu

9:50 Bargaining in the Shadow of a Dispute Settlement Mechanism: the WTO vs. the GATT
Yoo-Sun Jung, Texas A & M University-College Station
yoosunjung@tamu.edu

10:06 International Courts as Autocratic Signaling Devices: The Role of Reputation in WTO Dispute Settlement
Michael O’Donnell Allen, Cornell University
moa32@cornell.edu
Free Trade Agreements, Alternatives to Settlement and the Duration of Territorial Disputes
Lowell A West, University of California-Davis
lowwest@ucdavis.edu

Disc., Robert Gulotty, University of Chicago
gulotty@uchicago.edu
Disc., Jerry L. Miller, Ohio University-Main Campus
Jerry.Miller.1@ohio.edu

Audience Discussion

The Three Ps of Legislative Campaigns in the U.S.: Primaries, Partisanship, and Polarization
Sun at 9:45 am
Chair, Douglas James Ahler, Vanderbilt University
douglas.j.ahler@vanderbilt.edu

Accountability in State Legislative Primary Elections
Steven Rogers, Saint Louis University
smrogers@slu.edu

Extreme Districts, More Moderate Winners: Same-Party Competition in California and Washington’s Top-Two Primaries
Jesse M. Crosson, University of Michigan-Ann Arbor
jessemc@umich.edu

Partisan Campaign Pledges: Does Congressional Position-Taking Increase Mass Partisan Polarization?
Rich Forgette, University of Mississippi
forrette@olemiss.edu
Joel Andrew Hanel, University of Mississippi
jahanel@go.olemiss.edu
Julie Ann Wronski, University of Mississippi
jwronski@olemiss.edu

Re-Assessing Primary Election Type and Candidate Ideology
Steven Greene, North Carolina State University, Raleigh
shgreene@ncsu.edu
Nicholas Lafayette Pyeatt*, Pennsylvania State University-Altoona
nlp11@psu.edu
Kyle L. Saunders, Colorado State University-Fort Collins
Kyle.Saunders@ColoState.EDU

Disc., Douglas James Ahler, Vanderbilt University
douglas.j.ahler@vanderbilt.edu
Disc., Gary Edward Hollibaugh, University of Notre Dame
gholliba@nd.edu

Audience Discussion

Voting Behavior in the United Kingdom
Sun at 9:45 am
Chair, Jonathan Andrew Mellon, University of Oxford
jonathan.mellon@nuffield.ox.ac.uk

Brexit and the Norman Invasion: Very Long Term Cleavages in British Voting Behavior
Christopher Prosser*, University of Manchester
chris.prosser@manchester.ac.uk
Jonathan Andrew Mellon, University of Oxford
jonathan.mellon@nuffield.ox.ac.uk

Disc., Mobilizing Occasional Voters: Turnout, The Success of the Leave Campaign and Brexit
Lucas Rudolph, Ludwig-Maximilians University
lukas.rudolph@gsi.uni-muenchen.de

Modelling Heterogeneous Choice Sets: An Empirical Application to Great Britain
Ingrid Maurer, University of Munich (LMU)
Ingrid.Mauerer@gsi.uni-muenchen.de
Annemarie Walter, University of Nottingham
Annemarie.Walter@nottingham.ac.uk
Paul W. Thurner*, Ludwig-Maximilians University
paul.thurner@gsi.uni-muenchen.de

Who Cares About Local Candidates?: Which Voters Use Localism as a Cue and Why
Javier Sajuria, Newcastle University, UK
javier.sajuria@ncl.ac.uk
Ana Sofia Collignon Delmar, University College London
a.delmar.12@ucl.ac.uk

Disc., Jonathan Andrew Mellon, University of Oxford
jonathan.mellon@nuffield.ox.ac.uk
Disc., Ruth Dassonneville, Université de Montréal
ruth.dassonneville@umontreal.ca

Audience Discussion

Psychology of Threat
Sun at 9:45 am
Chair, Stanley Feldman, Stony Brook University
stanley.feldman@stonybrook.edu

Making Stereotypes Stick: How Distinct Emotions Impact Information Learning and Opinion Changes of Muslim Americans
Jillian Courey, Arizona State University-Tempe
jcourey@asu.edu

When the Worst is Yet to Come: The Distinct Political Effects of Inevitable and Preventable Threats
Brianna Smith, University of Minnesota-Twin Cities
smit7193@umn.edu

Disaggregating Danger: Applying Threat-Heuristic Theory to Preferences for Immigration Reform in America
Marika Landau-Wells, Massachusetts Institute of Technology
mlw@mit.edu

Connecting Prejudicial Attitudes and Discriminatory Behaviors: Experimental Evidence From Israel
Ryan D. Enos, Harvard University
renos@gov.harvard.edu
Noam Gidron, Harvard University
gidron@fas.harvard.edu
When Stigma is In the Air: Latina/o Beliefs about Discrimination in a Context of Threat
Kristina Victor*, University of California-Davis
kmvictor@ucdavis.edu
Bradford S. Jones*, University of California-Davis
bsjones@ucdavis.edu
Rene Rocha, University of Iowa
rene-rocha@uiowa.edu
David Lee Vannette*, Stanford University
dave.vannette@gmail.com

Disc., Stanley Feldman, Stony Brook University
stanley.feldman@stonybrook.edu
Disc., Anthony C. Lopez, Washington State University
anthony.c.lopez@wsu.edu

Audience Discussion

Public Opinion and Politicians
Sun at 9:45 am
Do Voters Realize their Preferences for Local Leaders from the Ruling Parties after Natural Disasters?
Miwa Nakajo, Tsuda University
mnakajo@hgu.jp

Public Opinion Feedback and Government Stability: Negotiations between Cabinet and Legislature
Tomoko Matsumoto, Nagoya University
tomoko.matsumoto@law.nagoya-u.ac.jp

Audience Discussion

Political Implications of Sport and Entertainment
Sun at 9:45 am
American Sports Coverage and Political Attitudes
Emily A. Thorson, Boston College
ethorson@gmail.com
Michael Serazio*, Boston College
serazio@bc.edu

The Reflective Reading of CCTV’s Spring Festival Gala under the Leadership of Xi Jinping
Yu-Nu Lu, Ming Chuan University
yunulu2003@hotmail.com

No News (Viewing) is Good News?: The High-Choice Media Environment and Candidate Perceptions in the 2008 Presidential Election
Michaele D Myers, University of Minnesota-Twin Cities
myers585@umn.edu

The Donald Trump: A Post-Broadcast Presidential Candidate
Matthew Thornton, Drake University
matthew.thornton@drake.edu

Audience Discussion

Gender Gaps across Political Contexts
Sun at 9:45 am
10:16 The Effect of Party Elites on Candidate Emergence and Descriptive Representation
William C. Cubbison, George Washington University
wccubbison@gwu.edu

10:29 Trajectories of African American Candidates in Local Politics: Running and Winning Elections in the South
Robert Lucas Williams, Rice University
rlwill21@central.uh.edu
John Peter Lappie, Rice University
john.p.lappie@rice.edu
Yuki Atsusaka, Rice University
atsusaka@rice.edu

10:42 Disc., Paru Shah, University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee
shalp@uwm.edu
Disc., Corey D. Fields, Stanford University
cfields@stanford.edu

10:55 Audience Discussion

10:06 Willmoore Kendall: Forgotten Founder of Conservatism
Andrew C. Spiropoulos, Oklahoma City University
aspiropoulos@okcu.edu

10:22 Fascism’s Lessons, Value Relativism, and the Advent of Fundamental Rights in American and German Constitutionalism
David Lebow, European University Institute
dlebow@gmail.com

10:38 Disc., Charles Harry Taylor Lesch, Washington University in St. Louis
lesch@fas.harvard.edu
Disc., Judith Lynn Failer, Indiana University-Bloomington
jfailer@indiana.edu

10:55 Audience Discussion

10:11 Francesco Sforza’s Virtue
William B. Parsons, Carroll College
wpersons@carroll.edu

10:22 In Pursuit of Virtue: Tyranny vs. the Philosophic Life in Xenophon’s Cyræopædia
Brandon Zitar, University of North Texas
brandonzitar@my.unt.edu

10:33 Kant, Love of Honor, and the Sustenance of Good Politics
Antong Liu, Duke University
antong.liu@duke.edu

10:44 Disc., Peter Josephson, Saint Anselm College
pjosephs@anselm.edu
Disc., Kevin Kearns, The University of Texas at Dallas
Kevin.Kearns@utdallas.edu

10:55 Audience Discussion

45-18 Virtue, Ancient and Modern
Sun at 9:45 am

9:45 Chair, Peter Josephson, Saint Anselm College
pjosephs@anselm.edu

9:50 Aquinas on Navigating a Nonideal World: Political Prudence as a Paradigmatic Civic Virtue
Theresa Smart, University of Notre Dame
thsmart@nd.edu

10:00 Emile’s Virtuous Education
Anthony Esteban Lanz, Marquette University
anthony.lanz@marquette.edu

10:11 Francesco Sforza’s Virtue
William B. Parsons, Carroll College
wpersons@carroll.edu

10:22 In Pursuit of Virtue: Tyranny vs. the Philosophic Life in Xenophon’s Cyræopædia
Brandon Zitar, University of North Texas
brandonzitar@my.unt.edu

10:33 Kant, Love of Honor, and the Sustenance of Good Politics
Antong Liu, Duke University
antong.liu@duke.edu

10:44 Disc., Peter Josephson, Saint Anselm College
pjosephs@anselm.edu
Disc., Kevin Kearns, The University of Texas at Dallas
Kevin.Kearns@utdallas.edu

10:55 Audience Discussion

48-8 Liberal and Democratic Constitutions
Sun at 9:45 am

9:45 Chair, Charles Harry Taylor Lesch, Washington University in St. Louis
lesch@fas.harvard.edu

9:50 Carl Schmitt’s Mixed Constitution
Freke Ette, University of Houston
ette@uh.edu

54-25 The Broad Contours of Legislatures
Sun at 9:45 am

9:45 Chair, Miklos Sebok, Hungarian Academy of Sciences
sebok.miklos@tk.mta.hu
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Authors</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>9:50</td>
<td>Revisiting the Effects of Cloture on Coalition Size</td>
<td>Michelle M. Buehlmann, George Mason University</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td><a href="mailto:michellebuehlmann@hotmail.com">michellebuehlmann@hotmail.com</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10:11</td>
<td>The Formal Quality of Legislative Outputs: An Empirical Indicator with Evidence from Hungary</td>
<td>Miklos Sebok, Hungarian Academy of Sciences <a href="mailto:sebok.miklos@tk.mta.hu">sebok.miklos@tk.mta.hu</a> Bálint György Kubik*, Hungarian Academy of Sciences <a href="mailto:kubikhalint@gmail.com">kubikhalint@gmail.com</a> Csaba Molnár*, Hungarian Academy of Sciences <a href="mailto:molnar.csaba@tk.mta.hu">molnar.csaba@tk.mta.hu</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10:33</td>
<td></td>
<td>Disc., Nathan F. Batto, Academia Sinica <a href="mailto:nbatto@gate.sinica.edu.tw">nbatto@gate.sinica.edu.tw</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10:55</td>
<td>Audience Discussion</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>55-8</td>
<td>Race, Ethnicity, and the Law</td>
<td>Sun at 9:45 am</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9:45</td>
<td></td>
<td>Chair, Christopher Parker, University of Rhode Island</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td><a href="mailto:cmparker@uri.edu">cmparker@uri.edu</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9:50</td>
<td>Media, Public Opinion and Judicial Outcomes &quot;10 Case Studies Involving Deadly Force Applied by Police Officers Against African-American Men&quot;</td>
<td>Nancy Burgoyne*, Montana State University-Billings <a href="mailto:Nburgoyne@gmail.com">Nburgoyne@gmail.com</a> Jared S Dahl*, Nelson &amp; Dahl PC <a href="mailto:JIdahle@nelson-dahl.com">JIdahle@nelson-dahl.com</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10:00</td>
<td>More Guns, More Police Fatal Shootings: Why Laxly Gun Laws May Lead to More Police Fatal Shootings?</td>
<td>Dennis Lu-Chung Weng, SUNY College at Cortland <a href="mailto:dennislcweng@gmail.com">dennislcweng@gmail.com</a> Garrett DuMond, SUNY College at Cortland <a href="mailto:garrett.dumond@cortland.edu">garrett.dumond@cortland.edu</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10:11</td>
<td>Privacy and Exclusions From Public Space: New York’s Stop-and-Frisk and France’s Ban on Facial Coverings</td>
<td>Scott Lemieux, SUNY at Albany <a href="mailto:slemieux02@gmail.com">slemieux02@gmail.com</a> Jennifer Fredette*, Ohio University-Main Campus <a href="mailto:fredette@ohio.edu">fredette@ohio.edu</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10:33</td>
<td>The Re-Segregation of Schools Across America 62 Years After Brown v. Board of Education</td>
<td>Daniel Myers, University at Buffalo <a href="mailto:danielmy@buffalo.edu">danielmy@buffalo.edu</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Disc., Christopher Parker, University of Rhode Island</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td><a href="mailto:cmparker@uri.edu">cmparker@uri.edu</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Disc., Benjamin Woodson, University of Missouri-Kansas City</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td><a href="mailto:woodsonb@umkc.edu">woodsonb@umkc.edu</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10:55</td>
<td>Audience Discussion</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>59-15</td>
<td>Policing, City Policies, and Urban Unrest</td>
<td>Sun at 9:45 am</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9:45</td>
<td></td>
<td>Chair, Jerry L. Miller, Ohio University-Main Campus</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td><a href="mailto:Jerry.Miller.1@ohio.edu">Jerry.Miller.1@ohio.edu</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9:50</td>
<td>Neighborhood Dissatisfaction and Contemporary Urban Unrest: Racial and Spatial Cleavages in Perceptions about Quality of Life in Baltimore, 2009-2014</td>
<td>Tyson D. King-Meadows, University of Maryland-Baltimore County <a href="mailto:tkingmea@umbc.edu">tkingmea@umbc.edu</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10:00</td>
<td>Race, Community and Planning in a “Post-Racial” America</td>
<td>Keith C. Veal, Rhodes College</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td><a href="mailto:vealk@rhodes.edu">vealk@rhodes.edu</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10:11</td>
<td>Importing Informality: Homelessness and Government Response in American Cities</td>
<td>Scott Braam, University of Illinois-Chicago <a href="mailto:sbraam2@uic.edu">sbraam2@uic.edu</a> David Joseph Amaral, University of California-Santa Cruz <a href="mailto:djamaral@ucsc.edu">djamaral@ucsc.edu</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10:22</td>
<td>Police Brutality and the Racial Makeup of Local Police Forces</td>
<td>Rebecca Sarah Goldstein, Harvard University <a href="mailto:goldsteinr@post.harvard.edu">goldsteinr@post.harvard.edu</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10:33</td>
<td>Flak-Catching in Ferguson?: An Analysis of the Ferguson Riot Commission</td>
<td>Lindsey JH Lupo, Point Loma Nazarene University <a href="mailto:lindseylupo@pointloma.edu">lindseylupo@pointloma.edu</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10:44</td>
<td></td>
<td>Disc., Jerry L. Miller, Ohio University-Main Campus</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td><a href="mailto:Jerry.Miller.1@ohio.edu">Jerry.Miller.1@ohio.edu</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Disc., Stephanie A. Pink-Harper, Southern Illinois University-Carbondale <a href="mailto:sapink@siu.edu">sapink@siu.edu</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10:55</td>
<td>Audience Discussion</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>63-24</td>
<td>Survey Experiments and Climate Change</td>
<td>Sun at 9:45 am</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9:45</td>
<td></td>
<td>Chair, Salil Deepak Benegal, DePauw University</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td><a href="mailto:salilbenegal@depauw.edu">salilbenegal@depauw.edu</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9:50</td>
<td>Incentives and Local Support for Shale Gas Development in China</td>
<td>Yu Zhang, Indiana University-Bloomington <a href="mailto:yz40@indiana.edu">yz40@indiana.edu</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10:03</td>
<td>Increasing Support for Pro-Environmental Policies: The Effects of Compensatory Policy Measures on Policy Specific Beliefs and Policy Support</td>
<td>Simon Matti, Luleå University of Technology <a href="mailto:simon.matti@ltu.se">simon.matti@ltu.se</a> Sverker C. Jagers, University of Gothenburg <a href="mailto:sverker.jagers@pol.gu.se">sverker.jagers@pol.gu.se</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10:55</td>
<td>Audience Discussion</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
10:16 Breaching Motivated Skepticism: Political Ideology and Public Opinion about Climate Change
Jonathan Pierce, Seattle University
piercejo@seattleu.edu
Kaleigh Young, Seattle University
youngk6@seattleu.edu

10:29 Space/Time: Framing Effects on Climate Change Mitigation Proposals
Joshua A. Munroe, Washington State University
joshua.munroe@wsu.edu

10:42 Disc., Salil Deepak Benegal, DePauw University
salilbenegal@depauw.edu

10:55 Audience Discussion

70-7 Teaching International Relations
Sun at 9:45 am

9:45 Chair, Michael Jon Stoil, University of Guam
mstoil@triton.uog.edu

9:50 Deterrence and Assurance in 21st Century Classes
Lana Obradovic*, University of Nebraska-Omaha
lanaobradovic1@gmail.com
Jody Neathery-Castro*, University of Nebraska-Omaha
jneathery@unomaha.edu
Michelle Black, University of Nebraska at Omaha
michellblack@unomaha.edu

10:03 Educating for a Global Participatory Democracy: A Model OAS Project
Catherine Eva Marie Bartch*, University of Pennsylvania
cathybartch@gmail.com

10:16 Evaluating Student Learning in IR Class Simulations
Margaret Edwards, Truman State University
megeedwards@truman.edu
Philip Hultquist, Roosevelt University
phultquist@roosevelt.edu
Yann Kerevel, Louisiana State University and Agricultural & Mechanical College
kerevely@gmail.com

10:29 Using Technology to Overcome Geographical Isolation when Teaching Global Affairs
Malliga Och, Idaho State University
ochmall@isu.edu

10:42 Disc., Michael Jon Stoil, University of Guam
mstoil@triton.uog.edu

10:55 Audience Discussion

10:16 Breaching Motivated Skepticism: Political Ideology and Public Opinion about Climate Change
Jonathan Pierce, Seattle University
piercejo@seattleu.edu
Kaleigh Young, Seattle University
youngk6@seattleu.edu

10:29 Space/Time: Framing Effects on Climate Change Mitigation Proposals
Joshua A. Munroe, Washington State University
joshua.munroe@wsu.edu

10:42 Disc., Salil Deepak Benegal, DePauw University
salilbenegal@depauw.edu

10:55 Audience Discussion

5-16 Political Economy of Corruption I
Sun at 11:30 am

11:35 Brazil’s Order and Progress Motto at Stake: From Protests to Impeachment
Edgar Jorge Marcolin, Purdue University - Main Campus
emarcolin@hotmail.com

11:51 Deterrent Punishment: Panacea for Ghana’s Systemic Corruption in a Flawed Democracy
Kofi Nsia-Pepra, Ohio Northern University
k-nsia-pepra@onu.edu

10:16 Breaching Motivated Skepticism: Political Ideology and Public Opinion about Climate Change
Jonathan Pierce, Seattle University
piercejo@seattleu.edu
Kaleigh Young, Seattle University
youngk6@seattleu.edu

10:29 Space/Time: Framing Effects on Climate Change Mitigation Proposals
Joshua A. Munroe, Washington State University
joshua.munroe@wsu.edu

10:42 Disc., Salil Deepak Benegal, DePauw University
salilbenegal@depauw.edu

10:55 Audience Discussion

11:30 Chair, Ruth D Carlitz, University of Gothenburg
ruth.carlitz@gu.se

11:35 Brazil’s Order and Progress Motto at Stake: From Protests to Impeachment
Edgar Jorge Marcolin, Purdue University - Main Campus
emarcolin@hotmail.com

11:51 Deterrent Punishment: Panacea for Ghana’s Systemic Corruption in a Flawed Democracy
Kofi Nsia-Pepra, Ohio Northern University
k-nsia-pepra@onu.edu

12:07 Political Agency, Election Quality, and Corruption
Miguel Rueda, Emory University
miguel.rueda@emory.edu

12:23 Disc., Ruth D Carlitz, University of Gothenburg
ruth.carlitz@gu.se

12:40 Audience Discussion

4-5 Poverty and Inequality
Sun at 11:30 am

11:30 Equality of Human Opportunity in the Middle East and North Africa
Atiyeh Vahidmanesh*, Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State University
atieh@vt.edu

11:35 What Determines Labor Rights in Asia?
Dongwook Kim*, The Australian National University
dongwook.kim@anu.edu.au

12:07 Political Agency, Election Quality, and Corruption
Miguel Rueda, Emory University
miguel.rueda@emory.edu

12:23 Disc., Ruth D Carlitz, University of Gothenburg
ruth.carlitz@gu.se

12:40 Audience Discussion

5-16 Political Economy of Corruption I
Sun at 11:30 am

11:30 Chair, Ruth D Carlitz, University of Gothenburg
ruth.carlitz@gu.se

11:35 Brazil’s Order and Progress Motto at Stake: From Protests to Impeachment
Edgar Jorge Marcolin, Purdue University - Main Campus
emarcolin@hotmail.com

11:51 Deterrent Punishment: Panacea for Ghana’s Systemic Corruption in a Flawed Democracy
Kofi Nsia-Pepra, Ohio Northern University
k-nsia-pepra@onu.edu

12:07 Political Agency, Election Quality, and Corruption
Miguel Rueda, Emory University
miguel.rueda@emory.edu

12:23 Disc., Ruth D Carlitz, University of Gothenburg
ruth.carlitz@gu.se

12:40 Audience Discussion

6-23 The Political Economy of Social Rights
Sun at 11:30 am

11:30 Chair, Florian Reiche, University of Warwick, UK
F.Reiche@warwick.ac.uk

11:35 What Determines Labor Rights in Asia?
Dongwook Kim*, The Australian National University
dongwook.kim@anu.edu.au

12:07 Political Agency, Election Quality, and Corruption
Miguel Rueda, Emory University
miguel.rueda@emory.edu

12:23 Disc., Ruth D Carlitz, University of Gothenburg
ruth.carlitz@gu.se

12:40 Audience Discussion

4-5 Poverty and Inequality
Sun at 11:30 am

11:30 Equality of Human Opportunity in the Middle East and North Africa
Atiyeh Vahidmanesh*, Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State University
atieh@vt.edu
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Author(s)</th>
<th>Institution(s)</th>
<th>Email(s)</th>
<th>Duration</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>11:45</td>
<td>The Right Left for the Job: Economic Reform and Protest in Four Left-Governed Countries</td>
<td>Kathleen Marie Bruhn</td>
<td>University of California-Santa Barbara</td>
<td><a href="mailto:bruhn@polisci.ucsb.edu">bruhn@polisci.ucsb.edu</a></td>
<td>12:00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11:56</td>
<td>China's Contentious Cab Drivers</td>
<td>Manfred Elfstrom</td>
<td>Harvard University</td>
<td><a href="mailto:manfred_elfstrom@hks.harvard.edu">manfred_elfstrom@hks.harvard.edu</a></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12:07</td>
<td>Demography and Democracy Revisited</td>
<td>Benjamin Roy Cole</td>
<td>Simmons College</td>
<td><a href="mailto:benjamin.cole@simmons.edu">benjamin.cole@simmons.edu</a></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12:18</td>
<td>National Identity Documents and Patterns in Violence: Evidence From the Afrobarometer</td>
<td>Anne Christine Frugé</td>
<td>University of Maryland-College Park</td>
<td><a href="mailto:acfruge@umd.edu">acfruge@umd.edu</a></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12:29</td>
<td>Disc., Florian Reiche</td>
<td>University of Warwick, UK</td>
<td><a href="mailto:F.Reiche@warwick.ac.uk">F.Reiche@warwick.ac.uk</a></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12:40</td>
<td>Audience Discussion</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8-12</td>
<td>Representation, Accountability and Electoral Systems</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11:30</td>
<td>Chair, Christina Xydias</td>
<td>Clarkson University</td>
<td></td>
<td><a href="mailto:christinaxydias@gmail.com">christinaxydias@gmail.com</a></td>
<td>11:30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11:35</td>
<td>Ideological “Defection”: Different Types of Defection and Their Consequences for Congruence, Responsiveness and Change</td>
<td>G. Bingham Powell</td>
<td>University of Rochester</td>
<td><a href="mailto:gb.powell@rochester.edu">gb.powell@rochester.edu</a></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Barbara Maria Piotrowska</td>
<td>University of Rochester</td>
<td><a href="mailto:barbara.piotrowska@rochester.edu">barbara.piotrowska@rochester.edu</a></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11:45</td>
<td>Rethinking Electoral Accountability: The Party System and the Electoral System</td>
<td>Christopher Kam</td>
<td>UBC</td>
<td><a href="mailto:ckami@interchange.ubc.ca">ckami@interchange.ubc.ca</a></td>
<td>12:00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Anthony Michael Bertelli</td>
<td>New York University</td>
<td><a href="mailto:tony.bertelli@nyu.edu">tony.bertelli@nyu.edu</a></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Alexander Held</td>
<td>University of British Columbia</td>
<td><a href="mailto:alexander.held@alumni.ubc.ca">alexander.held@alumni.ubc.ca</a></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12:01</td>
<td>Whodunnit?: Clarity of Responsibility, Party Valence, and Vote Choice</td>
<td>Michael Clark</td>
<td>Northern Illinois University</td>
<td><a href="mailto:mclark12@niu.edu">mclark12@niu.edu</a></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Debra Lynn Leiter</td>
<td>University of Missouri-Kansas City</td>
<td><a href="mailto:leiterd@umkc.edu">leiterd@umkc.edu</a></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>April K. Clark</td>
<td>Northern Illinois University</td>
<td><a href="mailto:aclark9@niu.edu">aclark9@niu.edu</a></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12:14</td>
<td>Accountability or Representation?: Democracy and Trade-Offs in Electoral Engineering</td>
<td>Michael Becher</td>
<td>Institute for Advanced Studies</td>
<td><a href="mailto:michael.becher@tse-fre.eu">michael.becher@tse-fre.eu</a></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Carl Georg Maier</td>
<td>University of Konstanz</td>
<td><a href="mailto:carl.georg.maier@uni-konstanz.de">carl.georg.maier@uni-konstanz.de</a></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12:27</td>
<td>Disc., Jose Antonio Cheibub</td>
<td>Texas A &amp; M University-College Station</td>
<td><a href="mailto:cheibub@tamu.edu">cheibub@tamu.edu</a></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11:30</td>
<td>Chair, Shane Singh</td>
<td>University of Georgia</td>
<td></td>
<td><a href="mailto:singh@uga.edu">singh@uga.edu</a></td>
<td>11:30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11:35</td>
<td>Compulsory Voting and Income Inequality: Evidence for Lijphart’s Proposition from Venezuela</td>
<td>John Carey*</td>
<td>Dartmouth College</td>
<td><a href="mailto:john.carey@dartmouth.edu">john.carey@dartmouth.edu</a></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Yusaku Horiuchi</td>
<td>Dartmouth College</td>
<td><a href="mailto:yusaku.horiuchi@dartmouth.edu">yusaku.horiuchi@dartmouth.edu</a></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11:45</td>
<td>Compulsory Voting Rules and Proximity Voting: A Comparative Investigation into the Causal Mechanism</td>
<td>Ruth Dassonneville</td>
<td>Université de Montréal</td>
<td><a href="mailto:ruth.dassonneville@umontreal.ca">ruth.dassonneville@umontreal.ca</a></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Fernando Ribeiro Feitosa*</td>
<td>Université de Montréal</td>
<td><a href="mailto:fernandofeitosaribeiro@gmail.com">fernandofeitosaribeiro@gmail.com</a></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Marc Hooghe</td>
<td>University of Leuven</td>
<td><a href="mailto:Marc.Hooghe@soc.kuleuven.be">Marc.Hooghe@soc.kuleuven.be</a></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Richard R. Lau</td>
<td>Rutgers University-New Brunswick</td>
<td><a href="mailto:rickLau@rci.rutgers.edu">rickLau@rci.rutgers.edu</a></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Dieter Stiers</td>
<td>KU Leuven</td>
<td><a href="mailto:dieter.stiers@kuleuven.be">dieter.stiers@kuleuven.be</a></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11:56</td>
<td>Compelled Voters and Accountability in Australia</td>
<td>Christian B. Jensen</td>
<td>University of Nevada-Las Vegas</td>
<td><a href="mailto:Christian.Jensen@unlv.edu">Christian.Jensen@unlv.edu</a></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Rafael Oganessian</td>
<td>University of Nevada-Las Vegas</td>
<td><a href="mailto:Rafael.Oganessian@unlv.nevada.edu">Rafael.Oganessian@unlv.nevada.edu</a></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12:07</td>
<td>Compulsory Voting and the Vote Decision Calculus</td>
<td>Shane Singh</td>
<td>University of Georgia</td>
<td><a href="mailto:singh@uga.edu">singh@uga.edu</a></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Jason Roy*</td>
<td>Wilfrid Laurier University</td>
<td><a href="mailto:jroy@wlu.ca">jroy@wlu.ca</a></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Patrick Fournier</td>
<td>Université de Montréal</td>
<td><a href="mailto:patrick.fournier@umontreal.ca">patrick.fournier@umontreal.ca</a></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12:18</td>
<td>The Impact of Compulsory Voting: Lessons from Brazil</td>
<td>Mathieu Turgeon</td>
<td>University of Brasilia</td>
<td><a href="mailto:turgeon@unt.edu">turgeon@unt.edu</a></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Andre Blais</td>
<td>University of Montreal</td>
<td><a href="mailto:andre.blais@umontreal.ca">andre.blais@umontreal.ca</a></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12:29</td>
<td>Disc., Jae-Jae Spoon</td>
<td>University of Pittsburgh-Pittsburgh Campus</td>
<td><a href="mailto:spoonj@pitt.edu">spoonj@pitt.edu</a></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11:45</td>
<td>Titles, Topics, Taxes in Latin America</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>11:45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
11:30 Appearances Can be Deceiving: Rivalry and Similarities in the Brazilian Agrarian Policy and the Rural Violence
Artur Zimerman, Universidade Federal do ABC (UFABC), Brazil
artur.zimerman@gmail.com

11:47 Policy Reform, Political Parties and Organized Interests: Universal Healthcare in Latin America
Zoila Iris Ponce de Leon Seijas, University of North Carolina-Chapel Hill
zoilapl6@live.unc.edu

12:05 Recruitment to High-Risk Actions and Conditional Cash Transfer Programs: The Case of Land Conflicts in Brazil
Ramon Torres Araujo*, Political and Social Studies Institute of the Rio de Janeiro State University
ramontronressaraujo@gmail.com
Ricardo Ceneviva*, Rio de Janeiro State University ceneviva@gmail.com

12:22 Titling the Richest: Land Reform and Electoral Support in Colombia, 1930-1946
Marta Juanita Villaveces*, Universidad del Rosario juanitavillaveces@gmail.com
Pilar Torres, Universidad del Rosario pilartorres.co@gmail.com

12:40 Audience Discussion

14:26 Security and Conflict in East Asia
Sun at 11:30 am

11:30 Chair, Songying Fang, Rice University sfang@rice.edu

11:35 What Does “Power” Mean in Asian Security Order: Position for the Middle Powers?
Visne Korkmaz*, Yıldız Technical University visnekorkmaz@hotmail.com
Nursin Guney, Yıldız Technical University gnursin@hotmail.com

11:51 What if a Conservative Leader had Been Elected as ROK President in 1997 or 2002?: A Counterfactual Analysis of Sunshine Policy and Inter-Korean Reconciliation
Yangmo Ku, Norwich University yku@norwich.edu

12:07 South Korea's Foreign Policy: Trying to Keep the Equilibrium Between China and the United States Jae-Eun Kim*, Carnegie Mellon University jaeunkim21@gmail.com

12:23 Disc., Songying Fang, Rice University sfang@rice.edu
Disc., Dongmin Lee, University of Colorado Boulder bucoliclife117@gmail.com

12:40 Audience Discussion

16-11 Women and Political Participation in the Middle East
Sun at 11:30 am
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Speaker/Institution</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>19:17</td>
<td><strong>Trade Politics and Policy</strong></td>
<td>Sun at 11:30 am</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19:30</td>
<td>Chair, Ana Carolina Garriga, Centro de Investigacion y Docencia Economicas</td>
<td><a href="mailto:carogarriga@gmail.com">carogarriga@gmail.com</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19:35</td>
<td>Consumption and Individual Preferences for Free Trade</td>
<td>Lena Maria Schaffer, University of Luzern</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19:45</td>
<td><strong>Electoral Rules and Trade Obfuscation</strong></td>
<td>Daniel Y. Kono*, University of California-Davis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Timothy W. Taylor, Wheaton College-Wheaton</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20:07</td>
<td><strong>Ethnic Politics and Economic Policy: Theory and Evidence from India</strong></td>
<td>Nikhar Gaikwad, Yale University</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Yeonju Lee*, University of Chicago</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20:12</td>
<td><strong>The Impact of Women Legislators on Trade Policy</strong></td>
<td>Ella Louise Stobart*, University of Houston</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Patrick E. Shea*, University of Houston</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Pablo Martin Pinto, University of Houston</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20:29</td>
<td>Disc., Ana Carolina Garriga, Centro de Investigacion y Docencia Economicas</td>
<td><a href="mailto:carogarriga@gmail.com">carogarriga@gmail.com</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20:40</td>
<td><strong>System Perspectives on War</strong></td>
<td>Sun at 11:30 am</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20:30</td>
<td>Chair, Kyle Haynes, Purdue University-Main Campus</td>
<td><a href="mailto:haynesk83@gmail.com">haynesk83@gmail.com</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20:35</td>
<td><strong>Exogenous vs. Endogenous Power Shifts as Causes of Rationalist War</strong></td>
<td>Steven Matthew Beard, University of Colorado-Boulder</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Yue Hu, University of Iowa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Ray Ou Yang, University of Iowa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20:54</td>
<td><strong>Revisiting the Myth of Democratic Peace: Great Powers and Hierarchy after the World War II</strong></td>
<td>Frederick R. Chen, University of Wisconsin-Madison</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Jiahua Yue, Yale University</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Yue Hu, University of Iowa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21:07</td>
<td><strong>The Logic of Peaceful Rise: Revisiting the Power-Peace Relationship in International Politics</strong></td>
<td>Yue Hu, University of Iowa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Ray Ou Yang, University of Iowa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21:23</td>
<td>Disc., Kyle Haynes, Purdue University-Main Campus</td>
<td><a href="mailto:haynesk83@gmail.com">haynesk83@gmail.com</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21:40</td>
<td><strong>Audience Discussion</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22:00</td>
<td><strong>Violence and Elections, Part 1</strong></td>
<td>Sun at 11:30 am</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22:30</td>
<td>Chair, Tore Wig, University of Oslo</td>
<td><a href="mailto:tore.wig@stv.uio.no">tore.wig@stv.uio.no</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22:35</td>
<td><strong>Are “New” Terrorists Old News?: Evidence from Electoral Terrorism</strong></td>
<td>Parmida Esmaeilpour, University of British Columbia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Taj Darra*, IBM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22:51</td>
<td><strong>Electoral Campaigns and Violence: How do Electoral Competition and Criminal Organizations Affect Violence?</strong></td>
<td>Aldo Fernando Ponce, CIDE (Centro de Investigacion y Docencia Economicas)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Jaime Sainz-Santamaria*, Centro de Investigacion y Docencia Economicas</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23:07</td>
<td><strong>The Strategic Logic of Insurgent Electoral Violence</strong></td>
<td>Luke Condra, University of Pittsburgh-Pittsburgh Campus</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>James Long*, University of Washington-Seattle Campus</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Andrew Curtis Shaver, Harvard University</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Austin L. Wright*, Princeton University</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23:24</td>
<td><strong>Violence and Government Electoral Support: Evidence From Colombia</strong></td>
<td>Mauricio Andres Vela*, Washington University in St. Louis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Nicolás Alejandro Liendo, University of Arizona</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23:39</td>
<td><strong>Voting in the Midst of Violence: Subnational Democratization in Colombia</strong></td>
<td>Tore Wig, University of Oslo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Alan Smith, University of Edinburgh</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Dali Yang, University of Maryland</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23:57</td>
<td><strong>Text as Data in Foreign Policy: Op Code and Content Analysis</strong></td>
<td>Sun at 11:30 am</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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11:30 Chair, Jonathan Renshon, University of Wisconsin-Madison renshon@wisc.edu

11:35 American Foreign Policy Think Tanks and Contested Role Assignment to the Self and the Others
Hamid Serri, University of North Georgia sh.serri@ung.edu

11:48 Status Maintenance in World Politics
Filip Viskupic, University of Georgia filip@uga.edu

12:01 The Last Decade of Germany's Russia Policy: a Case for Theoretical Eclecticism
David Sarkisyan, Yerevan State University sarkisyan_d@yahoo.com

12:14 Audience Discussion

29-10 The Human Costs of Economic Choices
Sun at 11:30 am

11:30 Chair, Youngsoo Yu, Korea University yyu3@binghamton.edu

11:35 No Representation with Taxation: How the Informal Economy Undermines Human Rights
Marc Davignon, SUNY at Binghamton mdavignon1@binghamton.edu

11:51 Between Two Rivers: The Choice to Fund State or Non-Governmental Organizations in the Pursuit of Human Rights
Tara E. Trask, University of Georgia tet61@uga.edu
Sarah Gail Hunter, University of Georgia sghunter@uga.edu

12:07 Repudiation and Repression: The Human Costs of Sovereign Default
Stephen Bagwell*, University of Georgia stephen.m.bagwell@gmail.com
K. Chad Clay, University of Georgia kclay@uga.edu

12:23 Disc., Toru Oga, Columbia University in the City of New York toruoga0916@gmail.com

12:40 Audience Discussion

36-19 Racial Identity: Causes and Consequences
Sun at 11:30 am

11:30 Chair, Matt Luttig, University of Chicago mluttig@uchicago.edu

11:35 American Support for the Use of Military Force in the Middle East: A Theory of Asymmetric Ethnocentric Response across Race
Christopher Ledford*, University of Kentucky chris.ledford@uky.edu

11:48 How do We Put Out the Fire?: Causal Attributions for Civil Unrest and Violence
Donald P. Haider-Markel, University of Kansas dhmarkel@ku.edu
Mark R. Joslyn*, University of Kansas mjoz@ku.edu
Ranya Radhi Ahmed*, University of Missouri-Columbia rahv3@mail.missouri.edu
Sammy z Badran*, University of Kansas badran@ku.edu

12:01 What's Race Got to Do With it?: Who Perceives Racial Bias in Citizen-Police Interactions
Paul Franz Testa, Brown University paul_testa@brown.edu

12:14 Who Wants to Be White?: Arab-American Opinion about Census Race Classification
Youssef Chouhoud*, University of Southern California chouhoud@usc.edu
Morris Eli Levy*, University of Southern California morris.levy@berkeley.edu

12:27 Disc., Kenneth Mulligan, Southern Illinois University-Carbondale mulligan.30@gmail.com

12:40 Audience Discussion

37-20 Toward an Understanding of Political Attitudes and Participation (Co-sponsored with 39. Public Opinion, see 39-18)
Sun at 11:30 am

11:30 Chair, Alexa Bankert, University of Georgia alexa.bankert@gmail.com

11:35 Altruistic Motivations for Election Participation in Online Lab Experiment
Akitaka Matsuo, London School of Economics A.Matsuo@lse.ac.uk

11:48 Identity and Political Polarization: Evidence on the Instrumental Impact of Partisan Identity
Dominik Duell, University of Essex dominik.duell@essex.ac.uk
Justin Valasek*, WZB Berlin justin.valasek@wzb.eu

12:01 Political Attitudes and Sophistication: Attitude Change and Attitude Uncertainty
Sedef Turper, Koç University sturper@ku.edu.tr
Kees Aarts*, University of Groningen c.w.a.m.aarts@rug.nl

12:14 Taking List Experiments to the Individual Level by Including Them in a Panel
Thorsten Faas, University of Mainz thorsten.faas@goolemail.com
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Session Title</th>
<th>Speaker(s)</th>
<th>Email(s)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>11:48</td>
<td>Why Do Publics Rally Around The Flag?: An Experimental Assessment of Rally Mechanisms</td>
<td>Chris Liu, University of Pennsylvania</td>
<td><a href="mailto:chrisliu@sas.upenn.edu">chrisliu@sas.upenn.edu</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12:01</td>
<td>Microfoundations for Individual-Level Attitudes towards Border Disputes in India: Results from an Mturk Survey</td>
<td>Sarah Fisher, Emory &amp; Henry College</td>
<td><a href="mailto:sfisher@ehc.edu">sfisher@ehc.edu</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Florian Justwan, University of Idaho</td>
<td><a href="mailto:fjustwan@uidaho.edu">fjustwan@uidaho.edu</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12:14</td>
<td>The Tolerance of the Tamils. War-related Experiences and the Probability of Granting Civil Liberties to Former Enemies</td>
<td>Caroëlin Rapp, University of Bern</td>
<td><a href="mailto:mail@carolinrapp.com">mail@carolinrapp.com</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Markus Freitag*, University of Bern</td>
<td><a href="mailto:markus.freitag@ipw.unibe.ch">markus.freitag@ipw.unibe.ch</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12:27</td>
<td>Disc., Patrick Bayer, University of Glasgow</td>
<td><a href="mailto:patrick.bayer@glasgow.ac.uk">patrick.bayer@glasgow.ac.uk</a></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Disc., Aasta Dyrnes Nordoe, Department of Comparative Politics, University of Bergen</td>
<td><a href="mailto:asta.nordo@uib.no">asta.nordo@uib.no</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12:40</td>
<td>Audience Discussion</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11:48</td>
<td>Why Do Publics Rally Around The Flag?: An Experimental Assessment of Rally Mechanisms</td>
<td>Chris Liu, University of Pennsylvania</td>
<td><a href="mailto:chrisliu@sas.upenn.edu">chrisliu@sas.upenn.edu</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12:01</td>
<td>Microfoundations for Individual-Level Attitudes towards Border Disputes in India: Results from an Mturk Survey</td>
<td>Sarah Fisher, Emory &amp; Henry College</td>
<td><a href="mailto:sfisher@ehc.edu">sfisher@ehc.edu</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Florian Justwan, University of Idaho</td>
<td><a href="mailto:fjustwan@uidaho.edu">fjustwan@uidaho.edu</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12:14</td>
<td>The Tolerance of the Tamils. War-related Experiences and the Probability of Granting Civil Liberties to Former Enemies</td>
<td>Caroëlin Rapp, University of Bern</td>
<td><a href="mailto:mail@carolinrapp.com">mail@carolinrapp.com</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Markus Freitag*, University of Bern</td>
<td><a href="mailto:markus.freitag@ipw.unibe.ch">markus.freitag@ipw.unibe.ch</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12:27</td>
<td>Disc., Patrick Bayer, University of Glasgow</td>
<td><a href="mailto:patrick.bayer@glasgow.ac.uk">patrick.bayer@glasgow.ac.uk</a></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Disc., Aasta Dyrnes Nordoe, Department of Comparative Politics, University of Bergen</td>
<td><a href="mailto:asta.nordo@uib.no">asta.nordo@uib.no</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12:40</td>
<td>Audience Discussion</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11:48</td>
<td>Why Do Publics Rally Around The Flag?: An Experimental Assessment of Rally Mechanisms</td>
<td>Chris Liu, University of Pennsylvania</td>
<td><a href="mailto:chrisliu@sas.upenn.edu">chrisliu@sas.upenn.edu</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12:01</td>
<td>Microfoundations for Individual-Level Attitudes towards Border Disputes in India: Results from an Mturk Survey</td>
<td>Sarah Fisher, Emory &amp; Henry College</td>
<td><a href="mailto:sfisher@ehc.edu">sfisher@ehc.edu</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Florian Justwan, University of Idaho</td>
<td><a href="mailto:fjustwan@uidaho.edu">fjustwan@uidaho.edu</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12:14</td>
<td>The Tolerance of the Tamils. War-related Experiences and the Probability of Granting Civil Liberties to Former Enemies</td>
<td>Caroëlin Rapp, University of Bern</td>
<td><a href="mailto:mail@carolinrapp.com">mail@carolinrapp.com</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Markus Freitag*, University of Bern</td>
<td><a href="mailto:markus.freitag@ipw.unibe.ch">markus.freitag@ipw.unibe.ch</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12:27</td>
<td>Disc., Patrick Bayer, University of Glasgow</td>
<td><a href="mailto:patrick.bayer@glasgow.ac.uk">patrick.bayer@glasgow.ac.uk</a></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Disc., Aasta Dyrnes Nordoe, Department of Comparative Politics, University of Bergen</td>
<td><a href="mailto:asta.nordo@uib.no">asta.nordo@uib.no</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12:40</td>
<td>Audience Discussion</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The Vice Presidency and Vice Presidential Selection
Sun at 11:30 am
Chair, David A. Schultz, Hamline University
dschultz@hamline.edu
11:35 Vice Presidential Selection, Party Asymmetry, and the 2016 Cycle
William D. Adler, Northeastern Illinois University
williamadler@gmail.com
Julia Azari*, Marquette University
julia.azari@marquette.edu
11:51 Vice President Who?: Media Coverage and Public Opinion in the 2016 Election
Stacy Gwenn Ulbig, Sam Houston State University
ulbig@shsu.edu
Christopher J. Devine, University of Dayton
devine1@udayton.edu
Kyle Casimir Kopko*, Elizabethtown College
kopko@etown.edu
12:23 Disc., David A. Schultz, Hamline University
dschultz@hamline.edu
Disc., William D. Adler, Northeastern Illinois University
williamadler@gmail.com
12:40 Audience Discussion

The Connection between Legislative Actions and Elections
Sun at 11:30 am
Chair, Adam Cayton, The University of West Florida
acayton@uwf.edu
11:35 Legislative Productivity and the Electoral Security of Lawmakers
Patrick T. Hickey*, West Virginia University
patrick.hickey@gmail.com
Jason A. MacDonald, West Virginia University
jason.macdonald@mail.wvu.edu
11:45 Prevailing on the Electorally Vulnerable: Strategic Partisan Manipulation of the Floor Agenda
Scott Guenther, Princeton University
guenther.scott@gmail.com
11:56 Returns to Office as a Purposive Legislative Goal
Kevin Thomas Fahey, Florida State University
kf12d@my.fsu.edu
12:07 Time Dependent Legislative Behavior and Electoral Punishment
Lauren M. Rowlands, Temple University
tul75820@temple.edu
Ryan J. Vander Wielen, Temple University
rvwielen@temple.edu
12:18 The Party Agenda in the United States, 1948-2012: Do Party Platforms Set the Next Year's Agenda?
Ej Fagan, The University of Texas at Austin
ejfagan@utexas.edu
12:29 Disc., Hans C. Noel, Georgetown University
hcn4@georgetown.edu
12:40 Audience Discussion

U.S. Supreme Court, Interest Groups, and Decision Making
Sun at 11:30 am
Chair, Christine L. Nemacheck, College of William and Mary
clnema@wm.edu
11:35 Are Some Friends More Helpful Than Others?: Evaluating Amicus Brief Influence in Highly Technical Cases
Catherine Gayle Thrash, The University of Alabama
cgthash@crimson.ua.edu
11:45 Patterns of Organized Interest Competition in Amicus Curiae Briefs, 1999-2012
Richard A. Almeida, Francis Marion University
ralmeida@fmarion.edu
11:56 Quality Over Quantity: State Amicus Curiae Success on the Merits in the United States Supreme Court
Kayla Canelo, University of California-Merced
kcanelo2@ucmerced.edu
12:07 State Advocacy and Representation at the U.S. Supreme Court
Thomas G. Hansford, University of California-Merced
thansford@ucmerced.edu
Sarah Depaoli*, University of California-Merced
sdepaoli@ucmerced.edu
Kayla Canelo, University of California-Merced
kcanelo2@ucmerced.edu
12:18 Sequential Voting and Agenda Selection in the Court
Gabriel Lopez-Moctezuma, Yale University
glmoctezuma@gmail.com
12:29 Disc., Ryan James Owens, University of Wisconsin-Madison
rjowens@wisc.edu
Disc., Robert Reif Robinson, California State University-Fullerton
rorobinson@fullerton.edu
12:40 Audience Discussion

School Choice and Public Education
Sun at 11:30 am
Chair, Alan Zarychta, University of Chicago
azarychta@uchicago.edu
11:35 Bridging Divides or Building New Walls?: Heterogeneity in the Relationship Between School Choice and Segregation
Katharine E Destler*, Western Washington University
kate.destler@wwu.edu
John D Selby*
jdselby@asu.edu
11:48  Charter School Prevalence and Local Support for Public School Funding Ballot Measures
Ngaire Honey, Vanderbilt University
ngaire.n.honey@vanderbilt.edu
Richard S. L. Blissett, Vanderbilt University
richard.s.blissett@vanderbilt.edu
David Woo*, Vanderbilt University
david.s.woo@vanderbilt.edu

12:01 School Choice and Voter Turnout in School Bond Elections
David Casalaspi, Michigan State University
dwc@msu.edu

12:14 The Role and Impact of Transportation and School Choice on the Inequality of Opportunity and School Segregation
Ngaire Honey, Vanderbilt University
ngaire.n.honey@vanderbilt.edu

12:27 Disc., T. Lucas Hollar, Nova Southeastern University
lucas.hollar@nova.edu
Disc., Tavis D. Jules, Loyola University Chicago
tjules@luc.edu

12:40 Audience Discussion

64-15 Narratives and Agenda Setting in Environmental Policy
Sun at 11:30 am
11:30 Chair, Kuhika Gupta, University of Oklahoma-Norman Campus
kuhikagupta@ou.edu

11:35 Multiple Streams in Hawaii: How the Aloha State Achieved a 100% Renewable Portfolio Standard
Jennifer Kagan, University of Colorado-Denver
jennifer.kagan@ucdenver.edu

11:51 Explaining Venue Shopping for Oil and Gas Policy Change in New York During the De Factor Fracking Moratorium
Samuel Gallaher, University of Colorado Denver
samuel.gallaher@ucdenver.edu

12:07 Retrospective Policy Narratives: How An Influential Coalition Makes Sense of a Policy Loss
Chandra Commuri, California State University-Bakersfield
ccommuri@csub.edu

12:23 Disc., Elizabeth Anne Baldwin, University of Arizona
elizabethb@email.arizona.edu
Disc., Emily Matthews Luxon, University of Michigan-Dearborn
eoluxon@umich.edu

12:40 Audience Discussion